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Materials, Junctions, 
and Devices 

QEMICONDUCTOR devices are 
kJ small but versatile units that can 
perform an amazing variety of con-
trol functions in electronic equipment. 
Like other electron devices, they have 
the ability to control almost instantly 
the movement of charges of elec-
tricity. They are used as rectifiers, 
detectors, amplifiers, oscillators, 
electronic switches, mixers, and 
modulators. 

In addition, semiconductor devices 
have many important advantages 
over other types of electron devices. 
They are very small and light in 
weight (some are less than an inch 
long and weigh just a fraction of an 
ounce). They have no filaments or 
heaters, and therefore require no 
heating power or warm-up time. 
They consume very little power. They 
are solid in construction, extremely 
rugged, free from microphonics, and 
can be made impervious to many se-
vere environmental conditions. The 
circuits required for their operation 
are usually simple. 

SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS 

Unlike other electron devices, which 
depend for their functioning on the 
flow of electric charges through a 
vacuum or a gas, semiconductor de-
vices make use of the flow of current 
in a solid. In general, all materials 
may be classified in three major 
categories—conductors, semiconduc-
tors, and insulators—depending upon 
their ability to conduct an electric 

current. As the name indicates, a 
semiconductor material has poorer 
conductivity than a conductor, but 
better conductivity than an insulator. 
The materials most often used in 

semiconductor devices are germa-
nium and silicon. Germanium has 
higher electrical conductivity ( less 
resistance to current flow) than 
silicon, and is used in most low- and 
medium-power diodes and transis-
tors. Silicon is more suitable for 
high-power devices than germanium. 
One reason is that it can be used at 
much higher temperatures. A rela-
tively new material which combines 
the principal desirable features of 
both germanium and silicon is gal-
lium arsenide. When further experi-
ence with this material has been 
obtained, it is expected to find much 
wider use in semiconductor devices. 

Resistivity 
The ability of a material to con-

duct current (conductivity) is di-
rectly proportional to the number of 
free ( loosely held) electrons in the 
material. Good conductors, such as 
silver, copper, and aluminum, have 
large numbers of free electrons; their 
resistivities are of the order of a 
few millionths of an ohm-centimeter. 
Insulators such as glass, rubber, and 
mica, which have very few loosely 
held electrons, have resistivities as 
high as several million ohm-centi-
meters. 

Semiconductor materials lie in the 
range between these two extremes, 
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as shown in Fig. 1. Pure germanium 
has a resistivity of 60 ohm-centi-
meters. Pure silicon has a consider-
ably higher resistivity, in the order 
of 60,000 ohm-centimeters. As used 
in semiconductor devices, however, 
these materials contain carefully con-
trolled amounts of certain impurities 
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Figure 1. Resistivity of typical conductor, 
semiconductors, and insulator. 

which reduce their resistivity to 
about 2 ohm-centimeters at room 
temperature (this resistivity de-
creases rapidly as the temperature 
rises). 

Impurities 

Carefully prepared semiconductor 
materials have a crystal structure. 
In this type of structure, which is 
called a lattice, the outer or valence 
electrons of individual atoms are 
tightly bound to the electrons of ad-
jacent atoms in electron-pair bonds, 
as shown in Fig. 2. Because such a 

ELECTRON - PAIR BONDS ATOMS 

Figure 2. Crystal lattice structure. 

structure has no loosely held elec-
trons, semiconductor materials are 
poor conductors under normal condi-
tions. In order to separate the elec-
tron-pair bonds and provide free 
electrons for electrical conduction, 

it would be necessary to apply high 
temperatures or strong electric fields. 
Another way to alter the lattice 

structure and thereby obtain free 
electrons, however, is to add small 
amounts of other elements having a 
different atomic structure. By the ad-
dition of almost infinitesimal amounts 
of such other elements, called "im-
purities", the basic electrical proper-
ties of pure semiconductor materials 
can be modified and controlled. The 
ratio of impurity to the semicon-
ductor material is usually extremely 
small, in the order of one part in 
ten million. 
When the impurity elements are 

added to the semiconductor material, 
impurity atoms take the place of 
semiconductor atoms in the lattice 
structure. If the impurity atoms 
added have the same number of va-
lence electrons as the atoms of the 
original semiconductor material, they 
fit neatly into the lattice, forming 
the required number of electron-pair 
bonds with semiconductor atoms. In 
this case, the electrical properties 
of the material are essentially un-
changed. 
When the impurity atom has one 

more valence electron than the semi-
ccnductor atom, however, this extra 
electron cannot form an electron-
pair bond because no adjacent va-
lence electron is available. The excess 
electron is then held very loosely by 
the atom, as shown in Fig. 3, and 

ELECTRON- PAIR 
BONDS/, 

/ 
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ATOMS 

Figure 3. Lattice structure of n•type 
materiel. 
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requires only slight excitation to 
break away. Consequently, the pres-
ence of such excess electrons makes 
the material a better conductor, i.e., 
its resistance to current flow is 
reduced. 
Impurity elements which are added 

to germanium and silicon crystals to 
provide excess electrons include ar-
senic and antimony. When these ele-
ments are introduced, the resulting 
material is called n-type because the 
excess free electrons have a negative 
charge. ( It should be noted, however, 
that the negative charge of the elec-
trons is balanced by an equivalent 
positive charge in the center of the 
impurity atoms. Therefore, the net 
electrical charge of the semiconduc-
tor material is not changed.) 
A different effect is produced when 

an impurity atom having one less 
valence electron than the semicon-
ductor atom is substituted in the 
lattice structure. Although all the 
valence electrons of the impurity 
atom form electron-pair bonds with 
electrons of neighboring semiconduc-
tor atoms, one of the bonds in the 
lattice structure cannot be completed 
because the impurity atom lacks the 
final valence electron. As a result, a 
vacancy or "hole" exists in the lat-
tice, as shown in Fig. 4. An electron 
from an adjacent electron-pair bond 
may then absorb enough energy to 
break its bond and move through the 
lattice to fill the hole. As in the 

ELECTRON-MIR SEMICONDUCTOR 
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Figure 4. Lattice structure of p-type 
material. 

case of excess electrons, the presence 
of "holes" encourages the flow of 
electrons in the semiconductor ma-
terial; consequently, the conductivity 
is increased and the resistivity is 
reduced. 
The vacancy or hole in the crystal 

structure is considered to have a 
positive electrical charge because it 
represents the absence of an electron. 
(Again, however, the net charge of 
the crystal is unchanged.) Semi-
conductor material which contains 
these "holes" or positive charges is 
called p-type material. P-type mate-
rials are formed by the addition of 
aluminum, gallium, or indium. 
Although the difference in the 

chemical composition of n-type and 
p-type materials is slight, the differ-
ences in the electrical characteristics 
of the two types are substantial, and 
are very important in the operation 
of semiconductor devices. 

P-N JUNCTIONS 
When n-type and 

are joined together, 
5, an unusual but 
phenomenon occurs 

p-type materials 
as shown in Fig. 
very important 
at the interface 

P-N JUNCTION 
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Figure 5. Interaction of holes and electrons 
at p-n Junction. 

where the two materials meet ( called 
the p-n junction). An interaction 
takes place between the two types 
of material at the junction as a re-
sult of the holes in one material and 
the excess electrons in the other. 
When a p-n junction is formed, 

some of the free electrons from the 
n-type material diffuse across the 
junction and recombine with holes in 
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the lattice structure of the p-type 
material; similarly, some of the holes 
in the p-type material diffuse across 
the junction and recombine with free 
electrons in the lattice structure of 
the n-type material. This interaction 
or diffusion is brought into equilib-
rium by a small space-charge region 
(sometimes called the transition re-
gion or depletion layer). The p-type 
material thus acquires a slight nega-
tive charge and the n-type material 
acquires a slight positive charge. 
The potential gradient established 

across the space-charge region by the 
diffusion process is represented in 
Fig. 6 by an imaginary battery 
connected across the junction. (The 

JUNCTION 

N 

- + 
IMAGINARY 

SPACE—CHARGE 
EQUIVALENT 
BATTERY 

Figure 6. Potential gradient across space-
charge region. 

battery symbol is shown only to 
represent the internal effects; the 
potential is not directly measurable.) 
In the absence of external circuits or 
voltages, this potential gradient dis-
courages further diffusion across the 
p-n junction because electrons from 
the n-type material are repelled by 
the slight negative charge induced 
in the p-type material and holes from 
the p-type material are repelled by 
the slight positive charge induced in 

ELECTRON FLOW 
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(a) REVERSE BIAS 

the n-type material. In effect, there-
fore, the potential gradient (or 
energy barrier, as it is sometimes 
called) prevents total interaction be-
tween the two types of material, and 
thus preserves the differences in their 
characteristics. 

CURRENT FLOW 
When an external battery is con-

nected across a p-n junction, the 
amount of current flow is determined 
by the polarity of the applied voltage 
and its effect on the space-charge 
region. In Fig. 7a, the positive ter-
minal of the battery is connected to 
the n-type material and the negative 
terminal to the p-type material. In 
this arrangement, the free electrons 
in the n-type material are attracted 
toward the positive terminal of the 
battery and away from the junction. 
At the same time, holes from the 
p-type material are attracted toward 
the negative terminal of the battery 
and away from the junction. As a 
result, the space-charge region at the 
junction becomes effectively wider, 
and the potential gradient increases 
until it approaches the potential of 
the external battery. Current flow 
is then extremely small because no 
voltage difference ( electric field) ex-
ists across either the p-type or the 
n-type region. Under these condi-
tions, the p-n junction is said to be 
reverse-biased. 

In Fig. 7b, the positive terminal of 
the external battery is connected to 
the p-type material and the negative 
terminal to the n-type material. In 
this arrangement, electrons in the 
p-type material near the positive ter-

ELECTRON FLOW 
441111MMIMM 
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(b) FORWARD BIAS 

Figure 7. Electron current flow in biased p-n junctions. 
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minal of the battery break their 
electron-pair bonds and enter the 
battery, creating new holes. At the 
same time, electrons from the nega-
tive terminal of the battery enter the 
n-type material and diffuse toward 
the junction. As a result, the space-
charge region becomes effectively 
narrower, and the energy barrier de-
creases to an insignificant value. Ex-
cess electrons from the n-type mate-
rial can then penetrate the space-
charge region, flow across the junc-
tion, and move by way of the holes 
in the p-type material toward the 
positive terminal of the battery. This 
electron flow continues as long as 
the external voltage is applied. Un-
der these conditions, the junction is 
said to be forward-biased. 
The generalized voltage-current 

characteristic for a p-n junction in 
Fig. 8 shows both the reverse-bias 
and forward-bias regions. In the 
forward-bias region, current rises 

CURRENT(mA)1 

FORWARD 
CURRENT 

-.—REVERSE BFAS 

REVERSE 
CURRENT 

FORWARD BIAS—. 

CURRENT (µA) 

Figure 8. Voltage-cu rent characteristic for 
a p-n junction. 

rapidly as the voltage is increased 
and is quite high. Current in the 
reverse-bias region is usually much 
lower. Excessive voltage (bias) in 
either direction should be avoided in 
normal applications because exces-
sive currents and the resulting high 
temperatures may permanently dam-
age the semiconductor device. 

N-P-N AND P- N-P STRUCTURES 

Fig. 7 shows that a p-n junction 
biased in the reverse direction is 

equivalent to a high-resistance ele-
ment (low current for a given ap-
plied voltage), while a junction 
biased in the forward direction is 
equivalent to a low-resistance ele-
ment ( high current for a given ap-
plied voltage). Because the power 
developed by a given current is 
greater in a high-resistance element 
than in a low-resistance element 
(P—PR), power gain can be ob-
tained in a structure containing two 
such resistance elements if the cur-
rent.flow is not materially reduced. 
A device containing two p-n junc-
tions biased in opposite directions 
can operate in this fashion. 
Such a two-junction device is 

shown in Fig. 9. The thick end layers 

OUTPUT 

ELECTRON 
FLOW 

Figure 9. N-P-N structure biased for power 
gain. 

are made of the same type of mate-
rial (n-type in this case), and are 
separated by a very thin layer of the 
opposite type of material (p-type in 
the device shown). By means of the 
external batteries, the left-hand (n-p) 
junction is biased in the forward 
direction to provide a low-resistance 
input circuit, and the right-hand 
(p-n) junction is biased in the re-
verse direction to provide a high-
resistance output circuit. 

Electrons flow easily from the left-
hand n-type region to the center p-
type region as a result of the forward 
biasing. Most of these electrons dif-
fuse through the thin p-type region, 
however, and are attracted by the 
positive potential of the external bat-
tery across the right-hand junction. 
In practical devices, approximately 
95 to 99.5 per cent of the electron 
current reaches the right-hand n-
type region. This high percentage of 
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current penetration provides power 
gain in the high-resistance output 
circuit and is the basis for transistor 
amplification capability. 
The operation of p-n-p devices is 

similar to that shown for the n-p-n 
device, except that the bias-voltage 
polarities are reversed, and electron-
current flow is in the opposite direc-
tion. ( Many discussions of semicon-
ductor theory assume that the "holes" 
in semiconductor material constitute 
the charge carriers in p-n-p devices, 
and discuss "hole currents" for these 
devices and "electron currents" for 
n-p-n devices. Other texts discuss 
neither hole current nor electron cur-
rent, but rather "conventional current 
flow", which is assumed to travel 
through a circuit in a direction from 
the positive terminal of the external 
battery back to its negative terminal. 
For the sake of simplicity, this dis-
cussion will be restricted to the con-
cept of electron current flow, which 
travels from a negative to a positive 
terminal.) 

TYPES OF DEVICES 

The simplest type of semiconduc-
tor device is the diode, which is rep-
resented by the symbol shown in Fig. 
10. Structurally, the diode is basically 
a p-n junction similar to those shown 
in Fig. 7. The n-type material which 

N— TYPE 
MATERIALN 

CATHODE 0  

P—TYPE 
MATERIAL 

O ANODE 

Figure 10. Schematic symbol for a semi-
conductor diode. 

serves as the negative electrode is 
referred to as the cathode, and the 
p-type material which serves as the 
positive electrode is referred to as 
the anode. The arrow symbol used 
for the anode represents the direc-
tion of "conventional current flow" 
mentioned above; electron current 
flows in a direction opposite to the 
arrow. 

Because the junction diode con-
ducts current more easily in one 
direction than in the other, it is an 
effective rectifying device. If an ac 
signal is applied, as shown in Fig. 
11, electron current flows freely dur-
ing the positive half cycle, but little 

INPUT 
SIGNAL LOAD 

Figure 11. Simple diode rectifying circuit. 

or no current flows during the nega-
tive half cycle. 
One of the most widely used types 

of semiconductor diode is the sili-
con rectifier. These devices are avail-
able in a wide range of current 
capabilities, ranging from tenths of 
an ampere to 40 amperes or more, 
and are capable of operation at volt-
ages as high as 800 volts or more. 
Parallel and series arrangements of 
silicon rectifiers permit even further 
extension of current and voltage 
limits. Characteristics and applica-
tions of these devices are discussed 
in detail in the section on Silicon 
Rectifiers. 

If two p-type and n-type semi-
conductor materials are arranged 
alternately in series, a device is pro-
duced which behaves as a conven-
tional rectifier in the reverse direction 
and as a series combination of an 
electronic switch and a rectifier in 
the forward direction. Conduction in 
the forward direction can then be 
controlled or "gated" by operation of 
the electronic switch. Such devices 
are discussed in the section on Sili-
con Controlled Rectifiers, 

Several variations of the basic 
junction diode structure have been 
developed for use in special applica-
tions. One of the most important of 
these developments is the tunnel 
diode, which is used for amplifica-
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tion, switching, and pulse generation. 
This special diode is described in the 
section on Tunnel Diodes and Other 
Semiconductor Diodes. 
When a second junction is added 

to a semiconductor diode to provide 
power or voltage amplification ( as 
shown in Fig. 9), the resulting de-
vice is called a transistor. The three 
regions of the device are called the 
emitter, the base, and the collector, 
as shown in Fig. 12. In normal oper-
ation, the emitter-to-base junction is 

EMITTER BASE COL LECTOR 

Figure 12. Functional diagram of transistor 
structure. 

biased in the forward direction, and 
the collector-to-base junction in the 
reverse direction. 

Different symbols are used for 
n-p-n and p-n-p transistors to show 
the difference in the direction of cur-
rent flow in the two types of devices. 
In the n-p-n transistor shown in Fig. 
13a, electrons flow from the emitter 
to the collector. In the p-n-p tran-
sistor shown in Fig. 13b, electrons 
flow from the collector to the emit-
ter. In other words, the direction of 
de electron current is always oppo-
site to that of the arrow on the 
emitter lead. (As in the case of semi-
conductor diodes, the arrow indicates 

EMITTER COLLECTOR 

BASE 

(a) N—P—N TRANSISTOR 

the direction of "conventional cur-
rent flow" in the circuit.) 
The first two letters of the n-p-n 

and p-n-p designations indicate the 
respective polarities of the voltages 
applied to the emitter and the 
collector in normal operation. In 
an n-p-n transistor, the emitter is 
made negative with respect to both 
the collector and the base, and the 
collector is made positive with re-
spect to both the emitter and the 
base. In a p-n-p transistor, the emit-
ter is made positive with respect to 
both the collector and the base, and 
the collector is made negative with 
respect to both the emitter and the 
base. 
The transistor, which is a three-

element device, can be used for a 
wide variety of control functions, in-
cluding amplification, oscillation, and 
frequency conversion. Transistor 
characteristics and applications are 
discussed in detail in the following 
sections. 
A relatively new type of transis-

tor, the MOS field-effect transistor, 
utilizes a metal control electrode to 
modulate the conductivity of the 
semiconductor material. Because of 
their very high input impedance and 
square-law transfer characteristics, 
MOS transistors are especially suit-
able for use as voltage amplifiers. 
Characteristics and applications of 
these devices are described in the 
section on MOS Field-Effect Tran-
sistors. 

EMITTER COLLECTOR 

BASE 

(b) P— N— P TRANSISTOR 

Figure 13. Schematic symbols for transistors. 
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Transistor Designs and 
Circuit Configurations 

T" performance of transistors 
in electronic equipment depends 

on many factors besides the basic 
characteristics of the semiconductor 
material. The two most important 
factors are the design and fabrica-
tion of the transistor structure and 
the general circuit configuration 
used. 

DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

The ultimate aim of all tran-
sistor fabrication techniques is the 
construction of two parallel p-n junc-
tions with controlled spacing between 
the junctions and controlled impurity 
levels on both sides of each junction. 
A variety of structures has been 
developed in the course of transistor 
evolution. 
The earliest transistors made were 

of the point-contact type. In this 
type of structure, two pointed wires 
were placed next to each other on an 
n-type block of semiconductor ma-
terial. The p-n junctions were formed 
by electrical pulsing of the wires. 
This type has been superseded by 
junction transistors, which are fab-
ricated by the various alloy, diffusion, 
and crystal-growth techniques de-
scribed below. 
In grown-junction transistors, the 

impurity content of the semiconduc-
tor material is changed during the 
growth of the original crystal ingot 
to provide the p-n-p or n-p-n regions. 
The grown crystal is then sliced 
into a large number of small-area 
devices, and contacts are made to 

each region of the devices. The fin-
ished transistor is encased in plastic 
or a hermetically sealed enclosure. 

In alloy-junction transistors, two 
small "dots" of a p-type or n-type 
impurity element are placed on op-
posite sides of a thin wafer of n-type 
or p-type semiconductor material, 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 14. 

COLLECTOR 

BASE 
CONTACT 

EMITTER 

Figure 14. Structure of alloy-junction 
translator. 

After proper heating, the impurity 
"dots" alloy with the semiconductor 
material to form the regions for the 
emitter and collector junctions. The 
base connection in this structure is 
made to the original semiconductor 
wafer. 
The drift-field transistor is a mod-

ified alloy-junction device in which 
the impurity concentration in the 
base wafer is diffused or graded, as 
shown in Fig. 15. Two advantages 
are derived from this structure: 
(a) the resultant built-in voltage or 
"drift field" speeds current flow, and 
(b) the ability to use a heavy im-
purity concentration in the vicinity 
of the emitter and a light concen-
tration in the vicinity of the col-
lector makes it possible to minimize 
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capacitive charging times. Both 
these advantages lead to a substan-
tial extension of the frequency per-
formance over the alloy-junction 
device. 

COLLECTOR 

DIFFUSED 
BASE 

EMITTER 

Figure 15. Structure of drift-field transistor. 

Mesa and planar transistors use 
newer construction techniques which 
are better suited to many applica-
tions than the grown-junction or 
alloy methods. These transistors in-
volve two basic processes: ( 1) the 
use of diffusion masking materials 
and photolithographic techniques to 
obtain a planar structure in which 
all the p-n junctions are buried un-
der a protective passivating layer, 
and (2) the use of a separate collec-
tor-contact diffusion or an epitaxial 
growth to reduce the electrical series 
resistance in the collector. In these 
types, the original semiconductor 
wafer serves as the collector. The 
base region is diffused into the 
wafer, and the emitter "dot" or re-
gion is then alloyed or diffused into 
the base region. A "mesa" or flat-
topped peak may then be etched to 
reduce the collector area at the base-
collector junction. The mesa struc-
ture is inherently rugged, has large 

EMITTER CONTACT 
BASE CONTACT 

DIFFUSED 
EMITTER DIFFUSED BASE 

Cal 

COLLECTOR 
(ORIGINAL 
WAFER) 

power-dissipation capability, and can 
operate at very high frequencies. 

Fig. 16 shows the structure of 
double-diffused epitaxial mesa and 
planar structures in production 
today. The grading of the impurity 
concentration in the base region re-
sults in a drift field and in reduced 
base-lead resistance. The use of a 
diffused emitter region permits tight 
geometry control. The use of a rela-
tively light impurity concentration 
in the collector region results in high 
collector-breakdown voltages and low 
collector-junction capacitance. 
A new emitter electrode structure 

called an "overlay" is used in some 
power transistors to improve high-
frequency capability. In this overlay 
structure (shown in the frontispiece 
on page 2), a large number of sepa-
rate emitters are tied together by 
diffused and metalized regions. This 
approach increases the emitter edge-
to-area ratio and reduces the input 
time constant of the transistor. The 
desired overlay structure is fabri-
cated by carefully controlled diffusion 
and precise photographic processes. 

BASIC CIRCUITS 
There are three basic ways of con-

necting transistors in a circuit: 
common-base, common-emitter, and 
common-collector. In the common-
base (or grounded-base) connection 
shown in Fig. 17, the signal is intro-
duced into the emitter-base circuit 
and extracted from the collector-base 
circuit. (Thus the base element of the 
transistor is common to both the in-

EMITTER CONTACT 

DIFFUSED 
EMITTE 

(b) 

BASE CONTACT 

DIFFUSED BASE 

EPITAXIAL 
LAY? 

COLLECTOR 
(ORIGINAL 
WAFER) 

Figure 16. Structure of (a) double-diffused epitaxial mesa transistor and (b) double-
diffused epitaxial planar transistor. 
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put and output circuits.) Because the 
input or emitter-base circuit has a low 
impedance (resistance plus react-
ance) in the order of 0.5 to 50 ohms, 
and the output or collector-base cir-
cuit has a high impedance in the 
order of 1000 ohms to one megohm, 
the voltage or power gain in this 
type of configuration may be in the 
order of 1500. 

Figure 17. Common-base circuit 
configuration. 

The direction of the arrows in Fig. 
17 indicates electron current flow. 
As stated previously, most of the cur-
rent from the emitter flows to the col-
lector; the remainder flows through 
the base. In practical transistors, 
from 95 to 99.5 per cent of the emit-
ter current reaches the collector. The 
current gain of this configuration, 
therefore, is always less than unity, 
usually in the order of 0.95 to 0.995. 
The waveforms in Fig. 17 repre-

sent the input voltage produced by 
the signal generator e. and the out-
put voltage developed across the 
load resistor RL. When the input 
voltage is positive, as shown at AB, 
it opposes the forward bias produced 
by the base-emitter battery, and thus 
reduces current flow through the 
n-p-n transistor. The reduced elec-
tron current flow through Ri, then 
causes the top point of the resistor 
to become less negative ( or more 
positive) with respect to the lower 
point, as shown at A'B' on the out-
put waveform. Conversely, when the 
input signal is negative, as at CD, 
the output signal is also negative, 
as at C'D'. Thus, the phase of the 
signal remains unchanged in this 

circuit, i.e., there is no voltage phase 
reversal between the input and the 
output of a common-base amplifier. 

In the common- emitter (or 
grounded-emitter) connection shown 
in Fig. 18, the signal is introduced 
into the base-emitter circuit and ex-
tracted from the collector-emitter 
circuit. This configuration has more 
moderate input and output imped-
ances than the common-base circuit. 
The input ( base-emitter) impedance 
is in the range of 20 to 5000 ohms, 
and the output ( collector-emittter) 
impedance is about 50 to 50,000 
ohms. Power gains in the order of 
10,000 ( or approximately 40 dB) can 
be realized with this circuit because 
it provides both current gain and 
voltage gain. 

Current gain in the common-
emitter configuration is measured be-
tween the base and the collector, 
rather than between the emitter and 
the collector as in the common-base 
circuit. Because a very small change 
in base current produces a relatively 
large change in collector current, the 
current gain is always greater than 
unity in a common-emitter circuit; 
a typical value is about 50. 

0.981 

Figure 18. Common-emitter circuit 
configuration. 

The input signal voltage under-
goes a phase reversal of 180 degrees 
in a common-emitter amplifier, as 
shown by the waveforms in Fig. 18. 
When the input voltage is positive, 
as shown at AB, it increases the 
forward bias across the base-emitter 
junction, and thus increases the total 
current flow through the transistor. 
The increased electron flow through 
RI, then causes the output voltage 
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to become negative, as shown at 
A'B'. During the second half-cycle 
of the waveform, the process is re-
versed, i.e., when the input signal is 
negative, the output signal is posi-
tive ( as shown at CD and C'D'.) 
The third type of connection, shown 

in Fig. 19, is the common-collector 
(or grounded-collector) circuit. In 
this configuration, the signal is intro-

-.-0.021 

0.981-0. 

— + D' 

Figure 19. Common-collector circuit 
configuration. 

duced into the base-collector circuit 
and extracted from the emitter-
collector circuit. Because the input 
impedance of the transistor is high 
and the output impedance low in 
this connection, the voltage gain is 
less than unity and the power gain 
is usually lower than that obtained 
in either a common-base or a com-
mon-emitter circuit. The common-
collector circuit is used primarily as 
an impedance-matching device. As in 
the case of the common-base circuit, 
there is no phase reversal of the sig-
nal between the input and the output. 
The circuits shown in Figs. 17 

through 19 are biased for n-p-n tran-
sistors. When p-n-p transistors are 
used, the polarities of the batteries 
must be reversed. The voltage phase 
relationships, however, remain the 
same. 
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Transistor Characteristics 

rrHE term "characteristic" is used 
1- to identify the distinguishing elec-
trical features and values of a tran-
sistor. These values may be shown 
in curve form or they may be tabu-
lated. When the characteristics values 
are given in curve form, the curves 
may be used for the determination 
of transistor performance and the 
calculation of additional transistor 
parameters. 

Characteristics values are obtained 
from electrical measurements of tran-
sistors in various circuits under cer-
tain definite conditions of current and 
voltage. Static characteristics are ob-
tained with de potentials applied to 
the transistor electrodes. Dynamic 
characteristics are obtained with an 
ac voltage on one electrode under 
various conditions of de potentials 
on all the electrodes. The dynamic 
characteristics, therefore, are indica-
tive of the performance capabilities 
of the transistor under actual work-
ing conditions. 
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Published data for transistors in-
clude both electrode characteristic 
curves and transfer characteristic 
curves. These curves present the 
same information, but in two differ-
ent forms to provide more useful 
data. Because transistors are used 
most often in the common-emitter 
configuration, characteristic curves 
are usually shown for the collector 
or output electrode. The collector-
characteristic curve is obtained by 
varying collector-to-emitter voltage 
and measuring collector current for 
different values of base current. The 
transfer-characteristic curve is ob-
tained by varying the base-to-emitter 
(bias) voltage or current at a speci-
fied or constant collector voltage, 
and measuring collector current. A 
collector-characteristic family of 
curves is shown in Fig. 20. Fig. 21 
shows transfer-characteristic curves 
for the same transistor. 
One of the most important char-

acteristics of a transistor is its 
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Figure 20. Collector-characteristic curves. Figure 21. Transfer-characteristic curves. 
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forward current-transfer ratio, i.e., 
the ratio of the current in the output 
electrode to the current in the input 
electrode. Because of the different 
ways in which transistors may be 
connected in circuits, the forward 
current-transfer ratio is specified for 
a particular circuit configuration. 
The common-base forward current-
transfer ratio is often called alpha 
(or a), and the common-emitter for-
ward current-transfer ratio is often 
called beta ( or /9). 

In the common-base circuit shown 
in Fig. 17, the emitter is the input 
electrode and the collector is the 
output electrode. The de alpha, there-
fore, is the ratio of the de collector 
current lc to the de emitter current 

I c 0.98 1  
a — — 0.98 

E I 

In the common-emitter circuit 
shown in Fig. 18, the base is the 
input electrode and the collector is 
the output electrode. The de beta, 
therefore, is the ratio of the dc col-
lector current lc to the de base cur-
rent I.: 

1 c 0.98 1  e - — - - 49 
I B 0.02 I 

Because the ratios given above are 
based on de currents, they are prop-
erly called dc alpha and de beta. It 
is more common, however, for the 
current-transfer ratio to be given in 
terms of the ratio of signal currents 
in the input and output electrodes, or 
the ratio of a change in the output 
current to the input signal current 
which causes the change. Fig. 22 
shows typical electrode currents in 
a common-emitter circuit under no-
signal conditions and with a one-
microampere signal applied to the 
base. The signal current of one 
microampere in the base causes a 
change of 49 microamperes ( 147-98) 
in the collector current. Thus the ac 
beta for the transistor is 49. 
The frequency cutoff of a transis-

tor is defined as the frequency at 

/c.98µA 

IE.100µA 

Ic•147µA 

Ie=150µA 

Figure 22. Electrode currents under no-
signal and signal conditions. 

which the value of alpha (for a 
common-base circuit) or beta ( for a 
common-emitter circuit) drops to 
0.707 times its one-kilocycle value. 
The gain-bandwidth product is the 
frequency at which the common-
emitter forward current-transfer 
ratio ( beta) is equal to unity. These 
characteristics provide an approxi-
mate indication of the useful fre-
quency range of the device, and 
help to determine the most suitable 
circuit configuration for a particular 
application. Fig. 23 shows typical 
curves of alpha and beta as functions 
of frequency. 

Extrinsic transconductance may 
be defined as the quotient of a small 
change in collector current divided 
by the small change in emitter-to-
base voltage producing it, under the 
condition that other voltages remain 
unchanged. Thus, if an emitter-to-
base voltage change of 0.1 volt causes 
a collector-current change of 3 milli-
amperes ( 0.003 ampere) with other 
voltages constant, the transconduct-
ance is 0.003 divided by 0.1, or 0.03 
mho. (A "mho" is the unit of con-
ductance, and was named by spelling 
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Figure 23. Forward current-transfer ratio 
as a function of frequency. 

"ohm" backward.) For convenience, 
a millionth of a mho, or a micro-
mho (, mho), is used to express trans-
conductance. Thus, in the example, 
0.03 mho is 30,000 micromhos. 

Cutoff currents are small de reverse 
currents which flow when a transistor 
is biased into non-conduction. They 
consist of leakage currents, which 
are related to the surface character-
istics of the semiconductor material, 
and saturation currents, which are 
related to the impurity concentration 
in the material and which increase 
with increasing temperatures. Col-
lector-cutoff current is the de current 
which flows in the reverse-biased 
collector-to-base circuit when the 
emitter-to-base circuit is open. 
Emitter-cutoff current is the cur-
rent which flows in the reverse-
biased emitter-to-base circuit when 
the collector-to-base circuit is open. 

Transistor breakdown voltages de-
fine the voltage values between two 
specified electrodes at which the crys-
tal structure changes and current 
begins to rise rapidly. The voltage 
then remains relatively constant over 
a wide range of electrode currents. 
Breakdown voltages may be meas-
ured with the third electrode open, 
shorted, or biased in either the for-
ward or the reverse direction. For 
example, Fig. 24 shows a series of 
collector-characteristic curves for 
different base-bias conditions. It can 

GA1N-BANDWIDTH 
- PRODUCT 

a CUTOFF 

be seen that the collector-to-emitter 
breakdown voltage increases as the 
base-to-emitter bias decreases from 
the normal forward values through 
zero to reverse values. The symbols 
shown on the abscissa are sometimes 
used to designate collector-to-emitter 
breakdown voltages with the base 
open (BWEn), with external base-to-
emitter resistance (BVesa), with the 
base shorted to the emitter ( RSreEs), 
and with a reverse base-to-emitter 
voltage (BVeEv). 
As the resistance in the base-to-

emitter circuit decreases, the col-
lector characteristic develops two 
breakdown points, as shown in Fig. 
24. After the initial breakdown, the 
collector-to-emitter voltage decreases 
with increasing collector current 
until another breakdown occurs at a 
lower voltage. This minimum collec-
tor-to-emitter breakdown voltage is 
called the sustaining voltage. 

In large-area power transistors, 
there is a limiting mechanism 
referred to as "second breakdown". 
This condition is not a voltage break-
down, but rather an electrically and 
thermally regenerative process in 
which current is focused in a very 
small area of the order of the diam-
eter of a human hair. The very 
high current, together with the volt-
age across the transistor, causes a 
localized heating that may melt a 
minute hole from the collector to the 
emitter of the transistor and thus 
cause a short circuit. This regenera-
tive process is not initiated unless 
certain high voltages and currents 
are coincident for certain finite 
lengths of time. 

In conventional transistor struc-
tures, the limiting effects of second 
breakdown vary directly with the am-
plitude of the applied voltage and 
inversely with the width of the base 
region. These effects are most severe 
in power transistors in which nar-
row base structures are used to 
achieve good high-frequency re-
sponse. In RCA "overlay" power 
transistors, a special emitter con-
figuration is used to provide greater 
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Figure 24. Typical collector-characteristic curves showing location of various breakdown 
voltages. 

current-handling capability and mini-
mize the possibility of "hot spots" 
occurring at the emitter-base junc-
tion. This new design extends the 
range of power and frequency over 
which transistors can be operated 
before second breakdown begins to 
limit performance. 
The curves at the left of Fig. 24 

show typical collector characteristics 
under normal forward-bias condi-
tions. For a given base input current, 
the collector-to-emitter saturation 
voltage is the minimum voltage re-
quired to maintain the transistor in 
full conduction ( i.e., in the satura-
tion region). Under saturation con-
ditions, a further increase in forward 
bias produces no corresponding in-
crease in collector current. Saturation 
voltages are very important in switch-
ing applications, and are usually 
specified for several conditions of 
electrode currents and ambient tem-
peratures. 

Reach-through ( or punch-through) 
voltage defines the voltage value at 
which the depletion region in the 

collector region passes completely 
through the base region and makes 
contact at some point with the emit-
ter region. This "reach-through" 
phenomenon results in a relatively 
low-resistance path between the 
emitter and the collector, and causes 
a sharp increase in current. Punch-
through voltage does not result in 
permanent damage to a transistor, 
provided there is sufficient impedance 
in the power-supply source to limit 
transistor dissipation to safe values. 

Stored base charge is a measure 
of the amount of charge which exists 
in the base region of the transistor 
at the time that forward bias is re-
moved. This stored charge supports 
an undiminished collector current in 
the saturation region for some finite 
time before complete switching is 
effected. This delay interval, called 
the "storage time", depends on the 
degree of saturation into which the 
transistor is driven. (This effect is 
discussed in more detail under 
"Switching" in the section on Tran-
sistor Applications. 
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Transistor Applications 

The diversified applications of tran-
sistors are treated in this section 

under the major functional classifi-
cations of Detection, Amplification, 
TV Sync and Deflection, Oscillation, 
Frequency Conversion, and Switch-
ing. The following general descrip-
tions of basic radio, television, 
communications, and computer sys-
tems indicate the types of circuits 
used to perform the various special-
ized functions in these systems, and 
serve as a guide to the specific appli-
cations material in this section. Be-
cause various coupling and biasing 
methods are used in transistor cir-
cuits, bias and coupling arrange-
ments are discussed separately before 
specific applications are considered. 
Bias stability requirements for tran-
sistor circuits are also described. 

GENERAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

When speech, music, or video in-
formation is transmitted from a radio 
or television station, the station 
radiates a modulated radio-frequency 
(rf) carrier. The function of a radio 
or television receiver is simply to re-

ANTENNA RF AMPLIFIER 

produce the modulating wave from 
the modulated carrier. 
As shown in Fig. 25, a superhetero-

dyne radio receiver picks up the 
transmitted modulated rf signal, am-
plifies it and converts it to a modu-
lated intermediate-frequency ( if) 
signal, amplifies the modulated if 
signal, separates the modulating sig-
nal from the basic carrier wave, and 
amplifies the resulting audio signal 
to a level sufficient to produce the 
desired volume in a speaker. In ad-
dition, the receiver usually includes 
some means of producing automatic 
gain control (age) of the modulated 
signal before the audio information 
is separated from the carrier. 
The transmitted rf signal picked 

up by the radio receiver may contain 
either amplitude modulation (AM) 
or frequency modulation (FM). 
(These modulation techniques are 
described later in the section on De-
tection.) In either case, amplifica-
tion prior to the detector stage is 
performed by tuned amplifier circuits 
designed for the proper frequency 
and bandwidth. Frequency conversion 
is performed by mixer and oscillator 
circuits or by a single converter stage 

CONVERTER 1-01« 
IF AMPLIFIER DETECTOR 
I41 AGCHJ 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER SPEAKER 
Figure 25. Simplified block diagram for a broadcast-band receiver. 
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which performs both mixer and os-
cillator functions. Separation of the 
modulating signal is normally ac-
complished by one or more diodes in 
a detector or discriminator circuit. 
Amplification of the audio signal is 
then performed by one or more audio 
amplifier stages. 

Audio-amplifier systems for phono-
graph or tape recordings are similar 
to the stages after detection in a 
radio receiver. The input to the am-
plifier is a low-power-level audio 
signal from the phonograph or mag-
netic-tape pickup head. This signal 
is usually amplified through a pre-
amplifier stage, one or more low-level 
(pre-driver or driver) audio stages, 
and an audio power amplifier. The 
system may also include frequency-
selective circuits which act as equal-
ization networks and/or tone con-
trols. 
The operation of a television re-

ceiver is more complex than that of 
a radio receiver, as shown by the 
simplified block diagram in Fig. 26. 

ANTENNA 
RF 

AMPLIFIER 

A 

radio, these functions are accom-
plished in rf-amplifier, mixer, and 
local-oscillator stages. The if signal 
is then amplified in if-amplifier 
stages which provide the additional 
gain required to bring the signal level 
to an amplitude suitable for detec-
tion. 

After if amplification, the detected 
signal is separated into sound and 
picture information. The sound sig-
nal is amplified and processed to pro-
vide an audio signal which is fed to 
an audio amplifier system similar to 
those described above. The picture 
(video) signal is passed through a 
video amplifier stage which conveys 
beam-intensity information to the 
television picture tube and thus con-
trols instantaneous "spot" bright-
ness. At the same time, deflection 
circuits cause the electron beam of 
the picture tube to move the "spot" 
across the faceplate horizontally and 
vertically. Special "sync" signals de-
rived from the video signal assure 
that the horizontal and vertical 

OSCILLATOR 

MIXER r e. AMPLIFIER 

A 

VIDEO 

DETECTOR 

VIDEO 

AMPLIFIER 

SOUND IF AMPLIFIER 

AND DISCRIMINATOR 

GATED 

AGC 

AUDIO POWER 

AMPLIFIER SPEAKER 

SYNCCIRCT, DEFLECTION 

CIRCUITS 

PICTURE 

TUBE 

Figure 26. Simplified block diagram for a television receiver. 

The tuner section of the receiver se-
lects the proper rf signals for the de-
sired channel frequency, amplifies 
them, and converts them to a lower 
intermediate frequency. As in a 

scanning are timed so that the pic-
ture produced on the receiver exactly 
duplicates the picture being viewed 
by the camera or pickup tube. 
A communications transceiver con-
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tains transmitting circuits, as well as 
receiving circuits similar to those of 
a radio receiver. The transmitter 
portion of such a system consists of 
two sections. In one section, the de-
sired intelligence (voice, code, or the 
like) is picked up and amplified 
through one or more amplifier 
stages (which are usually common to 
the receiver portion) to a high-level 
stage called a modulator. In the other 
section, an rf signal of the desired 
frequency is developed in an oscilla-
tor stage and amplified in one or more 
rf-amplifier stages. The audio-fre-
quency (af) modulating signal is im-
pressed on the rf carrier in the final 
rf-power-amplifier stage (high-level 
modulation), in the rf low-level stage 
(low-level modulation), or in both. 
Fig. 27 shows a simplified block dia-
gram of the transmitter portion of 
a citizens-band transceiver that op-
erates at a frequency of 27 mega-
cycles per second. The transmitting 
section of a communications system 
may also include frequency-multi-
plier circuits which raise the fre-
quency of the developed rf signal 
as required. 

MICROPI40ME AUDIO 
AMPLIFIER(S) 

274M/s 
CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED 

OSCILLATOR 

cated analytical functions at very 
high speed. 

BIASING 

For most non-switching applica-
tions, the operating point for a par-
ticular transistor is established by 
the quiescent ( dc, no-signal) values 
of collector voltage and emitter cur-
rent. In general, a transistor may be 
considered as a current-operated de-
vice, i.e., the current flowing in the 
emitter-base circuit controls the 
current flowing in the collector cir-
cuit. The voltage and current values 
selected, as well as the particular 
biasing arrangement used, depend 
upon both the transistor character-
istics and the specific requirements 
of the application. 
As mentioned previously, biasing 

of a transistor for most applications 
consists of forward bias across the 
emitter-base junction and reverse 
bias across the collector-base junc-
tion. In Figs. 17, 18, and 19, two 
batteries were used to establish bias 
of the correct polarity for an n-p-n 
transistor in the common-base, corn-

AUDIO POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

2741es 
DRIVER 

274Ie. 
POWER AMPLIFIER 

—Im ANTENNA 

Figure 27. Simplified block diagram for the transmitter portion 
of a 27-Mc/s communications transceiver. 

Basically, a computer system is de-
signed to evaluate information sup-
plied to it in such a way that a 
predetermined output is obtained for 
prescribed input conditions. This 
evaluation is performed by switching 
circuits (also called logic circuits or 
"gates") which provide a binary out-
put ("1" or "0"). Various types of 
logic circuits can be combined in 
large quantity to perform compli-

mon-emitter, and common-collector 
circuits, respectively. Many varia-
tions of these basic circuits can also 
be used. (In these simplified de cir-
cuits, inductors and transformers are 
represented only by their series re-
sistance.) 
A simplified biasing arrangement 

for the common-base circuit is shown 
in Fig. 28. Bias for both the collector-
base junction and the emitter-base 
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N-P-N 

(o) (b) 

Figure 28. Biasing network for common-base circuit for (a) n-p-n and (b) p-n-p transistors. 

junction is obtained from the single 
battery through the voltage-divider 
network consisting of resistors R2 
and R3. ( For the n-p-n transistor 
shown in Fig. 28a, the emitter-base 
junction is forward-biased because 
the emitter is negative with respect 
to the base, and the collector-base 
junction is reverse-biased because 
the collector is positive with respect 
to the base, as shown. For the p-n-p 
transistor shown in Fig. 28b, the 
polarity of the battery and of the 
electrolytic bypass capacitor C, is 
reversed.) The electron current I 
from the battery and through the 
voltage divider causes a voltage drop 
across resistor R2 which biases the 
base. The proper amount of current 
then flows through R. so that the cor-
rect emitter potential is established 
to provide forward bias relative to 
the base. This emitter current estab-
lishes the amount of collector current 
which, in turn, causes a voltage drop 
across R.. Simply stated, the voltage 
divider consisting of R2 and R. es-
tablishes the base potential; the base 
potential essentially establishes the 
emitter potential; the emitter poten-
tial and resistor Ri establish the 
emitter current; the emitter current 
establishes the collector current; and 
the collector current and R. establish 
the collector potential. R2 is bypassed 
with capacitor C. so that the base is 
effectively grounded for ac signals. 
A single battery can also be used 

to bias the common-emitter circuit. 
The simplified arrangement shown 
in Fig. 29 is commonly called "fixed 
bias". In this case, both the base and 
the collector are made positive with 

respect to the emitter by means of 
the battery. The base resistance RB 
is then selected to provide the desired 
base current I. for the transistor 
(which, in turn, establishes the de-
sired emitter current I.), by means 
of the following expression: 

RB 
IB 

VBB VBE 

where VB. is the battery supply volt-
age and V. is the base-to-emitter 
voltage of the transistor. 

In the circuit shown, for example, 
the battery voltage is six volts. The 

Figure 29. "Fixed-bias" arrangement for 
common-emitter circuit. 

value of R. was selected to provide 
a base current of 27 microamperes, 
as follows: 

6 — 0.6  
R. — — 200,000 ohms 

27 x 10' 

The fixed-bias arrangement shown 
in Fig. 29, however, is not a satis-
factory method of biasing the base 
in a common-emitter circuit. The 
critical base current in this type of 
circuit is very difficult to maintain 
under fixed-bias conditions because 
of variations between transistors 
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and the sensitivity of these devices 
to temperature changes. This prob-
lem is partially overcome in the "self-
bias" arrangement shown in Fig. 30. 

Figure 30. "Self-bias" arrangement for 
common-emitter circuit. 

In this circuit, the base resistor is 
tied directly to the collector. This 
connection helps to stabilize the oper-
ating point because an increase or 
decrease in collector current pro-
duces a corresponding decrease or 
increase in base bias. The value of 
RB is then determined as described 
above, except that the collector volt-
age VCE is used in place of the sup-
ply voltage VBB: 

RB — 
In 

VCE — VBE 

— 27 
90,000 ohms 

x 10' 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 30 
overcomes many of the disadvan-
tages of fixed bias, although it re-
duces the effective gain of the circuit. 

In the bias method shown in Fig. 
31, the voltage-divider network com-
posed of R, and R2 provides the 

Figure 31. Bias network using voltage-
divider arrangement for increased stability. 

required forward bias across the 
base-emitter junction. The value of 
the base bias voltage is determined 
by the current through the voltage 
divider. This type of circuit provides 
less gain than the circuit of Fig. 30, 
but is commonly used because of its 
inherent stability. 
The common-emitter circuits shown 

in Figs. 32 and 33 may be used to 
provide stability and yet minimize 
loss of gain. In Fig. 32, a resistor 

Figure 32. Bias network using emitter 
stabilizing resistor. 

RE is added to the emitter circuit, 
and the base resistor R2 is returned 
to the positive terminal of the bat-
tery instead of to the collector. The 
emitter resistor RE provides addi-
tional stability. It is bypassed with 
capacitor CE. The value of CB de-
pends on the lowest frequency to be 
amplified. 

In Fig. 33, the R211.2 voltage-divider 
network is split, and all ac feedback 
currents through R, are shunted to 
ground ( bypassed) by capacitor C,. 

Figure 33. Bias network using split voltage-
divider network. 

The value of R, is usually larger 
than the value of R2. The total re-
sistance of R2 and R2 should equal 
the resistance of 112 in Fig. 31. 

In practical circuit applications, 
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any combination of the arrange-
ments shown in Figs. 30, 31, 32, and 
33 may be used. However, the sta-
bility of Figs. 30, 31, and 33 may be 
poor unless the voltage drop across 
the load resistor 111, is at least one-
third the value of the supply volt-
age. The determining factors in the 
selection of the biasing circuit are 
usually gain and bias stability (which 
is discussed later). 

In many cases, the bias network 
may include special elements to com-
pensate for the effects of variations 
in ambient temperature or in sup-
ply voltage. For example, the therm-
istor (temperature-sensitive resis-
tor) shown in Fig. 34a is used to 
compensate for the rapid increase 
of collector current with increasing 

SUPPLY 
VOLTAGE 

a-

BIAS 
VOLTAGE 

SUPPLY 
VOLTAGE 

e - 

BIAS 
VOLTAGE 

DIODE 

THERMISTOR 

(al (b) 

Figure 34. Bias networks including (a) a 
thermistor and (b) a temperature- and 

voltage-compensating diode. 

temperature. Because the thermistor 
resistance decreases as the tempera-
ture increases, the emitter-to-base 
bias voltage is reduced and the col-
lector current tends to remain con-
stant. The addition of the shunt and 
series resistances provides most ef-
fective compensation over a desired 
temperature range. 
The diode biasing network shown 

in Fig. 34b stabilizes collector cur-

rent for variations in both tempera-
ture and supply voltage. The for-
ward-biased diode current determines 
a bias voltage which establishes the 
transistor idling current (collector 
current under no-signal conditions). 
As the temperature increases, this 
bias voltage decreases. Because the 
transistor characteristic also shifts 
in the same direction and magnitude, 
however, the idling current remains 
essentially independent of tempera-
ture. Temperature stabilization with 
a properly designed diode network is 
substantially better than that pro-
vided by most thermistor bias net-
works. Any temperature-stabilizing 
element should be thermally close to 
the transistor being stabilized. 

In addition, the diode bias current 
varies in direct proportion with 
changes in supply voltage. The re-
sultant change in bias voltage is 
small, however, so that the idling 
current also changes in direct pro-
portion to the supply voltage. Sup-
ply-voltage stabilization with a diode 
biasing network reduces current 
variation to about one-fifth that ob-
tained when resistor or thermistor 
bias is used for a germanium tran-
sistor and one-fifteenth for a silicon 
transistor. 
The bias networks of Figs. 29 

through 33 are generally used in 
class A circuits. Class B circuits 
normally employ the bias networks 
shown in Fig. 34. The bias resistor 
values for class B circuits are gen-
erally much lower than those for 
class A circuits. 

BIAS STABILITY 

Because transistor currents tend 
to increase with temperature, it is 
necessary in the design of transistor 
circuits to include a "stability fac-
tor" to keep the collector-current 
variation within tolerable values un-
der the expected high-temperature 
operating conditions. The bias sta-
bility factor SF is expressed as the 
ratio between a change in de collector 
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current and the corresponding change 
in de collector-cutoff current. 
For a given set of operating volt-

ages, the stability factor can be cal-
culated for a maximum permissible 
rise in de collector current from the 
room-temperature value, as follows: 

SF —   
icB02 — knot 

'c.a. — ICI 

where Ic and ICHOI are measured at 
25 degrees centigrade, lobo, is meas-
ured at the maximum expected am-
bient ( or junction) temperature, and 

is the maximum permissible 
collector current for the specified 
collector-to-emitter voltage at the 
maximum expected ambient ( or junc-
tion) temperature (to keep transis-
tor dissipation within ratings). 
The calculated values of SF can 

then be used, together with the ap-
propriate values of beta and base-
connection resistance), to determine 
suitable resistance values for the 
transistor circuit. Fig. 35 shows 
equations for SF in terms of resist-
ance values for three typical circuit 
configurations. The maximum value 
which SF can assume is the value of 
beta. Although this analysis was 
originally made for germanium tran-
sistors, in which the collector satura-

SF-
P(Ri -I- R2 ') 

R2' +/3 R1 
R2'. R2+ rb' 

tion current lco is relatively large, 
the same type of analysis may be ap-
plied to interchangeability with beta 
for silicon transistors. 

COUPLING 

Three basic methods are used to 
couple transistor stages: trans-
former, resistance-capacitance, and 
direct coupling. 
The major advantage of trans-

former coupling is that it permits 
power to be transferred from one 
impedance level to another. A 
transformer-coupled common-emitter 
n-p-n stage is shown in Fig. 36. The 
voltage step-down transformer T, 
couples the signal from the collector 
of the preceding stage to the base of 
the common-emitter stage. The volt-
age loss inherent in this transformer 
is not significant in transistor cir-
cuits because, as mentioned pre-
viously, the transistor is a current-
operated device. Although the voltage 
is stepped down, the available cur-
rent is stepped up. The change in 
base current resulting from the 
presence of the signal causes an ac 
collector current to flow in the pri-
mary winding of transformer T,, and 
a power gain is obtained between Ti 
and T2. 
This use of a voltage step-down 

SF O(RI + Req) 
r  
Req +e RI 

R4 R5 Req = R2 + R4 + R5 

R2'= R2 + rb' 

SF - 
+,3 P 

= R2'(R3+R4 + R5)+ R4 R5 

P = ( R3+R4+R5)+R3 R5 

R2'= R2+ rb, 

s(P+ 0) 

Figure 35. Bias-stability-factor equations for three typical circuit configurations. 
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Figure 36. Transformer-coupled common-emitter stage. 

transformer is similar to that in the 
output stage of an audio amplifier, 
where a step-down transformer is 
normally used to drive the loud-
speaker, which is also a current-
operated device. 
The voltage-divider network con-

sisting of resistors Ri and R4 in Fig. 
36 provides bias for the transistor. 
The voltage divider is bypassed by 
capacitor C. to avoid signal attenua-
tion. The stabilizing emitter resistor 
RE permits normal variations of the 
transistor and circuit elements to be 
compensated for automatically with-
out adverse effects. This resistor RE 
is bypassed by capacitor C2. The 
voltage supply VBB is also bypassed, 
by capacitor C2, to prevent feedback 
in the event that ac signal voltages 
are developed across the power sup-
ply. Capacitor Ci and C2 may nor-
mally be replaced by a single 
capacitor connected between the emit-
ter and the bottom of the secondary 
winding of transformer Ti with little 
change in performance. 
The use of resistance-capacitance 

coupling usually permits some econ-
omy of circuit costs and reduction 
of size, with some accompanying 
sacrifice of gain. This method of 
coupling is particularly desirable in 
low-level, low-noise audio amplifier 
stages to minimize hum pickup from 
stray magnetic fields. Use of resist-
ance-capacitance ( RC) coupling in 
battery-operated equipment is usu-
ally limited to low-power operation. 
The frequency response of an RC-

coupled stage is normally better than 
that of a transformer-coupled stage. 

Fig. 37a shows a two-stage RC-
coupled circuit using n-p-n transis-
tors in the common-emitter config-
uration. The method of bias is similar 
to that used in the transformer-
coupled circuit of Fig. 36. The major 
additional components are the col-
lector load resistances Iki and RL2 
and the coupling capacitor C. The 
value of Ce must be made fairly 
large, in the order of 2 to 10 micro-
farads, because of the small input 
and load resistances involved. ( It 
should be noted that electrolytic ca-
pacitors are normally used for cou-
pling in transistor audio circuits. 
Polarity must be observed, therefore, 
to obtain proper circuit operation. 
Occasionally, excessive leakage cur-
rent through an electrolytic coupling 
capacitor may adversely affect tran-
sistor operating currents.) 
Impedance coupling is a modified 

form of resistance-capacitance cou-
pling in which inductances are used 
to replace the load resistors. This 
type of coupling is rarely used ex-
cept in special applications where 
supply voltages are low and cost is 
not a significant factor. 

Direct coupling is used primarily 
when cost is an important factor. 
(It should be noted that direct-
coupled amplifiers are not inherently 
de amplifiers, i.e., that they cannot 
always amplify de signals. Low-
frequency response is usually limited 
by other factors than the coupling 
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Figure 37. (a) Two-stage resistance-capacitance-coupled circuit and (b) two-stage direct-
coupled circuit. 

network.) In the direct-coupled am-
plifier shown in Fig. 37b, resistor R., 
serves as both the collector load re-
sistor for the first stage and the 
bias resistor for the second stage. 
Resistors R, and R, provide circuit 
stability similar to that of Fig. 31 
because the emitter voltage of tran-
sistor Q2 and the collector voltage of 
transistor Q, are within a few tenths 
of a volt of each other. 
Because so few circuit parts are 

required in the direct-coupled ampli-
fier, maximum economy can be 
achieved. However, the number of 
stages which can be directly coupled 
is limited. Temperature variation of 
the bias current in one stage may be 
amplified by all the stages, and 
severe temperature instability may 
result. 

DETECTION 
The circuit of a radio, television, or 

communications receiver in which the 
modulation is separated from the car-
rier is called the demodulator or 

detector stage. Transmitted rf sig-
nals may be modulated in either of 
two ways. If the frequency of the 
carrier remains constant and its am-
plitude is varied, the carrier is called 
an amplitude-modulated (AM) sig-
nal. If the amplitude remains essen-
tially constant and the frequency is 
varied, the carrier is called a fre-
quency-modulated ( FM) signal. 
The effect of amplitude modula-

tion (AM) on the waveform of an rf 
signal is shown in Fig. 38. The audio-
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Figure 38. Waveforms showing effect of 
amplitude modulation on an rf wave. 

AMPLITUDE—MODULATED 
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frequency (af) modulation can be 
extracted from the amplitude-modu-
lated carrier by means of a simple 
diode detector circuit such as that 
shown in Fig. 39. This circuit elimi-
nates alternate half-cycles of the 

Figure 39. Basic diode detector circuit. 

waveform, and detects the peaks of 
the remaining half-cycles to produce 
the output voltage shown in Fig. 40. 
In this figure, the rf voltage applied 
to the circuit is shown in light line; 
the output voltage across the capaci-
tor C is shown in heavy line. 

AMPLITUDE—MODULATED 
RF WAVE 

Figure 40. Waveform showing modulated 
rf input (light line) and output voltage 

(heavy line) of diode-detector circuit 
of Figure 39. 

Between points (a) and (b) of 
Fig. 40, capacitor C charges up to the 
peak value of the rf voltage. Then, 
as the applied rf voltage falls away 
from its peak value, the capacitor 
holds the cathode of the diode at a 
potential more positive than the volt-
age applied to the anode. The capaci-
tor thus temporarily cuts off current 
through the diode. While the diode 
current is cut off, the capacitor dis-
charges from (b) to (c) through the 
diode load resistor R. 
When the rf voltage on the anode 

rises high enough to exceed the po-
tential at which the capacitor holds 
the cathode, current flows again and 

the capacitor charges up to the peak 
value of the second positive half-
cycle at (d). In this way, the voltage 
across the capacitor follows the peak 
value of the applied rf voltage and 
reproduces the af modulating signal. 
The jaggedness of the curve in Fig. 
40, which represents an rf component 
in the voltage across the capacitor, 
is exaggerated in the drawing. In an 
actual circuit, the rf component of 
the voltage across the capacitor is 
small. When the voltage across the 
capacitor is amplified, the output of 
the amplifier reproduces the speech 
or music that originated at the trans-
mitting station. 

Another way to describe the action 
of a diode detector is to consider the 
circuit as a half-wave rectifier. When 
the signal on the anode swings posi-
tive, the diode conducts and the rec-
tified current flows. The dc voltage 
across the capacitor C varies in ac-
cordance with the rectified ampli-
tude of the carrier and thus repro-
duces the af signal. Capacitor C 
should be large enough to smooth 
out rf or if variations, but should 
not be so large as to affect the audio 
variations. (Although two diodes 
can be connected in a circuit similar 
to a full-wave rectifier to produce 
full-wave detection, in practice the 
advantages of this connection gen-
erally do not justify the extra cir-
cuit cost and complication.) 

In the circuit shown in Fig. 39, it 
is often desirable to forward-bias the 
diode almost to the point of conduc-
tion to improve performance for weak 
signal levels. It is also desirable that 
the resistance of the ac load which 
follows the detector be considerably 
larger than the diode load resistor 
to avoid severe distortion of the audio 
waveform at high modulation levels. 
The effect of frequency modulation 

(FM) on the waveform of an rf sig-
nal is shown in Fig. 41. In this type 
of transmission, the frequency of the 
rf carrier deviates from the mean 
value at a rate proportional to the 
audio-frequency modulation and by 
an amount (determined in the trans-
mitter) proportional to the ampli-
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Figure 41. Waveforms showing effect of 
frequency modulation on an rf wave. 

tude of the af modulating signal. 
That is, the number of times the 
carrier frequency deviates above and 
below the center frequency is a 
measure of the frequency of the 
modulating signal; the amount of 
frequency deviation from the center 
frequency is a measure of the loud-
ness of the modulating signal. For 
this type of modulation, a detector 
is required to discriminate between 
deviations above and below the center 
frequency and to translate these de-
viations into a voltage having an 
amplitude that varies at audio fre-
quencies. 
The FM detector shown in Fig. 42 

is called a balanced phase-shift dis-
criminator. In this detector, the mu-

tually coupled tuned circuits in the 
primary and secondary windings of 
the transformer T are tuned to the 
center frequency. A characteristic of 
a double-tuned transformer is that 
the voltages in the primary and sec-
ondary windings are 90 degrees out 
of phase at resonance, and that the 
phase shift changes as the frequency 
changes from resonance. Therefore, 
the signal applied to the diodes and 
the RC combinations for peak de-
tection also changes with frequency. 

Because the secondary winding of 
the transformer T is center-tapped, 
the applied primary voltage E, is 
added to one-half the secondary volt-
age E. through the capacitor C,. The 
addition of these voltages at reso-
nance can be represented by the dia-
gram in Fig. 43; the resultant volt-
age E, is the signal applied to one 
peak-detector network consisting of 

Ep 

Figure 43. Diagram illustrating phase shift 
in double-tuned transformer at resonance. 

one diode and its RC load. When 
the signal frequency decreases 
(from resonance), the phase shift of 
E./2 becomes greater than 90 de-
grees, as shown at ( a) in Fig. 44, 
and E, becomes smaller. When the 
signal frequency increases (above 
resonance), the phase shift of E./2 
is less than 90 degrees, as shown at 
(b), and E, becomes larger. The curve 

e+ 

Figure 42. Balanced phase-shift discriminator circuit. 
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Figure 44. Diagrams illustrating phase 
shift in double-tuned transformer (a) below 
resonance and (b) above resonance. 

of Ei as a function of frequency in 
Fig. 45 is readily identified as the re-
sponse curve of an FM detector. 

Figure 
voltage 

CENTER 
FREQUENCY 

FREQUENCY 

45. Diagram showing resultant 
Et in Figure 43 as a function of 

frequency. 

Because the discriminator circuit 
shown in Fig. 42 uses a push-pull 
configuration, the diodes conduct on 
alternate half-cycles of the signal 
frequency and produce a plus-and-
minus output with respect to zero 
rather than with respect to El. The 
primary advantage of this arrange-
ment is that there is no output at 
resonance. When an FM signal is 
applied to the input, the audio out-

put voltage varies above and below 
zero as the instantaneous frequency 
varies above and below resonance. 
The frequency of this audio voltage is 
determined by the modulation fre-
quency of the FM signal, and the am-
plitude of the voltage is proportional 
to the frequency excursion from reso-
nance. (The resistor R2 in the circuit 
provides a dc return for the diodes, 
and also maintains a load impedance 
across the primary winding of the 
transformer.) 
One disadvantage of the balanced 

phase-shift discriminator shown in 
Fig. 42 is that it detects audio modu-
lation (AM) as well as frequency 
modulation (FM) in the if signal be-
cause the circuit is balanced only at 
the center frequency. At frequencies 
off resonance, any variation in am-
plitude of the if signal is reproduced 
to some extent in the audio output. 
The ratio-detector circuit shown in 

Fig. 46 is a discriminator circuit 
which has the advantage of being 
relatively insensitive to amplitude 
variations in the FM signal. In this 
circuit, E„ is added to E./2 through 
the mutual coupling M2 (this volt-
age addition may be made by either 
mutual or capacitive coupling). Be-
cause of the phase-shift relationship 
of these voltages, the resultant de-
tected signals vary with frequency 
variations in the same manner as de-
scribed for the phase-shift discrimi-
nator circuit shown in Fig. 42. 
However, the diodes in the ratio de-
tector are placed "back-to-back" ( in 
series, rather than in push-pull) so 

C 4 El + E2 

Figure 46. Ratio-detector circuit. 
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that both halves of the circuit oper-
ate simultaneously during one-half 
of the signal frequency cycle (and 
are cut off on the other half-cycle). 
As a result, the detected voltages Es 
and E2 are in series, as shown for 
the instantaneous polarities that oc-
cur during the conduction half-cycle. 
When the audio output is taken be-
tween the equal capacitors Cs and 
C2, therefore, the output voltage is 
equal to (E,—E1) /2 (for equal re-
sistors Rs and R2). 
The de circuit of the ratio detector 

consists of a path through the sec-
ondary winding of the transformer, 
both diodes (which are in series), and 
resistors R1 and R. The value of the 
electrolytic capacitor Cs is selected 
so that the time constant of Rs, R2, 
and Cs is very long compared to the 
detected audio signal. As a result, 
the sum of the detected voltages 
(Es E2) is a constant and the AM 
components on the signal frequency 
are suppressed. This feature of the 
ratio detector provides improved AM 
rejection as compared to the phase-
shift discriminator circuit shown in 
Fig. 42. 

AMPLIFICATION 

The amplifying action of a tran-
sistor can be used in various ways 
in electronic circuits, depending on 
the results desired. The four recog-
nized classes of amplifier service can 
be defined for transistor circuits as 
follows: 
A class A amplifier is an amplifier 

in which the base bias and alter-
nating signal are such that collector 
current in a transistor flows con-
tinuously during the complete elec-
trical cycle of the signal, and even 
when no signal is present. 
A class AB amplifier is an ampli-

fier in which the base bias and alter-
nating signal are such that collector 
current in a transistor flows for ap-
preciably more than half but less 
than the entire electrical cycle. 
A class B amplifier is an amplifier 

in which the base is biased to ap-
proximately collector-current cutoff, 
so that collector current is approxi-
mately zero when no signal is ap-
plied, and so that collector current 
in a transistor flows for approxi-
mately one-half of each cycle when 
an alternating signal is applied. 
A class C amplifier is an amplifier 

in which the base is biased to such 
a degree that the collector current 
in a transistor is zero when no 
signal is applied, and so that col-
lector current in a transistor flows 
for appreciably less than one-half of 
each cycle when an alternating sig-
nal is applied. 
For radio-frequency (rf) ampli-

fiers which operate into selective 
tuned circuits, or for other ampli-
fiers in which distortion is not a 
prime factor, any of the above classes 
of amplification may be used with 
either a single transistor or a push-
pull stage. For audio-frequency ( af) 
amplifiers in which distortion is an 
important factor, single transistors 
can be used only in class A ampli-
fiers. For class AB or class B audio-
amplifier service, a balanced amplifier 
stage using two transistors is re-
quired. A push-pull stage can also 
be used in class A audio amplifiers 
to obtain reduced distortion and 
greater power output. Class C ampli-
fiers cannot be used for audio or AM 
applications. 

Audio Amplifiers 

Audio amplifier circuits are used 
in radio and television receivers, 
public address systems, sound re-
corders and reproducers, and similar 
applications to amplify signals in the 
frequency range from 20 to 20,000 
cycles per second. Each transistor in 
an audio amplifier can be considered 
as either a current amplifier or a 
power amplifier. 

Simple class A amplifier circuits 
are normally used in low-level audio 
stages such as preamplifiers and 
drivers. Preamplifiers usually follow 
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low-level output transducers such as 
microphones, hearing-aid and phono-
graph pickup devices, and recorder-
reproducer heads. 
One of the important character-

istics of a low-level amplifier circuit 
is its signal-to-noise ratio, or noise 
figure. The input circuit of an am-
plifier inherently contains some 
thermal noise contributed by the re-
sistive elements in the input device. 
All resistors generate a predictable 
quantity of noise power as a result 
of thermal activity. This power is 
about 160 dB below one watt for a 
bandwidth of 10 kilocycles per 
second. 
When an input signal is amplified, 

therefore, the thermal noise gener-
ated in the input circuit is also 
amplified. If the ratio of signal 
power to noise power ( S/N) is the 
same in the output circuit as in the 
input circuit, the amplifier is con-
sidered to be "noiseless" and is said 
to have a noise figure of unity, or 
zero dB. 

In practical circuits, however, the 
ratio of signal power to noise power 
is inevitably impaired during ampli-
fication as a result of the generation 
of additional noise in the circuit ele-
ments. A measure of the degree of 
impairment is called the noise figure 
(NF) of the amplifier, and is ex-
pressed as the ratio of signal power 
to noise power at the input ( Si/Ni) 
divided by the ratio of signal power 
to noise power at the output ( Se/N2), 
as follows: 

NF = Si/N, 
S./N. 

The noise figure in dB is equal to 
ten times the logarithm of this 
power ratio. For example, an ampli-
fier with a one-dB noise figure de-
creases the signal-to-noise ratio by 
a factor of 1.26, a 3-dB noise figure 
by a factor of 2, a 10-dB noise figure 
by a factor of 10, and a 20-dB noise 
figure by a factor of 100. 

In audio amplifiers, it is desirable 
that the noise figure be kept low. In 

general, the lowest value of NF is 
obtained by use of an emitter cur-
rent of less than one milliampere and 
a collector voltage of less than two 
volts for a signal-source resistance 
between 300 and 3000 ohms. If the 
input impedance of the transistor is 
matched to the impedance of the sig-
nal source, the lowest value of NF 
that can be attained is 3 dB. Gener-
ally, the best noise figure is obtained 
by use of a transistor input imped-
ance approximately 1.5 times the 
source impedance. However, this con-
dition is often not realizable in prac-
tice because many transducers are 
reactive rather than resistive. In ad-
dition, other requirements such as 
circuit gain, signal-handling capa-
bility, and reliability may not permit 
optimization for noise. 

In the simple low-level amplifier 
stage shown in Fig. 47, resistor Ri 
determines the base bias for the tran-
sistor. The output signal is devel-
oped across the load resistor R2. The 

-= 

Figure 47. Simple low-level class A 
amplifier. 

collector voltage and the emitter cur-
rent are kept relatively low to reduce 
the noise figure. If the load imped-
ance across the capacitor C, is low 
compared to R2, very little voltage 
swing results on the collector. There-
fore, ac feedback through Ri does not 
cause much reducton of gain. 

In many cases, low-level amplifier 
stages used as preamplifiers include 
some type of frequency-compensa-
tion network to enhance either the 
low-frequency or the high-frequency 
components of the input signal. The 
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frequency range and dynamic range* 
which can be recorded on a phono-
graph record or on magnetic tape 
depend on several factors, including 
the composition, mechanical charac-
teristics, and speed of the record or 
tape, and the electrical and mechani-
cal characteristics of the recording 
equipment. To achieve wide fre-
quency and dynamic range, manu-
facturers of commercial recordings 
use equipment which introduces a 
nonuniform relationship between am-
plitude and frequency. This rela-
tionship is known as a "recording 
characteristic". To assure proper 
reproduction of a high-fidelity re-
cording, therefore, some part of the 
reproducing system must have a fre-
quency-response characteristic which 
is the inverse of the recording char-
acteristic. Most manufacturers of 
high-fidelity recordings use the RCA 
"New Orthophonie" (RIAA) char-
acteristic for discs and the NARTB 
characteristic for magnetic tape. 
The simplest type of equalization 

network is shown in Fig. 48. Because 
the capacitor C is effectively an open 
circuit at low frequencies, the low 
frequencies must be passed through 
the resistorS R and are attenuated. 

AMPLIFIER 
STAGE 

the types of recordings which are to 
be reproduced and on the pickup de-
vices used. All commercial pickup 
devices provide very low power levels 
to a transistor preamplifier stage 
(transistors amplify current, not 
voltage). 
A ceramic high-fidelity phono-

graph pickup is usually designed to 
provide proper compensation for the 
RIAA recording characteristic when 
the pickup is operated into the load 
resistance specified by its manufac-
turer. Usually, a "matching" resis-
tor is inserted in series with the input 
of the preamplifier transiEttor. How-
ever, this arrangement produces a 
fairly small signal current which 
must then be amplified. If the match-
ing resistor is not used, equalization 
is required, but some improvement 
can be obtained in dynamic range and 
gain. 
A magnetic high-fidelity phono-

graph pickup, on the other hand, 
usually has an essentially flat fre-
quency-response characteristic. Be-
cause a pickup of this type merely 
reproduces the recording charac-
teristic, it must be followed by an 
equalizer network, as well as by a 
preamplifier having sufficient gain to 

AMPLIFIER 
STAGE 

Figure 48. Simple RC frequency-compensation network. 

The capacitor has a lower reactance 
at high frequencies, however, and by-
passes high-frequency components 
around R so that they receive neg-
ligible attenuation. Thus the network 
effectively "boosts" the high frequen-
cies. This type of equalization is 
called "attenuative". 
Some typical preamplifier stages 

are shown in the Circuits section. 
The location of the frequency-com-
pensation network or "equalizer" in 
the reproducing system depends on 

satisfy the input requirements of the 
tone-control amplifier and/or power 
amplifier. Many designs include both 
the equalizing and amplifying cir-
cuits in a single unit. 
A high-fidelity magnetic-tape pick-

up head, like a magnetic phonograph 
pickup, reproduces the recording 
characteristic. This type of pickup 
device, therefore, must also be fol-
lowed by an equalizing network and 
preamplifier to provide equalization 
for the NARTB characteristic. 

• The dynamic range of an amplifier is a measure of its signal-handling capability. The 
dynamic range expresses in dB the ratio of the maximum usable output signal (generally 
for a distortion of about 10 per cent) to the minimum usable output signal (generally for 
a signal-to-noise ratio of about 20 dB). A dynamic range of 40 dB is usually acceptable: 
a value of 70 dB is exceptional for any audio system. 
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Feedback networks may also be 
used for frequency compensation and 
for reduction of distortion. Basically, 
a feedback network returns a por-
tion of the output signal to the input 
circuit of an amplifier. The feedback 
signal may be returned in phase with 
the input signal (positive or re-
generative feedback) or 180 degrees 
out of phase with the input signal 
(negative, inverse, or degenerative 
feedback). In either case, the feed-
back can be made proportional to 
either the output voltage or the out-
put current, and can be applied to 
either the input voltage or the input 
current. A negative feedback signal 
proportional to the output current 
raises the output impedance of the 
amplifier; negative feedback propor-
tional to the output voltage reduces 
the output impedance. A negative 
feedback signal applied to the input 
current decreases the input imped-
ance; negative feedback applied to 
the input voltage increases the input 
impedance. Opposite effects are pro-
duced by positive feedback. 
A simple negative or inverse feed-

back network which provides high-
frequency boost is shown in Fig. 49. 

Ri R2 
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Figure 49. Negative-feedback f 

This network provides equalization 
comparable to that obtained with Fig. 
48, but is more suitable for low-level 
amplifier stages because it does not 
require the first amplifier stage to 
provide high-level low frequencies. 
In addition, the inverse feedback im-
proves the distortion characteristics 
of the amplifier. 
As mentioned previously, it is 

undesirable to use a high-resistance 
signal source for a transistor audio 
amplifier because the extreme im-
pedance mismatch results in high 
noise figure. High source resistance 
cannot be avoided, however, if an 

input device such as a ceramic pickup 
is used. In such cases, the use of nega-
tive feedback to raise the input im-
pedance of the amplifier circuit (to 
avoid mismatch loss) is no solution 
because feedback cannot improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the amplifier. 
A more practical method is to in-
crease the input impedance some-
what by operating the transistor at 
the lowest practical current level and 
by using a transistor which has a 
high forward current-transfer ratio. 
Some preamplifier or low-level 

audio amplifier circuits include vari-
able resistors or potentiometers which 
function as volume or tone controls. 
Such circuits should be designed to 
minimize the flow of de currents 
through these controls so that little 
or no noise will be developed by the 
movable contact during the life of 
the circuit. Volume controls and their 
associated circuits should permit 
variation of gain from zero to maxi-
mum, and should attenuate all 
frequencies equally for all positions 
of the variable arm of the control. 
Several examples of volume controls 
and tone controls are shown in the 
Circuits section. 

AMPLIFIER 
STAGE 

requency-compensation network. 

A tone control is a variable filter 
(or one in which at least one element 
is adjustable) by means of which the 
user may vary the frequency re-
sponse of an amplifier to suit his own 
taste. In radio receivers and home 
amplifiers, the tone control usually 
consists of a resistance-capacitance 
network in which the resistance is the 
variable element. 
The simplest form of tone control 

is a fixed tone-compensating or 
"equalizing" network such as that 
shown in Fig. 50. At high frequencies, 
the capacitor C2 serves as a bypass 
for the resistor R1, and the combined 
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impedance of the resistor-capacitor 
network is reduced. Thus, the output 
of the network is greater at high fre-
quencies than at low frequencies, and 
the frequency response is reasonably 
flat over a wide frequency range. The 
response curve can be "flattened" 
still more by use of a lower value for 
resistor 

Figure 50. Simple tone-control network for 
fixed tone compensation or equalization. 

The tone-control network shown in 
Fig. 51 has two stages with com-
pletely separate bass and treble con-
trols. Fig. 52 shows simplified 
representations of the bass control 
when the potentiometer is turned to 
its extreme variations (labeled 
BOOST and CUT). At very high fre-
quencies, CI and C. are effectively 
short circuits and the network be-
comes the simple voltage divider R. 
and R. In the bass-boost position, 
R. is inserted in series with R. so 
that there is less attenuation to very 
low frequencies than to very high 
frequencies. Therefore, the bass is 
said to be "boosted". In the bass-cut 

position, R. is inserted in series with 
Ri so that there is more attenuation 
to very low frequencies. 

A BASS BOOST B A BASS CUT 

Figure 52. Simplified representations of 
bass-control circuit at extreme ends of 

potentiometer. 

Fig. 53 shows extreme positions of 
the treble control. R. is generally 
much larger than R. or R. and may 
be treated as an open circuit in the 
extreme positions. In both the boost 
and cut positions, very low frequen-
cies are controlled by the voltage di-
vider R. and R.. In the boost position, 

TREBLE BOOST 

R4 

TREBLE CUT 

R4 

Figure 53. Simplified representations of 
treble-control circuit at extreme ends of 

potentiometer. 

R. is bypassed by the high frequen-
cies and the voltage-divider point D 
is placed closer to C. In the cut posi-

TREBLE 

Figure 51. Two-stage tone-control circuit incorporating separate bass 
and treble controls. 
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tion, R. is bypassed and there is 
greater attenuation of the high fre-
quencies. 

The frequencies at which boost and 
cut occur in the circuit of Fig. 51 are 
controlled by the values of C., C., C., 
and C.. Both the output impedance of 
the driving stage (generally RL.) and 
the loading of the driven stage af-
fect the response curves and must be 
considered. This tone-control circuit, 

Figure 54. Driver stage for push-pull output circuit. 

like the one in Fig. 50, is attenuative. 
Feedback tone controls may also be 
employed. 
The location of a tone-control net-

work is of considerable importance. 
In a typical preamplifier, it may be 
in the collector circuit of the final 
low-level stage or in the input circuit 
of the first stage. If the amplifier in-
corporates negative feedback, the 
tone control must be inserted in a 
part of the amplifier which is external 
to the feedback loop, or must be made 
a part of the feedback network. The 
over-all gain of a well designed tone-
control network should be approxi-
mately unity. The system dynamic 
range should be adequate for all fre-
quencies anticipated with the tone 
controls in any position. The high-
frequency gain should not be ma-
terially affected as the bass control 
is varied, nor should the low-fre-
quency gain be sensitive to the 
treble control. 

Driver stages in audio amplifiers 
are located immediately before the 
power-output stage. When a single-
ended class A output stage is used, 
the driver stage is similar to a pre-
amplifier stage. When a push-pull 
output stage is used, however, the 

audio driver must provide two output 
signals, each 180 degrees out of 
phase with the other. This phase re-
quirement can be met by use of a 
tapped-secondary transformer be-
tween a single-ended driver stage 
and the output stage, as shown in 
Fig. 54. The transformer T. provides 
the required out-of-phase input sig-
nals for the two transistors Q, and 
Q. in the push-pull output stage. 

C Ti 
TO (h 

TO Og 

Transistor audio power amplifiers 
may be class A single-ended stages, 
or class A, class AB, or class B 
push-pull stages. A simple class A 
single-ended power amplifier is 
shown in Fig. 55. Component values 
which will provide the desired power 
output can be calculated from the 

_ 
Figure 55. Class A power-amplifier circuit. 

transistor characteristics and the 
supply voltage. For example, an out-
put of four watts may be desired 
from a circuit operating with a sup-
ply voltage of 14.5 volts ( this volt-
age is normally available in auto-
mobiles which have a 12-volt ignition 
system). If losses are assumed to be 
negligible, the power output (PO) 
is equal to the peak collector volt-
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age (e.) times the peak collector 
current (i.), each divided by the 
square root of two to obtain rms 
values. The peak collector current 
can then be determined as follows: 

e. ie 
P0 = _ X 

V2 V2 

= P0 (y') X 
e. 

= 4 -vF x 
14.5 

= 0.65, or approximately 
0.6 ampere. 

In class A service, the de collector 
current and the peak collector swing 
are about the same. Thus, the col-
lector voltage and current are 14.5 
volts and 0.6 ampere, respectively. 
The voltage drop across the re-

sistor RE in Fig. 65 usually ranges 
from 0.3 to 1 volt; a typical value of 
0.6 volt can be assumed. The value 
of RE must equal the 0.6-volt drop 
divided by the 0.6-ampere emitter 
current, or one ohm. (The emitter 
current is assumed to be nearly equal 
to the 0.6-ampere collector current.) 
The current through resistor Ri 

should be about 10 to 20 per cent of 
the collector current; a typical value 
is 15 per cent of 0.8, or 90 milli-
amperes. 
The voltage from base to ground 

is equal to the base-to-emitter volt-
age (determined from the transistor 
transfer-characteristics curves for 
the desired collector or emitter cur-
rent; normally about 0.4 volt for a 
germanium power transistor operat-
ing at an emitter current of 600 milli-
amperes) plus the emitter-to-ground 
voltage ( 0.6 volt as described above), 
or one volt. The voltage across R2, 
therefore, is 14.5 minus 1, or 13.5 
volts. The value of 11: must equal 
13.5 divided by 90, or about 150 ohms. 
Because the voltage drop across 

the secondary winding of the driver 
transformer Ti is negligible, the volt-
age drop across R, is one volt. The 
current through Ri equals the cur-

rent through L (90 milliamperes) 
minus the base current. If the dc 
forward current-transfer ratio ( beta) 
of the transistor selected has a typi-
cal value of 60, the base current 
equals the collector current of 600 
milliamperes divided by 60, or 10 
milliamperes. The current through 
R, is then 90 minus 10, or 80 milli-
amperes, and the value of Ri is 1 
divided by 80, or about 12 ohms. 

The transformer requirements are 
determined from the ac voltages and 
currents in the circuit. The peak 
collector voltage swing that can be 
used before distortion occurs as a 
result of clipping of the output volt-
age is about 13 volts. The peak col-
lector current swing available before 
current cutoff occurs is the de cur-
rent of 600 milliamperes. Therefore, 
the collector load impedance should 
be 13 volts divided by 600 milli-
amperes, or about 20 ohms, and the 
output transformer T: should be de-
signed to match a 20-ohm primary 
impedance to the desired speaker im-
pedance. If a 3.2-ohm speaker is 
used, for example, the impedance 
values for T, should be 20 ohms to 
3.2 ohms. 

The total input power to the circuit 
of Fig. 55 is equal to the voltage 
required across the secondary wind-
ing of the driver transformer Ti 
times the current. The driver signal 
current is equal to the base cur-
rent ( 10 milliamperes peak, or 7 mil-
liamperes rms). The peak ac signal 
voltage is nearly equal to the sum of 
the base-to-emitter voltage across 
the transistor (0.4 volt as determined 
above), plus the voltage across RE 
(0.6 volt), plus the peak ac signal 
voltage across R, (10 milliamperes 
times 12 ohms, or 0.12 volt). The in-
put voltage, therefore, is about one 
volt peak, or 0.7 volt rms. Thus, the 
total ac input power required to pro-
duce an output of 4 watts is 0.7 volt 
times 7 milliamperes, or 5 milliwatts, 
and the input impedance is 0.7 volt 
divided by 7 milliamperes, or 100 
ohms. 
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Higher power output can be 
achieved with less distortion in class 
A service by the use of a push-pull 
circuit arrangement. One of the dis-
advantages of a transistor class A 
amplifier ( single-ended or push-pull), 
however, is that collector current 
flows at all times. As a result, tran-
sistor dissipation is highest when no 
ac signal is present. This dissipation 
can be greatly reduced by use of 
class B push-pull operation. When 
two transistors are connected in 
class B push-pull, one transistor 
amplifies half of the signal, and the 
other transistor amplifies the other 
half. These half-signals are then 
combined in the output circuit to re-
store the original waveform in an 
amplified state. 

Ideally, transistors used in class B 
service should be biased to collector 
cutoff so that no power is dissipated 
under zero-signal conditions. At low 
signal inputs, however, the resulting 
signal would be distorted, as shown 
in Fig. 56, because of the low for-
ward current-transfer ratio of the 
transistor at very low currents. This 
type of distortion, called cross-over 
distortion, can be suppressed by the 
use of a bias voltage which permits 
a small collector current flow at zero 
signal level. Any residual distortion 
can be further reduced by the use of 
negative feedback. 

1 2 
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Figure 56. Waveforms showing cause of 
cross-over distortion. 

A typical class B push-pull audio 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 57. Re-
sistors REI and RE, are the emitter 
stabilizing resistors. Resistors RI 
and R2 form a voltage-divider net-
work which provides the bias for the 
transistors. The base-emitter circuit 
is biased near collector cutoff so that 
very little collector power is dissi-
pated under no-signal conditions. 
The characteristics of the bias net-
work must be very carefully chosen 
so that the bias voltage will be just 
sufficient to minimize cross-over dis-
tortion at low signal levels. Because 

12 

TO 
SPEAKER 

Figure 57. Class B push-pull audio-amplifier circuit. 
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the collector current, collector dissi-
pation, and dc operating point of a 
transistor vary with ambient tem-
perature, a temperature-sensitive re-
sistor (such as a thermistor) or a 
bias-compensating diode may be 
used in the biasing network to mini-
mize the effect of temperature 
variations. 
The advantages of class B opera-

tion can be obtained without the need 
for an output transformer by use 
of a single-ended class B circuit such 
as that shown in Fig. 58. In this cir-
cuit, the secondary windings of the 

Figure 58. Single-ended class B circuit. 

driver transformer T, are phased so 
that a negative signal from base to 
emitter of one transistor is accom-
panied by a positive signal from 
base to emitter of the other tran-
sistor. When a negative signal is ap-
plied to the base of transistor Q,, 
for example, Q, draws current. This 
current must flow through the 
load because the accompanying posi-
tive signal on the base of tran-
sistor Q, cuts Q, off. When the sig-
nal polarity reverses, transistor Q, 
is cut off, while Q, conducts current. 
The resistive dividers FLlt, and RsIt, 
provide a dc bias which keeps the 
transistors slightly above cutoff un-
der no-signal conditions and thus 
minimizes cross-over distortion. The 
emitter resistors RE, and RE, help to 
compensate for differences between 
transistors and for the effects of 
ambient-temperature variations. 

--..IC 

The secondary windings of any 
class B driver transformer should be 
bifilar-wound ( i.e., wound together) 
to obtain tighter coupling and 
thereby minimize leakage induct-
ance. Otherwise, "ringing" may oc-
cur in the cross-over region as a 
result of the energy stored in the 
leakage inductance. 
Because junction transistors can 

be made in both p-n-p and n-p-n 
types, they can be used in comple-
mentary-symmetry circuits to obtain 
all the advantages of conventional 
push-pull amplifiers plus direct cou-

pling. The arrows in Fig. 59 indicate 
the direction of electron current flow 
in the terminal leads of p-n-p and 
n-p-n transistors. When these two 

N-P-N 

Figure 59. Electron-current flow in p-n-p 
and n-p-n transistors. 

transistors are connected in a single 
stage, as shown in Fig. 60, the dc 
electron current path in the output 
circuit is completed through the col-
lector-emitter circuits of the tran-
sistors. In the circuits of Figs. 58 
and 60, essentially no de current 
flows through the load resistor RT... 
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Therefore, the voice coil of a loud-
speaker can be connected directly in 
place of RL without excessive speaker 
cone distortion. 

Figure 60. Basic complementary-symmetry 
circuit. 

Several high-fidelity amplifiers are 
shown in the Circuits section. The 
performance capabilities of such am-
plifiers are usually given in terms 
of frequency response, total harmonic 
distortion, maximum power output, 
and noise level. To provide high-
fidelity reproduction of audio pro-
gram material, an amplifier should 
have a frequency response which does 
not vary more than 1 dB over the en-
tire audio spectrum. General practice 
is to design the amplifier so that its 
frequency response is flat within 1 
dB from a frequency well below the 
lowest to be reproduced to one well 
above the upper limit of the audible 
region. 
Harmonic distortion and inter-

modulation distortion produce 
changes in program material which 
may have adverse effects on the qual-
ity of the reproduced sound. Har-
monic distortion causes a change in 
the character of an individual tone 
by the introduction of harmonics 
which were not originally present in 
the program material. For high-
fidelity reproduction, total harmonic 
distortion (expressed as a percent-
age of the output power) should not 
be greater than about 0.5 per cent at 
the desired listening level. 
Intermodulation distortion is a 

change in the waveform of an indi-
vidual tone as a result of interaction 
with another tone present at the 

same time in the program material. 
This type of distortion not only alters 
the character of the modulated tone, 
but may also result in the generation 
of spurious signals at frequencies 
equal to the sum and difference of the 
interacting frequencies. Intermodu-
lation distortion should be less than 
2 per cent at the desired listening 
level. In general, any amplifier which 
has low intermodulation distortion 
will have very low harmonic distor-
tion. 
The maximum power output which 

a high-fidelity amplifier should de-
liver depends upon a complex rela-
tion of several factors, including the 
size and acoustical characteristics of 
the listening area, the desired listen-
ing level, and the efficiency of the 
loudspeaker system. Practically, 
however, it is possible to determine 
amplifier requirements in berms of 
room size and loudspeaker efficiency. 
The acoustic power required to re-

produce the loudest passages of or-
chestral music at concert-hall level 
in the average-size living room is 
about 0.4 watt. Because high-fidelity 
loudspeakers of the type generally 
available for home use have an effi-
ciency of only about 5 per cent, the 
output stage of the amplifier should 
therefore be able to deliver a power 
output of at least 8 watts. Because 
many wide-range loudspeaker sys-
tems, particularly those using cross-
over networks, have efficiencies of 
less than 5 per cent, output stages 
used with such systems must have 
correspondingly larger power out-
puts. 
The noise level of a high-fidelity 

amplifier determines the range of 
volume the amplifier is able to repro-
duce, i.e., the difference (usually ex-
pressed in dB) between the loudest 
and softest sounds in program ma-
terial. Because the greatest volume 
range utilized in electrical program 
material at the present time is about 
60 dB, the noise level of a high-
fidelity amplifier should be at least 
60 dB below the signal level at the 
desired listening level. 
The design of audio equipment for 
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direct operation from the ac power 
line normally requires the use of 
either a power transformer or a large 
voltage-dropping resistor to reduce 
the 120-volt ac line voltage to a level 
that is appropriate for transistors. 
Both of these techniques have disad-
vantages. The use of a transformer 
adds cost to the system. The use of 
a dropping resistor places restric-
tions on the final packaging of the 
instrument because the resistor must 
dissipate power. In addition, low-
voltage supplies are usually more ex-
pensive to filter than high-voltage 
supplies. 
The use of high-voltage silicon 

transistors eliminates the need for 
either a power transformer or a high-
power voltage-dropping resistor, and 
permits the use of economical cir-
cuits and components in line-operated 
-audio equipment. Several ac/dc cir-
cuits using these high-voltage tran-
sistors are shown in the Circuits 
section. The basic class A audio out-
put stage shown in Fig. 61 is essen-
tially of the same design as the class 
A amplifier discussed previously. Be-
cause the supply voltage is much 
higher, however, the currents are 
about one-tenth as high and the im-
pedances about 100 times as high. 
The use of a voltage-dependent 

resistor (VDR) as a damping resis-
tor across the primary winding of the 
output transformer in Fig. 61 pro-
tects the output circuit against the 
destructive effects of transient volt-
ages that can occur under abnormal 
conditions. If the VDR were not used, 

120 V 
AC/DC 

TO 
DRIVER 

CI T 

R2 

the peak collector voltage under 
transient conditions could be as high 
as five to ten times the supply volt-
age, or far in excess of the break-
down-voltage rating for the transis-
tor. Because the resistance of the 
VDR varies directly with voltage, its 
use limits the transient voltage to 
safe levels but does not degrade over-
all circuit performance. 

Fig. 62 shows another effective 
method for protection against tran-
sient voltages. In this arrangement, 

10i 

Figure 62. Alternate method for protection 
against transient voltages. 

the output transformer is replaced by 
a center-tapped transformer and a 
silicon rectifier that has a peak-
reverse-voltage rating of 300 to 400 
volts. The peak voltage across the 
output is thus limited to a value 
which does not exceed twice the mag-
nitude of the supply voltage. As the 
collector voltage approaches a value 
equal to twice the supply voltage, the 
voltage at the diode end of the trans-
former becomes sufficiently negative 
to forward-bias the diode and thus 

VDR 

R1 o 
-C2+ 

Figure 61. Basic audio output stage for line-operated equipment. 
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clamp the collector voltage. The re-
quired transformer primary imped-
ance is generally about 10,000 ohms 
center-tapped; in addition, it is 
recommended that a bifilar winding 
be used to minimize leakage in-
ductance. Because the arrangement 
shown in Fig. 62 provides more re-
liable protection against transients 
•than that of Fig. 61, a higher supply 
voltage and a higher transformer im-
pedance can be used. 

It should be noted that special pre-
cautions are required in the con-
struction of circuits for line-voltage 
operation. Because these circuits 
operate at high ac and de voltages, 
special care must be exercised to as-
sure that no metallic part of the chas-
sis or output transformer is exposed 
to touch, accidental or otherwise. 
The circuits should be installed in 
non-metallic cabinets, or should be 
properly insulated from metallic 
cabinets. Insulated knobs should be 
used for potentiometer shafts and 
switches. 
A phase inverter is a type of class 

A amplifier used when two out-of-
phase outputs are required. In the 
split-load phase-inverter stage shown 
in Fig. 63, the output current of 
transistor Q, flows through both the 
collector load resistor R, and the 
emitter load resistor R3. When the 
input signal is negative, the in-
creased output current causes the 
collector side of resistor R, to be-
come more positive and the emitter 
side of resistor It3 to become more 
negative with respect to ground. 

Figure 63. Split-load phase inverter stage. 

When the input signal is positive, 
the output current decreases and op-
posite voltage polarities are estab-
lished across resistors R. and R.. 
Thus, two output signals are pro-
duced which are 180 degrees out of 
phase with each other. This circuit 
provides the 180-degree phase rela-
tionship only when each load is re-
sistive and constant throughout the 
entire signal swing. It is not suitable 
as a driver stage for a class B out-
put stage. 

Direct-Current Amplifiers 

Direct-current amplifiers are nor-
mally used in transistor circuits to 
amplify small de or very-low-fre-
quency ac signals. Typical applica-
tions of such amplifiers include the 
output stages of series-type and 
shunt-type regulating circuits. 
chopper-type circuits, differential 
amplifiers, and pulse amplifiers. 

In series regulator circuits such as 
that shown in Fig. 64, direct-coupled 
amplifiers are used to amplify an 

Figure 64. Typical series regulator circuit. 

error or difference signal obtained 
from a comparison between a por-
tion of the output voltage and a 
reference source. The reference-
voltage source VR is placed in the 
emitter circuit of the amplifier tran-
sistor Qi so that the error or differ-
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ence signal between VR and some 
portion of the output voltage V. is 
developed and amplified. The ampli-
fied error signal forms the input to 
the regulating element consisting of 
transistors Q, and Q,, and the out-
put from the regulating element de-
velops a controlling voltage across 
the resistor R,. 
Shunt regulator circuits are not as 

efficient as series regulator circuits 
for most applications, but they have 
the advantage of greater simplicity. 
In the shunt voltage regulator cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 65, the current 
through the shunt element consisting 
of transistors Q, and Q, varies with 
changes in the load current or the 
input voltage. This current variation 
is reflected across the resistance R, 
in series with the load so that the 
output voltage V. is maintained 
nearly constant. 

Figure 65. Typical shunt regulator circuit. 

Direct-coupled amplifiers are also 
used in chopper-type circuits to am-
plify low-level de signals, as illu-
strated by the block diagram in Fig. 
66. The de signal modulates an ac 
carrier wave, usually a square wave, 
and the modulated wave is then am-
plified to a convenient level. The 
series of amplified pulses can then 
be detected and integrated into the 
desired de output signal. 

O 

CHOPPER 

Differential amplifiers can be used 
to provide voltage regulation, as 
described above, or to compensate 
for fluctuations in current due to 
signal, component, or temperature 
variations. Typical differential am-
plifier elements such as those shown 
in Fig. 67 include an output stage 
which supplies current to the load 
resistor R, and the necessary num-
ber of direct-coupled cascaded stages 

o 

Figure 67. Typical differential amplifier 
circuits. 

to provide the required amount of 
gain for a given condition of line-
voltage or load-current regulation. 
The reference-voltage source VR is 

INTEGRATOR 

O 

 o 

Figure 66. Block diagram showing action of "chopper" circuit. 
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placed in one of the cascaded stages 
in such a manner that an error or 
difference signal between Va and 
some portion of the output voltage 
vo is developed and amplified. Some 
form of temperature compensation 
is usually included to insure stabil-
ity of the direct-coupled amplifier. 

Tuned Amplifiers 
In transistor radio-frequency (rf) 

and intermediate-frequency (if) am-
plifiers, the bandwidth of frequencies 
to be amplified is usually only a 
small percentage of the center fre-
quency. Tuned amplifiers are used 
in these applications to select the 
desired bandwidth of frequencies and 
to suppress unwanted frequencies. 
The selectivity of the amplifier is 
obtained by means of tuned inter-
stage coupling networks. 
The properties of tuned amplifiers 

depend upon the characteristics of 
resonant circuits. A simple parallel 
resonant circuit ( sometimes called a 
"tank" because it stores energy) is 
shown in Fig. 68. For practical pur-
poses, the resonant frequency of such 
a circuit may be considered inde-
pendent of the resistance R, provided 
R is small compared to the inductive 
reactance XL. The resonant fre-
quency f, is then given by 

1  
= 

2%-Va." 

For any given resonant frequency, 
the product of L and C is a constant; 
at low frequencies LC is large; at 
high frequencies it is small. 
The Q (selectivity) of a parallel 

resonant circuit alone is the ratio of 
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Figure 68. Simple parallel resonant circuit. 

the current in the tank (IL or le) to 
the current in the line ( I). This un-
loaded Q, or Q., may be expressed 
in various ways, for example: 

Io XL R. 

Q L = r = = 
where XL is the inductive reactance 
( = 2TfL), X, is the capacitive re-
actance ( = 1/[211C]), and R„ is the 
total impedance of the parallel reso-
nant circuit (tank) at resonance. The 
Q varies inversely with the resistance 
of the inductor. The lower the re-
sistance, the higher the Q and the 
greater the difference between the 
tank impedance at frequencies off 
resonance compared to the tank im-
pedance at the resonant frequency. 
The Q of a tuned interstage cou-

pling network also depends upon the 
impedances of the preceding and fol-
lowing stages. The output impedance 
of a transistor can be considered as 
consisting of a resistance R. in par-
allel with a capacitance C., as shown 
in Fig. 69. Similarly, the input im-
pedance can be considered as consist-
ing of a resistance RI in parallel 
with a capacitance C. Because the 
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Figure 69. Equivalent output and input circuits of transistors 
connected by a coupling network. 
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tuned circuit is shunted by both the 
output impedance of the preceding 
transistor and the input impedance 
of the following transistor, the ef-
fective selectivity of the circuit is 
the loaded Q (or QL) based upon 
the total impedance of the coupled 
network, as follows: 

QL = 
XL or Xc 

f total loading onf 
Icoil at resonance' 

The capacitances C. and Ci in Fig. 
69 are usually considered as part of 
the coupling network. For example, 
if the required capacitance between 
terminals 1 and 2 of the coupling 
network is calculated to be 500 pico-
farads and the value of C. is 10 
picofarads, a capacitor of 490 pico-
farads is used between terminals 1 
and 2 so that the total capacitance is 
500 picofarads. The same method is 
used to allow for the capacitance Ci 
at terminals 3 and 4. 
When a tuned resonant circuit in 

the primary winding of a trans-
former is coupled to the nonresonant 
secondary winding of the trans-
former, as shown in Fig. 70a, the ef-
fect of the input impedance of the 
following stage on the Q of the tuned 
circuit can be determined by con-
sidering the values reflected ( or re-
ferred) to the primary circuit by 
transformer action. The reflected re-
sistance ri is equal to the resistance 
Ri in the secondary circuit times the 
square of the effective turns ratio 
between the primary and secondary 
windings of the transformer T: 

ri = Ri (142/142)2 

where Ni/N2 represents the electrical 
turns ratio between the primary 
winding and the secondary winding 
of T. If there is capacitance in the 
secondary circuit ( C.), it is reflected 
to the primary circuit as a capaci-
tance C.., and is given by 

C.„ = (NI/Ns) , 

The loaded Q, or QL, is then calcu-
lated on the basis of the inductance 
L., the total shunt resistance ( R. 
pedance Zt = Q.X. = Q.XL), and 
plus ri plus the tuned-circuit im-
the total capacitance (C. + C..) in 
the tuned circuit. 

Fig. 70b shows a coupling network 
which consists of a single-tuned cir-
cuit using mutual inductive coupling. 
The capacitance Ct includes the ef-
fects of both the output capacitance 
of the preceding transistor and the 
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Figure 70. Equivalent circuits for trans-
former-coupling networks: (a) having tuned 
primary winding; (b) using inductive 
coupling; (c) using tap on primary winding. 

input capacitance of the following 
transistor (referred to the primary 
of transformer T2). The bandwidth 
of a single-tuned transformer is de-
termined by the half-power points on 
the resonance curve (-3 dB or 0.707 
down from the maximum). Under 
these conditions, the band pass Pf 
is equal to the ratio of the center or 
resonant frequency f, divided by the 
loaded (effective) Q of the circuit, as 
follows: 

pf = f./Q2. 

The inherent internal feedback in 
transistors can cause instability and 
oscillation as the gain of an amplifier 
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stage is increased ( i.e., as the load 
and source impedances are increased 
from zero to matched conditions). 
At low radio frequencies, therefore, 
where the potential gain of transis-
tors is high, it is often desirable to 
keep the transistor load impedance 
low. Relatively high capacitance 
values in the tuned collector circuit 
can then be avoided by use of a tap 
on the primary winding of the 
coupling transformer, as shown in 
Fig. 70e. At higher frequencies, the 
gain potential of the transistor de-
creases, and impedance matching is 
permissible. However, lead induct-
ance becomes significant at higher 
frequencies, particularly in the emit-
ter circuit. All lead lengths should be 
kept short, therefore, and especially 
the emitter lead, which not only de-
grades performance but is also a 
mutual coupling to the output circuit. 

External feedback circuits are 
often used in tuned coupling net-
works to counteract the effects of 
the internal transistor feedback and 
thus provide more gain or more 
stable performance. If the external 
feedback circuit cancels the effects 
of both the resistive and the reac-
tive internal feedback, the amplifier 
is considered to be unilateralized. If 
the external circuit cancels the effect 
of only the reactive internal feed-
back, the amplifier is considered to 
be neutralized. 

In the design of low-level tuned 
rf amplifiers, careful consideration 
must be given to the transistor and 
circuit parameters which control cir-
cuit stability, as well as those which 
maintain adequate power gain. In 
addition, if the signals to be ampli-
fied are relatively weak, it is im-
portant that the transistor and its 
associated circuit provide low noise 
figure at the operating frequency. 
The relative power-gain capabili-

ties of transistors at high frequencies 
are indicated by their theoretical 
maximum frequency of oscillation 
f.... At this frequency, the unilateral-
ized matched power gain, or maxi-
mum available gain MAG, is zero dB. 

FREQUENCY 

As shown in Fig. 71, the curve of 
MAG as a function of frequency for 
a typical rf transistor rises approxi-
mately 6 dB per octave above 

Because most practical rf ampli-
fiers are not individually unilateral-
ized, the power gain that can be 
obtained is somewhat less than the 
MAG because of internal feedback in 
the circuit. This feedback is greater 
in unneutralized circuits than in neu-
tralized circuits, and therefore gain 
is lower when neutralization is not 
used. From a practical considera-
tion, the feedback capacitance which 
must be considered is the total feed-
back capacitance between collector 
and base, including both stray and 
socket capacitances. In neutralized 
circuits, stray capacitances, socket 
capacitance, and the typical value of 
device capacitance can generally be 
neutralized. At a given frequency, 
therefore, the maximum usable 
power gain MUG of a neutralized cir-
cuit depends on the transconductance 
gm and the amount of internal feed-

SLOPE 6dB/OCTAVE 

f 1125.b.cc 
f 

FREQUENCY —I> 

Figure 71. Maximum available gain MAG, 
maximum usable gain MUG, and noise 

figure NF as functions of frequency. 
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back capacitance Cf. In unneutralized 
circuits, however, both socket and 
stray capacitances are involved in 
the determination of gain and must 
be included in the value of Cf. The 
ratio of g. to Cf should be high to 
provide high power gain. Fig. 71 
shows typical curves of MAG and 
MUG (for both the neutralized and 
the unneutralized case) for a low-
level rf transistor used in a common-
emitter circuit. 
The transistor requirements for 

high power gain and low noise figure 
are essentially the same. Published 
data for transistors intended for low-
level rf applications generally indi-
cate a minimum power gain and a 
maximum noise figure in a circuit 
typical of the intended use. A curve 
of noise figure NF as a function of 
frequency is also shown in Fig. 71. 
Circuit design factors for lowest 
noise figure include use of a low-
noise transistor, choice of optimum 
bias current and source resistance, 
and use of low-loss input circuits. 
Optimum low-noise bias current for 
most low-level rf transistors is 
about 1 milliampere, or slightly 
higher in the uhf range. Optimum 
source resistance is a function of 
operating frequency and bias current 
for a given transistor. 

The input circuit to the first stage 
of the amplifier should have as little 
loss as possible because such loss 
adds directly to the otherwise attain-
able noise figure. In other words, if 
the loss at the input to the first stage 
is 2 dB, the amplifier noise figure will 
be 2 dB higher than could be achieved 
with no loss at the input. To mini-
mize such loss, it is generally desir-
able that the ratio of unloaded Q 
(Q.) to loaded Q ( Q2.) of the input 
circuit be high and that the bias re-
sistors be isolated from the input by 
chokes or tuned circuits. 
A typical tuned amplifier using 

neutralization is shown in Fig. 72. 
The input signal to the transistor 
is an if carrier (e.g., 455 kilocycles) 
amplitude-modulated by an audio 
signal. Capacitor C, and the primary 
winding of transformer T, form a 
parallel-tuned circuit resonant at 
455 kilocycles. Transformer T, 
couples the signal power from the 
previous stage to the base of the 
transistor. Resistors R. and R. pro-
vide forward bias to the transistor. 
Capacitor C. provides a low-imped-
ance path for the 455-kilocycle signal 
from the input tuned circuit to the 
emitter. Resistor R., which is by-
passed for 455 kilocycles by capacitor 
C., is the emitter de stabilizing resis-

OUTPUT 
TO AUDIO 
AMPLIFIER 

 0 

--.---
Figure 72. Neutralized if-amplifier and second-detector circuit. 
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tor. The amplified signal from the 
transistor is developed across the 
parallel resonant circuit (tuned to 
455 kilocycles) formed by capacitor 
C. and the primary winding of trans-
former T2, and is coupled by T. to 
the crystal-diode second detector CR. 

OUTPUT OF 
PRECEDING 
TRANSISTOR 

Li 

secondary winding. It is extremely 
difficult in practice to construct a 
fractional part of a turn. In such 
cases, capacitance coupling may be 
used, as shown in Fig. 73. This ar-
rangement, which is also called 
capacitive division, is similar to 

--I— CI 

IC2 
INPUT OF 
FOLLOWING 
TRANSISTOR 

Figure 73. Single-tuned coupling network using capacitive division. 

Because of the phase reversal in-
herent in the common-emitter con-
figuration, reactive feedback in the 
transistor due to the internal capaci-
tance between the collector and the 
base is 180 degrees out of phase with 
the input. In the external feedback 
loop, therefore, current at the inter-
mediate frequency is taken from the 
secondary winding of the single-
tuned output transformer and ap-
plied to the base of the transistor 
through the feedback (neutralizing) 
capacitor C.. Because this current is 
180 degrees out of phase with the col-
lector current, it cancels the reactive 
feedback in the transistor and thus 
improves the gain of the circuit. 
The rectified output of the crystal 

diode CR1 is filtered by capacitor C. 
and resistor R. so that the voltage 
across capacitor C. consists of an 
audio signal and a dc voltage ( posi-
tive with respect to ground for the 
arrangement shown in Fig. 72) that 
is directly proportional to the am-
plitude of the if carrier. This dc 
voltage is fed back to the base of 
the transistor through the resistor 
R. to provide automatic gain control. 
Resistor R. and capacitor C: form 
an audio decoupling network to pre-
vent audio feedback to the base of 
the transistor. 

In high-frequency tuned ampli-
fiers, where the input impedance is 
typically low, mutual inductive coup-
ling may be impracticable because 
of the small number of turns in the 

tapping down on a coil at or near 
resonance. Impedance transformation 
in this network is determined by the 
ratio between capacitors C. and C. 
Capacitor C, is normally much 
smaller than C2; thus the capacitive 
reactance L. is normally much larger 
than Xc1. Provided the input resist-
ance of the following transistor is 
much greater than Xe., the effective 
turns ratio from the top of the coil 
to the input of the following tran-
sistor is ( C. ± C)/C.. The total ca-
pacitance C. across the inductance L 
is given by . 

c t CiC2  

Cl ± C2 

The resonant frequency fr is then 
given by 

1  
fr 

ax .7é7 

Double-tuned interstage coupling 
networks are often used in prefer-
ence to single-tuned networks to 
provide flatter frequency response 
within the pass band, a sharper drop 
in response immediately adjacent to 
the ends of the pass band, or more 
attenuation at frequencies far re-
moved from resonance. In syn-
chronous double-tuned networks, 
both the resonant circuit in the in-
put of the coupling network and the 
resonant circuit in the output are 
tuned to the same resonant fre-
quency. In "stagger-tuned" net-
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works, the two resonant circuits are 
tuned to slightly different resonant 
frequencies to provide a more rec-
tangular band pass with sharper se-
lectivity at the ends of the pass band. 
Double-tuned or stagger-tuned net-
works may use capacitive, inductive, 
or mutual inductance coupling, or any 
combination of the three. 

Automatic gain control (age) is 
often used in rf and if amplifiers in 
AM radio and television receivers to 
provide lower gain for strong signals 
and higher gain for weak signals. 
(In radio receivers, this gain-com-
pensation network may also be called 
automatic volume control or ave.) 
When the signal strength at the an-
tenna changes, the age circuit modi-
fies the receiver gain so that the out-
put of the last if-amplifier stage 
remains nearly constant and conse-
quently maintains a nearly constant 
speaker volume or picture contrast. 
The age circuit usually reduces the 

rf and if gain for a strong signal by 
varying the bias on the rf-amplifier 
and if-amplifier stages when the sig-
nal increases. A simple reverse age 
circuit is shown in Fig. 74. On each 
positive half-cycle of the signal volt-
age, when the diode anode is positive 
with respect to the cathode, the diode 
passes current. Because of the flow 
of diode current through R., there is 
a voltage drop across R. which makes 
the upper end of the resistor nega-
tive with respect to ground. This 
voltage drop across R. is applied, 
through the filter R2 and C, as reverse 

ADC 
VOLTAGE 

OUTPUT 
OF LAST 
IF STAGE 

B+ 

bias on the preceding stages. When 
the signal strength at the antenna in-
creases, therefore, the signal applied 
to the age diode increases, the volt-
age drop across R. increases, the re-
verse bias applied to the rf and if 
stages increases, and the gain of the 
rf and if stages is decreased. As a 
result, the increase in signal strength 
at the antenna does not produce as 
much increase in the output of the 
last if-amplifier stage as it would 
without age. 
When the signal strength at the 

antenna decreases from a previous 
steady value, the age circuit acts in 
the opposite direction, applying less 
reverse bias and thus permitting the 
rf and if gain to increase. 
The filter C and R. prevents the 

age voltage from varying at audio 
frequency. This filter is necessary be-
cause the voltage drop across R. 
varies with the modulation of the car-
rier being received. If age voltage 
were taken directly from R. without 
filtering, the audio variations in age 
voltage would vary the receiver gain 
so as to smooth out the modulation 
of the carrier. To avoid this effect, 
the age voltage is taken from the 
capacitor C. Because of the resistance 
R. in series with C, the capacitor can 
charge and discharge at only a com-
paratively slow rate. The age voltage 
therefore cannot vary at frequencies 
as high as the audio range, but can 
vary rapidly at frequencies high 
enough to compensate for most 
changes in signal strength. 

_ AUDIO 
1--"" OUTPUT 

Figure 74. Simple reverse agc circuit. 
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In a television receiver, the video 
signal contains a de component, and 
therefore the average carrier level 
varies with signal information. As a 
result, the age circuit is designed to 
provide a control voltage propor-
tional to the peak modulated carrier 
level rather than the average modu-
lated carrier level. The time constant 
of the age detector circuit is made 
large enough so that the picture con-
tent of the composite video signal 
does not influence the magnitude of 
the age voltage. In addition, an elec-
tronic switch is often included in the 
circuit so that it can be operated only 
during the retrace portion of the 
scanning cycle. This "gated age" 
technique prevents noise peaks from 
affecting age operation. 
There are two ways in which auto-

matic gain control can be applied 
to a transistor. In the reverse age 
method shown in Fig. 74, age action 
is obtained by decreasing the collec-
tor or emitter current of the tran-
sistor, and thus its transconductance 
and gain. The use of forward age 
provides improved cross-modulation 
characteristics and better signal-
handling capability than reverse age. 
For forward age operation, however, 
the transistor used must be specially 
designed so that transconductance 
decreases with increasing emitter 
current. In such transistors, the 
current-cutoff characteristics are de-
signed to be more remote than the 
typical sharp-cutoff characteristics of 
conventional transistors. (All tran-
sistors can be used with reverse age, 
but only specially designed types 
with forward age.) 

Reverse age is simpler to use, and 
provides less bandpass shift and tilt 
with signal-strength variations. The 
input and output resistances of a 
transistor increase when reverse age 
is applied, but the input and output 
capacitances are not appreciably 
changed. The change in the loading 
of tuned circuits is minimal, how-
ever, because considerable mismatch 
already exists and the additional mis-
match caused by age has little effect. 

In forward age, however, the input 

and output resistances of the tran-
sistor are reduced when the collector 
or emitter current is increased, and 
thus the tuned circuits are damped. 
In addition, the input and output 
capacitances change drastically, and 
alter the resonant frequency of the 
tuned circuits. In a practical circuit, 
the bandpass shift and tilt caused by 
forward age can be compensated to 
a large extent by the use of passive 
coupling circuits. 

Cross-modulation is an important 
consideration in the evaluation of 
transistorized tuner circuits. This 
phenomenon, which occurs in non-
linear systems, can be defined as 
the transfer of modulation from 
an interfering carrier to the desired 
carrier. In general, the severity of 
cross-modulation is independent of 
both the semiconductor material and 
the construction of the transistor 
(provided gain and noise factor are 
not sacrificed). At low frequencies, 
cross-modulation is also independent 
of the amplitude of the desired car-
rier, but varies as the square of the 
amplitude of the interfering signal. 

In most rf circuits, the undesir-
able effects of cross-modulation can 
be minimized by good selectivity in 
the antenna and rf interstage coils. 
Minimum cross-modulation can best 
be achieved by use of the optimum 
circuit Q with respect to bandwidth 
and tracking considerations, which 
implies minimum loading of the tank 
circuits. 

In rf circuits where selectivity is 
limited by the low unloaded Q's of 
the coils being used, improved cross-
modulation can be obtained by mis-
matching the antenna circuit (that 
is, selecting the antenna primary-
to-secondary turns ratio such that 
the reflected antenna impedance at 
the base of the rf amplifier is very 
low compared to the input imped-
ance). This technique is commonly 
used in automobile receivers, and 
causes a slight degradation in noise 
figure. At high frequencies, such 
as in television, where low source im-
pedances are difficult to obtain be-
cause of lead inductance or the 
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impracticality of putting a tap on 
a coil having one or two turns, an 
unbypassed emitter resistor having 
a low value of resistance ( e.g., 22 
ohms) may be used to obtain the 
same effect. 

Cross-modulation may occur in 
the mixer or rf amplifier, or both. 
Accordingly, it is important to ana-
lyze the entire tuner as well as the 
individual stages. Cross-modulation 
is also a function of age. At sen-
sitivity conditions where the rf 
stage is operating at maximum gain 
and the interfering signal is far 
removed from the desired signal, 
cross-modulation occurs primarily in 
the rf stage. As the desired signal 
level increases and age is applied 
to the rf stage, the rf transistor gain 
decreases and provides improved 
cross-modulation. If the interfering 
signal is close to the desired signal, it 
is the rf gain at the undesired signal 
frequency which determines whether 
the rf stagé or mixer stage is the 
prime contribution of cross-modula-
tion. For example, it is possible that 
the rf stage gain (including selec-
tivity of tuned circuits) at the un-
desired frequency is greater than 
unity. In this case, the undesired 
signal at the mixer input is larger 
than that at the rf input; thus the 
contribution of the mixer is appre-
ciable. Intermediate and high signal 
conditions may be analyzed similarly 
by considering rf age. 

If adequate limiting is employed, 
cross-modulation does not occur in 
an FM signal. 

Limiters 

A limiter circuit is essentially an 
if-amplifier stage designed to pro-
vide clipping at a desired signal level. 
Such circuits are used in FM receiv-
ers to remove AM components from 
the if signal prior to FM detection. 
The limiter stage is normally the last 
stage prior to detection, and is simi-
lar to preceding if stages. At low 
input rf signal levels, it amplifies the 
if signal in the same manner as pre-
ceding stages. As the signal level in-

creases, however, a point is reached 
at which the limiter stage is driven 
into saturation ( i.e., the peak currents 
and voltages are limited by the sup-
ply voltage and load impedances and 
increases in signal produce very little 
increase in collector current). At 
this point, the if signal is "clipped" 
(or flattened) and further increases 
in rf signal level produce no further 
output in if signal to the detector. 
Limiter stages may be designed to 

provide clipping at various input-
signal levels. A high-gain FM tuner 
is usually designed to limit at very 
low rf input signal levels, and pos-
sibly even on noise signals. Addi-
tional AM rejection may be obtained 
by use of a ratio detector for the 
frequency discriminator. 

Wideband (Video) Amplifiers 

In some applications, it is neces-
sary for a transistor circuit to am-
plify signals ranging from very low 
frequencies ( several cycles per sec-
ond) to high frequencies (tens of 
megacycles per second) with a mini-
mum of frequency and time-delay 
distortion. For example, very exact-
ing requirements are demanded for 
such applications as television camera 
chains, ac voltmeters, and vertical 
amplifiers for oscilloscopes. In re-
sponse to these demands, circuit com-
pensation techniques have been de-
veloped to minimize the amplitude 
and time-delay variation as the 
upper or lower frequency limits of 
the amplifier are approached. 
The need for such compensation is 

evident when many identical stages 
of amplification are employed. If ten 
cascaded stages are used, a variation 
of 0.3 dB per stage results in a total 
variation of 3 dB. In an uncompen-
sated amplifier, this total variation 
occurs two octaves (a frequency ratio 
of four) prior to the half-power 
point. Because two octaves are lost 
from both the high and low frequen-
cies, the bandwidth of ten cascaded 
uncompensated amplifier stages is 
only one-sixteenth that of a single 
amplifier stage. Fig. 75 shows the 
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Figure 75. Amplitude response characteristics of various numbers ( N) of identical 
uncompensated amplifiers. 

amplitude response characteristics 
of various numbers of identical un-
compensated amplifiers. 

In general, the output of an ampli-
fier may be represented by a current 
generator i, and a load resistance 
R1., as shown in Fig. 76a. Because 
the signal current is shunted by vari-
ous capacitances at high frequencies, 
as shown in Fig. 76b, there is a loss 
in gain at these frequencies. If an 
inductor L is placed in series with 
the load resistor R1,, as shown in 
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Fig. 76c, a low-Q circuit is formed 
which somewhat suppresses the ca-
pacitive loading. This method of gain 
compensation, called shunt peaking, 
can be very effective for improving 
high-frequency response. Fig. 76 
shows the frequency response for the 
circuits shown in Fig. 76a, b, and c. 
If the inductor L shown in Fig. 76e 
is made self- resonant approximately 
one octave above the 3-dB frequency 
of the circuit of Fig. 76b, the ampli-
fier response is extended by about 
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Figure 76. Equivalent circuits and frequency response 
shunt-peaked amplifiers. 
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another 30 per cent. 
If the stray capacitance C shown 

in Fig. 76b is broken into two parts 
C' and C" and an inductor Li is placed 
between them, a heavily damped 
form of series resonance may be em-
ployed for further improvement. 
This form of compensation, called 
series peaking, is shown in Fig. 77a. 

C,. 
12 

(a) (0) 

Figure 77. Circuits using (a) series peak-
ing, and (b) both self-resonant shunt 

peaking and series peaking. 

If C' and C" are within a factor of 
two of each other, series peaking 
produces an appreciable improvement 
in frequency response as compared 
to shunt peaking. A more complex 
form of compensation embodying 
both self-resonant shunt peaking and 
series peaking is shown in Fig. 77b. 
The effects of various high-fre-

quency compensation systems can be 
demonstrated by consideration of an 
amplifier consisting of three identi-
cal stages. If each of the three stages 
is down 3 dB at one megacycle per 
second, and if a total gain variation 
of plus 1 dB and minus 3 dB is al-
lowed, the bandwidth of the ampli-
fier is 0.5 megacycle per second 
without compensation. Shunt peak-
ing raises the bandwidth to 1.3 mega-
cycles per second. Self-resonant 
shunt peaking raises it to 1.5 mega-
cycles per second. An infinitely com-
plicated network of shunt-peaking 
techniques could raise it to 2 mega-
cycles per second. If the distribution 
of capacitance permits it, series 
peaking alone can provide a band-
width of about 2 megacycles per 
second, while a combination of shunt 
and series peaking can provide a 
bandwidth of approximately 2.8 
megacycles per second. If the ca-

pacitance is perfectly distributed, 
and if an infinitely complex network 
of shunt and series peaking is em-
ployed, the ultimate capability is 
about 4 megacycles per second. 
The frequency response of a wide-

band amplifier is influenced greatly 
by variations in component values 
due to temperature effects, variation 
of transistor parameters with volt-
age and current (normal large-signal 
excursions), changes of stray capaci-
tance due to relocated lead wires, or 
other variations. A change of 20 per 
cent in any of the critical parameters 
can cause a change of 0.7 dB in gain 
per stage over the last half-octave 
of the response for the most simple 
case of shunt peaking. As the band-
width is extended by more complex 
peaking, a circuit becomes substan-
tially more critical. ( Measurement 
probes generally alter circuit per-
formance because of their capaci-
tance; this effect should be considered 
during frequency-response measure-
ments.) 

In the design of wideband ampli-
fiers using many stages of amplifica-
tion, it is necessary to consider time-
delay variations as well as amplitude 
variation. When feedback capaci-
tance is a major contributor to re-
sponse limitation, the more complex 
compensating networks may produce 
severe ringing or even sustained os-
cillation. If feedback capacitance is 
treated as input capacitance pro-
duced by the Miller effect, the added 
input capacitance Cf' caused by the 
feedback capacitor Cr is given by 

Cr' = Cf (1 VG) 

where VG is the input-to-output 
voltage gain. The gain VG, however, 
has a phase angle that varies with 
frequency. The phase angle is 180 
degrees at low frequencies, but may 
lead or lag this value at high fre-
quencies; the magnitude of VG then 
also varies. In the design of very 
wideband amplifiers (20 megacycles 
per second or more), the phase of 
the transconductance g„, must be 
considered. 
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Fig. '78a shows three stages of a 
multi-stage wideband amplifier. The 
resistors R2 merely provide a high-
impedance bias path for the collec-
tors of the transistors. The ac col-
lector current of each transistor 
normally flows almost exclusively 
into the relatively low impedance 
offered by the base of the next stage 
through the coupling capacitor Ci. 
The resistive network R2 and R2 pro-
vides a stable de bias for the tran-
sistor base. 
The mid-frequency gain of each 

stage is approximately equal to 
the common-emitter current-transfer 

ratio (beta) of the transistor if 
the component values are properly 
chosen. The high-frequency response 
is limited primarily by the transis-
tor gain-bandwidth product fT, the 
transistor feedback capacitance, and 
sometimes the stray capacitance. The 
low-frequency response is limited 
primarily by the value of the 
coupling capacitor Ci. 

Fig. 78b illustrates the use of 
high-frequency shunt peaking and 
low-frequency peaking at the ex-
pense of stage gain in the three 
stages of the wideband amplifier to 
extend the high- and low-frequency 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 78. (a) Uncompensated and (b) compensated versions of three stages of a 
multistage wideband amplifier. 
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response. The emitter resistors R. 
are made as small as possible, yet 
large enough to mask the variation 
of transconductance, and thus volt-
age gain, as a function of signal-
current variation. For very small 
ratios of peak ac collector current to 
de collector current, this variation is 
not substantial. The resistors R. also 
partially mask the effect of the in-
trinsic base-lead resistance rb'. 
The base-bias resistors R. of Fig. 

78a are split into two resistors R. 
and R. in Fig. 78b, with R. well by-
passed. The mid-frequency gain is 
then reduced to a value approximat-
ing R. divided by R.. At this point, 
however, the high-frequency response 
is increased by the same factor. 
Shunt peaking is provided by L. and 
C. for additional high-frequency 
improvement. 
When the reactance of the bypass 

capacitor C. is large compared to R., 
the low-frequency gain is increased 
because the resistor no longer heavily 
shunts the transistor input. Selec-
tion of the proper value for C. ex-
actly offsets the loss of low-frequency 
gain caused by C.. When the re-
actance of C. approaches R., how-
ever, the low-frequency peaking is 
no longer effective. 

High-Frequency Power Amplifiers 

Within their frequency capabili-
ties, power transistors can be used to 
develop the power output required for 
communications transmitters operat-
ing in the vhf and uhf ranges. In most 
cases, power-amplifier circuits are 
designed to provide desired values of 
power output and power gain when 
operated at a specified supply volt-
age and frequency. The de supply 
voltage is usually fixed at 12 volts for 
ground mobile equipment and 28 volts 
for aircraft transmitting equipment. 
The operating frequency varies for 
different types of transmitters; the 
upper frequency is often limited by 
the power-frequency capability of 
commercially available transistors. 
The desired rf power output, which 

is usually dictated by the trans-
mitting system requirements, de-
termines whether a single device or 
a suitable parallel arrangement of 
devices should be used. 
The ability of a transistor to oper-

ate satisfactorily as a vhf or uhf 
power amplifier depends on its ability 
to handle large amounts of peak cur-
rents at high frequencies. One of the 
most important considerations in rf 
power-amplifier design is the power-
dissipation capability of the transis-
tor. The maximum power that can be 
dissipated before "thermal runaway" 
occurs depends on how well the heat 
generated within the transistor is re-
moved. When heat is removed by 
conduction, the heat transfer is an 
inverse function of the thermal re-
sistance. The maximum de power-
dissipation capability Pm (dc) can 
be expressed as follows: 

P...(de) 
— TA 

o 

where T. and TA are the maximum 
allowable junction temperature and 
the ambient temperature, respec-
tively, in degrees centigrade, and e 
is the total thermal resistance of the 
transistor and the heat sink. For 
most silicon power transistors, T. is 
200°C. 
The maximum de voltage which can 

safely be applied to the collector 
junction is limited by the voltage 
breakdown ratings for the particular 
transistor used. The VcER rating de-
fines the maximum value that can be 
applied under forward-biased condi-
tions. If the transistor is required 
to be forward-biased, as in the case 
of a class A power stage, the maxi-
mum de voltage should be no more 
than one-half this rating. The VCEV 
rating defines the maximum value 
that can be applied under reverse-
biased conditions. For class C oper-
ation of the transistor, the supply 
voltage must be limited to one-half 
this value for safe operation. The 
maximum de or peak collector current 
rating for a transistor is usually es-
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tablished at some practical value of 
current gain. 

In a high-frequency power ampli-
fier, it is usually desirable to obtain 
as much power output as possible 
with good efficiency and a minimum 
amount of harmonic distortion. Both 
common-emitter and common-base 
circuits are used in rf power ampli-
fiers. The choice of circuit configu-
ration is influenced primarily by 
operating frequency, power gain, 
bandwidth, and rf stability require-
ments. At extremely high frequen-
cies, the power-gain capability of the 
common-emitter circuit is restricted 
somewhat by the emitter-lead induct-
ance. Provided some sacrifice in 
power gain is acceptable, however, 
this circuit is generally used because 
it has better rf stability and can more 
easily be designed with controlled 
bandwidths. Because the power gain 
of the common-base circuit is not 
limited by the degenerative effects of 
the emitter-lead inductance, the ap-
parent power gain of this configura-
tion is somewhat greater at very 
high frequencies than that of the 
common-emitter circuit. However, 
the common-base circuit is only con-
ditionally stable at high frequencies 
and controlled bandwidths may be 
more difficult to obtain. 
Because rf transistor amplifiers 

are designed to handle a selected fre-
quency or band of frequencies, tuned 
circuits are usually employed for the 
input and output coupling networks. 
The collector current in an rf power-
amplifier stage contains an appre-
ciable amount of harmonics as a 
result of the large dynamic swing of 
voltages and currents. The tuned 
coupling networks are designed to 
isolate the unwanted harmonic cur-
rents and permit only the fundamen-
tal component of current to flow in 
the load circuit. A high ratio of un-
loaded Q (Q.) to loaded Q (QL) must 
be maintained to obtain good tuned-
circuit efficiency. 

Transistor rf power amplifiers can 
be operated in class A, B, or C service. 
The choice of the mode of operation 
depends upon several factors, includ-

ing the amount of power output, 
power gain, and power efficiency de-
sired. Class A power amplifiers are 
normally used when extremely good 
linearity is required. Class A ampli-
fiers provide more power gain than 
either class B or class C amplifiers, 
but their maximum theoretical col-
lector efficiency is limited to 50 per 
cent. Because the zero-signal collec-
tor power dissipation is high in class 
A operation, the bias network must 
be selected to provide good thermal 
stability. 
The input coupling network of a 

class A power amplifier must be de-
signed to transform the input re-
sistance to the appropriate value to 
provide the proper load on the driv-
ing source. The reactive portion of 
the input network must resonate with 
the transistor input reactance. When 
the input circuit is driven from a 
signal generator that has a known 
internal impedance, the input cou-
pling network is usually designed to 
provide maximum power transfer. 
Maximum power transfer occurs 

when the load resistance is matched 
to the dynamic output resistance of 
the transistor. However, matching 
for maximum power transfer may be 
impractical in a particular power-
amplifier design because of the collec-
tor-supply-voltage (Vcc) and power-
output ( P.) requirements. The 
collector load resistance RL is de-
termined by these requirements as 
follows: 

= VW/ 2P. 

The reactive portion of the output 
impedance is also important and must 
be considered in the design of a class 
A power amplifier. The output cou-
pling network must be designed to 
resonate out this reactance and pro-
vide the required collector-circuit 
loading. 
When the circuit-design require-

ments for a power amplifier demand 
several watts of rf power output, one 
of the cutoff modes of operation is 
used. The class B and class C modes 
are characterized by good collector-
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circuit efficiency and relatively high 
power output in proportion to the 
average dissipation in the transistor. 
During periods of zero input signal, 
the power-supply drain and collec-
tor dissipation are low. The choice 
between class B and class C opera-
tion is usually determined by the 
power-gain or collector-efficiency re-
quirements. Class B amplifiers gen-
erally have higher power gain, while 
class C amplifiers have higher collec-
tor efficiency. The following discus-
sion of design considerations for a 
class C rf power amplifier is also ap-
plicable in most respects to class B 
circuits. 

As in the case of a class A power 
amplifier, the collector load resistor 
for a class C circuit is determined by 
the supply-voltage and power-output 
requirements. The output tuned cir-
cuit must be designed to obtain the 
proper load matching and also main-
tain good tuned-circuit efficiency. 
Because class C amplifiers are re-

verse-biased beyond collector-current 
cutoff, the harmonic currents gener-
ated in the collector are comparable 
in amplitude with the fundamental 
component. The tuned coupling net-
works must provide a relatively high 
impedance to these harmonic currents 
and a low impedance to the funda-
mental current. If the impedance of 
the tuned circuit is sufficiently high 
at the harmonic frequencies, how-
ever, the amplitude of the harmonic 
currents is reduced and their contri-
bution to the average current flowing 
in the collector is minimized. As a 
result, the collector power dissipa-
tion is reduced and the collector-cir-
cuit output efficiency is increased. 

Fig. 79 shows an output-coupling 
network in which a parallel tuned 
circuit is used for coupling the load 
to the collector circuit. The collector 
electrode of the transistor is tapped 
down on the coil Li in this network. 
The capacitor C1 provides tuning for 
the fundamental frequency, and ca-
pacitor C2 provides load matching of 
RL to the tuned circuit. The trans-
formed RL across the entire tuned 

circuit is stepped down to the collec-
tor by proper selection of the turns 
ratio for the coil LI. If the value of 
L, is chosen properly and the portion 
of the coil inductance between the 
collector and ground is sufficiently 
high, the harmonic portion of the col-
lector current is low in the tuned cir-
cuit and its contribution to the de 
component flowing in the collector 
circuit is minimized. Tapping the 
collector down on the coil maintains 

Figure 79. Output-coupling network using 
parallel tuned circuit. 

the loaded QL of the circuit and mini-
mizes the variation of bandwidth of 
the output circuit with changes in 
the output capacitance of the tran-
sistor. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 79 has 

one serious limitation at very high 
frequencies. Because of the poor co-
efficient of coupling in coils at such 
frequencies, the tap position is usu-
ally establshed empirically to obtain 
the proper collector loading. Fig. 80 
shows suitable output-coupling net-
works which provide the required 
collector loading and also suppress 
the circulation of collector harmonic 
currents. These networks, which in-
clude the collector output capacitance, 
are not dependent upon coupling co-
efficient for load-impedance trans-
formation. 
The input network for a class C 

rf power amplifier must provide cou-
pling of the base-emitter circuit to 
the driving source. Because the driv-
ing stage is usually another power 
transistor, the load required by the 
collector of the driver stage is gen-
erally higher than the base-to-emitter 
impedance of the amplifier transis-
tor. Therefore, the base-to-emitter 
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+vcc 

R2 

RFC 

Figure 80. Output-coupling networks in-
cluding collector output capacitance Co. 

impedance of the output stage must 
be transformed up to the appropriate 
value of load for the collector circuit 
of the driver stage. The input circuit 
of the transistor can be represented 
as a resistor r.' in series with a ca-
pacitor Ci. The input network must 
tune out the capacitance CI and pro-
vide a purely resistive load to the 
collector of the driver stage. 

Fig. 81 shows several input-cou-
pling networks which can be used to 
couple the base to the output of the 
driver stage and to tune out the in-
put capacitance C1. In Fig. 81a, the 
input circuit is formed by the T net-
work consisting of C., C., and Li. If 
the value of the inductance L. is 
chosen so that its reactance is much 
greater than that of C1, series tun-
ing of the base-to-emitter circuit is 
obtained by L. and the parallel com-
bination of C2 and (C. -I- C.). Capaci-
tors C. and C. provide the impedance 
matching to the collector of the 
driver stage. 

Fig. 81b shows a T network with 
the location of L. and C. inter-
changed. If the value of the capaci-
tor C, is chosen so that its reactance 
is much greater than that of CI, then 
C. can be used to step up r.' to an 
appropriate value across L.. The re-

sultant parallel resistance across L, 
is transformed to the required col-
lector load value by capacitors C. and 
C.. Parallel resonance of the circuit 
is obtained by means of L. and the 
parallel combination of (C. + C.) 
and C.. 
The circuits shown in Figs. 81a 

and 81b require the collector of the 
driving transistor to be shunt fed by 
a high-impedance rf choke. Fig. 81c 
shows a coupling network which 
eliminates the need for a choke. In 
this circuit, the collector of the driv-
ing transistor is parallel tuned and 
the base-to-emitter junction of the 
output transistor is series tuned. 
As mentioned previously, the base-

to-emitter junction of a transistor is 
reverse-biased for class C operation. 

(0 ) 

(b) 

VCC 

(c) 

Figure 81. Input-coupling 
high-frequency power 

networks 
amplifiers. 

for 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 82. Biasing networks for high-frequency power amplifiers. 

Fig. 82 shows several ways of obtain-
ing this reverse bias. In Fig. 82a, the 
base lead is returned to ground 
through an rf choke. When the tran-
sistor is driven, the dé base current 
causes a voltage drop across the 
ohmic base lead resistance re' in the 
right direction to provide a slight 
reverse bias for the base-to-emitter 
junction. However, this bias is usu-
ally small in magnitude and is diffi-
cult to control because the value of 
re' varies for different transistors. 
The separate battery supply in-
cluded in the base circuit in Fig. 82b 
is a good way of obtaining reverse 
bias for the transistor, but a particu-
lar circuit design may not permit an 
additional supply to be used. In Fig. 
82c, the resistor RB included in the 
base circuit constitutes a form of 
"self-bias". However, a disadvantage 
of this circuit is that too high a value 
of RB restricts the usable collector-to-
emitter breakdown voltage to a value 
close to the VcBo rating. 
The arrangement shown in Fig. 

82d represents the best way of ob-

taining reverse bias for class C oper-
ation. This method does not affect the 
breakdown characteristic of the tran-
sistor, and provides both thermal 
stability and high efficiency. The ca-
pacitor CB must provide an effective 
bypass at the operating frequency to 
reduce the degenerative effects of 
RE. For transistors in which the 
emitter is internally connected to the 
case, such as the 40341, the case 
should be electrically isolated from 
the chassis, and the biasing resistor 
and bypass capacitor should then be 
connected from case te ground. An 
alternate method is to connect the 
negative end of the power supply to 
the chassis through a biasing resis-
tor, bolt the transistor directly to the 
chassis, and then return the base of 
the transistor through an rf choke 
to the negative end of the supply. 
When more power is required from 

an rf-power-amplifier circuit than 
can be obtained from a single tran-
sistor, several transistors can be ar-
ranged in either parallel or push-pull. 
In a push-pull arrangement, trans-
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formers must be used for proper 
input-signal phase. Because it is dif-
ficult to build transformers which 
provide the required impedance trans-
fer at very high frequencies, this 
type of operation can be inefficient 
for transistors. 
Power transistors have been oper-

ated successfully in parallel arrange-
ments in many practical circuit 
designs at frequencies up to 500 
megacycles per second. The major 
design problem in the parallel oper-
ation of transistors is equal load 
sharing, i.e., all transistors in the 
parallel setup should deliver equal 
power to the load. In general, load 
sharing depends on the degree of 
match of the separate units. Tran-
sistors used in an ideal, perfectly bal-
anced circuit should have identical 
power gain, input and output imped-
ances, and thermal resistance. In 
practice, experiments have shown 
that a circuit can generally be con-
sidered as balanced if the static cur-
rents match within 10 per cent. If 
a closer degree of balance is re-
quired, it is necessary to pre-select 

transistors in a single-stage circuit. 
Fig. 83 shows two 2N3733 overlay 

transistors operated in a parallel ar-
rangement. This circuit includes pro-
visions for monitoring the collector 
currents to assure equal load shar-
ing. The effects of the emitter-lead 
inductance are tuned out by capaci-
tor CE. Total direct current for each 
transistor can also be determined by 
measuring the de voltage across the 
emitter resistor RE and dividing by 
the value of the emitter resistor used. 
The emitter circuit represents the 
best place for monitoring current 
sharing in a parallel arrangement to 
establish that both input and output 
currents are equal. 

Paralleling of transistors for low-
voltage operation is somewhat more 
complex. Because collector load im-
pedances are very low and currents 
very high, it is mechanically difficult 
to locate the paralleled transistors in 
such a manner that the same load im-
pedance is presented to both collec-
tors. For example, the collector load 
impedance RL for the 18-watt ampli-
fier of Fig. 83 operating at 28 volts 

Figure 83. High-frequency power amplifier using two 2N3733 overlay transistors in 
a parallel arrangement. 
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is approximately equal to Vcc2/2P. = 
784/36 = 21.8 ohms. For a similar 
18-watt amplifier operated at 12 
volts, the value of RL is equal to 
144/36, or only 4 ohms. At low volt-
ages, therefore, it is necessary to 
step up the impedance for the indi-
vidual collectors by means of rf 
chokes inserted in the collector leads 
before the outputs of the individual 
transistors are tied together. 
One of the most common problems 

encountered in the design of vhf 
power amplifiers is low-frequency 
parasitic oscillations. Such oscilla-
tions are caused both by stray low-
frequency resonances formed be-
tween external circuits and internal 
transistor capacitances and by the 
very large power gains of which vhf 
transistors are capable at low fre-
quencies. The following methods can 
be used to minimize these low-fre-
quency oscillations: 

1. A low-Q ferrite choke should be 
used for the base return to 
ground; the value should be the 
smallest possible that does not 
impair the amplifier gain at 
operating frequencies. 

2. The emitter should be bypassed 
at the operating frequency with 
a capacitor of relatively low 
value to make the stage degen-
erative at lower frequencies. 

3. Wherever possible, the output 
circuit should utilize a dc feed 
coil as an integral part of the 
network. 

4. The power leads should be 
effectively bypassed with a 
feedthrough capacitor at the 
operating frequency and a disc 
ceramic capacitor that makes 
an effective short at low fre-
quencies. 

In many military and amateur 
radio applications, rf power transis-
tors are often used in single-side-
band circuits. Single-sideband (SSB) 
modulation is a special form of am-
plitude modulation (AM) in which 
only one sideband is transmitted and 
the carrier is suppressed to the point 
of extinction. A brief review of AM 

characteristics helps to explain the 
principles of SSB operation. 
When a carrier frequency is modu-

lated by an audio modulating fre-
quency, three components are pro-
duced: the carrier, which has an am-
plitude independent of modulation, 
and two other components which have 
equal amplitude but have frequencies 
above and below the carrier fre-
quency by the amount of the modu-
lating frequency. The two latter 
components, which carry identical 
intelligence, are called sideband fre-
quencies. Their amplitude depends on 
the degree of modulation. Because 
only these sidebands transmit intelli-
gence and each sideband is a mirror 
image of the other, the carrier and 
one sideband can be eliminated and 
only the remaining sideband used for 
transmission of intelligence. This 
technique results in single-sideband 
transmission. 

One advantage of single-sideband 
transmisison is a reduction in aver-
age power. A comparison of total 
average power radiated by AM and 
SSB transmitters for equal signal-
to-noise ratios shows that the carrier 
power is twice the total sideband 
power in a 100-per-cent modulated 
AM wave. If the carrier power is 
unity, the total radiated power is 1.5 
units ( 1 + 0.25 + 0.25 = 1.5). An 
SSB transmitter under similar con-
ditions has 0.5 unit of radiated power 
(Peak envelope power = 2 >< 0.25). 
Thus, the total average power for 
AM is three times the average power 
for SSB. If a conservative 10-to-1 
peak-to-average power ratio is as-
sumed for a voice signal, the average 
power output is 1.05 units for AM 
and 0.05 unit for SSB. 

Another advantage of SSB is that 
it requires a narrower frequency 
spectrum, one-half that required by 
AM. The use of minimum bandwidth 
in the transmitter permits a greater 
number of channel allocations within 
a given frequency range. To ensure 
that a minimum band is occupied by 
the transmission, it is important to 
make use of low-distortion linear am-
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plifiers. As a result, class B, AB, and 
A amplifiers are generally used in 
preference to class C amplifiers and 
frequency multipliers. 

TV SCANNING, 
SYNC, AND DEFLECTION 

For reproduction of a transmitted 
picture in a television receiver, the 
face of a cathode-ray tube is scanned 
with an electron beam while the in-
tensity of the beam is varied to con-
trol the emitted light at the phosphor 
screen. The scanning is synchronized 
with a scanned image at the TV trans-
mitter, and the black-through-white 
picture areas of the scanned image 
are converted into an electrical sig-
nal that controls the intensity of the 
electron beam in the picture tube at 
the receiver. 

Scanning Fundamentals 

The scanning procedure used in 
the United States employs hori-
zontal linear scanning in an odd-
line interlaced pattern. The standard 
scanning pattern for television sys-
tems includes a total of 525 horizon-
tal scanning lines in a rectangular 
frame having an aspect ratio of 4 to 
3. The frames are repeated at a rate 
of 30 per second, with two fields inter-
laced in each frame. The first field in 
each frame consists of all odd-number 
scanning lines, and the second field 
in each frame consists of all even-
number scanning lines. The field repe-
tition rate is thus 60 per second, and 
the vertical scanning rate is 60 cycles 
per second. 
The geometry of the standard odd-

- 

line interlaced scanning pattern is 
illustrated in Fig. 84. The scanning 
beam starts at the upper left corner 
of the frame at point A, and sweeps 
across the frame with uniform ve-
locity to cover all the picture ele-
ments in one horizontal line. At the 
end of each trace, the beam is rapidly 
returned to the left side of the frame, 
as shown by the dashed line, to begin 
the next horizontal line. The horizon-
tal lines slope downward in the di-
rection of scanning because the 
vertical deflecting signal simultane-
ously produces a vertical scanning 
motion, which is very slow compared 
with the horizontal scanning speed. 
The slope of the horizontal line trace 
from left to right is greater than the 
slope of the retrace from right to left 
because the shorter time of the re-
trace does not allow as much time 
for vertical deflection of the beam. 
Thus, the beam is continuously and 
slowly deflected downward as it scans 
the horizontal lines, and its position 
is successively lower as the horizon-
tal scanning proceeds. 
At the bottom of the field, the ver-

tical retrace begins, and the beam is 
brought back to the top of the frame 
to begin the second or even-number 
field. The vertical "flyback" time is 
very fast compared to the trace, but 
is slow compared to the horizontal 
scanning speed; therefore, some hori-
zontal lines are produced during the 
vertical flyback. 

All odd-number fields begin at 
point A in Fig. 84 and are the same. 
All even-number fields begin at point 
C and are the same. Because the be-
ginning of the even-field scanning at 
C is on the same horizontal level as 

D 

Figure 84. The odd- line interlaced scanning procedure. 
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A, with a separation of one-half line, 
and the slope of all lines is the same, 
the even-number lines in the even 
fields fall exactly between the odd-
number lines in the odd field. 

Sync 

In addition to picture information, 
the composite video signal from the 
video detector of a television receiver 
contains timing pulses to assure that 
the picture is produced on the face-
plate of the picture tube at the right 
instant and in the right location. 
These pulses, which are called sync 
pulses, control the horizontal and 
vertical scanning generators of the 
receiver. 

Fig. 85 shows a portion of the de-
tected video signal. When the picture 
is bright, the amplitude of the signal 
is low. Successively deeper grays are 
represented by higher amplitudes 
until, at the "blanking level" shown 
in the diagram, the amplitude repre-
sents a complete absence of light. 
This "black level" is held constant at 
a value equal to 75 per cent of the 
maximum amplitude of the signal 
during transmission. The remaining 
25 per cent of the signal amplitude 
is used for synchronization informa-
tion. Portions of the signal in this 
region (above the black level) can-
not produce light. 

In the transmission of a television 
picture, the camera becomes inactive 
at the conclusion of each horizontal 
line and no picture information is 
transmitted while the scanning beam 
is retracing to the beginning of the 
next line. The scanning beam of the 
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receiver is maintained at the black 
level during this retrace interval by 
means of the blanking pulse shown 
in Fig. 85. Immediately after the be-
ginning of the blanking period, the 
signal amplitude rises further above 
the black level to provide a horizon-
tal-synchronization pulse that ini-
tiates the action of the horizontal 
scanning generator. When the bot-
tom line of the picture is reached, a 
similar vertical-synchronization pulse 
initiates the action of the vertical 
scanning generator to move the 
scanning spot back to the top of the 
pattern. 
The sync pulses in the composite 

video signal are separated from the 
picture information in a sync-sepa-
rator stage, as shown in Fig. 86. This 
stage is biased sufficiently beyond 
cutoff so that current flows and an 
output signal is produced only at the 
peak positive swing of the input sig-
nal. In the diode circuit of Fig. 86a, 
negative bias for the diode is de-
veloped by R and C as a result of the 
flow of diode current on the positive 
extreme of signal input. The bias au-
tomatically adjusts itself so that the 
peak positive swing of the input sig-
nal drives the anode of the diode posi-
tive and allows the flow of current 
only for the sync pulse. In the cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 86b, the base-
emitter junction of the transistor 
functions in the same manner as the 
diode in Fig. 86a, but in addition 
the pulses are amplified. 

After the synchronizing signals 
are separated from the composite 
video signal, it is necessary to filter 
out the horizontal and vertical sync 

MAXIMUM LEVEL 

— — BLACK LEVEL OR 
BLANKING LEVEL 

PICTURE 
INFORMATION 

— — MAXIMUM WHITE 
LEVEL 

Figure 85. Detected video signal. 
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a) (b) 

Figure 86. Sync-separator circuits using (a) a diode, and (b) a transistor. 

signals so that each can be applied 
to its respective deflection generator. 
This filtering is accomplished by RC 
circuits designed to filter out all but 
the desired synchronizing signals. 
Although the horizontal, vertical, and 
equalizing pulses are all rectangular 
pulses of the same amplitude, they 
differ in frequency and pulse width, 
as shown in Fig. 87. The horizontal 
sync pulses have a repetition rate 
of 15,750 per second ( one for each 
horizontal line) and a pulse width 
of 5.1 microseconds. The equalizing 
pulses have a width approximately 
half the horizontal pulse width, and 
a repetition rate of 31,500 per sec-
ond; they occur at half-line inter-
vals, with six pulses immediately 
preceding and six following the ver-
tical synchronizing pulse. The ver-
tical pulse is repeated at a rate of 
60 per second (one for each field), 
and has a width of approximately 
190 microseconds. The serrations in 
the vertical pulse occur at half-line 
intervals, dividing the complete pulse 
into six individual pulses that pro-
vide horizontal synchronization dur-
ing the vertical retrace. (Although 

HORIZ. EQUALIZING 
PULSES PULSES 63.5 oall 0;511i1 

(-.)1.08H I.04H 
5.1s 

the picture is blanked out during the 
vertical retrace time, it is necessary 
to keep the horizontal scanning 
generator synchronized.) 

All the pulses described above are 
produced at the transmitter by the 
synchronizing-pulse generator; their 
waveshapes and spacings are held 
within very close tolerances to pro-
vide the required synchronization of 
receiver and transmitter scanning. 
The horizontal sync signals are 

separated from the total sync in a 
differentiating circuit that has a 
short time constant compared to the 
width of the horizontal pulses. When 
the total sync signal is applied to 
the differentiating circuit shown in 
Fig. 88, the capacitor charges com-
pletely very soon after the leading 
edge of each pulse, and remains 
charged for a period of time equal 
to practically the entire pulse width. 
When the applied voltage is removed 
at the time corresponding to the 
trailing edge of each pulse, the capa-
citor discharges completely within 
a very short time. As a result, a 
positive peak of voltage is obtained 
for each leading edge and a negative 

VERTICAL PULSE 
190.5 ps 

 3H  

L0 07M H  1-0.4311 

LEADING 
EDGE 

L_ 

TRAILING 
EDGE 

Figure 87. Waveform of TV synchronizing pulses (H = horizontal line period of 
1/15,750 seconds, or 63.5 As). 
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ir 
Figure 88. Separation of the horizontal sync signals from the total sync by a 

differentiating circuit. 

peak for the trailing edge of every 
pulse. One polarity is produced by 
the charging current for the leading 
edge of the applied pulse, and the 
opposite polarity is obtained from 
the discharge current corresponding 
to the trailing edge of the pulse. 
As mentioned above, the serrations 

in the vertical pulse are inserted 
to provide the differentiated output 
needed to synchronize the horizontal 
scanning generator during the time 
of vertical synchronization. During 
the vertical blanking period, many 
more voltage peaks are available 
than are necessary for horizontal 
synchronization (only one pulse is 
used for each horizontal line period). 
The check marks above the differen-
tiated output in Fig. 88 indicate the 
voltage peaks used to synchronize 
the horizontal deflection generator 
for one field. Because the sync sys-
tem is made sensitive only to positive 
pulses occurring at approximately 
the right horizontal timing, the nega-
tive sync pulses and alternate dif-
ferentiated positive pulses produced 
by the equalizing pulses and the ser-
rated vertical information have no 
effect on horizontal timing. It can be 
seen that although the total sync 
signal ( including vertical synchro-
nizing information) is applied to the 

circuit of Fig. 88, only horizontal 
synchronization information appears 
at the output. 
The vertical sync signal is sepa-

rated from the total sync in an inte-
grating circuit which has a time 
constant that is long compared with 
the duration of the 5-microsecond 
horizontal pulses, but short compared 
with the 190-microsecond vertical 
pulse width. Fig. 89 shows the gen-
eral circuit configuration used, to-
gether with the input and output 
signals for both odd and even fields. 

INPUT OUTPUT 
o 0 

H H V 

ODD FIELDS 

EVEN FIELDS 

• 

INPUT 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Figure 89. Separation of vertical sync 
signals from the total sync for odd and 
even fields with no equalizing pulses. 
(Dashed line indicates triggering level for 

vertical scanning generator.) 
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The period between horizontal pulses, 
when no voltage is applied to the RC 
circuit, is so much longer than the 
horizontal pulse width that the capa-
citor has time to discharge almost 
down to zero. When the vertical pulse 
is applied, however, the integrated 
voltage across the capacitor builds 
up to the value required for trigger-
ing the vertical scanning generator. 
This integrated voltage across the 
capacitor reaches its maximum am-
plitude at the end of the vertical 
pulse, and then declines practically 
to zero, producing a pulse of the tri-
angular wave shape shown for 
the complete vertical synchronizing 
pulse. Although the total sync sig-
nal (including horizontal informa-
tion) is applied to the circuit of Fig. 
89, therefore, only vertical synchro-
nization information appears at the 
output. 
The vertical synchronizing pulses 

are repeated in the total sync signal 
at the field frequency of 60 per sec-
ond. Therefore, the integrated out-
put voltage across the capacitor of 
the RC circuit of Fig. 89 can be 
coupled to the vertical scanning 
generator to provide vertical syn-
chronization. The six equalizing 
pulses immediately preceding and 
following the vertical pulse improve 
the accuracy of the vertical synchro-
nization for better interlacing. The 
equalizing pulses that precede the 
vertical pulses make the average 
value of applied voltage more nearly 
the same for even and odd fields, so 
that the integrated voltage across 
the capacitor adjusts to practically 
equal values for the two fields before 
the vertical pulse begins. The equal-
izing pulses that follow the vertical 
pulse minimize any difference in the 
trailing edge of the vertical synchro-
nizing signal for even and odd fields. 

Horizontal Deflection 

In the horizontal-deflection stages 
of a television receiver, a current that 
varies linearly with time and has a 
sufficient peak-to-peak amplitude 

must be passed through the horizon-
tal-deflection-yoke winding to develop 
a magnetic field adequate to deflect 
the electron beam of the television 
picture tube. (This type of deflection 
is different from that used in a 
cathode-ray oscilloscope, where the 
beam is deflected electrostatically.) 
After the beam is deflected com-
pletely across the face of the picture 
tube, it must be returned very 
quickly to its starting point. (As ex-
plained previously, the beam is ex-
tinguished during this retrace by the 
blanking pulse incorporated in the 
composite video signal, or in some 
cases by additional external blank-
ing derived from the horizontal-de-
flection system.) 
The simplest form of a deflection 

circuit is shown in Fig. 90. In this 

Figure 90. Simplest form of deflection 
circuit. 

circuit, the yoke impedance L is as-
sumed to be a perfect inductor. When 
the switch is closed, the yoke current 
starts from zero and increases line-
arly. At any time t, the current i is 
equal to Et/ L, where E is the ap-
plied voltage. When the switch is 
opened at a later time ti, the current 
instantly drops from a value of Eti/L 
to zero. 
Although the basic circuit of Fig. 

90 crudely approaches the require-
ments for deflection, it presents some 
obvious problems and limitations. The 
voltage across the switch becomes 
extremely high, theoretically ap-
proaching infinity. In addition, if 
very little of the total time is spent 
at zero current, the circuit would 
require a tremendous amount of de 
power. Furthermore, the operation 
of the switch would be rather criti-
cal with regard to both its opening 
and its closing. Finally, because the 
deflection field would be phased in 
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only one direction, the beam would 
have to be centered at the extreme 
left of the screen for zero yoke 
current. 

If a capacitor is placed across the 
switch, as shown in Fig. 91, the yoke 
current still increases linearly when 
the switch is closed at time t = O. 
However, when the switch is opened 
at time t = t1, a tuned circuit is 
formed by the parallel combination 
of L and C. The resulting yoke cur-
rents and switch voltages are then 
as shown in Fig. 91. The current is 

IC  
 T "C 

Figure 91. Addition of capacitor to permit 
flyback ringing, and yoke-current ( upper) 
and switch-voltage ( lower) waveforms. 

at a maximum when the voltage 
equals zero, and the voltage is at a 
maximum when the current equals 
zero. If it is assumed that there are 
no losses, the ringing frequency f.., 
is equal to 1 / ( 2TVLC). 

If the switch is closed again at any 
time the capacitor voltage is not equal 
to zero, an infinite switch current 
flows as a result of the capacitive dis-
charge. However, if the switch is 
closed at the precise moment ti that 
the capacitor voltage equals zero, the 
capacitor current effortlessly trans-
fers to the switch, and a new transient 
condition results. Fig. 92 shows 
the yoke-current and switch-voltage 
waveforms for this new condition. 

Figure 92. Yoke-current (upper) and 
switch-voltage (lower) waveforms 
when switch is closed at t2. 

If the switch is again opened at 
t., closed at t., and so on, the desired 
sweep results, the peak switch volt-
age is finite, and the average supply 
current is zero. The deflection system 
is then lossless and efficient and, be-
cause the average yoke current is 
zero, beam decentering is avoided. 
The only fault of the circuit of Fig. 
91 is the critical timing of the switch, 
particularly at time t = t.. However, 
if the switch is shunted by a damper 
diode, as shown in Fig. 93, the diode 
acts as a closed switch as soon as the 
capacitor voltage reverses slightly. 

Figure 93. Incorporation of damper 
diode. 

The switch may then be closed at any 
time between t. and 

In typical horizontal-deflection cir-
cuits, the switch is a transistor, as 
shown in Fig. 94. Although the tran-
sistor is forward-biased prior to 
it is not an effective switch for the 
reverse collector current; therefore, 
the damper diode carries most of this 
current. High voltage is generated 
by use of the step-up transformer 
Ti in parallel with the yoke. This 
step-up transformer is designed so 
that its leakage inductance, dis-
tributed capacitance, and output 
stray capacitance complement the 
yoke inductance and retrace tuning 
capacitance in such a manner that the 
peak voltage across the primary 
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Figure 94. Simple transistor 

winding is reduced and the peak volt-
age across the secondary winding is 
increased, as compared to the values 
that would be obtained in a perfect 
transformer. This technique, which is 
referred to as "third-harmonic tun-
ing", yields a voltage ratio of second-
ary-to-primary peak voltage of ap-
proximately 1.7 times the value 
expected in a perfect transformer. 
To provide linearity correction for 

wide-angle television picture tubes, 
it is necessary to retard the sweep 
rate at the beginning and end of scan. 
Therefore, a suitable capacitor C. is 
placed in series with the yoke, as 
shown in Fig. 94, so that the direct 
current required to supply circuit 
losses is fed through the flyback-
transformer primary. A parabolic 
waveform is then developed across 
C.: (called the S-shaping capacitor) 
so that the trace voltage across the 
yoke is less at the ends of the sweep 
than in the middle of the sweep. (This 
capacitor actually provides a series 
resonant circuit tuned to approxi-
mately 5 kilocycles per second so 
that an S-shaped current portion of 
a sine wave results.) It is desirable 
to place the S-shaping capacitor and 
the yoke between the collector and 
the emitter of the transistor so 
that the yoke current does not have 
to flow through the power supply. 

PICTURE-TUBE 
ANODE ( ULTOR) T CAPACITANCE 

YOKE 

C2 
S- SHAPING 

'CAPACITOR 

horizontal-deflection circuit. 

The highest anticipated peak volt-
age across the transistor in Fig. 94 
is a function of the dc voltage ob-
tained at high ac line voltage and at 
the lowest horizontal-oscillator fre-
quency. (At these conditions, of 
course, the receiver is out of sync.) 
The tolerance on the inductors and 
capacitors alters the trace time only 
slightly and usually may be ignored 
if a 10-per-cent tolerance is used for 
the tuning capacitor. 

Vertical Deflection 

The vertical-deflection circuit in a 
television receiver is essentially a 
class A audio amplifier with a com-
plex load line, severe low-frequency 
requirements (much lower than 60 
cycles per second), and a need for 
controlled linearity. The equivalent 
low-frequency response for a 10-per-
cent deviation from linearity is one 
cycle per second. The basic circuit 
configuration is shown in Fig. 95. 
The required performance can be 

obtained in a vertical-deflection cir-
cuit in any of three ways. The am-
plifier may be designed to provide a 
flat response down to one cycle per 
second. This design, however, re-
quires an extremely large output 
transformer and immense capacitors. 
Another arrangement is to design the 
amplifier for fairly good low-fre-
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quency response and predistort the 
generated signal. 
The third method is to provide ex-

tra gain so that feedback techniques 
can be used to provide linearity. If 
loop feedback of 20 or 30 dB is used, 
transistor gain variations and non-
linearities become fairly insignifi-
cant. The feedback automatically 
provides the necessary "predistor-
tion" to correct low-frequency limi-

Figure 95. Simp e vertical-deflection 
circuit. 

tations. In addition, the coupling of 
miscellaneous signals ( such as power-
supply hum or horizontal-deflection 
signals) in the amplifying loop is 
suppressed. 

OSCILLATION 

Transistor oscillator circuits are 
similar in many respects to the am-
plifiers discussed previously, ex-
cept that a portion of the output 
power is returned to the input net-
work in phase with the starting 
power (regenerative or positive feed-

back) to sustain oscillation. DC bias-
voltage requirements for oscillators 
are similar to those discussed for 
amplifiers. 
The maximum operating frequency 

of an oscillator circuit is limited by 
the frequency capability of the tran-
sistor used. The maximum frequency 
of oscillation of a transistor is de-
fined as the frequency at which the 
power gain is unity. Because some 
power gain is required in an oscilla-
tor circuit to overcome losses in the 
feedback network, the operating 
frequency must be some value below 
the transistor maximum frequency 
of oscillation. 
For sustained oscillation in a tran-

sistor oscillator, the power gain of 
the amplifier network must be equal 
to or greater than unity. When the 
amplifier power gain becomes less 
than unity, oscillations become 
smaller with time (are "damped") 
until they cease to exist. In practi-
cal oscillator circuits, power gains 
greater than unity are required be-
cause the power output is divided 
between the load and the feedback 
network, as shown in Fig. 96. The 
feedback power must be equal to the 
input power plus the losses in the 
feedback network to sustain oscilla-
tion. 

LC Resonant Feedback Oscillators 

The frequency-determining ele-
ments of an oscillator circuit may 
consist of an inductance-capacitance 
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 o 
Figure. 96 Block diagram of transistor oscillator showing division of output power. 
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(LC) network, a crystal, or a resist-
ance-capacitance (RC) network. An 
LC tuned circuit may be placed in 
either the base circuit or the collec-
tor circuit of a common-emitter tran-
sistor oscillator. In the tuned-base 
oscillator shown in Fig. 97, one 
battery is used to provide all the 
de operating voltages for the tran-
sistor. Resistors Ri, R,, and R. pro-
vide the necessary bias conditions. 

Figure 97. Tuned-base oscillator. 

Resistor R2 is the emitter stabiliz-
ing resistor. The components within 
the dotted lines comprise the transis-
tor amplifier. The collector shunt-
feed arrangement prevents de cur-
rent flow through the tickler 
(primary) winding of transformer 
T. Feedback is accomplished by the 
mutual inductance between the trans-
former windings. 
The tuned circuit consisting of the 

secondary winding of transformer T 
and variable capacitor C. is the fre-
quency-determining element of the 
oscillator. Variable capacitor C. per-
mits tuning through a range of fre-
quencies. Capacitor C2 couples the 
oscillation signal to the base of the 
transistor, and also blocks dc. Ca-
pacitor C. bypasses the ac signal 
around the emitter resistor 11, and 
prevents degeneration. The output 
signal is coupled from the collector 
through coupling capacitor C. to the 
load. 

A tuned-collector transistor oscil-
lator is shown in Fig. 98. In this 
circuit, resistors R. and R, establish 
the base bias. Resistor R, is the 
emitter stabilizing resistor. Capaci-
tors C. and C, bypass ac around 
resistors Ri and R2, respectively. The 
tuned circuit consists of the primary 
winding of transformer T and the 
variable capacitor C.. Regeneration 
is accomplished by coupling the feed-

back signal from transformer wind-
ing 3-4 to the tickler coil winding 
1-2. The secondary winding of the 
transformer couples the signal out-
put to the load. 
Another form of LC resonant 

feedback oscillator is the transistor 

_ 

Figure 98. Tuned-collector oscillator. 
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version of the Colpitts oscillator, 
shown in Fig. 99. Regenerative 
feedback is obtained from the tuned 
circuit consisting of capacitors C. 
and C. in parallel with the pri-
mary winding of the transformer, 

Figure 99. Transistor Colpitts oscillator. 

and is applied to the emitter of the 
transistor. Base bias is provided by 
resistors It, and R3. Resistor R. is 
the collector load resistor. Resistor 
R. develops the emitter input signal 
and also acts as the emitter stabiliz-
ing resistor. Capacitors C, and C. 
form a voltage divider; the voltage 
developed across C. is the feedback 
voltage. The frequency and the 
amount of feedback voltage can be 
controlled by adjustment of either 
or both capacitors. For minimum 
feedback loss, the ratio of the ca-
pacitive reactance between C. and 
C. should be approximately equal to 
the ratio between the output imped-
ance and the input impedance of the 
transistor. 
A Clapp oscillator is a modifica-

tion of the Colpitts circuit shown in 
Fig. 99 in which a capacitor is added 
in series with the primary winding 
of the transformer to improve fre-
quency stability. When the added 
capacitance is small compared to 
the series capacitance of C. and C., 
the oscillator frequency is deter-
mined by the series LC combination 
of the transformer primary and the 
added capacitor. A Hartley oscil-
lator is similar to the Colpitts 

oscillator, except that a split induct-
ance is used instead of a split ca-
pacitance to obtain feedback. 

Crystal Oscillators 

A quartz crystal is often used 
as the frequency-determining ele-
ment in a transistor oscillator circuit 
because of its extremely high Q (nar-
row bandwidth) and good frequency 
stability over a given temperature 
range. A quartz crystal may be 
operated as either a series or paral-
lel resonant circuit. As shown in Fig. 
100, the electrical equivalent of the 
mechanical vibrating characteristic 
of the crystal can be represented by 
a resistance R, an inductance L, 
and a capacitance C. in series. The 
lowest impedance of the crystal oc-
curs at the series resonant frequency 
of C. and L; the resonant frequency 
of the circuit is then determined 
only by the mechanical vibrating 
characteristics of the crystal. 
The parallel capacitance C. shown 

in Fig. 100 represents the electro-
static capacitance between the crystal 
electrodes. At frequencies above the 

Figure 100. Equivalent circuit of quartz 
crystal. 

series resonant frequency, the com-
bination of L and C. has the effect 
of a net inductance because the in-
ductive reactance of L is greater 
than the capacitive reactance of C.. 
This net inductance forms a parallel 
resonant circuit with C, and any cir-
cuit capacitance across the crystal. 
The impedance of the crystal is 
highest at the parallel resonant fre-
quency; the resonant frequency of 
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the circuit is then determined by 
both the crystal and externally con-
nected circuit elements. 

Increased frequency stability can 
be obtained in the tuned-collector 
and tuned-base oscillators discussed 
previously if a crystal is used in the 
feedback path. The oscillation fre-
quency is then fixed by the crystal. 
At frequencies above and below the 
series resonant frequency of the crys-
tal, the impedance of the crystal in-
creases and the feedback is reduced. 
Thus, oscillation is prevented at fre-
quencies other than the series reso-
nant frequency. 
The parallel mode of crystal reso-

nance is used in the Pierce oscillator 
shown in Fig. 101. (If the crystal 
were replaced by its equivalent cir-
cuit, the functioning of the oscillator 
would be analogous to that of the 
Colpitts oscillator shown in Fig. 99.) 
The resistances shown in Fig. 101 
provide the proper bias and stabiliz-
ing conditions for the common-emit-
ter circuit. Capacitor C, is the 

Figure 101. Pierce-type transistor crystal 
oscillator. 

emitter bypass capacitor. The re-
quired 180-degree phase inversion of 
the feedback signal is accomplished 
through the arrangement of the volt-
age-divider network C2 and C2. The 
connection between the capacitors is 
grounded so that the voltage de-
veloped across C2 is applied between 
base and ground and 180-degree 
phase reversal is obtained. The oscil-
lating frequency of the circuit is de-

termined by the crystal and the 
capacitors connected in parallel with 
it. 

RC Feedback Oscillators 

A resistance-capacitance (RC) net-
work is sometimes used in place of 
an inductance-capacitance network 
when phase shift is required in a 
transistor oscillator. In the phase-
shift oscillator shown in Fig. 102, the 

Figure 102. Transistor RC phase-shift 
oscillator. 

RC network consists of three sec-
tions ( C2Ri, C2R2, and C2112), each of 
which contributes a phase shift of 60 
degrees at the frequency of oscilla-
tion. Because the capacitive react-
ance of the network increases or 
decreases at other frequencies, the 
180-degree phase shift required for 
the common-emitter oscillator occurs 
only at one frequency; thus, the out-
put frequency of the oscillator is 
fixed. Phase-shift oscillators may be 
made variable over particular fre-
quency ranges by the use of ganged 
variable capacitors or resistors in the 
RC networks. Three or more sec-
tions must be used in the phase-
shifting networks to reduce feedback 
losses. The use of more sections con-
tributes to increased stability. 

Nonsinusoidal Oscillators 

Oscillator circuits which produce 
nonsinusoidal output waveforms use 
a regenerative circuit in conjunction 
with resistance-capacitance (RC) or 
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resistance-inductance (RL) com-
ponents to produce a switching ac-
tion. The charge and discharge 
times of the reactive elements (R x 
C or L/R.) are used to produce saw-
tooth, square, or pulse output wave-
forms. 
A multivibrator is essentially a 

nonsinusoidal two-stage oscillator in 
which one stage conducts while the 
other is cut off until a point is 
reached at which the conditions of 
the stages are reversed. This type of 
oscillator is normally used to pro-
duce a square-wave output. In the 
RC-coupled common-emitter multi-
vibrator shown in Fig. 103, the out-
put of transistor Qi is coupled to the 
input of transistor Q2 through the 
feedback capacitor Ci, and the out-
put of Q. is coupled to the input of 
Qi through the feedback capacitor 
C2. 

Figure 103. RC-coupled common-emitter multivibrator. 

In the multivibrator circuit, an in-
crease in the collector current of 
transistor Q, causes a decrease in 
the collector voltage which, when 
coupled through capacitor Ci to the 
base of transistor Q2, causes a de-
crease in the collector current of Q2. 
The resultant rising voltage at the 
collector of Q2, when coupled through 
capacitor C. to the base of Qi, drives 
Q2 further into conduction. This re-
generative process occurs rapidly, 
driving Qi into heavy saturation and 

Q. into cutoff. Q, is maintained in a 
cutoff condition by Ci (which was 
previously charged to the supply 
voltage through resistor R1) until 
Ci discharges through R3 toward the 
collector-supply potential. When the 
junction of Ci and R. reaches a slight 
positive voltage, however, transistor 
Q. begins to start into conduction and 
the regenerative process reverses. 
Q, then reaches a saturation condi-
tion, Qi is cut off by the reverse bias 
applied to its base through C2, and 
the C2R2 junction starts charging 
toward the collector supply voltage. 
The oscillating frequency of the 
multivibrator is determined by the 
values of resistance and capacitance 
in the circuit. 
A blocking oscillator is a form of 

nonsinusoidal oscillator which con-
ducts for a short period of time and 
is cut off ( blocked) for a much longer 

period. A basic circuit for this type 
of oscillator is shown in Fig. 104. 
Regenerative feedback through the 
tickler-coil winding 1-2 of trans-
former Ti and capacitor C causes 
current through the transistor to rise 
rapidly until saturation is reached. 
The transistor is then cut off until C 
discharges through resistor R. The 
output waveform is a pulse, the width 
of which is primarily determined by 
winding 1-2. The time between pulses 
(resting or blocking time) is deter-
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2 

Figure 104. Basic circuit of blocking 
oscillator. 

mined by the time constant of capac-
itor C and resistor R. 

FREQUENCY CONVERSION 

Transistors can be used in various 
types of circuits to change the fre-
quency of an incoming signal. In 
radio and television receivers, fre-
quency conversion is used to change 
the frequency of the rf signal to an 
intermediate frequency. In communi-
cations transmitters, frequency mul-
tiplication is often used to raise the 
frequency of the developed rf signal. 

In a radio or television receiver, 
the oscillating and mixing functions 
are performed by a nonlinear device 
such as a diode or a transistor. As 
shown in the diagram of Fig. 105, 
two voltages of different frequencies, 
the rf signal voltage and the voltage 
generated by the oscillator, are ap-
plied to the input of the mixer. These 
voltages "beat," or heterodyne, 
within the mixer transistor to pro-
duce a current having, in addition 
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Figure 105. Block diagram of simple 
frequency-converter circuit. 

to the frequencies of the input volt-
ages, numerous sum and difference 
frequencies. 
The output circuit of the mixer 

stage is provided with a tuned cir-
cuit which is adjusted to select only 
one beat frequency, i.e., the fre-
quency equal to the difference be-
tween the signal frequency and the 
oscillator frequency. The selected 
output frequency is known as the 
intermediate frequency, or if. The 
output frequency of the mixer tran-
sistor is kept constant for all values 
of signal frequency by tuning of the 
oscillator transistor. 

In AM broadcast-band receivers, 
the oscillator and mixer functions 
are often accomplished by use of a 
single transistor called an "auto-
dyne converter". In FM and tele-
vision receivers, stable oscillator 
operation is more readily obtained 
when a separate transistor is used 
for the oscillator function. In such 
a circuit, the oscillator voltage is 
coupled to the mixer by inductive 
coupling, capacitive coupling, or a 
combination of the two. 
An automatic frequency control 

(afc) circuit is often used to provide 
automatic correction of the oscilla-
tor frequency of a superheterodyne 
receiver when, for any reason, it 
drifts from the frequency which pro-
duces the proper if center frequency. 
This correction is made by adjust-
ment of the frequency of the oscilla-
tor. Such a circuit automatically 
compensates for slight changes in 
rf carrier or oscillator frequency, as 
well as for inaccurate manual or 
push-button tuning. 
An afc system requires two sec-

tions: a frequency detector and a 
variable reactance. The detector sec-
tion may be essentially the same as 
the FM detector illustrated in Fig. 
42. In the afc system, however, the 
output is a de control voltage, the 
magnitude of which is proportional 
to the amount of frequency shift. 
This de control voltage is used to 
control the bias on a transistor or 
diode which comprises the variable 
reactance. 
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Automatic frequency control is 
also used in television receivers to 
keep the horizontal oscillator in step 
with the horizontal-scanning fre-
quency at the transmitter. A widely 
used horizontal afc circuit is shown 
in Fig. 106. This circuit, which is 
often referred to as a balanced-
phase-detector or phase-discrimina-
tor circuit, is usually employel to 
control the frequency of the horizon-
tal-oscillator circuit. The detector 
diodes supply a de control voltage 
to the horizontal-oscillator circuit 
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Figure 106. Balanced-phase-detector or phase-discriminator circuit for horizontal afc. 

times, therefore, because momen-
tary changes in oscillator frequency 
are instantaneously corrected by the 
action of this control voltage. The 
network between the diodes and the 
horizontal-oscillator circuit is essen-
tially a low-pass filter which pre-
vents the horizontal sync pulses 
from affecting the horizontal-oscilla-
tor performance. 
Frequency multipliers are another 

type of frequency-conversion circuits. 
Because the output-current wave-
form of power transistors can be 

DC CORRECTION 
VOLTAGE TO 
HORIZONTAL 
OSCILLATOR 

1 

which counteracts changes in its 
operating frequency. The magnitude 
and polarity of the control voltages 
are determined by phase relation-
ships in the afc circuit. 
The horizontal sync pulses ob-

tained from the sync-separator cir-
cuit are fed through a phase-inverter 
or phase-splitter circuit to the two 
diode detectors. Because of the ac-
tion of the phase-inverter circuit, 
the signals applied to the two diode 
units are equal in amplitude but 180 
degrees out of phase. A reference 
sawtooth voltage obtained from the 
horizontal output circuit is also ap-
plied simultaneously to both units. 
The diodes are biased so that con-
duction takes place only during the 
tips of the sync pulses. Any change 
in the oscillator frequency alters 
the phase relationship betwen the 
reference sawtooth and the incoming 
horizontal sync pulses, and thus 
causes one of the diodes to conduct 
more heavily than the other so that 
a correction signal is produced. The 
system remains balanced at all 

made to contain both fundamental 
and harmonic frequency components, 
power output can be obtained at 
a desired harmonic frequency by use 
of a special type of output circuit 
coupled to the collector of the tran-
sistor. Transistors can be connected 
in either the common-base or the 
common-emitter configuration for 
frequency multiplication. 
The design of transistor fre-

quency-multiplier circuits consists of 
selection of a suitable transistor and 
design of filtering and matching net-
works for optimum circuit perform-
ance. The transistor must be capable 
of power and gain at the fundamen-
tal frequency and capable of con-
verting power from the fundamental 
to a harmonic frequency. At a given 
input power level, the output power 
at a desired harmonic frequency is 
equal to the product of the power 
gain of the transistor at the drive 
frequency and the conversion effi-
ciency of the frequency-multiplier 
circuit. Conversion gain can be ob-
tained only when the power gain of 
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the transistor at the fundamental 
frequency is larger than the con-
version loss of the circuit. 

Various types of instabilities 
can occur in transistor frequency-
multiplier circuits, including low-
frequency resonances, parametric 
oscillations, hysteresis, and high-fre-
quency resonances. Low-frequency 
resonances occur because the gain 
of the transistor is very high at low 
frequency compared to that at the 
operating frequency. "Hysteresis" 
refers to discontinuous mode jumps 
in output power when the input 
power or frequency is increased or 
decreased. A tuned circuit used in 
the output coupling network has a 
different resonant frequency under 
strong drive than under weaker driv-
ing conditions. It has been found ex-
perimentally that hysteresis effect 
can be minimized, and sometimes 
eliminated, by use of the common-
emitter configuration. 
Perhaps the most troublesome in-

stability in transistor frequency-
multiplier circuits is high-frequency 
resonance. Such instability shows up 
in the form of oscillations at a fre-
quency very close to the output fre-
quency when the input drive power 
is removed. This effect suggests that 
the transistor under this condition 
behaves as a locked oscillator at the 
fundamental frequency. Common-
emitter circuits have been found to 
be less critical for high-frequency 
oscillatons than common-base cir-
cuits. High-frequency resonance is 
also strongly related to the input 
drive frequency, and can be elimi-
nated if the input frequency is kept 
below a certan value. The input fre-
quency at which stable operation 
can be obtained depends on the 
method used to ground the emitter 
of the transistor, and can be in-
creased by use of the shortest pos-
sible path from the emitter to 
ground. 

SWITCHING 
Transistors are often used in 

pulse and switching circuits in 
radar, television, telemetering, pulse-

code communication, and computing 
equipment. The basic concept in any 
switching circuit is a discrete change 
of state, usually a voltage change or 
a current change or both. This 
change of state may be used to per-
form logical functions, as in a com-
puter, or to transfer energy, as in 
relay drivers and switching regula-
tors. 

A switch presents a high resist-
ance when it is open and a low re-
sistance when it is closed. When 
transistors are used as switches, 
they offer the dual advantages of hav-
ing no moving or wearing parts and 
of being easily actuated from various 
electrical inputs. Transistor switch-
ing circuits act as generators, am-
plifiers, inverters, frequency dividers, 
and waveshapers to provide limit-
ing, triggering, gating, and signal-
routing functions. These applications 
are normally characterized by large-
signal or nonlinear operation of the 
transistor. 

When a transistor switching cir-
cuit is ON, the resistance should be 
as low as possible across the tran-
sistor to avoid loss of power across 
the switch. To achieve this low re-
sistance, it is necessary that the 
transistor be in the saturation re-
gion. Enough base current must be 
supplied to assure that saturation is 
maintained under "worst-case" 'op-
erating conditions. ("Worst-case" 
design is essential to guarantee re-
liable operation of a circuit under the 
most adverse conditions. Resistor, 
capacitor, and voltage tolerances, 
variations in transistor parameters, 
temperature effects, and end-of-life 
degradation are the primary factors 
considered in "worst-case" design of 
circuits.) In the OFF condition, the 
impedance across the transistor 
should be as high as possible. 

In large-signal operation, the tran-
sistor acts as an overdriven amplifier 
which is driven from the cutoff region 
to the saturation region. In the sim-
ple transistor-switching circuit shown 
in Fig. 107, the collector-base junc-
tion is reverse-biased by battery Vcc 
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through resistor L. Switch Si con-
trols the polarity and amount of base 
current from battery \TB' or VII,. 
When Si is in the OFF position, the 
emitter-base junction of the transis-
tor is reverse-biased by battery V132 

through the current-limiting resistor 

Figure 107. Simple switching circuit. 

L. The transistor is then in the OFF 
(cutoff) state. ( Normal quiescent 
conditions for a transistor switch in 
the cutoff region require that both 
junctions be reverse-biased.) 
When the switch is in the ON posi-

tion, forward bias is applied to the 
emitter-base junction by battery Vfl, 
through the current-limiting resistor 
R,. The base current and collector 
current then increase rapidly until 
the transistor reaches saturation. 
(The transistor is saturated when 
the collector current reaches a value 
at which it is limited by R. and Vcc. 
Collector current is then approxi-
mately equal to Vcc/R., and further 
increases in base drive produce no 
further increase in collector cur-
rent.) The active linear region is 
called the transition region in switch-
ing operation because the signal 
passes through this region rapidly. 

In the saturation region, the col-
lector current is usually at a maxi-
mum and collector voltage at a 
minimum. This value of collector 
voltage is referred to as the satura-
tion voltage, and is an important 
characteristic of the transistor. A 
transistor operating in the satura-
tion region is in the ON (conducting) 

state. (Both junctions are forward-
biased.) 

Regions of operation are similar 
for all transistor configurations used 
as switches. When both junctions of 
the transistor are reverse-biased 
(cutoff condition), the output current 
is very small and the output voltage 
is high. When both junctions are 
forward-biased (saturation condi-
tion), the output current is high and 
the output voltage is small. For most 
practical purposes, the small output 
current in the cutoff condition and 
the small output voltage in the sat-
urated condition may be neglected. 

Switching Times 

When switch Si in Fig. 107 is 
operated in sequence from OFF to 
ON and then back to OFF, the cur-
rent pulses shown in Fig. 108 are ob-
tained. The rectangular input current 
pulse Ic drives the transistor from 
cutoff to saturation and back to cut-
off. The output current pulse Ic is 
distorted because the transistor can-
not respond instantaneously to a 
change in signal level. The response 
of the transistor during the rise time 

le o 

IC 0 

I ltd+f'l 

Figure 108. Current waveforms obtained in 
switching circuit. 

tr and the fall time te is called the 
transient response, and is essentially 
determined by the transistor char-
acteristics in the active linear region. 
The delay time td is the length of 

time that the transistor remains cut 
off after the input pulse is applied. 
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This finite time is required before 
the applied forward bias overcomes 
the emitter depletion capacitance of 
the transistor and collector current 
begins to flow. 
The rise time tr (which is also re-

ferred to as build-up time) is the 
time required for the leading edge of 
the pulse to increase in amplitude 
from 10 to 90 per cent of its maxi-
mum value. Rise time can be reduced 
by overdriving the transistor, but 
only small amounts of overdrive are 
normally used because turn-off time 
(storage time plus fall time) is also 
affected. 
The pulse time t„ ( or pulse dura-

tion) is the length of time that the 
pulse remains at, or very near, its 
maximum value. Pulse-time duration 
is measured between the points on 
the leading edge and on the trailing 
edge where the amplitude is 90 per 
cent of the maximum value. 
The storage time t. is the length 

of time that the output current Ic re-
mains at its maximum value after 
the input current IB is reversed. The 
length of storage time is essentially 
governed by the degree of saturation 
into which the transistor is driven 
and by the amount of reverse (or 
turn-off) base current supplied. 
The fall time tf ( or decay time) of 

the pulse is the time required for the 
trailing edge to decrease in ampli-
tude from 90 to 10 per cent of its 
maximum value. Fall time may be 
reduced by the application of a re-
verse current at the end of the input 
pulse. 
The total turn-on time of a tran-

sistor switch is the sum of the delay 
time and the rise time. The total 
turn-off time is the sum of the stor-
age time and the fall time. A reduc-
tion in either storage time or fall 
time decreases turn-off time and in-
creases the usable pulse repetition 
rate of the circuit. 

Triggered Circuits 

When an externally applied signal 
is used to cause an instantaneous 

change in the operating state of a 
transistor circuit, the circuit is said 
to be triggered. Such circuits may 
be astable, monostable, or bistable. 
Astable triggered circuits have no 
stable state; they operate in the 
active linear region, and produce 
relaxation-type oscillations. A mono-
stable circuit has one stable state 
in either of the stable regions ( cut-
off or saturation); an external pulse 
"triggers" the transistor to the other 
stable region, but the circuit then 
switches back to its original stable 
state after a period of time deter-
mined by the time constants of the 
circuit elements. A bistable 
circuit has a stable state in each of 
the two stable regions. The transis-
tor is triggered from one stable state 
to the other by an external pulse, 
and a second trigger pulse is re-
quired to switch the circuit back to 
its original stable state. 
The multivibrator circuit shown in 

Fig. 109 is an example of a mono-
stable circuit. The bias network holds 

CI 

Figure 109. Monostable multivibrator. 

transistor Q. in saturation and tran-
sistor Q, at cutoff during the quies-
cent or steady-state period. When an 
input signal is applied through the 
coupling capacitor C,, however, tran-
sistor Q, begins to conduct. The de-
creasing collector voltage of Q, 
(coupled to the base of Q. through 
capacitor C2) causes the base current 
and collector current of Q. to de-
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crease. The increasing collector volt-
age of Q: (coupled to the base of Qt 
through resistor 114) then increases 
the forward base current of Qt. This 
regeneration rapidly drives transis-
tor Q, into saturation and transistor 
Q. into cutoff. The base of transistor 
Q: at this point is at a negative po-
tential almost equal to the magni-
tude of the battery voltage V. 
Capacitor C: then discharges 

through resistor R. and the low sat-
uration resistance of transistor Qt. 
As the base potential of Q: becomes 
slightly positive, transistor Q: again 
conducts. The decreasing collector 
potential of Q: is coupled to the base 
of Q, and transistor Qt is driven into 
cutoff, while transistor Q. becomes 
saturated. This stable condition is 
maintained until another pulse trig-
gers the circuit. The duration of the 
output pulse is primarily determined 
by the time constant of capacitor C: 
and resistor R, during discharge. 
The Eccles-Jordan-type multivi-

brator circuit shown in Fig. 110 is an 
example of a bistable circuit. The re-
sistive and bias values of this circuit 
are chosen so that the initial appli-
cation of de power causes one tran-
sistor to be cut off and the other to 
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Q 

CI 
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be driven into saturation. Because of 
the feedback arrangement, each tran-
sistor is held in its original state by 
the condition of the other. The appli-
cation of a positive trigger pulse to 
the base of the OFF transistor or a 
negative pulse to the base of the ON 
transistor switches the conducting 
state of the circuit. The new condi-
tion is then maintained until a sec-
ond pulse triggers the circuit back to 
the original condition. 

In Fig. 110, two separate inputs 
are shown. A trigger pulse at input 
A will change the state of the cir-
cuit. An input of the same polarity at 
input B or an input of opposite polar-
ity at input A will then return the 
circuit to its original state. ( Collector 
triggering can be accomplished in a 
similar manner.) The capacitors C: 
and C, are used to speed up the re-
generative switching action. The out-
put of the circuit is a unit step volt-
age when one trigger is applied, or 
a square wave when continuous puls-
ing of the input is used. 

Gating Circuits 

A transistor switching circuit in 
which the transistor operates as an 

C4 
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Figure 110. Eccles-Jordan-type bistable multivibrator. 
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effective open or short circuit is 
called a "gate". These circuits are 
used extensively in computer appli-
cations to provide a variety of func-
tions such as circuit triggering at 
prescribed intervals and level and 
waveshape control. Because these cir-
cuits are designed to evaluate input 
conditions to provide a predetermined 
output, they are primarily used as 
logic circuits. Logic circuits include 
OR, AND, NOR (NOT-OR), NAND 
(NOT-AND), series ( clamping), and 
shunt or inhibitor circuits. 
An OR gate has more than one in-

put, but only one output. It provides 
a prescribed output condition when 
one or another prescribed input con-
dition exists. When a pulse of the 
proper polarity is applied at one or 
more of the inputs to an OR gate, 
an output pulse of the same polarity 
is obtained. If the circuit provides 
phase inversion of the input signal, 
the OR gate becomes a NOT-OR 
(NOR) gate. Fig. 111 shows a sim-
ple NOR gate that uses diode inputs. 

Figure 111. Simple diode NOR gate. 

Fig. 112 shows a transistor NOR 
gate in which bias is provided by the 
battery Vbb. The bias value is chosen 
so that the transistor is cut off 
when all inputs are low and is turned 
on and saturated when either or both 
of the inputs are high. 
An AND gate also has more than 

one input, but only one output. How-
ever, it provides an output only when 
all the inputs are applied simultan-
eously. As in the case of the OR 
gate, the use of a configuration which 
provides phase inversion provides a 
NOT-AND (NAND) gate. 

Figure 112. Simple transistor NOR gate. 

The AND-OR gate shown in Fig. 
113 illustrates the use of a direct-
coupled transistor logic circuit to 
trigger a bistable multivibrator. The 
over-all gating function, which con-
sists of a NAND function and a 
NOR function, is performed by tran-
sistors Qi, Q2, and Q. Transistor Q. 
is part of the bistable multivibrator. 

Transistors Q, and Q, are series-
connected and form a NAND gate. 
Similarly, transistors Q, and Q, are 
series-connected and form a NAND 
gate. Transistors Q, and Q, are par-
allel-connected and form a NOR gate. 
Provided all transistors are cut off 
(quiescent condition), triggering of 
the bistable multivibrator is accom-
plished when the prescribed input 
conditions for either of the NAND 
gates are met, i.e., when either tran-
sistors Q, and Q, or transistors Q, 
and Q, are triggered into conduction. 

Gating circuits are also used as 
amplitude discriminators ( limiters), 
clippers, and clamping circuits, and 
as signal-shunting or transmission 
gates. 
Propagation delay per stage or 

per pair of stages is the most im-
portant consideration in determining 
the speed capabilities of a logic sys-
tem for computer applications. This 
delay time limits the maximum speed 
with which information can be 
processed in a computer. Typical 
propagation delays ranging from 
several microseconds to less than 10 
nanoseconds can be obtained, de-
pending upon the type of circuit and 
transistor used. 
The simplest computer building 
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Figure 113. AND-OR gate or trigger circuit. 

block is the RTL (resistance-tran-
sistor-logic) circuit shown in Fig. 
114. This circuit performs a NOR 
function if positive voltage levels 
are defined as binary " 1" and nega-
tive voltages are defined as binary 
"0". RTL circuits must be designed 
so that de stability is obtained under 
"worst-case" conditions. However, if 
optimum switching performance is 
desired, circuits are designed to pro-
vide maximum reverse base current 
for a given fan-in (number of in-
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puts) and fan-out (number of out-
puts). This approach decreases 
storage and fall times and thus pro-
vides smaller propagation delays per 
stage, but decreases the fan-out 
capability of the circuit. 
The measurement of propagation 

delay in RTL circuits is made under 
"worst-case" conditions, i.e., alter-
nate stages are subjected in turn to 
maximum and then minimum drive 
conditions. Maximum drive produces 
short delay and rise times but long 
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Figure 114. Simple RTL (resistance-transistor- logic) NOR circuit. 
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Figure 115. Generalized RCTL (resistance-capacitance-transistor-logic) 
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storage and fall times; it occurs 
when a given stage is driven by 
three unloaded stages. Minimum 
drive produces short storage and fall 
times but long delay and rise times; 
it occurs when a given stage is 
driven at only one input by a fully 
loaded stage. 
A generalized RCTL (resistance-

capacitance-transistor-logic) circuit 
is shown in Fig. 115. This type of 
logic circuit is characterized by a 
large number of transistors and is 
capable of extremely fast operation. 
The logic function performed by the 
RCTL arrangement of Fig. 115 is the 
same as that described for the RTL 
system shown in Fig. 114. 
The high-speed operation of RCTL 

systems is a result of the use of the 
"speed-up" capacitor CF. This capa-
citor compensates for stored charge 
in the transistor, and also provides 
large forward-base-current over-
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drive on an instantaneous basis. 
Therefore, extremely fast transistor 
switching times can be obtiined. 
However, the maximum repetition 
rate of the circuit is limited by the 
value of Cr. Therefore, CI" must be 
selected just large enough to com-
pensate for the transistor stored 
charge. 

Fig. 116 shows a generalized DTL 
(diode-transistor-logic) circuit which 
performs either a NAND or a NOR 
function depending upon the defini-
tion of voltage levels. The DTL cir-
cuit is characterized by extremely 
high speed, a large number of diodes, 
and relatively few transistors. Such 
circuits may use a collector clamp 
voltage, as shown, or may be de-
signed without collector clamping 
provided all input diodes are reverse-
biased when a transistor is to be 
ON. The latter approach makes pos-
sible larger fan-in and fan-out, but 
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Figure 116. Generalized DTL (diode-transistor- logic) circuit. 
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is somewhat slower in speed than 
the design shown. The DTL system 
is more economical than the RCTL 
system because fewer transistors 
are required to perform a given logic 
function. 

Figs. 117 and 118 show two ap-
proaches to the design of ultra-high-
speed, non-saturating logic circuits. 
The circuit in Fig. 117 is the gen-
eralized circuit for a current-steer-
ing system using reference diodes 
and transistors; Fig. 118 shows the 
generalized circuit for a complemen-
tary-symmetry current-steering sys-
tem using only transistors. 
Current-steering logic (CSL) cir-

cuits are characterized by a large 
number of transistors, high power 
dissieation, and ultra-high-speed 
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operation. The logic function per-
formed by these circuits is somewhat 
different from those discussed pre-
viously. Because of the extra tran-
sistors involved, such circuits can 
perform both a desired function 
and its inverse. For example, both 
NAND and AND or NOR and OR 
functions are directly obtained, the 
combination depending upon the defi-
nition of voltage levels. 
The design of current-steering cir-

cuits must be optimized to use the 
smallest load resistor Ri. possible be-
cause the ultimate speed of the cir-
cuit is limited by the time constant 
of this load resistance and the load 
capacitance. The complementary-
symmetry approach is superior to 
diode current steering because it is 
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Figure 117. Generalized current-steering system using reference diodes and transistors. 
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Figure 118. Generalized circuit for complementary-symmetry 
system using only transistors. 

equivalent in speed, provides the 
same transistor dissipation ( and is 
thus equally reliable), and may be 
designed with less critical toler-
ances. 
Computer operation requires the 

use of many flip-flop circuits for 
temporary storage of data. "Set-
reset" flip-flops may be formed read-
ily by use of any of the basic logic 
blocks described. A binary-counter-
type flip-flop is shown in Fig. 119. 
The design of the flip-flop circuit 

is the same as for the RCTL system 
except for the trigger gating circuit 
and the value of CF. The trigger gat-
ing circuit is designed so that a 
negative pulse at the input turns the 
ON transistor off. Therefore, the 
size of the input capacitors must be 
determined by the maximum stored 
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current-steering 

charge of the transistor and the size 
of the input voltage swing. The two 
additional diodes connected from 
base to emitter of each transistor 
and the two diodes shunting the 
gating resistors connected to the 
collectors are used to eliminate time-
constant problems at high frequen-
cies. These diodes may be eliminated 
if high-frequency operation is not 
required. 
The problem of noise control in 

computer systems increases in im-
portance with the use of ultra-high-
speed transistors and circuits. Noise 
immunity is defined as the ability of 
a given circuit to be relatively im-
mune to a certain amplitude and 
duration of noise voltage. In com-
puter circuits, there are essentially 
three sources of noise: ( 1) capaci-
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VCC 

Figure 119. Binary-counter-type flip-flop circuit. 

tive cross-coupling, (2) inductive 
cross-coupling, and (3) coupling 
through common impedances. The in-
ductive noise component is generally 
the most significant in transistor 
circuits because relatively low volt-
ages and high currents are present. 
To optimize a switching design for 

noise immunity, it is necessary to 
determine what noise-voltage ampli-
tude at the input is required to 
cause a change at the output. Be-
cause this amplitude is a function 
of the transient response of the 
switching circuit, the pulse width or 
duration of the noise voltage must 
also be considered. In the following 
discussion, it is assumed that the 
noise voltage is of sufficient duration 
that effects of the circuit transient 
response may be neglected (i.e., that 
the noise-voltage duration is no less 
than the longest turn-on or turn-off 
time of the switching circuit). 
The DTL circuit shown in Fig. 116 

can be used to illustrate the design 
of a logic circuit for noise immunity. 
When all inputs are high, a negative 
noise pulse at any input tends to 
turn the ON transistor off; a posi-
tive noise pulse has no effect. The 

amplitude of noise required to ef-
fect a change is determined by the 
reverse bias Va on the input diodes, 
the amount of forward bias V1 neces-
sary to cause appreciable conduc-
tion of an input diode, and the 
stored charge Qs of the ON transis-
tor. For the ON condition, therefore, 
the negative noise-voltage amplitude 
required to cause a change in the 
output is given by 

= VR Ve (Qs/Cr) 

When any one of the inputs is low 
and the transistor is OFF, only a 
positive noise pulse at a low input 
has any effect on the transistor out-
put. The amplitude of the positive 
noise voltage required to start the 
transistor turning ON is determined 
by the amount of reverse bias VB 
on the base-to-emitter junction of 
the transistor, the forward bias VBE 
required across the base-to-emitter 
junction to cause appreciable con-
duction of base current, and the 
amount of charge necessary to 
charge the input capacitance Ci at 
the base through the voltage VB 
VBE. For the OFF condition, there-
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fore, the positive noise-voltage am-
plitude required is given by 

CI 
(v,3 vBE) (1 

A per-cent noise-immunity figure 
can be defined for a particular cir-
cuit as the ratio of the noise volt-
ages determined above to the normal 
voltage swing of a true input, which 
is approximately equal to the col-
lector supply voltage. It is desirable 
to have equal noise immunity for 
both the ON and OFF conditions be-
cause the per-cent noise-immunity 
figure for the circuit is no better 
than the lower value. 

Because the values VV, QP, Cry 
and C, are constants for a specific 
transistor and diode, the values of 
VR and V. may be chosen to obtain 
a desired noise immunity for a given 
circuit design. However, circuit noise 
immunity and fan-out capability are 
interdependent; if noise immunity is 
made too large; fan-out capability 
will suffer. Therefore, a compromise 
between the two must be made. 

Power Switching 

Because of their efficiency and re-
liability, transistor switches are 
ideally suited to the control of large 
amounts of power. However, the ef-
ficiency of a power switching circuit 
is affected by the switching speed of 
the transistor. In some applications 
a faster transistor that has a low 
power rating may be preferred to 
a slower transistor that has a higher 
power rating. 

In a practical switching circuit, 
the average power dissipated in the 
transistor is much less than the 
peak dissipation. The peak dissipa-
tion varies considerably with the 
type of load. The average power 
dissipation can be reduced, and thus 
the efficiency of the circuit can be 
increased, by use of a transistor that 
has fast switching characteristics 
(minimum turn-on time and turn-
off time), low collector-to-emitter 
saturation voltage VcE(sat), and low 
collector-cutoff current Ica.. 

An analysis of the transistor load 
line is an important consideration 
in achieving reliability in a high-
power switch. In general, the load 
is a combination of resistive and re-
active elements. It is almost never 
purely resistive, and for "worst-
case" analysis can be assumed to 
be completely inductive. 

Fig. 120 shows a simple test cir-
cuit which can be used for analysis 

111--
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Figure 120. Simple test circuit for analysis 
of a load line. 

of a load line. The current-sensing 
resistor R in the collector circuit 
should be non-inductive and have a 
resistance much smaller than any 
other impedance in series with the 
transistor. A typical load line ( col-
lector current Ic as a function of 
collector-to-emitter voltage VC.) for 
this circuit is shown in Fig. 121. Fig. 
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Figure 121. Typical load line for circuit 
shown in Figure 120. 

122 shows typical voltage and cur-
rent curves as a function of time 
for this switch. The curves of Figs. 
121 and 122 can be used for calcula-
tion of the peak and average power 
dissipation, voltage limitations, and 
second-breakdown energy. The turn-
off energy of the switch must not 
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Figure 122. Typical voltage and current 
waveforms for switch shown in Figure 120. 

exceed the second-breakdown volt-
age rating for the transistor used. 

In many cases, the de voltage re-
quired to operate electronic equip-

*SATURABLE CORE 

ment is different from the available 
de supply. The circuit used to con-
vert direct current from one level 
to another is called a converter. Fig. 
123 shows two simple converter cir-
cuits which can be used in place of 
the conventional vibrator-type con-
verter in automobile radios. The 
switching drive to the two transis-
tors is supplied by a separate, small, 
saturable transformer in the circuit 
of Fig. 123a, and by an additional 
center-tapped drive winding on a 
single saturable transformer in Fig. 
123b. The characteristic hysteresis 
loop of the auto-transformer used 
in the circuit of Fig. 123b is shown 
in Fig. 124. Transformer parameters 
such as frequency, number of turns, 
and size and type of core material 
are determined by the operating re-
quirements for the circuit. Once the 
transformer has been established, a 
change in supply voltage results in 
a change in the operating frequency. 

Switching is accomplished as a re-
sult of the saturation of the trans-
former. When the slope of the 
hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 124 
is small, the magnetizing inductance 
is small and the magnetizing current 

CID 
(a) 

* SATURABLE CORE 

(b) 

Figure 123. Simple converter circuits that can be used in place of vibrator-type 
converters in automobile radios. 
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increases rapidly. This situation ex-
ists as the loop is traversed in a 
counter-clockwise manner from point 
1 to point 2. From point 2 to point 
3, the magnetizing current increases 

Figure 124. Characteristic hysteresis loop 
of auto-transformer used in circuit of 

Figure 123b. 

very slowly because the magnetiz-
ing inductance is high. At point 3, 
the core is in saturation, and the 
magnetizing current again increases 
rapidly. As the current continues to 
increase (between points 3 and 4), 
the ON transistor comes out of satu-
ration. When point 4 has been 
reached, the voltages across the pri-
mary windings of the transformer 
have dropped to zero, and the bat-
tery voltage is applied across the 
collector-to-emitter terminals of 
each transistor. The magnetizing 
current then begins to decay, and 
voltages of opposite polarity are in-
duced across the transformer. At 
point 5, the magnetizing current has 
been reduced to zero, the second 
transistor is in saturation, and the 
first transistor has twice the bat-
tery voltage across its emitter-to-
collector junction. This sequence of 
events is repeated during each half-
cycle of the operation of the circuit, 
except for a reversal of polarity. 
The approximate load line of the 

converter circuit of Fig. 123b is 
shown in Fig. 125. Many of the im-
portant transistor ratings can be 
determined from this curve. For ex-

ample, the collector-to-emitter sus-
taining voltage under reverse-bias 
conditions, V5 (sus), is given by 

VCEV (SUS) > 2VCC AVCC 

where Veo is the collector-supply 
voltage and AVcc is the magnitude 
of the supply variations or "spikes". 
The second-breakdown voltage limit 
Es/B for the transistor is given by 

EB/5 > 

where # is the common-emitter for-
ward transfer-current ratio, IB is the 
base current, and Li is the total 
series inductance of the transformer 
and the load reflected to the input. 
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Figure 125. Approximate load line for 
converter circuit shown in Figure 123b. 

As mentioned previously, the col-
lector-to-emitter saturation voltage 
VcB(sat) of the transistor should be 
low. 
The change in frequency of opera-

tion of a converter with supply volt-
age is not usually important because 
the ac voltage is rectified and fil-
tered. In an inverter circuit, how-
ever, the frequency may be very 
important and is generally controlled 
by adjustment of the supply volt-
age. Typically, the de supply voltage 
is controlled by means of a voltage 
regulator inserted ahead of the con-
verter to stabilize the input voltage 
and a power amplifier following the 
converter to isolate the converter 
from the effects of a varying load. 

Fig. 126 shows a block diagram 
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VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

FEEDBACK 

CONVERTER 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

LOAD 

Figure 126. Block diagram of typical 
inverter circuit. 

of a typical inverter circuit. The 
output frequency is directly depend-
ent on the induced voltage of the 
converter transformer. The feedback 
shown samples this induced voltage 
and adjusts the output of the voltage 
regulator to maintain a constant in-
duced voltage in the converter and 
thus a constant output frequency. 
If a regulated output voltage is not 
required, the second voltage regula-
tor is omitted. 

In the operation of a regulator 
circuit, the difference between a ref-
erence input (e.g., the supply volt-
age) and some portion of the output 
voltage (e.g., a feedback signal) is 
used to supply an actuating error 
signal to the control elements. The 
amplified error signal is applied in 
a manner that tends to reduce this 
difference to zero. Regulators are de-
signed to provide a constant output 
voltage very nearly equal to the de-
sired value in the presence of vary-
ing input voltage and output load. 
A switching regulator provides at 

least three major advantages over 
conventional series-type regulators: 
(1) higher efficiency (lower power 
dissipation, smaller physical size); 
(2) use of fewer, more economical 
transistors; ( 3) higher power-output 
capabilities. In the typical switching 
regulator shown in Fig. 127, the 
series regulator transistor is pulse-
duration modulated by the signal 
supplied from the multivibrator. The 
ON time of the multivibrator is in 
turn controlled by a dc comparison 
between a reference voltage de-
veloped across the zener diode Di 
and the output. The pulsed output 
from the series transistor is inte-
grated by the low-pass filter. When 
the transistor is conducting, current 
is delivered to the load from the in-
put source. In the OFF condition, 
diode D2 conducts and the energy 
stored in the reactive elements sup-
plies current to the load. 
When a step-down regulator is re-

quired ( e.g., 100 volts down to 28 
volts), the efficiency of a switching 
regulator is considerably higher 
than that of a conventional series 
regulator. If very precise regulation 
is required, the switching regulator 
can be used as a pre-regulator fol-
lowed by a conventional regulator 
circuit; this configuration optimizes 
the advantages of both types of 
regulators. Over-all efficiency for 
such a combination circuit is typi-
cally about 80 to 85 per cent, as 
compared to values of 25 to 30 per 
cent for a conventional series-type 
step-down regulator. In addition, 
total power dissipation is reduced 
from several hundreds of watts to 
less than 50 watts. 

Figure 127. Typical switching regulator. 
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MOS Field-Effect 
Transistors 

"LI ield-effect transistors combine 
r the inherent advantages of solid-
state devices (small size, low power 
consumption, and mechanical rug-
gedness) with a very high input 
impedance and a square-law trans-
fer characteristic that is especially 
desirable for low cross-modulation 
in rf amplifiers. Unlike the other 
transistors described in this Manual, 
which are bipolar devices (i.e., per-
formance depends on the interaction 
of two types of charge carriers, 
holes and electrons), field-effect 
transistors are unipolar devices (i.e., 
operation is basically a function of 
only one type of charge carrier, holes 
in p-channel devices and electrons in 
n-channel devices). 

Early models of field-effect tran-
sistors used a reverse-biased semi-
conductor junction for the control 
electrode. In MOS (metal-oxide-
semiconductor) field-effect transis-
tors, a metal control "gate" is sepa-
rated from the semiconductor "chan-
nel" by an insulating oxide layer. 
One of the major features of the 
metal-oxide-semiconductor structure 
is that the very high input resist-
ance of MOS transistors (unlike 
that of junction-gate-type field-effect 
transistors) is not affected by the 
polarity of the bias on the control 
(gate) electrode. In addition, the 
leakage currents associated with the 
insulated control electrode are rela-
tively unaffected by changes in am-
bient temperature. Because of their 
unique properties, MOS field-effect 
transistors are particularly well 

suited for use in such applications 
as voltage amplifiers, rf amplifiers, 
and voltage-controlled attenuators. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The operation of field-effect de-
vices can be explained in terms of a 
charge-control concept. The metal 
control electrode, which is called a 
gate, acts as a charge-storage or 
control element. A charge placed on 
the gate induces an equal but op-
posite charge in the semiconductor 
layer, or channel, located beneath 
the gate. The charge induced in the 
channel can then be used to control 
the conduction between two ohmic 
contacts, called the source and the 
drain, made to opposite ends of the 
channel. 

In the junction-gate type of field-
effect transistor, a p-n junction is 
used for the gate or control elec-
trode, as shown in Fig. 128. When 
this junction is reverse-biased, it 
functions as a charge-control elec-
trode. Under steady-state condi-

Figure 128. Structure of p-n junction 
field-effect transistor. 
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tions, only leakage currents flow in 
the gate circuit and thus the device 
has a high input resistance. When 
the junction gate is forward-biased, 
however, the input resistance drops 
sharply, there is appreciable input 
current, and power gain decreases 
significantly. 
The MOS type of field-effect tran-

sistor uses a metal gate electrode 
separated from the semiconductor 
material by an insulator, as shown 
in Fig. 129. Like the p-n junction, 
this insulated-gate electrode can de-
plete the source-to-drain channel of 
active carriers when suitable bias 
voltages are applied. However, the 
insulated-gate electrode can also in-
crease the conductivity of the chan-
nel without increasing steady-state 
input current or reducing power 
gain. 

7SOURCE 

GATE INSULATION 
(S102) 

DRAIN 

SUBSTRATE 

\--CHANNEL 

Figure 129. Structure of an MOS 
field-effect transistor. 

The two basic types of MOS field-
effect transistors are the depletion 
type and the enhancement type. In 
the depletion type, charge carriers 
are present in the channel when no 
bias voltage is applied to the gate. 
A reverse gate voltage is one which 
depletes this charge and thereby re-
duces the channel conductivity. A 
forward gate voltage draws more 
charge carriers into the channel and 
thus increases the channel conduc-
tivity. In the enhancement type, the 
gate must be forward-biased to pro-
duce active carriers and permit con-
duction through the channel. No 
useful channel conductivity exists at 
either zero or reverse gate bias. 

Because MOS transistors can be 
made to utilize either electron con-
duction ( n-channel) or hole conduc-
tion (p-channel), four distinct types 
of MOS field-effect transistors are 
possible. As shown in Fig. 130, the 

N-CHANNEL N-CHANNEL 
DEPLETION TYPE ENHANCEMENT TYPE 

D 

S 

P-CHANNEL P-CHANNEL 
DEPLETION TYPE ENHANCEMENT TYPE 

G S • G 

D 

Figure 130. Schematic symbols for MOS 
transistors (G = gate, D = drain, 
B = active bulk, S = source). 

schematic symbol for an MOS tran-
sistor indicates whether it is n-chan-
nel or p-channel, depletion-type or 
enhancement-type. The direction of 
the arrowhead in the symbol iden-
tifies the n-channel device (arrow 
pointing toward the channel) or the 
p-channel device (arrow pointing 
away from the channel). The chan-
nel line itself is made solid to iden-
tify the "normally ON" depletion-
type, or is interrupted to identify 
the "normally OFF" enhancement 
type. 

Fig. 131 shows a cross-section 
view of an n-channel enhancement-
type MOS transistor (reversal of 
n-type and p-type regions would pro-
duce a p-channel enhancement-type 
transistor). This type of transistor 
is normally non-conducting until a 
sufficient voltage of the correct 

CATE INSULATION 
(Si02) 

SOURCE DRAIN 

Figure 131. Structure of n-channel 
enhancement-type MOS transistor. 
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polarity is applied to the gate elec-
trode. When a positive bias voltage 
is applied to the gate of an n-channel 
enhancement transistor, electrons 
are drawn into the channel region 
beneath the gate. If sufficient volt-
age is applied, this channel region 
changes from p-type to n-type and 
provides a conduction path between 
the n-type source and the n-type 
drain regions. (In a p-channel en-
hancement transistor, the applica-
tion of negative bias voltage draws 
holes into the region below the gate 
so that this channel region changes 
from n-type to p-type and again 
provides a source-to-drain conduc-
tion path.) Effectively, the increase 
in gate voltage causes the forward 
transfer characteristic to shift along 
the gate-voltage axis. Because of 
this feature, enhancement-type MOS 
transistors are particularly suitable 
for switching applications. 

In a depletion-type MOS transis-
tor, the channel region between the 
source and the drain is made of 
material of the same conductivity 
type as both the source and drain, 
as was shown in Fig. 129. This 
structure can provide substantial 
drain current even when no gate 
bias voltage is applied. 

In enhancement-type transistors, 
the gate electrode must cover the 
entire region between the source 
and the drain so that the applied 
gate voltage can induce a conduc-
tive channel between them. In de-
pletion-type transistors, however, 
the gate can be "offset" from the 
drain region to achieve a substan-
tial reduction in feedback capaci-
tance and an over-all improvement 
in amplifier circuit stability. 

FABRICATION 

The fabrication techniques used to 
produce MOS transistors are similar 
to those used for modern high-speed 
silicon bipolar transistors. The start-
ing material for an n-channel tran-
sistor is a lightly doped p-type 
silicon wafer. ( Reversal of p-type 
and n-type materials referred to in 

this description produces a p-chan-
nel transistor.) After the wafer is 
polished on one side and oxidized in 
a furnace, photolithographic tech-
niques are used to etch away the 
oxide coating and expose bare sili-
con in the source and drain regions. 
The source and drain regions are 
then formed by diffusion in a furnace 
containing an n-type impurity (such 
as phosphorus). If the transistor is 
to be an enhancement-type device, 
no channel diffusion is required. If 
a depletion-type transistor is de-
sired, an n-type channel is formed 
to bridge the space between the dif-
fused source and drain. 
The wafer is then oxidized again 

to cover the bare silicon regions, 
and a second photolithographic and 
etching step is performed to remove 
the oxide in the contact regions. 
After metal is evaporated over the 
entire wafer, another photolitho-
graphic and etching step removes all 
metal not needed for the ohmic con-
tacts to the source, drain, and gate. 
The individual transistor chips are 
then mechanically separated and 
mounted on individual headers, con-
nector wires are bonded to the metal-
ized regions, and each unit is her-
metically sealed in its case in an 
inert atmosphere. After testing, the 
external leads of each device are 
physically shorted together to pre-
vent electrostatic damage to the 
gate insulation during branding and 
shipping. 

ELECTRICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The basic current-voltage rela-
tionship for a depletion-type MOS 
transistor operating in the common-
source configuration is shown in Fig. 
132. At low drain-to-source poten-
tials and with the gate returned to 
the source (VG = 0), the resistance 
of the channel is essentially constant 
and current varies linearly with 
voltage, as illustrated in region 
A-B. As the drain current is in-
creased beyond point B, the voltage 
(IR) drop in the channel produces 
a progressively greater voltage dif-
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ference between the gate and points 
in the channel successively closer to 
the drain. As this potential differ-
ence between gate and channel in-
creases, the channel is depleted of 
carriers (becomes "constricted") 
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Figure 132. Basic current-voltage relation-
ship for a depletion-type MOS transistor. 

and drain current increases much 
more slowly with further increases 
in drain-to-source voltage, as shown 
in region B-C. Further increases in 
drain-to-source voltage beyond point 
C produce no change in gate current 
until point D is reached. This condi-
tion leads to the description of re-
gion B-D as the "pinch-off" region. 
Beyond point D, the transistor en-
ters the "breakdown" region, and 
the drain current may increase ex-
cessively. (The upper curve in Fig. 
132 also applies to enhancement-
type transistors provided the gate 
voltage VO is large enough to pro-
duce channel conduction.) 
The channel of an MOS transistor 

may achieve self pinch-off as a re-
sult of the intrinsic IR drop alone, 
or it may be pinched off by a com-
bination of intrinsic IR drop and an 
external voltage applied to the gate, 
or by an external gate voltage alone 
which has the same magnitude as 
the self pinch-off IR drop Vp. In 
any case, channel pinch-off occurs 
when the sum of the intrinsic IR 
drop and the extrinsic gate voltage 
reaches Vp. The pinch-off voltage 
Vp is usually defined as the gate 

cutoff voltage VG(off) that reduces 
the drain current to one per cent of 
its zero-gate-voltage value at a spe-
cified drain-to-source voltage (which 
must be the "knee" voltage, point 
B in Fig. 132, of the zero-gate-volt-
age output characteristic). 
The pinch-off region between 

points B and D in Fig. 132 is the 
region in which MOS transistors are 
especially useful as high-impedance 
voltage amplifiers. In the ohmic re-
gion between points A and B, the 
linear variation in channel resist-
ance makes the device useful in 
voltage-controlled resistor applica-
tions such as the chopper unit at 
the input of some de amplifiers. 
Ty p ic al output-characteristic 

curves for n-channel MOS transis-
tors are shown in Fig. 133. (For p-
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Figure 133. Typical output-characteristic 
curves for n-channel MOS transistors. 
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Figure 134. Typical transfer characteristics for n-channel MOS transistors. 

channel transistors, the polarity of 
the voltages and currents is re-
versed.) In the pinch-off region, the 
dynamic output resistance r.. of the 
transistor may be approximated 
from the slope of the output-charac-
teristic curve at any given set of 
conditions. 

Typical transfer characteristics 
for n-channel MOS transistors are 
shown in Fig. 134. ( Again, polarities 
would be reversed for p-channel de-
vices.) The threshold voltage shown 
in Fig. 134 is an important param-
eter for enhancement-type transis-
tors because it provides a desirable 
region of noise immunity for switch-
ing applications. 

GENERAL CIRCUIT 
CONFIGURATIONS 

There are three basic single-stage 
amplifier configurations for MOS 
transistors: common-source, com-
mon-gate, and common-drain. Each 
of these configurations provides cer-
tain advantages in particular appli-
cations. 
The common-source arrangement, 

shown in Fig. 135, is most frequently 
used. This configuration provides a 
high input impedance, medium to 
high output impedance, and voltage 
gain greater than unity. The input 
signal is applied between gate and 
source, and the output signal is 
taken between drain and source. The 
voltage gain without feedback, A, 

for the common-source circuit may 
be determined as follows: 

A 
r., 

gr. r.• 

where gr. is the gate-to-drain for-
ward transconductance of the tran-
sistor, r.. is the common-source 
output resistance, and R1, is the ef-
fective load resistance. The addition 
of an unbypassed source resistor to 

Figure 135. Basic common-source circuit 
for MOS field-effect transistors. 

the circuit of Fig. 135 produces nega-
tive voltage feedback proportional 
to the output current. The voltage 
gain with feedback, A', for a com-
mon-source circuit is given by 

A' 
r.. ± ( gr. r.. ± 1) Rs ± 

where Rs is the total unbypassed 
source resistance in series with the 
source terminal. The common-source 
output impedance with feedback, Z., 
is increased by the unbypassed 
source resistor as follows: 

gr. r.• RL 

Z. = r.s ± (gr. r.. 4- 1) Rs 
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The common-drain arrangement, 
shown in Fig. 136, is also fre-
quently referred to as a source-fol-
lower. In this configuration, the in-
put impedance is higher than in the 
common-source configuration, the 
output impedance is low, there is no 
polarity reversal between input and 
output, the voltage gain is always 
less than unity, and distortion is 
low. The source-follower is used in 
applications which require reduced 
input-circuit capacitance, down-
ward impedance transformation, or 
increased input-signal-handling ca-
pability. The input signal is effec-
tively injected between gate and 
drain, and the output is taken be-
tween source and drain. The circuit 
inherently has 100-per-cent negative 

Figure 136. Basic common-drain (or 
source-follower) circuit for MOS transistors. 

voltage feedback; its 
given by 

A' — 
± 1 

Rs 

gain A' 

1 
Rs + 

gt. 

is 

Because the amplification factor (ir) 
of an MOS transistor is usually much 
greater than unity, the equation for 
gain in the source-follower can be 
simplified as follows: 

gr• Rs  
A' = 

1 ± gfs Rs 

For example, if it is assumed that 
the gate-to-drain forward transcon-
ductance gr. is 2000 micromhos 
(2 x 10' mho) and the unbypassed 
source resistance RS is 500 ohms, 
the stage gain A' is 0.5. If the same 
source resistance is used with a 
transistor having a transconductance 

of 10,000 micromhos (1 x 10' mho), 
the stage gain increases to 0.83. 
When the resistor RG is returned 

to ground, as shown in Fig. 136, the 
input resistance R1 of the source-
follower is equal to RO. If Ro is re-
turned to the source terminal, how-
ever, the effective input resistance 
Ri' is given by 

RO 
R1 ' =   

where A' is the voltage amplifica-
tion of the stage with feedback. For 
example, if Ro is one megohm and 
A' is 9.5, the effective resistance 
Ri' is two megohms. 

If the load is resistive, the effec-
tive input capacitance Ci' of the 
source-follower is reduced by the in-
herent voltage feedback and is 
given by 

CI' = cd + ( 1 — A') ci. 

where cii and ci. are the intrinsic 
gate-to-drain and gate-to-source ca-
pacitances, respectively, of the MOS 
transistor. For example, if a typical 
3N99 transistor having a cii of 0.3 
picofarad and a ci. of 5 picofarads 
is used, and if A' is equal to 0.5, 
then Ci' is reduced to 2.8 picofarads. 
The effective output resistance 

R.' of the source-follower stage is 
given by 

roe RS 

(gt. ro. + 1) Rs + r.. 

where r., is the transistor common-
source output resistance in ohms. 
For example, if a 3N99 having a 
gate-to-drain forward transconduc-
tance gr. of 2000 micromhos and a 
common-source output resistance 
r.. of 7500 ohms is used in a source-
follower stage with an unbypassed 
source resistance Rs of 500 ohms, the 
effective output resistance R.' of the 
source-follower stage is 241 ohms. 
The source-follower output ca-

pacitance C.' may be expressed as 
follows: 

,1 — A', 
Co' =. cd. Cg. ( A , ) 
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where ca. and cf. are the intrinsic 
drain-to-source and gate-to-source 
capacitances, respectively, of the 
MOS transistor. If A' is equal to 
0.5 (as assumed for the sample 
input-circuit calculations), C.' is re-
duced to the sum of cd. and ed.. 
The common-gate circuit, shown 

in Fig. 137, is used to transform 
from a low input impedance to a 
high output impedance. The input 
impedance of this configuration has 
approximately the same value as the 
output impedance of the source-fol-
lower circuit. The common-gate cir-
cuit is also a desirable configuration 

VIN 

Figure 137. Basic common-gate circuit 
for MOS transistors. 

for high-frequency applications be-
cause its relatively low voltage gain 
makes neutralization unnecessary in 
most cases. The common-gate volt-
age gain, A, is given by 

A ___ 
(gf. r.. -F 1) RO r.. RL 

where RG is the resistance of the 
input-signal source. For a typical 
3N99 MOS transistor ( gr. = 2000 
micromhos, r,. = 7500 ohms) and 
with RL = 2000 ohms and RO = 500 
ohms, the common-gate voltage gain 
is 1.8. If the value of RG is doubled, 
the voltage gain is reduced to 1.25. 

(gr. r.. + 1) RL 

APPLICATIONS 

MOS field-effect transistors have 
been used experimentally to perform 
every low-power function in broad-
cast-band receivers, including rf am-
plification, conversion, 455-kilocycle 
if amplification, and first-stage audio 
amplification. In addition, they have 
been used in FM receivers as rf and 
if amplifiers and limiters. They 
have performed as synchronous de-

tectors, oscillators, frequency multi-
pliers, and phase splitters. They 
have been used as choppers, pulse 
stretchers, current limiters, voltage-
controlled attenuators, and electro-
meter amplifiers. MOS transistors 
have an advantage over bipolar 
transistors and vacuum tubes in 
some of these applications, but are 
less suitable in others. As improve-
ments are made in transconduct-
ance, frequency response, and noise 
figure, MOS transistors should be-
come competitive in more applica-
tions. 
At their present state of develop-

ment, MOS transistors have an 
equivalent input noise resistance 
which is typically in the range be-
tween 200,000 ohms and 10 meg-
ohms at a signal frequency of 1000 
cycles per second. Although this level 
of noise resistance is usually no 
problem when MOS transistors are 
used with high-impedance trans-
ducers, it can be a definite disad-
vantage during operation from low-
impedance ( 1000 ohms or less) 
voltage generators. In such appli-
cations, low-noise bipolar transis-
tors are still the logical choice. 

Direct-Current Amplifiers 

A direct-current (de) amplifier 
can amplify signals having a fre-
quency of zero cycles per second. 
The upper frequency limit of such 
an amplifier may range from a few 
hundred cycles per second in gen-
eral-purpose electrometer applica-
tions to several megacycles per 
second in other applications. In gen-
eral, de amplifiers are used to am-
plify the output of transducers 
which produce quantitative infor-
mation relative to heat, vibration, 
pressure, speed, and distance. 
DC amplifiers may take several 

different forms, including single-
ended input to single-ended output, 
differential input to single-ended 
output, and differential input to dif-
ferential output. Normally, de am-
plifiers require direct coupling of all 
stages (no coupling capacitors). In 
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some versions of de amplifiers, this 
requirement is circumvented by 
conversion of the low- or zero-fre-
quency input signal into a modulated 
ac signal, amplification of this sig-
nal by means of capacitor-coupled 
stages, and then demodulation of the 
amplified signal to restore it to 
the original de form. The neces-
sary modulation may be accom-
plished by a number of different 
techniques, including electrically 
actuated mechanical switches, elec-
tronic switches, photo-optical 
switches, magnetic modulators, and 
diode bridge modulators. Input de-
vices which function as switches are 
generally referred to as "choppers" 
because they divide the input signal 
into segments in the form of square 
waves or pulses having an amplitude 
proportional to the amplitude of the 
input signal. 

Single-ended de amplifiers which 
do not employ "choppers" have a 
continuous ohmic current path be-
tween the input and the output as 
the result of direct coupling of all 
stages ( i.e., the omission of all ca-
pacitive or inductive forms of cou-
pling). In this configuration, the 
steady-state voltage at the output 
of one stage appears at the input of 
the next stage. In a typical cascade 
arrangement using MOS field-effect 
transistors, the signal progresses 
from the drain of the first unit to 
the gate of the next and so on to the 
last stage, as shown in Fig. 138. 

In general, the ideal MOS tran-

sister for use in a single-ended de 
amplifier circuit has an optimum 
zero-signal operating point which is 
obtained at a gate voltage having 
the same magnitude as the optimum 
drain voltage and also the same 
polarity. Because enhancement-type 
MOS transistors automatically meet 
the latter requirement and can be 
designed to meet the former require-
ment, they are generally the logical 
choice for most direct-coupled cir-
cuits. If other device considerations 
(such as gain, input impedance, 
temperature coefficient, or noise) re-
quire the use of depletion-type tran-
sistors, such transistors can be 
direct-coupled by the use of level 
shifting, as shown in Fig. 139. In 
this circuit configuration, the source 
terminal is generally placed at a 
potential equal to or greater than 
the drain-to-source voltage of the 
preceding stage and of an opposite 
polarity. In the arrangement of Fig. 
139, the gate is at a net zero volt-
age or is reverse-biased relative to 
the source. 
Although the 3N98 and 3N99 MOS 

transistors are not optimized for 
direct-coupled applications, they can 
be used in such circuits because they 
have low gate leakage current ( typi-
cally fractions of a picoampere), 
total input capacitance of about 5 
picofarads, and an appreciable value 
of forward transconductance. In ad-
dition, tight production control limits 
the spread of drain current between 
individual transistors to a variation 

- 
Figure 138. Typical single-ended dc amplifier using n-channel enhancement-type 

MOS transistors. 
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Figure 139. DC amplifier circuit in which p-channel depletion-type MOS transistors are 
direct-coupled by use of level shifting. 

of approximately two to one for a 
high degree of interchangeability. 
For a fixed value of supply volt-

age, there are only three ways to 
increase the stage voltage gain A in 
a single-ended amplifier: ( 1) use of 
a transistor having a higher ratio of 
gate-to-drain forward transconduct-
ance gr. to drain current ID; ( 2) use 
of a higher value of load resistance 

(if Ft, is less than the common-
source output resistance r..); and 
(3) use of a transistor having a 
higher value of r... The load re-
sistance It'. can only be increased to 
the point where the product of I. 
and Itr, is equal to approximately 
one-half the supply voltage. In gen-
eral, the ratio of transconductance 
to drain current increases as drain 
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current is decreased by negative gate 
bias. As a result, the stage voltage 
gain may be increased and power 
consumption decreased at the same 
time. 
The increased voltage gain of an 

MOS transistor at reduced values of 
drain ,current may be accompanied 
by a relatively large drift in the 
operating point if there are wide ex-
cursions in ambient temperature. 
Many field-effect transistors have a 
point on their forward-transfer 
characteristic which is relatively in-
sensitive to temperature variations. 
If this point does not coincide with 
the operating point which provides 
the desired voltage gain, a design 
compromise is required. As shown 
in Fig. 140, the zero-temperature-

DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS • I2 

te_ • e° 

  Wee-e- -e 
ZERO -TEMPERATURE-
COEFFICIENT POINT-

-5 -4 -3 -2 
GATE-TO-SOURCE VOLTS 

Figure 140. Forward-transfer characteristics of MOS transistor at 25°C and —30°C; 
intersection indicates zero-temperature-coefficient operating point. 
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coefficient point may be identified by 
measurement of the forward-trans-
fer characteristic at different am-
bient temperatures. 

AC Amplifiers 

In most ac amplifiers, coupling be-
tween stages is accomplished by the 
use of transformers or capacitors 
with chokes or resistors serving as 
the load impedances. Because no 
ohmic path exists between stages in 
such amplifiers, variations in the de 
operating point of one stage are not 
transferred to, and amplified by, the 
succeeding stage. This property is 
a primary advantage of ac amplifiers 
for instrumentation work, and is the 
basis for the chopper amplifier de-
scribed earlier, in which a de signal 
is converted to ac prior to amplifi-
cation. 
MOS transistors such as the 3N98 

and 3N99 perform very well as ac 
voltage amplifiers because of their 
inherently low feedback capacitance, 
which maintains the total effective 
input capacitance at a relatively low 
value. The Circuits section at the 
back of the Manual includes an ac-
voltmeter circuit that illustrates the 
type of ac-amplifier performance 
which can be achieved with the 3N99 
MOS transistor. 
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Voltage-Controlled Attenuators 

Because the drain current-voltage 
characteristic of MOS transistors 
remains linear at low drain-to-source 
voltages, these devices can be used 
as low-distortion voltage-controlled 
attenuators. The principal advan-
tages of MOS transistors in this ap-
plication are negligible gate-power 
requirements and large dynamic 
range. 

Fig. 141 shows drain resistance as 
a function of gate-to-source voltage 
for a typical n-channel depletion-
type insulated-gate transistor such 
as the 3N98 or 3N99. Transistors 
having higher pinch-off voltages ac-
cept correspondingly greater peak 
signal-voltage swings before wave-
shape distortion occurs. However, 
the higher-pinch-off-voltage transis-
tors require higher gate-voltage ex-
cursions to cover the resistance 
range from minimum to maximum. 
A typical 3N99 MOS transistor pro-
duces total harmonic distortion of 
less than two per cent in a 100-milli-
volt 400-cycle-per-second sine wave. 
Fig. 142 shows an attenuator circuit 
using the 3N99 and the output signal 
of the circuit as a function of gate-
to-source voltage. 

Figs. 143 to 145 show several pos-
sible attenuator circuit configura-
tions which use MOS transistors as 

DRAIN TO SOURCE VOLTS 
(VDS) . 1 

-10 -6 -6 -4 -2 0 
GATE-SOURCE VOLTS (VGs) 

Figure 141. Drain resistance as a function of gate voltage for typical n-channel 
depletion-type MOS transistor. 
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Figure 142. Output signal as a function of gate voltage for 3N99 MOS transistor 
in circuit shown. 

voltage-variable resistors. The cir-
cuit in Fig. 143 is desirable for use 
at high signal levels because at such 
levels the thermal noise of the one-
megohm series registor does not de-
grade the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
system to an objectionable degree. 
This circuit is a simple L-pad con-
figuration in which the transistor 
serves as the variable-resistive ele-
ment in the low side of the attenua-
tor. The maximum attenuation 
obtainable is generally between 60 

C 1 MEGOHM 

L _ 
CONTROL VG 

Figure 143. Attenuator circuit in which 
MOS transistor serves as variable-resistive 

element in low side. 

and 70 dB; minimum attenuation is 
1 to 2 dB. This circuit must be fol-
lowed by a high-impedance load 
such as a common-source amplifier 
stage. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 144 is 

the inverse of that in Fig. 143; i.e., 

the transistor serves as the variable-
resistive element in the high side of 
the attenuator. Maximum attenua-
tion in this circuit is also between 
60 and 70 dB; minimum attenuation 
is between 1 and 6 dB. This circuit is 

Figure 144. Attenuator circuit in which 
MOS transistor serves as variable-resistive 

element in high side. 

usually followed by a low-impedance 
load such as a common-emitter bi-
polar transistor amplifier stage. 

Fig. 145 shows a method which 
controls both arms of an L-pad at-
tenuator simultaneously. In this cir-
cuit, a p-channel enhancement-type 
MOS transistor is used in the upper 
arm and an n-channel depletion-type 
MOS transistor is used in the lower 
arm. When negative voltage is ap-
plied to the gates, the resistance of 
the n-channel unit increases at the 
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CONTROL VG 

Figure 145. L-pad attenuator circuit using 
two MOS transistors. 

same time that the resistance of the 
p-channel unit decreases. When the 
gate control is at zero volts, the 
drain resistance of Q2 is about 500 
ohms and that of Qi is about 10 
megohms. Under these conditions, a 
maximum attenuation of approxi-
mately 86 dB is obtained. When the 
gate control is at —6 volts, the drain 
resistance of Q2 is about 10 meg-
ohms and that of Q is about 500 
ohms. Under these conditions, the 
attenuation is essentially zero. This 

I OUT 

circuit must work into a high-im-
pedance load. 
The following design considera-

tions are important for effective use 
of MOS field-effect transistors as 
linear attenuators: 

(a) The gate(s) must be ade-
quately decoupled to prevent the in-
troduction of unwanted signals. 

(b) The transistor attenuator must 
be inserted at a point in the system 
where the signal level is as high as 
the transistor can accept without 
excessive distortion. 

(c) In ac systems, the direct-cur-
rent flow through the transistor must 
be minimized by the use of suitable 
blocking capacitors. 

(d) In ac systems, proper layout 
must be used to minimize stray 
shunt capacitance. 

(e) In ac systems, the effects of 
the capacitive elements of the tran-
sistor must be considered. 

Chopper Amplifiers 

Chopper amplifiers consist of three 
basic sections. The first section con-

verts the low-level input signal into 
a modulated ac signal, the second 
section amplifies this ac signal, and 
the third section demodulates the 
amplified signal. 
The first section of a chopper am-

plifier is fundamentally a continu-
ously operated ON-OFF switch. 
Ideally, this switch would have zero 
ON resistance, infinite OFF resist-
ance, zero shunt capacitance, and 
zero switching time. It would also 
require no driving power and have 
infinite life. In actual practice, it is 
possible to achieve satisfactory per-
formance with a switch that does 
not have these ideal characteristics. 
The two basic circuit configura-

tions for chopping are the series 
chopper and the shunt chopper. The 
shunt chopper is the more popular 
of the two because it can be capaci-
tively coupled to an ac amplifier 
without the need for either a choke 
or a transformer. The series chopper 
has the disadvantage that it re-
quires a dc return path for the input 
current. This path can be provided 
by an additional resistor at the ex-
pense of over-all circuit efficiency. 
The basic series chopper circuit 

using an MOS transistor is shown 
in Fig. 146. This circuit has the 
characteristics of a simple L-pad 
attenuator in which the transistor 
is the variable series resistor. In the 

DC 
INPUT 

AC 
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Figure 146. Basic series chopper circuit 
using an MOS transistor. 

ON condition, the value of the de 
return resistance R, must be large 
compared to the load resistance RL 
to minimize resistive losses; RL, in 
turn, must be large compared to the 
intrinsic drain resistance rd(ON) so 
that the voltage VL across the load 
approaches the value of the dc input 

Rs AC 
OUTPUT 
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voltage Va. In the OFF condition, 
the dc return resistance Re must be 
small compared to rd(OFF). Because 
of these restrictions, the series 
chopper is seldom used except when 
the fixed resistance Rd can be made 
variable by replacing it with a shunt 
chopper arranged to be OFF when 
the series chopper is ON, and vice 
versa. 

Fig. 147 shows a shunt chopper 
circuit using an MOS transistor. In 
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INPUT 

RD 

AC 
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Figure 147. Basic shunt chopper circuit 
using an MOS transistor. 

this circuit, the intrinsic drain re-
sistance rd of the transistor must be 
small compared to the load resist-
ance RL in the ON condition, but 
must be large compared to the fixed 
series resistance RN in the OFF con-
dition. The requirement for rd(ON) 
to have a very small value is mini-
mized if Rd. is the high input im-
pedance of an MOS transistor 
amplifier stage. Because of their 
high ON-to-OFF resistance ratio, 
negligible gate-leakage currents, and 
low feedthrough capacitance, MOS 
transistors such as the 3N98 and 

AC 
OUTPUT 

E 

3N99 considerably improve the level 
of solid-state chopper performance. 

RF Amplifiers 

The important parameters of de-
vices for rf-amplifier applications 
include noise figure, power gain, and 
cross-modulation, among others. 

In communication receivers, the 
noise figure of the rf stage de-
termines the absolute selectivity of 
the receiver and is, therefore, one 
of the most important characteris-
tics of the device used in the rf stage. 
In practical rf-amplifier circuits us-
ing MOS transistors, the best pos-
sible noise figures are obtained when 
the input impedance of the transistor 
is slightly mismatched to that of 
the source. With this technique, 
noise figures as low as 1.9 dB have 
been obtained. 

Fig. 148 shows the input noise re-
sistance RN of typical MOS transis-
tors as a function of frequency. In 
the region where the curves differ, 
the noise for n-channel MOS units 
closely resembles "shot noise", i.e., 
the equivalent noise current I.q in-
creases linearly with direct current, 
rather than with the square root of 
the direct current as in the case of 
thermal noise. Noise figures of 2 to 
4 dB appear practical for MOS tran-
sistors operating in the vhf range. 
The power gain of an rf transis-

tor must be sufficient to overcome the 
noise level of preceding stages. Al-

N- CHANNEL DEVICES 

P- CHANNEL 
DEVICES 

0.01 0.1 I 10 50 100 1000 
FREQUENCY— Mc/s 

Figure 148. Input noise resistance RN of MOS transistors as a function of frequency. 
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though maximum theoretical power 
gain cannot be achieved in practical 
circuits, the gain of MOS transistors 
at high frequencies closely approxi-
mates the theoretical limit except 
for some losses in the input and out-
put matching circuits. 

Power gain is essentially inde-
pendent of channel width, which is 
a determining factor in the size of 
MOS transistors. For example, if 
the width of the transistor is re-
duced by one half (and the de drain 
current is similarly reduced to main-
tain a constant current density in the 
device), power gain remains the 
same because the transconductance, 
the input conductance, and the out-
put conductance are all reduced by 
one half. Consequently, the fre-
quency capability of MOS transis-
tors can be increased by a reduction 
in their size. Size control can also be 
used to facilitate impedance match-
ing at both input and output termi-
nals in practical circuits. 

Cross-modulation distortion is pro-
duced when an undesired signal 
within the pass band of the receiver 
input circuit modulates the carrier 
of the desired signal. Such distor-
tion occurs when third- and higher-
odd-order nonlinearities are present 
in an rf-amplifier stage. To measure 
cross-modulation distortion, it is 
necessary to determine the ampli-
tude of the undesired signal which 
transfers one per cent of its modu-
lation to the desired signal. In most 
cases, a value of 100 millivolts or 
more over the complete age range 
is considered good. The cross-modu-
lation characteristics of MOS tran-
sistors are as good as those of 
bipolar transistors in the high-
attenuation region, and are as much 
as ten times better in the low-
attenuation region (when the in-
coming signal is weak). This low 
cross-modulation distortion should 
ultimately lead to extensive use of 
MOS transistors in the rf stages of 
all types of communications re-
ceivers. 
Another feature of MOS transis-

tors for rf applications is their 
burn-out protection. Because of their 
insulated gate, MOS units can be de-
signed to withstand 50 to 100 volts 
at the input and still maintain ex-
cellent frequency response. In addi-
tion, MOS transistors designed for 
forward-bias operation have a re-
mote cutoff characteristic and there-
fore have improved dynamic range. 

There are three areas that must 
be considered in the design of rf cir-
cuits using MOS transistors: (1) 
output selectivity, (2) input and 
output matching, and (3) rf-stage 
neutralization. The first two areas 
are filter-design problems to which 
there are numerous solutions. The 
neutralization requirement can also 
be satisfied in many ways. Some of 
the more popular circuit techniques 
are shown in Fig. 149. 

In the circuit of Fig. 149a, capaci-
tor Cf represents the internal feed-
back capacitance of the MOS tran-
sistor amplifier A. An inverted out-
put signal from the secondary of 
the transformer is fed back through 
a neutralization capacitance C.. This 
feedback signal cancels the signal 
feedback through the internal path 
Cf. 

The circuits in Fig. 149b, c, and 
d are best explained by bridge-type 
circuit models. In Fig. 149b, the ad-
ditional capacitors C. and C. form 
a capacitance bridge with Cf and 
the output (drain) capacitance Co. 
Thus, when the bridge is balanced 
so that C.C. equals C.Cf, zero sig-
nal appears at the input for any 
value of E. at the output, i.e., the 
amplifier is neutralized. In Fig. 149e, 
a capacitive bridge can be formed 
by use of the input (gate) capaci-
tance instead of the output capaci-
tance; C. and C. are added to form 
a bridge with Cf and Co. In the bal-
anced state, C.Co equals CfC0 and 
the amplifier is neutralized. An in-
ductance-capacitance bridge can be 
formed by inductors Li and L2 in 
Fig. 149d. When IX. equals L.Cf, 
the amplifier is neutralized. 
A typical neutralized rf amplifier 
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Figure 149. Some suitable neutralizing techniques for MOS rf circuits. 

circuit using the 3N99 MOS transis-
tor is shown in Fig. 150. The 3N99 
is intended for operation at frequen-
cies up to 60 megacycles per second, 
although it has useful response well 
beyond this value. Typically its for-
ward transconductance gr does not 
drop 3 dB until approximately 150 
megacycles per second. The stage 
shown in Fig. 150 has a typical 
power gain of 10 to 18 dB at 60 
megacycles per second. Cross-modu-
lation typically is less than one per 
cent for interfering signal voltages 
up to 200 millivolts. 

Logic Circuits 

Enhancement-type MOS transis-
tors are well suited for digital-type 

RF INPUT 

logic-circuit applications because di-
rect-coupled signal inversion is pos-
sible without the need for level 
shifting between stages. An im-
portant consideration for MOS logic 
circuits is the relationship between 
the saturation voltage V,,(sat) and 
the threshold voltage VT., of the 
transistor. For direct coupling, 
Vi(sat) must be smaller than V. 
It is relatively easy to design en-
hancement-type MOS transistors 
which meet this requirement. 

Fig. 151 shows a simple NOR 
logic gate consisting of two MOS 
transistors and a single load resis-
tor. The inputs X and Y are consid-
ered to be LOW if the voltage is less 
than VT,,, and HIGH if the voltage NEUTRALIZING CAPACITOR 

AGC VDD 

COURE OUTPUT 

Figure 150. Typical 60-Mc/s rf-amplifier stage using 3N99 transistor. 
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is greater than Voo. If both inputs 
are LOW, both MOS transistors are 
cut off and the output voltage is 

- 
Figure 151. Simple NOR logic gate using 

MOS transistors. 

HIGH (essentially the supply volt-
age V) because there is negligible 
current in the load resistor RL. If 
either or both inputs are HIGH, the 
current produced causes the output 
voltage to drop to the level of 
VD(sat), and the output is LOW. If 
a binary "1" is assigned to the 
HIGH level and a binary "0" to 
the LOW level, the gate performs 
the NOR function. 

If all the conductivity types in an 
MOS transistor are reversed, the re-
sulting device is "complementary" in 
characteristics to the original device. 
Thus, n-channel MOS devices are re-
lated to p-channel MOS devices in 
the same way that p-n-p transistors 
are related to n-p-n transistors. Cir-
cuits using both types of MOS de-
vices have demonstrated many per-
formance advantages. 

Fig. 152 shows a simple com-
plementary inverter circuit using 
p-channel and n-channel MOS tran-
sistors. When the input voltage to 
the circuit is zero, the n-channel 
unit is cut off and the p-channel unit 
is forward-biased by V volts. The 
p-channel unit is capable of supply-
ing several milliamperes of current. 
The n-channel unit, however, will 
draw only its channel leakage cur-
rent, which is typically a few micro-
amperes. Because the load for the 
circuit is assumed to be other MOS 
gates, which have a high input im-
pedance and require negligible driv-

ing current, there is no de load 
current under these conditions. 
When the input voltage is V volts, 

however, the situation is reversed; 
the p-channel unit is cut off and the 
n-channel unit is forward-biased by 
V volts. The n-channel unit is then 
capable of drawing a current of sev-
eral milliamperes. However, because 
the only source available is the leak-
age current of the p-channel unit, 
the current drawn by the n-channel 
unit is still negligible. In either of 
its stable states, therefore, the in-
verter draws only a leakage current 
from the supply. On any transition, 
however, the circuit can provide a 
current of several milliamperes to 
charge or discharge capacitive loads 

IN OUT 

Figure 152. Complementary inverter circuit 
using MOS transistors. 

such as those presented by MOS 
gates and wiring. Fig. 153 shows in 
graphical form the operation of the 
inverter circuit in its two de states. 

HANDLING 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Performance of MOS transistors 
depends on the relative perfection 
of a very thin insulating layer be-
tween the control electrode (gate) 
and the active channel. If this layer 
is punctured by inadvertent appli-
cation of excess voltage to the ex-
ternal gate connection, the damage 
is irreversible. If the damaged area 
is small enough, the additional leak-
age may not be noticed in most 
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Figure 153. Characteristics of inverter circuit of Figure 152 in its two stable states. 

applications. However, greater dam-
age may degrade the device to the 
leakage levels associated with junc-
tion-gate-type field-effect transis-
tors. It is very important, therefore, 
that appropriate precautions be 
taken to insure that MOS transistor 
gate-voltage ratings are not ex-
ceeded. 

Static electricity represents the 
greatest threat to the gate insula-
tion in MOS transistors. A large 
electrostatic charge can accumulate 
on the gate electrode if the transis-
tor is allowed to slide around in 
plastic containers or if the leads are 
brushed against fabrics such as silk 
or nylon. This type of charge ac-
cumulation can be avoided com-
pletely by wrapping the leads in 
conductive foils, by use of conduc-
tive containers, or by otherwise 
electrically interconnecting the leads 
when the transistors are being trans-
ported. 
A second cause of electrostatic 

charge damage to the gate insula-
tion can be traced to the people who 
handle the transistors. At relative 
humidity levels of 35 per cent, a 
person may accumulate an electro-

static potential of 300 volts. If such 
a "charged" person grasps an MOS 
transistor by the case and plugs it 
into a piece of test equipment, or in 
any other way causes the gate lead 
to contact "ground" before the other 
leads, there is a good chance that 
the accumulated electrostatic charge 
may break down the gate insula-
tion. The best way to prevent this 
type of damage is to use a simple 
electrostatic grounding strap dur-
ing all handling of MOS transistors. 
Such a grounding strap may have an 
impedance to ground of several meg-
ohms and still accomplish the pri-
mary purpose of "leaking off" static 
electricity. 

In most applications, associated 
circuit impedances are low enough 
to prevent any accumulation of elec-
trostatic charge. Thus, although the 
gate insulation may be damaged by 
improper handling of MOS transis-
tors before they are connected into 
actual circuits, thousands of hours 
of operation under practical circuit 
conditions have shown that the gate 
insulation is quite reliable under 
long-term stress within published 
ratings. 
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Transistor Mounting, 
Testing, and Reliability 

THIS section covers installation 
i suggestions and precautions 
which are generally applicable to all 
types of transistors. Careful observ-
ance of these suggestions will help 
experimenters and technicians to ob-
tain the best results from semi-
conductor devices and circuits. 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 

The collector, base, and emitter 
terminals of transistors can be con-
nected to associated circuit elements 
by means of sockets, clips, or solder 
connections to the leads or pins. If 
connections are soldered close to the 
lead or pin seals, care must be taken 
to conduct excessive heat away from 
the seals, otherwise the heat of the 
soldering operation may crack the 
glass seals and damage the tran-
sistor. When dip soldering is em-
ployed in the assembly of printed 
circuits using transistors, the tem-
perature of the solder should be 
limited to about 225 to 250 degrees 
centigrade for a maximum immersion 
period of 10 seconds. Furthermore, 
the leads should not be dip-soldered 
too close to the transistor case. Under 
no circumstances should the mount-
ing flange of a transistor be soldered 
to a heat sink because the heat of 
the soldering operation may perma-
nently damage the transistor. 
When the metal case of a transis-

tor is connected internally to the 
collector, the case operates at the col-
lector voltage. If the case is to oper-

ate at a voltage appreciably above 
or below ground potential, considera-
tion must be given to the possibility 
of shock hazard and suitable precau-
tionary measures taken. 

TESTING 

A quick check can be made of tran-
sistors prior to their installation in 
a circuit by resistance measurements 
with an electronic voltmeter ( such as 
a VoltOhmyst*). Resistance between 
any two electrodes should be very 
high (more than 10,000 ohms) in 
one direction, and considerably lower 
in the other direction ( 100 ohms or 
less between emitter and base or col-
lector and base; about 1000 ohms 
between emitter and collector). It is 
very important to limit the amount 
of voltage used in such tests ( par-
ticularly between emitter and base) 
so that the breakdown voltages of 
the transistor will not be exceeded; 
otherwise the transistor may be dam-
aged by excessive currents. 

TRANSIENT EFFECTS 

Unlike other active and passive 
components, transistors are some-
times extremely sensitive to even 
small changes in their surroundings. 
As a result, it is necessary to pro-
tect these devices from such effects 
as static charges, temperature varia-
tions, and rf fields both during shelf 
storage and in actual operation. 
The generation of static charge in 

*Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 
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dry weather is harmful to all tran-
sistors, and can cause permanent 
damage or catastrophic failure in 
the case of high-speed devices and 
MOS field-effect transistors. The 
most obvious precaution against such 
damage is humidity control in stor-
age and operating areas. In addi-
tion, it is desirable that transistors 
be stored and transported in metal 
trays rather than in polystyrene 
foam "snow". During testing and 
installation, both the equipment and 
the operator should be grounded, 
and all power should be turned off 
when the device is inserted into the 
socket. Grounded plates may also 
be used for stockpiling of transis-
tors prior to or after testing, or for 
use in testing ovens or on operating 
life racks. Further protection against 
static charges can be provided by 
use of partially conducting floor 
planes and non-insulating footwear 
for all personnel. 
Environmental temperature also 

affects performance. Variations of as 
little as 5 per cent can cause changes 
of as much as 50 per cent in the 
saturation current of a transistor. 
Some test operators can cause 
marked changes in measurements of 
saturation current because the heat 
of their hands affects the transistors 
they work on. Precautions against 
temperature effects include air-
conditioning systems, use of finger 
cots in handling of transistors (or 
use of pliers or "plug-in boards" to 
eliminate handling), and accurate 
monitoring and control of tempera-
ture near the devices. Prior to test-
ing, it is also desirable to allow 
sufficient time (about 5 minutes) for 
a transistor to stabilize if it has been 
subjected to temperature much 
higher or lower than normal room 
temperature (25°C). 
Although transient rf fields are 

not usually of sufficient magnitude 
to cause permanent damage to tran-
sistors, they can interfere with ac-
curate measurement of characteris-
tics at very low signal levels or at 
high frequencies. For this reason, 
it is desirable to check for such 

radiation periodically and to elimi-
nate its causes. In addition, sensitive 
measurements should be made in 
shielded screen rooms if possible. 
Care must also be taken to avoid 
the exposure of transistors to other 
ac or magnetic fields. 
Many transistor characteristics are 

sensitive to variations in tempera-
ture, and may change enough at high 
operating temperatures to affect cir-
cuit performance. Fig. 154 illustrates 
the effect of increasing temperature 
on the common-emitter forward cur-
rent-transfer ratio (beta), the dc 
collector-cutoff current, and the in-
put and output impedances. To avoid 
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Figure 154. Variation of transistor char-
acteristics with temperature. 

undesired changes in circuit opera-
tion, it is recommended that tran-
sistors be located away from heat 
sources in equipment, and also that 
provisions be made for adequate heat 
dissipation and, if necessary, for 
temperature compensation. 

HEAT SINKS 

In some transistors, the collector 
electrode is connected internally to 
the metal case to improve heat-dis-
sipation capabilities. More efficient 
cooling of the collector junction in 
these transistors can be accomplished 
by connection of the case to a heat 
sink. Direct connection of the case 
to a metal surface is practical only 
when a grounded-collector circuit is 
used. For other configurations, the 
collector is electrically isolated from 
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the chassis or heat sink by means of 
an insulator that has good thermal 
conductivity. 
For small general-purpose tran-

sistors such as the 2N2102, which 
use a JEDEC TO-5 package, a good 
thermal method of isolating the 
collector from a metal chassis or 
printed circuit board is by means of 
a beryllium oxide washer. The use 
of a zinc-oxide-filled silicone com-
pound between the washer and the 
chassis, together with a moderate 
amount of pressure from the top of 
the transistor, helps to improve 
thermal dissipation. If the transistor 
is mounted within a heat sink, a 
beryllium cup should also be used 
between the device and the heat sink. 
Fig. 155 illustrates both types of 
mounting. Fin-type heat sinks, which 
are commercially available, are also 
suitable, especially when transistors 
are mounted in Teflon sockets which 
provide no thermal conduction to the 
chassis or printed circuit board. 

SILICONE 
GREASE 

CASE 

Be0 WASHER 

HEAT SINK 

CHASSIS 

50 CUP 

CHASSIS Ete0 ASHER 

Figure 155. Suggested mounting arrange-
ments for transistors having a JEDEC 

TO-5 package. 

For power transistors which use 
a JEDEC TO-8 package, such as the 
2N1483, it is recommended that a 
0.002-inch mica insulator or an ano-
dized aluminum insulator having 
high thermal conductivity be used 
between the transistor base and the 
heat sink or chassis. The insulator 
should extend beyond the mounting 
clamp, as shown in Fig. 156. It 

MICA INSULATOR 
.002"-.003" THICK 

CHASSIS 
CHEAT SINK) 

CHASSIS HOLE 
0.200" DIA. 

INSULATING 
BUSHING 

MICA INSULATOR -----

METAL WASHER 

TERMINAL LUG 

LOCK NUT  
10-32 

,(e) 

Figure 156. Suggested mounting arrange-
ment for power transistors. 

should be drilled or punched to pro-
vide both the two mounting holes 
and the clearance holes for the col-
lector, emitter, and base pins. Burrs 
should be removed from both the 
insulator and the holes in the chassis 
so that the insulating layer will not 
be destroyed during mounting. It is 
also recommended that a fiber 
washer be used between the mount-
ing bolt and the chassis, as shown 
in Fig. 156, to prevent a short cir-
cuit between them. 
For large power transistors such 

as the 2N2876 which use a double-
ended stud package, connection to 
the chassis or heat sink should be 
made at the flat surface of the tran-
sistor perpendicular to the threaded 
stud. A large mating surface should 
be provided to avoid hot spots and 
high thermal drop. The hole for the 
stud should be only as large as neces-
sary for clearance, and should con-
tain no burrs or ridges on its perim-
eter. As mentioned above, the use of 
a silicon grease between the heat 
sink and the transistor improves 
thermal contact. The transistor can 
be screwed directly into the heat 
sink or can be fastened by means of 
a nut. In either case, care must be 
taken to avoid the application of too 
much torque lest the transistor semi-
conductor junction be damaged. Al-
though the studs are made of rela-
tively soft copper to provide high 
thermal conductivity, the threads 
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should not be relied upon to provide 
a mating surface. The actual heat 
transfer must take place on the 
underside of the hexagonal part of 
the package. 
Mounting hardware is supplied 

with many RCA semiconductor de-
vices. A listing of such hardware is 
included at the end of the Outlines 
section. 
The use of an external resistance 

in the emitter or collector circuit of 
a transistor is an effective deterrent 
to damage which might be caused 
by thermal runaway. The minimum 
value of this resistance for low-level 
stages may be obtained from the 
following equation: 

E2 

25) 4 (P. -1- -Fc 

where E is the de collector supply 
voltage in volts, Po is the product of 
the collector-to-emitter voltage and 
the collector current at the desired 
operating point in watts, and K is 
the thermal resistance of the tran-
sistor and heat sink in degrees cen-
tigrade per watt. 

SHIELDING 

In high-frequency stages having 
high gain, undesired feedback may 
occur and produce harmful effects on 
circuit performance unless shielding 
is used. The output circuit of each 
stage is usually shielded from the 
input of the stage, and each high-
frequency stage is usually shielded 
from other high-frequency stages. It 
is also desirable to shield separately 
each unit of the high-frequency 
stages. For example, each if and rf 
coil in a superheterodyne receiver 
may be mounted in a separate shield 
can. Baffle plates may be mounted 
on the ganged tuning capacitor to 
shield each section of the capacitor 
from the other section. 
The shielding precautions required 

in a circuit depend on the design of 
the circuit and the layout of the 

parts. When the metal case of a 
transistor is grounded at the socket 
terminal, the grounding connection 
should be as short as possible to min-
imize lead inductance. Many transis-
tors have a separate lead connected 
to the case and used as a ground 
lead; where present, these leads are 
indicated in the outline diagrams. 

HIGH-FREQUENCY 
CONSIDERATIONS 

At frequencies of 100 megacycles 
per second or more, the effects of 
stray capacitances and inductances, 
ground paths, and feedback coupling 
have a pronounced effect on the gain 
and power-output capabilities of 
transistors. As a result, physical as-
pects such as layout, type of chassis, 
shielding, and heat-sink considera-
tions are important in the design of 
high-frequency amplifiers and os-
cillators. 

In general, high-frequency circuits 
are constructed on material such as 
brass or aluminum which is either 
silver-plated or machined to increase 
conductivity. The input and output 
circuits are "compartmentalized" by 
use of a milling operation. Copper-
clad laminated or printed circuit 
boards facilitate soldering opera-
tions, and have been used satisfac-
torily at frequencies up to 400 
megacycles per second when the en-
tire copper surface was kept intact 
and used for the ground plane. 
Because even a short lead pro-

vides a large impedance at high fre-
quencies, it is necessary to keep all 
high-frequency leads as short as pos-
sible. This precaution is especially 
important for ground connections 
and for all connections to bypass ca-
pacitors and high-frequency filter 
capacitors. It is recommended that 
a common ground return be used for 
each stage, and that short, direct 
connections be made to the common 
ground point. The emitter lead es-
pecially should be kept as short as 
possible. 

In many cases, problems of oscil-
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lation and regenerative feedback are 
caused by unwanted ground currents 
(i.e., ground-circuit feedback cur-
rents). An effective solution is to 
isolate the ac signal path from the 
dc path so that the signal does not 
pass through the power supply by 
way of the power leads. In a multi-
stage amplifier, the power leads 
should enter the circuit at the high-
est power stage to minimize the 
amount of signal on the common 
power path. Lower-frequency oscil-
lations can be minimized by use of 
a large capacitor across the power-
supply terminals. High-quality feed-
through capacitors should also be 
used as the power-lead connections. 

Particular care should be taken 
with the lead dress of the input and 
output circuits of high-frequency 
stages so that the possibility of stray 
coupling is minimized. Unshielded 

leads connected to shielded compo-
nents should be dressed close to the 
chassis. (In high-gain audio ampli-
fiers, these same precautions should 
be taken to minimize the possibility 
of self-oscillation.) 

FILTERS 

Feedback effects may occur in ra-
dio or television receivers as a result 
of coupling between stages through 
common voltage-supply circuits. Fil-
ters find an important use in mini-
mizing such effects. They should be 
placed in voltage-supply leads to 
each transistor to provide isolation 
between stages. 

Capacitors used in transistor rf 
circuits, particularly at high frequen-
cies, should be mica or ceramic. For 
audio bypassing, electrolytic capaci-
tors are required. 
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Interpretation of Data 

MHE technical data for RCA tran-
-L sistors given in the following sec-
tion include ratings, characteristics, 
typical operation values, and char-
acteristic curves. Unless otherwise 
specified, voltages and currents are 
de values, and values are obtained 
at an ambient temperature of 25°C. 

Ratings are established for semi-
conductor devices to help equipment 
designers utilize the performance 
and service capabilities of each type 
to the best advantage. These ratings 
are based on careful study and ex-
tensive testing, and indicate limits 
within which the specified character-
istics must be maintained to ensure 
satisfactory performance. The maxi-
mum ratings given for the semi-
conductor devices included in this 
Manual are based on the Absolute 
Maximum system. This system has 
been defined by the Joint Electron De-
vice Engineering Council (JEDEC) 
and standardized by the National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association 
(NEMA) and the Electronic Indus-
tries Association ( EIA). 

Absolute-maximum ratings are 
limiting values of operating and en-
vironmental conditions which should 
not be exceeded by any device of a 
specified type under any condition of 
operation. Effective use of these 
ratings requires close control of 
supply-voltage variations, component 
variations, equipment-control adjust-
ment, load variations, signal varia-
tions, and environmental conditions. 

Electrode voltage and current rat-
ings for transistors are in general 
self-explanatory, but a brief explana-
tion of some ratings will aid in the 
understanding and interpretation of 
transistor data. 
Voltage ratings are established 

with reference to a specified elec-
trode ( e.g., collector-to-emitter volt-
age), and indicate the maximum 
potential which can be placed across 
the two given electrodes before crys-
tal breakdown occurs. These ratings 
may be specified with the third elec-
trode open, or with specific bias volt-
ages or external resistances. 

Transistor dissipation is the power 
dissipated in the form of heat by the 
collector. It is the difference between 
the power supplied to the collector 
and the power delivered by the tran-
sistor to the load. Because of the 
sensitivity of semiconductor mate-
rials to variations in thermal condi-
tions, maximum dissipation ratings 
are usually given for specific tem-
perature conditions. 
For many types, the maximum 

value of transistor dissipation is spec-
ified for ambient, case, or mounting-
flange temperatures up to 25 degrees 
centigrade, and must be reduced 
linearly for higher temperatures. For 
such types, Fig. 157 can be used to 
determine maximum permissible dis-
sipation values at particular tem-
perature conditions above 25 degrees 
centigrade. (This figure cannot be 
assumed to apply to types other than 
those for which it is specified in the 
data section.) The curves show the 
permissible percentage of the maxi-
mum dissipation ratings as a func-
tion of ambient or ease temperature. 
Individual curves are plotted for 
maximum operating temperatures of 
50, 55, 71, 80, 85, 100, 125, 175, and 
200 degrees centigrade. If the maxi-
mum operating temperature of a 
transistor type is some other value, 
a new curve can be drawn from 
point A in the figure to the desired 
temperature value on the abscissa. 
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To use the chart, it is necessary to 
know the maximum dissipation rat-
ing and the maximum operating tem-
perature for a given transistor. The 
calculation involves only two steps: 

1. A vertical line is drawn at the 
desired operating temperature value 
on the abscissa to intersect the curve 
representing the maximum operating 
temperature for the transistor. 

2. A horizontal line drawn from 
this intersection point to the ordi-
nate establishes the permissible per-
centage of the maximum dissipation 
at the given temperature. 
The following example illustrates 

the calculation of the maximum per-
missible dissipation for transistor 
type 2N1490 at a case temperature 
of 100 degrees centigrade. This type 
has a maximum dissipation rating of 
75 watts at a case temperature of 25 
degrees centigrade, and a maximum 
permissible case-temperature rating 
of 200 degrees centigrade. 

1. A perpendicular line is drawn 
from the 100-degree point on the 
abscissa to the 200-degree curve. 

2. Projection of this point to the 
ordinate shows a percentage of 57.5. 

150 175 200 

Therefore, the maximum permis-
sible dissipation for the 2N1490 at 
a case temperature of 100 degrees 
centigrade is 0.575 times 75, or ap-
proximately 43 watts. 
Semiconductor devices require 

close control of thermal variations 
not only during operation, but also 
during storage. For this reason, the 
maximum ratings for transistors 
usually include a maximum permis-
sible storage temperature, as well as 
a maximum operating temperature. 

Characteristics are covered in the 
Transistor Characteristics section, 
and such data should be interpreted 
in accordance with the definitions 
given in that section. Characteristic 
curves represent the characteristics 
of an average transistor. Individual 
transistors, like any manufactured 
product, may have characteristics 
that range above or below the values 
given in the characteristic curves. 
Although some curves are extended 
beyond the maximum ratings of the 
transistor, this extension has been 
made only for convenience in calcula-
tions; no transistor should be oper-
ated outside of its maximum ratings. 
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Transistor Symbols 

Although transistor symbols have 
not yet been standardized 

throughout the industry, many sym-
bols have become fairly well es-
tablished by common usage. The 
transistor symbols used in this 
Manual are listed and defined in this 
section. 

GENERAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
SYMBOLS 

df 
77 

NF 

TA 
Te 

nip 

TSTG 
o 
9J-A 

0J-C 

9 .1-Mr 

te 

te -Ftr 

tr 

tp 

tr 
t. 
t. tf 

TB 

duty factor 
efficiency ( eta) 
noise figure 
temperature 
ambient temperature 
case temperature 
junction temperature 
mounting-flange temper-
ature 
storage temperature 
thermal resistance 
thermal resistance, junc-
tion-to-ambient 
thermal resistance, junc-
tion-to-case 
thermal resistance, junc-
tion-to-mounting-flange 
delay time 
turn-on time 
fall time 
pulse time 
rise time 
storage time 
turn-off time 
time constant (tau) 
saturation stored-charge 
time constant 

TRANSISTOR SYMBOLS 

collector-to-base f ee d-
back capacitance 

Ce 

Ceb 

Clbo 

Cleo 

Cobo 

Coeo 

ES/b 

fe 

fhtb 

fhfe 

gm. 

GPB 

Gpb 

Gpe 

hFB 

collector-to-case capaci-
tance 
collector-to-base f eed-
back capacitance 
input capacitance, open 
circuit (common base) 
input capacitance, open 
circuit (common emitter) 
output capacitance, open 
circuit (common base) 
output capacitance, open 
circuit (common emitter) 
second-breakdown energy 
cutoff frequency 
small-signal f o rw a r d-
c ur r ent transfer-ratio 
cutoff frequency, short-
circuit (common base) 
small-signal f o r w a r d-
current transfer-ratio 
cutoff frequency, short-
circuit ( common emitter) 
gain-bandwidth product 
(frequency at which 
small-signal f or war d-
current transfer ratio, 
common emitter, extra-
polates to unity) 
small-signal transcon-
ductance (common emit-
ter) 
large- signal average 
power gain (common 
base) 
s m a 11 - signal average 
power gain (common 
base) 
large- signal average 
power gain (common 
emitter) 
s m a 11 - signal average 
power gain (common 
emitter) 
static forward-current 
transfer ratio (common 
base) 
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htb 

hno 

hi. 

htb 

h11 

h.b 

h.. 

h.. 

h.. 

Is 
IBi 

IB2 

IC 
iC 

ICB 
ICB0 

'CEO 

ICER 

ICES 

ICEV 

¡CEE 

small-signal f or ward-
current transfer ratio, 
short circuit (common 
base) 
static forward-current 
transfer ratio (common 
emitter) 
small-signal f or w ar d-
current transfer ratio, 
short circuit (common 
emitter) 
small-signal input im-
pedance, short circuit 
(common base) 
static input resistance 
(common emitter) 
small-signal input im-
pedance, short circuit 
(common emitter) 
small-signal output im-
pedance, open circuit 
(common base) 
small-signal output im-
pedance, open circuit 
(common emitter) 
small-signal reverse-
voltage transfer ratio, 
open circuit (common 
base) 
small-signal reverse-
voltage transfer ratio, 
open circuit (common 
emitter) 
base current 
turn-on current 
turn-off current 
collector current 
collector current, instan-
taneous value 
collector-cutoff current 
collector-cutoff current, 
emitter open 
collector-cutoff current, 
base open 
collector-cutoff current, 
specified resistance be-
tween base and emitter 
collector-cutoff current, 
base short-circuited to 
emitter 
collector-cutoff current, 
specified voltage be-
tween base and emitter 
collector-cutoff current, 
specified circuit between 
base and emitter 

ICS 

IE 
IEBO 

Lab 

MAG 

MAG 

MUG 

PBE 

PIE 

PCB 

PCB 

PCE 

PCE 

PER 

PIB 

PI b 

PIE 

PI 

PCB 

P.. 

POE 

P.. 

Q. 

RCA Transistor Manual 

switching current (at 
minimum hill per spe-
cification) 
emitter current 
emitter-cutoff current, 
collector open 
second-breakdown collec-
tor current 
maximum available am-
plifier gain 
maximum available con-
version gain 
maximum usable ampli-
fier gain 
total de or average power 
input to base (common 
emitter) 
total instantaneous power 
input to base (common 
emitter) 
total de or average power 
input to collector (com-
mon base) 
total instantaneous power 
input to collector (com-
mon base) 
total de or average power 
input to collector (com-
mon emitter) 
total instantaneous power 
input to collector (com-
mon emitter) 
total de or average power 
input to emitter (com-
mon base) 
total instantaneous power 
input to emitter (com-
mon base) 
large-signal input power 
(common base) 
small-signal input power 
(common base) 
large-signal input power 
(common emitter) 
small-signal input power 
(common emitter) 
large-signal output power 
(common base) 
small-signal outputpower 
(common base) 
large-signal output power 
(common emitter) 
small-signal output power 
(common emitter) 
stored base charge 
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reg ( sat) collector-to-emitter satu-
ration resistance 

Re(h..) real part of small-signal 
input impedance, short 
circuit (common emitter) 

R0 generator resistance 
121. input resistance (com-

mon emitter) 
RL load resistance 
R.. output resistance (com-

mon emitter) 
Rs source resistance 
VBB base-supply voltage 
VBC base-to-collector voltage 
VBE base-to-emitter voltage 
V(BR)CB0 collector-to-base break-

down voltage, emitter 
open 
collector - to - emitter 
breakdown voltage, base 
open 
collector - to - emitter 
breakdown voltage, spe-
cified resistance between 
base and emitter 
collector - to - emitter 
breakdown voltage, base 
short-circuited to emit-
ter 
collector - to - emitter 
breakdown voltage, spe-
cified voltage between 
base and emitter 
emitter-to-base break-
down voltage, collector 
open 
collector-to-base voltage 
de open-circuit voltage 
between collector and 
base (floating potential), 
emitter biased with re-
spect to base 

Ve11(fl) de open-circuit voltage 
between collector and 
emitter (floating poten-
tial), base biased with 
respect to emitter 
collector-to-base voltage 
(emitter open) 
collector-to-base voltage, 
specified voltage between 
emitter and base 
collector-supply voltage 
collector-to-emitter volt-
age 

V(BR)CE0 

V(BR)CER 

V(BmeEs 

VIBR)CEY 

V(BR)EBO 

VCB 

V8(fl) 

VCBO 

VCBV 

VCC 
VC' 

VCEO 

VCER 

VCES 

VCET 

VCE (sat) 

VES 

VEB(fl) 

VEBO 

VEE 
VET 
Yfe 

Yle 

Y.. 
Yr, 

A 

B.. 
Cr 

Cd. 

Ced 

cr. 

CI.. 

Cr.. 

gfe 

collector-to-emitter volt-
age, base open 
collector-to-emitter volt-
age, specified resistance 
between base and emit-
ter 
collector-to-emitter volt-
age, base short-circuited 
to emitter 
collector-to-emitter volt-
age, specified voltage be-
tween base and emitter 
collector-to-emitter satu-
ration voltage 
emitter-to-base voltage 
de open-circuit voltage 
between emitter and base 
(floating potential), col-
lector biased with respect 
to base 
emitter-to-base voltage, 
collector open 
emitter-supply voltage 
reach-through voltage 
forward transconduct-
ance 
input admittance 
output admittance 
reverse transconductance 

MOS FIELD-EFFECT 
TRANSISTOR SYMBOLS 

voltage amplification 
(= Yi./Yo. YL) 
=  Cd• 

intrinsic channel capaci-
tance 
drain-to-source capaci-
tance (includes approxi-
mately 1-pF drain-to-
case and interlead ca-
pacitance) 
gate-to-drain capacitance 
(includes 0.1-pF inter-
lead capacitance) 
gate-to-source interlead 
and case capacitance 
small-signal input ca-
pacitance, short circuit 
small-signal reverse 
transfer capacitance, 
short circuit 
forward transconduct-
ance 
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gi• 
g.. 
ID 
IDs(OFF) 

1088 

NF 

r0 

rd 

rDd(ON) 

r.. 

input conductance 
output conductance 
dc drain current 
drain-to-source OFF cur-
rent . 
gate leakage current 
spot noise figure (gen-
erator resistance RG - 
1 megohm) 
effective gate series re-
sistance 
active channel resistance 
unmodulated channel re-
sistance 
drain-to-source ON re-
sistance 
gate-to-drain leakage re-
sistance 
gate-to-source leakage 
resistance 

VDB 

VDS 
VGB 

VG B 

Vos 

VGS 
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drain-to-substrate volt-
age 
drain-to-source voltage 
de gate-to-substrate volt-
age 
peak gate-to-substrate 
voltage 
de gate-to-source volt-
age 
peak gate-to-source volt-
age 
gate-to-source cutoff 
voltage 
forward transadmit-
tance fgt. 
output admittance = 
gc.• jB.•, B0. = wcd• 
load admittance = gz. -F 
jBL 

RCA Military—Specification 
Transistors 
TYPE MIL-S-19500/ TYPE MIL-S-19500/ 
JAN-2N174 13B JAN-2N1308 126B 
JAN-2N220 1 JAN-2N1309 126B 
JAN-2N274 26 (Sig C) JAN-2N1412 76B (Navy) 
JAN-2N384 27D JAN-2N1479 207A (EL) 
JAN-2N388 65A JAN-2N1480 207A (EL) 

JAN-2N396A 64C JAN-2N1481 207A (EL) 
JAN-2N398 174 (Navy) JAN-2N1482 207A (EL) 
JAN-2N404 20B JAN-2N1483 108A (EL) 
JAN-2N706 120A JAN-2N1484 180A (EL) 
JAN-2N962 258 (Navy) JAN-2N1485 180A (EL) 

JAN-2N964 258 (Navy) JAN-2N1486 180A (EL) 
JAN-2N1183 143A (EL) JAN-2N1487 208A (EL) 
JAN-2N1183A 143A (EL) JAN-2N1488 208A (EL) 
JAN-2N1183B 143A (EL) JAN-2N1489 208A (EL) 
JAN-2N1184 143A (EL) JAN-2N1490 208A (EL) 

JAN-2N1184A 143A (EL) JAN-2N1493 247 (EL) 
JAN-2N1184B 143A (EL) JAN-2N1853 171A (Navy) 
JAN-2N1224 189 (Sig C) JAN-2N1854 172A (Navy) 
JAN-2N1225 189 (Sig C) JAN-2N2015 248A (EL) 
JAN-2N1302 126B JAN-2N2016 248A (EL) 

JAN-2N1303 126B JAN-2N2273 244A (Sig C) 
JAN-2N1304 126B JAN-2N2708 302 (EL) 
JAN-2N1305 126B 
JAN-2N1306 126B 
JAN-2N1307 126B 

Copies of transistor specification sheets 
may be obtained by directing requests to 
Specifications Division, Naval Supply 
Depot, 5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia 
20, Pa., Attn: CDS 
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Transistor Selection Charts 

The accompanying charts classify 
RCA transistors by function, by 

material, and by performance level. 
These charts are particularly useful 
for an initial selection of suitable 
transistors for a specific applica-
tion. More complete data on these 

Audio-Frequency Applications 
SMALL SIGNAL—CLASS A 

Germanium n-p-n 

2N1010 

Germanium p-n-p 
2N2613 2N2614 40263 

Silicon n-p-n 

2N718A 
2N720A 
2N2102 
2N2270 
2N2405 
2N2895 

2N2896 
2N2897 
2N3241 
2N3242 
3N98Á 
3N99• 

40084 
40231 
40232 
40233 
40234 
40366-

LARGE-SIGNAL POWER AMPLIFIER— 
CLASS A and CLASS B 

Germanium n-p-n 
2N647 2N649 

Germanium p-n-p 

Dissipations up to 50 W 

2N1183 2N2148° 40051* 
2N1183A 2N2869e 40253 
2N1183B 2N2870* 402546 
2N1184 2N2953 40239 
2N1184A 40022* 40395 
2N1184B 40050° 40396 
2N2147• 

Dissipations of 50 W or More 
2N173 2N442 2N1358 
2N174 2N443 2N1412 
2N277 2N1099 2N1905 
2N278 2N1100 2N1906 
2N441 
• For printed-circuit-board applications. 
• High-fidelity power-amplifier type. 

devices, given in the Technical Data 
section, should then be consulted to 
determine the most suitable type. 
Data charts for rectifiers, silicon 
controlled rectifiers ( SCR's), and 
semiconductor diodes are given later 
(see Table of Contents). 
Silicon p-n-p 
10319 10106 .10110 
40362 
Silicon n-p-n 

Dissipations up to 5 W 
2N1479 40315 40348V1* 
2N1480 40317 40348V2 
2N1481 40320 40349 

40321 40349V1* 
40323 40349V2 
40326 40360 
40327 40361 
40347 40367:' 
40347V1* 40407 
40347V2 40408 
40348 40409 

2N3583 40313 
2N3584 40316 
2N3878 40318 

Dissipations of 50 W or More 
2N1487 2N2338 2N3772 
2N1488 2N3055 2N3773 
2N1489 2N3263 40251 
2N1490 2N3264 40325 
2N1702 2N3265 40363 
2N1703 2N3266 40369° 
2N2015 2N3442 40411 
2N2016 2N3771 
• High-power extended-frequency-range 
type. 

• N-channel depletion type. 
(.) High-reliability type. 

2N1482 
2N1700 
2N1711 
2N3585 
40084 
402646 
40309 
40311 
40314 

Dissipations of 5 IV to 50 TV 
2N1483 2N3879 40322 
2N1484 40250 40324 
2N1485 40250V1* 40328 
2N1486 40251 40364 
2N1701 40310 40368 
2N3054 40312 40372* 

40374* 
40375* 
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Radio-Frequency Applications 
SMALL SIGNAL, UHF and VHF 

Germanium n-p-n 

2N2482 

Germanium p-n-p 

2N384 
2N1023 
2N1066 

Silicon n-p-n 

2N917 
2N918 
2N2708 
2N2857 
2N3053 
2N3478 
2N3600 

LARGE SIGNAL, 

Silicon n-p-n 

2N699 
2N1491 
2N1492 
2N1493 
2N2631 
2N2876 
2N3229 
2N3375t 
2N3553t 

2N1177 
2N1178 
2N1179 

2N3932 
2N3933 
2N4036 
2N4037 
40242 
40294 
40295 

UHF and VHF 

2N3632t 
2N3733t 
2N3866t 
2N4012t# 
40279t 
40280t 
40281f 
40282t 

HIGH FREQUENCY 

Germanium p-n-p 

2N274 2N1225 
2N370 2N1226 
2N384 2N1283 
2N1023 2N1395 
2N1066 2N1396 
2N1224 

2N1225 
2N1396 
2N1397 

40296 
40404 
40405 
40391 
40392 
40394 

40290t 
40291t 
40292t 
40305f 
40306t 
40307t 
40340t 
40341t 

2N1397 
2N1631 
2N1632 
2N1637 
2N2273 

Silicon n-p-n 

40080 40243 40245 
40081 40244 40246 
40082 

MIXER, OSCILLATOR, and CONVERTER 

Germanium p-n-p 

2N274 2N1179 
2N374 2N1224 
2N384 2N1225 
2N1023 2N1226 
2N1066 2N1395 
2N1178 2N1396 
Silicon n-p-n 

40243 40244 

t Overlay type. 

2N1397 
2N1426 
2N1526 
2N1527 
2N1639 
40261 

IF AMPLIFIER 

Germanium p-n-p 

2N139 2N1066 
2N218 2N1180 
2N274 2N1224 
2N384 2N1225 
2N409 2N1226 
2N410 2N1395 
2N1023 

Silicon n-p-n 

40080 40243 40245 
40081 40244 40246 
40082 

VIDEO AMPLIFIER 

Germanium p-n-p 

2N274 
2N384 
2N699 
2N1023 

2N1066 
2N1224 
2N1225 
2N1226 

2N1396 
2N1397 
2N1524 
2N1525 
2N1638 
40262 

2N1395 
2N1396 
2N1397 

Silicon n-p-n 

2N1491 2N2102 2N3118 
2N1492 2N2708 40245 
2N1493 2N2857 40246 

Television Applications 

TV DEFLECTION 
Germanium p-n-p 

2N3730 2N3731 2N3732 

TV TUNER 
Silicon n-p-n 

40235 10237 40350 
40236 

TV VIDEO OUTPUT 
Silicon n-p-n 

40354 40355 

TV IF AMPLIFIER 
Silicon n-p-n 

40238 40240 40352 
40239 40351 

Power Switching 

Dissipations up to 5 W 

Silicon n-p-n (Medium Voltage, up to 100V) 

2N697 2N1613 2N3119 
2N718A 

Silicon n-p-n (High Voltage, above 100V) 

2N720A 2N1893 

Frequency-multiplier type. 
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Dissipations from 5 W to 50 W 

Germanium p-n-p (Medium Voltage, up to 100V) 
2N1183 2N1184 2N2869 
2N1183A 2N1184A 2N2870 
2N1183B 2N1184B 

Silicon n-p-n (Medium Voltage, up to 100V) 
2N1479 2N1701 40082 
2N1481 2N2270 40250 
2N1483 2N3053 40278 
2N1485 2N3054 40347 
2N1700 2N3230 40348 

Silicon n-p-n (High Voltage, above 100V) 
2N1480 2N3231 40349 
2N1482 2N3262 40366 
2N1484 2N3441 40367° 
2N1486 2N3878 40368° 
2N2102 2N3879 40373* 
2N2405 40346 40375* 

Silicon n-p-n (Very High Voltage, above 250V) 
2N3439 2N3584 40255 
2N3440 2N3585 40256 
2N3583 40374* 

Dissipations of 50 W or More 

Germanium 
2N173 
2N174 
2N277 
2N278 

p-n-p (Medium Voltage, up to 100V) 
2N441 2N1100 
2N442 2N1358 
2N443 2N1412 
2N1099 2N1905 

Germanium p-n-p (High Voltage, above 100Y) 

2N1906 

Silicon n- p-n (Medium Voltage, up to 10011) 
2N1487 2N1702 2N3055 
2N1488 2N1703 2N3771 
2N1489 2N2015 2N3772 
2N1490 2N2338 40251 

Silicon n-p-n (High Voltage, above 100V) 
2N2016 2N3265 2N3442 
2N3263 2N3266 2N3773 
2N3264 

LIC-TO-DC CONVERTERS, INVERTERS. CHOPPERS, 
RELAY CONTOLS, VOLTAGE and CURRENT 
REGULATORS, SERVO AMPLIFIERS 

Germanium p-n-p 
2N173 2N443 
2N174 2N1099 
2N277 2N1100 
2N278 2N1183 
2N441 2N1183A 
2N442 2N1183B 

2N1184 
2N1184A 
2N1184B 
2N1358 
2N1412 

Silicon n-p-n 

2N1487 2N3054 2N3583 
2N1488 2N3055 2N3584 
2N1489 2N3263 2N3585 
2N1490 2N3264 3N98& 
2N1700 2N3265 3N99Á 
2N1701 2N3266 40255 
2N1702 2N3439 40256 
2N1703 2N3440 40369° 
2N2015 2N3441 40389* 
2N2016 2N3442 40390* 
2N2338 

DIFFERENTIAL and OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 
Silicon n- p-n 

2N1613 2N3440 40255 
2N2102 3N98A 40256 
2N2270 3N99* 40346 
2N3439 40366° 

Computer Applications 

MEMORY DRIVERS 
Germanium p-n-p 

2N1384 

Silicon n-p-n 

2N2476 2N3261 2N3512 
2N2477 2N3262 40283 

LOGIC CIRCUITS 
Germanium p- n-p (Low and Medium Speed) 

2N104 2N1301 2N1309 
2N404A 2N1303 2N1384 
2N414 2N1305 2N1683 
2N1300 2N1307 40269 

Germanium n- p- n ( Low and Medium Speed) 

2N585 2N1302 2N1308 
2N1090 2N1304 2N1605 
2N1091 2N1306 2N1605A 

Silicon n-p-n (High Speed) 

2N706 2N2205 40217 
2N706A 2N2369A 40218 
2N708 2N2475 40219 
2N709 2N2938 40220 
2N834 2N3011 40221 
2N914 2N3261 40222 

DIRECT ON-OFF CONTROL (NEON OR INCANDES-
CENT-LAMP INDICATORS. RELAYS, COUNTERS, 
and OTHER HIGH-VOLTAGE CIRCUITS) 

2N398 2N398A 2N398B 

• N-channel depletion type. 
0 High-reliability type. 
• For printed-circuit-board applications. 
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Technical Data 
for RCA Transitors 

This section contains detailed technical data for all current RCA transistors. 
Types are listed according to the numerical-alphabetical-numerical se-
quence of their type designations. Tabular data for RCA discontinued tran-
sistors are given at the end of the section. Tabular data for silicon 
rectifiers, silicon controlled rectifiers ( SCR's), and semiconductor diodes 
are given later in the Manual, ai are outline drawings and information on 
mounting hardware for all RCA semiconductor devices ( see Table of 
Contents). 

2N104 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power audio-frequency service. 
JEDEC TO-40, Outline No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VI2110 —30 V 
Collector Current   Ic —50 mA 
Emitter Current   I a 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
At TA up to 25°C   PT 150 mW 
At TA = 50°C   PT 80 mW 
At TA = 70°C   PT 30 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 70 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = —20 µA, 
In — 0)   V(1112)C110 —30 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ven = —12 V, IE — 0)   ICB0 —10 max nA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Ves = —12 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO —10 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(We -= —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   hfe 44 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ven = —3 V. Ic = —0.2 mA)   flan 0.7 Mc/s 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 0.4 °C/mW 

2N109 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power, small-signal and large-
signal audio applications in consumer-product equipment. JEDEC TO-40, 
Outline No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCB0 —35 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   W E° —25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —12 V 
Collector Current   Ic —150 mA 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25'C   PT 165 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 85 *C 
Storage   TBTG —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = —50 A. 
IE — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —1 mA, 
IB — 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = —7 µA, 
lc — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = —50 mA, 
IB = —5 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = —1 V, lc .= —50 mA) 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( Veil = —30 V, IE — 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = —12 V. Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (VcE = —1 V  
Ic = —50 mA)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE = —6 V. le = —1 mA, f =- 1 kc/s)   

Small-Signal Input Impedance (VcE = —6 V. 
IE = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   

Output Capacitance (Vca = —6 V. IC = —1 mA, 
f = 0.5 Mc/s)   

TRANSISTOR 

Vuot)cuo —35 min V 

VlBIDCE0 —25 min V 

V(BR)EBO —12 min V 

VCE (sat) —0.15 max V 
VBE 0.2 to 0.4 V 
Ica° —7 max µA 
leso —7 max µA 

hrE 65 to 115 

ht. 50 to 150 

hi. 1000 to 4000 0 

Cabo 20 to 60 pF 

2N139 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used primarily in 455-kilocycle intermediate-
frequency amplifier service in battery-operated portable radio receivers and 
automobile radio receivers operating from either a 6-volt or a 12-volt sup-
ply. JEDEC TO-40, Outline No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 base, 3 
collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wm) —16 v 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBll —12 V 
Collector Current   Ic —15 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 15 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   Px 80 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 10 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) to 71 °C 
Storage   TSTG to 85 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = —10 µA, 
IE — 0)   VlBRICB0 —16 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = —12 V. IE — 0)   Iciio —6 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current ( VEB = —12 V, Ic — 0)   IBEO —40 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vez = —9 V, 
Iv = —0.6 mA )   hFE 48 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( VcE = —9 V, Ic = —1 mA) fr 14 Mc/s 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN 455-kc/s IF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vit: —9 —9 V 
DC Collector Current   Ic —0.5 —1 mA 
Input Resistance ( approx.)   Rs 1000 500 n 
Output Resistance ( approx.)   RI. 70000 30000 o 
Maximum Power Gain ( approx.)   MAG 38 37 dB 
Useful Power Gain ( approx.)   MUG 27.6 30.4 dB 
Spot Noise Figure ( approx.)   NF 4.5 4.5 dB 
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2N140 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used primarily in converter and mixer-oscillator 
service in AM battery-operated portable radio receivers and automobile 
radio receivers operating from either a 6-volt or a 12-volt supply. JEDEC 
TO-40, Outline No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno —16 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vent( —0.5 V 
Collector Current   L. —15 mA 
Emitter Current   le 15 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 80 MW 
TA = 71°C   PT 10 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   Tait: —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( L. = —10 µA, 
IS — 0)   Vouio no —16 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Wu = —12 V, IS = 0)   Ica() —6 max gA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Wu = —0.5 V, Ic = 0)   Inno —12 µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs = —9 V. 
Ic = —0.6 mA)   hi. 48 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( V. c ,-- —9 V, I,. .-_-_. —06 mA) fu• 16.5 Mc/s 

TYPICAL OPERATION AT 1 Mcis IN SELF-EXCITED CONVERTER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector- to-Emitter Voltage   V, s —9 v 
DC Collector Current   Ic —0.6 mA 
Input Resistance (approx.)   Rs 700 0 
Output Resistance (approx.)   Ri, 75000 n 
RMS Base-to-Emitter Oscillator Injection Voltage 

(approx.)   100 mV 
Useful Conversion Power Gain (approx.)   MUG 32 dB 

2N173 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in equipment having high voltage, current, and dissipation 
requirements. It is used in power switching, voltage- and current-regulating, 
dc-to-dc converter, inverter, power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating 
circuits; and in low-frequency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. JEDEC 
TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: Lug 1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting 
Stud - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage (Vus = 1.5 V)   Win. —60 v 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO —40 V 
Collector Current   Ic —15 A 
Emitter Current   Is 15 A 
Base Current   IB —4 A 
Transistor Dissipation: - 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 150 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Tc) and Storage (Tino) —65 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.3 A, Rim — 0   V(BR)CES —50 min 
Ic = —1 A, In — 0   V(BR)CE0 —45 min 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —12 A, In = —2 A  Vez (sat) —0.7 max 
Ic = —12 A, In = —2 A  VCE (sat) —0.3 tYP 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( le = —5 A, Ves = —2 V) Vas —0.65 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Ws = —80 V. Is = 0)   VEB —1 max 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VRT —60 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = —2 V, IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   Ica° —100 µA 
Vcn = —60 V, Is = 0, To = 25°C   ICB0 —4 max mA 
Vce = —60 V, IE = 0, Tc = 71°C   Ice° —15 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VES = —40 V, Ic — 0   hum —1 typ mA 
VES = —40 V, Ic — 0   lEeo —4 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VcE = —2 V, Ic ...=. —5 A   hre 35 to 70 
W E = —2 V, lc = —12 A   him: 25 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (VcE = —6 V, Ic = —5 A)   fete 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al-C 

-15 

4 10 
o 

-d 

1111111 1 
TYPE 
COMMON 
CASE 

2NI73 

TEMPERATURE•25•C 

-700 
_600 _500 

-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

--1_600 
"---- 
...---- 

,---300 

-200 
-250 

5 

-100 

BASE MILLIAMPERES•-
-10 

3 

O 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

10 ke/s 
0.5 max °C/W 

-10 -20 -30 -40 -50 

COLLECTOR-TO- EMITTER VOLTS 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N173 
-COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

INPUT.  
•-2 

G 

t• 

Net 
C 5 ,A0 

2 

0 -0.2 -0.4 -Q6 -08 
BASE-TO- EMITTER VOLTS 

92CS-10709T 

-J o 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

-60 

92CM 107222 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2NI73 
-COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, 
COLLECTOR- TO-EMITTER 

BASE 
VOLTS 

INPUT.   
• - 2 

_AO 

E.' 
? et` 

O -0.1 -02 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 
BASE AMPERES 

92n- 10712T 

2N174 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in equipment having high voltage, current, and dissipation 
requirements. It is used in power switching, voltage- and current-regulating, 
dc-to-dc converter, inverter, power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating 
circuits; and in low-frequency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. JEDEC 
TO-36, Outline No.11, Terminals: Lug 1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting 
Stud - collector and case. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage (Vies = 1.5V)   VCBY —80 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V EBO —60 V 
Collector Current   IC — 15 A 
Emitter Current   IR 15 A 
Base Current   IB —4 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ty up to 25°C   PT 150 W  
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Case Temperature Range: 
Operating (Tc) and Storage ( Merv)   —65 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.3 A , RUE — 0   V (BR) CES — 70 min 
le = —1 A. In — 0)   V (BR) CEO —55 min 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —12 A. Is = —2 A  V CE (sat) —0.7 max 
Ic _= — 12 A , Is = —2 A  V CE (sat) —0.3 typ 

Emitter to Base Voltage (Ws = —80 V, Is = 0)   VEB —1 max 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VET —80 min 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vcs = —2 V, Ic = —5 A   VUE —0.65 typ 
VCE = —2 V. Iv = — 5 A   VUE —0.9 max 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcs = — 2 V. IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   ICHO 
Vea = —80 V. IE = 0, 're -= 25°C   ICB0 
Vce , —80 V, IE = 0. Te = 71°C   ICB0 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VEB = —60 V, IC — 0   IEBO 
VER = — 60 V, Ie — 0   IERO 

20 

5 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

C
C
 
<
C
C
<
 
C
C
 

—100 
—4 max mA 
—15 max mA 

—1 typ mA 
—4 max mA 

I 1 I I I 1 I 
TYPE 2N174 

— COMMON - EMITTER C RCUIT • BASE INPUT. 
CASE TEMPERATURE • 25.0 

-- BOO 
*- -700 
,---- 600 

-500 
-400 

-...---• 

-300 
-250 

-200 

e 

- 

BASE MILLIAMPERES ' 

) 
O -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 

COLLECTOR-TO -EMITTER VOLTS 92CM-10736T 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
_ COMMON 
COLLECTOR 

2N174 
-EMITTER 

-TO -EMITTER 
CIRCUIT. BASE 

VOLTS 
INPUT. 
•-2 

0111" 

p 

i 

TYPE 
COMMON 

'. COLLECTOR 

2N174 '  
-EMITTER 
-TO-EMITTER 

CIRCUIT, 

CASE' 

BASE 
VOLTS 

INPUT. 
•-2 

RE-*-
Pelee) z5 

, 
I 
' AdC 

130 

0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

92CS-10710T 

O -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 - 0.8 
BASE AMPERES 

s2cS - 10711T 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = —2 V, Ic = —5 A   tiFE 25 to 50 
VCE = —2 V. Ic = —12 A   FIFE 20 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Vea = —6 V, Ic = —5 A)   fht. 10 kc/s 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-e 0.5 max °C/W 

TRANSISTOR 2N175 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in small-signal af amplifier applications 
in hearing aids, microphone preamplifiers, recorders, and other low-power 
applications. JEDEC TO-40, Outline No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Yeso —10 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO —10 V 
Collector Current   Ic —2 mA 
Emitter Current   Is 2 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA at 25°C   PT 50 mW 
TA at 71°C   Px 10 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) 71 °C 
Storage   TSTM —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vea --= —25 V, IE = 0)   ICB0 —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —12 V, Ic — 0)   Iicao —12 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Vea = —4 V, Ir = —0.5 mA)   fhtt, 0.85 Mc/s 

Noise Figure ( Vea = —4 V, Ic = —0.5 mA, 
RI. = 1000 a Ro. = 20000 LI)   NF 6 max dB 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N176 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in large-signal af amplifiers in class A 
power-output stages and class B push-pull amplifier stages in automobile 
radio receivers. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 - base, 2 - emitter, 
Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veao —40 V 
Collector Current   Ic —3 A 
Emitter Current   Is 3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TM F up to 80*C   PT 10 W 
TM F above 80°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Tye) and Storage (Twat)   —65 to 90 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Je = —330 mA, RBE — 0)   V(BR)CES —30 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = —30 V. Is — 0)   Ica° —3 max mA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —10 V, Ic — 0)   IERO —2 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves =- —2 V, Ic = —0.5 A)   hric 63 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(f = 1 kc/s, Vea = —2 V, Ie = —0.5 A)   h f e 45 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J- k 1 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS A POWER-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vo• —14.4 v 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE —13.7 v 
DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage   VBE —0.24 v 
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TYPICAL OPERATION (cont'd) 

Peak Collector Current   ico,..10 —1 A 
Zero-Signal Collector Current   —0.5 A 
Emitter Resistance   1 il 
Load Impedance   Iii, 25 n 
Signal Frequency   1 kc/s 
Signal-Source Impedance   Rs 10 n 
Power Gain   GPE 35.5 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion   4 % 
Zero-Signal Collector Dissipation   6.83 W 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 2 W 

2N215 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power audio-frequency amplifier 
applications. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. This type is electrically identical with type 2N104. 

2N217 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power, small-signal and large-signal 
audio applications in consumer-product equipment. JEDEC TO-1, Outline 
No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is electrically 
identical with type 2N109. 

2N218 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used primarily in 455-kilocycle intermediate-
frequency amplifier service in battery-operated portable radio receivers and 
automobile radio receivers operating from either a 6-volt or a 12-volt sup-
ply. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 
This type is electrically identical with type 2N139. 

2N219 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used primarily in converter and mixer-oscillator 
service in AM battery-operated portable radio receivers and automobile radio 
receivers operating from either a 6-volt or a 12-volt supply. JEDEC TO-1, 
Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is 
electrically identical with type 2N140. 

2N220 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in small-signal af amplifier applications 
in hearing aids, microphone preamplifiers, recorders, and other low-power 
applications. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. This type is electrically identical with type 2N175. 

2N270 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in large-signal applications in class A 
driver stages and af amplifiers, and class B push-pull line- and battery-
operated af amplifiers. Similar to JEDEC TO-7 (3-lead type), Outline No.4. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - no connection, 4 - collector. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   
Storage   

Vox> 
VEDO 
Ic 
In 

PT 
PT 

TA (opr) 
TETO 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vczo 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vca = —25 V. Iz — 0)   leso 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vine = —12 V, Ic = 0)   ISBO 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcz = —1 V. lc = —150 mA)   hrz 

Gain-Bandwidth Product   Pr 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   01-A 

—25 
—12 
—75 
75 

V 
mA 
mA 

250 mW 
See curve page 112 

—65 to 71 °C 
—65 to 85 °C 

—25 
16 max 

—12 max 

V 
µA 
µA 

70 
1 Mc/5 

0.24 max °C/mW 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS A POWER-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —9 v 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vcz —6.7 V 
DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage   VBE —0.19 V 
DC Collector Current   Ic —19 mA 
Emitter Resistance   400 n 
Load Impedance   Ri, 490 n 
Signal Frequency   1 kc/s 
Power Gain   GPE 35 dB 
Zero-Signal Transistor Dissipation   128 mW 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 60 mW 
Total Harmonic Distortion: 
At power output = 60 mW   10 max % 
At power output = 10 mW   4 max % 

TRANSISTOR 2N274 
Ge p-n-p alloy drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, 
and converter circuits, and in low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial 
and military equipment. JEDEC TO-44, Outline No.14. Terminals: 1 - 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, Center Lead - interlead shield and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VeB0 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vale = 0.5 V)   VCEV 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Viso 
Collector Current   Ic 
Emitter Current   Lc 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 
TA = 25°C (with heat sink)   PT 
TA above 25°C ( with heat sink)   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tsro)   —65 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —50 iiA, Iz — 0)   
Collector-to-Base Reach-Through Voltage 

(Vim =. —0.5 V)   VET —40 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veit = —12 V. IE = 0 )   leso —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —0.5 V, IC — 0 )   TESO —12 max iiA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(f = 1 kc/s. Ves = —12 V. IS = 1.5 mA)   hfe 20 to 175 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vcr = —12 V, IE --,.• 1.5 mA)   fen 30 Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (Vol = —12 V, Is — 0)   Cobo 3 max PF 
Input Resistance: 
WE = —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 Mc/s   R le 150 4) 
W E = —12 V. IS = 1.5 mA, f = 1.5 Me/s   RI. 1350 n 

—40 
—40 
—0.5 
—10 
10 

V 
mA 
mA 
mA 

120 mW 
See curve page 112 

240 mW 
See curve page 112 

VCBR)CB0 —40 min v 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Output Resistance: 
VCE = — 12 V, IS = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 Mc/s   Roe 
VCE = — 12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 1.5 Mc/s   Roe 

Power Gain: 
Vcz = —12 V, IE = 1.5 mA, f =- 12.5 Mc/s   Gpe 
VcE = — 12 V, IS = 1.5 mA. f = 1.5 Mc/s   Gpe 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-A 

-3.5 

3 

2 

0.5 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

4000 o 
70000 n 

17 to 27 dB 
40 to 50 dB 

0.31 max °C/mW 
0.62 max °C/mW 

TYPE 
COMMON 
-AMBIENT 

2N274 
-EMITTER 
TEMPERATURE 

CIRCUIT, BASE 
• 25•C 

INPUT. 

-50 

-40 

-30 

BASE MICROAMPERES• 
20 

-10 

0 -2 -4 -6 -8 - O - 2 -14 -16 - 8 -20 
COLLECTOR-TO- EMITTER VOLTS 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN VIDEO-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   V E 
DC Emitter Current   IR 
Source Impedance   Rs 
Capacitive Load   
Frequency Response   
Pulse-Rise Time   
Voltage Gain   
Maximum Peak-to-Peak Output Voltage 

CI 

70 PREVIOUS 
STAGE 

-28 VOLTS DC 

,, - OUTPUT 
— ‘j TO 
lb Ref 

CENTER LOAD 
LEAD 

C4 

te 

-22 -24 -26 
92C1.1-9418Ti 

—12 V 
5.8 mA 
150 
16 pF 

20 c/s to 9 Mc/s 
0.039 

26 cÉ 
20 V 

Ci = 25 µF, 12 volts 

C2 = 25 iLF, 25 volts 
Ca = 100 to 300 pF ( variable) 

= 100 µF. 12 volts 
L = 30 µ1-1 

= 20000 ohms, 0.25 watt 
R2 = 3600 ohms, 0.25 watt 

R2 = 2000 ohms, 0.25 watt 
R4 = 62 ohms, 0.25 watt 
R4 = 620 ohms, 0.25 watt 

92C5-10394R I 
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POWER TRANSiSTOR 2N277 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in industrial and military equipment requiring transistors 
having high voltage, current, and dissipation values. It is used in power-
switching, voltage- and current-regulating, dc-to-dc converter, inverter, 
power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating circuit; and in low-fre-
quency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. 
Terminals: Lug 1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. 
This type is identical with type 2N173 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector- to-Base Voltage (VBE = 1.5 V)   W m, —40 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vicco —20 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
le = —0.3 A, RBI.: — 0   VlB 10 CM —40 min v 
Iv = —1 A, Ic — 0   Valtom) —25 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —12 A, In = —2 A)   Ws (sat) —0.3 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage ( Vcc = —40 V, IE = 0)   VEB —1 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VET —40 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veil = —40 V, IE = 0, Tv = 25°C   ICBO —4 max mA 
Vcc = —40 V, IE -= 0. Te = 71°C   Ica° —15 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = —20 V. Ic — 0   IBM/ —1 typ mA 
Ve,, = —20 V, lc — 0   IEBO —4 max mA 

20 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
COMMON- 
CASE 

1 
2N277 

TEMPERATURE 

1 

EMITTER 

'rill,' 

CIRCUIT, 
• 25•C 

BASE INPUT. 

-BOO 
-700 

-600 

-300 

h °° 

-2 0 
-150 

__...... _No0 

BASE MILLIAMPERill.../ 
50 

... V1) 0 

....--"'" 
0 -15 -20 -25 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 
-35 -40 

9201-10725T 

V 
V 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N278 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in industrial and military equipment requiring transistors 
having high voltage, current, and dissipation values. It is used in power-
switching, voltage- and current-regulating, dc-to-dc converter, inverter, 
power-switching, and relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits; and in low-fre-
quency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. 
Terminals: Lug 1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and 
case. This type is identical with type 2N173 except for the following items: 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage (Vac = 1.5 V)   VCB V —50 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —30 V 
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o 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
lc = —0.3 A   
lc = —1 A. Is —   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Ves = —50 V, Is — 0) 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = —50 V, Is = 0, Tc = 71°C   
Ves = —50 V. In .= 0, Tc = 25°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
Vs = —30 V. Ic —   
Vice = —30 V, Ic —   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR 

V(BR)CES —45 min V 
V(BR)CE0 —30 min V 
VEB —1 max V 
Vas —50 min V 

leso 
leso 

Ulm 
IEBO 

CHARACTERISTICS 

—4 max mA 
—15 max mA 

—1 typ mA 
—4 max mA 

, 
TYPE 2N278 
COMMON - EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

, 

—CASE TEMPERATURE 

-8001 

• 25.0 

-500 
-400 
_ 

-500 

-%50 

AO 

BASE mILLIAmP RES* --S° 

-10 -20 -30 -40 -50 
COLLECTOR- TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

2N351 POWER TRANSISTOR 

92CM-10731T 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in large-signal af amplifiers in class A 
power-output stages and class B push-pull amplifier stages in automobile 
radio receivers. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - 
emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. This type is identical with 
type 2N176 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Von = —2 V. 
IC = —0.7 A)   her: 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(f = 1 kc/s, VCE = —2 V, le = —0.7 A)   hr, 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS A POWER-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —14.4 V 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE —13.2 V 
DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage   VBE —0.3 V 
Peak Collector Current   ic(peak) —1.4 A 
Zero-Signal Collector Current   lc —0.7 A 
Emitter Resistance   1 0 
Load Impedance   RI, 15 0 
Signal Frequency   1 kc/s 
Signal-Source Impedance   Rs lo n 
Power Gain   MUG 33.5 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion (Po. = 4 W)   5 % 
Zero-Signal Collector Dissipation   9.25 W 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   Poi: 4 W 

2N370 TRANSISTOR 

65 

45 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf-amplifier service in AM 
broadcast-band portable radio receivers and short-wave receivers. JEDEC 
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TO-7, Outline No.4. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - interlead shield and 
case, 4 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —24 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —10 mA 
Emitter Current   Is 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 80 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 40 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 20 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 *C 
Storage   TSUI —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = —12 V, Is — 0)   ICBC, —10 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vies = —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   ¡EMI -12 max 1,A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratios (Vcs = —12 V, 
Ic = —1 mA)   him 6C typ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Vex = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA) fT 132 Mc/s 

TYPICAL OPERATION 

Frequency   f 1.5 20 Mc/s 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE —12 —12 V 
DC Collector Current   Ic 1 1 mA 
Input Resistance   Rs 1750 100 n 
Output Resistance   EL 180000 11000 0 
Maximum Power Gain   MAG 50.5 17 dB 
Maximum Useful Power Gain 

(unneutralized)   MUG 31 12.5 dB 
Intrinsic Transconductance   g. 37800 13700 µmhos 
Collector Transition Capacitance   1.7 1.7 pF 
• This characteristic does not apply to type 2N371 

TRANSISTOR 2N371 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf-oscillator applications in 
AM broadcast-band battery-operated portable radio receivers and short-
wave receivers. JEDEC TO-7, Outline No.4. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - interlead shield and case, 4 - collector. This type is identical with type 
2N370 except for the following items: 

TYPICAL OPERATION AS AN RF OSCILLATOR 

The 2N371 produces an oscillator-injection voltage for optimum mixing in an rf 
tuner circuit. If the collector supply voltage drops from —12 to —8 volts at a frequency 
of 22 Mc/s, the frequency provided by the oscillator stage will deviate from 22 Mc/s 
by less than 7 kc/s. 

TRANSISTOR 2N372 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type for use as an rf mixer in AM broad-
cast-band portable radio receivers and short-wave receivers. JEDEC TO-7, 
Outline No.4. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - interlead shield and case, 
4 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N370. 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N376 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in large-signal af amplifiers in class A 
power-output stages and class B push-pull amplifier stages in automobile 
radio receivers. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - 
emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. This type is identical with 
type 2N176 except for the following items: 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (W E = —2 V, 
Ic = —0.7 A)   FIFE 78 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(f = 1 kc/s, VCE = —2 V, Ir = —0.7 A)   il fe 60 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS A POWER-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT (TuF = 80°C) 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —14.4 V 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE —13.2 V 
DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage   Vs E —0.3 V 
Peak Collector Current   ic (peak) —1.4 A 
Zero-Signal Collector Current   Ic —0.7 A 
Emitter Resistance   1 n 
Load Impedance   Ri. 15 fl 
Signal Frequency   1 kc/s 
Signal-Source Impedance   Rs 10 n 
Power Gain   GPE 35 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion   5 % 
Zero-Signal Collector Dissipation   9.25 W 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   Poe 4 W 

2N384 TRANSISTOR 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, 
mixer, and converter circuits, and low-level video-amplifier circuits in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-44, Outline No.14. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, Center Lead - interlead shield and case. 
For collector-characteristics curves and video-amplifier circuit, refer to 

type 2N274. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = 0.5 V)   Vcsi, —40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 
Collector Current   IC —10 mA 
Emitter Current   Is 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 120 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 
Tc = 25°C (with heat sink)   PT 240 mW 
Tc above 25°C ( with heat sink)   PT See curve page 112 

Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tina)   —65 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —50 µA, 
IE — 0)   

Collector-to-Base Reach-Through (Vica = —0.5 V) 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vea = —12 V. Is = 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VIER = —0.5 V. Ic — 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(We = —12 V, Is -= 1.5 mA)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Vea = —12 V. Is =- 1.5 mA)   

Input Resistance: 
VCE = —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 50 Mc/s   
VCE = —12 V, IE = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 Mc/s   

Output Resistance: 
Vea = —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 50 Mc/s   
Vex = —12 V. Is = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 Mc/s   

Output Capacitance ( Veil = —12 V, IE — 0)   
Power Gain: 
Ves = —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 50 Mc/s   
Ves = —12 V, IE = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 Mc/s   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

TYPICAL OPERATION IN VIDEO-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE —12 V 
DC Emitter Current   IE 5.8 mA 
Source Impedance   Rs 150 Cl 
Capacitive Load   16 pF 
Frequency Response   20 c/s to 10 Mc/s 
Pulse-Rise Time   t, 0.035 is 
Voltage Gain   26 dB 
Maximum Peak-to-Peak Output Voltage   20 V 

Vaunt-so —40 min V 
VET —40 min 
ICBO —12 max µA 
IEBO —12 max µA 

lue 

ibib 

RI. 
R%, 

ROC' 
Ft0e 

Cobo 

Gpe 
Gpe 
0J-C 
0J-A 

20 to 175 

100 Mc/s 

30 
250 

5000 
16000 
3 max PF 

15 to 21 dB 
24 to 32 dB 

0.31 max °C/mW 
0.62 max °C/mW 
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COMPUTER TRANSISTORS 2N388 
2N388A 

Ge n-p-n alloy-junction types used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 emitter, 2 • base 
and case, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 2N388 2N388A 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 25 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vila = —0.5 V   W E,/ — 40 V 
RBE = 10000 0   VCE a 20 — V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vano 15 15 V 
Collector Current   Ic 200 200 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 150 150 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T.) ( opr ) 100 100 °C 
Storage   MITI] —65 to 100 •C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 235 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 2N388 2N388A 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Is = 10 MA, IC = 200 mA   VHS 
Ia = 4 mA, Ic ..= 100 mA   VBE 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vex = 20 V, Ran = 10000 0   Ieza 
Vea = 40 V, VBE =- —0.5 V   Icav 
Ven = 40 V, h — 0   ICI30 
VCR = 25 V, IS — 0   Icao 
Ves = 1 V. IS — 0   Icao 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
Va = 15 V. Ic — 0   Io 
VEB I= 1 V, IC — 0   I6110 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = 0.75 V, Ic =: 200 mA   hre 
Vex = 0.5 V. Ic -= 30 mA   lira 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (Vea = 6 V. IC = 1 mA)   fate 

Output Capacitance (W E) = 6 V. Ic ---= 1 mA)   Cob. 
Turn-On Time (Vee = 20 V. IBI = 10 mA. 
182 = —10 MA. IC = 0.2 A. Rc = 100 il)   ta -I- t, 

Storage Time ( Vcc -= 20 V. In) = 10 mA, 
hi = —10 mA, Ir = 0.2 A, Re = 100 0)   t. 

Fall Time (Ver = 20 V. Ini = 10 mA, 
hi = —10 mA, Ir = 0.2 A, Rc = 100 0)   ti 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

1.5 
0.8 

50 

10 
5 

10 
5 

1.5 max 
0.8 max 

50 max 
50 max 
40 max 
10 max 
5 max 

10 max 
5 Max 

30 30 min 
60 to 180 

V 
V 

diA 
µA 
µA 
µA 
µA 

µA 
µA 

5 5 min Mc/s 
20 20 max pF 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

1 max as 

0.7 max 

0.7 max 

2N395 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base 
and case, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wu) —30 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ran = 10000 0)   Wait —15 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —20 V 
Collector Current   Ic —0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 150 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TI (opr) —65 to 85 °C 
Storage   T8TO —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic 
— 0)   

= —0.1 A, 
Ix  %%emu) —30 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = —0.1 mA, 
Ic — 0)   V(aR)EBO —20 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VET —15 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Is = —5 mA, 
Ic = —50 mA)   VCE (sat) —0.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = —15 V. IS = 0)   kilo —6 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = —10 V. Ic — 0)   Lugo —6 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Wig = —1 V, Ic = —10 mA   hr z 20 to 150 
Vez = —0.35 V, Ic = —200 mA   hr z 10 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ws = —5 V, Iz = 1 mA )  fhrb 3 min Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (VCs = —5 V, Ic = —1 mA, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cobo 20 pF 

2N396 
2N396A 

COMPUTER TRANSISTORS 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction types used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base 
and case, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N395 except for 
the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 2N396 2N396A 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ran = 1000 II   VCER —20 — V 
Base open   VCEO — —20 It 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT — 200 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 2N396 2N396A 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(lc = —0.6 mA, Is — 0)   V(SRME0 _ —20 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Is = —3.3 mA, Ic = —50 mA)   VCE (sat) —0.2 —0.2 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage VET —20 —20 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vol = —20 V, IS = 0, TA = 25°C   Imp —6 —6 max µA 
Ws = —20 V. IS = 0, TA = 71°C   kw) — —120 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = —I V, IC = —10 mA, TA = 25°C   hes 30 to 150 
VCE = —0.35 V, Ic = —200 mA, TA = 25°C hrz 15 15 min 
Veit = —1 V, Ic = —10 mA, TA = 55°C   tins — 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (Vcs = —5 V, la = 1 mA) flab 5 5 min Mc/s 

Delay Time (Vcc = —10 V, Iv = —10 mA, 
hi = 1 mA, Ina = —1 mA)   id — 0.1 to 0.2 ps 

Rise Time (Vcc = —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, 
hi = 1 mA, II32 = —1 MA)   i r — 0.2 to 0.65 la 

Storage Time (Vcc = —10 V. Iv = —10 mA, 
In = 1 mA, Ina = —1 mA)   t» — 0.25 to 0.8 ps 

Fall Time (Vcc = —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, 
hi = 1 mA, 1rtz = —1 MA)   if — 0.2 to 0.4 ps 

2N397 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base 
and case, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N395 except for 
the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Is = —2.5 mA, Iv = —50 mA)   Vez (sat) - 0.2 max V 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs = —1 V, 
Iv = —10 mA)   him 40 to 150 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (Ws = —5 V, Is = 1 mA)   fbfb 10 min 51c/s 
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TRANSISTORS 

2N398 
2N398A 
2N398B 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction types used for direct "on-off" control of high-voltage, 
low-power devices such as neon indicators, relays, incandescent-lamp indi-
cators, indicator counters of electronic computers, and similar applications 
in critical industrial and military equipment. Designed to meet MIL speci-
fications, including mechanical, environmental, and life tests. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 2N398 2N398A 2N398B 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso —105 —105 —105 V 
Collector-to-Emitter ( Rim — 0)   Vcss —105 —105 —105 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —50 —50 —75 V 
Collector Current   Ic —100 —200 —200 mA 
Emitter Current   Is 100 200 200 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 50 150 250 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 55 —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TRIM —65 to 85 —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature: 
10 seconds max   Ti. 230 — 250 °C 
3 seconds max   Ti. — 250 — °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.025 mA, IE — 0   V(aR)CB0 — — —105 min V 
Ic = —0.05 mA, IE — 0   Valium. —105 —105 — min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = —0.05 mA, Ic — 0)   VlBR)EBO —50 —50 —75 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through 
Voltage   VRT —105 —105 —105 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —5 mA, Is = —0.25 mA)   VCE (sat) —0.35 —0.35 —0.25 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —5 mA, Is = —0.25 mA)   VBE (sat) —0.4 —0.4 —0.3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = —105 V, RBE = 0, TA = 25°C   ICES —600 —600 —300 max µA 
Ves = —55 V, RBE = 1000 a TA = 25°C less — — —300 max µA 
Veil = —2.5 V, Is = 0, TA = 25°C   ICB0 —14 —14 —6 max µA 
Ws = —105 V, Is = 0, TA = 25°C   Icso —50 —50 —25 max µA 
Veil = —105 V. Is = 0, TA = 71°C   Icso — — —300 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
Vs = —2.5 V. Ic — 0   IEBO — — —6 max µA 
VEB = —50 V, Ic — 0   leso —50 —50 —max µA 
VETS = —50 V, Ic — 0   limo — — —50 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ven = —0.25 V. Ic = —5 mA   IIFE — — 20 min 
Ven = —0.35 V. In = —5 mA   hi,E 20 20 — min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Vcs = —6 V. Ic = —1 mA, 
f = 1 kc/s)   h I e — 20 40 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-
Ratio Cutoff Frequency (Vea = —6 V  
Is = 1 mA)   fin, — — 1 max Mc/s 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-
Ambient   433-A — 0.5 0.3 max °C/W 

COMPUTER TRANSISTORS 
2N404 
2N404A 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction types used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 2N404 2N404A 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —25 —40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = 1 V)   VCEV —24 —35 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —12 —25 V 
Collector Current   Ic —100 —150 mA 
Emitter Current   IF: 100 150 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pr 150 150 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 75 90 MW 
TA = 71°C   PT 35 60 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 85 —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 100 —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 255 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = —0.02 mA, Iz — 0)   V(Bi)czto 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = —0.02 mA, le. — 0)   V(BE)EBO 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —12 mA, In =-0.4 mA   VBE (sat) 
Ic = —24 mA, IB = —1 mA  Vue ( sat) 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —12 mA, IB = —0.4 mA   We (sat) 
Ic = —24 mA, IB = —1 mA   VCE (sat) 

Emitter-to-Base Reach-Through Voltage 
(VzB = —1 V)   VET 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vas = —12 V, Is = 0, TA as 25°C   ICRO —5 —5 max µA 
Vets = —12 V. Iz .=-- 0, TA ---_, 80°C   Icno —90. —90 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vez = —0.2 V. Ic = —24 mA   h.i: 24 24 min 
Vez e-- —0.15 V, Ic = —12 mA  has 30 30 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (Veil = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA) hub 4 41min Mc/s 

Output Capacitance: 

Ven = —6 V. I — 0 Veil = —6 V. Ic = —1 mA, f = 2 Mc/s   — 20 max pF 
E L b.. 20 — max pF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-A 500 600 max °C/W 
Stored Base Charge (Ic = —10 mA, 
In = —1 mA)   Qs 1400 1400 max pC 

* This value does not apply to type 2N58I. 

2N405 TRANSISTOR 

—25 —40 min V 

—12 —25 min V 

—0.35 —0.35 max V 
—0.4 —0.4 max V 

—0.15 —0.15 max V 
—0.2 —0.2 max V 

—24 —35 min V 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power class A af-amplifier appli-
cations in battery-operated portable radio-receivers. JEDEC TO-40, Outline 
No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vu-no —20 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE0 —18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO —2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —35 mA 
Emitter Current   Iz 35 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA as 25°C   PT 150 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 50 mW 
TA --=-•' 71°C   PT 20 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Ven .--- —12 V, Is = 0)   Inn) —14 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —2.5 V, Ic = 0)   IEBO —14 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vez = —6 V, 
IE = 1 mA)   hvn 35 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veil as —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   fk Lb 650 kc/s 

Intrinsic Transconductance (\Tea = —6 V, TE as 1 mA) g. 37500 µmhos 
Power Gain (Ro. as 8500 f), Ri. =-. 750 0)   Utz. 43 dB 
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TRANSISTOR 2N406 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power class A af-amplifier appli-
cations in battery-operated portable radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline 
No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is electrically 
identical with type 2N405. 

TRANSISTOR 2N407 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in class A amplifiers and class B push-pull 
output stages of battery-operated radio receivers and af amplifiers. JEDEC 
TO-40, Outline No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —20 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vero —18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO —2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —70 mA 
Emitter Current   Is 70 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 150 mW 
TA =. 55°C   Pr 50 mW 
TA = 71•C   PT 20 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = —12 V, IE =, 0)   ICB0 —14 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = —2.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO —14 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio ( VCs --=- —1 V, 
L• = —50 mA)   hrs 65 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
(Values Are For Two Transistors Except as Noted) 
DC Collector Supply Voltage   Vcc —4.5 —9 V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage   Vas —0.15 —0.15 V 
Peak Collector Current 

(Approx.) per transistor   ic (peak) —35 —40 mA 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current 

(Approx.) per transistor   Ic —11.5 —13 mA 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current 

(Approx.) per transistor   Ic —2 —2 mA 
Signal Frequency   1 1 kc/s 
Signal-Source Impedance per base   Rs 375 375 n 
Load Impedance per collector   Ri. 100 200 fl 
Power Gain   Gr. 30 33 dB 
Circuit Efficiency   7i 60 69 % 
Total Harmonic Distortion   10 max 10 max % 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 75 160 mW 

TRANSISTOR 2N408 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in class A amplifiers and class B push-pull 
output stages of battery-operated radio receivers and af amplifiers. JEDEC 
TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type 
is electrically identical with type 2N407. 

TRANSISTOR 2N409 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in 455-kilocycle if-amplifier service in 
battery-operated portable radio receivers and automobile radio receivers. 
JEDEC TO-40, Outline No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 
This type is electrically identical with type 2N410. 
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2N410 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in 455-kilocycle if-amplifier service in 
battery-operated portable radio receivers and automobile radio receivers. 
JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 emitter, 2 base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 80 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 35 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 10 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 *C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 85 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —10 µA, 
IS = 0)   V(BR)CB0 —13 min V 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEE = —0.5 V. Ic = 0)   IEBO —12 max µA 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcit = —13 V, IS = 0)   'CB° —10 max µA 
Intrinsic Base-Lead Resistance (Vea = —9 V, 
IE = 1 mA)   Fhb 75 0 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = —9 V, IE = 0.5 mA  hEE 45 
W E = —9 V, IE = 1 MA  hFE 48 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency: 
VCE = —9 V, Is = 0.5 mA   6.8 Mc/s 
W E = —9 V, Is = 1 mA   fEtb 6.7 Mc/s 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ven = —9 V, In = 1 mA) fr 14 Mc/s 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN 455-kcis IF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vea —9.0 —9.0 V 
DC Emitter Current   IE 0.5 1.0 mA 
Input Resistance   Rs 1000 500 n 
Output Resistance   Ri. 70000 30000 0 
Maximum Power Gain ( Approx.)   MAG 38.8 37.8 dB 
Typical Spot Noise Factor (Approx.)   4.5 4.5 dB 
Useful Power Gain (Approx.)   MUG 28.4 31.2 dB 

2N411 

W E° —13 V 
Vaso —0.5 V 
Ic —15 mA 
IE 15 mA 

TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type " intended for converter and mixer-oscillator 
applications in battery-operated portable radio receivers. JEDEC TO-40, 
Outline No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is 
electrically identical with type 2N412. 

2N412 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in converter and mixer-oscillator appli-
cations in battery-operated portable radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline 
No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCB0 —13 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —15 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 15 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ts = 25*C   PT 80 mW 
TE = 55°C   PT 35 mW 
Ts = 71°C   PT 10 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 *C 
Storage   Taro —65 to 85 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —10 µA, 
IE — 0 )   VI BR) CB0 —13 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Ves = —13 V, IE = 0)   leso —10 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO —12 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vce = —9 V, 

Ic =- —0.6 mA)   h FE 75 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Veil -=- —9 V, Is = 0.6 mA)   fin, 10 Mc/s 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vce = —9 V, IE = 0.6 mA) fT 16.5 Mc/s 
Intrinsic Base-Lead Resistance (Vce = —9 V. 
IE = 0.6 mA)   rbb 85 D 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CONVERTER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vec —9 V 
DC Collector Current   Ic —0.6 mA 
Input Resistance   Rs 700 D 
Output Resistance   RI. 75000 fl 
RMS Base-to-Emitter Oscillator-Injection Voltage 

(Approx.)   100 mV 
Signal Frequency   1 Mc/s 
Useful Conversion Power Gain ( Approx.)   MUG 32 dB 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N414 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —30 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE := 1 V   Veas' —20 V 
Base open   VCEO —15 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —20 V 
Collector Current   Ic —200 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25 *C   PT 150 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 
TA = 55°C   PT 75 mW 

Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tsra)   —65 to 85 "C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 240 •C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vets =- —12 V, IE — 0)   leso —5 max pA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —12 V, Ic — 0)   hum —5 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = —6 V, Is = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hr. 80 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Ves = —6 V, Is = 1 mA)   fin, 8 Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (Vcs =-: —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   Cahn Il max PF 
Small-Signal Short-Circuit Input Impedance 
(Ws = —6 V, IE = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   h I b 30 n 

Small-Signal Open-Circuit Reverse-Voltage 
Transfer Ratio (W E = —6 V, IE = 0, f = 1 kc/s)   ha, 5 x 10 -, 

Noise Figure (Vce = —6 V, IE =- 1 mA, f = 1.5 Mc/s) NF 6 dB 
Power Gain (VcE = —6 V, IE = 1 mA, f = 1.5 Mc/s) GI,. 16 dB 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N441 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in industrial and military equipment requiring transistors 
having high voltage, current, and dissipation values. It is used in power-
switching, voltage- and current-regulating, dc-to-dc converter, inverter, 
power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits; and in low-fre-
quency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. It is stud-mounted to provide 
positive heat-sink contact. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: Lug 
1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage (Vas = 1.5 V) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25 CC 

Case-Temperature Range: 
Operating (Tc) and Storage ( TsTa)   — 65 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .= 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.3 A, Ra B — 0   V(BIOCES 
IC ---= —1 A. IB — 0   V(BIOCE0 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —12 A. In = —2 A   Vce ( sat) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Veil = —40 V. Is = 0)   VEB 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VRT 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vca = —2 V, Ic = —5 A)   Vas 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vca = —2 V. IE = 0, Tc =- 25°C   ICB0 
Vca = —40 V, IE = 0, Tc :=. 25.c   ICBO 
Ven = —40 V, Is =- 0, Tc .= 71°C   Ica() 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
Vint = —20 V, Ic — 0   IEBO 
VEB = —20 V, Ic — 0   IEBO 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
W E = —2 V. Ic .= —5 A   
Vcz = —2 V. Ic .=. —12 A   

—40 V 
—20 
—15 A 
15 A 
—4 A 

Tc above 25°C 

20 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR 

Way 
VEBO 
IC 
IE 
In 

PT 
PT 

hFe 
hee 

CHARACTERISTICS 

150 
See curve page 112 

—40 min V 
—25 min V 

—0.3 V 
—1 max V 
—40 min V 

—0.65 V 

—100 µA 
—4 max mA 
—15 max mA 

—1 typ mA 
—4 max mA 

20 to 40 
20 
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O 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( VCs = —6 V. Ic = —5 A)   fete 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03-C 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

10 kc/s 
0.5 max °C/W 

2N442 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in industrial and military equipment requiring transistors 
having high voltage, current, and dissipation values. It is used in power-
switching, voltage- and current-regulating, dc-to-dc converter, inverter, 
power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits; and in low-fre-
quency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. It is stud-mounted to provide 
positive heat-sink contact. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: Lug 
1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. This type is 
identical with type 2N441 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage (Vss = 1.5 V)   VCB V —50 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —30 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.3 A. RBE — 0   V(BR)CES —45 min V 
IC = —1 A. IB — 0   V(BR)CE0 —30 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Ves .---- —50 V, IE = 0)   Vs —1 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VET —50 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = —50 V. IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   leso —4 max mA 
Ves = —50 V. Is = 0, Tc = 71°C   Ica., —15 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VEB = —30 V, Ic — 0   licso 
Veit .= —30 V, Ic = 0   hum 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

—1 typ mA 
—4 max mA 

I,  I I I I I 

TYPE 2N442 
- COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
CASE TEMPERATURE • 25°C 
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7 0,2, _..... ...,  
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92C41-10T59T 

2N443 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in industrial and military equipment requiring transistors 
having high voltage, current, and dissipation values. It is used in power-
switching, voltage- and current-regulating, dc-to-dc converter, inverter, 
power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits; and in low-f re-
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quency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. It is stud-mounted to provide 
positive heat-sink contact. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: Lug 
1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. This type is 
identical with type 2N441 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vol° —60 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —40 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.3 A, RBE — 0   V(BR)CES —50 min V 
Ic = —1 A. Is — 0   V(BR)CE0 —45 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = —12 A  
TB = —2 A)   VCE(sat) —1 max V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Ws = —60 V, IE = 0)   VEB —1 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VRT —60 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcx = —2 V, lc = —5 A)   VBE —0.9 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcs = —60 V, IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   Icso —4 max mA 
Ves = —60 V, IE = 0, Tc = 71°C   Icso —15 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
Vas = —40 V, lc — 0   IEBO —1 typ mA 
VER = —40 V. lc — 0   Icao —4 max mA 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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-60 
92C11-10/291 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N404 except for the follow-
ing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector- to-Base Voltage   Vcso —18 V 
Collector-to-Emitter voltage (vaa -= 1 V)   VCEV —15 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —10 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —0.02 mA, 
IE — 0)   V(BR)CB0 —18 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = —0.02 mA, 
IC — 0)   V(BR)EBO —10 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = —20 mA, 
IB = —1 mA)   VCE (sat) —0.2 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ic = —20 mA, le = —1 MA) VBE —0.5 max V 
Emitter-to-Base Reach-Through Voltage 
(Vex = 1 Vi   VET —15 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Val = —12 V, Is = 0, TA = 25°C   Imo —10 max A 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vex = —0.3 V, 
Ic = —20 mA)   hem 20 min 

Stored Base Charge ( Ic = —20 mA, Ir, ,— —2 mA)   Qs 2400 max pC 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N582 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N404 except for the follow-
ing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Emitter Voltage ( Ves = 1 V)   VCE V —14 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic =- —24 mA, Is = —0.6 mA   VCE (sat) —0.2 max V 
Ic = —100 mA, Is = —5 mA   VCE ( sat) —0.3MAX V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ic = —24 mA, Is = —0.6 mA   VBE —0.4 max V 
lc = —100 mA, Ile = —5 mA  VBE —0.8 max V 

Emitter-to-Base Reach-Through Voltage (Vas = 1 V) VAT —14 min V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: V 
Vcs = —0.2 V, Ic =-- —24 mA   h FE 40 min 
VCE = —0.3 V, Ic .----- —100 mA   hes 20 miri 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (We = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   ill tb 14 min Mc/s 

Stored Base Charge (Ic = —24 mA, IB = —1.2 mA)   Qs 1200 max pC 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N585 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ws° 25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VISE = —1 V   VCEY 24 V 
Base open   VCEO 15 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 20 V 
Collector Current   Ic 200 mA 
Emitter Current   Is —200 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ti = 25°C   Pi 120 mW 
Ti = 55°C   PT 35 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 10 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   Ti (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   TBTG —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( I° = 25 sA, 
Is = 0)   VIIIR)CB0 25 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 600 gA, 
Is = 0)   VlBR)CE0 15 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 25 eLA, 
l‘• = 0)   V(BR)EBO 20 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 20 mA, 
IB = 1 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.2 max V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = 20 mA, IB = 1 mA)  Va E 0.45 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 0.25 V, IE — 0   ICB0 6 max µA 
Vci3 = 12 V, IE — 0   kilo 8 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (VcE = 0.2 V, 
Ic = 20 mA)   has 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VcR = 6 V, IE = —1 mA)   inn, 3 min Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (VcB = 6 V, IE — 0)   Col. 25 max pF 
Stored Base Charge (Ic = 20 mA, Ili = 2 mA)   Qs 3000 max pC 

2N586 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-speed switching applications in 
industrial and military equipment. It can also be used in large-signal class 
A and class B push-pull af amplifiers. Similar to JEDEC TO-7 (3-lead 
type), Outline No.4. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - no connection, 
4 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Woo 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vano 
Collector Current   Ic 
Emitter Current   IE 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 
TA = 55°C   PT 
TA = 71°C   PT 

Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Taw)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —50 µA, RBE —   
Ic = —1 mA, IB — 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = —250 mA, In = —25 mA)   
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( In = —250 mA, In = —7 mA) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = —45 V, IE =: 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —12 V, Ic = 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (VcE = —0.5 V  
Ic = —250 mA)   

2N591 

—45 V 
—12 V 
—250 mA 
250 mA 

250 mW 
125 mW 
60 mW 

—65 to 85 °C 

V051R)CES —45 min V 
VO3R)CE0 —25 min V 
Vs T —45 min V 

VCE (sat) —0.5 max V 
VRE —1 max V 
ICRO —16 max µA 
IERO —12 max it A 

has 35 min 

TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in large-signal af driver applications in 
class A stages of automobile radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.1. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO —32 V 
Collector Current   Ic —40 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 40 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: With Heat Sink Without Heat Sink 
TA up to 55°C   100 50 mW 
TA = 71°C   40 20 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (VcR = —1 V, IE — 0)   kilo —7 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = —1 V, In — 0)   IEBo —20 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (VcE = —12 V, 
IE = 2 mA)   has 70 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (W E = —12 V, IE = 2 mA)   

Thermal Resistance: 
Junction-to-ambient   
• With heat sink   

0.7 Mc/s 

340 max °C/W 
150 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS A AF DRIVER-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —14.4 V 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   'ti } —12 V 
DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage   VI , —0.13 V 
DC Collector Current   Ic —2 mA 
Input Resistance   Rs 1000 Cl 
Output Resistance   Ri. 10000 Cl 
Signal Frequency   1 kc/s 
Power Gain   41 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion   3 % 
Transistor Dissipation   25 mW 
Power Output   POE 5 mW 

TRANSISTOR 2N647 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in large-signal af-amplifier applications 
in battery-operated portable radio receivers and phonographs. N-P-N con-
struction permits complementary push-pull operation with a matching 
p-n-p type, such as the 2N217. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector (red dot). 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 12 V 
Collector Current   Ic 100 mA 
Emitter Current   IE —100 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA =-- 25°C   Pa 100 MW 
TA = 55°C   PT 50 mW 
TA =: 71°C   PT 20 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs .= 25 V, Is — 0)   Icso 14 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = 12 V, Ic — 0)   II , ,. 14 max pik 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcia = 1 V, 
IC = 50 mA)   hrE 70 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B COMPLEMENTARY-SYMMETRY CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   v,. ri V 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage for driver stage   V, s 2.3 V 
Zero-Signal DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage for output 
stage   VBE 0.14 V 

Peak Collector Current for each transistor in output 
stage   ic ( peak) 70 mA 

Zero-Signal DC Collector Current for each transistor 
(driver and output stage)   Ic 1.5 mA 

Signal Frequency   1 kc/s 
Input Resistance   Rs 1100 Cl 
Load Resistance   RI. 45 f/ 
Power Gain   54 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion   10 % 
Power Output (input = 20 mV)   POE 100 MW 

TRANSISTOR 2N649 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in large-signal af-amplifier applications 
in battery-operated portable radio receivers and phonographs. N-P-N con-
struction permits complementary push-pull operation with a matching 
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p-n-p type, such as the 2N408. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 20 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 18 V 
VEBO Emitter-to-Base Voltage   2.5 V 

Collector Current   Ic 100 mA 
Emitter Current   IE —100 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25*C   PT 100 MW 
TA = 55°C   PT 50 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 20 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr)— 65 to 71 °C 

TSTO Storage   —65 to 85 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = 12 V, Is — 0)   

Is o 
IT  14 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   14 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Arco = 1 V, 
Ic = 50 mA)   nee 65 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B COMPLEMENTARY-SYMMETRY CIRCUIT 
DC Collector Supply Voltage   Vcc 6 V 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage for driver stage   Vets 2.3 V 
Zero-Signal DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage for output 

stage   Vas 0.14 V 
Peak Collector Current for each transistor in output 
stage   ic ( peak) 70 mA 

Zero-Signal DC Collector Current for each transistor 
(driver and output stage)   Ic 1.5 mA 

Signal Frequency   1 kc/s 
Input Resistance   Rs 1100 û 
Load Resistance   RI, 45 0 
Power Gain   54 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion ( P.. = 100 mW)   10 max % 
Power Output (input = 20 mV)   Pm. 100 mW 

2N697 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n planar triple-diffused-base type used in switching applications in 
data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso so V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ras = 100 CI   VCER 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 500 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 0.6 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 2 W 

TA or Tc above 25*C   PT See curve page 112 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA and Tc) and Storage (Trrs)   —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is — 0)   Vanucao 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic — 0)   V(B11)EBO 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( Ic = 100 mA, 
t. ≤ 12 ms, df ≤ 2%, Rae -=- 10 CI)   VCER (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA)   VCE (sat) 1 5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA)   Vas (sat) 1.3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
We 30 V, le = 0, TA = 25°C   leso 1 max µA 
Vea = 30 V, Is r= 0, TA = 150°C   leso 100 max µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs = 10 V. 
Ic = 150 mA, tp ≤ 12 ms, df ≤ 2%)   hrE 120 max 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(f .--. 20 Mc/s, VCE = 10 V. IC = 50 mA)   ht. 2.5 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product   fr 100 Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (W E = 10 V, h — 0)   Cobo 35 max pF 

TRANSISTOR 2N699 
Si n-p-n planar triple-diffused-base type used in small-signal and medium-
power applications in rf amplifier, mixer, oscillator and converter service 
and in power applications in small-signal af amplifiers and switching cir-
cuits in industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (RDE ≤ 10 n)   WED 80 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 5 v 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pr 0.6 w 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 2 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr. 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA, 
In = 0)   120 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Rim = 10 0, 
Ic = 100 mA, tp -≤ 300 µS, df ≤ 2%)   V: c:BE RE i:t s(casB ut:s ) 80 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (le =- 150 mA, 
IB = 15 mA, tp ≤.. 300 e, df ≤ 2%)   

VDE ( sat) 5 max V Base-to-Emitter Saturation Volige (Ic = 150 mA, 
h = 15 mA, tp ≤ 300 /Ls, df -≤ 2%)   ICB0 1.3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Veil = 60 V, Is — 0)   EBO 2 max µA Emitter-Cutoff Current (VD I E . 2 V, Ic — 0)   100 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs --.. 10 V, 
lc = 150 mA, tp ≤ 300 its, df ≤ 2%)   hrE 120 max 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ve E = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f -. 1 kc/s   hie 35 min 
Ve E = 10 V, lc . 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hr.  45 min 
Ven = 10 V, IC = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s   hr. 2.5 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product   f.r 50 min Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (Veil = 10 V, h — 0)   Cobo 20 max PF 
Small-Signal Short-Circuit Impedance: 
Ven = 5 V. Ic :--- 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hie 30 max n 
Ven = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hie, 10 max n 

Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
Ven = 5 V. Ir = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hr b 2.5 x 10-, max 
VcE = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f .--_-- 1 kc/s   hrb 3 x 10-, max 

Output Conductance: 
W E = 5 V. Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hob 0.5 max µmho 
Ven = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hob 1 max µmho 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al-C 75 max "C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   03-A 250 max °C/W 

COMPUTER TRANSISTORS 
2N706 
2N706A. 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar types used in high-speed switching applications in 
data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 2N706 2N706A 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 25 25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ring = 10 n) VCER 20 20 v 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   lizeo 5 5 V 
Collector Current   IC — 50 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 0.3 W 
Tc ( with heat sink) up to 25°C   PT 1 1 W 
TA or Tc ( with heat sink) above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T.( ( opr) 175 175 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 175 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

(Ic = 10 mA. IB = 1 mA)   
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

(Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA)   
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 15 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   
Vce = 15 V, le = 0, TA = 150°C   

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcz = 1 V. lc = 10 mA   
Vcz = 1 V. Ic = 10 mA. tp 5 12 ms, df 5 2% 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer lUitiO: 
VCE = 15 V. Ic -= 10 mA, f = 100 Mc/s   
Vcz = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA, f = 100 Mc/s   

Output Capacitance ( f = 0.14 Mc/s, VCB -= 5 V  
lz — 0)   

Turn-On Time ( Vcc = 3 V. Ic = 10 mA, 
lei = 3 mA, le. = —1 mA)   

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 3 V. Ic = 10 mA, 
Isi = 3 mA, Ins = —1 mA)   

Storage Time (Vcc =- 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, 
Ici = 10 MA, Ins = —10 mA, R = 1000 0)   

2N708 

Vcz ( sat) 0.6 0.6 max V 

VBE (sat) 0.9 0.9 max V 

kilo 0.5 0.5 max µA 
ICBO 30 30 max µA 

hre — 20 to 60 
hee 20 — min 

h.. 2 — mM 
ht. _ 2 min 

Cobo 6 5 max pF 

Li -I- tr — 40 max ns 

t. -I- tr — 75 max ns 

t. — 25 max ns 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n planar double-diffused-junction type used in high-speed switching 
applications in data-processing equipment. JEDEO TO-18, Outline No.9. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Res .. Veal( 10 n   20 V 
Base —open   Vczo 15 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Limited by dissipation 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.36 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 1.2 W 
TA or Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TT.irr(oo pr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   —65 to 300 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.001 mA, 
Is — 0)   Vatioceo 40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 0.01 mA, 
Ic — 0)   V(BIOEBO 5 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( Rez -5 10 0, 
le = 30 mA, t.. = 1 ns, t. ≥ 300 ns, df _5 2%)   VCER (sus) 20 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage With Base 
Open ( Ic = 30 mA. t. = 1 ns, t. ≥ 300 ns, df 5 2%) Vczo (sus) 15 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( lc -= 10 mA. 
Is -= 1 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 
Ie = 1 mA)   Ves (sat) 0.72 to 0.8 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vol = 20 V. Is = 0, TA = 25°C   Ice() e.) 0.025 max µA 

Ic Vce = 20 V. IE = 0, TA = 150°C   15 max µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —4 V. Ic — 0)   hum 0.08 max µA 
Collector Current for forward bias (Vas = 0.25 V, 
Veit = 20 V, Ts = 125°C)   Inn, 10 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = 1 V. Ic = 0.5 mA   hrs 15 min 
Ws = 1 V, Ic = 10 mA   has 30 to 120 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = 10 V, Iv, -= 10 mA, f -= 100 Mc/s)   hie 3 min 

Output Capacitance (Veit = 10 V. J.' = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Cabo 6 max pr 

Base Spreading Resistance ( f = 300 Mc/s, Ws = 10 V, 
Ic = 10 mA)   rbi,' 50 max Cl 

Storage Time (Vcc = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA, IB1 = 10 mA, 
IBa = —10 mA, Ri, = 1000 Cl)   t. 25 max na 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   91-C 145 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   al-A 480 max "C/W 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N709 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in switching applications in data-process-
ing equipment. JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - 
base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 2N2475 except 
for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 
Is = 0.15 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.3 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 3 mA, 
Is = 0.15 mA)   VBE (sat) 0.85 max V 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ic = 10 mA, Vex = 0.5 V, TA = 25°C   hrs ( pulsed) 20 to 120 
Ic = 30 mA, VCE = 1 V TA = 25°C   hrE (pulsed) 15 min 
Ic = 10 mA, VCE •=' 0.5 1,i, TA = —55°C   hrs ( pulsed) 10 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ir = 5 mA, VCE = 4 V, f = 100 Mc/s)   ht. 6 min 

Input Capacitance ( Vss = 0.5 V. Ic = 0, f = 140 kc/s) Cie. 2 max Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (Ws = 5 V, Is = 0, f = 140 kc/s) Cabo 3 max pF 
Storage Time ( Ic = 5 mA, Isi = 5 mA, 'Bs = —5 mA, pF 
Vcc = 3 V)   t. 6 max 

Turn-On Time ( Ic = 10 mA, IB1 = 2 mA, IB2 = —1 mA, 
Vcc = 1 V)   ta -I- t, 15 max ns 

Turn-Off Time ( Ic = 10 mA, lei = 2 mA, 182 = —1 mA, 
Vcc = 1 V)   t. + ti 15 max na 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N718A 
Si n-p-n planar triple-diffused-junction type used primarily for small-signal 
and switching applications in data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-18, 
Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR() 75 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Base open   W E° 32 V 
RBE 10 (-1   Was 50 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   Px See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.I (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Tin° —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is — 0)   V(13R)cso 75 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic -- 0)   V(BIOEBO 7 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
Is = 0, RBE = 10 0)   Vcee(sus) 50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
Ie = 15 mA, ti, ≤ 300 ps, df ≤ 2%)   Vce (sat ) 1.5 max v 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA. ti, 5 300 ps, df ≤ 2%)   VBE (sat) 1.3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vas = 60 V, IE = 0, Te = 25°C   kilo 0.01 max µA 
Vea = 60 V. Is = 0, Te = 150°C   leso 10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vea = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.01 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
We = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, ti. ≤ 300 es, df ≤ 2%   lire (pulsed) 40 to 120 
We = 10 V, lc = 10 mA, ti, e 300 ps, df e 2%   heir (pulsed) 35 min 
Vea = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, TA = — 55°C, ti. e 300 ps, 
df ≤ 2%   hee (pulsed) 20 min 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vea = 10 V, lc = 0.1 mA)   hee 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcs = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, 1 = 1 kc/s   hr. 30 to 100 
Vea = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   ht. 35 to 150 
V CE = 10 V, IC = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s   hr. 3 min 

Input Capacitance (Ves = 0.5 V, Ic — 0)   Clbo 80 max PF 
Output Capacitance (Vea = 10 V, Is — 0)   Cobo 25 max pF 
Input Resistance: 
Vea = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hie 24 to 34 0 
vac = io v, ic = 5 rnA, f = 1 kc/s   ho, 4 to 8 o 

Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V, lc = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   Ito, 3 x 10-4 max 
W E = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hi. 3 x 10-4 max 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Output Conductance: 
Vex = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f .=. 1 lica   hoti 0.5 max µmhos 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hob 1 max µmhos 

Noise Figure (Vea ... 10 V, Ic -= 0.3 mA, f = 1 kc/s) NF 12 max dB 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   137-C 97 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   el-A 350 max "C/W 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N720A 
Si n-p-n planar triple-diffused-junction type used primarily in small-signal 
and switching applications in data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-18, 
Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. For 
collector and transfer curves, refer to type 2N718A. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ws° 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE --5-. 10 0   Vein. 100 V 
Base open   VCE0 80 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
T. or Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   T8T0 —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic -= 0.1 mA, 
IE — 0)   Visipeso 120 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = 0.1 inA, 
Ic ---: 0)   V(BIOEBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
lc = 100 mA, IB = 0, to = 300 ¡os, df — 2%   Veno(sus) 80 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, Is = 0, RBE = 10 n  VCER (MS ) 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, Is = 15 mA, ti ≤ 300 its, df ≤ 2%  VCE (sat) 5 max V 
Ic = 50 mA, IB = 5 mA  VCE ( sat) 1.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, IB = 15 mA. ti 5- 300 iis, df ≤ 2%   VBE (sat) 1.3 max V 
Ic = 50 mA. IB = 15 mA   VBE (sat) 0.9 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 90 V, IE ..--- 0, TA = 25°C   'coo 0.01 max µA 
Ves r----- 90 V. In = 0, TA = 150°C   Lose 15 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vies = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.01 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 150 mA. ti ≤ 300 iis, df 5_ 2%   bin ( pulsed) 40 to 120 
Ven = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, ti, 57300 µS, df <-2%   hie ( pulsed) 35 min 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 10 mA, TA = —55°C, t-i-≤ 300 ILS, 
df ≤ 2%   hie (pulsed) 20 min 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ven = 10 V. Ic = 0.1 mA)   hie 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V, Ie = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hi. 30 to 100 
Area = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 lic/s   hr. 45 min 
Ven = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s   hi. 2.5 min 

Input Capacitance (Vim =. 0.5 V, Ic — 0)   Cn. 85 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Veso = 10 V, In — 0)   Cobo 15 max PF 
Input Resistance: 
VCE = 5 V. Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hi. 20 to 30 n 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hi,, 4 to 8 n 

Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   ho. 1.25 x 10-4 max 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hrb 1.5 x 10-4 max 

Output Conductance: 
Ven = 5 V, le ..-.. 1 mA, f =-- 1 kc/s   ho. 0.5 max µmhos 
Ven = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f -= 1 kc/s   ho. 0.5 max µmhos 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 97 max °CM 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   Or-A 350 max •C/W 
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2N834 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-speed switching applications 
in equipment requiring high reliability and high packing densities. JEDEC 
TO-18, Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rim — 0)   VCES 30 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 200 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) 175 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 175 .0 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 240 "C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is — 0)   VlBR)C110 40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic — 0)   VIBII)EBO 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 10 mA, Is := 1 mA   W E (sat) 0.25 max V 
Ic = 50 mA, Is = 5 mA   VCs(sat) 0.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 
Is = 1 mA)   VBE (sat) 0.9 max 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 20 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   ICBO 0.5 max µA 
Vcs = 20 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   ICB0 30 max µA 
Vcs = 30 V, RBE = 0, TA = 25°C   less 10 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs = 1 V, 
lc = 10 mA)   has 25 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 15 V, Ic = 10 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   hr. 3.5 min 

Output Capacitance (Ws = 10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 100 kc/s)   Cobo 4 max pF 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VCs = 15 V, Ic = 10 mA, 
f =- 100 Mc/s )   Pr 350 min Mc/s 

Storage Time (Vcc .= 10 V, Isi = 10 mA, 
IRS = —10 MA, IC = 10 MA)   t. 25 max ris 

Turn-On Time (Vcc = 0 to 3.5 V, IC = 10 mA)   ta -1- tr 35 max ris 
Turn-off Time (Vcc = 0 to 3.5 V, Ic = 10 mA)   t. 4.. ti 75 max ns 

2N914 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type intended for use in high-speed saturated 
logic-switching and vhf amplifier applications. JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ws° 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE = 10 CI   VCER 
Base open   VCEO 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 
TA or Tc above 25°C  PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti ( opr) 
Storage   TSTO 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage (lc = 0.001 mA, 
1E = 0)   V(BR)CB0 

40 V 

20 V 
15 V 
5 V 

Limited by power 
dissipation 

0.36 
1.2 

See curve page 112 

200 °C 
—65 to 200 °C 

300 °C 

40 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.01 mA, 
Ic — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
lc = 30 mA, In = 0, tp =- 300 df — 1%   
Ic = 30 mA, RBE = 10 0, tp = 300 es, df = 1%   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 200 rriA, 
le = 20 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 
In = 1 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 20 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   
Ven = 20 V, IE = 0, Ta = 150°C   

Collector Current, base forward-biased (Vce = 20 V, 
VBE = 0.25 V, Ta = 125°C)   

Static Pulse Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 1 V, IC = 10 MA  
Vea = 5 V, Ic = 500 mA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 10 V, lc = 20 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   

Input Capacitance (Ves = —0.5 V, Ic = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   

Output Capacitance (Veil = 10 V. le = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   

Saturation Stored-Charge Time Constant (Vcc = 5 V  
Ic = 20 mA, Rc = 240 0, Ini = 20 mA, lea = —20 mA) 

Turn-On Time ( Vcc 5 V, Ic ----- 200 mA, Rc = 23 n. 
IB1 = 40 mA, 182 = —20 mA)   

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 5 V, Ic = 200 mA, Rc = 23 n  
lai = 40 mA, 182 = —20 mA)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-ambient   

Vumetto 5 min V 

VeE0 (sus) 15 min V 
Vcies ( sus) 20 min V 

VCE (sat) 0.7 max V 

VBE (sat) 0.8 max V 

'en° 0.025 max p A 
ICB0 15 max p A 

ICEV 10 max µA 

hr e 30 to 120 
hre 10 min 

hie 3 min 

Clbo 9 max PF 

Cobo 6 max 13F 

To 20 max na 

td + tr 40 max na 

t. ± ti 40 max na 
0J-C 145 •C/W 
0I-a 480 °C/W 

TRANSISTOR 2N917 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in low-noise amplifier, oscillator, and 
converter applications at vhf frequencies. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - connected to case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 30 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vczo 15 c 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim) 3 V 
Collector Current   Ic Limited by 

power dissipation 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 200 mW 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 300 mW 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 é•C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (60 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

TYPICAL SMALL- SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.001 mA, 

— 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.01 mA, 
lc — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (lc = 3 mA, 
= 0, t5 = 300 es, df = 1%)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 3 mA  
= 0.15 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 
IB = 0.15 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vca = 15 V, Is = 0, TA = 25°C   
Vcn = 15 V, IE = 0, TA = 150°C   

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (WE = 1 V, 
Ic = 3 mA)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratios 
(VcE = 10 V, Ic = 4 mA. f = 100 Mc/s)   

Input Capacitancet (VET, = 0.5 V, Ic =- 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 Mc/s)   

Output Capacitancet (W E = 10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 Mc/s)   

Collector-to-Base Time Constant:• 
VCB = 10 V, k = 4 mA, f = 40 Mc/s   
Vra = 10 V, lc = 4 mA, f = 40 Mc/s   

Small-Signal Power Gain, Unneutralized Amplifier 
Circuit :° 
Ves = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, f -= 200 Mc/s   
VCR = 10 V, II: = 5 mA, f = 200 Mc/s   

Power Output in Oscillator Circuitt (Veit = 15 V, 
Ic = 8 mA, f = 500 Mc/s   

Noise Figure (Vex = 6 V, Ic = 1 mA, Ra = 400 0, 
f = 60 Mc/s)   

• Fourth lead (case) grounded. 
t Fourth lead (case) floating. 

2N918 

V(BRICB0 

V(BR)ESO 

W E° (MIS) 

W E (sat) 

VBE (sat) 

leso 
IC130 

hr 

hr. 

CI bo 

Cobo 

rb'Co 
Cb'Cr 

Gpe 
Gpe 

Pob 

NF 

TRANSISTOR 

30 min 

3 min 

15 min 

0.5 max 

0.87 max 

0.001 max 
0.1 max 

20 to 200 

5 min 

1.6 max 

1.7 max 

30 typ 
75 max 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

µA 
0!) 

pF 

pF 

ps 
Ps 

11.5 typ dB 
9 min dB 

10 min mW 

6 max dB 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in low-noise amplifier, oscillator, and 
converter applications at vhf frequencies. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - connected to case. This 
type is identical with type 2N3600 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   

CHARACTERISTICS 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio* 
(f = 100 Mc/s, Vcn = 10 V. Ic = 4 mA)   

Input Capacitancet ( f = 0.1 to 1 Mc/s, VEa = 0.5 V  
Ic — 0)   

Output Capacitancet (f =- 0.1 to 1 Mc/s, Vca = 0, 
IE — 0)   

Collector-to-Base Time Constant* (f = 40 Mc/s, 
Vca = 6 V. lc = 2 mA)   

Small-Signal Power Gain :• 
Unneutralized Amplifier Circuit (VcE = 10 V, 
Ic = 5 mA, f = 200 Mc/s)   

Neutralized Amplifier Circuit (VcE = 12 V. 
Ic = 6 mA, f = 200 Mc/s)   

Power Output, Oscillator Circuit (VcE = 10 V. 
Is = 12 mA, f -= 500 Mc/s)   

Ic 

hr. 

Clbo 

Cobo 

Cl/Cc 

Gpe 

Gpe 

Poe 

50 mA 

6 min 

2 max Pi 

3 max pF 

15 ps 

13 dB 

15 min dB 
18 typ dB 
30 min mW 

• Fourth lead (case) grounded. 
t Fourth lead (case) floating. 
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TRANSISTOR 2N1010 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in small-signal low-noise af amplifier 
applications such as high-fidelity amplifiers, tape-recorder amplifiers, micro-
phone preamplifiers, and hearing aids. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 10 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 10 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 10 V 
Collector Current   lc 2 mA 
Emitter Current   Is —2 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55°C   PT 20 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TE(opr) 55 °C 
Storage   Trrro —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 10 V, Is — 0)   IC130 10 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   IsBo 6 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 3.5 V, Is = —0.3 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hfe 35 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (W E = 3.5 V. Ic = 0.3 mA)   fife 2 Mc s 

Noise Figure (We = 3.5 V, le = —0.3, RE = 1000 a 
integrated noise bandwidth = 15 kc/s)   NF 5 dB 

TRANSISTOR 2N1023 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, 
mixer, and converter circuits, and low-level video-amplifier circuits in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-44, Outline No.14. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, Center Lead - interlead shield and case. 
For collector-characteristics curves and video-amplifier circuit, refer to type 
2N274. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao —40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = 0.5 V)   VCEV —40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 
Collector Current   IC —10 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25 *C   PT 120 mW 
TA above 25°C   Pr See curve page 112 
Te up to 25°C ( with heat sink)   PT 240 mW 
Te above 25°C (with heat sink)   PT See curve page 112 

Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ta) and Storage (Tsui)   —65 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —50 µA, 
Is — 0)   V0310C110 —40 min V 

Collector-to-Base Reach-Through Voltage 
(VEB = —0.5)   VAT —40 min v 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vcil = —12 V, In = 0)   leso —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vca = —0.5 V, le — 0)   IEBO —12 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —12 V, IE = 1.5 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   ht. 20 to 175 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VCs r-- —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA)   fhtb 120 Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (Veil = —12 V, Is — 0)   Coho 3 max PIP 
Input Resistance ( ac output circuit shorted): 

Vcii = —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 50 Mc/s   Rie 25 0 
Ves = —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 30 Mc/s   Rie 100 CI 

Output Resistance (ac input circuit shorted): 
Ws = —12 V, h = 1.5 mA, f = 50 AWE   Roe 8000 LI 
Ws = —12 V, In = 1.5 mA, f = 30 Mc/s   R., 8000 11 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Power Gain, Single-Tuned Unilateral Circuit): 
VCB = —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f -= 50 Mc/s   Gpe 18 to 24 dB 
Vca = —12 V. Is = 1.5 mA, f = 30 Mc/s   Gpe 20 to 26 dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 0.31 max °C/mW 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 0.62 max °C/mW 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
DC Collector- to-Emitter Voltage   Vc a —12 V 
DC Emitter Current   Is 5.8 mA 
Source Impedance   Rs 150 n 
Capacitive Load   16 pF 
Frequency Response   20 ca to 11 Mc/s 
Pulse Rise Time   tr 0.032 
Voltage Gain   26 cl 
Maximum Peak-to-Peak Output Voltage   20 V 

2N1066 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, 
mixer, and converter circuits, and low-level video-amplifier circuits in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.10. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - case and interlead shield. This type 
is electrically identical with type 2N1023. 

2N1090 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in high-current medium-speed switching 
circuits in electronic computers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vita = —1 V   Vcav 18 V 
Base open   Ws° 15 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vsao 20 V 
Collector Current   lc 400 mA 
Emitter Current   Is —400 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 120 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 35 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 10 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) 85 •C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic =- 25 µA, 
Is = 0)   Vultucao 25 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 600 µA  
IB = 0)   V(BIOCE0 15 min v 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 25 µA, 
Ic = 0)   V(B1010B0 20 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ic = 20 mA, IB = 0.67 mA   Vino 0.4 max V 
Ic = 200 mA, In = 10 mA   Va 1.5 max v 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 20 mA, 11, = 0.67 mA   VCR (sat) 0.2 max V 
Ic = 200 mA, Is = 10 MA   VCE (sat) 0.3 tnax V 

Emitter-to-Base Reach-Through Voltage 
(Vas = —1 V)   VRT 18 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vca = 12 V. Is — 0)   ICB0 8 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vsa = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IB130 5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCR = 0.2 V, Ic =- 20 mA   brit 30 min 
Veit = 0.3 V, Ic = 200 mA   has 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency ( Vea = 6 V. Is = —1 mA)   flab 5 min Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (Vat = 6 V, Is — 0)   Cobo 25 max pF 
Stored Base Charge ( Ic = 20 mA, Is = 1.33 mA)   Qs 1600 max pC 
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COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N1091 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in high-current medium-speed switching 
circuits in electronic computers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1090 
except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1 V   VCEV 15 V 
Base open   Vero 12 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 600 µA, 
IB = 0)   V(BR)CE0 12 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ic = 20 mA, In = 0.5 mA   VBIC 0.35 max V 
Ic = 200 mA, IB = 6.7 mA   I/Be 1.1 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 20 mA, In = 0.5 mA   Vcii ( sat) 0.2 max V 
Ic = 200 mA, In = 6.7 mA   Vex: ( sat) 0.3 max V 

Emitter-to-Base Reach-Through Voltage 
(Vas = —1 V)   VET 15 min V 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
We = 0.2 V. Ic = 20 mA  has 40 min 
Ven = 0.3 V, Ic = 200 mA   has 30 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (Ven = 6 V. In = —1 mA)   fhfb 10 min Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (Vcii = 6 V, Ie — 0)   Cone 25 max pF 
Stored Base Charge ( Ic = 20 mA, In = 1 mA)   Qs 1000 max pC 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N1099 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in industrial and military equipment requiring transistors 
having high voltage, current, and dissipation values. It is used in power-
switching, voltage- and current-regulating, dc-to-dc converter, inverter, 
power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits, and in low-
frequency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. It is stud-mounted to pro-
vide positive heat-sink contact. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: 
Lug 1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. This 
type is identical with type 2N173 except for the following items: 

20 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage (Vas = 1.5 V)   War —80 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Moo —40 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature ..=. 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.3 A, Rez — 0   Vanucza —70 min V 
Ic = —1 A, IB — 0   V(BIOCE0 —55 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ic = —5 A, VCE = —2 V)   VBE —0.9 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VRT —80 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veil = —80 V, IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   Icao —4 max mA 
Ws = —80 V, In = 0, Tc = 71°C   Ica° —15 max mA 

2N1100 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in industrial and military equipment requiring transistors 
having high voltage, current, and dissipation values. It is used in power-
switching, voltage- and current-regulating, dc-to-dc converter, inverter, 
power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits, and in low-
frequency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. It is stud-mounted to pro-
vide positive heat-sink contact. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: 
Lug 1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. This 
type is identical with type 2N174 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage (Vas = 1.5 V)   Vein, —100 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —80 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.3 A, RBE 
lc = —1 A, In —   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Vca = —100 V, In = 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = —100 V, In = 0, Tc = 25°C   ICHO 
VCB = —100 V, IE = 0, Tc = 71°C   ICB0 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VED = —80 V. Ic — O   IEBO 
Van = —80 V. Ic — O   ha° 

VOODCES 
VUIR)CE0 
VEB 
VET 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

—80 min V 
—65 min V 
—1 max V 

—100 min V 

—4 max mA 
—15 max mA 

—1 typ mA 
—4 max mA 

1111111 
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TRANSISTOR 2N1177 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in radio-frequency amplifier 
applications in FM and AM/FM radio receivers. JEDEC TO-45, Outline 
No.15. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2- base, 3 - interpin shield and case, 4 - 
collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vciso —30 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 
Collector Current   lc —10 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   P.i. 80 inW 
TA = 55°C   Pr 50 MW 
TA = 71°C   Pr 23 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) 71 .c 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 85 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Vas = 0.5 V, 
I, = —50 µA)   V,BB)c50 —30 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Veil = —12 V. It — 0)   IcB0 —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   Ism) —12 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VIE = —6 V, Iv = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hro 40 to 170 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (VcB = —12 V. Ic = —1 mA)   fmt) 140 Mc/s 

TYPICAL OPERATION 
Frequency   f 
DC Collector- to-Base Voltage   W I," 
DC Emitter Current   IE 
Input Resistance ( ac output circuit shorted)   R le 
Output Resistance ( ac input circuit shorted)   R00 

Maximum Available Power Gain   MAG 
Extrinsic Transconductance   

t n Collector Output Capacitance   obo 

-15 

e 2.5 
2 

is 

0.5 

o 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

100 Mc/s 
—12 V 
1.5 mA 
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TRANSISTOR 2N1178 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in radio-frequency oscillator 
applications in FM and AM/FM radio receivers. JEDEC TO-45, Outline 
No.15. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - interpin shield and case, 4 - col-
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lector. This type is identical with type 2N1177 except for the following 
items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   ht. 40 to 275 

TYPICAL OPERATION 
Frequency   f 10.7 Mc/s 
DC Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vo —11 V 
DC Emitter Current   IE 2.5 mA 
Extrinsic Transconductance   gm 21800 µmhos 
Collector Output Capacitance   Cobo 2 pF 

2N1179 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in radio-frequency mixer appli-
cations in FM and AM/FM radio receivers. JEDEC TO-45, Outline No.15. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - interpin shield and case, 4 - collector. 
This type is identical with type 2N1177 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ven = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hr. 40 to 275 

TYPICAL OPERATION 
Frequency   f 100 Mc/s 
DC Emitter Current   IE 0.8 mA 
Input Resistance (ac output circuit shorted)   Ric 40 i") 
Output Resistance* ( ac input circuit shorted)   Roe 90000 n 
Maximum Available Conversion Power Gain   17 dB 
RMS Base-to-Emitter Oscillator-Injection Voltage 125 mV 
Extrinsic Conversion Transconductance   gm 7500 µmhos 
• At intermediate frequency of 10.7 Mc/s. 

2N1180 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in intermediate-frequency am-
plifier applications in FM and AM/FM radio receivers. JEDEC TO-45, 
Outline No.15. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - interpin shield and case, 
4 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1177 except for the follow-
ing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 —0.5 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

Cutoff Frequency (Vela = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA)   fhib 100 MC/S 

TYPICAL OPERATION 
Frequency   f 10.7 Mc/s 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO —12 V 
Input Resistance (ac output circuit shorted)   Rie 325 n 
Output Resistance (ac input circuit shorted)   R... 24000 n 
Extrinsic Transconductance   gm 40250 ,*mhos 
Power Gain: 
Maximum available   MAG 35 dB 
Maximum useful: 

Circuit neutralized   MUG 23 dB 
Circuit =neutralized   MUG 20 dB 
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POWER TRANSISTORS 

2N1183 
2N1183A 
2N1183B 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction types intended for use in intermediate-power switch-
ing and low-frequency amplifier applications in industrial and military 
equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.5. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 base, 
3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
2N1183 2N1183A 2N118313 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCB0 —45 —60 —80 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = 1.2 V   VCEV —45 —60 —80 
RBE — 0   VcE8 —35 —50 —60 
Base open   Ws() —20 —30 —40 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V EBO —20 —20 —20 
Collector Current   Ic —3 —3 —3 
Emitter Current   IE 3.5 3.5 3.5 
Base Current   IB —0.5 —0.5 —0.5 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 1 1 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 
Te up to 25°C 

(with heat sink)   PT 7.5 7.5 7.5 
're above 25°C 

(with heat sink)   PT See curve page 112 
Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ic = —50 mA, RBE = O   VUES 
VBE = 1.2 V, Ic = — 250 mA VcEv 
Ic = —50 mA, Is = O   Vcico 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage: 
(Ws = —2 V, Ic -= —400 mA) V EB 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = —1.5 V, IE 
VCB = —45 V, IE 
VCB = —60 V, IB —   
Ves = — 80 V, IE —   

Emitter-Cutoff Current 
(VEB = —20 V, Ic = 0) 

C. 
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leso 
ICHO 
ICB0 

IEBO 

—35 min —50 min —60 min 
—45 min —60 min —80 min 
—20 min —30 min —40 min 

1.5 max 1.5 max 1.5 max 

—30 max —30 max —30 max 
—250 /M X •—• 

—250 max 
— —250 max 

—100 max —100 max —100 max 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N11838 
- COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT. BASE INPUT. 
CASE TEMPERATURE • 25*C 
WITH HEAT SINK. 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current 2N1183 2N1183A 2N1183B 
Transfer Ratio ( VcE --,-- —2 V. 
Ic = —400 mA)   hFE 20 to 60 20 to 60 20 to 60 

Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vcii = —6 V, 
IE = 1 mA)   fhtl, 0.5 min 0.5 min 0.5 min Mc/s 

Collector Saturation 
Resistance (Ic = —400 mA, 
IB = —40 mA)   1.25 max 1.25 max 1.25 max fl 

Thermal Resistance, 
Junction-to-case   el-C 10 max 10 max 10 max °C/W 

Thermal Resistance, 
Junction-to-ambient   el-A 75 max 75 max 75 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
DC Supply Voltage  Vcc —12 V 
DC Base-Bias Voltage  Vile 12 V 

Ic —400 mA 
fEi —40 mA 
IB.1 40 mA 
Etc 50 Cl 

Delay Time  ta 0.2 
Rise Time  t, 2 dis 
Storage Time  t. 1.8 je 

Fall Time  ti 1.4 jis 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

"On" DC Collector Current 
"Turn-On" Base Current   
"Turn-Off" Base Current   
Generator Resistance 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N11838 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
CASE TEMPERATURE • 25•C 

WITH HEAT SINK. 
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Bl. }32 = 12 volts 
C, = 10 AF, electrolytics, 25 volts 
RI = 51 ohms, 2 watts 
R, = 120 ohms, 2 watts 
R3 = 230 ohms, 1 watt 
R4 = 29.5 ohms, 5 watts 
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0.5 

TRANSISTORS 

2N1184 
2N1184A 
2N1184B 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type intended for use in intermediate-power switch-
ing and low-frequency amplifier applications in industrial and military 
equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.5. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector and case. These types are identical with types 2N1183, 2N1183A, 
and 2N1183B, respectively, except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VIE = —2 V, Ic = - 400 mA )   firs 40 to 120 40 to 120 40 to 120 

tc 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N11848 
-COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE 
CASE TEMPERATURE.25•C 
WITH HEAT SINK. 
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2N1224 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, 
mixer, and converter circuits, and low-level video-amplifier circuits in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.10. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - interlead shield and case. This type 
is electrically identical with type 2N274. 

2N1225 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, 
mixer, and converter circuits, and low-level video-amplifier circuits in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.10. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - interlead shield and case. This type 
is electrically identical with type 2N384. For collector-characteristics curves 
and video-amplifier circuit, refer to type 2N274. 

2N1226 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, 
mixer, and converter circuits, and low-level video-amplifier circuits in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.10. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - interlead shield and case. This type 
is identical with type 2N274 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vow —60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = 0.5 V)   VCEV —60 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —50 µA, 
Is — 0)   Vann (so —60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage 
(Vice = —0.5 V)   VET —60 min V 

2N1300 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p diffused-junction type used in computer applications in com-
mercial and military data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —13 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO —12 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage*   Vo —1 V 
Collector Current   Ic —100 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 100 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 150 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 75 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 35 mW 

Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ts) and Storage ( TsTo)   —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —0.02 mA, 
Is — 0)   VIBRICII0 —13 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic — 0)   VIDRIERO —1 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Iv = —10 mA, 
In = —0.33 mA)   VBE —0.4 max V 

Collector- to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VRT —12 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( V(.8 = —6 V, Ii — 0)   Lin, —3 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W I.: = —0.3 V, Ic = — 10 mA)   hr n 30 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( V,-i: = —3 V, lc = —10 mA) Ur 25 min Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (W I) = —6 V, In — 0)   C.b. 12 max pF 
Thermal Time Constant   T ( therMal ) 10 ms 
Total Stored Charge ( I,. = —10 mA, In .=. —1 mA)   Qs 400 max pC 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   (:).;-.) 400 max °C/W 

° This rating may be exceeded and the emitter- to-base junction operated in the 
breakdown condition provided the emitter dissipation is limited to 30 milliwatts 
at 25°C. For ambient temperatures above 25°C, the dissipation must be reduced 
by 0.5 milliwatts per °C. 

TYPICAL. TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N1300 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)•25.0 

cn 
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BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS ( VBE) 
92CM-10229T 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N1301 
Ge p-n-p diffused-junction type used in computer applications in data-
processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1300 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO —4 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(In = 0.1 mA, lc — 0)   V(BR)ERO —4 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( I.: = —40 mA, In = —1 mA) Van —0.6 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = —0.3 V, Ic = —10 mA   hrE 30 min 
V('E = —0.5 V, Ic = —40 mA   hrE 40 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( VcE = —3 V, lc = —10 mA) fx 35 min Mc/s 
Total Stored Charge: 
Ic = —10 mA, IR -'= —I. MA   QE 325 max pC 
Ic = —40 mA, In = —2 mA   Qs 800 max pC 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N1302 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in medium-speed switching applications 
in commercial and military data-processing equipment. The n-p-n construe-
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tion permits complementary operation with a matching p-n-p type, such as 
the 2N1303. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base 
and case, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vzso 25 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 150 MW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 85 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr, 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Is = 0.5 mA, 
Ic = 10 mA )   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Is = 0.5 mA, Ic 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   
Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vea = 25 V, Is = 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vs]; = 25 V, Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcs = 1 V. Ic = 10 mA   
Ves = 0.35 V, Ic = 200 mA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VCs = 5 V, Is = —1 mA)   

Output Capacitance (Ves = 5 V. In — 0)   

2N1303 

W E (sat) 0.2 max V 
Vim 0.15 to 0.4 V 
VET 25 min V 
ICB0 6 max sA 
him 6 max sA 

liss 20 min 
him 10 min 

fetb 3 znin Mc/s 
Cobo 20 max Ple 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in medium-speed switching applications 
in data-processing equipment. The 2N1303 is the p-n-p complement of the 
n-p-n type 2N1302. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base and case, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR() 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA UP 10 25°C   PT 150 MW 
TA above 25°C   er See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 85 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 100 *C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Is = —0.5 mA, Ic = —10 mA)   VCE (sat) —0.2 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Is = —0.5 mA, 
Ic = —10 mA)   VOS —0.15 to —0.4 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VET —25 min v 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = —25 V, Is = 0)   IC130 —6 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = —25 V, Ic = 0)   IEBO —6 max sA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
W E = —1 V, Ic = —10 mA   hat; 
Vet = —0.35 V, Ic = —200 mA   Itra 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ws = —5 V, Is = 1 mA)   fhfb 

Output Capacitance (Ws = —5 V, Is — 0)   Cobo 

—30 V 
—25 V 
—0.3 A 

20 min 
10 min 

3 min Mc/s 
20 max PF 

2N1304 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in medium-speed switching applications 
in data-processing equipment. The n-p-n construction permits complemen-
tary operation with a matching p-n-p type, such as the 2N1305. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base and case, 3 - collector. 
This type is identical with type 2N1302 except for the following items: 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Iz = 0.25 mA, 
Ic = 10 mA)   Vcz ( sat) 0.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Iz = 0.5 mA, lc = 10 mA) VBE 0.15 to 0.35 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VET 20 min V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vez = 1 V, Ic = 10 mA   hez 40 to 200 
Vex = 0.35 V, Ic = 200 mA   here 15 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veil = 5 V, Is -,-- - 1 mA)   fi,, i, 5 min Mc/s 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N1305 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in medium-speed switching applications 
in data-processing equipment. The 2N1305 is the p-n-p complement of the 
n-p-n type 2N1304. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base and case, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1303 ex-
cept for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Iz = —25 mA, 
Ic = —10 mA)   Vez (sat) —0.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Iii = —0.5 mA, 
Ic = —10 mA)   Vas —0.15 to —0.35 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VRT —20 min V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VeE = —1 V, IC = —10 mA   h.ez 40 to 200 
Vez = —0.35 V, le = —200 mA   hen 15 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ves - - 5 V, IE = 1 mA)   fufb 5 min Mc/s 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N1306 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in medium-speed switching applications 
in data-processing equipment. The 2N1306 is the n-p-n complement of the 
p-n-p type 2N1307. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base and case, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1302 ex-
cept for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Is = 0.17 mA, 
Ic = 10 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Iir = 0.5 mA, Ic = 10 mA) VBE 0.15 to 0.35 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VRT 15 min V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vez = 1 V. Ic = 10 mA   him 60 to 300 
Vez = 0.35 V. Ic = 200 mA   ham 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( V• n _— 5 V, IE = —1 MA)   flab 10 min Mc/s 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N1307 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in medium-speed switching applications 
in data-processing equipment. The 2N1307 is the p-n-p complement of the 
n-p-n type 2N1306. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base and case, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1303 ex-
cept for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(I8 = —0.17 mA. Ic = —10 mA)   VCE (sat) —0.2 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Is = —0.5 mA, 
Ic = —10 mA)   Vas —0.15 to —0.35 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VIT —15 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VcE = —1 V, Ic ,.-.-- —10 mA   het: 60 to 300 
VCE = —0.35 V, Ic = —200 mA   heE 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VCs = —5 V. Is = 1 mA)   fhfb 10 min Mc/s 

2N1308 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in medium-speed switching applications 
in data-processing equipment. The 2N1308 is the n-p-n complement of the 
p-n-p type 2N1309. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base and case, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1302 ex-
cept for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Is = 0.13 mA, 
Ic = 10 mA)   VcE ( sat) 0.2 max 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Is = 0.5 mA, IC = 10 mA) VB F: 0.15 to 0.35 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   V RT 15 min 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 1 V, IC = 10 mA   hrs 80 min 
VcE = 0.35 V, Ic = 200 mA   heE 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vcs ,----- 5 V. Is = —1 mA)   fin, 15 Mc/s 

2N1309 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

V 
v 
V 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in medium-speed switching applications 
in data-processing equipment. The 2N1309 is the p-n-p complement of the 
n-p-n type 2N1308. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base and case, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1303 except 
for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Is = —0.13 mA, lc = —10 mA)   VCE (sat) —0.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Is = —0.5 mA, 
Ic = —10 mA)   VIM —0.15 to —0.35 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   Var —15 min V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = —1 V, IC = —10 mA   h FE 80 min 
Vex = —0.35 V, Ic = —200 mA   h re: 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vea = —5 V, Is r.-- 1 mA)   fi n, 15 min Mc/s 

2N1358 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in industrial and military equipment requiring transistors 
having high voltage, current, and dissipation values. It is used in power-
switching, voltage- and current-regulating, dc-to-dc converter, inverter, 
power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits; and in low-fre-
quency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. It is stud-mounted to provide 
positive heat-sink contact. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: Lug 
1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. This type is 
identical with type 2N174 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.3 A, Is — O   V(1311) CEO —40 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W A = —2 V, IE = 0, Te = 25°C   Ica° —200 max gA 
Ves = —30 V, In = 0, Te = 71°C   Iceo —6 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEs = —30 V, le = 0. 
Te = 71°C)   iEgo —6 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ven = —2 V, Ic = —5 A   hm E 25 min 
Vez = —2 V, lc = —5 A   h FE 35 typ 
Vez = —2 V. Ic = —1.2 A   hez 40 to 80 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Ves = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA)   fhte 100 min kc/s 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N1384 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in switching applications in military and in-
dustrial electronic computers such as memory-core driver, pulse-amplifier, 
inverter, flip-flop, and logic-gate circuits. JEDEC TO-11, Outline No.7. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage'   VEgo 
Collector Current   Ic 
Emitter Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 

Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage ( 1%1'0   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —50 gA, 
IE = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Vcc = 30 V, 
Ic = 250 mA, In = 0, Run = 1000 n)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = —100 gA  
IC = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ic = —200 mA, 
IB = —10 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vez = —3 V, Iz — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vez = —0.5 V, 
Ic = —200 mA)   
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Gain-Bandwidth Product ( VCs = —3 V, It = —10 mA) fr 20 min Mc/s 
Stored Base Charge (Ic = —10 mA, Is = —1 mA)  Qs 800 max pC 
Thermal Time Constant   .7. ( thermal) 14 min MS 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-ambient   al-A 250 max °C/W 

• This rating may be exceeded and the emitter-to-base junction operated in the 
breakdown condition provided the emitter dissipation is limited to 30 milliwatts 
at 25°C. For ambient temperature above 25°C, dissipation must be reduced by 0.5 
milliwatts per C. 

2N1395 TRANSISTOR 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, 
mixer, and converter circuits, and low-level video-amplifier circuits in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.10. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - interlead shield and case. This type 
is identical with type 2N274 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = —12 V, IE = 1.5 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hi« 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

50 to 175 
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2N1396 TRANSISTOR 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, 
mixer, and converter circuits, and low-level video-amplifier circuits in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.10. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - interlead shield and case. This type 
is identical with type 2N384 except for the collector-characteristics curves, 
which are the same as for type 2N1395, and the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = —12 V. = 1.5 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   ht, 50 to 175 

2N1397 TRANSISTOR 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and if amplifier, oscillator, 
mixer, and converter circuits, and low-level video-amplifier circuits in indus-
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trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.10. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - interlead shield and case. This type 
is identical with type 2N1023 except for the collector-characteristics curves, 
which are the same as for type 2N1395, and the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = —12 V, IS = 1.5 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hfe 50 to 175 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N1412 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in a wide variety of switching and ampli-
fier applications in industrial and military equipment requiring transistors 
having high voltage, current, and dissipation values. It is used in power-
switching, voltage- and current-regulating, dc-to-dc converter, inverter, 
power-supply, and relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits; and in low-fre-
quency oscillator and audio-amplifier service. It is stud-mounted to provide 
positive heat-sink contact. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: Lug 
1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. This type is 
identical with type 2N174 except for the collector-characteristics curves, 
which are the same as for type 2N1100, and the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage (VES = 1.5 V)   Vino —100 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
L e = —0.3 A, RES — 0   VlBIOCE8 —80 min V 
Ic = —1 A, In — 0   VIBRICE0 —65 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( WE = —2 V, Ic = —5 A)   VBE —0.8 max V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage ( Veil = —100 V, IE — 0)   VEs —1 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VET —100 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vex -= —100 V, Is = 0, Te =. 25°C   leso 4 max mA 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N1479 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power switching circuits such as 
de-to-de converters, inverters, choppers, solenoid and relay controls; in oscil-
lators, regulators, and pulse amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 
push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 60 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO (sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 12 v 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Emitter Current   In —1.75 A 
Base Current   Is 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25*C   PT 5 W 
're above 25*C   PT See curve page 112 

Case-Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Te) and Storage ( TsTs)   —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( Ic = 50 mA, 
In = 0 )   VCEO (SUS) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vies = —1.5, 
Ic = 0.25 mA)   Van, 60 min V 
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10 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

«gi 
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TYPE 2NI479 
COMMON- EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT — 
CASE TEMPERATURE•25•C 
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COLLECTOR-TO- EMITTER VOLTS 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Vce = 4 V, lc =- 200 rnA) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vce = 30 V, Ie = 0. Tc = 25°C   
VCR = 30 V, Ie = 0, Te = 150°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Vice = 12 V. Ic — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 200 mA, In = 20 mA)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio ( Vue = 4 V, 
Ic = 200 mA)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vce = 4 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Vce = 28 V, Ic = 5 mA)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product   
Output Capacitance (Vcn = 40 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 kc/s) 
Thermal Time Constant   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

Vne 

70 BO 
MIS- 10491T 

3 max V 

Ici,, 10 max µA 
I. Bo 500 max eL A 
I EBO 10 max µA 

rce ( sat) 7 max Cl 

hr n 20 to 60 

hr. 50 

fn it) 
fT 
Cobo 
T(thennal ) 
0J-C 
0J-A 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
(At case temperature = 25°C) 

DC Supply Voltage   Vcc 
DC Base-Bias Voltage   
Generator Resistance   Ro 
"On" DC Collector Current   IC 
"Turn-On" Base Current   IBI 
"Turn-Off" Base Current   IB2 

TYPICAL BASE MILLIAMPERES 

TYPE 2NI479 
_COMMON 
COLLECTOR 
CURVE 

-EMITTER CiRCuiT.BASE NPtIt 
-TO- EMITTER VOLTS 4 

CASE TEMPERATURE—% 

----
25 

-65 _ 
- 200 

....e 

-....." 
...." 

/..). 
' 
-.." 

e 

O 05 1.5 2 
BASE - TO- EMITTER VOLTS 

SUS- 10431M 

1.5 Mc/s 
50 max kc/s 

150 pF 
10 MS 

35 max °C/W 
200 max °C/W 

12 V 
—8.5 V 

50 Cl 
200 mA 
20 mA 

—8.5 mA 

VBB = 8.5 VOHS 
VCC = 12 volts 

= 50 ohms, 1 watt 
Rs = 30 ohms, 1 watt 
Ra = 7.8 ohms, 2 watts 
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TYPICAL OPERATION (cont'd) 
Delay Time   ta 0.2 its 
Rise Time   t, 1 its 
Storage Time   t. 0.6 its 
Fall Time   tf 1 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N1480 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power switching circuits such as 
dc-to-dc converters, inverters, choppers, solenoid and relay controls; in oscil-
lators, regulators, and pulse amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 
push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. This type is identical with type 2N1479 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ws° 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Van = —1.5 V   VCE V 100 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   VCEO (sus) 55 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( lc = 50 mA, 
In — 0)   VCEO ( SUS ) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vac = —1.5 V, 
. It = 0.25 mA)   VCE V 100 min V 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N1481 
Si n- p-n diffused-junction type used in power switching circuits such as 
dc-to-dc converters, inverters, choppers, solenoid and relay controls; in oscil-
lators, regulators, and pulse amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 
push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. This type is identical with type 2N1479 except for the following 
items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcc = 4 V  
= 200 mA)   hr 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 
(Ic = 200 mA, Is = 10 mA)   rcE ( sat) 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

35 to 100 

7 max fl 

2N1482 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power switching circuits such as 
dc-to-dc converters, inverters, choppers, solenoid and relay controls; in oscil-
lators, regulators, and pulse amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 
push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and 
case. This type is identical with type 2N1479 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS • 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VB E = —1.5 V   Vcy 100 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   Vcso (sus) 55 V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 50 mA, 
Is = 0)   VCEO (sus) 55 min V 

Collector- to-Emitter Voltage ( Ilse = —1.5 V, 
Ic = 0.25 mA)   VCE V 100 min V 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vce = 4 V, 
Ic = 200 mA)   hre 35 to 100 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 
(Ic = 200 mA, IB = 10 mA)   rce ( sat) 7 max CI 

2N1483 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in de-to-de converters, inverters, 
choppers, de and servo amplifiers, relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits in 
industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.5. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   yeso 60 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCE V 60 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   Vcao ( sus) 40 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE10) 12 
Collector Current   Ic 3 
Emitter Current   Is —3.5 
Base Current   Is 1.5 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 
Tc above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Tc) and Storage ( Tsxa)   

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( Ic = 100 mA, 

Iii -= 0)   VC E0 ( SOS ) 40 min V 
Collector- to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1.5 V. 
Ic = 0.25 mA)   VCE V 60 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vea = 4 V, Ic =- 750 mA) VB E 3.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 30 V, Is = 0, TA = 25°C   leso  15 max µA 
VCB = 30 V, IS = 0, TA = 100°C   LIS() 750 max 

ISRO µA Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Veil = 12 V, Ic — 0)   15 max µA 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(It; = 750 mA, Is = 75 mA)   aca ( sat) 2.67 max û 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vce = 4 V, 
Ic = 750 mA)   liBe 

as 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vcs = 28 V, Ic = 5 mA)   fhfb 1.25 Mc/s 

Output Capacitance ( Ws = 40 V, Is — 0)  e  Cabo 175 PF 
Thermal Time Constant   r ( thermal) 10 ms 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0,-c 7 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0i-s 100 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
(At case temperature = 25°C) 

DC Supply Voltage   Vcc 
DC Base-Bias Voltage   
Generator Resistance   Ra 
"On" DC Collector Current   Ic 
"Turn-On" Base Current   IB1 
"Turn-Off" Base Current   Is, 
Delay Tune   td 
Rise Time   tr 
Storage Time   t. 
Fall Time   tt 

TYPICAL BASE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
COMMON - 

— COLLECTOR 
CURVE 

. . . 
2NI 483 , , 

EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
-TO- EMITTER VOLTS • 4 - 

CASE TEMP. - C 
_ 
-- 
--- 

25 
-65 / 200 , — 

i ti 

/ 

.. / 
0 0.5 15 2 25 3 

BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 
92GS-1044374 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

VBB = 8.5 volts 
Vcc = 12 volts 
Ri = 50 ohms, 1 watt 
RS = 700 ohms, 1 watt 
Rs = 59 ohms, 2 watts 

12 V 
—8.5 V 

50 cl 
;50 mA 
65 mA 

—35 mA 
0.2 ps 
1 As 

0.8 ps 
1.1 ps 

- + 

92CS-10427R2 

2N1484 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc converters, inverters, 
choppers, de and servo amplifiers, relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits in 
industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.5. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 
2N1483 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBC1 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = — 1.5 V   VCE V 100 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   Vcso (sus) 55 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic =- 100 mA, Is — 0)   VCEO ( SUS) 55 min 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vss = —1.5 V, 
Ic = 0.25 mA)   Vcsv 100 min 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N1485 

V 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc converters, inverters, 
choppers, de and servo amplifiers, relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits in 
industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.5. Terminals: 
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1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 
2N1483 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcc = 4 V, Ic = 750 mA) VBE 2.5 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Von = 4 V, 
Ic = 750 mA)   hFE 35 to 100 

2N1486 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc converters, inverters, 
choppers, de and servo amplifiers, relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits in 
industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.5. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 
2N1483 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Viic = —1.5 V   VCEV 100 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO ( SUS) 55 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
In — 0)   VCEO ( SUS ) 55 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vac = —1.5 V, 
Ic -- 0.25 mA)   VCEV 100 min v 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcc ——  4 V, Ic _— 750 mA)   V . BE 2.5 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcc = 4 V,, 

Ic -- 750 mA)   tine 35 to 100 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 750 mA, In = 40 mA)   rrn (sat) 1 max û 

2N1487 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in de-to-de converters, inverters, 
choppers, voltage and current regulators, de and servo amplifiers, relay-
and solenoid-actuating circuits. Similar to JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2 
(Variant 1). Terminals: 1 (S) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - col-
lector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 60 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO (SUS ) 40 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 10 V 
Collector Current   IC 6 A 
Emitter Current   IE —8 A 
Base Current   In 3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TUB at 25°C   PT 75 W 
Tu F. above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Mounting-Flange Temperature Range: 
Operating (Thin) and Storage (TSUI)   —65 to 200 'c 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature -,_ 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
h -- 0)   VCE0 (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vim = —1.5 V. 
Ic -- 0.5 mA)   VCEV 60 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Von = 4 V, 
Ic -- 1.5 A)   Vas 3.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Von = 30 V, h = 0. TA = 25°C   Ion° 25 max µA 
Vea = 30 V. Is = 0, TA = 150°C   Ice, 1000 max 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 10 V, Ic — 0)   be» 25 max µA 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
I 1 I T 1 1 I 1 

TYPE 2N1487 
-COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE . 25°C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector- to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(lc 1.5 A, IT) = 300 mA)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcc = 4 V, 

= 1.5 A)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VII) = 12 V, Ir = 100 mA)   

Output Capacitance (W I) = 40 V, lc — 0)   
Thermal Time Constant   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Mounting Flange   

70 80 
92cm-1047112 

r,s ( sat) 

h rE 

fi  tb 
Cob° 
r ( therrnal ) 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
DC Collector Supply Voltage   VC( 
DC Base-Bias Voltage   
Generator Resistance   Rc 
On DC Collector Current   I,. 
Turn-On DC Base Current   II)) 
Turn-Off DC Base Current   1112 
Delay time   ta 
Rise time   ti 
Storage time   to 
Fall time   ti 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 

2 max 

15 to 45 

1 Mc/s 
200 pF 
12 MS 

2.33 max °C/W 

VBR = 8.5 volts 
Vcc = 12 volts 
RI = 50 ohms, 1 watt 
112= 30 ohms, 1 watt 
Ri = 7.8 ohms, 2 watts 

12 V 
—8.5 V 

50 
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2N1488 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-de converters, inverters, 
choppers, voltage and current regulators, de and servo amplifiers, relay-
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and solenoid-actuating circuits. Similar to JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2 
(Variant 1). Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - col-
lector and case. This type is identical with type 2N1487 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 100 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VCEV 100 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   VCEO (sus) 55 

V 

v 
V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( lc = 100 mA, 
Is — 0)   VCEO (sus) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1.5 V, 
Ic = 0.5 mA)   VCEV 100 min V 

2N1489 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in de-to-dc converters, inverters, 
choppers, voltage and current regulators, dc and servo amplifiers, relay-
and solenoid-actuating circuits. Similar to JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2 
(Variant 1). Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - col-
lector and case. This type is identical with type 2N1487 except for the 
following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VCs -- 4 V, Ic -- 1.5 A)   VBE 2.5 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs = 4 V, 

Ic -- 1.5 A)   liFE 25 to 75 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 1.5 A. la = 100 mA)   run ( sat) 0.67 max n 

2N1490 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc converters, inverters, 
choppers, voltage and current regulators, de and servo amplifiers, relay-
and solenoid-actuating circuits. Similar to JEDEC TO-3. Outline No.2 
(Variant 1). Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - col-
lector and case. This type is identical with type 2N1487 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 100 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO ( sus) 55 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Vc = 100 mA, Is — 0)   VCEO (sus) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage 
(Vas = —1.5 V. Ic = 0.5 mA)   VCEV 100 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcs := 4 V, Ic = 1.5 A)   VBE 2.5 max v 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs = 4 V, 
Ic = 1.5 A)   hrs 25 to 75 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 
(Ic = 1.5 A, In =- 100 mA)   rcs ( sat) 0.67 max o 

2N1491 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in vhf applications for rf-amplifier, video-
amplifier, oscillator, and mixer circuits in industrial and military equipment. 
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JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 collector 
and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCB0 30 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vs E = —0.5 V)   W E,/ 30 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VBao 1 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.25 A 
Emitter Current   IE —0.25 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   Px 3 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Tc) and Storage (TsTc)   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA, 
h — 0)   V.BB)clio 30 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Floating Potential (VCs = 30 V, 
Ic = 0)   Ws ( fl) 0.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Veil = 12 V, Ls — 0 )   IC110 10 max p.A 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 1 V. Ic — 0)   U RI) 100 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 20 V. lc = 15 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hte 
Gain-Bandwidth Prof:het (Ws = 30 V. Ic = 15 mA) .f.T 
Output Capacitance ( VcB = 30 V, Is = 0, 
f = 0.15 Mc/s)   Cob. 

Small-Signal Power Gain ( Ve = 15 V, IE = —15 mA, 
Poe .-= 10 mW, f -= 70 Mc/s)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N1492 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in vhf applications for d-amplifier, video-
amplifier, oscillator, and mixer circuits in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. This type is identical with type 2N1491 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —0.5 V)   Vcsv 60 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is — 0)   V(BRICB0 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Floating Potential (Vca = 60 V  
Is — 0)   Va (fi) 0.5 max V 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vsa = 2 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 100 max µA 
Small-Signal Power Gain ( Vcc = 30 V, Is = —15 mA  
P.. = 100 mW, f = 70 Mc/s)   Gpe 13 min dB 

2N1493 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in vhf applications for d-amplifier, video-
amplifier, oscillator, and mixer circuits in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. This type is identical with type 2N1491 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wm) 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —0.5 V)   W EN, 100 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4.5 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA. 
Is — 0)   VlBSOCB0 100 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Floating Potential (Ws = 100 V, 
IE — 0)   VEB (fl) 0.5 max V 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 4.5 V, Ic — 0)   Isla) 100 max µ A 
Small-Signal Power Gain (Vcc = 50 V. Is = —25 mA, 
P.. = 500 mW, f = 70 Mc/s)   Gpe 10 min dB 

2N1524 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in 455-kilocycle if-amplifier service in battery-
operated portable radio receivers and automobile radio receivers operating 
from either a 6-volt or a 12-volt supply. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCB0 —24 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 
Collector Current   lc —10 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 80 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 50 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 35 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Ambient)   Ts ( opr) 71 °C 
Storage   Tiro —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 255 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Vila = 0.5 V. 
k = —50 µA)   V,1114)CHV —24 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Ws = —12 V, Is — 0)   Icso —16 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Vim = —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   him —16 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Ws = —12 V, IC = —I mA)   fin, 33 max Mc/s 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(V(s = —6 V, Is = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   h I e 27 to 100 

Output Capacitance (Ws = —12 V, IE = 0, 
f = 455 kc/s)   C... 3.6 max PF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 0.4 °C/mW 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 
6 
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN SINGLE-STAGE 455-kc/s AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

DC Collector Supply Voltage   
V11::;.: - -6 —12 V DC Collector- to-Emitter Voltage   5.7 —11 V 

Collector Current   lc —1 —1 mA 
Input Resistance   R I. 1300 1550 n 
Output Resistance   li.. 0.31 0.525 MO 
Collector-to-Base Capacitance   C.h. 2.2 2 
Maximum Power Gain   MAG 51 54.4 gr3 
Useful Power Gain ( Single-tuned unilateralized 

circuit) : 
In neutralized circuit   MUG 33 33 dB 
In unneutralized circuit   MUG 29.7 30.2 dB 

TRANSISTOR 2N1525 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in 455-kilocycle if-amplifier service in battery-
operated portable radio receivers and automobile radio receivers operating 
from either a 6-volt or a 12-volt supply. JEDEC TO-40, Outline No.13. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is electrically iden-
tical with type 2N1524. 

TRANSISTOR 2N1526 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in mixer and oscillator applications in battery-
operated portable radio receivers and automobile radio receivers operating 
from either a 6-volt or a 12-volt supply. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical with 
type 2N1524 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = —6 V. Is = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   ht. 27 to 170 
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN SELF-EXCITED 1.5 Mc/s CONVERTER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector Supply Voltage   Vi, -6 —12 V 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   W E —5 —11 V 
DC Collector Current   Ic —0.65 —0.65 mA 
Input Resistance   RI. 1850 2150 fl 
Output Resistance   R.. 0.19 0.48 MO 
RMS Base-to-Emitter Oscillator-Injection 
Voltage   100 100 mV 

Conversion Power Gain: 
Maximum Available   MAGc 44.2 48.9 dB 
Useful   MUGe 34.2 35.8 dB 

2N1527 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in mixer and oscillator applications in battery-
operated portable radio receivers and automobile radio receivers operating 
from either a 6-volt or a 12-volt supply. JEDEC TO-40, Outline No.13. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is electrically iden-
tical with type 2N1526. 

2N1605 
2N1605A 

COMPUTER TRANSISTORS 

Ge n-p-n alloy-junction types used in medium-speed switching applications 
in data-processing equipment. The n-p-n construction permits complemen-
tary operation with a matching p-n-p type such as the 2N404. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base and case, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 2N1605 2N1605A 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   V•151) 25 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1 V) Vey 24 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO 12 12 V 
Collector Current   IC 100 100 mA 
Emitter Current   IE —100 —100 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA UP to 25°C   PT 150 200 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   rt (opr) 100 100 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 235 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 0.02 mA, IE — 0   V(BIOCHO 25 — min V 
Ic = 0.01 mA, Is — 0  VIBIOCB0 — 40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(le = 0.02 mA, Ic — 0)   VlBR)EBO 12 12 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 12 mA, IB = 0.4 mA   We (sat) 0.15 0.15 max V 
Ic = 24 mA, Is = 1 mA   VeE (sat) 0.2 0.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ic = 12 mA, Is = 0.4 mA   VHF: 0.35 0.35 max V 
Ic = 24 mA, IB = 1 MA   Va 0.4 0.4 max V 

Emitter Floating Potential ( 11-MO voltmeter 
between emitter and base): 
Veit = 24 V   VES (fl) 1 — max V 
Ves = 40 V   Ves(fl) — 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 12 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   Icso 5 — max µA 
Ves = 12 V, h = 0, TA = 80°C   Icso 125 125 max µA 
Ves = 40 V, h = 0, TA = 25°C   leso 10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Van = 2.5 V. IC = 0) IESO 2.5 2.5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = 0.15 V, Ic = 12 mA   hot 30 30 min 
Vez = 0.2 V. Ic r_-- 24 mA   lire 24 24 min 
Vez = 0.25 V, Ic = 20 mA   hre 40 40 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (Ves = 6 V, IE = 1 mA) fen, 4 4 min Mci's 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Total Stored Charge (Vcc = 5.25 V. 
Ic = 10 mA, In = 1 mA)   

Output Capacitance (Vas = 6 V. Is = 1 mA, 
f = 2 Mc/s)   

TRANSISTOR 

Qs 

Cobo 

2N1605 2N1605A 
1400 1400 max pC 

20 20 max pF 

2N1613 
Si n-p-n planar type used in small-signal and medium-power applications 
in industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 
2N2102 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 75 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rim «. 10 0)   Vcsa 50 V 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25-C   PT 0.8 W 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 3 W 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is — 0)   V(BI)CB0 75 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
RBE = 10 0, tp = 300 µs, df = 1.8%)   VCER ( SUS) 50 trdn V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
IB = 15 mA, t. = 300 µs, df = 1.8%)   Vcz ( sat) 1.5 max v 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
In = 15 mA, t. = 300 sis, df =_-. 1.8%)   VBE (sat) 1.3 max AT 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 60 V, IS = 0, TA = 25°C   ICB0 0.01 max µA 
Ven = 60 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   ICBO 10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Ves = 5 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.01 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = 10 V, Ic = 0.1 mA. TA = 25°C   tips 20 min 
VeE = 10 V. le = 150 mA, TA = 25°C. t. = 300 µs, 
df = 1.8%   hp E 40 to 120 

VCE = 10 V. IC = 10 mA, TA = —55°C, t. = 300 µs, 
df = 1.8%   hr s 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcs = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA. f = 1 kc/s   ht. 30 to 100 
Ws = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s   hit. 3 min 

Output Capacitance (We = 10 V, Is — 0)   Cobo 25 max pie 
Noise Figure (Vcs = 10 V. Ic = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kc/s, 
Ro = 510 Cl, circuit bandwidth = 1 c/s)   NF 12 max dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9g-C 58.3 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   Os-A 219 max °C/W 

TRANSISTOR 2N1631 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in rf-amplifier applications in battery-operated 
AM radio receivers. JEDEC TO-40, Outline No.13. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VcB0 —34 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vss.) —0 5 V 
Collector Current   I,- —10 mA 
Emitter Current   1E 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 80 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 50 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 35 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) 71 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —50 µA, 
IE = 0)   V(ER)cao —34 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Val = —12 V. IE = 0)   ICB0 —16 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas =- —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO —16 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = —6 V, lc = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hr. 40 to 170 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ws = —12 V, Is = 1 mA)   filfb 45 Mc/s 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   9J-A 0.4 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN RF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector Supply Voltage   Vcc 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vea 
Emitter Current   IE 
Signal-Frequency   f 
Input Resistance   Rie 
Output Resistance   rt.0 
Output Capacitance   Cob. 
Extrinsic Transconductance   g,), 
Maximum Power Gain   MAG 
Useful Power Gain ( Unneutralized circuit) MUG 

6 
TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

I I 
TYPE 2141631 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER   
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Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in ri-amplifier applications in battery-operated 
AM radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is electrically identical with type 2N1631. 

2N1637 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (le = —50 sA, 
Is — 0)   V(BIOCHO —34 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = —12 V, Is = 0)   ICB0 —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = —1.5 V, le = 0)   IEBO —15 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = —6 V. Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   ht. 40 to 170 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Ves = —12 V, le = 1 mA)   fin 45 Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (Ves = —12 V. Iii = —1 mA, 
f = 1 kc/s)   Col. 2 PF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 0.4 max °C/W 

6 
TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N1637 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER  g 
VOLTS• - 12 

AMBIENT TDAPERATURE•25.0 

50 100 150 200 250 
BASE-TO-EMITTER MILLIVOLTS 
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN RF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE —5.5 —11.2 V 
Emitter Current   1E 1 1 mA 
Signal Frequency   f 1.5 1.5 Mc/s 
Input Resistance   Ri, 520 1000 0 
Output Resistance   ROe 0.065 0.18 MCI 
Maximum Power Gain   MAG 40.4 47.7 dB 
Useful Power Gain (Unneutralized circuit)   MUG 25.3 25.6 dB 

TRANSISTOR 2N1638 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in if-amplifier applications in AM automobile 
radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1637 except for the follow-
ing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Ves = —12 V. Ic — 0)   ICI10 —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO —12 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —6 V, Ir = —1 mA, f -=- 1 kc/s)   ht. 70 to 275 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Veit = —12 V. Is = 1 mA)   flitli 40 Mc/s 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN SINGLE-STAGE IF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Ven —5 —11 
Emitter Current   1E 1.6 2 mA 
Signal Frequency   f 262.6 262.5 kc/s 
Input Resistance   RI. 1800 1400 Cl 
Output Resistance   R.. 0.47 0.72 MCI 
Maximum Power Gain   MAG 58.6 61.5 dB 
Useful Power Gain (Unneutralized circuit)   MUG 35 36.6 dB 
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2N1639 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in converter, mixer, and oscillator applications 
in AM automobile radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1637 
except for the following items: 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN SELF-EXCITED 1.5-Mc/s CONVERTER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   V c —5 —11 V 
DC Collector Current   Ic 0.65 0.65 mA 
Input Resistance   R 10 1850 2200 û 
Output Resistance   R.° 0.1 0.2 MI.) 
RMS Base-to-Emitter Oscillator-Injection 
Voltage   c 100 100 mV 

MUG Conversion Power Gain (useful)   35.4 37 dB 

2N1683 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p diffused-junction type used in computer applications in data-
processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 2N1300 except for 
the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEito• —4 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Iii = —0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V (flii)cilo —4 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —40 mA, In = —1 mA) Vas —0.6 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

= —0.3 V. Ic = —10 mA   tirc 50 min 75 typ 
VCE = —0.5 V. lc = —40 mA   hr e 50 min 85 typ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VIE = —3 V. IC = —10 mA) fr 50 min Mc/s 
Total Stored Charge: 
Ic = —10 mA, IB = —0.4 mA   Qs 160 max pC 
Ic = —40 mA, IB = —1.6 mA   Qs 410 max PC 

• This rating may be exceeded and the emitter-to-base junction operated in the 
breakdown condition provided the emitter dissipation is limited to 30 milliwatts 
at 25*C. For ambient temperatures above 25*C, reduce the dissipation by 0.5 
milliwatts per °C. 

2N1700 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching circuits such as 
dc-to-dc converters, inverters, choppers, solenoid and relay controls; in 
oscillators, regulators, and pulse-amplifier circuits; and as class A and 
class B push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and military 
equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector and case. For typical operation in a power-switching circuit, 
refer to type 2N1479. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   Vcito 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vrne = —1.5 V   VcEv 60 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   Ws° ( sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vzso 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Base Current   IB 0.75 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W  
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( Ic = 50 mA, 
IS — 0)   VCEO (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1.5 V, 
li• = 0.5 mA)   Vccir 60 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vea = 4 V, Ic = 100 mA) VBE 2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 30 V. IE = 0, Tc =- 25°C   kit° 75 max µA 
VCB = 30 V, IS = 0, Te = 150°C   kilo 1000 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Vail = 6 V, Ic — 0)   Iciiii 25 max µA 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 100 mA, In = 10 mA)   rcE (sat) 10 max 0 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vca -= 4 V, Ic = 100 mA)   lief, 20 to 80 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 4 V, Ic = 5 mA, f =- 1 kc/s)   hf e 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vca = 28 V, Ic = 5 mA)   fh lb 1.2 Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (VCs = 40 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 loe/a) Cob° 150 pF 
Thermal Time Constant   r ( thermal) 10 ms 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03-i• 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   9.1-A 200 max °C/W 

2N1701 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching applications such as 
dc-to-dc converter, inverter, chopper, solenoid and relay control circuits; in 
oscillator, regulator, and pulse-amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 
push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.5. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VcEr 60 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   Vceo(sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2.5 A 
Base Current   In 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 25 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TBTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA  
le = 0)   Vcso ( sus ) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1.5, 
Ic = 0.75 mA)   W E,/ 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
(Ic = 2.5 A, Is = 1 A)   VCE (sat) 12.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VCs = 4 V, Ic = 300 mA) VD E 3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 30 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   ICB0 
Ven = 30 V, In = 0, Tc = 150°C   ICBO 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = —6 V, IC — 0)   IEBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 300 mA, In = 30 mA)   rcs ( sat) 5 max il 

2.5 

0.5 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Vez = 28 V. Ic = 5 mA)   fhtb 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vex = 4 V. le = 300 mA   hFE 
VCE = 20 V. le = 2.5 A   liFE 

Output Capacitance (Vez = 40 V, IS = 0, f = 1 kc/s) Cob,, 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-e 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   03-A 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
DC Supply Voltage   Vcc 
DC Base-Bias Voltage   
Generator Resistance   RO 
"On" DC Collector Current   Ic 
"Turn-On" Base Current   hi 
"Turn-Off" Base Current   IB2 
Delay Time   ta 
Rise Time   tr 
Storage Time   t. 
Fall Time   tt 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD - CURRENT 
TRANSFER- RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N1701 
COMMON- EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
COLLECTOR-TO- EMITTER VOLTS ( VcEI•4 

CURVE CASE 
TEMPERATURE ( T6)-•C 

25 
-65 
175 

0 05 1.5 2 25 
COLLECTOR AMPERES (k) 

92CS-11574T 

TRANSISTOR 

IB1 

VBB = 8.5 volts 
• = 12 volts 

.• = 50 ohms, 1 watt 
R2 = 220 ohms, 1 watt 
R3 = 15.9 ohms, 2 watts 

1 max Mc/s 

20 to 80 
5 min 

175 max pF 
7 max °C/W 

100 max °C/W 

12 v 
—8.5 v 

50 
750 mA 
65 mA 

—35 mA 
0.2 is 
1 gs 

0.8 gs 
1.1 gs 

- + 

92CS-104 27R2 

2N1702 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching applications such 
as dc-to-dc converter, inverter, chopper, and relay control circuits; in 
voltage and current regulator circuits; and in de and servo amplifier cir-
cuits. Similar to JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2 (Variant 1). Terminals: 
1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - case and collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veso 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Va E = —1.5 V   VCEV 60 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   Vczo (sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 5 A 
Base Current   Is 2.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 75 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Tr (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
IB = 0)   Vex() (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vim = —1.5 V, 
Ic = 1 mA)   VCEV 60 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vez = 4 V, Ic = 800 mA)   Vs E 4 max V 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
5 

4 
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TYPE 2N1702 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 

6 >0 CASE TEMPERATURE • 25°C 
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92C21-1156411 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vert = 30 V, IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   Iceice 200 RA 
VCB = 30 V. Is = 0, Te = 150°C   'CB° 2000 µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 6 V, IC — 0)   IEBO 100 µA 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 
(IC = 800 mA, In = 80 mA)   rcz (sat) 4 max fl 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ves = 4 V, 
Ic = 800 mA)   hr E 15 to 60 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Vi'. = 28 V, le = 5 mA)   flub 1 Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (Vex = 40 V, IE — 0)   Cob." 200 max PF 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Hi-c 2.33 max 'C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
DC Supply Voltage   Vce 
DC Base-Bias Voltage   
Generator Resistance   Ra 
"On" DC Collector Current   Ic 
"Turn-On" Base Current   Isl. 
"Turn-Off" Base Current   Is, 
Delay Time   ta 
Rise Time   tr 
Storage Time   ts 
Fall Time   tr 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER- RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

e--
z 
cc — 
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fro cc_ 60 

cc 
0 z 40 
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TYPE 251702 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
COLLECTOR- TO-EMITTER VOLTS ( VcE)• 4 

CASE 
TEMPERATURE (Tc)-*C 

25 
-65 
175 

CURVE 

O 2 3 4 5 
COLLECTOR AMPERES ( Ic) 

92CS-II575T 

Van = 8.5 volts 
Vcc = 12 volts 
Ri = 50 ohms, 1 watt 
R2 = 30 ohms, 1 watt 
Ra = 7.8 ohms, 2 watts 

2N1708 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

12 
—8.5 

50 
1.5 
0.3 

—0.15 
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Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in high-speed switching 
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applications in military and industrial equipment where high reliability and 
high packaging densities are essential. JEDEC TO-46, Outline No.16. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is elec-
trically identical with type 2N2205. 

TRANSISTOR 2N1711 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide variety of small-signal 
and medium-power applications in military and industrial equipment. It 
features exceptionally low noise characteristics. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ras 5 10 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
Tc up to 25°C   
TA or Tc above 25°C   

Temperature Range; 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is = 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage 
(Vas (fl) = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ras = 10 0, Ic = 100 mA, tp = 300 as, df = 18%) 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 150 mA, Is = 15 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 150 mA, Is = 15 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcs = 60 V, In = 0, TA = 25°C   
Ves = 60 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 5 V, Ic — 0)   
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 10 V. IC = 10 MA. tp = 300 µs, df = 1.8%) 
Vea = 10 V, Ic = 500 mA, tp = 300 µs, df = 1.8%)   

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcs = 10 V. Ic = 0.01 mA, Tc = 25°C   
Vc = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA, Te = —55°C   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcs = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   
Vc = 10 V. lc = 50 mA, f -= 20 Mc/s   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPÉ 2Nlill 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. T.) 

rz,10 -AMBIENT TEMPERATURE•25•C •-• 500  

o. 
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See curve page 112 

—65 to 200 °C 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Input Capacitance (VEs -= 0.5 V, Ic — 0)   C  i 130 80 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Vez .= 10 V. Is — 0)   Cebu 25 max pF 
Noise Figure (Vcz = 10 V. Ic = 0.3 mA, Rs = 600, 
f = 1 kc/s, circuit bandwidth = 1 e/s)   NF 8 max dB 

Input Resistance (Ven = 10 V. Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s) hn, 4 to 8 II 
Voltage-Feedback Ratio (Ws = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, 
f = 1 kc/s)   11,.b 5 x 10 -, max 

Output Conductance (Vcz = 10 V, lc = 5 mA, 
f = 1 kc/s)   hob 0.1 to 1 µmho 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9.1-e 58.3 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ej-A 219 max °C/W 

2N1853 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p diffused-junction type used in switching applications in military 
and commercial data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vero —18 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO —6 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage*   VEBO —2 V 
Collector Current   Ic —100 A 
Transistor Dissipation:t 
TA up to 25°C   PT 150 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Emitter-to-Base Dissipation ( Under breakdown con-
ditions with reverse bias)   PT 25 mW 

Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tara)   —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr, 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = —0.025 mA, IE =0)   V(Bs)ca) —18 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Vim = 0.15 V, Ic = —0.025 mA)   V(BIOCEV —18 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = —0.1 mA, 
Ic =- 0)   V(BE)EBO —2 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ie =. —6 mA, Is = —0.2 mA)   Vcz (sat) —0.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic =- —6 mA, IB = —0.2 mA) VBE —0.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = —15 V. IS = 0, TA = 25°C   'CB° —4.2 max µA 
Ves = —18 V. IE = 0, TA = 60°C   Imo —35 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( VES = —2 V. Ic — 0)   Io —100 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = —1 V, Iz = —0.2 mA   hrz 30 to 400 
Ws = —0.4 V, Ir = —6 mA  hrz 30 min 

Turn-On Times (Vet; = —15 V, Ra = 100 0)   t.± t, 0.8 max jisStorage Times (Vcc = —15 V, Ra = 100 0)   t. 0.8 max jis 

Turn-Off Times (Vea =. —15 V, Ra = 100 n)   t.± tr 0.9 max its 

• This rating may be exceeded and the emitter-to-base junction operated in the 
breakdown condition provided the emitter-to-base dissipation is limited to 25 milli-
watts at 25°C. For ambient temperatures above 25°C. reduce the dissipation. 
t For higher dissipation values in switching applications under transient operating 
conditions, the maximum dissipation can be computed by utilization of the method 
described in RCA Application Note "Transistor Dissipation Ratings for Pulse and 
Switching Service" ( A.N-181). 
• This characteristic applies only to type 2N1853. 

2N1854 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p diffused-junction type used in switching applications in military 
and commercial data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical with 
type 2N1853 except for the following items: 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector- to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Vzz = 0.2 V, Ic = —0.025 mA)   V(BR)CEV —18 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —20 mA, In = —0.66 mA   Vce (sat) - 0.25 max V 
k = —80 mA, In = —2.7 mA   Vela ( sat) —0.7 max V 

Base-to-Emitter lioltage (Ic = —20 mA, 
In = —0.5 mA)   Vs E —0.8 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Latching Voltage 
(Vcc = —18 V, RBE = 1 kfl, RI, = 178 n)   VCERI. —17 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veil = —15 V, IE = 0, TA = 65°C   ICB0 —40 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = —1 V, lc = —50 mA   king 400 max 
Vea = —0.5 V, Ic = —20 mA   bra 40 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Vez = —1 V, k = —10 mA, 
hi. — 5)   fr 40 min Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (Vcz = —10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 140 }tea)   Cobo 12 max pF 

Charge Storage Time ( I, = —80 mA, lai = —4.5 mA, 
Vcc = —15 V, RL = 189 0)   tQs 80 max ns 

TRANSISTOR 2N1893 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in small-signal and medium-power 
applications in industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is 
identical with type 2N2405 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE ≤ 10 0   VCER 100 V 
Base —open   W E() 80 V 

Collector Current   Ic 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25 *C   PT 0.8 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 3 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   Pr See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 30 mA, In -=- 0, tp -= 300 µs, df = 1.8%   vcE0 (sus) 80 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, RBE = 10 Il, tp = 300 /as, df = 1.8%   VcER (sus) 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, In = 15 mA   Vez ( sat) 
Ic = 50 mA, In = 5 mA   Vea (sat) 

2 

O 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA)   VBE (sat) -1.3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 90 V, 1E = 0. 
CBO 15 max Tc = 150°C)   I µA 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
W E = 5 V, Ic = I mA, f = 1 kc/s   hfe 30 to 100 
Vcz = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s   hr. 2.5 min 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcz = 10 V, Ic = 0.1 mA)   hr z 20 min 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vez = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, tp = 300 µs, df = 1.8%)   hrz ( pulsed) 40 to 120 

Gain-Bandwidth Product   fr 50 min Mc/s 
Input Capacitance (Vzs = 0.5 V, Ic — 0)   CO. 85 max pF 
Input Resistance (Ws = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s) hip 20 to 30 n 
Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
VCB = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   h,q, 1.25 x 10-* max 
Veil = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   ha, 1.5 x 10-4 max 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al-C 58.3 max °C/W 
° Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   Os-A 219 max C/W 

2N1905 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p drift-field type intended for use in power-switching circuits, dc-to-
dc converters, inverters, ultrasonic oscillators, and large-signal wide-band 
linear amplifiers. Similar to JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2 (Variant 2). 
Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and 
case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   Vcso —100 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vczo —50 v 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vo —1.5 v 
Collector Current   Ic —6 A 
Emitter Current   IE 6 A 
Base Current   IB —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tiir up to 55°C   
Pur above 55°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Iv = —100 mA, Is — 0)   Veit° (sus) —50 min v 

tiJ 
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e4 
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PT See curve page 112 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —5 A, IB = 0.25 A)   Vea (sat) —1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VCs = —2 V. Ic = —1 A)   VBE —0.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VeB = —100 V, Vila (f1) = 1 V   Ica° —10 max mA 
WE = —40 V, VBE = —1 V, TMF = 55°C   Icsv —3 max mA 
Vcs = —40 V, Is — 0   ICE0 —75 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vsa = —1.5 V, Ic = 0)   Ise° —2.5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = —2 V, Ic = —5 A   hRE 30 min 
Vi s = —2 V, Ic = —1 A   hrE 50 to 150 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ve = —5 V, Ic = —0.5 A, f = 1 kc/s   hi 30 to 200 
Vcs = —5 V, Ic = —0.5 A, f = 1 Mc/s   hi, 2 min 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N1906 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in power-switching circuits, dc-to-dc con-
verters, inverters, ultrasonic oscillators, and large-signal wide-band linear 
amplifiers. Similar to JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2 (variant 2). Terminals: 
1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. This 
type is identical with type 2N1905 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCB0 —130 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   WE() —60 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = —100 mA, Is — 0)   Vciso (sus) —60 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = —5 A, Ia = —0.25 A)   VCE (sat) —0.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( VCs = —130 V, VBE ( fi) = 1 V) Ica.) —10 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = —2 V, Ic = —5 A   
Vea = —2 V, Ic = —1 A   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = —5 V, Ic = —0.5 A, f = 1 kc/s   
VeE = —5 V, Ic = —0.5 A. f = 1 Mc/s   

hrE 
hint 

ht. 
ht. 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
(At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc 5 12.5 12.5 V 
On DC Collector Current   Ic —1 —2.5 —5 A 
Turn-On DC Base Current   hi — —0.25 —0.25 A 
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TYPICAL OPERATION (cont'd) 

Turn-Off DC Base Current   I B 2 
Pulse-Generator Open-Circuit Voltage   E 
Base-Bias Resistor   RI 
Speed-Up Capacitor   CI 
Load Resistor   R2 
Generator Impedance   RG 
Delay Time   Li 
Rise Time   t, 
Storage Time   t. 
Fall 'rime   tt 

PULSE 
GENERATOR 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

— 0.25 0.25 A 
2 — — V 

75 5 5 0 
0.1 — AF 
5 5 2.5 n 
5 5 5 n 

0.1 0.1 0.1 ;is 
0.1 0.4 0.9 ¡.s1 7 7 gs 

0.6 1 2 gs 

OUTPUT 
R2 VOLTAGE 

92CS-11009R2 

2N2015 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc converter, inverter, chop-
per, relay-control, oscillator, regulator, pulse-amplifier circuits; and 
class A and class B push-pull amplifiers for af and servo amplifier appli-
cations. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: Lug 1 - base, Lug 2 - 
emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 100 ir 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 50 il 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 10 17 
Collector Current   Ic 10 A 
Emitter Current   Ig —13 A 
Base Current   Is 6 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 150 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Case-Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Tc) and Storage (TsTG)   —65 to 200 °C 

Lug-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   T(lug) 235 °C 

-I 750 

w 500 

250 

TYPICAL BASE CHARACTERISTICS 
, 

TYPE 2N 
COMMON- EMITTER 

- COLLECTOR 
CURVE 

2015 
CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

-TO- EMITTER VOLTS • 
CASE TEMPERATURE-% 

4 - 

_ - ---- 
25 

-65 

/ 

.1 ..I 

Q 05 1.5 2 25 3 
BASE-TO- EMITTER VOLTS 

B2CS-0093T1 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
COMMON 
COLLECTOR 

2N2015 
-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 

-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE).4 

CURVE TEMPERA ETURE 
CAS 

- 
175 

(rc)-% 
25 
65 II 

t 
---- 
--- 

, 

• 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
COLLECTOR AMPERES (10) 

9203.009ml 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector- to-Emitter Voltage (Vim = —1.5 V. 
Ic = 2 mA)   VCE V 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( lc = 200 mA, 
Is — 0)   VCEO (sus) 50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ic = 5 A, In = 0.5 A) VeE ( sat) 1.25 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (WE = 4 V. Ic = 5 A)   Vas 2.2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 40 V, IB — 0   ICEO 0.2 max mA 
VcE =- 100 V, VBE = —1.5 V   Icily 2 max mA 
VCE = 30 V, VBE = —1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   'en, 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( VEie = 10 V. le — 0)   IEBO 0.05 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 4 V. Ic = 5 A   h FE 15 to 50 
Ve E _= 4 V, Ic = 9 A   hr E 8 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE = 4 V, Ic = 1 A. f = 1 kc/s)   Ilf. 12 to 60 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Ves = 4 V. Ic = 5 A)   fhfe 12 min kc/s 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 
(Ic = 5 A, In = 0.5 A)   reE ( sat) 0.25 max û 

Output Capacitance ( Ven = 40 V. Ic = 50 µA, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cabo 400 max pF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03-C 1.17 max °C/W 

10 
TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

9°E%i l TYPE 
11111 I 

2N2015 
-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. — 

TEMPERATURE• 25•C 
700 

600 l 

COMMON 
CASE 

500 

400 

BASE MILLIAMPERES•300 

BAS 

200 

100 

I) 30 

10 
0 

0 lO 20 30 40 50 60 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

70 80 
92C111-11092T2 

2N2016 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc converter, inverter, chop-
per, relay-control, oscillator, regulator, and pulse-amplifier circuits; and 
class A and class B push-pull amplifiers for af and servo amplifier appli-
cations. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.11. Terminals: Lug 1 - base, Lug 2 - 
emitter, Mounting Stud - collector and case. This type is identical with 
type 2N2015 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 130 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 65 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (VBE .-_- —1.5 V, 
Ic = 2 mA)   VCEV 130 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( Ic = 200 mA, 
  VCEO (sus) IB = 0)65 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (VcE = 130 V, 
Vila = —1.5 V)   IcEy 2 max mA 
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2N2102 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in small-signal and medium-power 
applications in industrial and military equipment. This type features ex-
ceptionally low-noise low-leakage characteristics, high switching speed, 
and high pulse hFE. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE -• . 10 11   VCER 80 V 
Base -open   Wm. 65 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   lc 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TBTG —65 to 300 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (lc = 0.1 mA, 
Is — 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, RBE = 10 0, ti, = 300 sis. df = 1.8%   
Ic = 100 mA, Is = 0, ti. = 300 g s. df = 1.8%   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA, t, = 300 its, df = 1.8%)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( lc = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA, ti, = 300 its, df = 1.8%)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 60 V. Is = 0, TA ==' 25°C   
Ves = 60 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 5 V, Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs = 10 V. 
Ic = 0.01 mA, Tc = 25°C)   hrs 10e min 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
Ves = 10 V, IC = 150 mA, Tc = 25°C, 
t, = 300 its, df = 1.8%   

Ws = 10 V, Ic = 1 A, Te = 25°C, ty = 300 0, 
df = 1.8%   

Ves = 10 V, IC = 10 mA, Tc = —55°C, 
tp = 300 its, df = 1.8%   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcia =- 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   
Ves = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   
Ves = 10 V. IC = 50 mA, 1 = 20 Mc/s   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTEMST1CS 

TYPE 2N2IO2 • 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE •25•C 

BASE MICROAMPERES • 0 

o 

;SOO 

1400 
4 

=1 30 
3 
re 
° 20 

-à 
- 10 
o 

VOIR)C110 120 min V 

V(BR)ESO 7 min V 

VCER (SUS) 80 min V 
VCEO (sus) 65 min V 

VCE (sat) 0.5 max V 

VBE (sat) 1.1 max V 

Icso 0.002 max µA 
ICB0 2 max pA 
how 0.005 max i.A 

hrs ( pulsed) 

him ( pulsed) 

hex (pulsed) 

ht. 
ht. 
ht. 

40 to 120 

10* min 

20 min 

40 to 125 
45 to 190 
6 min 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 
FREE 

2N2IO2 
-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)•25.0 

.5 

3.5 
3 
2.5 

2 

1.5 

I 
BASE MILL AMPERES II ). 0.5 

0 20 40 60 130 100 
COLLECTOR-TO- EMITTER VOLTS 

92C5 - 11175T 

0 5 10 15 20 
COLLECTOR-TO- EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

92CS-121SIUT 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Input Capacitance ( Viai = 0.5 V, lc — 0)   Clbo 80 max pi 
Output Capacitance ( Vis = 10 V, Ii• — 0)   Cobo 15 max Pi 
Input Resistance: 

Vis = 5 V. I, = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   his 24 to 34 Cl 
Vi ii = 10 V, I, = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   his 4 to 8 Cl 

Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage ( Feedback) 
Transfer Ratio: 
Vis = 5 V, I, = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hob 3 x 10 -4 max 
VCR = 10 V, IC -= 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hiii 3 x 10 -4 max 

Output Conductance: 
V, ii = 5 V, I, = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hob 0.1 to 0.5 µmho 
Vis = 10 V, Ii. = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hob 0.1 to 1 µmho 

Noise Figure (W I: _= 10 V, I, = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kc/s, 
RI; = 510 0, circuit bandwidth = 1 c/s)   NF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 
• This value applies only to type 2N2102. 

300  

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2102 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT T§MPERA- 

TURE • 25 C "344'en 

 1P 

e 

05 07 0.9 II 13 15 17 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

92CS-NINST 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

5 
z 4 

2 

6 max dB 
35 max °C/W 
175 max °C/W 

TYPICAL NOISE -FIGURE CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 
COMMON 
COLLECTOR 
FREE 
GENERATOR 
SIGNAL 
BANDWIDTH 

2N2102 
-EMITTER 

-AIR TEMPERATURE 

FREQUENCY 

-TO-EMITTER 

RESISTANCE 

(cps)•1 

CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
VOLTS (V0E)•10 
(TF A) • 25* C 
(RG •5I0 OHMS 

( kee•I 

O 0.2 04 06 08 10 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (IC) 

92CS-12220T 

2N2147 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in high-fidelity amplifiers where wide fre-
quency range and low distorlion are required. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 
Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and 
case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector- to-Base Voltage   Viso —75 V 
Collector-to-Emitter. Voltage   Viso —50 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage•   Vs so —1.5 V 
• This rating may be exceeded provided the combined dissipation in the emitter and 
collector does not exceed the maximum dissipation rating for the device. 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N2I47 
COMMON-EMITTER 
MOUNTING 
COLLECTOR 

CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
-FLANGE TEMPERATURE •25. C 
-TO-EMITTER VOLTS • -2 

0 -200 -400 -600 -800 
BASE-TO-EMITTER MILLIVOLTS 

ISCS-1852471 

TYPICAL BASE CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N2I47 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE .25* C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS • -2 

O -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

.111:11-11118711. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Collector Current   Ic —5 A 
Emitter Current   IE 5 A 
Base Current   Ili —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tres up to 81°C   PT 12.5 W 

TEE above 81°C   PT Derate linearly 0.66 W/°C 
Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 100 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature =- 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —10 mA, 
IE = 0)   V(BR)CB0 —75 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = —100 mA, IB — 0)   V(BR)CEO — 50 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE =- —10 V, 
k = —50 mA)   Vau —0.24 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Veit = —40 V. IE = 0)   Ica() —1 max mA 
Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current (Vcs = —0.5 V, 
IE = 0)   ICBO (sat) —70 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEE = —1.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO —2.5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —1 V. LI = —1 A)   hsE 100 min 
Gain-Bandwidth Product ( VcE -= —5 V. 
Ic = —500 mA)   fv 4 Mc/s 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Mounting Flange   02-Es 1.5 max °C/W 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
I 

TYPE 
COMMON 
" MOUNTING 

I I 
2N2I47 
-EMITTER 
-FLANGE 

I 

CIRCUIT, 
TEMPERATURE 

T 

BASE 

I 

INPUT. 

I 

•2e C 

[ 
-25\ 

\ 
zlai, 

RECOMMENDED 
BOUNDARY 

REGION 

OF 
OPERATING 

-15\ 

\ 
11:› 

-5 .---BASE MILLIAMPERES 

•... 

L___. 
0 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 - 0 - 5 - 0 - 5 -50 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 92C IA - 1133172 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN "SINGLE-ENDED PUSH-PULL" CLASS B 
AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 

DC Collector Supply Voltage Ve —22 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   lc —0.05 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.24 
Peak Collector Current   ic (peak) —3.5 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic (max) —1.1 
Input Impedance of Stage ( per base)   75 
Load Impedance ( speaker voice-coil)   RL 4 
Maximum Collector Dissipation ( per transistor) 
under worst-case conditions   12.5 

EIA Music Power Output Rating   45 
Power Gain   33 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 25 
Total Harmonic Distortion at Maximum-Signal 
Power Output   5 e
 
â
 

n
D
»
<
>
c
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TO 
DRIVER 
STAGE 

R1, R3 = 330 ohms, 2 watts 
R2, R4 = 3.9 ohms, 0.5 watt ≥R4 
R5, 116 = 0.27 ohm, 0.5 watt 
Voice coil 

impedance = 4 ohms 
Vcc = 22 volts 

92CS-11332R2 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N2148 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in high-fidelity amplifiers where wide fre-
quency range and low distortion are required. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 
Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and 
case. This type is identical with type 2N2147 except for the following items: 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   We° —60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO —40 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —10 mA, 
Is = 0)   V(sR)C110 —60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = —100 mA, IR — 0)   V OIR/CEO —40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is =- —5 mA, 
Ic = 0)   VOiR)E130 — 1 min V 

TYPICAL BASE CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N2I48 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE •25. 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS .-2 

C.2 50  -co-; 5 

e 40  

-20  
o 

10  

04- 431 
4 
cc 

_1 2 

O -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

92CS-11329TI 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N2I48 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE(Tm0 
• 25°C 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE).-2 

0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 
BASE MILLIAMPERES (I B) 

SUCS- 099351 
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2 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
1 

TYPE 
_ COMMON 

MOUNTING 

2N2148 
I I 

-EMITTER 
-FLANGE 

I 1 

CIRCUIT 
TEMPERATURE 

I 

BASE 

I 

INPUT. 
• 25* C 

40 

\ 1%, 
BOUNDARY 

REGION 
OPERATING 
OF 

-n 

RECOMMENDED 
-25 r-_3025 

-15 •••• 

-10 
BASE MILLIAMPERES • -5 - --- •-• -- -- --, — 

1 
0 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( We -= —10 V. 
Ir' = —50 mA)   Ves —0.26 V 

Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current (Vce = —0.5 V. 
I.: = 0)   Icito (sat ) —100 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (W A, -= — 1.5 V, Ir — 0)   hut) -- I0 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio ( Vci: = —1 V  

Ir  = —1 A)   her- : 60 min 
Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Wt. = —5 V, 

Ir  = —500 mA)   fT 3 typ Mc/s 

-30 -35 -40 
92CW-1099953 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN "SINGLE-ENDED PUSH-PULL" CLASS B 
AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 

DC Collector Supply Voltage   —16.5 V 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   Ir • —0.05 A 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.26 V 
Peak Collector Current   ic ( peak) —2.7 A 

TO 
DRIVER 
STAGE 

Vcc = 16.5 volts 
R1, R3 = 270 ohms, 2 watts 
R2, R. = 3.9 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5, R13 = 0.39 ohm, 0.5 watt 
Voice coil 

impedance = 4 ohms 

9ZCS-11332RZ 
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TYPICAL OPERATION (cont'd) 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   IC (max) 
Input Impedance of Stage ( per base)   
Load Impedance ( speaker voice-coil)   Er. 
Maximum Collector Dissipation ( per transistor) 
under worst-case conditions   

EIA Music Power Output Rating   
Power Gain   
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 
Total Harmonic Distortion at Maximum-Signal 
Power Output   

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

—0.85 
65 
4 

7.5 
25 
31 
15 

5 

2N2205 

A 
o 
o 

dB 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in high-speed switch-
ing applications in military and industrial equipment where high reliability 
and high packaging densities are essential. JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector- to-Base Voltage   W E° 
Collector-to-Emitter Latching Voltage (ass = 1000 f), 

lit, = 100 n)   VCERL 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA or Tc)   —65 to 175 
Storage   Tn.° —65 to 300 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 235 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE = 0)   V(BR/CB0 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V(BR)EBO 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA   VCE (sat) 
Ic = 50 mA, IB = 5 mA   VCE ( sat) 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 
Is = 1 mA)   Vas ( sat) 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCR = 15 V, Is = 0, TA = 25°C   Icno 
Vea = 15 V, IE -, 0, TA = 150°C   ICB0 
VCE = 10 V, VBE = 0.35 V. TA = 100°C   IC/CV 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio ( Vcs = 1 V. 
L c = 10 mA)   h FE 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vet.: = 10 V. 1., = 10 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   hfr 

o 
2 
o 
141 
tf, 
o 

TYPICAL TURN-OFF CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 
COMMON 
TURN 
COLECTOR 
JUNCTION 

2N2205 
-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE 

-ON BASE MILLIAMPERES 
MILL AMPERES ac)•I0 

TEMPERATURE (Tj)025°C 

INPUT. 

(18 )•1 

% 

%.,..£ 

I 20 

- - - - 
TURN-OFF BASE MILLIAMPERES (4 2) 

92CS.11390T1 

25 

20 
12 
3 

V 

V 
V 
V 

0.2 A 

112 

°C 
°C 
°C 

25 min v 

3 min V 

0.22 max 
0.35 max 

0.7 to 0.9 v 

0.025 max µA 
15 max µA 
15 max µA 

20 min 

2 min 

TYPICAL TURN-ON CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2205 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT EIA$E INPUT 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic)•I0 
JUNCTION TEMPERATURE (Tj)•25% 

e 
..., 

o 
1.1 

50 Cn 
o 

401 

1,* 
30 

20 e-

lo 'n 

o 

4 8 8 
TURN- ON BASE MILLIAMPERES (181 

9M-11394 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Output Capacitance (We -= 10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Cob. 6 max pF 

Storage Time (We = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, 
hi = 10 mA, Iso = —10 mA, Re = 1000 n)   t. 25 max ns 

Turn-On Time (Vcc = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, 
IB1 = 3 mA, 1e2 = —1 mA)   ta ± t, 40 max ns 

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, 
hi = 3 mA. ho = —1 mA)   t. ± tt 75 max ns 

2N2270 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in rf-amplifiers, mixers, oscilla-
tors, and converters, and in af small-signal and power amplifiers. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR° 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

VCEB RBE -- 10 fl   60 V 
Base open   VCEO 45 I/ 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 w 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   °C Ti ( opr ) —65 to 200 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA, 
I e = 0)   V(BIOCRO 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( le .=. 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V,RRIEBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA. tp = 300 µs, df = 1.8%   VCEO (sus) 45 min V 
Ic = 100 mA. Rims = 10 CI tp = 300 µs, df = 1.8%   Vcite(sus) 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
h = 15 mA)   VCs (sat) 0.9 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
IB = 15 mA)  VBE (sat) 1.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vce = 60 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   Ice° 0.1 max µA 
Veil = 60 V. IE = 0, Tc = 150°C   ICB0 50 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.1 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
(We = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, tp = 300 µs. df = 1.8%) hFe(pulsed) 50 to 200 

o 

II, 500 

a 
« 400 

- 300 
cc 

u 200 

u 100 

TYPICAL COU-ECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2270 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT. 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE ( iFA)• 25.0 

BASE MILLIAMPERES II.0 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 10 V, IC = 1 mA)   lies 35 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
W.; = 10 V, Ic = 5 in& f = 1 kc/s   ht. 30 to 180 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s   ht. 3 min 

Input Capacitance ( Vss = 0.5 V, lc — 0)   Clbo 80 max PF 
Output Capacitance ( Veit = 10 V, IE — 0)   Coba 15 max PF 
Noise Figure (Vcc = 10 V, IC = 0.3 mA, 

FLO = 1000 0, f = 1 kc/s, circuit bandwidth = 1 c/s) NF 6 max dB 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9,I-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0i-A 175 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N2338 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc converters, inverters, chop-
pers, and relay-control circuits; in oscillators and voltage- and current-
regulator circuits; and in de and servo-amplifier circuits. JEDEC TO-36, 
Outline No.11. Terminals: Lug 1 - base, Lug 2 - emitter, Mounting Stud - 
collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 60 V 
Base open   VCEO 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage  VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   lc 7.5 A 
Base Current   IB 5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

're up to 25°C   Pr 150 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   T8TO —65 to 200 °C 

Lug-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   T(lug)  235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vale = —1.5 V, 
IC = 2 mA)   Veas 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(IC = 200 mA, Is — 0)   Vcso (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 6 A, Is = 1 A   V VCE (sat) 

VCE (sat) 3.5 max Ic = 3 A, Is = 0.3 A   1.5 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Vca = 4 V, 
Ic = 3 A)   VBE V 3 max 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
We = 30 V, I» = 0, Tc = 25°C   kilo 0.2 max mA 
Ve» = 30 V, IE = 0, Tc = 150°C   Ice° 3 max mA 
Ve» = 30 V. Ie — 0   IcEo 5 max mA 
VCIC = 60 V, limo = —1.5 V, Tc -= 25°C   IcEv 2 max mA 
VCE = 30 V, VBIC = —1.5 V, Tc -= 200°C   ICEV 50 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEe = 6 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (VcE = 4 V. 
Ic = 3 A)   him 15 to 60 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE =- 4 V, Ic = 0.5 A, f = 1 kc/s)   life 12 to 72 

Output Capacitance (Ws = 40 V, I» = 0, f = 0.1 Mc/s) Ceno 600 max pF 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (WE = 4 V, Ic = 5 A)   fhie 0.015 min Mc/s 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 
(Ic -= 3 A, In = 0.3 A)   rcE ( sat) 0.5 max 0 

Thermal Time Constant   r(thermal) 30 ms 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ei-c 1.17 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN PULSE-RESPONSE TEST CIRCUIT 
DC Collector Supply Voltage   Ve' 24 V 

—6 IT 
On DC Collector Current   Ic • 10 A 
Turn-On DC Base Current   IB1 2 A 
Base-Circuit Resistance   Rei, Ras 10 n 
Collector-Circuit Resistance   Rc 2 0 
Turn-On Time   t. ± t.• 4 /is 
Turn-Off Time   t. -I- tr 7 .us 

DC Base-Bias Voltage   

2N2369A COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n planar epitaxial type used for high-speed saturated switching in 
logic applications. JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 15 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.36 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1.2 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200° C 

TSUI Storage   —65 to 200 °C 
Lead-Soldering Temperature (60 s max)   Tr. 300 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( l. = 0.01 mA, 
Is — 0)   V(BR)CB0 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 0.01 mA, BBB — 0)   Vonoczu 40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.01 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V1010E80 4.5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 10 mA, Iu = 0, to = 300 us, cif = 2%)   WEI/ (an) 15 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 10 mA, IB = 1 MA, TA = 25-C   Vcc(sat) 0.2 max V 
Ic = 10 mA, In = 1 MA, TA = 125°C   VCE ( sat) 0.3 max V 
Ic = 100 mA, Is = 10 mA, TA = 25°C   VcE ( sat) 0.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 10 mA, IB = 1 MA, TA = 25°C   Vue ( sat) 0.7 to 0.85 V 
Ic = 10 mA, IB = 1 mA, TA = 125°C   Vsic ( sat) 0.59 min V 
Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 MA, TA = —55°C   VBE (sat) 1.02 max V 
Ic = 100 mA, Is = 10 mA, TA = 25°C   VISE (sat) 1.6 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 20 V, Is = 0, 
TA = 150°C)   leso 30 max µA 

Collector-Cutoff Current (W E = 20 V. ABE — 0)   Ices 0.4 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 1 V, IC = 10 mA, TA = 25°C, tp = 300 µs, 
df = 2%   hrE ( pulsed) 120 max 

Vac = 0.35 V, lc r--- 10 mA, TA = —55°C, tp = 300 µs  
df = 2%   bus ( pulsed) 20 min 

Vc8 = 1 V. Ic = 100 mil, TA => 25°C. to -,.. 300 µs, 
df = 2%   firs ( pulsed) 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = 10 V. lc = 10 mA, f = 100 Mc/s   iir<. 5 min 

Output Capacitance (VcB = 5 V, Is = 0, 1 = 0.14 Mc/s) Cob. 4 max PF 
Storage Time (Vcc = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, 
IBI = 10 MA, Is = —10 MA)   t. 13 max ns 

Turn-On Time ( Vcc .=. 3 V, Ir = 10 mA, 
hit = 3 mA. Vinc(off) = —3 V)   ta -I- tr 12 max ns 

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 3 V. Ic = 10 mA, 
Is. = 3 mA, Is. = —1.5 mA)   t. -I- ti 18 max ns 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N2405 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in small-signal and medium-power 
applications in industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Vas = — 1.5 V   VCBV 120 V 
Emitter open   Vcso 120 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE 5 500   VCE It 120 V 
Ras 10   VCER 140 V 
Base —open   Vcso 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Tr 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ti) and Storage (Tiro)   —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 255 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE = 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.01 mA, 
Ic = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, IB = 0, t,, = 300 µs. df = 1.8%   
Ic = 30 mA. Is = 0, t{, = 300 its, df = 1.8%   
Ic = 100 mA, RBE = 10 a tp = 300 µs, df = 1.8% 
Ic = 100 mA. RBE = 500 0, tp = 300 µs, df = LB% 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, Is = 15 mA   
Ic = 50 mA, Is = 5 mA  

Vinsicso 120 min V 

VoIR)EBO 7 min V 

VCEO ( SUE ) 90 min V 
W E° I sus 90 min V 
Vein (sus) 140 min V 
VCER (sus) 120 min V 

VCE (sat) 0.5 max V 
VCE (sat) 0.2 max v 
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CHARACTERISTI CS (cont'd) 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic =- 150 mA, IB = 15 mA   Vim ( sat) 1.1 max V 
Ic = 50 mA, Is = 5 mA   VBE (sat) 0.9 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 90 V. IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   IC110 0.01 max µ A 
Vea = 90 V. IE = 0, Tc = 150°C   IC110 10 max µ A 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vies = 5 V. Ic - 0)   hello 0.01 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hi e 50 to 275 
Ve E = 10 V, IC = 50 mA, f = 20 Me/s   tiro 6 min 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 500 mA, TA = 25°C, tp = 300 0, 
df = 1.8%   hrs ( pulsed) 25 min 

Ves = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, TA = 25°C, tp = 300 µs, 
df = 1.8%   hrs (pulsed) 60 to 200 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 10 mA, TA r--. 25°C   hrs 35 min 
Ves = 10 V, IC = 10 mA, TA = -55°C   hrs 20 min 

Input Capacitance (Vss = 0.5 V. Ic - 0)   Clbo 80 max PF 
Output Capacitance ( Ves = 10 V, IF: - 0)   Col. 15 max pF 
Input Resistance: 
Ws = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hie 24 to 34 0 
Ws = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hit, 4 to 8 0 

Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
Ves = 5 V, lc = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hrb 3 x 10-, max 
VCR = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hrb 3 x 10-4 max 

Output Conductance: 
Veil = 5 V, It = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hob 0.5 max µmho 
VCR = 10 V. IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hot. 0.5 max µmho 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Noise Figure ( VeE = 10 V. I(' = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kc/s, 
Ru .= 500 a circuit bandwidth = 15 kc/s)   NF 6 max dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   175 max °C/W 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N2475 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in very-high-speed switching applica-
tions in logic circuits in military and commercial data-processing equip-
ment. Similar to JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9, except has minimum case 
height of 0.100 inch. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25"C   
're up to 100°C   
TA above 25°C or Tc above 100°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 10 µA, 
IE — 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 10 µA, 
Ic — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage ( Ic = 10 mA, 
Xe = 0, tp ≥. 300 ns, df ≤ 2%)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(I,• = 20 mA, In = 0.66 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(IC = 20 mA, In = 0.66 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vrn = 5 V. In -= 0, TA = 25°C   
VCB = 5 V. IE =- 0, TA = 150°C   

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 0.5 V. Xe = 50 mA, TA = 25°C   
VCE = 0.4 V. Ic = 20 mA, TA = —55°C   
Ve E = 0.4 V, Ie• = 20 mA, TA = 25°C   

Small.Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE -=- 2 V, Ir = 20 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Turn-On Time (Ic = 20 mA, lai = 1 mA, 
Is = —1 mA. Vcc = 1.8 V)   

Turn-Off Time ( Ir = 20 mA, lai = 1 mA, 
= —1 mA, Vet': = 1.8 V)   

2N2476 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

20 max 

15 max 

ns 

ns 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in core-driving and line-
driving applications where high switching speeds at high current are pri-
mary design requirements. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vo 20 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Limited by power dissipation 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25'C   PT 0.6 W  
Tc up to 25°C   PT 2 W 
TA or Tc above 25*C   P7 See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (00r) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TM: —65 to 200 'C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 10 µA, 
IE — 0)   V1BRK-B0 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 50 mA, Is = 0, 4, ≤ 400 its, df = 3%)   V(IIR)CE0 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (h = 0.1 mA, 
IC = 0) VIBR)EBO 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
Ic = 150 mA, I9 = 7.5 MA   VE (sat) 
Ic = 500 mA, IB = 50 mA   Va(sat) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, Is = 7.5 mA) VBE 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Vert = 30 V. IS = 0, TA = 25°C   ICB0 
VCB = 30 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   ICBO 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 5 V, Ic — 0)   him 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 0.4 V, Ir = 150 mA)   him 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   ht. 
Output Capacitance (Ws = 10 V, IS = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Co, 

TYPICAL OC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Storage Time (Vcc = 6.4 V, Rc = 40 fl, 
IB1 = 15 mA, 1E2 = —15 mA, Ic = 150 mA)   t. 25 max ns 

Turn-On Time (Vcc = 6.4 V, Iiii = 15 mA, 
1112 = — 15 mA, Ic = 150 mA)   ta -I- t, 25 max na 

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 6.4 V, hi -= 15 mA, 
IDS = —15 mA, Ic = 150 mA)   t. + tt 45 max na 

TYPICAL DELAY-TIME AND RISE-TIME TYPICAL STORAGE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS 
CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2476 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic) •150 
LOAD RESISTANCE (RL)• 40 OHMS 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFAI•25•C 

tcl 
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COMPUTER TRANSISTOR TRANSISTOR 

TYPE 2N2476 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic)•150 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)•25•C 

TURN-OFF BASE MILLIAMPERES 182) 
92CS-11769T 

2N2477 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in core-driving and line-
driving applications where high switching speeds at high current are pri-
mary design requirements. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 
2N2476 except for its switching characteristics and the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
= 150 mA, In -= 3.75 mA   VCE (sat) 0.4 max V 
= 500 mA, In = 50 mA   VCE (sat) 0.65 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, In = 3.75 mA) VBE 0.95 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 0.4 V, Ic = 150 mA)   firE 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N2613 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in small-signal and low-power audio fre-
quency applications. It is a low-noise type for use in input and low-level 
stages. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - 
collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCB0 —30 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rim = 10 kil)   Vcsa —25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V»o —25 V 
Collector Current   Ic —50 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55°C   PT 120 MW 
TA above 55°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction) Ti (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   T8TO —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Vss = 2 V. lc = —0.05 mA)   Vanucsv —30 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ras = 10000 Cl, Ic = —1 MA)   V(BR)CBR —25 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = —0.05 mA, lc — 0)   V(BIOBBO —25 min V 

TYPICAL NOISE-FIGURE CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N26I3 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vca -=. —20 V. IE = 0)   ICHO —5 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEa = —20 V, Ic = 0)   IEso —7.5 max µA 
Intrinsic Base Spreading Resistance 

(VcE -= —4.5 v, lc ..-. —0.5 mA, f = 20 Mc/s)   rbb' 300 D 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(VcE = —4.5 V. lc = —0.5 mA)   Ch'e 10 pF 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = —4 V, Ic -=- —0.5 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   ht. 120 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VcE = —4.5 V, Ic = —0.5 MA)   Uri) 10 Mc/s 

RMS Noise Input Current ( Equivalent) 
(VcE = —4.5 V, Ic -= —0.5 mA, Ra E = 5000 n, 
f = 20 to 20000 c/s)   0.001 max gA 

Noise Figure ( Circuit bandwidth =. 1.1 kc/s, 
(VcE = —4.5 V, Ic = —0.5 mA, Ro --- 1000 n, 
f = 1 kc/s)   NF 4 max dB 

TRANSISTOR 2N2614 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in small-signal and low-power audio fre-
quency applications. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso —40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rae = 10 kO)   VCER —35 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —25 V 
Collector Current   Ic —50 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55 *C   PT 120 mW 
Tc up to 55°C   PT 300 mW 
TA or Tc above 55°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.05 mA, VBE = 2 V)   V(RR)C111, —40 min v 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic =- —1 mA, RBE = 10 kO)   V(BR)CER —35 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(IE = —0.05 mA. Ic — 0)   V(BR)EBO —25 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vca = —20 V, IE -= 0) kilo —5 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vica = —20 V, Ic = 0)   hum —7.5 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   ht. 100 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VcE = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   fife 10 Mc /s 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(VcE = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   Cb'e 9 pF 

Intrinsic Base-Soreadin4 Resistance 
(VcE = —6 V. Ic = —1 mA, f = 20 Mc/s)   rob' 300 n 

o 
BASE-TO-EMITTER MILL VOLTS 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
50 

, 
'TYPE' 
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2N26I4 
-EMITTER 
TEMPERATURE 
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COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

2N2631 POWER TRANSISTOR 

92C14-119361 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in large-signal vhf applications 
such as AM, FM, and cw service at frequencies up to 150 Mc/s in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.12. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 
2N2876 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 8.75 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 1.5 A , In = 0.3 A )   

RF Power Output, Unneutralized 
(VCs = 28 V, Ic = 0.375 A . PIE = 1 W  
f = 50 Mc/s)   

0.6 
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x 
a 0.4 

t 0.3 

-J 0.2 
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SAFE OPERATING REGION 

TYPE 2N263I 
BIAS POINT MUST BE IN REGION "A. TO AVOID 
SECOND BREAKDOWN DURING CLASS A 
OPERATION. 

A 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

92C3-12039T 

2N2708 

VCE (sat) 

POE 

1 max V 

7.5 min 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N263I 
COMMON- EMITTER 
COLLECTOR 
CASE TEMPERATURE 

-TO- EMITTER 
CIRCUIT, 

(Tc 
VOLTS 
• 25•C 

BASE INPUT. 
(Vce• 40 

ep 

e 
àg, p  

*e----

/a. 

30 40 50 60 70 8090100 150 20C 

FREOUENCY— Me/s 
92CS 12047TI 

TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in rf amplifiers, mixers, 
and oscillator circuits for vhf and uhf applications (200 to 500 Mc/s). 
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JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 
4 - case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veso 35 V 
Collector- to-Emitter Voltage   VcEo 20 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEso 3 V 
Collector Current   Limited by power dissipation 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25"C   PT 0.2 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 0.3 W 
TA or T,. above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T.) (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TAT,: —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(I,. .=_. 1 µA. Ie — 0)   V115111CB0 35 min 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ie = 3 mA. Is = 0, tp =- 300 µs, df = 1%)   VtIllt)(1.:0 (sus) 20 min 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IF: -= 10 µA, 
I, = 0)   VoniŒno 3 min 

Collector- Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 15 V, IF: = 0, TA = 25°C   luso 0.01 max 
Ws ..-= 15 V, IF: = 0, TA = 150°C   Into 1 max 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (WE = 2 V, 
L. = 2 mA)   hri.: 30 to 200 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
We = 15 V, I,. = 2 mA. f = 1 kc/s   ht. 30 to 180 
We -= 15 V, Ie = 2 mA, f = 100 Mc/s   hr. 7 to 12 

Input Capacitance ( 1/Es = 0.5 V. le = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Clbo 1.4 pF 

Output Capacitance ( Veil = 15 V, IF: = 0, 
f -= 0.14 Mc/s)   Cob. 1.5 max pF 

Collector-to-Base Time Constant ( Veil = 1.5 V. 
Ie = 2 mA, f = 31.9 Mc/s)   rb'C, 9 to 33 ps 

Small-Signal Common-Emitter Power Gain: 
(In neutralized amplifier) 
Veic = 15 V, Ie _= 2 mA, f = 200 Mc/s   Gpe 15 to 22 dB 

(In unneutralized amplifier) 
Vue = 15 V. IF: -= 2 mA, f = 200 Mc/s   Gp 0 12 dB 

Small-Signal Transconductance (WE = 15 V, 
I,. = 2 mA, f _-- 200 Mc/s)   gm e 25 mmhos 

Noise Figure: 
VVE = 15 V. I,1 = 2 mA, Rs = 50 I1, 

f .-_- 200 Mc/s   NF 7.5 max dB 
Vue = 6 V, le = 1 mA, Rs = 400 0, 
f z_ 60 Mc/s   

TYPICAL SMALL- SIGNAL FORWARD- CURRENT 
TRANSFER- RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 
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TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD 
TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE AND 
SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2708 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT, 

SHORT-CIRCUITED OUTPUT. 
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2N2857 UHF TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in low-noise amplifier, 
oscillator, and converter applications at frequencies up to 500 Mc/s in a 
common-emitter circuit, and up to 1200 Mc/s in a common-base circuit. 
JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 
4 - connected to case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   W E° 30 V 

VEBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 15 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 20 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 200 mW 
To up to 25°C   PT 300 mW 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 

Storage   TTSiT(o°Pr) — 65 to 200 °C —65 to 200 °C 
Operating (Junction)   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.001 mA, 
h = 0)   VOIR) CB° 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( lc --- 3 mA, 
IB = 0)   V(BIOCE0 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is -= 0.01 mA, 
lc = 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Veit =- 15 V, IE .= 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs -= 1 V. 
Ic = 3 mA)   hrE 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio :• 
Ves = 6 V, Ic = 5 mA, f =- 100 Mc/s   hfo 
VCE = 6 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hr. 

Input Capacitance* (Veil = 0.5 V, Ic -= 0, 
f = 0.140 MC/S)   Clbo 

Output Capacitance: 
VCB = 10 V, IE = 0, f = 0.140 Mc/s   Cobo 
Vea = 10 V. IE = 0. f = 0.140 Mc/s   Cobo 

Collector-to-Base Time Constantt 
Ves = 6 V, Ic = 2, f = 31.9 Mc/s   rb'Ce 

Small-Signal Power Gain, Neutralized Amplifier 
VCE = 6 V, lc = 1.5 mA, f = 450 Mc/s   Gpe 

Power Output, Oscillator Circuit 
W s = 10 V, Is = —12 mA, f = 500 Mc/s   P.0 

Noise Figure:t 
VCE = 6 V, Ic = 1.5 mA, Ro = 50 0, f = 450 Mc/s   
Vea = 6 V, Ic = 1 mA, Ro = 400 0, f = 60 Mc/s ..-

• Fourth lead floating t Fourth lead grounded 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 
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2.5 min V 
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1.3t max pF 
1.8* max PF 

4 to 15 ps 

12.5 to 19 dB 
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TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD 
TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE AND 
SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

--TYPE _2N2657  
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POWER TRANSISTOR 
2N2869/ 
2N301 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in class A and class B af output-amplifier 
stages of automobile radio receivers and mobile communications equipment. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mount-
ing Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veso —60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO —50 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —10 V 
Collector Current   Ic —10 A 
Emitter Current   Ile 10 A 
Base Current   Is —3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tar up to 55"C   PT 30 W 
TEF above 55°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 100 *C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 100 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic -= 0.005 A, 
IE — 0)   Voile) eso —60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = —0.6 A  
IB — 0)   V(BR)CE0 —50 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (JE = —2 mA, 
lc — 0)   V(BR)EBO —10 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 10 A, 
IB = —1 A)   VCE (sat) —0.75 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vea = —2 V, Ic = —I A)   VBE —0.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = —30 V, Is — 0   ICRO —0.5 max mA 
VCB = —0.5 V, Is — 0   Icso (sat) —0.1 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vea = —2 V, Ic = —1 A)   lira 50 to 165 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vea = —2 V, Ic = —1 A)   fT 200 min kc/s 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS A POWER-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Wu —14.4 V 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vez —12.2 V 
DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage   Vas —0.35 V 
Zero-Signal Collector Current   Ic —0.9 A 
Load Impedance   Ri. 15 0 
Signal Frequency   f 400 c/s 
Signal-Source Impedance   Rs 10 0 
Power Gain   38 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion ( at a power output of 5 W) 5 % 
Zero-Signal Collector Dissipation   11 W 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   Po E 5 W 
Circuit Efficiency ( at a power output of 5 W)   n 45 % 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N2869/2N301 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT, 
MOUNTING- FLANGE TEMPERATURE -25* c 
COLLECTOR-TO- EMITTER VOLTS. - 1.5 

-0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

IRCS-124174 
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN "SINGLE-ENDED PUSH-PULL" CLASS B 
AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

DC Collector Supply Voltage   V, , —14.4 V 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current (per transistor)   k —0.05 A 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.13 V 
Peak Collector Current ( per transistor)   ic (peak) —2 A 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current ( per transistor) Ir (max) —0.64 A 
Signal Frequency   f 400 c/s 
Input Impedance of Stage ( per base)   Rs 10 n 
Load Impedance ( per collector)   Ri. 6 n 
Power Gain   30 dB 
Circuit Efficiency ( at a power output of 12 W)   67 % 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   LE 12 W 
Total Harmonic Distortion (at maximum-signal 
power output of 12 W)   5 % 

Maximum Collector Dissipation ( per transistor 
at a power output of 12 W)   3 W 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
COMMON 
MOUNTING 

111111 

2N2869/2N301 
-EMITTER 
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CIRCUIT, 
TEMPERATURE 

BASE INPUT. 
• 25" C 
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_5 _0 _is _20 _25 -30-35LL-1A4M 0PER-E4:_1-50 

2N2870/ 
2N301A 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

92CM-924712 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in class A and class B af output-amplifier 
stages of automobile radio receivers and mobile communications equipment. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mount-
ing Flange - collector and case. This type is identical with type 2N2869/ 
2N301 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   Vio —80 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Io = —0.005 A, In — 0)   Vissicao —80 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ir  = —10 A, Is = —1 A)   WE (sat) —0.5 max V 

2N2876 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in large-signal vhf applications 
such as AM, FM, and cw service at frequencies up to 150 Mc/s in industrial 
and military equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. Terminals: 1 - 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vceo 80 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Vczy 80 V 
Base open   VCE0 60 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 17.5 W 
Tc above 25°C   Pz See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr) — 65 to 200 °C 

—65 to 200 Storage   TSTG °C 
Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.5 mA, 
It = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
lc =- 0.5 A, In = 0, to = 5 es, df = 1%   
Vez = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( It = 0.1 mA, 
Ic — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 2.5 A, In = 0.5 A)   

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vce = 30 V, It — 0)   
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vet = 28 V, 
Ic = 0.25 A. f = 400 Mc/s)   

RF Power Output, Unneutralized: 
VCE = 28 V, Ic = 0.5 A, PIE = 2 W, f = 50 Mc/s 
VCE = 28 V, Ic = 0.275 A, PIE = 1 W , f = 150 Mc/s 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vet = 28 V, Ic = 250 mA) 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   
Output Capacitance (Vcs = 30 V, I = 0. 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   

• This value applies only to type 2N2876. 
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SAFE OPERATING REGION 

TYPE 2N2876 
BIAS POINT MUST BE IN REGION »A“ TO AVOID 
SECOND BREAKDOWN DURING CLASS A 
OPERATION. 
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FREQUENCY — Mc/s 

Vann cno 80 min V 

VOHOCE0 ( SUS ) 60 min V 
VOIR)CEW 80 min V 

VOIRIESO 4 min V 

VCE (sat) 1 max V 
Io 0.1 max µA 

rbb 6 typ Cl 

POE 10 min W 
POE 3 min w 
fT 200 typ Mc/s 
Cc 6 max pF 

Cobo 20 max. pF 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 252876 
-COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT. — 
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Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide variety of small-signal 
and low-to-medium-power applications in military and industrial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. For transfer-characteristics curves, refer to type 2N2102. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ws° 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE = 10 (I   VCRs 80 V 
Base open   Vczo 65 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Te up to 25°C   Px 1.8 W 
TA or To above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic =- 0.1 mA, 
IE — 0)   V(BR)CB0 120 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( In = 0.1 mA, 
Ic — 0)   V(1311)EBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, h = 0, ti, = 300 as, df — 2%   VCEO (sus) 65 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, IB = 0, RBE = 10 il. tp -= 300 as, 
df -= 2%   Vcau(sus) 80 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 150 mA, In = 15 mA. tp = 300 as, df = 2%)   VCE (sat) 0.6 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 150 mA, Is = 15 mA, tp = 300 ja, df = 2%)   VBE (sat) 1.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 60 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   Icso 0.002 max µ A 
Vca = 60 V, IE = 0, TA = 150eC   Ica() 2 max µ A 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.002 max µ A 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcic = 10 V. Ic = 150 mA, tp = 300 as, df = 2%   him (pulsed) 40 to 120 
Vea = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA, tp = 300 as, df = 2%, 
TA = —55°C   liFE (pulsed ) 20 min 

VCE = 10 V. IC = 10 MA, 1p = 300 as, df = 2%   hra(pulsed) 35 min 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vca = 10 V, Ic = 0.01 mA)   tixa 20 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vca = 5 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 Itc/s   hie 
VCE = 10 v, lc = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s   hr. 

Input Capacitance (Vas = 0.5 V. IC = 0, f = 0.14 Mc/s) CI,» 
Output Capacitance (Vca = 10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Cob." 

Noise Figure ( Vea = 10 V. lc = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kc/s, 
RO = 510 0, circuit bandwidth = 1 c/s)   NF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.I-C 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ar-A 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

50 to 200 
6 min 

80 max pF 

15 max pF 

8 max dB 
97 max °C/W 

350 max °C/W 

TYPE 
COMMON 
AMBIENT 

2N2895 
-EMITTER 
TEMPERATURE 

CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
• 25° C 

I. 
, 

Yb 

60 

Ab 

b0 

e 

--
BASE MICROAMPERES • 0 

2N2896 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

TRANSISTOR 

92CIA-11175T 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide variety of small-signal 
and low-to-medium-power applications in military and industrial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. For transfer-characteristics curves, refer to type 2N2102. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   VCBO 140 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Res = 10 0   VCER 140 V 
Base open   VCEO 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   IC 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25 °C   PT 0.5 W  
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T.1 (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
COMMON 

- AMBIENT 

8 

r IF 

2N2896 
-EMITTER 
TEMPERATURE 

ill 

CIRCUIT, 
• 25•C 

BASE INPUT. 

r 

BASE MICROAMPERES • 0 
re 
o 25 50 75 t00 125 150 175 200 

COLLECTOR- TO- EMITTER VOLTS 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

920A-12094T 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is — 0)   VlBR/CB0 140 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   1/T(BR)EBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, 111 = 0, t. = 300 µs, df = 2%   Vcso (sus) 90 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, Is = 0, RBE = 10 I), tp = 300 µs, 
df = 2%   VeER (sus) 140 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
In = 15 mA, tp = 300 µs, df = 2%)   VC(sat) 0.6 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
In =- 15 mA. tp = 300 µs, df = 2%)   VBE (sat) 1.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vila = 90 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   Icso 0.01 max µA 
Ven = 90 V, IE = 0, TA = 150°C   Ica() 10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VIER = 5 V, IC — 0)   TESO 001 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, tp = 300 µs, df = 2%, 
TA = 25°C   hrs ( pulsed) 60 to 200 

We = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, t. = 300 µs, df = 2%, 
TA = 55°C   hrs ( pulsed) 20 min 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(V.-E = 10 V, lc = 1 mA)   hrs. 35 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VrE = 5 V, Ir = 5 mA, f =. 1 kc/s   hie 50 to 275 
VeE = 10 V, IC = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s   ht. 6 min 

Input Capacitance (VES = 0.5 V, IC = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Clbo 80 max PF 

Output Capacitance (Ws = 10 V, IE = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Cos. 15 max pF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   fii-c 97 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0,-A 350 max °C/W 
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2N2897 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide variety of small-signal 
and low-to-medium-power applications in military and industrial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veno 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE = 10 0   VCER 60 V 
Base open   VcEo 45 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
Ts or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE = 0)   V(BRKBO 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   ViBR1ERO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, IB = 0, t. = 300 ss, df — 2%   VcEo (sus) 45 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, IR = 0, Rims = 10 (1, tp = 300 jis. 
df = 2%   VCER (sus) 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
Ill = 15 mA, tp = 300 gs, df = 2%)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
IB = 15 mA, tp = 300 sis, df = 2%)   VBE (sat) 1.3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 60 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   ICB0 0.05 max µA 
Ws = 60 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   kilo 50 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.05 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, tp = 300 es, df = 2%)   hFE(pulsed) 50 to 200 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio ( Ves = 10 V. 
Ic = 0.1 mA)   hFE 35 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = 5 V. Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hire 50 to 275 
Ves = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s   hr. 5 min 

Input Capacitance (VES = 0.5 V, Ic = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Clbo 80 max PF 

Output Capacitance (Veil = 10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Cobo 15 max PF 

Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   eir-e 97 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   13.1-A 350 max °C/W 

50 

8 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2897 
COMMON-EMITTER C1RCU T, BASE 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 25* C 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 242139'7 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE • 2e c 

u) e 

-1 6 
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70 

-•• 

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 92C.M -11178Y 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N2938 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used for high-speed saturated 
switching in data-processing equipment in industrial and military equip-
ment. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.18. Terminals: 1 emitter, 2 - base, 3 - 
collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   VCR() 25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Veso 13 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 W 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 1 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Ambient and Case Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA — Te)   
Storage   TSTG 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 
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TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER- RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2938 
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TYPICAL RISE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 10 mA, 
In = 0)   V(BR)CEO 13 min V 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.01 mA, 
IE = 0)   V(BR)CB0 25 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic =- 0.01 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V(uft»:80 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic -= 50 mA, 
IB = 1.6 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 50 mA, 
IB = 1.6 mA)   VBE (sat) 0.8 to 0.95 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VcE = 20 V, VEB = 0, TA = 25°C   IcEv 25 max nA 
VCE = 20 V, VER = 0, TA = 150°C   IcEv 25 max µA 

Base-Cutoff Current (VcE = 20 V, VEB — 0)   IBEV —25 max nA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VUE = 0.35 V, Ic = 10 mA)   hrE 25 min 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 1 V, IC = 200 mA. tp = 50 ps, df = 2%   heu ( pulsed) 10 min 
VCE = 0.4 V, Ic -= 50 mA, TA = —55°C, tp = 50 sis, 
df = 2%   heE ( pulsed) 15 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcc = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   tiro 5 min 

Input Capacitance (VER = 1 V. Ic = 0, f = 1 Mc/s)   Cubo 5 max pF 
Output Capacitance (VcR = 5 V, IE = 0, f = 1 Mc/s) Cobo 4 max PF 
Storage Time (Vcc -= 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, 
IBI = 10 MA, 1132 = —10 MA)   ts 15 max ns 

Turn-On Time (Vcc = 6 V, Ic = 50 mA, 
IBI = 2.5 mA, Van = —1 V)   ton 30 max ns 

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 6 V, Ic = 50 mA, 
IBI = 2.5 mA, ho = -2.5 mA)   toff 30 max nu 

TYPICAL FALL-TIME CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL STORAGE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS 
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TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in af-driver amplifier applications in con-
sumer and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Base open   Vcso —30 V 
VBE = 2 V   VCBV —30 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rau = 10 k(1)   VCER —25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO —25 V 
Collector Current   Ic —0.15 A 
Emitter Current   IE 0.15 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55°C   PT 120 mW 
Tc up to 55°C (with practical heat sink, 
9 = 504C/W)   PT 225 MW 

TA or Tc (with practical heat sink) above 55°C   PT See curve page 112 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 (opr ) —65 to 100 °C. 
Storage   T8TO —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —0.05 A  
VBE = 2 V)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = —1 mA, 
RBE = 10 kn)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( IE -= —0.05 mA, 
Ic = 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = —20 V, 1E — 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vu = —20 V, Ic — 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, f 1 kc/s)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VcE = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA)   

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 
(VcE —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, f = 20 Mc/s)   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(\Ten = —12 V, Ir = —1 mA)   

VOIRWBV 

V(BR)CER 

V(BR)E110 

Ica° 
Ise() 

h r. 

fh fb 

rob' 

ce '., 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N3011 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used for high-speed saturated switching in 
logic applications. JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - 
base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   *Skim 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ti up to 25°C   PT 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 
Ti or Tc above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti(opr) 
Storage   TSTO 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (60 s max)   Tx. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic =- 0.01 mA, 
Is = 0)   V(BRKBO 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 0.01 mA, RBE — 0)   V(IR)CES 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   VlBR)EBO 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(lc = 10 mA, Is = 0, tp = 300 ss, df = 2%)   VCEO ( SUS) 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA, Ti= 25°C   Voz (sat) 
Ic = 10 mA, IB = 1 mA, Ti = 85°C   VCs(sat) 
Ic = 100 mA, Is = 10 mA, Ti = 25°C   Vcz ( sat) 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 10 mA, Ia =- 1 mA  VBE (sat) 
Ic = 100 mA. Is = 10 mA   Vsz ( sat) 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
Vac = 20 V, Rim = 0, TA = 85°C   ICES 
Vea = 20 V. Rs = 0. Ti = 25°C   Ices 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = 0.35 V. Ic = 10 mA, t. = 300 ;is, 
df = 2%   

VCE = 1 V. IC = 100 mA, t,, = 300 p.s, 
df = 2%   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Yes = 10 V, Ic = 20 mA, f = 100 Mets)   

Output Capacitance (Ves = 5 V. Is = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   

Storage Time (Vcc = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA, 
lei = 10 mA, Is. = —10 mA)   

Turn-On Time (Vcc = 2 V. Ic = 10 mA, 
Ist = 3 mA. Van (off) = 0 V)   

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 2 V, Ic = 30 mA. 
Ist = 3 mA, Is. = —3 mA)   

30 V 
12 v 
5 v 

0.2 A 

0.36 W 
1.2 W 

See curve page 112 

—65 to 200 °C 
—65 to 200 °C 

300 °C 

hez ( pulsed) 

FIFE (pulsed) 

hz. 

Cobo 

t. 

t. tt 

30 min V 

30 min V 

5 min V 

12 min V 

0.2 max V 
0.3 max V 
0.5 max V 

0.72 to 0.87 V 
1.6 max V 

10 max µA 
0.4 max rnA 

2N3053 POWER TRANSISTOR 

30 to 120 

12 min 

4 min 

4 max 

13 max 

15 max 

20 max 

pF 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide variety of small signal, 
medium-power applications (up to 20 Mc/s) in commercial and industrial 
equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vs E = —1.5 V   Vow, 60 V 
RBB = 10 0   VCER 50 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO ( SOS) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   To 07 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25'C   PT I w 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 w 
Ti or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA-Tc) and Storage (Tam)   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 
—65 to 200 °C 

255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE — 0)   VUJR)CB0 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V(BMEBO 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, RBE = 10 n, ti, . 300 As, df = 2.8%   VCER (SUS) 50 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, IB = 0, tp = 300 As, df = 1.8%   Yea° (sus) 40 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (k = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA)   VBE (sat) 1.7 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (k = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA)   VCE (sat) 1.4 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 30 V, h — 0)   leso 0.25 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 4 V, Ic — 0)   hao 0.25 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vca = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, tp = 300 As, df = 1.8%) hpa 50 to 250 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vca = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s)   ht. 
Input Capacitance (VES = 0.5 V. Ic — 0)   Clbo 
Output Capacitance (Vcs = 10 V. Is — 0)   Coso 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N3053 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VBE)•I0 
— -1 -1-
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE' 2N3053 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA) 25° C 
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2N3054 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching circuits, series- and 
shunt-regulator driver and output stages, and high-fidelity amplifiers in 
commercial and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. Termi-
nals: 1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector- to-Base Voltage   Yam 90 V I 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 90 V 
Rez = ioo n   VCER 60 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   VCEO ( SUS) 55 V te 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 v t 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   IB 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 29 W k 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Te) and Storage (TsTs)   —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 235 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =_- 25°C) 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V(BR)EBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, RBE = 100 fl   VcEa(SUS) 60 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, ID — 0   Vero ( sus) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (lc = 500 mA, 
Iz = 50 mA)   VCE ( sat) 1 ma,c V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcz = 4 V, Ir = 500 mA)   VBE 1.7 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Wei = 90 V. VHS = —1.5 V) lcav 1 max mA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Via = 7 V, lc — 0)   hum 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcz = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA)   hez 25 to 100 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   er-c 6 max °C/W 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

2N3055 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE. 2N3O54 
CASE TEMPERATURE ITC) • 23• C 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching circuits, series- and 
shunt-regulator driver and output stages, and high-fidelity amplifiers in 
commercial and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Termi-
nals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vern) 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   WEI( 100 V 
Raz = 100 LI   VCE a 70 v 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   Vero (sus) 60 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 15 A 
Base Current   IB 7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25•C   Pr 115 w 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Tc) and Storage (Wm)   —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldermg Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( IE = 5 mA, 
Ic — 0)   V(11R)EBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 200 mA, Raz = 100 n   VCER (SUS) 70 :min V 
Ic = 200 mA. Is — 0   VCEO (sus) 60 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 4 A, 
Is = 400 mA)   VCE ( sat) 1.1 max v 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Vez = 4 V. Ic r_-- 4 A)   VBE 1.8 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vez --= 100 V) Vine = —1.5 V) key 5 max mA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 7 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V, Ic = 4 A)   hez 20 to 70 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.5 °C/W 
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2N3118 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type for large-signal vhf class C and small-
signal vhf class A amplifier applications in industrial and military com-
munications equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = -1.5 V   VCE V 85 V 
Base open   VcEo 60 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VER., 4 V 
Collector Current   le 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 4 W 
TA or 're above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ ( opr ) -65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG -65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Von = -1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA   Vdiii)cEv 85 min V 
I. = 10 mA, Is = 0, tp = 300 gs, df -= 1.8%   V1BR1CP:0 (SUS) 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( IE = 0.1 mA, 
Ic -= 0)   Vouoluio 4 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcp = 30 V, In = 0, TA = 25°C   Ica° 0.1 max iiA 
Vcp = 30 V. In = 0, TA = 150°C   ICHO 100 max p.A 

Small-Signal Short-Circuit Input Impedance, 
Real Part ( Ven = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, f = 50 Mc/s) R(hi) 25 to 75 L.) 
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TYPICAL LARGE-SIGNAL CLASS C RF 
POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 253118 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. - 
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TYPICAL CLASS A RF POWER-OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N3I18 
COMMON- EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
CLASS A SERVICE, 50 hies 
COLLECTOR -TO- EMITTER VOLTS ( VcE ) = 28 
COLLECTOR II LLIAMPERES ( 10.« 25 _ 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)••25• C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Short-Circuit Output Impedance, 
Real Part (Vez = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, f = 50 Mc/s) 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vez = 28 V. Ic = 25 mA, t. =- 300 µs, df 5 1.8%) 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vez = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, f = 50 Mc/s)   

Tbb' Ci,'. Product (Val = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, 
f = 50 /101c/s)   re.' eh'. 60 max Ps 

Power Gain, Class A Service ( with heat sink) 
(Vez = 28 V. Ic = 25 mA, P.. =- 0.2 W. f = 50 Mc/s) 

Output Capacitance (Ves = 28 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 Mc/s) 
Power Output, Class C Oscillator Service 

(with heat sink) : 
Vez = 28 V. Pie = 0.1 W, f = 50 Mc/s   
Ves = 28 V, Pi. = 0.1 W, f = 150 Mc/s   

1 (real) 500 to 1000 çà 

Y?2 

hrE ( pulsed) 50 to 275 

ht. 5 min 

Gpe 18 min dB 
Cabo 6 max PF 

PO. 
Poe 

1 min 
0.4 min \\ 

TRANSISTOR 2N3119 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in high-voltage, high-frequency 
pulse-amplifier and high-voltage saturated-switching applications in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VIM = —1.5 V   Vczv 100 V 
Base open   Vczo 80 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 25°C   Pi 4 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TECTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE — 0)   Vounceo 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Va = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA   V(BR)CEV 100 min V 
Ic = 10 mA, Is = 0, t. = 300 its, df = 1.8%   V(BR)CEO ( sus) 80 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic — 0)   V(BR)EBO 4 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
In = 10 mA)   Viz ( sat) 1.1 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic ..-. 100 mA, 
Is = 10 mA)   VCE ( sat) 0.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 60 V, IE = 0, Ts = 25°C   ICB0 50 max nA 
VCB = 60 V, Iz = 0, TA = 150°C   leso 50 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = —3 V. Ic = 0, 
TA = 25°C)   Into 100 max nA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA)   hFE 40 min 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = 10 V, IC -= 100 MA, Ip = 300 µs, df = 1.8%   I'm: (pulsed) 50 to 200 
Ves = 10 V, I• = 250 mA, t. = 300 p.s, df = 1.8%   h.E ( pulsed) 20 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, 
f = 50 Mc/s)   fi 250 min Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (Vea = 28 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 Mc/s) Cob. 6 max pF 
Pulsed-Amplifier Rise Time (Vcc = 80 V, 
Ic = 10 mA)   20 max na 

Saturated Switch Turn-On Time (Vcc = 28 V. 
Ic = 100 mA, Is, = 10 mA)   ta + tr 40 max ns 

Saturated Switch Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 28 V, 
Ic = 100 mA, Is, = —10 mA)   t. -I- tr 700 max na 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Ves = 28 V, Ic = 250 mA) fr 
Output Capacitance (Vea = 30 V, I = 0, 
f = 140 kc/s)   Cobo 

Collector-to-Case Capacitance   Cr 
RF Power Output, Unneutralized: 
Vcc = 50 V, Ic = 500 mA, PIE = 2 W, f --- 50 MC/S POE 
VCC = 50 V. Ic = 250 mA, PIE = 1 W, f 150 Mc/s 

200 typ Mc/s 

20 max pF 
6 max pF 

15 min 
5 min 

2N3230 MULTIUNIT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE 

Two Si n-p-n epitaxial planar transistors and a commutating diode used in 
high-speed switching and high-gain linear amplifier applications for aero-
space, military, and industrial service. The transistors are internally con-
nected to form an amplifier ( Darlington) circuit, and the diode is connected 
across the output transistor. Outline No.25. Terminals: 1 - base 2, 2 - emitter, 
3 - collector, 4 - base 1. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base 1 Voltage (base 2 and emitter open) VC13,0 80 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

\rills r-- —1.5 V, Rile = 50 fl   Vcsv 80 V 
1111,E and Rae ≤ 50 11   VCER (sus) 60 V 
Base 1 and base 2 open   VcEo ( sus) 60 V 

Emitter-to-Base 1 Voltage (collector and base 2 open) VEElo 10 V 
Collector Current   Ic 7 A 
Base 1 Current   IE2 100 mA 
Diode Current   IF 5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 25 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Tc) and (TSTO)   —55 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =- 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: VF 2 max V 

VIliE = —1.5 V, Rile = 50 11   V(1311)CET 80 min V 
REIE ≤ 50 0, Ic = 50 mA, I% — 0   VoiincEE1(sus) 60 min V 
REIE ≤ 50 a RHO: ≤ 50 0, Ic = 50 mA  VuuncEE2(sus) 80 min V 
Ic = 50 mA, IE2 and Ia2 — 0   VIER/CEO (sus) 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (I% = 3 mA, 
Ic = 2 A, Is2 = 0)   VeE (sat) 1.4 max V 

Base 1-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (IE2 = 3 mA, 
lc =- 2 A, IE2 = 0)   Vilia (sat) 2 max V 

Base 1-to-Emitter Voltage (VCs = 4 V, Ic = 2 A, 
IB2 — 0)   VELE 1.8 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 50 V, Is,. and IE2 = 0, Tc -= 25°C   'CEO 100 max µA 
VCE = 50 V, Is, and 1E2 = 0, Tc = 125°C   ICE() 1.5 max mA 
Rae ≤ 50 0, WE = 80 V. VBia = —1.5 V   ICEV 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEE, = 10 V. 
In, and Ic — 0)   Iti1310 50 max p A 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = 4 V, Ic = 5 A, 1E2 — 0   hre 1000 min 
Ven = 4 V, Ic = 2 A. IE., — 0   hr E 2000 to 20000 
VCE = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA, In, — 0   hFE 1000 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (WE = 10 V, Ic = 1 A, 
IE2 = 0, f = 20 Mc/s)   fr 40 min Mc/s 

Collector-to-Base 1 Capacitance (WE, = 10 V. 
In, and Ic = 0, f = 1 Mc/s)   Colr,o 60 max pF 

Collector-to-Base 2 Capacitance (VcE2 = 10 V. 
Ill, and Ic = 0, f = 1 Mc/s)   Cube 200 max pF 

Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (VcE = 28 V, 
Ist(on) = 4 mA, IE2(off) = —8 mA, Ic = 2 A) ta -I- t, 350 max ns 

Storage Time (WE = 28 V. IE2(on) = 4 mA, 
IE2(off) = —8 mA, Ic = 2 A)   t. 1600 max ns 

Fall Time (WE = 28 V. IE2(on) = 4 mA, 
ina(oft) = —8 mA, Ic = 2 A)   te 550 max ns 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Commutating-Diode Forward Voltage ( Ic = 2 A. 
inverted direction) .... . . . . ... VP 2 max V 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   7 max °C/W 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 1200  
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MULTIUNIT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE 2N3231 
Two Si n-p-n epitaxial planar transistors and a commutating diode used in 
high-speed switching and high-gain linear amplifier applications for aero-
space, military, and industrial service. The transistors are internally con-
nected to form an amplifier ( Darlington) circuit, and the diode is connected 
across the output transistor. Outline No.25. Terminals: 1 - base 2, 2 - emitter, 
3 - collector, 4 - base 1. This type is identical with type 2N3230 except for 
the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage ( base 2 and emitter open) VCBi0 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VB,E = --1.5 V, RB,,E = 50 0   
RBiE and RB0E 50 
Base 1 and base 2 open   

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown ( Sustaining): 

=- —1.5 V, RB0E = so   
50 0, k = -50 mA, In., — 

118,E 50 0, Rite ≤ 50 0, le -- 50 mA   
Ic = 50 mA, In, and I. — 0   

Collector-Cutoff Current (-Rile 50 0, Vrin = 100 V, 
VB,E = —1.5 V)   

Storage Time (Ven = 28 V, Ini(on) = 4 mA, 

In.,(oft) -= —8 mA, L• = 2 A)   
Fall Time (Vcc = 28 V, Ini(on) = 4 mA, 
In(off) =- —8 mA, Ic = 2 A)   

TRANSISTOR 

VCEV 
VCER (SUS) 
WE° ( sus ) 

V(B RICE V 
%%RICER, (Ms ) 
V4B RICE R., ( MS ) 

VIBMCE0 ( Eta) 

km* 

t. 

tt 

100 

100 
80 
80 

100 min 
80 min 
100 min 
80 min 

v 

v 

V 

2 max rn A 

1250 max ns 

400 max ns 

2N3241 
Si n-p-n planar type for high-gain, low-noise amplifier applications in com-
mercial and industrial equipment. Outline No.26 (3-lead). Terminals: 1 - 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector- to-Base Voltage (V»: = —1.5 V)   VCBV 30 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vczo 25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 100 mA 
Emitter Current   lc —100 mA 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 2 W 
TA or T., above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TRTG —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Van = —1 V, 
Ic = 50 µA)   VISIOCBV 30 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( lc = 10 mA, 
Ii. = 0)   Valli)CE0 25 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage OE . 50 µA, 
Ic = 0)   V(BICE110 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 50 mA  
In = 2.5 mA)   Vcz ( sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 50 mA, 
In = 2.5 mA)   VBE (sat) 0.8 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veit = 25 V, Ii. = 0, TA -= 25°C   IC110 100 max nA 
Vea = 25 V. Ii. = 0, TA = 85°C   Lilo 10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Visa = 2.5 V. IC — 0)   1E110 100 max nA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio ( Vez = 12 V, 
Ic = 10 mA)   hr E 50 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vez = 12 V. Ic = 10 mA. f = 1 kc/s)   hfe 70 to 250 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Vez = 6 V, Ic = 1 mA)   fT 60 Mc/s 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (W E = 60 V. 
Ic = 1 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   TM; 20 0 

Output Capacitance (Veit 1,- 6 V. Is = 0, 
f = 1 kc/s)   Cob. 22 pF 

Noise Figure (Vex = 6 V, Ra = 1000 0, 
Ic = 0.5 mA, f = 1 kc/s. circuit bandwidth = 1 c/s) NF 10 max dB 

Small-Signal Input Impedance (Ven = 12 V, 
Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hi. 600 0 

Small-Signal Output Admittance ( Ven = 12 V. 
Ic =- 10 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   h.. 75 µmhos 

Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 12 V, Ic --, 10 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   h.. 125 x 10-. 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03-c 300 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   al-A 50 max °C/W 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

-TYPE 2N3241 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)25°C 
:COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

la 

0.I 
04 0.45 0.5 ass 06 0.65 

BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS ( VBE 
92C5- 123811T 

TRANSISTOR 

0.7 

Si n-p-n planar type for high-gain, low-noise amplifier applications in com-
mercial and industrial equipment. It is especially suitable for high-input 
impedance, direct-coupled amplifier stages. Outline No.26 ( 3-lead). Termi-
nals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with 
type 2N3241 except for the following items: 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   le 200 mA 
Emitter Current   IE —200 mA 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veil = 25 V. IE = O. TA -= 25°C   kn.. 10 max nA 
Ven = 25 V. In = 0, TA = 150°C   Ieso 10 max itis 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 2.5 V, Ie — 0)   IEBI) 10 max nA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 12 V, Ie = 10 mA)   hr z 75 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
( Ves = 12 V, Ir = 10 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   h f .. 100 to 375 

Noise Figure (Vet: = 6 V, R. = 1000 0, It = 0.5 mA, 
f = 1 }tea, circuit bandwidth = 1 c/s)   NF 6 max dB 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 2N3261 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-speed switching applications in 
military and commercial data-processing equipment such as digital-logic 
circuits, terminated-line-driver service, and as a high-speed-memory driver. 
JEDEC TO-52, Out line No.18. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Rase Voltage   Vex° 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   \Teem 15 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vsno 6 V 
Collector Current   le 500 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA or Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Rang_e: 
Operating ( TA -Te )   —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   T5Tt1 —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( It ..-- 0.01 mA, 
Is = 0)   Vannes° 40 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 10 mA, 
In = O. tp = 100 us, dI ≤ 2%)   Val RICE0 15 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 0.01 mA. 
le -- 0)   Votionno 6 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ir = 100 mA, 
Is = 10 mA)   VBE (sat) 0.8 to 1.1 v 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ir  = 100 mA, 
In = 10 mA, t, = 100 ¡is, df 5- 2%)   Ves ( sat) 0.35 max V 

Base-Cutoff Current (Vve = 15 V, Vss — 0)   IBEs —25 max nA 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ve n = 15 V, \TEE = O. TA = 15°C   ICE% 25 max nA 
W E = 15 V. Vas = 0. TA = 150°C   'env 25 max µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcic = 1 V, Ic =. 10 mA, TA = 25°C   
Vcs = 1 V, Ic = 10 mA, TA = 55°C   

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ve E = 1 V, Ic = 100 mA, t, = 300 gs, df 2% 
Vck = 1 V, Ic = 200 mA, tp = 300 gs, df 2% 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vck = 1 V. Ic = 100 mA, f = 100 Mc/s   
Vcic = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, f = 100 Mc/s   

Input Capacitance (VER = 0.5 V. Ic = 0, f = 1 Mc/s) 
Output Capacitance (Wu --- 5 V, IE = 0, f = 1 Mc/s) 
Delay Time (Vcc = 6 V, Vinc(off) = —4 V. 

= 10 mA, Ice = 100 mA, Is2 = —10 mA)   ta 
Rise Time (Vcc = 6 V, \TEE (Off) = —4 V, hi = 10 mA, 
Ic. = 100 mA, Ia. = —10 mA)   

Fall Time (Vcc = 6 V, In, = 10 mA, 
Ica = 100 mA. Is, = —10 mA)   tr 

Storage Time (Vcc = 6 V. Is, = 10 mA, 
Ica = 100 mA, I, = —10 mA)   

TYPICAL RISE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPICAL STORAGE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS 
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TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in high-voltage, high-frequency 
pulse-amplifier and high-voltage saturated-switching applications in indus-
trial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.12. Terminals: 1 - 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wu, 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 100 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   W EB ( SUS) 80 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
're up to 25°C   PT 8.75 W 
TA or 're above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA-Tc) and Storage (Tsui)   —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25`C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Vas = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.25 mA)   VIBR)CEV 100 min 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Its = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V(BR)EBO 4 min 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 500 mA, Asa = 10 (1, tv = 15 ¡LS, df = 1.5%   VcER ( SUS) 90 min 
Ic = 500 mA, Is = 0, t. = 15 ¡LS, df = 1.5%   wig° (sus) 80 min 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( lc = 1 A, 
Is -- 100 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 1 A, 
IB — 100 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 30 V. Iz = 0, 
TA = 25°C)   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 3 V, Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcz — 4 V, Ic = 500 mA)   hrz 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(licz = 28 V. Ic = 100 mA. f = 50 Mc/s)   tire 
Input Capacitance (VES = 3 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 Mc/s) CID° 
Output Capacitance ( Ves = 28 V, lc = 0, f = 1 Mc/s) Cobo 
Pulse-Amplifier Rise Time (Vcc = 80 V, 

Ic ——  25 mA)   tr 
Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 28 V, 

Ic =. 1 A, IB, = 100 mA)   te t r 
Turn-Off Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 28 V, 
Ic = 1 A, IB2 = —100 mA)   

14 

2 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N3262 
_COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT._ 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)25°C  
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N3263 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in high-power, high-speed, and high-current 
applications such as switching circuits, amplifiers, and power oscillators in 
aerospace, military, and industrial applications. Outline No.24. Terminals: 
B - base, E - emitter, C - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vero 150 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VB2 . —1.5 V   Veer 150 v 
Rile 50 n   VCER ( SUS ) 110 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   V CEO (sus) 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 v 
Collector Current   lc 25 A 
Base Current   IB 10 A 
Transistor Dissipation   PT See Rating Chart 
Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

STG —65 to 200 Storage   T °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 0.2 A, IB ' 0   V CEO (sus) 90 min v 
Ic . 0.2 A. RBE LS 50 n   V CER ( SUS ) 110 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter— Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 15 A. Is = 1.2 A, tr, = 350 its. df ≤ 2%)   Ves (sat) 0.75 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(lc = 15 A, In = 1.5 A. tp = 350 gs, df ≤ 2%)   V BE (sat) 1.6 max V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (IE = 0.02 A, Ic — 0)   V EBO 7 min v 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 150 V. V BE = —1.5 V. Tc = 25°C   IcEv 20 max mA 
VCB = 80 V, IE = 0. Tc = 25°C   Icso 4 max mA 
VCB = 80 V, IE = 0, Tc = 125°C   kilo 4 max mA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VES = 5 V, Ic = 0, Tc = 25°C   Isso 5 max mA 
VES = 5 V, Ic = 0, Tc = 125°C   IEBO 5 max mA 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcs = 3 V, Ic = 15 A, ti, = 350 µs, df — 2%   him (pulsed) 25 to 75 
Vcs = 4 V, Ic = 20 A. tp = 350 ps, df — 2%   hrs ( pulsed) 20 min 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(W s = 10 V. IE = 0, f = 1 Mc/s)   Cb'e 900 max pF 

Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V. 
Ic = 15 A, Is, = 1.2 A. Is3 = —1.2 A)   ta + ti 0.5 max jis 

Fall Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V, 
Ic = 15 A. Isi = 1.2 A. I% = —1.2 A)   ti 0.5 max jis 

Storage Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V, 
Ic = 15 A. Is = 1.2 A, In., = —1.2 A)   t. 1.5 max jis 

Gain-Bandwidthi Product (Vs = 10 V, 
20 min Mc/s Ic = 3 A. f = 5 Mc/s)   

Second-Breakdown Current, Safe Operating 
Region (Ws = 75 V)   

Second-Breakdown Energy, Safe Operating 
Region (Vas = —6 V, Ic = 10 A, RBE = 20 0, 
L = 40 µH)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N3264 TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in high-power, high-speed, and high-current 
applications, such as switching circuits, amplifiers, and power oscillators in 
aerospace, military, and industrial applications. Outline No.24. Terminals: 
B - base, E - emitter, C - collector and case. For curves of safe operating 
region, transfer characteristics, and static forward-current transfer ratio, 
refer to type 2N3263. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR() 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VcEv 120 V 
Rite =. 50 n   VCER (sus) 80 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   VCEO ( MS ) 60 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 7 V 
Collector Current   L. 25 A 
Base Current   Ia 10 A 
Transistor Dissipation  See Rating Chart for type 2N3263 
Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector- to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
L. = 0.2 A, Ii — 0   V,0 (sus) 60 min V 
L. = 0.2 A. RBE≤ 50 0   VCER (sus) 80 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 15 A. 
In = 1.2 A, t. = 350 as, df = 2%)   VCE (sat) 1.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 15 A, 
Ili = 1.5 A, t. = 350 as, df = 2%)   Vs (sat) 1.8 max V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage ( lit = 0.02 A, Ic — 0)   VERO 7 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VUE =- 120 V, Viti . —1.5 V, Tr = 25°C   ICEV 20 max mA 
VCR = 60 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   Ice.) 10 max IIIA 
VCR = 60 V, Is = 0, Tc = 125°C   ICIII) 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VER = 5 V. L• = 0, Tc = 25°C   Inn° 15 max mA 
VER = 5 V, Ic = 0, Tc = 125°C   leso 15 max mA 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
V E = 3 V. Ic = 15 A. t. = 350 as, df = 2%   hn.: ( pulsed) 20 to 80 
Ven = 4 V. Ic = 20 A, tp = 350 ;Is. df = 2%   her: ( pulsed ) 15 min 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Vis = 10 V, I.: = 0, f = 1 Mc/s)   Clu'e 900 max PF 

Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V. 
Ic = 15 A, Is = 1.2 A, I% r-- —1.2 A)   Li -I- t. 0.5 max as 

Fall Time. Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V. 
Ic = 15 A, IB = 1.2 A, II32 = —1.2 A)   tt 0.5 max As 

Storage Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V. 
Ic = 15 A, In, = 1.2 A, Is. = —1.2 A)   t. 1.5 max jis 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (We = 10 V. 
Ic = 3 A, f = 5 Mc/s)   fr 20 min Mc /s 

Second-Breakdown Current, Safe Operating 
Region (Vie = 75 V)   Is/b 700 min mA 

Second-Breakdown Energy, Safe Operating 
Region (VRE = 6 V, Ic = 10 A. Rag = 20 n, 
L = 40 µH)   Es/b 2 min mi 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   01-C 1.5 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3265 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in high-power, high-speed, and high-current 
applications such as switching circuits, amplifiers, and power oscillators in 
aerospace, military, and industrial applications. JEDEC TO-63, Outline 
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No.21. Terminals: C - collector and case, B - base, E - emitter. This type 
is identical with type 2N3263 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation  •  PT See Rating Chart 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, JUnC110n•10-CaSe   0J-, 1 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3266 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in high-power, high-speed, and high-current 
applications such as switching circuits, amplifiers, and power oscillators in 
aerospace, military, and industrial applications. JEDEC TO-63, Outline 
No.21. Terminals: C - collector and case, B - base, E - emitter. For curves 
of safe operating region, transfer characteristics, and static forward-
current transfer ratio, refer to type 2N3263  This type is identical with type 
2N3264 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation   See Rating Chart for Type 2N3265 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   1 max °C/W 

2N3375 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in large-signal, high-power 
vhf-uhf applications for industrial and military communications equipment 
in class A, B, or C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, or oscillator operation. 
JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATING 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VCEV 65 V 
Base open   Ws° 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 V 
Collector Current   IC 1.5 A 
Base Current   Ic 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25*C   PT 11.6 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TP 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
Ic = 0.1 mA, IE — 0)   V(BR)cao 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 0.2 A, Is = 0, pulsed through an inductor 
L= 25 mH, df = 50%   Voiiurico 40 min V 

Ic = 0 to 0.2A, VIM = —1.5 V, pulsed through an 
inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V(BIDCEV 65 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
as = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   V(BIOEBO 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 200 mA, IB — 0   VCEO (SUS) 40 min V 
Ic = 200 mA, RBE = 100 1)   VCER (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 250 mA. Is = 50 mA)   Vcs(sat) 1 max V 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 4 V)   IEBO 0.1 max mA 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 65 V. Vss = —1.5 V. Tc = 25°C   ICEV 1 max mA 
WE = 30 V, VBE = —1.5 V. Tc = 200°C   Icsv 5 max mA 
We = 30 V. I = 0, Tc = 25°C   'CEO 0.1 max mA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
RF Power Output: 

Unneutralized Amplifier 
VCE = 28 V. P'is = 1 W, f = 100 Mc/s   
VCE = 28 V, PIE = 1 W. f = 400 Mc/s   

Oscillator 
VCE = 28 V, f = 500 Mc/s   

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V, Ic = 250 mA   
VCE = 5 V, IC = 125 mA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 28 V. Ic = 125 mA, f = 100 Mc/s   

Output Capacitance (Va = 30 V, Ic = 125 mA, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   

Available Amplifier Signal Input Power: 
POE =- 3 W. Ra = 50 fl, f = 2400 Mc/s   
POE = 7.5 W, Ra = 50 n. f = 100 Mc/s   

Collector Circuit Efficiency: 
PIE = 1 W, Ro = 50 n. POE = 3 W. f = 400 Mc/s 
PIE = 1 W. Ro = 50 n. POE = 7.5 W, f = 100 Mc/s 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPICAL SMALL- SIGNAL OPERATION 
CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N3375 
COLLECTOR-TO- EMITTER VOLTS (vcE)• 28 
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2N3435 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in vhf large-signal class A ampli-
fier applications. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - 
base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   VCR° 80 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 60 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.25 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA Up tes 25 °C   PT 1 W  
Tc up to 25°C   PT 4 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   Pr See curve page 112 

Storage-Temperature Range   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 
Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE = 0)   V OIR/EBO 80 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 10 mA, IB — 0)   V IBR/CE0 ( SUS) 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (lc = 0.1 mA. 
Ic = 0)   V IBR/ERO 4 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCR = 40 V, Is = 0, T = 25°C   ICHO 0.05 max µ A 
VCR = 40 V. Is = 0, T = 150°C   Into 50 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = 20 V, Ic = 10 mA)   him 50 to 200 

Large-Signal Average Power Gain (Vcs = 40 V. 
Ic = 60 mA, Re = 50 0, PIE = 100 mW, f = 70 Mc/s) G PE 10 min dB 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = 40 V. Ic = 10 mA, f = 70 Mc/s)   ht. 2 min 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Product of Base-Spreading Resistance and 

Collector-to-Case Capacitance (Ves = 40 V, 
= 10 mA, f = 70 Mc/s)   

Output Capacitance (Ves = 40 V, Ie = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   

2N3439 

rbb.Ce 

Cohn 

TRANSISTOR 

80 max 

5 max 

Ps 

pF 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-switching and linear-ampli-
fier applications, such as high-voltage differential and operational amplifiers, 
high-voltage inverters, and series regulators for industrial and military 
applications. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 base, 
3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   We() 450 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Vt'a V 450 v 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   Veep (sus) 350 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vano 7 V 
Collector Current   Ie 1 A 
Base Current   IB 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50°C   PT 1 W  
Te up to 50°C   PT 5 W 
TA or Te above 50°C   PT See curve page 112 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TaTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic :=. 50 mA, In — 0)   «W E° (sus) 350 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 50 mA, In = 4 MA)   VCE (sat) 0.5 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 50 mA, Is = 4 mA)   Van ( sat) 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 300 V, In — 0   'CEO 20 max µA 
VCE *=. 450 V, Van = —1.5 V   Icnv 500 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vzs = 6 V, Ic — 0)   1EBO 20 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ven = 10 V, Ill = 20 mA   Ilan 40 to 160 
'WE = 10 V. I(1 = 2 mA   hTE 30• min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ven = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA, f = 5 Mc/s)   hie 3 min 

Second-Breakdown Current, Safe Operating 
Region (Vcs = 200 V)   Is/b 50 min mA 

Output Capacitance (Veil = 10 V, IS = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cobo 10 max PF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 
(P.. = 2 to 4 W. In = 100 mA)   0.1-C 30 max °C/W 

• This value does not apply to type 2N3440. 

TRANSISTOR 2N3440 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-switching and linear-ampli-
fier applications such as high-voltage differential and operational amplifiers, 
high-voltage inverters, and series regulators for industrial and military 
applications. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 2N3439 except for 
the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vent) 300 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Van = —1.5 V   Vcsr 300 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   Venn ( SUS ) 250 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(1,• = 50 mA. In — 0)   VCE0 ( SUS) 250 V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W I: = 200 V, In — 0   leso 50 max gA 
V, 1.: — 300 V, Va E -= —1.5 V   IVEV 500 max µA 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3441 
Si n-p-n diffused type for high-voltage applications in power-switching cir-
cuits, series- and shunt-regulator driver and output stages, and in dc-to-dc 
converters in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-66, 
Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - 
collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Venu 160 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vim = —1.5 V   Vern- 160 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   VrE0 ( SUS) 140 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vsso 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 3 A 
Base Current   Is 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tv up to 25°C   Pr 29 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti 65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTU —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .= 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic -= 100 mA, IE — 0   VoixicEo ( sus) 140 min V 
Ic = 50 mA, VBE = —1.5 V   V(BR)CEV 160 min V 
Ic = 50 mA, BBC = 100 CI   V(BR)CER 150 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 0.5 A. IR = 50 mA)   VCR (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( VcE = 4 V, Ic = 0.5 A)   VBE 1.7 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 140 V. VBE = —1.5 V. Te = 25°C   IcEv 5 max mA 
Vea = 140 V. Vila = —1.5 V. Tr = 150°C   IcEr 6 max mA 
WE = 140 V. IS = 0, T = 25°C   kilo 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( VER = 7 V, Ic — 0)   IEE0 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = 4 V, lc = 0.5 A)   h FE 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9./-C 
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2N3442 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n- p-n diffused type for high-voltage applications in power-switching cir-
cuits, series- and shunt-regulator driver and output stages, and in dc-to-dc 

converters in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-3, 

Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - 

collector and case. This type is identical with type 2N3441 except for the 

following items: 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   Ic 10 A 
Base Current   IB 7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 117 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Iv = 200 mA, Is — 0   VlBRICE0 (sus) 140 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, Vine = —1.5 V   VlBR1l'EV 160 min V 
Ir = 100 mA. Rip: -= 100 CI   V(BRWER 150 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 3 A, Ii = 300 mA)   VCR (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Veis = 4 V, lc = 3 A)   Val: 1.7 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vez = 140 V. 
VEE = —1.5 V, Tr = 150°C)   Inn' 30 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( lizz = 7 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V, Ir = 3 A)   hris 20 to 70 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Etr-,, 1.5 max °C/W 

TRANSISTOR 2N3478 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type for vhf-uhf applications at frequencies up to 
470 Mcis in industrial and commercial equipment. Outline No.26 (4 lead). 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - connected to case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ir = 0.001 mA, IE — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ir = 0.001 mA, IR — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( In = 0.001 mA, 

Ir = 0)   
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vrz = 1 V, IE — 0)   
Static forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VrE = 8 V, le = 2 mA)   

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio* 
(Vex = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   hr 9 

Output Capacitance: 
Vea .= 8 V, Is = 0, f =- 1 Mc/s   Cobot 0.95 max PF 
Vex = 8 V. Is = 0, f = 1 Mc/s   Cobo* 0.65 max PF 

Small-Signal Power Gain: 
Unneutralized Amplifier Circuit* 

Va = 8 V. Ic = 2 mA, f = 200 Mc/s   Gpe 11.5 to 17 dB 
Neutralized Amplifier Circuitt 

Rs = 50 Cl, Ic -= 1.5 mA, Vii = 6 V. 
f = 470 Mc/s   Gpe 12 dB 

Noise Figures 
UHF—Rs = 50 0, VCE = 6 V, It: = 1.5 mA, 
f = 470 Mc/s   NF 5 dB 

VHF—Via = 8 V. Ic = 2 mA, f = 200 Mc/s   NF 4.5 max dB 
• Lead 4 ( case) grounded. t Lead 4 ( case) floating. 

2N3512 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used for core-driver and line-
driver service in high-performance computers and in other critical appli-
cations requiring considerable output power. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
Te up to 25°C ( with heat sink)   
TA or Te ( with heat sink) above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 0.01 mA, Ic — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 50 mA, In = 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, In -= 7.5 mA   
lc = 500 mA. In = 50 mA   
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (lc = 150 mA, 
Is = 7.5 mA)   VBE 1 max V 

Base-Cutoff Current ( Ves = 30 V, VBE = —0.3 V) IBEV 0.5 max µA 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 30 V, VBE = —0.3 V, TA = 25°C   lose 0.5 max µA 
Ws = 30 V, VBE = —0.3 V, TA = I00°C   ICEV 100 max ¡LA 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vile = 1 V. Ic = 0.5 A. ti. = 400 iis, df 5- 3%)   hrs ( pulsed) 10 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Hitt') 
(Ves = 10 V, le = 50 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   hi. 2.5 min 

Output Capacitance ( Ves = 10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 0.14 Mc/s)   Cob° 10 max pF 

Storage Time (Vce = 6.4 V, VBR = 15.9 V. 
Ic = 150 mA, le --- 15 mA)   t. 30 max ns 

Turn-On Time ( Vec = 6.4 V, Ic = 150 mA, 
Isi = 15 mA, h r. = —15 mA)   te ± t. 30 max lis 

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 6.4 V, Van = 15.9 V. 
Ic -,-- 150 mil, In., = —15 mA, Isi = 15 mA)   t. -I- tt 45 max na 

TRANSISTOR 2N3553 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in class A, B, and C amplifiers, 
frequency multipliers, or oscillators in vhf-uhf applications for industrial 
and military communications. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.12. Terminals: 1 - 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = — 1.5 V   Vccv 65 V 
Base open   W E° 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBo 4 v 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 7 W 
Tr above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T, (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TWIG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr- 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic =- 0.3 mA, 
Is — 0)   ViRR1CRO 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 0.2 A, In = 0, pulsed through an inductor 

L = 25 mli. di = 50%   VlBil/CE0 40 min V 
Ic = 0 to 0.2 A, VBE = —1.5 V. pulsed through an 

inductor L = 25 mli. df = 50%   VOIRICEV 65 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 0.1 mA. 

Ir — 0)   \TIMER° 4 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 250 mA, In = 50 MA)   VCE (MI) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vis = 30 V, In — 0)   ICE() 0.1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 5 V. Ic = 250 mA)   hra 10 to 100 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vez = 28 V, 
Ic = 100 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   rai,' 12 ri 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = 28 V, Ie = 125 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   ht. 4 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Vet: --= 28 V, Ir -= 100 mA) Pr 500 Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (Vcs = 30 V, Is = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Coleo 10 max PF 

RF Power Output: 
Unneutralized Amplifier— Ver = 28 V. 

Pis = 0.25 W, Rn di Rt. = 50 n, f -,- 175 Mc/s   Pos 2.5* min W 
Oscillator—Vcr = 28 V, f = 500 Mc/s   Pos 1.5t W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 50 per cent. 
t For conditions given, typical efficiency = 30 per cent. 
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TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-switching and linear-ampli-
fier applications such as high-voltage operational amplifiers, high-voltage 
switches, switching regulators, converters, inverters, deflection and high-
fidelity amplifiers in military, industrial and commercial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 250 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VCE0 (sus) 175 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vsso 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Peak Collector Current   ic 5 A 
Base Current   In 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation   PT See Rating Chart 
Operating Temperature Range   Tc (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 200 mA, In — 0   Vea0 (SUS) 175 min V 
Rn E = 50 0, Ic = 500 mA   Vcss ( sus) 250 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 1 A, 
In = 100 mA)   VBE (sat) 1.4 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 150 V. In = 0, Tr = 25°C   ICE() 
Vss = —1.5 V, Vea = 225 V. Te = 25°C   ICEV 
Vres = —1.5 V. Vea = 225 V, Tc = 200°C   Iccv 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VED = 6 V. Ic — 0)   Ur" 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
CASE 

2N35'83 
TEMPERATURE (Tc)•25 •C 
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TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 243583 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS VcEl• 10 

le se-etiene.EC \ 

.25.0 55.C\et 

2 4 681 2 4 6 8 2 468 2 4 BU 
0 02 103 104 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES IC 
92GS-12184T 
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CHARACTERISTICS (contd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

Vcic =- 10 V. lc = 100 mA   
Vct: = 10 V, Ie = 1 A   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vre = 10 V. lc = 200 mA, f = 50 Mc/s)   

Second-Breakdown Collector Current ( Base forward-
biased from zero up, Vre = 100 V)   

Second-Breakdown Energy ( Base reverse-biased, 
RRE = 20 a L = 100 = 4 V)   

Output Capacitance (Ws = 10 V, le = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case ( Ir = 500 mA) 
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TRANSISTOR 2N3584 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-switching and linear-ampli-
fier applications such as high-voltage operational amplifiers, high-voltage 
switches, switching regulators, converters, inverters, deflection and high-
fidelity amplifiers in military, industrial and commercial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. This type is identical with type 2N3583 except 
for the following: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vrzo 375 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   We° (sus) 250 V 

Tal 
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TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TypÉ Z)i'Me4 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (V, • 10 
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le, -.2..ec  
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TYPICAL TURN-ON TIME AND FALL-TIME 
CHARACTERISTICS 

1.2 

TYPE 2N3584 
PULSE WIDTH • 20gs 
REPETITION RATE • 1000 PULSES/SECOND 
'CASE TEMPERATURE ( Te ) • 25°C 

02 it 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
le = 200 mA, Is — 0   VCEO ( BM ) 250 min 
Ras = 50 0, lc = 500 mA   VCER (sus) 300 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 1 A, V 
IB = 125 mA)   Ves ( sat ) 0.75 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 150 V. IB = 0, Tc = 25°C   leso 5 max mA 
VBE = —1.5 V, Vex = 300 V, Te = 25°C   ICEV 1 max mA 
Vas = —1.5 V. Ves = 300 V. Te = 200°C   ICEV 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 6 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 10 V. lc = 1 A)   h FE 25 to 100rf 
Second-Breakdown Energy ( Base reverse-biased, 
RBE = 20 Cl, L = 100 sli, Vas = —4 V)   Es/e 200 min 

Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V. 
Ic = 1 A, Is = 100 mA)   td ± t.• 3 max gs 

Storage Time (Vcc = 30 V. It = 1 A. Is = 100 mA) t. 4 max eis 
Fall Time (Vcc = 30 V, Ic = 1 A, h = 100 mA)   ti 3 max ets 

2N3585 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-switching and linear-ampli-
fier applications such as high-voltage operational amplifiers, high-voltage 
switches, switching regulators, converters, inverters, deflection and high-
fidelity amplifiers in military, industrial and commercial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. This type is identical with type 2N3583 except 
for the curves of static forward-current transfer ratio and turn-on and 
fall time, which are the same as for type 2N3584, and the following: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 500 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Veso (sus) 300 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 200 mA, Is — 0   Vcso ( sus ) 300 min V 
Ras = 50 Cl, lc = 500 mA   VCER (sus) 400 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( lc = 1 A. 
Is = 125 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.75 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 150 V. Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   leso 5 max mA 
Vas = —1.5 V, Ves = 400 V, Tc = 25°C   ICEV 1 max mA 
Vas = —1.5 V. Ves = 300 V, Tc = 200°C   Icsv 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 6 V, Ic — 0)   him 0.5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 10 V. Ic = 1 A)   firs 25 to 100 
Second-Breakdown Energy ( Base reverse-biased, 
Ras = 20 0, L = 100 sli, VBE = —4 V)   Es/i, 200 min ia 

Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V, 
Ic = 1 A. In = 100 mA)   Li+ t, 3 max is 

Storage Time (Vcc = 30 V, Ic = 1 A, Is = 100 mA) t. 4 max Pa 
Fall 'rime (Vcc = 30 V, Ic = 1 A, la = 100 mA)   ti 3 max its 

2N3600 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in low-noise amplifier, oscillator, and 
converter applications at vhf frequencies in military, communications, and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - connected to case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 30 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vcso 15 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 3 V 
Collector Current   Ic Limited by Power 

Dissipation 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ti up to 25°C   PT 200 mW 
Tc up to 25'C ( with heat sink)   PT 300 M W 
TA or Tc ( with heat sink) above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   °C Ti ( opr) TSTG —65 to 200 °C Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 60 s max)   Ti, —65 to 200 300 °C 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.001 mA, 
Ix — 0)   V ‘BR)CBO 30 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ix = 0.01 mA,  
II- — 0)   V IBRIEBO 3 min V 

Collector- to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 
In — 0)   V IBR1rE0 (sus) 15 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 
III = 1 mA)   Vcs ( sat) 0.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 10 mA, 
1a . 1 mA)   V BE (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
livn = 15 V, In = 0. Ti = 25°C   ICBO 0.01 max µA 
V cao CR = 15 V, In = 0, TiTA = I50°C   1 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 1 V. L. = 3 mA)   hrs 20 to 150a 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ra• 
V II. = 6 V, lc = 5 mA, f = 100 Mc/s   lire 8.5 to 15A 
We = 6 V, Iv = 2 mA, f -, 1 kc/s   h, 40 to 200A 

TYPICAL FORWARD TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE 
AND SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Input Capacitancet (Vas = 0.5 V, Ic = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 Mc/s)   

Output Capacitancet (Vcs = 10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 Mc/s)   Cobo 

Collector-to-Base Time Constant* (Vol = 6 V, 
Ic = 5 mA, f = 31.9 Mc/s)   Tb•Ce 

Small-Signal Power Gain, Amplifier Circuit, 
Neutralized* ( Vca = 6 V. Ic = 5 mA, f = 200 Mc/s) Go, 

Power Output, Oscillator Circuitt ( Vea = 10 V. 
Is = 12 mA, f = 500 Mc/s)   Po. 

Noise Figure:• 
Vcs = 6 V, Ic = 1.5 mA, f = 200 Mc/s   NF 
Ves = 6 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 60 Mc/s   NF 

• Lead 4 ( case) grounded. 
t Lead 4 ( case) floating. 
• This value does not apply to type 2N918. 

2N3632 TRANSISTOR 

1.4 typ pF 

1.7 max PF 

4 to 15 ps 

17 to 24• dB 

20 min mW 

4.5 max• dB 
3 typ dB 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in class A, B, and C amplifiers, 
frequency multipliers, or oscillators in vhf-uhf applications for industrial 
and military communications. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. Terminals: 1 
emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VeB0 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VCEV 65 V 
Base open   VCEO 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc upe to 25'C   PT 23 W 
Te above 25°C   Pr See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Taro —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TP 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.5 mA, 
Is .= 0)   VIBRICB0 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 0.2 A, Is = 0, pulsed through an inductor 

L = 25 mH, df = 50%   VIBR)CSO 40 min V 
Ic = 0 to 0.2 A, VBE = —1.5 V, pulsed 

through an inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   VOIRICEV 65 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Iite = 0.25 mA, Ic — 0)   VIBRIEBO 4 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 0.5 A, IB = 0.1 A)   Vca ( sat) 1 max V 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 263632 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE >2111 
CASE TEMPERATURE CT I.25°C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (VcE = 30 V. I — 0)   IcEo 0.25 max mA 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vez ..... 28 V, 
lc = 250 mA, f = 200 Mc/s)   rbb' 6.5 typ n 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = 28 V, Ic = 150 mA) fr 400 typ Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (VcB = 30 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cob° 20 max pF 

RF Power Output, Unneutralized: 
Vcc = 28 V. PIE = 3.5 W. Re ge lic = 50 0, 

f = 175 Mc/s   Pos 13.5• min w 
ve, . 28 V, PIE = 3 W. Ra it Et. -= 50 a 

f = 260 Mc/s   POE 10t typ w 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL OPERATION 
CHARACTERISTIC 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3730 
Ge p-n-p diffused-collector graded-base type used in 114-degree 18-kV TV 
deflection systems as a vertical-deflection output amplifier. This type, to-
gether with types 2N3731 ( horizontal output), 2N3732 ( horizontal driver), 
and 1N4785 ( damper) make up a complete transistor/damper-diode com-
plement. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emit-
ter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Peak   Arcs° —200 V 
Continuous   VeBo —60 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 v 
Collector Current   Ic —3 A 
Base Current   IB ±0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TMF up to 55°C   Pz 10 w 
Tile above 55°C   Px See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ts (opr) —65 to 85 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 85 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( VBE = 0.5 V. 
I., = 5 mA)   VIBE/CBI, —200 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
I.• = —0.7 A, In = —0.02 A   VcE (sat) —2 max v 
I, -- —0.05 A, IB = —0.005 A   VCE (sat) —1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —0.7 A, 
IB = —0.02 A)   VBE 0.5 typ V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = —10 V, Is = 0)   Ica° —200 max µA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al-C 1.5 max *C/W 
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2N3731 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p diffused-collector graded-base type used in 114-degree 18-kV TV 
deflection systems as a horizontal output amplifier. This type, together with 
types 2N3730 (vertical output), 2N3732 (horizontal driver), and 1N4785 
(damper) make up a complete transistor/damper-diode complement. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Peak   
Continuous   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TMF up to 55 *C   
TUP above 55°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Vies = 0.5 V. 
Ic = —0.25 A)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (h = 100 mA, 
Ic — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = —6 A  
Is = —0.4 A)   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ic = —6 A, 
Is = —0.4 A)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = —10 V. Is = 0)   
Turn-off Time   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

TYPICAL OPERATION IN HORIZONTAL-DEFLECTION AND 
HIGH-VOLTAGE CIRCUIT 

DC Supply Voltage   45 V 
Average Supply Current   0.55 A 
Input Power: 
Oscillator and driver circuits   1.5 W 
Output Circuit: 
At beam current — 0   18 W 
At beam current = 200 12A   22 W 

DC High-Voltage Output: 
At beam current — 0   18 kV 
At beam current = 200 eLA.   17 kV 

Yoke Current (peak-to-peak)   10 A 
Peak Yoke Energy   2.5 mJ 
Retrace Time   11.5 ss 

VC130 —320 V 
Vs» —60 V 
Viso —2 V 
Ic —10 A 
Is +4. —1 A 

PT 5 W 
PT See curve page 112 

T.T (opr) —65 to 185 °C 
T8TO —65 to 185 °C 
TP 230 °C 

V(B111CBV —320 min v 

V(13R1EBO —2 min V 

VCE (sat) —1.5 max v 
.v 

VBE 0.7 µ A 
leso —200 max 
t(off) 1.2 max ss 
Os-C 1.5 max °C/W 

2N3732 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p diffused-collector graded-base type used in 114-degree 18-kV TV 
deflection systems as a horizontal driver. This type, together with 
types 2N3730 (vertical output), 2N3731 (horizontal output), and 1N4785 
(damper) make up a complete transistor/damper-diode complement. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emittèr, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. For typical operation in horizontal-deflection 
and high-voltage circuit, refer to type 2N3731. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Peak   VCBO —100 V 
Continuous   VCBO —60 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —3 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Base Current   Iii 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TMF up to 55°C   PT 
Tus above 55°C   Pr 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) 
Storage   TSTG 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti  

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Vas = 0.5 
Ic = —5 mA)   V(BR)CBV —100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —0.7 A. Is = —0.02 A)   VCE (sat) —2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —0.7 A. 
Is =. —0.02 A)   VHS 0.5 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = —10 V, IS — 0)   ICBO —200 max µA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Ai-c 1.5 max °C/W 

V. 

A 

3 
See curve page 112 

—65 to 185 °C 
—65 to 185 

230 °C 

TRANSISTOR 2N3733 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in large-signal, high-power 
vhf-uhf applications in military and industrial communications equipment. 
Intended for class A, B, C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, or oscillator 
service. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   Vcso 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Vcsv 65 V 
Base open   VCEO 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 4 V 
Peak Collector Current   Ic 3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 23 W  
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 ..0 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TP 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.5 mA, 
IS = 0)   V(BR)CB0 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 0 to 200 mA, Vas = —1.5 V. pulsed through 

an inductor L = 25 mH, df -- 50% 
Ic = 0 to 200 mA, II; = 0. pulsed through 

an inductor L = 25 mH, dE = 50% 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (le = 0.25 mA, 
Ic = 0)   VIBR)E110 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 0.5 A, h = 100 mA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vce = 30 V. Is — 0)   'CEO 0.25 max mA 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (We = 28 V, 
Ic = 250 mA, f = 200 Mc/s)   r1,1,' 6.5 n 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vce = 28 V, Ic = 150 mA) fi 400 Mc/s 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   Cr6 max pF 
Output Capacitance ( Vce = 30 V. IE = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cob,' 20 max pF 

RF Power Output Amplifier, Unneutralized: 
VCE = 28 V, PIE = 4 W, Ro & Rt. = 50 n, 

f = 260 Mc/s   POE 14.5* W 
VCE = 28 V, Pie = 4 W, Ro & Rt. = 50 n, 

f = 400 Mc/s   Poe 10t min W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 45 per cent. 

2N3771 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type with high collector-current rating (30 A max) for inter-
mediate- and high-power applications such as public-address amplifiers, 
power supplies, and low-speed switching regulators and inverters. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   We° 50 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Viie = —1.5 V   Veer 50 v 
Base open   VCEO 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 30 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 150 W 
Tc above 25°C   Pi See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Tell: —65 to 200 oc 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature _ 25°C) 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( le = 5 mA, 
Ic — 0) VIBIOEBO 5 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Vez = —1.5 V, Ic = 3 A   VCEV (sus) 50 min v 
Ic = 0.2 A, hi — 0   VCEO (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(In = 1.5 A, Ic = 15 A, t. = 300 izs, 

p/s = 60 c/s)   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE .= 4 V. Ic = 15 A, 
tp = 300 µs, p/s = 60 c/s)   Vas 2.7 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 50 V, Is = 0, Te = 25°C   Ica° 2 max mA 
Ves = 30 V, IE --- 0, Tc = 150°C   kilo 10 max mA 
WE = 50 V, Vs = —1.5 V, Te = 25°C   IcEv 2 max mA 
VeE = 30 V, Val.: = —1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   IcEv 10 max mA 
Ves = 30 V, IE = 0, Te -= 25°C   ICE() 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEE = 5 V. Ic — 0)   IEso 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = 4 V, Ic = 15 A, tp r--- 300 As, 
p/s = 60 c/s)   lima ( pulsed) 15 to 60 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03-e 1.7 max "C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3772 
Si n-p-n type with high collector-current rating (30 A max) for inter-
mediate- and high-power applications such as public-address amplifiers, 
power supplies, and low-speed switching regulators and inverters. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   WE° 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VcEv 100 V 
Base open   VCSO 60 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vino 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 30 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 150 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSUI —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TP 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 5 mA. 
Ic = 0)   Vonincno 7 max v 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V, Ic = 3 A   VeEV (SUS) 100 min V 
IC = 0.2 A, IB — 0   VeE0 (SUS) 60 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(IE = 1 A, Ic = 10 A, tp = 300 Es, 

p/s = 60 c/s)   
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcia = 4 V. Ic = 10 A, 
tp = 300 pg. pis -= 60 c/s)   
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vai = 100 V, In = 0, Tc = 25°C   kilo 5 max mA 
Vol = 30 V. In = 0, Tc = 150°C   Ica° 10 max mA 
VcE = 100 V, VBE = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   ¡env 5 max mA 
Vce = 30 V, VBE = —1.5 V. To = 150°C   Icicy 10 max mA 
VcE = 50 V, Iii = 0, Tc = 25°C   Ica° 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VBB = 7 V, Ic — 0)   Use 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Wu = 4 V. Ic = 10 A. tp = 300 Es, 

p/s = 60 c/s)   hru (pulsed) 15 to 60 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.7 max °C/W 

2N3773 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type with high collector-current rating (30 A max) for inter-
mediate- and high-power applications such as public-address amplifiers, 
power supplies, and low-speed switching regulators and inverters. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 160 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = — 1.5 V   VCEV 160 v 
Base open   \Tee:. 140 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 v 
Collector Current   lc ao A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 150 w 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   ri(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TP 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature __, 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (JE = 5 mA, 
IC — 0)   V(BRIEBO 7 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBB = —1.5 V. Ic = 3 A   VCEV (sus) 160 min V 
Ic = 0.2 A, Is — 0   'I'm:. ( sus ) 140 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Is =. 0.8 A, Ic = 8 A. tp = 300 ps, 

p/s = 60 c/s)   VcE ( sat) 1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vag = 4 V, Ic = 8 A. 
tp = 300 as, p/s = 60 c/s)   VBE 2.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcii .= 140 V, In = 0, Tc = 25°C   
Veil = 30 V, Is: = 0, Tc =-. 150°C   
VcE = 140 V, VBE = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C 
VCE = 30 V, VBE = —1.5 V. Tc = 150°C 
Vex = 120 V. IB = 0, Tc = 25°C   
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 7 V. Ic — 0)   him 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs =-. 4 V, Ic = 8 A. ti, =- 300 'is, 
p/s = 60 c/s)   him (pulsed) 15 to 60 

Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   al-C 1.7 max °C/W 

TRANSISTOR 2N3866 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type for vhf-uhf applications in class 

A, B, and C amplifiers, frequency multipliers, and oscillators in military 

and industrial communications equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.12. 

Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBC/ 55 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Rem = 10 0   VC811 55 V 
Base open   VCE0 30 V 

Emitter-to-Base voltage   1/1030 3.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.4 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W  
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr). —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature _=_- 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
JE = 0)   VOltR/CB0 55 min v 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic. = 0)   VOIR/EBO 3.5 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 5 mA, Rez = 10 n   VCER ( EUS) 55 min AT 
Ic = 5 mA. le — 0   VCE0 (SUS) 30 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic --, 100 mA, Is = 20 mA)   Ws (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Veto = 28 V. Is = 0)   Icso 20 max isA 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 15 V, Ic = 25 mA) fi 800 Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (Vcs = 30 V. IE = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cobo 3 max PF 

RF Power-Output Class C Amplifier, Unneutralized: 
Vcc = 28 V, PIE = 0.05 W, f = 100 Mc/s   Pos 1.8* w 
vcc = 28 V. PIE = 0.1 W, f = 400, Mc/s   Poe it min w 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency .= 45 per cent. 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N3878 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in af, rf, and ultrasonic applications such as 
low-distortion power amplifiers, oscillators, switching regulators, series 
regulators, converters, and inverters. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. Termi-
nals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: V 
ABE = 50 II   y 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   A 
Collector Current   A 
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   
Tc above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   °C 
Storage   °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =_- 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 0.2 A, IB —   
Ic = 0.2 A. Ram = 50 n   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 4 A. Ili = 0.5 A)   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vez = 2 V, Ic = 4 A)   
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcz = 40 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   mA 
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01 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
VCE = 100 V, Vas = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   IcEv 4 max mA 
VCE = 100 V, VBE = —1.5 V. Tc = 150°C   IcEy 4 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoft Current (VEB = 4 V, Ic — 0)   bum 4 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V. Ic = 0.5 A   hp E 50 to 200 
VCE -= 5 V. I c = 4 A   hrE 20 min 
VCE = 2 V, lc = 4 A   Inns 8 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vex = 10 V, Ic = 0.5 A. f = 10 Mc/s)   hie 4 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current ( WE = 40 V, 
base forward-biased)   Is/t. 750 min mA 

Second-Breakdown Energy ( RBE = 50 a L = 125 yali, 
VBE = —4 V, base reverse-biased)   Es/i, 1 min mJ 

Output Capacitance ( We = 10 V, 1E = 0. 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Can, 175 max  

Z Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9J-C 5 max °C, 

POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3879 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in af, rf, and ultrasonic applications such as 
low-distortion power amplifiers, oscillators, switching regulators, series 
regulators, converters and inverters. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. Termi-
nals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 
This type is identical with type 2N3878 except for collector-to-emitter volt-
ages of V,'55(sus) = 90 V and VcE.,(sus) = 75 V, and the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector- to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(lc = 4 A, In = 0.4 A)   Vi(sat) 1.2 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (W E = 2 V, Ic =- 4 A)   VBE 1.8 max V 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = 4 V. Ic — 0)   IEB0 2 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VcE = 5 V, lc = 0.5 A   hFE 
VCE = 5 V, Ic = 4 A   hEE 
VCE = 2 V. lc = 4 A   hrE 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (VcE = 40 V  
base forward-biased)   

Delay Time ( Vcc = 30 V. Ii = 4 A. 
Irt = 0.4 A. 155 = —0.4 A)   

Rise Time (Vcc = 30 V, Ic = 4 A. 
Is, = 0.4 A. Ia, = —0.4 A)   

Storage Time ( Vcc =- 30 V. Ic =_ 4 A, 
In, = 0.4 A, la, ... —0.4 A)   

Fall Time ( Vcc = 30 V, Ic = 4 A, 
la, = 0.4 A, Is, = —0.4 A)   
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2N3932 TRANSISTOR 

Si n- p-n epitaxial planar type for general purpose vhf-uhf applications in 
rf amplifiers. Outline No.27 (4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - 

collector, 4 - case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   17,130 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Ve zo 
Emitter-to-Base voltage   VEito 
Collector Current   I•• 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max) 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.001 mA, 
= 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 1 mA, 
= 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ix = 0.001 mA, 
L' = 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 15 V. LE = 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VvE = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 100 Mc/s, 
lead No. 4 grounded)   hfe 

Gain-Bandwidth Product   fa, 
Collector-to-Base Time Constant (W s = 8 V, 

Ja e = 2 mA, f = 31.9 Mc/s)   rb.0 
Output Capacitance ( Vcii = 8 V. LE = 0. 
f = 0.1 to 1 Mc/s, lead Nos. 1 and 4 connected 
to guard terminal)   Cobo 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(V a = 8 V. Ie = 2 mA)   hFE 

Small-Signal Power Gain, Unneutralized Amplifier 
(Ves _= 8 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 200 Mc/s, 
lead No. 4 grounded)   

Noise Figure: 
Vcx -= 8 V, I.. = 2 mA. Rs = 200 f), f = 
Va = 6 V. I = 1.5 mA, Rs = 100 CI, 

f = 450 Mc/s   NF 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N3933 TRANSISTOR 

Si n- p-n epitaxial planar type for general purpose vhf and uhf applications 
in rf amplifiers. Outline No.27 ( 4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - 
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collector, 4 - case. This type is identical with type 2N3932 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VcEo 30 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic .= 0.001 mA, 
Ix — 0)   V(BR)CB0 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 1 mA, 
Is — 0)   V(BR)CEO 30 min V 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VE = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA)   hrE 60 to 200 

Small-Signal Power Gain, Unneutralized Amplifier 
(We = 8 V, lc -= 2 mA, f = 200 Mc/s, 

lead No. 4 grounded)   Gpe 14 to 18 
Collector-to-Base Time Constant (Ws = 8 V, 
Ix = 2 mA, f = 31.9 Mc/s)   rb'c 1 to 6 Ps 

Noise Figure ( VcE = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA, 
Rs = 200 a f = 200 Mc/s)   NF 4 max dB 

TRANSISTOR 2N4012 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type designed to provide high power 
as a frequency multiplier into the uhf or L-band frequency region in mili-
tary and industrial communications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline 
No.20. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VC80 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = — 1.5 V   WE," 65 V 
Base open   VCEO 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 11.6 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TBTG —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 0 to 200 mA, pulsed through an inductor 

L = 25 mH, df = 50%   
VBE = —1.5 V. IC = 0 to 200 mA, pulsed through 

an inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( IE = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 500 mA, Is = 100 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcz = 30 V, Is .--- 0)   
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vcs = 28 V, 
Ic = 250 mA, f = 400 Mc/s)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcs -= 28 V, Ic = 150 mA) 
Output Capacitance (Vcs = 30 V, h = 0. 
f = 1 Mc/s)   

Collector-to-Base Cutoff Frequency* 
(Vcs =- 28 V, Ic — 0)   

RF Power Output, Multiplier: 
Tripler-Vcs = 28 V, f = 1002 Mc/s. 
PIE = 1 W at 334 Mc/s   POE 2.5t min W 

Doubler-Vex = 28 V, f = 800 Mc/s. 
PIE = 1 W at 400 Mc/s   POE 3B w 

• Cutoff frequency is determined from Q measurement at 210 Mc/s. The cutoff 
frequency of the collector-to-base junction of the transistor, h = Q x 210 Mc/s. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 25 per cent. 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 35 per cent. 

VIBR)CB0 65 min v 

V(BR)CE0 40 min V 

V(BR)CEV 65 min V 

V(BR)EBO 4 min V 

VCE (sat) 1 max V 
IcEo 0.1 max mA 

rbb' 10 fl 
Pr 500 Alca 

Cobo 10 max PF 

fc 25 Gc/s 
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TYPE 284012 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc) • 25* C 

A: DOUBLER 
B: TRIPLER 
C, QUADRUPLER 
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TYPICAL SMALL- SIGNAL OPERATION 
CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N4012 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)•28 
CASE TEMPERATURE (1t)• 25.0 

50 100 150 200 250 300 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (lc) 

92C5-125691 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in a wide variety of 
small-signal, medium-power, and high-speed saturated switching applica-
tions in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. The p-n-p con-
struction permits complementary operation with a matching n-p-n type 
such as the 2N2102. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veso —90 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Vas = 1.5 V   VCEV (SUS) — 85 V 

RBE 5- 200 n   WEE (SUS) — 85 V 

Base —open   VCISO (sus) —65 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO — 7 V 

Collector Current   Ic —1 A 

Base Current   ITT — 0.5 A 

Transistor Dissipation:* 
TA up to 25 °C   PT 1 W  
Tc up to 25°C   PT 7 W 

Ts or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 

Operating (Junction)   Tr (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO — 65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr. 230 °C 
• See curve for maximum pulse operating areas. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is = 0)   V(BR)CB0 —90 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = —0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V(BR)EBO —7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Vas = 1.5 V. Ic = —100 mA   VeEV (SUS) — 85 min V 

RBE 5- 200 0, lc = — 100 mA   VCER (SUS) — 85 min V 

Ic = -- 100 mA, IB — 0   VeE0 (SUS) — 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —150 mA, Is = — 15 mA)   Vez (sat) —0.65 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = —60 V. IE — 0   Icso —0.002 max µA 

Ves = —30 V. Is — 0   leso —0.5 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vsa = —5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO — 0.02 max p.A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ws = —10 V. Ic = —0.1 mA)   tun: 20 min 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = —10 V. IC = — 150 mA, t. .= 300 as, df 5 2% hr s ( pulsed) 40 to 120 

Ves = —10 V, IC := — 500 mA, t. ---- 300 ris, df _. 2% hvs(puLsed) 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —10 V. Ic = — 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s)   ht., 3 min 

Input Capacitance (Vss = —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   CID° 90 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Ves = —10 V. Is — 0)   Cobo 30 max pF 
Saturated Switching Turn-On Time (Ves = —30 V, 

Ic = —150 mA, h i = — 15 mA, VBB ...-.-;-,. 4 V)   tu -I- tr 110 max us 

Saturated Switching Turn-Off Time (Vez = —30 V, 
Ic = —150 mA, I122 = 15 mA, VBB ',:"-..' 4 V)   t. -I- ti 700 max us 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ex- c 25 max °C/W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ex-A 165 max °C/W 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 2N4037 
Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in a wide variety of 
small-signal, medium-power applications in military, industrial, and com-
mercial equipment. The p-n-p construction permits complementary opera-
tion with a matching n-p-n type such as the 2N3053. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   We° —60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Vag = 1.5 V   VCEV (SUS) — 60 V 
RBE .... 200 fl   VCER (sus) —60 V 
Base open   VCEO (sus) —40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEso —7 V 
Collector Current   Ic —1 A 
Base Current   IB — 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation:* 
TA up to 25°C   PT I W  
Tc up to 25°C   PT 7 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG — 65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

• See curve for maximum pulse operating areas. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature ,- 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —0.1 mA, 
IE — 0)  VlBR1CB0 — 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( IE = — 0.1 mA, 

Ic = 0)   VOIR)EBO — 7 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage:  V 
Vas: = 1.5 V. Ic = —100 mA   VcEv (sus) —60 min 
RBE -"----- 200 0, Ic = —100 mA   V VCER (SUS ) — 60 min 
Ic = -- 100 mA, Iii — 0   V VCEO (SUS) — 40 min 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —150 mA, IB = —15 mA)   V VCE (sat) —1.4 max 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = — 60 V, IE — 0   ICRO — 0.25 max µ A 

IEBO µA VCE = — 30 V. IB — 0   'CEO — 5 max 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —5 V, Ic — 0)   —1 max gA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE =- —10 V, Ic .--. —1 mA)   hes 15 min 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VCs = —10 V, Ic = —150 mA, ti, = 300 gs, 
df :≤ 2%)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = —10 V, Ic .-.. —50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s)   hi,. 3 min 

Input Capacitance (VER = —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   C lbo 90 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Veil = —10 V, IE — 0)   Cobo 30 max pF 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   °C/W 9.1-e 25 max 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 165 max °C/W 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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3N98 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel depletion type for low-power 
af and rf applications in which high-input resistance ( 10" 0) is required 
at frequencies to GO Mc/s and conservation of battery power is a primary 
consideration. Similar to JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23. Terminals: 1 - 
source, 2 - gate, 3 - drain, 4 - substrate and case. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Drain-to-Source Voltage   Vos 32 V 
DC Gate-to-Source Voltage   Vas —6 to 2 V 
Peak Gate-to-Source Voltage   Vos -.±15 v 
DC Gate-to-Substrate Voltage   Vas —1 to 2 V 
Peak Gate-to-Substrate Voltage   VGB ±-15 V 
Drain-to-Substrate Voltage   Vos —0.3 to 32 v 
Drain Current   ID 15 mA 
Transistor Dissipation (TA up to 85*C   PT 150 mW 
Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (TsTa)   —65 to 85 *C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Gate-to-Source Cutoff Voltage (Vos = 12 V, 
ID = 50 µA)   Vas (OFF) 6 max v 

Gate Leakage Current (VDs = 0. Vas = —6 to 2 V) loss 0.1 pA 
Drain-to-Source OFF Current (Vos = 6 V, 
Vas = —9 V)   IDS (OFF) 50 pA 

Drain Current (Vns -,-- 12 V, VGS — 0)   ID 3.5 mA 
Drain-to-Source ON Resistance (Vas = 6 V. 
Vas -= 9 V)   ros (ON) 900 0 

Forward Transconductance (Vos = 12 V, VG5 = 0. 
f = 1 kcal   gr. 1000 to 3000 µmhos 

Forward Transadmittance (Vos = 12 V, Vos =-. 0, 
f = 60 MC/S)   Y.(, 1000 min µmhos 

Input Conductance (Vos = 12 V. Vas = 0, 
f = 60 Mc/s)   g I . 80 µmhos 

Output Conductance (Vos = 12 V, Vas = 0, 
f ..-. 60 Mc/s)   go. 200 µmhos 

Small-Signal Short-Circuit Reverse Transfer 
Capacitance (Vos = 12 V, Vas = 0, f = 1 kc/s)   Cr•• 0.5* max PF 

Small-Signal Short-Circuit Input Capacitance 
(Vos = 12 V, Vos = 0, f = 1 kc/s)   ci., 7" max pF 

Spot Noise Figure (Ra = 1 Mil Ws = 12 V, 
Vas = 0, f = 1 kc/s)   NF 7 dB 

' Maximum values shown for Cr.. and Ci., are for devices with 5/16-inch leads. 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 3N99 
Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel depletion type for low-power 
af and rf applications in which high-input resistance (10' 9) is required 
at frequencies to 60 Mc/s and conservation of battery power is a primary 
consideration. Similar to JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23. Terminals: 1 - 
source, 2 - gate, 3 - drain, 4 - substrate and case. This type is identical 
with type 3N98 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Drain Current ( Vos = 12 V, Vas — 0)   ID 5 to 10.5 mA 
Drain-to-Source ON Resistance (Vos = 6 V, 
Vas = 9 V)   rim (ON) 800 n 

Forward Transconductance ( Vos = 12 V, Vas = 0, 
f = 1 kc/s)   gr. 1000 to 4000 µmhos 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40022 
Ge p-n-p alloy type used in class A and push-pull class B service in high-
fidelity af power-amplifier applications. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Termi-
nals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —32 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Res = 30 n)   VCER —32 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —5 A 
Base Current   Is —1 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tur up to 81°C   Pr 12.5 W 
Till, above 81°C   Pr Derate linearly 0.66 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 100 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = —0.005 A  
IE = 0)   VlBR)C130 —32 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = —0.2 A, RBE = 33 0)   VlBRKER —32 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = —0.002 A, Ic — 0)   V(BR1EBO —5 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage' (VcE = —10 V. 
Ic -= —0.05 A)   VBE —0.18 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcii = —30, IE — 0)   Iciic, —1 max mA 
Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current 
(VcE = —0.5 V, h — 0)   Ica() (sat) —0.1 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = —2 V, Ic = —1 A)   hEE 38 mm 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = —5 V, Ic = —0.5 A) Ur 300 kc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J -( 1.5 °C/'A 

YPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
Unless otherwise specified, values are for 2 transistors. 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —14 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.18 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —0.05 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   IC —0.716 
Peak Collector Current   ic (peak) —2.25 
Input Impedance of Stage (Per base)   Rs 43 
Load Impedance ( Speaker voice-coil)   RT. 4 
Maximum Collector Dissipation ( Per transistor 
under worst-case conditions)   5 

Music Power Output   18 
Power Gain   G plc 24 
Total Harmonic Distortion   5 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   PoE 10 

• This characteristic does not apply to type 40254. 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 40050 
Ge p-n-p alloy type for high-fidelity amplifiers and other commercial af 
amplifier applications. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 
2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO —40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE130 —5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —5 A 
Base Current   Iii —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tme up to 81°C   PT 12.5 W 
Tat, above 81°C   PT Derate linearly 0.66 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   Ts.n1 —65 to 100 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti  255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature , 25°C) 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic . —5 mA, 
IE = 0)   Vois)cao —40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( k .- —0.6 A, 
}IRE = 68 Cl)   V,1111)CER —40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown yoltage (IE --= —2 mA, 
Ic -= 0)   V(BI)ERO —5 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = —10 V, 
Ic = —0.5 A)   VBE —0.17 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vcs = —30 V. IE — 0)   kilo —0.5 max mA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current (W E = —0.5 V, 
IE = 0)   ICHO (sat) —0.1 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = —2 V, Ic = —1 A)   tivE 50 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = —5 V, 
lc = —0.5 A)   Pr 500 kc/s 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1- 1.5 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
Unless otherwise specified, values are for 2 tranststors. 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —18 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.17 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —0.05 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic - 0.8 

ic (peak ) —2.8 

Input Impedance of Stage ( Per base)   Rs 32 
Load Impedance ( Speaker voice-coil)   Ri. 4 
Maximum Collector Dissipation (Per transistor 
under worst-case conditions)   7.5 

Power Gain   GPE 28 
Total Harmonic Distortion   5 
Music Power Output   25 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 15 

Peak Collector Current 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC TYPICAL INPUT CHARACTERISTIC 
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TYPE 40050 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE ITI,AF1.25• C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS IVcrl • -2 
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40051 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy type for high-fidelity amplifiers and other commercial af 
amplifier applications. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 
2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. This type is identical 
with type 40050 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —50 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO —50 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature -.=-. 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —5 mA, 
IE = 0)   V(B11)CB0 —50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(I, = —0.6 A. RISE = 68 0)   Voi4)ren —50 min V 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
Unless otherwise specified, values are for 2 transistors. 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —22 V 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.17 V 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —0.05 A 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —1.1 A 
Peak Collector Current   ic (peak) —3.5 A 
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TYPICAL OPERATION (cont'd) 
Input Impedance of Stage ( Per base)   Ra 31 Cl 
Load Impedance ( Speaker voice-coil)   Rt. 4 o 
Maximum Collector Dissipation (Per transistor 
under worst-case conditions)   12.5 W 

Power Gain   GPR 28 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion   5 % 
Music Power Output   45 W 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 25 W 

TRANSISTOR 40080 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type designed for oscillator applications, in 
conjunction with transistor types 40081 (driver) and 40082 (power ampli-
fier) in a 5-watt input, 27-megacycle citizens-band transmitter. JEDEC 
TO-39, Outline No.12. Terminals: I - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and 
case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   W E° 30 V 
Peak Collector Current   Ic 0.25 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 0.5 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 ( opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 175 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 10 mA, 
1E = 0)   V(BR)CE0 30 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vce = 15 V, Is — 0)   Iceo 10 max µA 
RF Power Output (Vcc = 12 V, Ic = 32 mA max, 
f = 27 Mc/s)   P.. 100 min mW 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN A CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc 13.8 V 
DC Collector Current: 
No modulation   Ic 15 mA 
100% modulation   Ic 15 mA 

TRANSISTOR 40081 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type designed for driver applications, in 
conjunction with transistor types 40080 ( oscillator) and 40082 (power am-
plifier), in a 5-watt input, 27-megacycle citizens-band transmitter, JEDEC 
TO-39, Outline No.12. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 collector and 
case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Van = —0.5 V)   Vein, 60 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Viso 2 V 
Peak Collector Current   lc 0.25 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 2 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   'SETO —65 to 175 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ves = —0.5 V. Ic = 100 µA)   VIBR)CEV 60 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 500 µA. 
Ic = 0)   V(BR)EBO 2 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (We = 15 V, Is — 0)   Icso 10 max iiA. 
RF Power Output (Vcc = 12 V, Ic = 85 mA max, 
Pi. = 75 mW, f = 27 Mc/s)   P.. 400 min mW 
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN A CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vc, 13 8 V 
DC Collector Current: 
No modulation   Ic 55 mA 
100% modulation   Ic 50 mA 

40082 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type designed for power-amplifier applica-
tions, in conjunction with transistor types 40080 (oscillator) and 40081 
(driver), in a 5-watt, 27-megacycle citizens-band transmitter. JEDEC 
TO-39, Outline No.12. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and 
case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —0.5 V)   VCEV 60 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Irsao 2.5 V 
Peak Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

're up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 175 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Vas = —0.5 V, lc = 500 µA)   Vonucsv 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Is = 500 µA, 
Ic = 0)   VaIR/EBO 2.5 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 15 V, Is — 0)   leso 10 max µA 
RF Power Output (Vcc = 12 V. Ic = 415 mA max, 
PIE = 350 EON. f = 27 Mc/s)   POE 3 min W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN A CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc 13 8 V 
DC Collector Current: 
No modulation   Ic 330 mA 
100% modulation   Ic 330 mA 

Power Output: 
No modulation ( adjusted for legal maximum-
power output)   POE 3.5 W 

100% modulation   Poe 4 8 W 

40084 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide variety of small and 
medium-power applications (up to 20 Mc/s) in industrial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-18, Outline No.9. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ws° 60 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE = 10 0   VCER 50 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO ( SUS) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25*C   PT 1.8 W 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
TA or Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 200 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic = 0.1 mA. 
I — 0)   VO3R)CRO 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( JE = 0.1 mA, 
lc — 0)   VIBR)EBO 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA. Res = 10 0, tp = 300 gs, df = 1.8% -.. VrEE(sus) 50 min V 
Ic = 100 mA. Ja = 0, tp = 300 gs, df = 1.8%   VCEO (SUS) 40 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic .= 150 mA, 
le =- 15 mA)   Vile ( sat) 1.7 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage ( Ic = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA)   VCE (sat) 1.4 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current ( Vert = 30 V, IE — 0)   leso 0.25 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 4 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.25 max µA 
Input Capacitance ( VES = 0.5 V, Ic — 0)   Cll. 80 max pF 
Output Capacitance ( VrE =-- 10 V. h — 0)   Cobo 15 max pF 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = 10 V. lc = 150 mA. tr = 300 i4s. 
df = 1.8%)   hrE 50 to 250 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 Mc/s)   hr. 5 min 

Noise Figure (Ra = 500 n, circuit bandwidth = 15 kc/s, 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   NF 8 max dB 

Thermal Resistance: 
Junction-to-Case   et-r 97 max °C/W 
Junction-to-Ambient   91-A 350 max °C/W 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 40084 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE ITFA -25* C 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40084 
COMMON-EMIT TER CIRCUIT. BASE INPUT. 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA) • 100° C  

BASE MILLIAMPERES 1181 • 0 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (Vce COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

92CS-11178T 92CS - nleoT 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 40217 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in switching applications in data-
processing equipment. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.18. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is electrically identical with type 
2N706 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IF: = 0)   V(BR)CHO 25 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Rim = 10 (1, 
IC = 50 mA)   V(BR)CER 20 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.1 mA, 
Ir = 0)   VlBR)EBO 3 min V 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 40218 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in switching applications in data-
processing equipment. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.18. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is electrically identical with type 
2N706A except for the following items: 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (lo = 0.01 mA, 
IE — 0)   1/MR/C130 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Rae = 10 C  
Ic = 50 mA)   VU3R/CER 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( le = 0.01 mA, 
IC — 0)   VUIR) IMO 

40219 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

25 min V 

20 min V 

5 min V 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in switching applications in data-
processing equipment. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.18. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is electrically identical with type 
2N708. 

40220 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in switching applications in data-
processing equipment requiring high reliability. JEDEC TO-52, Outline 
No.18. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is 
electrically identical with type 2N834. 

40221 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in switching applications in data-
processing equipment. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.18. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is electrically identical with type 
2N914. 

40222 COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in switching applications in data-
processing equipment. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.18. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is electrically identical to type 
2N2205. 

40231 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n planar type used in low-to-intermediate-signal-level af amplifier 
circuits, such as preamplifiers, "voltage amplifiers", and driver stages in 
consumer and industrial equipment. Outline No.26 (3-lead). Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 18 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vcso 18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 100 mA 
Emitter Current   Ie —100 mA 
Base Current   IB 25 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25'C   PT 0.5 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 
Te up to 125°C   PT 1 W 
Tc above 125"C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T./ (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TBTO —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 'C 

• 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 50 µA, 
Is — 0)   V(ait)cso 18 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 
Is — 0)   V(SR)CE0 18 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (It = 50 µA, 
Ic = 0)   V(1310E130 5 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 12 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   Ica 0.5 max µA 

Ws = 12 V. In = 0, TA = 85°C   leso 10 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vzz = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   limo 0.5 max µA 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ic = 2 mA, W E = 10 V, f = 1 kc/s)   hi. 55 to 180 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ven = 6 V. Ic = 1 mA) fa 60 Mc/s 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Wu = 6 V. 
Ic = 1 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   ri,,' 20 Cl 

Output Capacitance (Vca = 6 V. In = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cobo 22 pF 

Noise Figure (Ra = 1000 Cl, Ven = 6 V. Ic = 0.1 mA, 
circuit bandwidth =. 1 c/s, f = 10 kc/s)   NF 2.8 dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 
(T, = 175°C)   0J-e 50 max °C/W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient 
(T3 = 175°C)   0J-A 300 max °C/W 

TRANSISTOR 40232 
Si n-p-n planar type used in low-to-intermediate-signal-level af amplifier 
circuits, such as preamplifiers, "voltage amplifiers", and driver stages in 
consumer and industrial equipment. Outline No.26 (3-lead). Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 
40231 except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ic = 2 mA, VrE = 10 V. f = 1 kc/s)   ht. 90 to 300 

TRANSISTOR 40233 
Si n-p-n planar type used in low-to-intermediate-signal-level af amplifier 
circuits, such as preamplifiers, "voltage amplifiers", and driver stages in 
consumer and industrial equipment. Outline No.26 (3-lead). Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 
40231 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vert = 12 V, IE = 0, 
TA = 25°C)   Ica° 0.25 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.25 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ic = 2 mA, Vea = 10 V, f = 1 kc/s)   hr. 90 to 300 
Noise Figure: 
Ra = 1000 Cl, Vce = 6 V, Ic = 0.1 mA, 

circuit bandwidth = 1 c/s, f = 10 kc/s   NF 2 dB 
Ra = 1000 fl, Ven = 6 V. Ic = 0.5 mA, 

circuit bandwidth = 1 c/s, f = 1 kc/s   NF 6 max dB 

TRANSISTOR 40234 
Si n-p-n planar type used in low-to-intermediate-signal-level af amplifier 
circuits, such as preamplifiers, "voltage amplifiers", and driver stages in 
consumer and industrial equipment. Outline No.26 (3-lead). Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 
40231 except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ic = 2 mA, Ves = 10 V. f = 1 kc/s)   hr. 35 to 470 
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40235 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used as rf amplifier in television tuners covering channels 
2 through 13. Outline No.27. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 
4 - connected to case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
VBE = —1 V   
Emitter open   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage ( Ts•ra)   

Lead Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vez = 1 V, IS —   
VCB = 35 V. IE —   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VIES = 3 V. IC — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 6 V, IS = —1 MA)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vce = 6 V, IE = —1 
f = 100 Mc/s)   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Vce = 10 V, IE = —2 mA, f = 216 Mc/s)   

Input Resistance ( Vcz = 10 V, IE = —2 mA, 
f = 216 Mc/s)   

Output Resistance (VcE = 10 V, IE = —2 mA, 
f = 216 Mc/s)   

Extrinsic Transconductance (VeE = 10 V. IE = —2 mA. 
f = 216 Mc/s)   

Noise Figure ( Ves = 10 V, Is = —2 mA, 
Re. & Ftr, = 50 n, f = 216 Mc/s)   

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain 
(VeE = 10 V. IS = —2 mA, f = 216 Mc/s)   

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Neutralized 
(Ves = 10 V, Is -= —2 mA, Ra & RI, = 50 0, 

f = 216 Mc/s)   

TYPICAL EXTRINSIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE 
AT 216 Alc/s 
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-TYPE 40235 
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40236 TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n type used as rf mixer in television tuners covering channels 2 
through 13. Outline No.27 ( 4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - col-
lector, 4 - connected to case. The maximum ratings for this type are iden-
tical with type 40235. 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 1 V, Is — 0   Imo 0.02 max µA 
Vcs = 35 V, Is — 0   kilo 1 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 1 V, Io — 0)   Ica° 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vet = 6 V. Is = —1 mA)   hre 40 to 275 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 6 V. Is = —1 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   fr 1200 Mc/s 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(W E = 12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 216 Mc/s)   Ceb 0.5 pF 

Input Resistance (W E = 12 V. Is = —1.5 mA, 
t = 216 Mc/s)   Ri. 230 Cl 

Output Resistance (Ves = 12 V, Is = —1.5 mA, 
f = 45 Mc/s)   Ro. 65 Icil 

Maximum Available Conversion Gain 
(Arcs = 12 V. Is = —1.5 mA, 1 = 216 to 45 Mc/s)   11IAG 19 dB 

TRANSISTOR 40237 
Si n-p-n type used as rf local oscillator in television tuners covering chan-
nels 2 through 13. Outline No.27 (4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector, 4 - connected to case. The maximum ratings for this type are 
identical with type 40235. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 1 V. Is — 0   Imo 0.02 max µA 
Ws = 35 V, Is — 0   Ica() 1 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas =- 1 V. Ic — 0)   Ins° 1 max µA 
Output Capacitance (VCs = 12 V. Ic = 2.5 mA, 
1 = 257 Mc/s)   Cobo 0.6 max PF 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = 6 V, Is = —1 mA)   hrc 27 to 275 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 6 V. Is = —1 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   fr 1200 Mc/s 

TRANSISTOR 40238 
Si n-p-n type used as 45-Mc/s if amplifier in television receivers. Outline 
No.27 (4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - connected 
to case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Vas = —1 V   Vest' 35 V 
Emitter open   VCBO 35 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VSBO 3 V 
Collector Current   Ic 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25 *C   PT 180 mW 
TA above 25°C   Px See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Toro)   —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcs = 1 V, IS — 0   kilo 0.02 max µA 
Veil = 35 V. Is — 0   leso 1 max ¡IA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 1 V_, Io — 0)   Imo 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 6 V, Is = —1 mA)   hrs 40 to 170 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E = 6 V. Is = —1 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   Pr goo Mc/s 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(W E = 12 V, Is = —3 mA, f =. 216 Mc/s)   C, I, 0.5 pF 

Input Resistance (W E .= 12 V. Is = —3 mA, 
f = 45 Mc/s)   Ri, 480 c) 

Output Resistance (Veto = 12 V, Is = —3 mA, 
f = 45 Mc/s)   R.. 35 ic.0 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Extrinsic Transconductance (VcE = 12 V, IE = -3 mA, 
f = 45 Mc/s)   g,,, 90 mmhos 

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain For 1, 2, or 
3 Stages (Vce = 12 V, h = -3 mA, f = 45 Me/s) MAG 45.3 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Unneutralized 
(VcE = 12 V, IE = -3 mA, f = 45 Mc/s): 
For 1 stage   MUG 22.9 dB 
For 2 stages   MUG 20.7 dB 
For 3 stages   MUG 19 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Neutralized 
(VcE = 12 V, Is = -3 mA, f = 45 Mc/s): 
For 1 stage   MUG 28 dB 
For 2 stages   MUG 25.8 dB 
For 3 stages   MUG 24.1 dB 

TYPICAL EXTRINSIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE 

o AT 45 Mc/s 
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TYPICAL EXTRINSIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE 
AT 45 Mc/s 
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TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used as 45-Mc/s if amplifier in television receivers. Outline 
No.27 ( 4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - connected 
to case. This type is identical with type 40238 except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VUE = 6 V, Is = mA)   hr 27 to 100 

40240 TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n type used as 45-Mc/s if amplifier in television receivers. Outline 
No.27 ( 4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - connected 
to case. This type is identical with type 40238 except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 6 V, h = -1 mA)   hpe 27 to 275 

40242 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n planar type used in rf-amplifier applications in conjunction with 
types 40243 (mixer), 40244 (rf oscillator), and 40245 and 40246 (if ampli-
fiers) to make up a "front-end" and if complement for FM and AM/FM 
receivers. Outline No.27 (4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - col-
lector, 4 - connected to case. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage: 
Emitter open   

= -1 V   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( TO and Storage (T,T,;)   

l'empelatuie ( 10 r; rncx)   
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TYPICAL OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
AT 100 Mc/s 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Input Resistance ( Ves = 7.5 V, Is = —1.5 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   Rio 450 0 

Output Resistance ( Ves = 7.5 V. Is = — 1.5 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   ROP 30 kfl 

Output Capacitance (Veil. = 7.5 V. IF: = —1.5 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   C. 1.35ge 

Noise Figure* (Vie = 15 V. AG = 50 0, f -= 100 Mc/s) NF * 2.5This characteristic applies only to type 40242. 

40243 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n planar type used in mixer applications in conjunction with types 
40242 ( rf amplifier), 40244 ( rf oscillator), and 40245 and 40246 ( if ampli-
fiers) to make up a "front-end" and if complement for FM and AM/FM 
receivers. Outline No.27 ( 4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - col-
lector, 4 - case. This type is identical with type 40242 except for the fol-
lowing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Ernitte,-t.-B,,,• Voltage   VEDo 3 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VED = 3 V, Ic — 0)   Iseo 1 max µ A 
Extrinsic Transconductance (Ves = 7.5 V. 
IS = —1 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   g,,‘ 32 mmhos 

Maximum Available Conversion Gain 
(Ves = 7.5 V. Is = —1 mA, f = 10.7 to 100 Mc/s) MAG. 37.64 dB 

Input Capacitance (Ves .= 7.5 V. Is = —1 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   C le 45 pF 

Input Resistance (Vcs = 7.5 V, Is = —1 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   Rio 650 0 

Output Resistance (Vcs = 7.5 V, IE = —1 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   Roe 30 k a 

Output Capacitance (Ves = 7.5 V, IS = —1 mA, 
f = 100 Mc/s)   Coe 1.35 pF 

40244 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n planar type used in rf-oscillator applications in conjunction with 
types 40242 ( rf amplifier), 40243 (mixer), and 40245 and 40246 ( if ampli-
fiers) to make up a "front-end" and if complement for FM and AM/FM 
receivers. Outline No.27 ( 4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - col-
lector, 4 - connected to case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Emitter open   Wit° 35 V 

VCEle 35 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 3 V 
Collector Current   Ic 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 250C   Px 180 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (TDTG)   —65 to 175 •C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 0.001 mA, Is — 0   VlBRO:B0 35 min V 
VBE = —1 V, II = 0.001 mA   VlBlOCIW 35 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = —0.001 mA, lc — 0)   VlBIOEBO 3 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 1 V, IF: — 0)   ICBO 0.02 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VED = 3 V, Ic — 0)   leso 1 max µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 6 V, IE = —1 mA)   hr a 27 to 170 

Oscillator Output Voltage, Common Base Circuit mV 
(Veo = 6 V, 114. = 50 0, f = 120 Mc/s)   Vob 55 

Feedback Capacitance (VcE = 8 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cob 0.8 max pF 

TRANSISTOR 40245 
Si n-p-n planar type used in if-amplifier applications in conjunction with 
types 40242 ( rf amplifier), 40243 (mixer), 40244 (rf oscillator), and 40246 
(if amplifier) to make up a "front-end" and if complement for FM and 
AM/FM receivers. Outline No.27 (4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector, 4 - connected to case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Emitter open   VCBO 35 V 
VBE = —1 V   VCEV 35 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim 3 v 
Collector Current   Ic 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 180 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ts) and Storage (TsTO   —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 255 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 0.001 mA, IE — 0   V(BIDCB0 35 min V 
VBE = —1 V, IC = 0.001 MA   VOIR)CBV 35 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = —0.001 mA, Ic — 0)   VOIR1EBO 3 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (VcE = 1 V. In — 0)   leso 0.02 max eA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEE = 3 V. Ic — 0)   hao 1 max g A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 6 V. IE = —1 mA)   h FE 70 to 170 
Feedback Capacitance (Ven = 8 V, Ito = 0, 
f = 1 14c/s)   Ca, 0.65 max PF 

Extrinsic Transconductance (VcE = 7.5 V, 
/E = —2 mA, f = 10.7 Mc/s)   gn, 70 mmhos 

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain 
(VcE ..--- 7.5 V. IE = —2 mA, f = 10.7 Mc/s)   MAG 51.4 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain: 
Neutralized—Vcc = 12 V. f z.-- 10.7 Mc/s   MUG 33.2 dB 
Unneutralized—WE = 7.5 V, IE = —2 mA, 

f -= 10.7 Mc/s   MUG 28.1 dB 

TYPICAL EXTRINSIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE 
AT 10.7 AIleis 

TYPE 40245 
COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
FREE -AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA). 25.0 
COLLECTOR-TO-EM TIER VOLTS DicE).7.5 — 
FREQUENCY If 1•10.7 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Input Capacitance (Val = 7.5 V. Is = —2 mA, 
f -- 10.7 Mc/s)   

Input Resistance (Ws = 7.5 V. I = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 Mc/s)   

Output Resistance (Ws = 7.5 V, Is = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 Mc/s)   

Output Capacitance (Vac = 7.5 V, Is = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 Mc/s)   

40246 

CI. 

Ri. 

Roe 

Co. 

TRANSISTOR 

8.2 pF 

1400 

80 IcC) 

1.5 pF 

Si n-p-n planar type used in if-amplifier applications in conjunction with 
types 40242 ( rf amplifier), 40243 (mixer), 40244 ( if oscillator), and 40245 
(if amplifier) to make up a "front-end" and if complement for FM and 
AM/FM receivers. Outline No.27 ( 4-lead). Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector, 4 - connected to the case. This type is identical with type 
40245 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Input Resistance (Vex = 7.5 V. Is = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 Mc/s)   Ri, 1200 fl 

Output Resistance (Ves = 7.5 V. Is = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 Mc/s)   H 90 kO 

40250 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in audio and inverter circuits in 12-volt 
mobile radio and portable communications equipment and in a wide variety 
of intermediate- and high-power applications. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. 
Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange collector and 
case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCB0 50 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V  _  Win, 50 V 
Base open   Vex', 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Viso 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   Is 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 250C   PT 29 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TI (opr ) —65 to 200 oc 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 .,,,c 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TP 235 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.05 A, Is = 0)   V(BIOCB0 50 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.05 A, VBE = —1.5 V)   V(BR/CEV 50 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(lc = 0.1 A)   Vcso (sus) 40 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ii = 0.005 A, Ic — 0)   VIBR)EBO 5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 1.5 A. la = 0.15 A)   VCE ( sat) 1.5 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves = 4 V, Ic :--- 1.5 A)   VBE 2.2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vca = 30 V. I = 0, Tc = 25°C   Icno 1 max mA 
Ves = 30 V. IE = 0, Te = 150°C   Ica° 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 5 V, lc — 0)   how 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V, Ic = 1.5 A)   hrE 25 to 100 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03-C 6. max °C/W 

• This value does not apply to type 40250V1. 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 50 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vsz = -1.5 V   Vces 51 V 

n Arim 
Base open   W E° 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 15 A 
Base Current   IB 7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25"C   PT 117 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 

T8TO 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) -65 to 200 °C 
Storage   -65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TP 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage ( Ic =- 0.1 A, 
Is = 0)   VIBR/C20 50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 A, 
Vg e = -1.5 V)   VIBRICEV 50 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.01 A, 
Ic = 0)   VIBR/6/30 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage  
(Ic = 0.2 A)   Vox° (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 8 A, Is = 0.8 A)   Vcs ( sat) 1.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcs = 4 V, Ic = 8 A)   Vas 2.2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vce -= 30 V, VBE = -1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   key 2 max mA 
Vce = 40 V, Vez = -1.5 V. Te = 150°C    Imo, 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = 5 V, Ic - 0)   Isso 10 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 4 V, Ic = 8 A)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 
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40253 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in class B audio amplifier applications 
in consumer product and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso -25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   W E° -25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veso -2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic -500 mA 
Emitter Current   I's 500 mA 
Base Current   Is -100 mA 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up fo 55°C   
TA above 55°C   
Tc up to 64°C   
Tc above 64°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.05 mA, I — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —2 MA, Ili — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = —0.014 mA, IC — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —400 mA, Is = —20 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VFE = —10 V, IC = —5 mA  
Vcc = —1 V. lc = —400 mA   

Collector-Cutoff Current tlica = —12 V, la — 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcc = —1 V, lc = —400 mA)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 

(Tc = 64°C)   
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40254 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy type for class A af power-amplifier service in driver- and 
output-stage applications. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - 
base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. This type is 
identical with type 40022 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Icso —3 max mA Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = —30 V, I = 0) 

Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current 
(Ven = —0.5 V, IS — 0)   1(130 (sat) —0.16 max mA 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS A AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   VC, —16 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Ven —13.2 
DC Collector Current   Ic —0.9 
Peak Collector Current   lc (peak) —1.8 
Input Impedance   Rs 15 
Collector Load Impedance   Ri, 15 
Maximum Collector Dissipation   12 
Power Gain   GI'S 36 
Total Harmonic Distortion (Pon = 5 W)   5 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 5 

40255 TRANSISTOR 

e
â
o
o
»
.
4
.
4
 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in switching and linear amplifiers, differ-
ential and operational amplifiers, high-voltage inverters, and series regu-
lators for industrial and military applications. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), 
Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with 
flange). This type is identical with type 2N3439 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation 
Tc up to 50°C   PT 10 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 

(P.. = 2 to 4 W, I = 100 mA)   15 max °C/W 

40256 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in switching and linear amplifiers, differ-
ential and operational amplifiers, high-voltage inverters, and series regu-
lators for industrial and military applications. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), 
Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with 
flange). This type is identical with type 2N3440 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 50°C   PT 10 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 

(P.. = 2 to 4 W. In = 100 mA)   15 max °C/W 

40261 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in converter service in conjunction with types 
40262 ( if amplifier), 40263 ( af amplifier and driver), 40264 (power output), 
and 40265 ( line rectifier) to provide a complement for line-operated AM 
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broadcast-band receivers and phonographs in entertainment equipment. 
JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Emitter open   Ws° —34 V 
VBE = 0.5 V, lc = —50 ,µA   VCBI, —50 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —10 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 80 MW 
TA above 25°C   See Rating Chart 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tien))   —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tc 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector- to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = —0.05 MA, Ii — 0   Ws° —50 V 
VER = 0.5 V, Ic = —0.05 mA   VCBI, —34 V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE. = —0.012 mA, lc — 0)   V(BR)EBO —0.5 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (W E = —12 V, IE = 0)   ICHO —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vies --= 0.5 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO —12 max µA 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 
(VcE = —12 V. Ic = —1 mA, f -= 100 Mc/s)   rbb' 25 fl 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
( VcE = —6 V, lc _= —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   ht. 27 to 170 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA) f-r 40 Mc/s 
Output Capacitance 

(Veil = —12 V, IR = 0, f = 1.5 Mc/s)   Cohn 3.7 max pF 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 
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TRANSISTOR 40262 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in if-amplifier service in conjunction with 
types 40261 (converter), 40263 (af amplifier and driver), 40264 (power out-
put), and 40265 ( line rectifier) to provide a complement for line-operated 
AM broadcast-band receivers and phonographs in entertainment equip-
ment. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - col-
lector. This type is identical with type 40261 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vez = —6 V, Ic := —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   ht. 82 to 350 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E ---,-- —12 V, Io = —1 mA) fT 30 Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (Vcs = —12 V. 
Is = 0, f = 1.5 Mc/s)   Cob. 3.4 max pF 
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40263 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-level af-amplifier and driver service 
in conjunction with types 40261 (converter), 40262 ( if amplifier), 40264 
(power output), and 40265 ( line rectifier) to provide a complement for line-
operated AM broadcast-band receivers and phonographs in entertainment 
equipment. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VC/30 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ras = 10 kfl)   Voss 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VER 
Collector Current   Ic 
Emitter Current   Is 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ts up to 55°C   PT 
Ts above 55°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ts— Tc) and Storage (Trro)   

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = —1 mA, Ram = 10 Id1)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
= —0.05 mA, Ic — 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = —20 V, IE = 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (W E = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Veto = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   h,. 100 to 325 

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Ws = —6 V, 
Ic = —1 znA, f = 100 Mc/s)   200 

40264 

—20 
—18 
—2.5 
—50 
50 

V 
V 
V 

mA 
mA 

120 mW 
See curve page 112 

—65 to 100 °C 
255 *C 

VOIR)CEll 18 min 

Val WEB° —2.5 min 
leso —12 max 
IEBO —12 max 

thfb 10 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

V 

V 
µA 

Mc/s 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in class A output-amplifier service in 
conjunction with types 40261 (converter), 40262 ( if amplifier), 40263 (af 
amplifier and driver), and 40265 (line rectifier) to provide a complement 
for line-operated AM broadcast-band receivers and phonographs in enter-
tainment equipment. Outline No.28. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - col-
lector and mounting flange. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Ic = 1 mA, h = 5 µA)   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   

VCRO 

VCEX 
VEBO 

Collector Current   Ic 
Emitter Current   IE 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TM F up to 70*C   PT 4 W 
TM F above 70°C   PT Derate linearly 0.05 W /°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA-Tue) and Storage ( TSTG )   —65 to 150 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 255 °C 

CHARACTER ISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 0.1 mA, IE — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 1 mA, Is = 0.005 mA)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(In = 0.1 mA, Io — 0)   

300 V 

300 V 
3 V 

100 mA 
—100 mA 

300 min 

300 min 

3 min 
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BC> 

o 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 300 V, Is — 0   ICBO 100 max µA 
VCS = 300 V, Is = 0.005 mA   Iesx 1 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vce -= 10 V, k = 50 mA)   h FE 30 to 150 

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 
(Ves = 50 V, Ie = 20 mA. f = 100 Mc/s)   rss' 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Ves = 50 V, Ie = 20 mA) fr 
Output Capacitance ( Veit = 50 V. IS — 0)   CObo 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Mounting Flange (43-3IF 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40264 
CC4AMON-EM TTER ORCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

ING-FLANBE TEMPERATURE(TuF).25•C 

2-\ 22 
TRANSISTOR --
DISSIPATION 
(P14.4 VIMTTS 

0.6 

04 
BASE MILLIAliviegeo.i— 

I I 
50 100 150 200 250 300 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

9203-tZ119T 

4 

in 100 
ILI 8 
E, 6 
2 4 

3 
-I 2 

10 

4 
o 
• 2 

COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 

20 
25 Mc/s 
5 pF 

20 max °C/W 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40264 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE 
(.4,40= 25* C 

(1358 0.62 0.66 0.70 0.74 
BASE - TO - EMITTER VOLTS ( VBEI 

925S- 12723T 

40269 

0.713 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in medium-speed switching applications 
in industrial and military data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage (Vas = 1 V)   VCBV —25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —12 V 
Collector Current   Ic —100 mA 
Emitter Current   Is 100 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pr 150 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 85 °C 
Storage   TBTG —65 to 100 °C 

Led-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown voltage 
tic =-. —0.02 mA, Vue = 1 V)   VIBR)CBV —25 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = —0.02 mA. L. — 0)   V(BR)EBO —12 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —12 mA, In = —0.4 mA   VBS. (sat) —0.35 max V 
L.- = —24 mA, hi = —1 mA  VHS (sat) —0.4 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —24 mA, Ill = —1 mA)   VI'S (sat) —0.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCR = —12 V, IS = 0, Tt = 25°C   LSO —5 max µA 
Veil = —12 V, IS = 0, TA -= 80°C   Ica0 —90 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = —2.5 V, IC — 0)   IF:BO —2.5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —0.15 V, Ie = —12 mA)   Iles 50 to 200 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency ( Veit = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   Nib 4 min Mc/s 

Collector-to-Case Capacitance 
(Vea = —6 V, Ic — 0)   Ce 20 PF 

Stored Base Charge (Ic = —10 mA, Is = —1 MA) Q. 1200 max pC 
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TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

>TYPE 40269 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

(YCE)=-0•15 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFAI=25•C 

-20 -40 -60 -BO -100 -120 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic 

szCs 12900T 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR -CUTOFF 

CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS 
, . 

_ :TYPE 40269 - 
'COLLECTOR - TO - BASE VOLTS (Va). - 12.5= 

'EMITTER OPEN. 

,e,'1:empg. 

 * el. *el. 

.,______ 

-25 
FREE- AIR 

o 

TRANSISTOR 

25 50 75 
TEMPERATURE 1TFA1 —•C 

92CS-i0095,2 

100 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in ultra-high-reliability vhf-
uhf applications in space, military, and industrial communications equip-
ment. Used in class A, B, and C amplifiers, frequency multipliers, or 
oscillators. This device is subjected to special preconditioning tests for se-
lection in high-reliability, large-signal, and high-power applications. JEDEC 
TO-60, Outline No.20. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VOW 65 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
NIBS = —1.5 V   VcEr 65 V 
Base open   VcEo 40 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VBITO 4 v 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 11.6 W  
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TRTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Tr 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.1 mA, Is — 0)   Vain/CHO 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 0 to 200 mA, pulsed through inductor 

L = 25 mA, df = 50%   V(BR)CE0 40 min V 
Vas = —1.5 V, I = 0 to 200 mA, pulsed 

through inductor L = 25 mA, df = 50%   V(BR/CEV 65 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(IE = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   V(BR/EBO 4 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 0.5 A. LI = 0.1 A)   VcE(sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( VcE = 30 V. Ill — 0)   'CEO 0.1 max g A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = 5 V, Ic = 150 mA)   hr r: 10 min 
Output Capacitance (Vcs = 30 V. IE = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cobo 10 max PF 

RF Power Output, Unneutralized Amplifier: 
VCE = 28 V, PIE = 1 W, Ro & RI. = 50 a 
f = 100 Mc/s   Po E 73* min W 

Ves = 28 V. PIE = 1 W. Ro & Ri. = 50 Cl, 
f = 400 Mc/s   POE 3t min W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 65 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 40 per cent. 
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TRANSISTOR 40280 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf class C amplifier service 
requiring low supply voltages and high power output in industrial and mili-
tary communications equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.12. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCB0 36 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = -1.5 V   VcBy 36 V 
Base open   Wm, 18 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 4 V 
Collector Current   lc 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 7 W 
Tic above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) -65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG -65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 230. °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(lc = 0.25 mA, IE - 0)   VIBR/CSO 36 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, IS = 0, pulsed through 
inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%)   VIBR)CEV 36 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 0.1 mA, Ic - 0)   VIBRIEBO 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 200 mA, Is = 0, pulsed through 

inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%)   V EO (sus) 18 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (VcE = 15 V, Is - 0)   ICE() 100 max BA 
Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Vea = 13.5 V. Ic = 100 mA) fa. 550 Mc/s 
Output Capacitance ( Ves = 13.5 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cebo 15 max PF 

Input Resistance, Real Part 
(VcE = 13.5 V, Ic = 100 mA, f = 175 Mc/s )   14(hi.) 10 il 

Power Output, Class C Amplifier, Unneutralized 
(\Tr?: = 13.5 V, PIE = 0.125 W, f = 175 Mc/s, 
RG & At = 50 0)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
POE It min 
es-C 25 max .C/W 

• For types 40281 and 40282 this value is maximum Pin-Soldering Temperature. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 

TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC 

e 

TYPE 40280 
.COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, SASE INPUT. — 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

(VcE) = 13.5 
-CASE TEMPERATURE (TO= 25•C 
FREQUENCY (fI=175 Mch 
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TYPICAL GAIN -BANDWIDTH PRODUCT 

TYPE 40280 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER vOLTS1VcE = 13.5 
CASE 1JEMPERÁTURE (tc1=25°C 

-e   
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COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES ac) 

92CS-128115T 

40281 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf class C amplifier service 
requiring low supply voltages and high power output in industrial and mili-
tary communications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. Terminals: 
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1 - emitter and case, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 
40280 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   IC 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

T.. up to 25°C   PT 11.6 mr 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = 13.5 V. IC = 400 mA) fT 400 Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (Val = 13.5 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Col. 22 max pF 

Collector-to-Case Capacitance   Cc 5 max PF 
Input Resistance. Real Part (VcE .-= 13.5 V, 
Ic = 400 mA, f = 175 Mc/s)   Ro(hi.) 7 O 

Power Output, Class C Amplifier, Unneutrallzed 
(VcE = 13.5 V, PIE = 1 W, f = 175 Mc/s, 

Ro & Ri. = 50 0)   POE 41- min W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 15 max °C/W 

t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 

TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT 
0 CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPICAL RF POWER- OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE' 40281 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
-COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS  

(VcE)«13.5 
CASE TEMPERATURE ( Tc). 25*C 
'FREQUENCY (f)175 Mete  
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TYPE 40281 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE 
'COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc =25*C 
-FREQUENCY (11•50 Ma* 
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40282 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf class C amplifier service 
requiring low supply voltages and high power output in industrial and mili-
tary communications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. Terminals: 
1 - emitter and case, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical with type 
40280 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 23.2 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.5 mA, IE — 0)   VIER/CHO 36 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 0.25 mA, Ic — 0)   VIBE/ EBO 4 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = 15 V, IB — 0)   ICEO 250 max µA 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 13.5 V. lc = 800 mA) Pr 350 Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (Veil = 13.5 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cabo 45 max PF 

Collector-to-Case Capacitance   C0 5 max PF 
Input Resistance, Real Part (Vce = 13.5 V. 
Ic = 800 mA, f = 175 Mc/s)   R.(hi.) 5 n 

Power Output, Class C Amplifier, Unneutrallzed 
(Vea = 13.5 V, PIE = 4 W, f = 175 Mc/s, 
Ro & Rt. = 50 fl)   Po E 12t min W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   es-C 7.5 max °C/W 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 80 per cent. 
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COMPUTER TRANSISTOR 40283 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in core-driver and line-
driver service in high-performance computers and in other critical appli-
cations requiring considerable output power. JEDEC TO-46, Outline No.16. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical 
with type 2N3512 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vcso 30 V 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.4 W 
Tc up to 25°C ( with heat sink)   Pz 2 W 
TA and Tc ( with heat sink) above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 50 mA, Is — 0)   VO3R)CEo 30 min V 

TRANSISTOR 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   T8T13 —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230* °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature . 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 200 mA, VBE = —1.5 V, RBE = 39 Cl, 

pulsed through inductor L = 25 mH, 
df = 50%   VOIR/CEV 60 min V 

Ic = 25 mA, VBE = 0, f ≥ 100 Mc/s   Viztewes ( RF I 90 min V 
Emitter-tn-Base Breakdown—Voltage 

(Is = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   V(IIR)EBO 4 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = 15 V, Is — 0)   lexo 100 max AA 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 12.5 V, lc = 100 mA) Fr 500 Mc/s 
Output Capacitance Oka = 12.5 V. Is = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cob° 17 max pF 

Input Resistance, Real Part 
(Ves = 12.5 V, Ic = 100 mA, f = 135 Mc/s)   11,,(hi.) 12 f./ 

Power Output, Class C Amplifier, Unneutralized 
(Vce = 12.5 V, Pre = 0.5 W, f = 135 Mc/s, 
RG & lb, = 50 fl)   POE 2t min W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (3,1-c 25 max °C/W 

• For type 40291 this value is maximum Pin-Soldering Temperature. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 

40290 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf class C amplifier service 
requiring low supply voltages and high power output in aircraft, military, 
and industrial communications equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.12. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Van, 50 V 
f = 100 Mc/s   Vces(RF) 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim 4 N, 
Collector Current   Ic 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 7 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

TRANSISTOR 40291 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf class C amplifier service 
requiring low supply voltages and high power output in aircraft, military, 
and industrial communications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. 
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Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical with 
type 40290 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation (Tc up to 25°C)   Pa 11.6 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   C, 6 max pF 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ea-c 15 max °C/W 

40292 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf class C amplifier service 
requiring low supply voltages and high power output in aircraft, military, 
and industrial communications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VcEy 50 V 
f = 100 Mc/s   VEc:os(RF) 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.25 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 23.2 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   T,TC: °C —65 to 200 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ic = 200 mA, Vas = —1.5 V. Ras = 39 0, 

pulsed through inductor L = 25 mil, 
df = 50%   V,BE)cEv 60 min V 

Ic = 50 mA, Vas = 0. f = 100 Mc/s   VIRR10ES ( RF) 90 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 0.25 mA, Ic — 0)   Vcermeo 4 min V 

i Collector-Cutoff Current (VcE = 15 V. IB — 0)   250 max il A 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E = 12.5 V. Ic = 400 mA) fT 300 Mc/s 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   ec 6 max PF 
Output Capacitance (Veil = 12.5 V, Is = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s )   Cobo 30 max pF 

Input Resistance, Real Part (W E = 12.5 V. 
Ic = 400 mA, f = 135 Mc/s)   il(ht.) 6.5 0 

Power Output, Class C Amplifier, Unneutrallzed 
(VcE = 12.5 V, PIE = 2 W, f = 135 Mc/s, 
Ra de Ite. = 50 n)   Po E 6 W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   01-C 7.5tMmaixn .c/w 

t For conditions given, minimum efficiency -- 70 per cent. 

40294 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in uhf amplifier, mixer, 
and oscillator applications. This type is electrically and mechanically iden-
tical with type 2N2857, but is specially controlled, processed, and tested for 
critical aerospace and military applications. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - case. 

40295 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in uhf amplifier, mixer, 
and oscillator applications. This type is electrically and mechanically iden-
tical with type 2N2708, but is specially controlled, processed, and tested for 
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critical aerospace and military applications. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - case. 

TRANSISTOR 40296 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in uhf amplifier, mixer, 
and oscillator applications. This type is electrically and mechanically iden-
tical with type 2N2857, but is specially controlled, processed, and tested for 
critical aerospace and military applications. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.23. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - case. 

TRANSISTOR 40305 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type subjected to special preconditioning 
tests for high-reliability, large-signal, high-power vhf-uhf applications in 
class A, B, and C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, and oscillator circuits in 
aerospace, industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.12. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vrno 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 65 V 
Base open   Vex° 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   lizeo 4 v 
Collector Current   lc 1 A' 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 7 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   T8T(1 —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230' °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.3 mA, Ix — 0)   VlBRICB0 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
lc = 0 to 200 mA, hi = 0, pulsed through 

inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   VOIR)CE0 40 min V 
Ic = 0 to 200 mA, Va E = —1.5 V, pulsed 

through inductor L = 25 inH. df = 50%   V(BRICEV 65 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ix = 0.1 mA, k — 0)   VIBR)EBO 4 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 250 mA. Iv 50 mA)   V E (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcz = 30 V. Is — 0)   IcEo 0.1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 5 V, Ic = 150 mA)   hp E 10 min 
Output Capacitance (Veil = 30 V, Is = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cobo 10 max PF 

RF Power Output, Amplifier, Unneutralized: 
(Vcx = 28 V, PIE = 0.25 W, f = 175 Mc/s, 
Ro dr Rt, = 50 0)   POE 2.5t min W 

• For type 40306 this value is maximum Pin-Soldering Temperature 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 50 per cent. 

TRANSISTOR 40306 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type subjected to special preconditioning 
tests for high-reliability, large-signal, high-power vhf-uhf applications in 
class A, B, and C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, and oscillator circuits in 
aerospace, industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. 
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Terminals: 1 - emitter and case, 2 - base, 3 - collector. This type is identical 
with type 40305 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   lc 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation 
Ty up to 25°C   PT 11.6 W 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 0.1 mA, Is — 0)   Voiloceo 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 500 mA, Is -= 100 mA)   Vcs ( sat) 1 max V 

RF Power Output, Amplifier, Unneutralized: 
W E = 28 V, PIE = 1 W. f = 100 Mc/s, 

Ra & Rt. = 50 0   Poe 7.5. min W 
WE = 28 V. PIE = 1 W, f = 400 Mc/s, 

Ra & RL = 50 0   POE 3t min W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 65 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency -= 40 per cent. 

40307 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type subjected to special preconditioning 
tests for high-reliability, large-signal, high-power vhf-uhf applications in 
class A, B, and C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, and oscillator circuits in 
aerospace, industrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter and case, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR() 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VVEV 65 V 
Base open   Vcso 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 V 
Collector Current   I'• 3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 23 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   T,TO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ir = 0.5 mA, IE — 0)   V.B101•1t0 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ir = 0 to 200 mA, Ili = 0, pulsed through 

inductor L ,-- 25 rnH, df = 50%   VIBRICE0 40 min V 
Ir = 0 to 200 mA, VRE = —1.5 V, pulsed 

through inductor L = 25 naH, df = 50%   Voupcsv 65 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(IE = 0.25 mA, Ir — 0)   li,sinsso 4 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 500 mA, Iii = 100 MA)   WE (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (WE = 30 V, Is — 0)   Ire() 0.25 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE = 5 V, Ir = 200 mA)   hFE 10 min 

Output Capacitance (Ws = 30 V, Is = 0, 
f = 1 Mc/s)   Cobo 20 max pF 

RF Power Output, Amplifier. Unneutralized: 
(Ves = 28 V. Pin = 0.35 W, f = 175 Mc/s, 
Ro de Ri  = 50 SI)   Poe 13.5t min W 

t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 40309 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier driver stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown in 
the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - hase, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vezo (sus) 18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   Is 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W  
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T., ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, Is = 0, 4, .,-, 300 µs. df :4 2%)   V(BR)CEO 18 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Vez = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA)   Vas 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
We =- 15 V, h = 0, Tc = 25°C   Icso 0.25 max µA 
Vcs = 15 V, le = 0, Tc = 150°C   Ice° 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Ves = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   IBBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA)   him 70 to 350 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vas = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA) fx 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9.1-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ag-A 175 max °C/W 
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40310 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier driver stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown in 
the operating region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 
2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vczo (sus) 35 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vert° 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   IB 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 29 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .-_ 25 C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(lc = 100 mA, IB — 0)   V(BIOCE0 35 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vea = 2 V, Ic = 1 A)   VBE 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 15 V, IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   ICBO 10 max µA 
Vcn = 15 V, Is = 0, Tc = 150°C   ICB0 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VRR = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   IER0 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 2 V, Ic = 1 A)   hr E 20 to 120 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA) fT 750 kc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   es,: 6 max eC/W 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier driver stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown in 
the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VCEO (SUS) 30 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   IB 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, In = 0, t. = 300 as, df ≤ 2%)   VCEO (sus) 30 min v 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ws = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) VBE 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veit = 15 V. IE = 0. 'Fe = 25°C   kilo 0.25 max µA 
VCB = 15 V, IE = 0, Tr, = 150°C   Ice° 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEn = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V. Ic = 50 mA)   hrE 70 to 350 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ver = 10 V, lc = 50 mA) fr 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Os-t; 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   Of-A 175 max °C/W 

40312 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown in 
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the operating region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 
2 (E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rile = 500 0)   Vacs (sus) 60 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VCR° 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   IB 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 29 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature . 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, Rite = 500 0)   VCER ( SUE) 60 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Vce = 2 V, Ic = 1 A)   Vs E 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 15 V, IE = 0, 're = 25°C   Ice) 10 max µA 
Ven = 15 V. In = 0, Tv = 150°C   leso 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = 2.5 V, IC — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vce = 2 V. Ic = 1 A)   him 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vce = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA) fT 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al-c 
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40313 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type for direct 117-volt line operation in audio-
amplifier output stages for economical high-quality performance. Designed 
to assure freedom from second breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC 
TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rile -= 500 n)   VCER ( SUS) 300 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Base Current   In 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 35 w 
Te above 25°C   PT See Rating Chart 
Te = 175°C   PT 5 W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T3 (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature -, 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic . 200 mA, Rea = 500 fl)   VtER ( sus) 300 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (W E = 10 V. Ic = 0.1 A)   Vim 1.5 max V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VcE = 150 V, IB — 0   ICE0 
VCE = 300 V, VBE = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   'CET 
VCE = 300 V, Vas = —1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   IcEv 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vent = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   leso 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 100 MA   hFE 
V('E = 10 V, IC = 500 mA   IIFE 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (VcE = 150 V) 'Bib 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ae-c 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier driver stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown in 
the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VcEo ( sus ) 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBo 2.5 V 
Collector Current   lc 0.7 A 
Base Current   IB 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, IB = 0. tp = 300 gs, df = 2%)   VcEo ( sus ) 40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 150 mA, IB = 15 mA)   VCE ( sat) 1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VCE = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) Vas 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 15 V, IE = 0, Ty, = 25°C   ICB0 0.25 max eLA 
Veil = 15 V, Is = 0, Te = 150°C   ICHO 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( VER = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   IEBo 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VCE = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA)   hem 70 to 350 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Ves = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) er 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 175 max °C/W 

40315 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver stages for eco-
nomical high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second 
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breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VCEO ( SUS) 35 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ie 0.7 A 
Base Current   III 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT I W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(It: = 100 mA, In = 0, tp = 300 p.s, df = 2%)   VlBR)0E0 35 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Vis = 4 V, Ie =- 50 mA) VBE 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vert = 15 V, IE = 0, Te = 25°C   Ice° 0.25 max µA 
Ven -= 15 V. IE = 0, Te -= 150°C   ICBQ 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Von = 2.5 V, It — 0)   'Eno 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(lien = 4 V, It- = 50 mA)   hrE 70 to 350 
Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Ves = 10 V, Ie = 50 mA) fx 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   01-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 175 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40316 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown in 
the operating region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 
2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Rim = 500 n)   VCER (sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   In 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 29 W  
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector- to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(le _—_ 100 mA, RUE = 500 0)   VCER ( SUS) 40 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ven = 2 V. le = 1 A)   Vas 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven -= 15 V, Ir = 0. Te = 25°C   'elm 10 max µA 
Veit = 15 V. IF. = 0, Te = 150°C   Icno 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( VEtt = 5 V, IC -- 0)   IEno 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ver = 2 V. Ie -= 1 A)   has 20 to 120 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E = 4 V, IC = 500 mA) fi: 750 kc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   es-e 6 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40317 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver stages for eco-
nomical high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second 
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breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vcao (sus) 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   IB 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr ) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25 °C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 100 mA. Is = 0, tp = 300 iis, df 5_ 2%)   VE60 (sus) 40 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vca = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA)   Vs E 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 15 V, IE 1.-- 0, Te . 25°C   1030 0.25 max µA 
Ven = 15 V, In = 0, Tr = 150°C   leso 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vca = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA)   him 40 to 200 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 175 max °C/W 

40318 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n high-voltage type for direct 117-volt line operation in audio-
amplifier output stages for economical high-quality performance. Designed 
to assure freedom from second breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC 
TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Itsa = 500 0)   Vega (sus) 300 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Base Current   IB 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   
Te above 25°C   
Te = 175°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr ) —65 to 200 °C 

PT 35 
PT See Rating Chart 
PT 5 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, RBE = 500 n)   ve..(sus) 300 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = 10 V, lc = 0.5 A)   Vsz 1.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcz = 150 V, Is — 0   I(E() 5 max mA 
VCE = 150 V, VBE = —1.5 V. Tc = 25°C   Icier 5 max mA 
Vcz = 150 V. Vas = —1.5 V, Te = 150`-C   IcEr 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEs = 6 V, Ic — 0)   liso 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 10 V. IC = 20 mA   hrs. 40 min 
WE = 10 V. Ic = 500 mA   has 50 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (WE = 150 V) Is/i, 100 min mA 
Second-Breakdown Energy (Vas = 4 V. RBE = 20 0, 
L = 100 µH)   Es/h 50 min µ.1 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 5 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40319 
Si p-n-p type used in audio-amplifier driver stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown 
in the operating region. P-N-P construction permits complementary driver 
operating with a matching n-p-n type, such as 40314. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
Te up to 25°C   
TA and Tc above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40319' 
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Type 40319 
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See curve page 112 

-65 to 200 °C 

TYPICAL INPUT CHARACTERISTIC 

0 -02 -04 -O6 -Q8 - -12 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS We 

TL.1172T 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = —100 mA, Is = 0, tp = 300 us, df 5- 2%)   VCEO (sus) —40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(lc = —150 mA, Is = —15 mA)   Veit (sat) —1.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcz = —4 V, Ic = —50 mA) VBE —1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veil = —15 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   ICHO —0.25 max µA 
Ws = —15 V, Iz = 0, Tc = 150°C   leso —1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —2.5 V. Ic = 0)   him —1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE = —4 V. Ic = —50 mA)   hrz 35 to 200 max 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vac = —4 V, Ic = —50 mA) fr 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   f).T-C 35 max *CPR 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ai-A 175 max °C/W 
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40320 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver stages for eco-
nomical high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second 
breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VCR° ( SUS) 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   Is 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25"C   PT 1 W 
Tr: up to 25°C   Px 5 W 
TA and Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ(opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, Is = 0, ti, = 300 as, df ≤ 2%)   VCE0 ( SUS) 40 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ws = 4 V, IC = 10 mA) VBE 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 15 V. Is = 0, Tc = 25"C   leso 0.25 max µA 
Vas = 15 V, Is = 0, Tr: = 150°C   ICHO 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   IBBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vea = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA)   hrs 40 to 200 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 35 max *CM 

40321 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n high-voltage type for direct 117-volt line operation in audio- ampli-
fier driver stages for economical high-quality performance. Designed to 
assure freedom from second breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ras = 1000 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50°C   
Te up to 50°C   
TA and Tc above 50°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ(opr) —65 to 300 °C 

TYPICAL INPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
200 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =-_ 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(lc = 50 mil, RBE = 1000 0)   VCER (sus) 300 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (W E = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA) VBE 2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
lies = 150 V, IE = 0, Te = 150°C   leso 100 max ¿LA 
Vea = 150 V, RBE = 1000 0   ICE R 5 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vial = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 100 max ¿LA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VCs = 10 V. Ic = 20 mA)   lu,s 25 to 200 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 30 max eC/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40322 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type for direct 117-volt line operation in audio-ampli-
fier output stages for economical high-quality performance. Designed to 
assure freedom from second breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC 
TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 - base, 2 - emitter, Mounting Flange - 
collector and case. For rating chart and collector-characteristics curves, 
refer to type 40318. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector- to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ras = 500 0)   Vcsit ( sus) 300 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Base Current   IB 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
To up to 25°C   PT 35 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See Rating Chart 
Tc = 175°C   PT 5 W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, Ras = 200 0, L -= 5 mH)   Vcsit(sus) 300 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcs = 150 V. Is = 0, Te = 25°C   Icso 5 max mA 
Vcs = 150 V. Vas = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   kin, 10 max mA 
W E = 150 V, Vas = — 1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   kin, 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = 6 V. Ic — 0)   IE BO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 20 mA   hFs 40 min 
Vex = 10 V, Ic = 500 mA   kiss 75 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Vcs = 150 V) Is/o 100 min mA 
Second-Breakdown Energy (Via = 4 V, RBE = 20 0, 
L = 100 µH)   Es/o 50 min 'a 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9J-C 5 max •C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40323 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver stages for eco-
nomical high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. For collector-characteristics and transfer-
characteristics curves, refer to type 40309. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vcso (sus) 18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   Is 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 IN 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 100 mA, In = 0, tp = 300 AS, df :5- 2%)   Val R)CE0 18 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vce = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA)   Vas 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 15 V, 1E = 0, Tc = 25°C   ICB0 0.25 max µA 
Vce = 15 V, le = 0, Tc = 150°C   ICBO 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vise = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vce = 4 V. Ic = 50 mA)   h FE 70 to 350 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vex = 10 V, lc = 50 mA) fT 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ai-c 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-at 175 max °C/W 

40324 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver stages for eco-
nomical high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second 
breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 
1 - base, 2 - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. For collector-
characteristics and transfer-characteristics curves, refer to type 40310. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vceo (sus) 35 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   lc 4 A 
Base Current   Is 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25*C   PT 29 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, RBE = 500 n)   VlBR)CE0 35 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vce = 2 V, Ic = 1 A)   Vas 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
We = 15 V, he = 0, 'Fe = 25°C   ICB0 10 MED( ¿LA 
Veil = 15 V, le = 0, Tc = 150°C   Icao 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vea = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   limo 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vce = 2 V, Ic = 1 A)   has 20 to 120 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA) tr 750 kc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   es-c 6 max °C/W 

40325 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown 
in the operating region. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - 
base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 35 4 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VCEV 35 V 
Base open ( sustaining voltage)   VCEO ( SUS ) 35 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 15 A 
Base Current   IB 7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 117 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 (opr) —65 to 200 •C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, Is — 0)   VlBRICE0 (SUS) 35 min V 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
( lc = 100 mA, Is — 0)   V(BIUCB0 35 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 8 A, IS = 0.8 A)   VCE (sat) 1.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcc -= 4 V, Ic = 8 A)   Vas 2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vet) = 30 V. Is: = 0, Tc = 25°C   IeBo 5 max mA 
VCS = 30 V, IE = 0, Tr = 150°C   Ica," 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Veil -= 5 V, lc — 0)   IEBO 10 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V. k = 8 A)   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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40326 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver stages for eco-
nomical high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second 
breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. For collector-characteristics curves, re-
fer to type 40309. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vreo (sus) 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   IB 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tv up to 25°C   PT 5 W 

TA and Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 
Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TT (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(le . 100 mA. Is = 0, ts = 300 sis, df ≤ 2%)   V,., , ,IS) 40 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ves -=- 4 V, Ic = 10 mA) Vas 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W S = 15 V, Is = O. TV = 25°C   lea,, 0.25 max gA. 
W S = 15 V, Ie = 0, Te = 150°C   leso 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   leso 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ver = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA)   hre 40 to 200 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-1* 30 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40327 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type used for direct operation from a line source 
in audio-amplifier driver stages for economical high-quality performance. 
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Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown in the operating re-
gion. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - col-
lector. For collector-characteristics and input-characteristics curves, refer 
to type 40321. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(RBIs .-= 1000 n)   Vas (sus) 300 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Base Current   IB 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50*C   PT 1 W 
're up to 50°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 50°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr ) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =. 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 50 mA, RBE = 1000 0)   VCER (ME) 300 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vea = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA) VBE 2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 150 V, Te =- 150°C, Ie — 0   Into 100 max ¡LA 
Vea = 150 V, Res = 1000 Cl   ICER 5 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 5 V, Ic — 0)   LEBO 100 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(We = 10 V. 1c = 20 mA)   tee 40 to 250 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Al-, 30 max *C/W 

40328 POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type used for direct operation from a line source 
in audio-amplifier output stages for economical high-quality performance. 
Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown in the operating re-
gion. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, 
Mounting Flange - collector and case. For rating chart and collector-char-
acteristics curves, refer to type 40318. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Res = 500 0)   VCER (sus) 300 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Base Current   IB 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 35 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See Rating Chart 
Tc = 175°C   PT 5 W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature __ 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, RBE = 500 C1)   VCER ( EllE) 300 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( lica = 10 V, Ic = 1 A)   VBE 1.5 max v 
Collector-Cutoff Current* 
Vea = 150 V. Is — 0   ICEO 5 max mA 
WE = 150 V, VBE = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   Icav 10 max mA 
W E = 150 V, VBE = —1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   ICEV 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 6 V, Ic = 0)   laso 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = 10 V. Ic = 1 A   hra 20 min 
Vea = 10 V, Ic = 20 mA   tire 40 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Vea = 150 V) Is/b 100 min mA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ej-C 5 max °C/W 

40329 TRANSISTOR 
Ge p-n-p alloy type for low-level, intermediate-level, and class A driver 
stages in consumer and industrial al-amplifier equipment such as preampli-
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fiers, tone-control stages, and phonograph amplifiers using crystal pickups. 
JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 base, 3 collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   We) —25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ras 5 4700 n)   VEER —25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —100 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 100 mA 
Base Current   he —20 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55°C (With practical heat sink, 

e = 50°C/W)   PT 265 mW 
TA up to 55°C ( Without heat sink)   PT 125 mW 
TA with and without heat sink above 55°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti(opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   T8TO —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   TL 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.05 mA, Is — 0)   V(BB)CB0 —25 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(RBE = 4700 fl, Ic = —1 IW) VIBBICER —25 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = —0.05 mA)   V(B12)EBO —2.5 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcie = —12 V, IE = 0)   km) —14 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vint = —2 V, Ic — 0)   limo —14 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = —1 V, Ic = —25 mA)   hrE 50 to 200 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = —10 V, IC = —10 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hr. 75 to 300 
Vcic = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kc/s   hr. 50 to 200 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veit = —6 V, Ic = 1 mA)   111 f b 1.5 Mc/s 

Output Capacitance (W E = —6 V, f = 1 kc/s)   Cob. 35 PF 
Small-Signal Input Impedance 

(Vea = —10 II, Ic = —10 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hse 400 fl 
Small-Signal Output Admittance 

(VcE = —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   hoe 175 µmhos 
Small-Signal Reverse Voltage-Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = —10 V, lc = —10 mA, f = 1 kc/s)   he• 300 x 10-8 
Equivalent EMS Noise Input Current 

(VcE = —6 V, Ic = —0.5 mA, f = 20 c/s to 
20 kc/s)   0.02 max 

Base-Spreading Resistance 
(VcE = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 20 Mc/S)   rbb' 100 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40329 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40 29 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
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40340 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in high-power class C ampli-
fier applications at frequencies to 100 Mc/s. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. 
Terminals: 1 - no connection, 2 - base, 3 - collector, Mounting Stud - emitter 
and case. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Val° 60 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 60 
Base open   V CEO 25 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V EBO 4 
Peak Collector Current   ic(peak) 10 
Continuous Collector Current   IC 3 3 
Transistor Dissipation (Tc = 25°C)   PT 70 
Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   TJ (opr) 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

I,' = 200 mA, VBE = —1.5 V, pulsed through 
an inductor L = 25 mA, df = 50%   VonocEv 60 min v 

= 200 mA, In = 0, pulsed through an 
Inductor L = 25 mA, df = 50%   V011110E0 25 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 10 mA, Ic — 0)   V OIR)EBO 4 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 15 V, In — 0   'CEO 1 max mA 
Ven = 40 V, Is — 0   ICRO 10 max mA 

Output Capacitance (VcB = 15 V, Is — 0)   Cebo 120 max pF 
RF Power Output (VcE = 13.5 V, PIE = 5 W, 
f = 50 Mc/s, Ro & Iii, = 50 fl)   POE 25. min W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9J-C 2.5 max °C/W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 65 per cent. 
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Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in high-power class C ampli-
fier applications at frequencies to 100 Mc/s. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.20. 
Terminals: 1 - no connection, 2 - base, 3 - collector, Mounting Stud - emitter 
and case. This type is identical with type 40340 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wu) 80 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Vnitage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   Veer 80 V 
Base open   VcEo 35 1/ 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic = 200 mA, Va E = —1.5 V, pulsed through 

an inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V (BRWEV 80 min V 
Ic = 200 mA, Is = 0, pulsed through an 

inductor L =.-- 25 mH, df = 50%   V(13/OCE0 35 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcs = 30 V. ILI — 0   Iczo 1 max mA 
We = 60 V, Is — 0   Ice° 10 max mA 

Output Capacitance (Val = 30 V, Is — 0)   Cobo 85 max pF 
RF Power Output (Vcs = 24 V, Pin = 3 W, 
1 = 50 Mc/s, Re & RL = 50 ())   POE 30. min W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTIC 

.1 TYPE 40341 F-
1- COLLECTOR-SUPPLY VOLTS (Vcc)-24 

60 -FREQUENCY (f • 50 Me. 
CASE TEMPERATURE (TO. 25°C 

50  
8 

40 

g 20 

2 3 4 5 6 
RF POWER INPUT (PIN)—WATTS 

T L 104 OC T 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40346 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in low-power, high-voltage, gen-
eral-purpose applications in military, industrial, and commercial equip-
ment. This type is particularly useful in neon-indicator driver circuits and 
in high-voltage differential and high-voltage operational amplifiers. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector- to-Emitter Voltage (Res = 1000 0)   Vcze (sus) 175 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Base Current   IB 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50°C   
Tc up to 50°C 

PT 
PT 

TA and Tc above 50°C   Pr 
Temperature Rang: 
Operating (TA-Tc)   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40346 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)•25•C 
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See curve page 112 

—65 to 200 °C 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25 C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Res = 1000 0, Ic = 50 mA )   Viler' ( sus) 175 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(In = 1 mA, Ic = 10 mA)   Ws ( sat) 0.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ws = 10 V, lc = 10 mA) Ves 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
✓ E = 100 V, h — 0   Icso 5 max µA 
Vcs = 200 V, Vus = —1.5 V. Tc = 25°C   ICEV 10 max µA 
✓ a = 200 V, VBE = —1.5 V, 're = 150°C   ICEV 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 4 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = 10 V. Is = 10 mA)   hys 25 min 
Small-Signal, Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA, f = 5 Mc/s)   hfe 2 min 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-c 30 max °C/W 

40347 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type used in a wide variety of low- and medium-
power applications where medium- and high-voltage power transistors are 
required, such as switching regulators, converters, inverters, relay controls, 
oscillators, and pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Vcsv 60 V 
Base open   Vcso 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Base Current   In 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50"C   PT 1 W 
're up to 50°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 50°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Ts•rc —65 to 200 C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti,  230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V. Ic = 50 mA   V 
Ic = 50 mA, Is — 0   VeEV (sus) Vcre ( sus) 60 min 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 450 mA, Is = 45 mA)   VeE (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcs = 4 V, Ic = 150 mA) VBE V 1.5 max 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 30 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   'CEO 1 max µA 
Ves = 30 V. IB = 0, Tc = 150°C   'CEO 1 max mA 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40347 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES =- 7 V, IC — 0)   IEBO 10 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vis =. 4 V, I. = 450 mA)   hrE 20 to 80 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9J--C 20 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40347V1 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type with an attached heat radiator for printed-
circuit-board use in a wide variety of low- and medium-power applications 
requiring medium- and high-voltage power transistors for switching regu-
lators, converters, inverters, relay controls, oscillators, and pulse and audio 
amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with heat radiator). This type 
is identical with type 40347 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25eC   Pr 4.3 
Te up to 25°C   PT 8.75 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   131-A 40 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40347V2 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type used in a wide variety of low- and medium-
power applications requiring medium- and high-voltage power transistors 
for switching regulators, converters, inverters, relay controls, oscillators, 
and pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.3. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with flange). This 
type is identical with type 40347 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Ti up to 25°C   PT 11.6 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   01-C 15 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40348 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type used in a wide variety of low- and medium-
power applications where medium- and high-voltage power transistors are 
required, such as switching regulators, converters, inverters, relay controls, 
oscillators, and pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veil° 90 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VRE = —1.5 V   Vein- 90 V 
Base open   Vex" 65 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEB0 7 V 
Collector Current   Iv 1 A 
Base Current   Iii 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50•C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 50°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tv above 50°C   PT See curve page 112 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   x, (opr) —65 to 200 "C 
Storage   TATO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V, Ic = 50 mA   VCEV (sus) 90 min V 
Ic = 50 mA, Is — 0   VCEO ( SUS) 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 300 mA, Is = 30 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.75 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Vcz = 4 V. Ic = 300 mA)   Vile 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vez = 60 V, Iz = 0, Tc = 25°C   kw) 1 max µA 
Vez = 60 V. Is = 0, Tc = 150°C   liso 3 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veit = 7 V, It — 0)   Ism) 10 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 4 V, Ic = 300 mA   
Vcz = 4 V, Ic = 1 A   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS  
TYPE 40348 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)•25.0 
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40348V1 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type with an attached heat radiator for printed-
circuit-board use in a wide variety of low- and medium-power applications 
requiring medium- and high-voltage power transistors for switching regu-
lators, converters, inverters, relay controls, oscillators, and pulse and audio 
amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with heat radiator). This type 
is identical with type 40348 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 4.3 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 8.75 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0,_, 40 max °C/W 

40348V2 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type used in a wide variety of low- and medium-
power applications requiring medium- and high-voltage power transistors 
for switching regulators, converters, inverters, relay controls, oscillators, 
and pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.3. 
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Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with flange). This 
type is identical with type 40348 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 11.6 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (31.1-C 15 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40349 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type used in a wide variety of low- and medium-
power applications where medium- and high-voltage power transistors are 
required, such as switching regulators, converters, inverters, relay controls, 
oscillators, and pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 160 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V  Wm 160 V 
Base open   VCEO 140 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Base Current   Ia 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 50°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 5CPC   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V, Ic = 50 mA  Way ( sus) 160 min V 
ie = 50 mA, IR — 0   VCEO ( SUS ) 140 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 150 mA, Ili = 15 mA)   VCs(sat) 0.5 max V 

i3ase-to-Ernitter Voltage (Vca = 4 V. Ic = 450 mA) VBE 1.1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vez = 100 V, In = 0, Ty = 25°C   Icxo 10 max µA 
W E = 100 V, Vaz = —1.5 V, 're = 150°C   Icav 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vail = 7 V, IC — 0)   IERO 10 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 4 V, Ic = 150 mA   
VCE -, 4 V, Ic = 450 mA   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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40349V1 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type with an attached heat radiator for printed-
circuit-board use in a wide variety of low- and medium-power applications 
requiring medium- and high-voltage power transistors for switching regu-
lators, converters, inverters, relay controls, oscillators, and pulse and audio 
amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 ( with heat radiator), Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with heat radiator). This type 
is identical with type 40349 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
Te up to 25°C   
TA or Tc above 25°C   

PT 
PT 
PT 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

40349V2 

4.3 
8.75 

See curve page 112 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

40 max °C/W 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type used in a wide variety of low- and medium-
power applications requiring medium- and high-voltage power transistors 
for switching regulators, converters, inverters, relay controls, oscillators, 
and pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.3. 
Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with flange). This 
type is identical with type 40349 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 11.6 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 15 max °C/W 

40350 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used as an rf amplifier in tuners covering television channels 
2 through 13. Outline No.27. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 
4 - connected to case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector- to-Base Voltage   Venu 
Collector Current   le 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (oPr) 
Storage   TSTO 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 

35 V 
25 mA 

180 miN 
See curve page 112 

—65 to 175 °C 
—65 to 175 °C 

255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 1 V, IE — 0   ICII0 0.02 max µA 
VCB = 35 V, IF; — 0   I( BO 1 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current ( Veil = 3 V. Ic — 0)   lego 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcc = 6 V, Is = —1 mA)   he 40 to 170 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcii = 6 V, LE = —1 mA) fv 800 Mc/s 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Input Resistance (Ven = 10 V, In = —3 mA, 
f = 216 Mc/s)   RI. 110 n 

Output Resistance (VcE = 10 V, Is = —3 mA, 
f = 216 Mc/s)   Ro. 6 k0 

Extrinsic Transconductance (VCs = 10 V, Is = —3 mA, 
f = 216 Mc/s)   gm 48.2 mmhos 

Noise Figure (VcE = 10 V. Is = —3 mA, 
Rs =-. 100 0, Ra = 100 a f = 216 Mc/s)   NF 3.3 dB 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Ves = 10 V, Is = —3 mA, f = 216 Mc/s)   C, h 0.5 pF 

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain 
(VE = 10 V, IE = —3 mA, f = 216 Mc/s)   MAG 25.8 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Unneutralized 
(VeE = 10 V, IE = —3 mA, f = 216 Mc/s)   MUG 13.4 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Neutralized 
(V(E = 10 V, IE = —3 mA, f = 216 Mc/s)   MUG 18.5 dB 

TRANSISTOR 40351 
Si n-p-n type used in 45-Mc/s television if amplifiers. Outline No.27. Termi-
nals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - connected to ease. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ws° 35 v 
Collector Current   Ic 25 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pz 180 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 1 V, In — 0   km) 0.02 max µA 
Vi, = 35 V, IE — 0   km> 1 max gA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = 3 V, Ie — 0)   IEBO 1 max µ A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 6 V, Is = —1 MA)   hrz 40 to 170 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = 6 V, Is = —1 mA) fr 700 Mc s 
Input Resistance (Vcs = 12 V. Is = —4 mA, 
f = 45 Mc/s)   Ri. 410 n 

Output Resistance (Vas = 12 V. Is = —4 mA. 
f = 45 Mc/s)   ROP 36 1c0 

Extrinsic Transconductance (Ws = 12 V. Is = —4 mA, 
f = 45 Mc/s)   gm 97 mmhos 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Ves = 12 V, Is = —4 mA, f = 45 MC/S)   Cob 0.5 PF 

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain 
(Ves = 12 V, IE = —4 mA, f = 45 Mc/s)   MAG 45.4 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Unneutralized: 
Vem = 12 V, JE = —4 mA, f = 45 Mc/s 
For 1 stage   MUG 23.3 dB 
For 2 stages   MUG 21.1 dB 
For 3 stages   MUG 19.3 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Neutralized: 
Ves = 12 V, Is = —4 mA, f = 45 Mc/s 
For 1 stage   MUG 28.4 dB 
For 2 stages   MUG 26.2 dB 
For 3 stages   MUG 24.4 dB 

TRANSISTOR 40352 
Si n-p-n type used in 45-Mc/s television if amplifiers. Outline No.27. Termi-
mils: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector, 4 - connected to case. This type is 
identical with type 40351 except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Veto = 6 V, Is = —1 MA)   hrz 27 to 100 
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40354 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in video-output amplifier stages of black-and-white tele-
vision receivers. Outline No.27. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector 
and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   lick° 150 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Wu() 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T, ( opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 175 ''C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti, 255 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 1 mA, In — 0)   Vannes° 150 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is -- —10 )IA, I. — 0)  • V,IIRIEBO 5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ir = 30 mA. Ii, = 1 mA)   Vel.: ( sat) 5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current ( Nrcu = 120 V, 1E = 0)   Irno 100 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vi).: = 10 V, Ii = 10 mA)   hrie 55 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
( Wu = 10 V. Iv = 30 mA)   Ccb 3.5 max PF 

Gain-Bandwidth Product: 
VIE = 10 V, II' -= 30 mA   fT 50 min Mc/s 
V E -- 140 V. Ic -- 2 mA   fr 50 min Mc/s 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9.I-C 60 max *C/W 

40355 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in video-output amplifier stages of black-and-white tele-
vision receivers. Outline No.27 with heat sink. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is identical with type 40354 ex-
cept for the outline and the following item: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 1 

40360 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver stages for eco-
nomical high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second 
breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. For collector-characteristics and transfer-
characteristics curves, refer to type 40309. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vci.:0 ( sus) 70 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Wm) 4 V 
Collector Current   lc 0.7 A 
Base Current   In 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.) (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector- to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(le = 100 mA, IB — 0)   VCE0 ( BUS) 70 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Is = 15 mA, Ic = 150 mA)   Vcs(sat) 1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (W E = 4 V, lc = 10 mA)   Vez 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 60 V, In = 0, Tc = 25°C   Iczo 1 max j.<A 
VCE = 60 V, In = 0, Tc = 150°C   kilo 250 max nA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vzs = 4 V, Ic — 0)   Izzo 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V. Ic = 10 mA)   has 40 to 200 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E = 4 V. Ic = 50 mA) ft 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (,)J-c 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Ambient   E)a-A 175 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40361 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver stages for eco-
nomical high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second 
breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. For collector-characteristics and transfer-
characteristics curves, refer to type 40309. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Res = 200 0)   VCER ( SUS) 70 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 if 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   In 0 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
To up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   Pr See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ritz = 200 0, Ic = 100 mA)   VER(sus) 70 min NT 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(In = 15 mA, Ic = 150 MA)   VCE (sat) 1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vez = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) Vile 1 max v 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vox = 60 V, Ra E = 200 0. Tc = 25°C   Icen 1 max µA 
Ven = 60 V. RBE = 200 Cl, Tc = 150°C   Icicle 100 max µ A 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 4 V, Ic = 0)   'Elio 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V, lie = 50 mA)   bric 70 to 350 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) ft 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   13.1-A 175 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40362 
Si p-n-p used in audio-amplifier driver stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown 
in the operating region. P-N-P structure permits complementary driver 
operation with a matching n-p-n type such as 40361. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. For collector-character-
istics and input-characteristics curves, refer to type 40319. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Rim = 200 ri)   Vcza (sus) —70 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim —4 V 
Collector Current   lc —0.7 A 
Base Current   Is —0.2 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'cl) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(RUE = 200 a Ic = 100 mA)   W EN (sus) —70 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Is = 15 mA, le = —150 mA)   W E (sat) —1.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( Ves = —4 V. le = —50 mA) Vas —1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = —60 V, RITE = 200 fl, Te = 25°C   I, Es —1 max pil, 
VCE = —60 V, Ras = 200 û, Te = 150°C   ICES —100 max sA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = —4 V. Ic — 0)   Isso —4 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —4 V. Ic = —50 mA)   hr s 35 to 200 
Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Ves = —4 V, Ic = —50 mA) fr 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-e 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   (1,- % 175 max °C/W 

40363 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown 
in the operating region. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - 
base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. For collector-
characteristics and transfer-characteristics curves, refer to type 40325. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ras = 200 il)   V,.ss ( sus) 70 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V Eno 4 V 
Collector Current   I, , 15 A 
Base Current   Is 7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25•C   PT 115 W 
Te above 25°C   P r See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti(opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ras = 200 û. Ic = 200 mA)  ,e   Vess ( sus) 70 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 4 A, Is = 0.4 A)   VCE (sat) 1.1 max v 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves = 4 V, Ic = 4 A)   Vas 1.8 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 60 V. Ras = 200 fl, Tc = 25°C   kale 0.5 max mA 
W E = 60 V, Ras = 200 0, 'Fe = 150°C   less 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 4 V, Ic — 0)   Irmo 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V. Ic = 4 A)   hrs 20 to 70 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 4 V, lc = 3 A)   fr 700 kc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.5 max °C/W 

40364 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for economical high-
quality performance. Designed to assure freedom from second breakdown 
in the operating region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 (B) - 
base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ras = 150 0)   Vent ( Ste) 60 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 v 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Collector Current   Ic 7 A 
Base Current   Is 5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 35 W 
Tv above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   T.1 (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(ASE = 150 0, Ic = 200 mA)   Vies (sus) 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(lc = 2.5 A, Is = 0.25 A)   VCE ( sat) 2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE -= 5 V, Ic = 2.5 A)   VBE 1.8 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
WE = 50 V, Ru E = 150 f), Tc = 25°C   ICES 0.5 max mA 
VVE = 50 V. RBE = 150 a Tc = 150°C   h•Eu 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 4 V, Ic = 0)   limo 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VcE =_ 5 V, Ic = 0.5 A   hr E • 35 to 175 
VcE = 5 V. Ic = 2.5 A   hi: 20 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = 10 V. Ic = 2.5 A) fT 15 Mc/s 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Vcs = 40 V)   Is/i. 750 min mA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.I-C 5 max °C/W 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
'CASE 

40364 
TEMPERATURE 

2 200 

Tc).25•C 

80 

20 

BASE MILLIAMPERES a 81.10 

4 6 8 10 12 14 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VCE) 

925S-2227C1 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

ti 5 

e 
w 4 

S 3 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40364 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (Vc).2 

05 10 15 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VBE) 

92SS-2202,,T 

40366 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base composed of a homogeneous-
resistivity silicon material. This type is subjected to special precondition-
ing tests for high-reliability operation in medium- and high-power switching 
and amplifier applications in military and industrial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 
This type is identical with type 2N2102 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Vim = —1.5 V, Ic -= 0.1 mA)   V(BR)CBV 120 min V 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40367 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base composed of a homogeneous-
resistivity silicon material. This type is subjected to special precondition-
ing tests for high-reliability operation in medium- and high-power switching 
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and amplifier applications in military and industrial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 
This type is a high-reliability version of type 2N1482. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   Vein, 100 V 
Base open   Vex° 55 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 12 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Base Current   IB 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25•C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Tr(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TIM —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Vag = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.25 mA)   VOIR)CEV 100 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 50 mA, IB = 0)   VCR° (SW) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 200 rnA, Ia = 10 mA)   Vcz ( sat) 1.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vex = 4 V. Ic = 200 mA) Vas 3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vez = 30 V. IE — 0)   leso 4 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vza = 12 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 2 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 4 V. Ic =. 200 mA)   has 35 to 100 

40368 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised of a homogeneous-
resistivity silicon material. This type is subjected to special precondition-
ing tests for high-reliability operation in medium- and high-power switching 
and amplifier applications in military and industrial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-8, Outline No.5. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 
This type is a high-reliability version of type 2N1486. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vaz = —1.5 V   Vein, 100 V 
Base open   VCEO 55 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 12 V 
Collector Current   Ic 3 A 
Base Current   IB 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: PT See curve page 112 
Tc up to 25°C   
Tc above 25°C   PT 25 W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Tr ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature   Te 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Vas = —1.5 V. Ic = 0.25 mA)   VOIR/CEV 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 100 mA, IB — 0)   VCR° (SW ) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(lc = 750 mA, IR = 10 MA)   VCs(sat) 0.75 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Yes = 4 V, Ic = 750 mA)   VBE 2.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 30 V. Iz — 0)   Ica.) 9 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vza = 12 V. Ic — 0)   limo 5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V, Ic = 750 mA)   has 35 to 100 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 40369 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised of a homogeneous-
resistivity silicon material. This type is subjected to special precondition-
ing tests for high-reliability operation in medium- and high-power switching 
and amplifier applications in military and industrial equipment JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 (E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case. This type is a high-reliability version of type 
2N1490. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Venn 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VCEV 
Base open   Vcico 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   IB 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 
Tc above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) 
Storage   TSTO 

Pin-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Te 

100 

100 V 
55 V 
10 V 
6 A 
3 A 

75 W 
See curve page 112 

—65 to 200 °C 
—65 to 200 °C 

235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Vse = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.25 MA)   V(BR)CEV 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 100 mA, Is — 0)   VCEO ( SUS ) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 1300 met. Is = 100 mA)   Vea (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vce = 4 V, Ic = 1500 mA) VBE 2.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Val = 30 V, le — 0)   leso 10 max /LA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 10 V. Ic — 0)   him 6 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE ,---: 4 V. Ic = 1500 mA)   bee 25 to 75 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40372 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type with an attached heat radiator for printed-
circuit-board use in power-switching circuits, series- and shunt-regulator 
driver and output stages, and high-fidelity amplifiers in commercial and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-66 (with heat radiator), Outline No.22. 
Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and 
case (with heat radiator). This type is identical with type 2N3054 except 
for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 5.8 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 29 
TA or Tr: above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Ambient   IF)J-A SO max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   el-C 6 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40373 
Si n-p-n diffused type with an attached radiator for printed-circuit-
board used in high-voltage applications in power-switching circuits, 
series- and shunt-regulator driver and output stages, and dc-to-dc 
converters in military, commercial, and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-66 
(with heat radiator), Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 (B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, 
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Mounting Flange - collector and case (with heat radiator). This type is 
identical with type 2N3441 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 5.8 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 29 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Ambient   01-A 30 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-1' 6 max °C/W 

40374 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type with an attached radiator for printed-circuit-
board use in high-speed switching and linear amplifier applications such 
as high-voltage operational amplifiers, high-voltage switches, switching 
regulators, converters, inverters, deflection and high-fidelity amplifiers in 
military, industrial, and commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-66 (with heat 
radiator), Outline No.22. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting 
Flange - collector and case (with heat radiator). This type is identical with 
type 2N3583 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25•C   Pa 5.8 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 35 
TA or 're above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   93-A 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   Os -C 5 max °C/W 

40375 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n epitaxial type with an attached heat radiator for printed-circuit-
board use in audio, ultrasonic, and rf circuits and in low-distortion power 
amplifiers, oscillators, switching regulators, series regulators, converters, 
and inverters. JEDEC TO-66 (with heat radiator), Outline No.22. Termi-
nals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mounting Flange - collector and case 
(with heat radiator). ThiS type is identical with type 2N3878 except for 
the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25`C   
TA above 25°C   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

40389 

Pi 
PT 

Al -A 

5.8 
See curve page 112 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

30 max "C/W 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type with an attached heat radiator for 
printed-circuit-board use in a wide variety of small-signal, medium-power 
applications (up to 20 Mc/s) in commercial and industrial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
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2 - base, 3 - collector and case ( with heat radiator). This type is identical 
with type 2N3053 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 3.5 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 50 max °C/W 

TRANSISTOR 40390 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type with an attached heat radiator for printed-
circuit-board use in high-speed switching and linear amplifier applications 
such as high-voltage differential and operational amplifiers, high-voltage 
inverters, and series regulators for industrial and military applications. 
JEDEC TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case ( with heat radiator). This type is identical 
with type 2N3440 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 3.9 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 45 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40391 
Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type with an attached heat radiator 
for printed-circuit-board use in a wide variety of small-signal, medium-
power applications in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 
3 - collector and case ( with heat radiator). This type is identical with type 
2N4037 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 2.5 
TA above 25°C . PT See curve page 112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   03-A 50 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40392 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide variety of small-signal, 
medium-power applications at frequencies up to 20 Mc/s. JEDEC TO-5 (with 
flange), Outline No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case 
(with flange). This type is identical with type 2N3053 except for the fol-
lowing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 7 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 

40394 

Os—C 35 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in a wide variety of 
small-signal, medium-power applications in military, industrial, and com-
mercial equipment. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with flange). This type is elec-
trically identical with type 2N4037. 

40395 TRANSISTOR 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in high-gain low-level audio stages. 
JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —20 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ran 4.7 MI)   VCER —18 v 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —20 V 
Collector Current   Ic —50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to sec   PT 120 mW 
TA above 55°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 "C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector- to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —1 mA, 
Ii, = 0, RBE = 10 kfl)   V,BIOCER —18 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vca -= —20 V. IE — 0)   kilo —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 20 V, Ic — 0)   IEBo —12 max itA 
Noise Current (VcE = —6 V. Ic = —1 mA, 
f = 0.05 to 15 kc/s)   10 max nA 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   ht. 170 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VcE = —6 V. Ic = —1 mA)   fhfb 10 Mc/s 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

_TYPE40395i I¡I 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT-
AMB ENT TEMPERATURE (TA).25•C - 
REFERENCE FREQUENCY. I k 

 (Vg)  —6 VOLTS 

1000  

40396 

-2 -4 -6 -8 -10 - 12 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES IC 

92cs-13769T 

POWER TRANSISTORS 
(Matched Pair) 

Ge p-n-p and Ge n-p-n types, in separate packages, with matched charac-
teristics for use in complementary symmetry af output-amplifier stages. 
JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
P-n-P 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wm, —18 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ras 5. 4.7 ILO)   VCER —18 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO —2.5 
Collector Current   Ic —500 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 55°C   
Tc above 55°C   

PT 
PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti ( opr) 
Storage   TSTO 

Lead-Soldering Temperature   Ti. 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS (p-a-p) 

n-p-n 

18 
18 
2.5 
500 

300 300 
See curve 

—65 to 85 
—65 to 85 

255 255 

-a 

r"-------;I:e 

1 TYPE 40396 
COMMON- EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
CASE TDAPERATURE (Tz)•25•C 

PULSE TEST: PU DURATIONaz 400 

00 

e...........---_7 

„.....-IM 

-SE 
DUTY FACTOR • 0.1 

lOnle 

Z 

-1 

-100 
-05 

BASE MILL 'AMPERES (IBM-0.1 

1 0 
-2 - -6 -5 -10 -2 -14 -1« 

500 

I-) 400 

1/1 

300 

cE 200 

o 

(,J 

,00 

COLLECTOR-TO- EMITTER VOLTS (VŒ) 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS (6-1/-4) 

11111C111-137TIT 

TYPE 40396 1 i I 1 
COMMON- EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
CASE TEMPERATURE (TO•25•C 
PULSE TEST. PULSE DURATIONSIO ms 

DUTY FACTOR • 0.1 

BASE MILILIAMPERES ( talio1 

o  4 6 8 io 12 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS ( VCE) 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
It = —1 mA, Ras = 4.7 ItC1   
1c = 1 MA. RBE =- 4.7 kO   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —250 mA IB = —25 mA   
Ic = 250 mA, la = 25 mA   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vca = —12 V, Is =   
Vca = 12 V, Is —   

Val R)CES 
V(BR)CER 

VcE ( sat) 
Vez (sat) 

ICBO 
ICHO 

14 16 

92C5- 137701 

—18 min 

—0.25 

—14 max 

V 
V 
V 

mA 

mW 
page 112 

°C 
°C 
°C 

18 min 

—0.25 

14 max 

V 
V 

V 
V 

µA 
µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VES = —2.5 V. Ic — O   IEBO 
VES = 2.5 V. IC — O   IEBO 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vce = —1 V. Ic = —250 mA   ITFE 
VCE = 1 V. IC = 250 mA   hEE 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency: 
Vcs -= —6 V. Ic = —1 mA   fhfb 
Ves = 6 V. Ic = 1 mA   fhtb 

40404 

p-n-p 

—14 max 

TRANSISTOR 

30 min 

1.5 

n-p-n 

14 max µA 

30 min 

Mc/s 
2 Mc/s 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in vhf low-level class C rf amplifiers and 
frequency multipliers at frequencies to 170 Mc/s in communications equip-
ment. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.18. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - 
collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 16 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veiso 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( TA-Tc)   —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TST1: —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.1 mA, IE — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 10 mA, IB = O. tp f--..-- 100 ns, df .=. 2%)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 0.01 mA, Ic = 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (We =- 20 V, In — 0) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vce = 2 V, Ic = 50 mA)   

Output Capacitance ( Ven  = 5 V. IE = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 Mc/s)   

RF Power Output, Frequency-Doubler 
(Vci- = 12 V, Pi. ---- 5 mW, f (in) = 43 Mc/s. 

f ( out) = 86 Mc/s)   P.. 50 min mW 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 35 per cent. 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40404 I I I 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

.—. 600 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)•25•C 
8 COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (Vc0•15 

ca , 
a,  500 fIN'f0(.17 - — 1— 1 1 1 1 1 ..- 

'e t-,400 

2 -!, 
/- -1300 
Di 
a. 

1200 
0 

1" 100 

00  — 70 

Cie 

V(amcno 

Valium) 

V111/0 EBO 
ICAO 

hiE 

Cob° 

40 min V 

16 min V 

5 min V 
25 max nA 

25 to 65 

4 max pF 

TYPICAL POWER-GAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

16 

ca 12 

cr 

2 4 

o 

TYPE 40404 „ 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. — 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TAI•25•C 
DC COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTS (Vcc)•I5 — 
,TIN " TOUT  

2 4 6 8 200 300 

lO 100 
FREQUENCY emus_ 372n 

20 40 60 eo 
RF INPUT POWER ( Piè,1)—MILLIWATTS 

112CS-13726T 
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TRANSISTOR 40405 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in class C rf power amplifiers, drivers, and 
frequency multipliers at frequencies to 400 Mc/s in battery-operated com-
munications equipment. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.18. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 
2 - base, 3 - collector and case. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector- to-Emitter Voltage: 
Base open   VcEo 16 V 
Vac — 0   VCES 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 W 
Tv up to 25°C   PT 1 Vor 
TA and Ti  above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating I TA-T,•)   —65 to 175 •C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: V 
Iv = 10 mA, IE = 0, tp =. 100 iis, dl = 2%   V(BR)CE0 16 min 
L = 5 MA, RBE — 0   VIBR)CES 40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(le = 0.01 mA, lc — 0)   V(BR)EBO 6 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (VcE = 15 V. Rae = 0) ICES 0.4 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves: = 1 V, Ic = 100 mA)   hEE 20 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE = 1 V, It. = 100 mA, f = 100 Mc/s)   hfe 3 min 

Gain Bandwidth Product ( Ic = 100 mA, VCE 7.-- 1 V) . /T 300 min Mc/s 
Output Capacitance (Vex = 5 V, 1E = 0. 
f = 0.1 to 1 M C/S)   Cobo 3.5 max pF 

RF Power Output, Frequency-Doubler 
(Vvv = 15 V, PI. = 30 mW, f ( in) = 86 Mc/s, 

f ( out) = 172 Mc/s)   POP 200. min mW 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 35 per cent. 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40405 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ( TA)• 25.0 
DC COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTS (Vcc)•12 

fIN" TOUT 

a° I 
rc 

600  

n 400  

cr 200  
30 40 

-4 

300 60 80 100 200 
FREQUENCY ID — Mc/s 

92CS-137331 

TRANSISTOR 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 

▪ 1000 
C.> 
o 
O 800 
a... 

600 

400 
o 

tc. 200 
o 

TYPE 40405 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ITA).25•C 

11 

2 4 6 8 Z 4 6 8 
10 00 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Is) 
92CS-137341 

40406 
Si p-n-p type used in the input stages in af-amplifier applications in indus-
trial and commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.3. Terminals: 
1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. For collector-characteristics and 
input-characteristics curves, refer to type 40319. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vcso (sus) —50 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —4 '‘, 
Collector Current   Ic —0.7 A 
Base Current   Is —0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA above 25M   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T3 ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = —100 mA, IB — 0)   Vcso (sus) —50 min v 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —0.1 mA)   Vas —0.8 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = —40 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   leso —1 max µA 
VCE = —40 V. Is = 0, To = 150°C   km) —10 max ,tiA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —4 V, Ic — 0)   TESO —1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = —10 V. IC = —0.1 mA)   hFs 20 to 200 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vela = —4 V, Ic = —50 mA) tr 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ar-A 175 max °C/W 

40407 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in predriver stages in af-amplifier applications in indus-
trial and commercial equipment. This type is recommended for use in a 
Darlington circuit with a type such as the 40408. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. This type is 
electrically identical with type 40406 except for reversal of all polarity signs. 
For collector-characteristics and transfer-characteristics curves, refer to 
type 40309. 

40408 TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n type used in predriver stages in af-amplifier applications in indus-
trial and commercial equipment. This type is recommended for use in a 
Darlington circuit with a type such as the 40407. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case. For collector-
characteristics and transfer-characteristics curves, refer to type 40309. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vcso (sus) 90 tr 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 1,7 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   In 0.2 A 
Tranistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(lc = 100 mA, Is — 0)   VCEO (MS) 90 min v 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 150 mA, Is = 15 MA)   VCE (sat) 1.4 max v 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ws = 4 V. Ic = 10 mA)   Vas 1 max v 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 80 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   leso 1 max µA 
Vex = 80 V, Is = 0, Tc = 150°C   Ice() 250 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vios = 4 V, Ic — 0)   laso 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA)   furs 40 to 200 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 4 V, Io = 50 mA) Pr 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   O3-c 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ai-s 175 max °C/W 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 40409 
Si n-p-n type used in driver stages in af-amplifier applications in industrial 
and commercial equipment. This type and type 40410 together form a com-
plementary pair of drivers. In a typical class AB circuit a complementary 
pair can drive two series-connected 40411 transistors to provide an audio 
output of 70 watts with a total harmonic distortion of less than 0.25 per 
cent at 1000 cycles per second. JEDEC TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline 
No.3. Terminals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with heat 
radiator). For collector-characteristics and transfer-characteristics curves, 
refer to type 40309. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(ERE ≤ 10 n)   VCER ( sus) 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   Is 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50°C   PT 3 W 
TA above 50°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(ELBE = 100 0, Ic = 100 mA)   VCER (sus) 90 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(lc = 150 mA, is = 15 mA)   VcE ( sat) 1.4 max v 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE .r.-- 4 V, IC = 150 mA)   VBE 1.1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 80 V, RBE = 100 ("1, Tc = 25°C   ICER 1 max µA 
VCE = 80 V, RBE = 100 C1, Tc = 150.0   ICER 100 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = 4 V, Ic — 0)   1E80 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 4 V, Ic = 150 mA)   hFE 50 to 250 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) fT 100 Mc/s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 50 max °C/W 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40410 
Si p-n-p type used in driver stages in af-amplifier applications in industrial 
and commercial equipment. This type and type 40409 form a complementary 
pair of drivers. In a typical class AB circuit a complementary pair can 
drive two series-connected 40411 transistors to provide an audio output of 
70 watts with a total harmonic distortion of less than 0.25 per cent at 1000 
cycles per second. JEDEC TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline No.3. Termi-
nals: 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector and case (with heat radiator). This 
type is electrically identical with type 40409 except for the reversal of all 
polarity signs. For collector-characteristics and input-characteristics curves, 
refer to type 40319. 

POWER TRANSISTOR 40411 
Si n-p-n type used in output stages in af-amplifier applications in industrial 
and commercial equipment. In a typical class AB circuit, two series-con-
nected 40411 transistors driven by a complementary pair of transistors 
(40409 and 40410) can provide an audio output of 70 watts with a total 
harmonic distortion of less than 0.25 per cent at 1000 cycles per second. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 ( B) - base, 2 ( E) - emitter, Mount-
ing Flange - collector and case. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(RBE 5 100 0)   Vent (sus) 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 30 A 
Base Current   IB 15 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 150 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 112 

Temperature Range: 
Operating ( Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 200 "C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Rim = 100 0, Ic -= 200 mA)   VCER (sus) 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 4 A, Is = 400 mA)   VCE (sat) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage ( VcE = 4 V, Ic = 4 A)   VBE 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 80 V, RBE = 100 n, Tc = 25°C   ICES 0.5 max mA 
W E = 80 V, RBE = 100 f"), Te = 150°C   ICES 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 4 V, lc — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E . 4 V, Ic = 4 A)   tin: 

Gain-Bandwidth Product ( Vez = 4 V, Ic = 4 A)   fa 
Power-Rating Test ( 40 V at 5 A for 1 s max)   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9-T-c 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

— 12.5 

I 

s 7. 4 50 
g 2.5 

TYPE 40411 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)• 25•C 

BASE MILLIAPIPERESEIB).600 

300. 

200 

0 05 LO L5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 40 4.5 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

920-13104T 

90 min V 

1 max V 
1.8 max V 

35 to 100 
800 kc/s 
200 

1.17 max °C/W 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40411 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE).4 

.4., 

• / 
Is e 

, / 
0 

BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VBE 
fleCS-1341111T 
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LIST OF DISCONTINUED TRANSISTORS 

(Shown for reference only; see page 113 for symbol identification.) 

RCA Out-
Tyne Material line 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
CHARACTER-

ISTICS 

VCB VEB IC PT 
(Wb) (volts) (amperes) (mets) 

Min. 'ce 
h FE (/LA) 

2N105 Ge -25 - -0.015 0.035 55 -5 
2N206 Ge 1 -30 - -0.050 0.075 33 -10 
2N247 Ge 4 -35 - -0.010 0.080 60 -10 
2N269 Ge 1 -25 -12 -0.100 0.120 24 -5 
2N301 Ge 2 -40 -10 -3 11 70 -100 

2N301A Ge 2 -60 -10 -3 11 70 -100 
2N307 Ge 2 -35 - -1 10 20 - - 1500 
2N331 Ge 6 -30 -12 -0.200 0.200 50 -16 
2N356 Ge • 20 20 0.5 0.100 30 5 
2N357 Ge • 20 20 0.5 0.100 30 5 

2N358 Ge • 20 20 0.5 0.100 30 5 
2N373 Ge 4 -25 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 60 -8 
2N374 Ge 4 -25 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 60 -8 
2N456 Ge 22 -40 -20 -5 50 52 
2N457 Ge 22 -60 -20 -5 50 52 

Maximum 
Operating 
Tempera-

ture Can bA/er, lai d 
(e) by  

55 2N408 
85 2N408 
71 2N1180 
85 2N404 
91 2N2869/2N301 

91 2N2870/2N301A 
75 2N2869 
71 2N1638 
85 2N647 
85 2N647 

85 2N647 
71 2N1638 
71 2N1631 
95 2N2869 
95 2N2869 

2N491 Si 3 60 8 - 4 12 10 200 
2N544 Ge 4 -18 -1 -0.010 0.080 60 -4 71 
2N561 Ge 22 -80 -60 -10 50 75 - 100 
2N518 Ge 6 -20 -12 -0.400 0.120 10 -5 71 
2N579 Ge 6 -20 -12 -0.400 0.120 20 -5 71 

2N580 Ge 6 -20 -12 -0.400 0.120 30 -5 
2N583 Ge 1 -18 -10 -0.100 0.120 20 -10 
2N584 Ge 1 -25 -12 -0.100 0.120 40 -5 
2N640 Ge 4 -34 -1 -0.010 0.080 50 -5 
2N641 Ge 4 -34 -1 -0.010 0.080 50 -7 

2N- 217 
2N2869 
2N412 
2N412 

71 2N412 
85 2N412 
85 2N408 
71 2N1637 
71 2N1638 

2N642 Ge 4 -34 -1 -0.010 0.080 50 -7 71 2N1639 
2N643 Ge 6 -30 -2 -0.100 0.120 20 -10 71 
2N644 Ge 6 -30 -2 -0.100 0.100 20 -10 /1 
2N645 Ge 6 -30 -2 -0.100 0.120 20 -10 71 
2N656 Si 3 60 8 - 4 30 10 200 

2N696 Si 3 60 5 -0.500 2 20 1 175 
2N105 Ge 9 -15 -3.5 -0.05 0.15 25 -3 100 
2N710 Ge 9 -15 -2 -0.05 0.15 25 -3 100 
2N111 Ge 9 -12 -1 -0.1 0.15 20 -3 100 
2N794 Ge 9 -13 -1 -0.100 0.150 30 -3 85 2N1300 

2N795 Ge 9 -13 -4 -0.100 0.150 30 -3 85 2N1301 
2N796 Ge 9 -13 -4 -0.100 0.150 50 -3 85 2N1683 
2N828 Ge 9 -15 -2.5 -0.2 0.3 25 -3 100 
2N955 Ge 9 12 2 0.1 0.15 30 5 100 
2N955A Ge 9 12 2 0.15 0.15 30 5 100 

2N960 Ge 9 -15 -2.5 -0.1 0.3 20 -3 100 
2N961 Ge 9 -12 -2 -0.1 0.3 20 -3 100 

• 1 - emitter, 2 base, 3 - collector. 
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LIST OF DISCONTINUED TRANSISTORS (cont'd) 

RCA Out-
Type Material line 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

CHARACTER-
ISTICS 

VCB VEB I C PT 
(MU) (volts) (amperes) (watts) 

Min. 
hou 

24962 Ge 9 -12 -1.25 -0.1 0.3 20 
2N963 Ge 9 -12 -1.25 -0.1 0.3 20 
2N964 Ge 9 -15 --2.5 -0.1 0.3 40 

lcu 
(ell) 

-3 
-5 
-3 

Maximum 
Operating 
Tempera. 

turc 
(°C) 

100 
100 
100 

2N965 Ge 9 -12 -2 -0.1 0.3 40 -3 100 
2N966 Ge 9 -12 -1.25 -0.1 0.3 40 -3 100 
2N967 Ge 9 -12 -1.25 -0.1 0.3 40 -5 100 
2N1014 Ge 22 -100 -60 -10 50 75 - 100 2N2869 
2N1067 Si 5 60 12 0.5 5 35 15 175 2N3053 

2N1068 Si 5 60 12 1.5 10 38 15 175 2N3262 
2N1069 Si 2 60 1.7 4 50 20 25 175 2N1489 
2N1010 Si 2 60 9 4 50 20 25 175 2N1702 
2N1092 Si 3 60 12 0.5 2 35 15 175 

2N1169 Ge 3 25 25 0.4 0.12 20 10 71 
2N1110 Ge 3 40 40 0.4 0.12 20 8 71 
2N1213 Ge 3 -25 -1 -0.100 0.075 - -3 85 
2N1214 Ge 3 -25 -1 -0.100 0.075 - -3 85 
2N1215 Ge 3 -25 -1 -0.100 0.075 -3 85 

2N1216 Ge 3 -25 -1 -0.100 0.075 - -3 85 
2N1319 Ge 3 -20 -20 -0.4 0.12 15 -6 71 
2N1425 Ge 4 -24 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 50 - 12 71 2N1638 
2N1426 Ge 4 -24 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 130 - 12 71 2N1638 
2N1450 Ge 6 -30 -1 -0.100 0.120 20 -10 85 2N217 

2N1511 Si 11 60 60 6 75 15 25 200 2N1487 
2N1512 Si 11 100 100 6 75 15 25 200 2N1488 
2N1513 Si 11 60 60 6 75 15 25 200 2N1489 
2N1514 Si 11 100 100 6 75 15 25 200 2N1490 
2N1633 Ge 13 -34 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 75 -16 85 2N1638 

2N1634 Ge 1 -34 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 75 - 16 85 2N1638 
2N1635 Ge 13 -34 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 75 - 16 85 2N1638 
2N1636 Ge 1 -34 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 75 - 16 85 2N1638 
2N1168 Si 19 60 12 3 40 35 15 200 2N1485 
2N1769 Si 19 100 12 3 40 35 15 200 2N1486 

2N2206 Si 16 25 3 0.2 1 40 0.025 175 
2N2273 Ge 9 -25 -1 -0.1 0.1 20 -10 100 2N1179 
2N2339 Si 19 60 40 2.5 40 20 3000 200 2N1701 
2N2482 Ge 9 20 3 0.1 0.15 25 5 100 
2N2873 Ge 1 -35 -0.1 -0.010 0.115 40 12 100 

2N2898 Si 16 120 7 1 1.8 40 0.002 200 
2N2899 Si 16 140 7 1 1.8 60 0.01 200 
2N2900 Si 16 60 7 1 1.8 50 0.05 200 
3746 Ge 14 -34 -0.5 -0.20 0.080 - -16 85 
3907/2N404 Ge 3 -25 -12 -0.2 0.15 30 -5 85 

Canby bikirterylreed 
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Silicon Rectifiers 

SILICON rectifiers are essentially 
cells containing a simple p-n 

junction. As a result, they have low 
resistance to current flow in one 
(forward) direction, but high resist-
ance to current flow in the opposite 
(reverse) direction. They can be 
operated at ambient temperatures up 
to 200 degrees centigrade and at cur-
rent levels as high as hundreds of 
amperes, with voltage levels as high 
as 1000 volts. In addition, they can 
be used in parallel or series arrange-
ments to provide higher current or 
voltage capabilities. 

Because of their high forward-to-
reverse current ratios, silicon recti-
fiers can achieve rectification efficien-
cies close to 99 per cent. When 
properly used, they have excellent 
life characteristics which are not 
affected by aging, moisture, or tem-
perature. They are very small and 
light-weight, and can be made im-
pervious to shock and other severe 
environmental conditions. 

THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Although rectifiers can operate at 
high temperatures, the thermal ca-
pacity of a silicon rectifier is quite 
low, and the junction temperature 
rises rapidly during high-current 
operation. Sudden rises in junction 
temperature caused by either high 
currents or excessive ambient-tem-
perature conditions can cause failure. 
(A silicon rectifier is considered to 
have failed when either the forward 
voltage drop or the reverse current 
has increased to a point where the 
crystal structure or surrounding ma-
terial breaks down.) Consequently, 

temperature effects are very impor-
tant in the consideration of silicon 
rectifier characteristics. 

REVERSE CHARACTERISTICS 

When a reverse-bias voltage is ap-
plied to a silicon rectifier, a limited 
amount of reverse current (usually 
measured in microamperes, as com-
pared to milliamperes or amperes of 
forward current) begins to flow. As 
shown in Fig. 158, this reverse cur-
rent flow increases slightly as the 
bias voltage increases, but then tends 

- VOLTAGE 

ze c 

TEMPERATURE • 
150* C -WA AT ze C 

-100pA AT Ise c 

Figure 158. Typical reverse characteristics. 

to remain constant even though the 
voltage continues to increase signifi-
cantly. However, an increase in oper-
ating temperature increases the 
reverse current considerably for a 
given reverse bias. 
At a specific reverse voltage (which 

varies for different types of diodes), 
a very sharp increase in reverse cur-
rent occurs. This voltage is called 
the breakdown or avalanche (or 
zener) voltage. In many applications, 
rectifiers can operate safely at the 
avalanche point. If the reverse volt-
age is increased beyond this point, 
however, or if the ambient tempera-
ture is raised sufficiently (for ex-
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ample, a rise from 25 to 150 degrees 
centigrade increases the current by 
a factor of several hundred), "ther-
mal runaway" results and the diode 
may be destroyed. 

FORWARD CHARACTERISTICS 

A silicon rectifier usually requires 
a forward voltage of 0.4 to 0.8 volt 
(depending upon the temperature 
and the impurity concentration in 
the p-type and n-type materials) be-
fore significant current flow occurs. 
As shown in Fig. 159, a slight rise 
in voltage beyond this point in-
creases the forward current sharply. 
Because of the small mass of the sili-
con rectifier, the forward voltage 
drop must be carefully controlled so 
that the specified maximum value of 
dissipation for the device is not ex-
ceeded. Otherwise, the diode may be 
seriously damaged or destroyed. 

Fig. 159 shows the effects of an in-
crease in temperature on the forward-
current characteristic of a silicon 
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Figure 159. Typical forward characteristics. 

rectifier. In certain applications, close 
control of ambient temperature is re-
quired for satisfactory operation. 
Close control is not usually required, 
however, in power circuits. 

RATINGS 

Ratings for silicon rectifiers are 
determined by the manufacturer on 
the basis of extensive reliability test-
ing. One of the most important rat-
ings is the maximum peak reverse 
voltage (PRV), i.e., the highest 
amount of reverse voltage which can 
be applied to a specific rectifier be-
fore the avalanche breakdown point 
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is reached. PRV ratings range from 
about 50 volts to as high as 1000 
volts for some single-junction diodes. 
As will be discussed later, several 
junction diodes can be connected in 
series to obtain the PRV values re-
quired for very-high-voltage power-
supply applications. 
Because the current through a rec-

tifier is normally not dc, current rat-
ings are usually given in terms of 
average, rms, and peak values. The 
waveshapes shown in Figs. 160 and 
161 help to illustrate the relation-
ships among these ratings. For ex-
ample Fig. 160 shows the current 
variat on with time of a sine wave 
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Figure 160. Variation of current of a sine 
wave with time. 

that has a peak current Ip e la of 10 
amperes. The area under the curve 
can be translated mathematically 
into an equivalent rectangle that in-
dicates the average value L. of the 
sine wave. The relationship between 
the average and peak values of the 
total sine-wave current is then given 
by 

= 0.637 I,. 
or 

= 1.57 I.. 

However, the power P consumed 
by a device (and thus the heat gen-
erated within it) is equal to the 
square of the current through it 
times its finite electrical resistance 
R ( i.e., P = PR). Therefore, the 
power is proportional to the square 
of the current rather than to the 
peak or average value. Fig. 161 
shows the square of the current for 
the sine wave of Fig. 160. A horizon-
tal line drawn through a point half-
way up the P curve indicates the 
average (or mean) of the squares, 
and the square root of the P value 
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Figure 161. Variation of the square of 
sine-wave current with time. 

at this point is the root-mean-square 
(rms) value of the current. The re-
lationship between rms and peak 
current is given by 

I... = 0.707 'peak 
or 

Ip..k = 1.414 I... 

Because a single rectifier cell 
passes current in one direction only, 
it conducts for only half of each 
cycle of an ac sine wave. Therefore, 
the second half of the curves in Figs. 
160 and 161 is eliminated. The aver-
age current L. then becomes half of 
the value determined for full-cycle 
conduction, and the rms current I,., 
is equal to the square root of half the 
mean-square value for full-cycle 
conduction. In terms of half-cycle 
sine-wave conduction (as in a single-
phase half-wave circuit), the rela-
tionships of the rectifier currents 
can be shown as follows: 

Ipe.k = 71" X I., = 3.14 I.. 
I.. = ( 11w) Ip..k = 0.32 'peak 

= (1r12) L. = 1.57 I.. 
L. •=2. (21w) = 0.64 
I„..k = 2 Ir.. 
Ir.. = 0.5 'peat 

For different combinations of recti-
fier cells and different circuit con-

figurations, these relationships are, 
of course, changed again. Current 
(and voltage) relationships have 
been derived for various types of 
rectifier applications and are given 
in Table I later in this section. 

Published data for silicon rectifiers 
usually include maximum ratings 
for both average and peak forward 
current. As shown in Fig. 162, the 
maximum average forward current 
is the maximum average value of 
current which is allowed to flow in 
the forward direction during a full 
ac cycle at a specified ambient or 
case temperature. Typical average 
current outputs range from 0.5 am-
pere to as high as 100 amperes for 
single silicon diodes. The peak 
recurrent forward current is the 
maximum repetitive instantaneous 
forward current permitted under 
stated conditions. 

OR FAULT CURRENT 

— PEAK REPETITIVE 
CURRENT 

— AVERAGE FORWARD 
CURRENT 

Figure 162. Representation of rectifier 
currents. 

In addition, ratings are usually 
given for non-repetitive surge, or 
fault, current. In rectifier applica-
tions, conditions may develop which 
cause momentary currents that are 
considerably higher than normal 
operating current. These increases 
(current surges) may occur from 
time to time during normal circuit 
operation as a result of normal load 
variations, or they may be caused 
by abnormal conditions or faults in 
the circuit. Although a rectifier can 
usually absorb a limited amount of 
additional heat without any effects 
other than a momentary rise in junc-
tion temperature, a sufficiently high 
surge can drive the junction tem-
perature high enough to destroy the 
rectifier. Surge ratings indicate the 
amount of current overload or surge 
that the rectifier can withstand with-
out detrimental effects. 

Fig. 163 shows universal surge 
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rating charts for families of recti-
fiers having average current ratings 
up to 40 amperes. The rms currents 
shown in these charts are incremen-
tal values which add to the normal 
rims forward current during surge 
periods. The charts indicate maxi-
mum current increments that can be 
safely handled by the rectifiers for 
given lengths of time. These charts 
can be used by designers to de-
termine whether circuit modifica-
tions are necessary to protect the 
rectifiers. If the value and duration 
of expected current surges are 
greater than the ratings for the rec-
tifier, impedance should be added to 
capacitive-load circuits or fuses or 
circuit breakers to variable-load cir-
cuits for surge protection. 
The fus'ng requirements for a 
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Figure 163. Universal surge rating charts 
for RCA rectifiers. 

given circuit can be determined by 
use of a coordination chart such as 
that shown in Fig. 164. Two charac-
teristics are plotted on the coordi-
nation chart initially: ( A) the surge 
rating curve for the rectifier, and 

0001 

A 

01 

SURGE DURATION— SECONDS 

Figure 164. Typical coordination chart for 
determining fusing requirements (A - surge-
rating chart for 20-ampere rectifier, B - 
expected surge current in half-wave circuit, 
C - opening characteristics of protective 
device, D - resulting surge current in 

modified circuit). 

(B) the maximum surge (fault cur-
rent) expected in the circuit. In Fig. 
164, curve A is the surge rating 
curve for a 20-ampere rectifier, and 
curve B is the maximum surge ex-
pected to occur in a single-phase 
half-wave rectifier circuit that has 
an input voltage of 600 volts and is 
subject to overload conditions in 
which the load resistance can de-
crease to 2 ohms. The maximum rms 
current which can flow under these 
conditions is given by 

Irm. = E,./2Ri, = 600/4 
= 150 amperes 

The incremental portion of this cur-
rent is determined by subtracting 
the normal rms current of the 20-
ampere rectifier = 1.57 I,. = 
1.57 x 20 = 31.4 amperes; I.rge = 
150 — 31.4 = 118.6 amperes). The 
straight line of curve B is then 
drawn at an rms value of 118.6 am-
peres in Fig. 164. 
The intersection of curves A and 

B indicates that the 20-ampere rec-
tifier can safely support an incre-
mental rms surge current of 118.6 
amperes for a maximum duration of 
about 40 milliseconds. Therefore, the 
circuit must be modified to include 
a protective element that has an 
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"opening" characteristic that falls 
below the rectifier surge rating 
curve for all times greater than 40 
milliseconds. The opening charac-
teristic of such a protective element 
is shown in Fig. 164 as curve C. 
Surge current in the modified circuit 
is then limited by the circuit re-
sistance for periods up to 40 milli-
seconds and by the protective 
element for surges of longer dura-
tion, as shown by curve D. 
Surge currents generally occur 

when the equipment is first turned 
on, or when unusual voltage tran-
sients are introduced in the ac sup-
ply line. Protection against excessive 
currents of this type can be provided 
in various ways, as will be dis-
cussed later. 

Because these maximum current 
ratings are all affected by thermal 
variations, ambient-temperature con-
ditions must be considered in the 
application of silicon rectifiers. Tem-
perature-rating charts are usually 
provided to show the percentage by 
which maximum currents must be 
decreased for operation at tempera-
tures higher than normal room tem-
perature (25 degrees centigrade). 

OVERLOAD PROTECTION 

In the application of silicon recti-
fiers, it is necessary to guard against 
both over-voltage and over-current 
(surge) conditions. A voltage surge 
in a rectifier arrangement can be 
caused by dc switching, reverse recov-
ery transients, transformer switch-
ing, inductive-load switching, and 
various other causes. The effects of 
such surges can be reduced by the 
use of a capacitor connected across 
the input or the output of the recti-
fier. In addition, the magnitude of 
the voltage surge can be reduced by 
changes in the switching elements or 
the sequence of switching, or by a 
reduction in the speed of current in-
terruption by the switching elements. 

In all applications, a rectifier hav-
ing a more-than-adequate peak re-
verse voltage rating should be used. 
The safety margin for reverse volt-
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age usually depends on the applica-
tion. For a single-phase half-wave 
application using switching of the 
transformer primary and having no 
transient suppression, a rectifier hav-
ing a peak reverse voltage three or 
four times the expected working 
voltage should be used. For a full-
wave bridge using load switching 
and having adequate suppression of 
transients, a margin of 1.6 to 1 is 
generally acceptable. 
Because of the small size of the 

silicon rectifier, excessive surge cur-
rents are particularly harmful to rec-
tifier operation. Current surges may 
be caused by short circuits, capacitor 
inrush, de overload, or failure of a 
single cell in a multiple arrange-
ment. In the case of low-power cells, 
fuses or circuit breakers are often 
placed in the ac input circuit to the 
rectifier to interrupt the fault cur-
rent before it damages the rectifier. 
When circuit requirements are such 
that service must be continued in 
case of failure of an individual diode, 
a number of cells can be used in 
parallel, each with its own fuse. Ad-
ditional fuses should be used in the 
ac line and in series with the load for 
protection against de load faults. In 
high-power cells, an arrangement of 
circuit breakers, fuses, and series re-
sistances is often used to reduce the 
amplitude of the surge current. Fus-
ing requirements can be determined 
by use of coordination charts for 
the particular circuits and rectifiers 
used. 

SERIES AND PARALLEL 
ARRANGEMENTS 

Silicon rectifiers can be arranged 
in series or in parallel to provide 
higher voltage or current capabili-
ties, respectively, as required for 
specific applications. 
A parallel arrangement of recti-

fiers can be used when the maximum 
average forward current required is 
larger than the maximum current 
rating of an individual rectifier cell. 
In such arrangements, however, 
some means must be provided to as-
sure proper division of current 
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through the parallel rectifier cells. 
Parallel rectifier arrangements are 
not in general use. Designers nor-
mally use a polyphase arrangement 
to provide higher currents, or sim-
ply substitute the readily available 
higher-current rectifier types. 

Series arrangements of silicon rec-
tifiers are used when the applied re-
verse voltage is expected to be 
greater than the maximum peak re-
verse voltage rating of a single sili-
con rectifier ( or cell). For example, 
four rectifiers having a maximum 
reverse voltage rating of 200 volts 
each could be connected in series to 
handle an applied reverse voltage of 
800 volts. 
In a series arrangement, the most 

important consideration is that the 
applied voltage be divided equally 
across the individual rectifiers. If the 
instantaneous voltage is not uni-
formly divided, one of the rectifiers 
may be subjected to a voltage greater 
than its specified maximum reverse 
voltage, and, as a result, may be de-
stroyed. Uniform voltage division 
can usually be assured by connection 
of either resistors or capacitors in 
parallel with individual cells. Shunt 
resistors are used in steady-state 
applications, and shunt capacitors in 
applications in which transient volt-
ages are expected. Both resistors and 
capacitors should be used if the cir-
cuit is to be exposed to both de and 
ac components. When only a few 
diodes are in series, multiple trans-
former windings may be used, each 
winding supplying its own assembly 
consisting of one series diode. The 
outputs of the diodes are then con-
nected in series for the desired volt-
age. 
RCA rectifier stacks (CR101, 

CR201, and CR301 series) are de-
signed to provide equal reverse volt-
age across the individual rectifier 
cells in the assembly under both 
steady-state and transient condi-
tions. The CR101 and CR301 series 
stacks include an integral resistance-
capacitance network to equalize the 
reverse voltage across the series-
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connected rectifier cells. The CR201 
series stacks use precisely matched 
rectifier cells for internal voltage 
equalization. Extended life tests have 
shown that these rectifier stacks are 
capable of operating for many thou-
sands of hours without noticeable 
degradation of performance. 

CIRCUIT FACTORS 
The current and voltage relation-

ships for silicon rectifiers vary for 
different types of circuit configura-
tions. The particular circuit in which 
a rectifier is used is chosen on the 
basis of the requirements for a spe-
cific application. 

Silicon rectifiers are used in a con-
tinually broadening range of applica-
tions. Originally developed for use in 
such equipment as dc-to-de convert-
ers, battery chargers, mobile power 
supplies, transmitters, and electro-
plating devices, silicon rectifiers are 
also used in power supplies for radio 
and television receivers and phono-
graph amplifiers, as well as in such 
applications as in-line-type modula-
tors, hold-off and charging diodes, 
pulse-forming networks, and brush-
less alternators. They are also being 
used in many aircraft applications 
because of their small size, light 
weight, and high efficiency. 
The most suitable type of rectifier 

circuit for a particular application 
depends on the dc voltage and cur-
rent requirements, the amount of 
rectifier "ripple" (undesired fluctua-
tion in the de output caused by an 
ac component) that can be tolerated 
in the circuit, and the type of ac 
power available. Figs. 165 through 
171 show seven basic rectifier con-
figurations. ( Filters used to smooth 
the rectifier output are not shown for 
each circuit, but are discussed later.) 
Figs. 165 through 171 also include 
the output-voltage waveforms for the 
various circuits and the current wave-
forms for each individual rectifier 
cell in the circuits. Ideally, the volt-
age waveform should be as flat as 
possible ( i.e., approaching almost 
pure de). A flat curve indicates a 
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peak-to-average voltage ratio of one. 
In the case of the current wave-
form, the smaller the current flowing 
through the individual rectifier, the 
less chance there is for malfunction 
or burnout of the cell. 
The half-wave single-phase circuit 

shown in Fig. 165 delivers only one 
pulse of current for each cycle of ac 
input voltage. As shown by the cur-
rent waveform, the single rectifier 
cell is exposed to the entire current 
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Figure 165. Single-phrase half-wave circuit. 

flow. This type of circuit, which con-
tains a very high percentage of out-
put ripple, is used principally in 
low-voltage high-current applications 
and in low-current high-voltage ap-
plications. 

Fig. 166 shows a single-phase full-
wave circuit with a center-tapped 
high voltage winding. This circuit 
has a lower peak-to-average volt-
age ratio than the circuit of Fig. 165, 
and about 50 per cent less ripple. 
This type of circuit is widely used 
in television receivers and large au-
dio amplifiers. 
The single-phase full-wave bridge 

circuit shown in Fig. 167 uses four 
rectifiers, and does not require the 
use of a transformer center-tap. It 
can be used to supply twice as much 
output voltage as the circuit of Fig. 
166 for the same transformer volt-
age, or to expose the individual rec-
tifier cell to only half as much peak 
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Figure 166. Single-phase full-wave circuit 
with center-tap. 

reverse voltage and allow only 50 
per cent of the total current to flow 
through each cell. This type of cir-
cuit is popular in amateur trans-
mitter use. 
The three-phase circuits shown in 

Figs. 168 through 171 are usually 
found in heavy industrial equipment 
such as high-power transmitters. The 
three-phase (Y) half-wave circuit 
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Figure 167. Single-phase full-wave circuit 
without center-tap. 
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Three-phase (Y) half-wave circuit. 

shown in Fig. 168 uses three rectifier 
cells. This circuit has considerably 
less ripple than the circuits discussed 
above. In addition, it allows only 
one-third of the total current to flow 
through each rectifier cell. This type 
of circuit is used in alternator recti-
fiers in automobiles. 

Fig. 169 shows a three-phase (Y) 
full-wave bridge circuit which uses a 
total of six rectifier cells. In this 
arrangement, two half-wave recti-
fiers are connected in series across 
each leg of a high-voltage trans-
former. This circuit delivers twice as 
much voltage output as the circuit of 
Fig. 168 for the same transformer 
conditions. In addition, this circuit, 
as well as those shown in Figs. 170 

r 
...I L i 

RECTIFIER 
CURRENT 

and 171, has an extremely small 
percentage of ripple. 
The six-phase "star" circuit shown 

in Fig. 170, which also uses six recti-
fier cells, allows the least amount of 
the total current ( one-sixth) to flow 
through each cell. The three-phase 
double-Y and interphase transformer 
circuit shown in Fig. 171 uses six 
half-wave rectifiers in parallel. This 
arrangement delivers six current 
pulses per cycle and twice as much 
output current as the circuit shown 
in Fig. 168. 

Table I lists voltage and current 
ratios for the circuits shown in Figs. 
165 through 171 for resistive or in-
ductive loads. These ratios apply for 
sinusoidal ac input voltages. It is 
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Figure 169. Three-phase (Y) full-wave bridge circuit. 
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Figure 170. Six-phase "star" circuit. 

generally recommended that indue- rent, except for the circuit of Fig. 
tive loads rather than resistive loads 165. Current ratios given for indue-
be used for filtering of rectifier cur- tive loads apply only when a filter 
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Figure 171. Three-phase double-Y and interphase transformer circuit. 
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CIRCUIT RATIOS 
Output Voltage: 
Average   
Peak (x E..)   3.14 
RMS (x E..)   1.57 
Ripple (%)   121 

Input Voltage (RMS): 
Phase (x E..)   
Line-to-Line (x E..) 

Average Output (Load) 
Current   IRV 

RECTIFIER CELL RATIOS 
Forward Current: 

Average (x L.) 
RMS (x 

resistive load 
inductive load 

Peak (x I..): 
resistive load 
inductive load 

Ratio peak to average: 
resistive load .... 
inductive load .... 

Peak Reverse Voltage: 

Fig. 165 Fig. 166 Fig. 167 Fig. 168 Fig. 169 Fig. 170 Fig. 171 

X Eire   
X 

* to center tap to neutral 

E.,, E.,, 
1.57 
1.11 
48 

1.57 
1.11 
48 

E.• 
1.21 
1.02 
18.3 

E.. E.. 
1.05 1.05 
1.00 1.00 
4.3 4.3 

E•,, 
1.05 
1.00 
4.3 

2.22 1.11* 1.11 0.855 0.428 0.74 0.855* 
2.22 2.22 1.11 1.48 0.74 1.48f 1.711: 

L. I., L W Ia./ ILI, LI, 

1.00 0.5 0.5 0.333 0.333 0.167 0.167 

1.57 0.785 0.785 0.587 0.579 0.409 0.293 
- 0.707 0.707 0.578 0.578 0.408 0.289 

3.14 1.57 1.57 1.21 1.05 1.05 0.525 
- 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.500 

3.14 3.14 3.14 3.63 3.15 6.30 3.15 
- 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 6.00 3.00 

3.14 
1.41 

3.14 1.57 2.09 
2.82 1.41 2.45 

maximum value 

Table 1-Voltage and current ratios for rectifier circuits shown 
166 through 171 Fig. 165 uses a resistive load, and Figs. 

choke is used between the output 
of the rectifier and any capacitor in 
the filter circuit. Values shown do 
not take into consideration voltage 
drops which occur in the power 
transformer, the silicon rectifiers, or 
the filter components under load con-
ditions. When a particular rectifier 
type has been selected for use in a 
specific circuit, Table I can be used 
to determine the parameters and 
characteristics of the circuit. 

In Table I, all ratios are shown as 
functions of either the average out-
put voltage E.. or the average de 
output current L., both of which are 
expressed as unity for each circuit. 
In practical applications, the magni-
tudes of these average values will, 
of course, vary for the different cir-
cuit configurations. 

Filter circuits are generally used 
to smooth out the ac ripple in the 
output of a rectifier circuit. A smooth-

1.05 2.42 2.09 
2.45 2.83 2.45 

maximum value, no load 

in Figs. 165 through 171. 
an inductive load. 

ing filter usually consists of capaci-
tors and iron-core chokes. In any 
filter-design problem, the load im-
pedance must be considered as an 
integral part of the filter because 
the load is an important factor in 
filter performance. Smoothing effect 
is obtained from the chokes because 
they are in series with the load and 
offer a high impedance to the ripple 
voltage. Smoothing effect is obtained 
from the capacitors because they are 
in parallel with the load and store 
energy on the voltage peaks; this 
energy is released on the voltage 
dips and serves to maintain the volt-
age at the load substantially con-
stant. Smoothing filters are classified 
as choke-input or capacitor-input ac-
cording to whether a choke or capaci-
tor is placed next to the rectifier. 
Typical filter circuits are shown in 
Fig. 172. 

If an input capacitor is used, con-
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Figure 172. Typical filter circuits. 

sideration must be given to the in-
stantaneous peak value of the ac 
input voltage. This peak value is 
about 1.4 times the rms value as 
measured by an ac voltmeter. Filter 
capacitors, therefore, especially the 
input capacitor, should have a rating 
high enough to withstand the in-
stantaneous peak value if breakdown 
is to be avoided. When the input-choke 
method is used, the available de out-
put voltage will be somewhat lower 
than with the input-capacitor method 
for a given ac voltage. However, im-
proved regulation together with lower 
peak current will be obtained. 

CAPACITIVE-LOAD CIRCUITS 
When rectifiers are used in circuits 

with capacitive loads, the rectifier 
current waveforms may deviate con-
siderably from their true sinusoidal 
shape. This deviation is most evi-
dent for the peak-to-average-current 
ratio, which is somewhat higher than 
that for a resistive load. For this 
reason, capacitive-rating calcula-
tions are generally more complicated 
and time-consuming than those for 
resistive-load rectifier circuits. How-
ever, the simplified rating system 
described below allows the designer 
to calculate the characteristics 
of capacitive-load rectifier circuits 
quickly and accurately. 

Fig. 173 shows typical half-wave 
and voltage-doubling rectifier cir-
cuits that use capacitive loads. In 
such circuits, the low forward volt-
age drop of the silicon rectifiers may 
result in a very high surge of cur-
rent when the capacitive load is first 
energized. Although the generator 

or source impedance may be high 
enough to protect the rectifier, addi-
tional resistance must be added in 
some cases. The sum of this resist-
ance plus the source resistance is re-
ferred to as the total limiting 
resistance R.. The magnitude of R. 
required for protection of the recti-
fier may be calculated from surge 
rating charts such as those shown 
in Figs. 163 and 164. Each point of 
these curves defines a surge rating 
by indicating the maximum time for 
which the device can safely carry a 
specific value of rms current. 
With a capacitive load, maximum 

surge current occurs if the circuit is 
switched on when the input voltage 
is near its peak value. When the time 

Rs 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 173. Typical circuits using capaci-
tive loads; (a) half-wave rectifier circuit, 

(b) voltage-doubling rectifier circuit. 
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constant R.0 of the surge loop is 
much smaller than the period of the 
input voltage, the peak current 
is equal to the peak voltage Epeak 

divided by the limiting resistance 
R., and the resulting surge approxi-
mates an exponentially decaying 
current with the time constant R.C. 

Surge-current ratings for recti-
fiers are often given in ternis of the 
rms value of the surge current and 
the time duration t of the surge. For 
rating purposes, the surge duration 
t is defined by the time constant 
R.C. The rms surge current Ir.. is 
then approximatnd by the following 
equations: 

= 0.7 ( E...kC/R.C) 
= 0.7 ( E,,..kC/t) 

and 
t = 0.7 Epeak C 

where Epeak and C are the values 
specified by the circuit design. This 
equation may then be plotted on the 
surge-rating chart, which has axes 
labeled I,.. and t. Because R.0 is 
equal to t, any given value of R. de-
fines a specific time t, and hence a 
specific point on the plot of the equa-
tion for Ir.. t. However, R. must be 
large enough to make this point fall 
below the rating curve for the recti-
fier used. 
The following example illustrates 

the use of this simplified procedure 
for the half-wave rectifier circuit 
shown in Fig. 173a, which has a fre-
quency f of 60 cycles per second and 
a peak input voltage E..k of 4950 
volts. The values shown for Epeak 

and C are substituted in the equa-
tion for I,.. t as follows: 

Ir.. t = 0.7 ( 4950) ( 2.5 x 10') 
= 0.0086 

When this value is plotted on the 
surge-rating chart of Fig. 174, the 
resulting line intersects the rectifier 
rating curve at 3.3 x 10-4 second. 
The minimum limiting resistance 
which affords adequate surge pro-
tection is then calculated as follows: 

LC > 3.3 x 10' 

w  lo3 

10 
o 

Figure 
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174. Surge rating chart for stack 
rectifier CR210. 

R. ≥.   132 ohms 
2.5 x 10" 

Therefore the value of 150 ohms 
shown for R. in Fig. 173a provides 
adequate surge-current protection 
for the rectifier. 
The design of rectifier circuits 

having capacitive loads often re-
quires the determination of rectifier 
current waveforms in ternis of av-
erage, rms, and peak currents. These 
waveforms are needed for calcula-
tion of circuit parameters, selection 
of components, and matching of cir-
cuit parameters with rectifier rat-
ings. Although actual calculation of 
rectifier current is a rather lengthy 
process, the current-relationship 
charts shown in Figs. 175 and 176 
can be used to determine peak or 
rms current if the average current 
is known, or vice versa. 
The ratios of peak-to-average cur-

rent ( Ip..k/I..) and rms-to-average 
current ( I,../I.,,) are shown in Fig. 
175 as functions of the circuit con-
stants nwCRL and R./nRL. The quan-
tity coCRL is the ratio of resistive-
to-capacitive reactance in the load, 
and the quantity R./L. is the ratio 
of the limiting resistance to the load 
resistance. The factor n, referred to 
as the "charge factor", is simply a 
multiplier which allows the chart to 
be used for various circuit configu-
rations. The value of n is equal to 
unity for half-wave circuits, to 0.5 
for doubler circuits, and to 2 for 
full-wave circuits. (These values ac-
tually represent the relative quantity 
of charge delivered to the capacitor 
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Figure 175. Relationship of peak, average, and rms rectifier currents in 
capacitor-input circuits. 

on each cycle.) is not fully satisfied, the use of Fig. 
In many silicon rectifier circuits, 

R. may be neglected when compared 
with the magnitude of R,.. In such 
circuits, the calculation of rectifier 
currents is simplified by use of Fig. 
176, which gives current ratios un-
der the limitation that R./Ri, ap-
proaches zero. Even if this condition 

I 11 1 I 11 

10 3 

100 1000 

176 merely indicates a higher peak 
and higher rms current than will 
actually flow in the circuit, i.e., the 
rectifiers will operate more con-
servatively than calculated. As a 
result, this simplified solution can 
be used whenever a rough approxi-
mation or a quick check is needed 
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Figure 176. Forward-current ratics for rectifiers in capacitor-input circuits 
in which R. is much less than 1/ C. 
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on whether a particular rectifier will 
fit a specific application. When more 
exact information is needed, the 
chart of Fig. 175 should be used. 
Average output voltage E. is an-

other important quantity in capaci-
tor-input rectifier circuits because 
it can be used to determine average 
output current I... The relationships 
between input and output voltages 
for half-wave, voltage-doubler, and 
full-wave circuits are shown in Figs. 
177, 178, and 179, respectively. Fig. 
180 shows curves of output ripple 
voltage (as a percentage of E.„) for 
all three types of circuits. 
The following example illustrates 

the use of these curves in rectifier-
current calculations. Both exact and 
approximate solutions are given. 
For the half-wave circuit of Fig. 
173a, the resistive-to-capacitive re-
actance wCRI, is given by 
p.,CRL = 21. x 60 x 2.5 x 10 x 200,000 

:=. 189 
For an exact solution using Fig. 175, 
the ratio of R. to It, is first calcu-
lated as follows: 

R. 150  

RL = 200,000 
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Figure 177. Relationship of applied ac 
peak voltage to dc output voltage in half-

wave capacitor-input circuit. 
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Figure 178. Relationship of applied ac 
peak voltage to dc output voltage in capa-

citor-input voltage-doubler circuit. 

The values for p.,CRL and R./RL are 
then plotted in Fig. 177 to determine 
the average output voltage E. and 
the average output current I. as 
follows: 

.25 

.5 

.75 
1.0 

1.5 

2 

6 
7 

20 

E., = 98 per cent 
E., 0.98 x 4950 = 4850 volts 
I. = E../R1. 
L, = 4850 volts/200,000 ohms 

= 24.2 milliamperes 

This value of I.„ is then substituted 
in the ratio of obtained from 
Fig. 175, and the exact value of rms 
current I,.. in the rectifier is de-
termined as follows: 

Irm./Ig•= 4.4 
= 4.4 x 24.2 = 107 milliamperes. 

For a simplified solution using 
Fig. 176, it is assumed that the aver-
age output current I.. is approxi-
.nately equal to the peak input volt-
age Ep, divided by the load resist-
ance Ri,, as follows: 

L. = Ep..k/RL 
I.. =. 4950/200,000 

= 24.7 milliamperes 
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Figure 181. Current-temperature ratings for silicon stack rectifiers. 

This value of I is then substituted 
in the ratio of obtained from 
Fig. 176, and the approximate rms 
current is determined, as follows: 

Irm•nav = 5.7 
L. = 5.7 x 24.7 

= 141 milliamperes 

Current-versus-temperature ratings 
for rectifiers are usually given in 
terms of average current for a re-
sistive load with 60-cycle sinusoidal 
input voltage. When the ratio of 
peak-to-average current becomes 
higher (as with capacitive loads), 
however, junction heating effects be-
come more and more dependent on 
rms current rather than average cur-
rent. Therefore, capacitive-load rat-
ings should be obtained from a curve 
of rms current as a function of tem-
perature. Because the ratio of rms-
to-average current for the rated 
service is 1.57 (as shown by I.../L. 
at low wCR on Figs. 175 and 176), 
the current axis of the average-cur-
rent rating curves for a sinusoidal 
source and resistive load can be mul-
tiplied by 1.57 to convert the curves 
to mis rating curves. Fig. 181 shows 
an example of this conversion for 
RCA stack rectifier rating curves. 

HEAT SINKS 

Silicon rectifiers are often mounted 
on devices called "heat sinks". A 
heat sink generally consists of a rel-
atively large metal plate attached to 
the heat-conducting side of the recti-
fier. Because of its large surface, a 
heat sink can readily dissipate heat 
and thereby safeguard the rectifier 
against damage. 
The size of a heat sink for a given 

rectifier application depends upon the 
ambient temperature and the maxi-
mum average forward current of the 
rectifier. As a result, the actual size 
must be calculated for each applica-
tion which involves an ambient tem-
perature or forward current other 
than that recommended by the man-
ufacturer. For this calculation, two 
charts are used: the current-multi-
plying-factor chart shown in Fig. 
182, and the heat-sink cooling chart 
shown in Fig. 183. Fig. 182 applies to 
all rectifier types for both polyphase 
and de operation; Fig. 183 differs for 
different rectifier types. 
The cidculation requires four steps: 
1. From Fig. 182, the current-mul-

tiplying factor is determined for the 
applicable conduction angle ( i.e., the 
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Figure 182. Current-multiplying-factor 
chart. 

fraction of the ac input cycle during 
which forward current is expected to 
flow in the particular application). 
For dc operation of a silicon recti-
fier, a multiplying factor of 0.8 is 
generally specified. 

2. The desired output current ( ex-
pressed in amperes) is divided by 
the number of current paths. The ac-
tual number of paths depends on the 
type of operation intended, and can 
be determined from the table below. 

Type of Number of 
Operation Current Paths 

Single-Phase, Full-Wave: 
Center-Tapped 2 
Bridge 2 

Three-Phase: 
Y 3 
Double Y 6 
Bridge 3 

Six-Phase Star 6 

The resulting figure is the average 
forward current of the rectifier. 

3. The average current is then 
multiplied by the current-multiply-
ing factor obtained in Step 1. The 
resulting figure represents the ad-
justed average forward current of 
the rectifier. 

4. This adjusted current is applied 
to Fig. 183 to determine either the 
maximum allowable ambient tem-
perature for a given heat-sink size 
or the minimum heat-sink size for a 
given ambient temperature. ( Pub-
lished data may also include a chart 
similar to Fig. 183 for forced-air-
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Figure 183. Typical heat-sink cooling chart. 

cooling applications.) 
The following example illustrates 

the calculation of minimum heat-sink 
size for a three-phase, half-wave ( Y) 
circuit. The conduction angle is 120 
degrees, the desired output current 
is 90 amperes, and the ambient tem-
perature is 90 degrees centigrade. 

1. From Fig. 182, the current-multi-
plying factor for a conduction angle 
of 120 degrees is 1.18. 

2. For three-phase half-wave oper-
ation, the number of current paths is 
3. The average forward current 
through the rectifier, therefore, is 90 
divided by 3, or 30 amperes. 

3. This average forward current is 
then multiplied by the current-multi-
plying factor ( 1.18) obtained in Step 
1 to provide an adjusted forward 
current of 35.4 amperes. 

4. From Fig. 183, the minimum 
heat-sink size for the above condi-
tions is found to be 6 by 6 inches. 
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Silicon Controlled Rectifiers 

91 HE silicon controlled rectifier 
(SCR) is basically a four-layer 

n-p-n-p semiconductor device having 
three electrodes: a cathode, an 
anode, and a control electrode called 
the gate. Like all rectifiers, it con-
ducts current primarily in one di-
rection. However, it differs from 
conventional rectifiers in that it will 
not conduct a substantial amount of 
current in the forward direction un-
til the anode voltage exceeds a cer-
tain minimum value called the 
forward breakover voltage. The value 
of this voltage can be varied, or 
controlled, by the introduction of an 
external signal at the third elec-
trode, or gate, of the silicon con-
trolled rectifier. This unique control 
characteristic makes the SCR a par-
ticularly useful switching or power-
control-device, especially in high-
power circuits. 

(The name thyristor has been 
adopted as a generic term for semi-
conductor devices having control 
characteristics similar to those of 
thyratron tubes. The silicon con-
trolled rectifier belongs in this gen-
eric class, and is, more specifically, 
a reverse-blocking triode type of 
thyristor.) 

CONSTRUCTION 

Fig. 184 shows a cutaway view of 
a silicon controlled rectifier. Con-
struction details for the semiconduc-
tor pellet are shown in Fig. 185. The 
alternate layers of diffused silicon 
material serve as the cathode, the 
gate, the base (or substrate), and the 
anode. These layers are enclosed in 

a special metal container which is 
hermetically sealed to maintain an 
ultra-dry atmosphere. This con-
tainer is then mounted in a rugged 
case which provides protection 

CATHODE TERM AL 

GATE TERMINAL 

I(CA 
P (THODE)GATE) 

N ( BASE) 
P ( ANODE) 

PEDESTAL. 

STUD 

Figure 184. Construction details of typical 
silicon controlled rectifier. 

against severe thermal environmen-
tal stresses. The pedestal below the 
semiconductor layers acts as a heat 
sink to help dissipate the heat de-
veloped internally during operation. 
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Figure 185. Construction of SCR pellet. 

CURRENT-VOLTAGE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The voltage-current characteristic 
and the circuit symbol of the silicon 
controlled rectifier are shown in Fig. 
186. Under reverse-bias conditions, 
the device operates in a manner simi-
lar to that of conventional rectifiers, 
and exhibits a slight reverse leak-
age current which is called the re-
verse blocking current (Ism). This 
current has a small value until the 
peak reverse voltage vim is ex-
ceeded, at which point the reverse 
current increases by several orders 
of magnitude. The value of the peak 
reverse voltage differs for individual 
SCR's. 
Under forward-bias conditions, 

there is a similar small leakage cur-
rent called the forward blocking cur-
rent (Intold). Also, as the forward 
bias is increased, a voltage point is 
reached at which a forward break-
over condition occurs and forward 
current increases rapidly. This point 
is called the forward voltage break-
over point (Vim). 
However, when the forward cur-

rent exceeds a critical value at V1300, 
the voltage across the device sud-
denly reverts back to a very low 
value (Vr). (It is assumed that the 
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rectifier is connected to a load resist-
ance of sufficient value to permit 
this "cut-back" in voltage.) When 
this phenomenon occurs, the rectifier 
is considered to be triggered, or in 
the "on" condition. The forward cur-
rent then continues to increase rap-
idly with slight increases in forward 
bias, and the device enters a state of 
high forward conduction. 

It can be seen that when the for-
ward breakover voltage of a silicon 
controlled rectifier is exceeded, the 
high internal resistance of the device 
changes to a very low value. The 
lower resistance then permits a high 
current to flow through the device 
at very low voltage values (Vr). 
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Figure 186. (a) Typical voltage and current 
characteristic and (b) circuit symbol for 

silicon controlled rectifier. 

This change in internal resistance 
makes the SCR an ideal device for 
switching applications. When the 
operating voltage is below the break-
over point, rectifier current is ex-
tremely small and the switch is 
effectively open. When the voltage 
increases to a value exceeding the 
breakover point, the rectifier switches 
to its high-conduction state and the 
switch is closed. The silicon controlled 
rectifier remains in the high-conduc-
tion state until the current drops be-
low a value which can maintain the 
breakover condition. This value is 
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called the holding current (i 
When the anode-to-cathode voltage 
drops to a value too low to support 
a current equal to i -1100, the device re-
verts back to the forward blocking 
region, and the rectifier switches to 
the "off" mode. 
The voltage breakover point of a 

silicon controlled rectifier can be 
varied, or controlled, by injection of 
a signal at the gate, as indicated by 
the family of curves shown in Fig. 
187. When the gate current is zero, 

I I I I vB00 V 
I I 

4 4' Ile% >191.° 

Figure 187. Family of curves with gate cur-
rent at different values. 

the forward voltage must reach the 
VB00 value of the device before break-
over occurs. As the gate current is in-
creased, however, the value of break-
over voltage becomes less until the 
curve closely resembles that of a 
conventional rectifier. In normal op-
eration, silicon controlled rectifiers 
are operated well below the forward 
voltage breakover point, and a gate 
signal of sufficient amplitude is used 
to assure triggering of the rectifier 
to the "on" mode. 

After the silicon controlled rec-
tifier is triggered by the gate signal, 
the current flow through the device 
is independent of gate voltage or 
gate current. It remains in the high-
conduction state until the primary 
or anode current is reduced to a level 
below that required to sustain con-
duction. Turnoff of the device can 
be achieved in minimum time by 
application of a reverse bias. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Like other semiconductor devices, 

silicon controlled rectifiers must be 
operated within the maximum rat-
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ings specified by the manufacturer 
for best results in terms of per-
formance, life, and reliability. Sev-
eral voltage ratings are generally 
given for SCR's to prevent opera-
tion beyond the breakover points of 
the characteristic curve and possible 
permanent damage to the semicon-
ductor pellet. Other ratings are given 
to define the values of current and 
power that the device can safely 
handle. The following definitions are 
used for the various ratings and 
characteristics given in the data 
charts for SCR's in this Manual: 
Maximum peak reverse voltage 

vim (rep) is the maximum instan-
taneous value of negative (reverse-
blocking) voltage which may be ap-
plied repetitively between anode and 
cathode when the gate is open (gate 
voltage zero or negative with respect 
to cathode). 
Maximum transient peak reverse 

voltage vini(non-rep) is the maxi-
mum instantaneous value of negative 
(reverse-blocking) voltage which 
may be applied between anode and 
cathode for not more than 5 milli-
seconds when the gate is open. 
Maximum peak forward blocking 

voltage vyBou(rep) is the maxi-
mum instantaneous value of positive 
(forward-blocking) voltage which 
may be applied repetitively between 
anode and cathode when the gate is 
open. 
Maximum average forward cur-

rent IFAv and maximum rms for-
ward current EMUS are the maxi-
mum average (dc) and rms values 
of current allowed to flow from 
anode to cathode for a conduction 
angle of 180 degrees at a specified 
case temperature. 
Maximum peak surge current 

iFu(surge) is the maximum total in-
stantaneous value of forward current 
which may be imposed during one 
forward half-cycle with the device 
operating within its specified maxi-
mum voltage, average-forward-cur-
rent, gate-power, and temperature 
ratings in a single-phase circuit with 
60-cycle-per-second supply and re-
sistive load. The peak surge current 
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may be repeated after sufficient time 
has elapsed for the device to return 
to pre-surge thermal equilibrium 
conditions. 
Maximum peak forward or reverse 

blocking current iFBOM or iltBCOM is 
the maximum value of the forward 
or reverse blocking current when the 
gate is open. 
Forward breakover voltage v500 is 

the value of positive anode voltage 
at which an SCR switches into the 
conducting state when the gate is 
open. 

Holding current hum is the instan-
taneous value of forward current 
ir below which an SCR with its gate 
open returns to its forward blocking 
state. 
Forward voltage drop vr is the in-

stantaneous voltage drop across an 
SCR at a given instantaneous for-
ward current ir. 

Gate-trigger current IGT is the 
gate current required to trigger an 
SCR operating at a specified tem-
perature when the anode is at a po-
tential of + 6 volts with respect to 
the cathode. 

Gate-trigger voltage Vol. is the 
gate-to-cathode voltage required to 
trigger an SCR operating at a spec-
ified temperature when the anode 
is at a potential of + 6 volts with 
respect to the cathode. 
Maximum peak gate power PDX is 

the maximum instantaneous value 
of power dissipated between gate 
and cathode. 

If the value and duration of ex-
pected surge currents in an SCR 
circuit are greater than the ratings 
for the particular device, it is neces-
sary to add a fuse or other type of 
protective element to the circuit to 
protect the SCR. As in the case of 
silicon rectifiers, the fusing require-
ments can be determined by use of 
a coordination chart based on the 
surge rating chart included in the 
published data for the type of SCR 
used. In the case of silicon con-
trolled rectifiers, however, the surge 
rating charts are usually given for 
maximum rated average forward 
current during 180-degree conduc-
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tion at a specified case temperature; 
for other conduction angles and case 
temperatures, the curves must be 
derated as prescribed in the data. 

TRIGGERING 
CHARACTERISTICS 

As stated previously, SCR's are 
normally operated well below the 
forward voltage breakover point and 
are triggered into conduction by a 
gate signal of sufficient amplitude. 
The trigger signal applied to the 
gate of the SCR must not exceed 
the maximum ratings of the gate, 
but must be sufficiently large to as-
sure reliable triggering under all 
conditions. However, the gate volt-
age during "off" periods must be 
sufficiently low to prevent random 
triggering. Because the maximum 
gate voltage for "off" periods varies 
with temperature, a sufficiently low 
voltage must be used to prevent 
undesired triggering at all tempera-
ture values encountered in a par-
ticular application. Fig. 188 shows 
typical gate-voltage requirements 
for triggering the 2N681 silicon con-
trolled rectifier. 
The SCR gate is usually over-

driven with gate trigger pulses many 
times the dc triggering current of 
the device to provide positive trig-
gering, reduce turn-on variations, 
minimize temperature effects, and 
decrease switching time. Restric-
tions on peak gate power, maximum 

GATE TRIGGER-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS 
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Figure 188. Triggering characteristics for 
2N681. 
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gate voltage, and maximum gate 
current often result in a narrow 
area between the minimum require-
ments to trigger the SCR and the 
maximum gate limitations. RCA sili-
con controlled rectifiers utilize a co-
axial construction and a "shorted 
emitter" technique to extend the 
range of maximum gate ratings and 
reduce the spread in gate turn-on 
characteristics for more reliable and 
precise triggering performance. 
The "shorted emitter" technique 

makes use of the resistance path be-
tween the gate layer and the cathode 
contact shown in Fig. 185. When 
gate current is first initiated in the 
SCR, most of the current bypasses 
the gate-cathode junction and flows 
from the gate layer through the 
resistance element directly to the 
cathode contact. When the threshold 
voltage of the gate-cathode junction 
is exceeded, the SCR is turned on. 
Because the resistance element also 
shunts some reverse current from 
the cathode-gate junction, it allows 
greater flexibility in the reverse di-
rection. Thus, the "shorted emitter" 
technique allows greater peak gate 
power dissipations in both the for-
ward and reverse directions, pro-
vides more uniform gate character-
istics, and also improves forward 
blocking capability. 
When a negative voltage is ap-

plied to the anode of an SCR, the 
positive voltage at the gate signifi-
cantly increases the reverse leak-
age current and, as a result, the 
power which must be dissipated by 
the device. This dissipation may be 
reduced by means of a "clamping" 
circuit in which a diode and a re-
sistor are connected between the 
gate and the anode. This arrange-
ment attenuates positive gate sig-
nals when the anode is negative. An 
alternative arrangement is to place 
a conventional rectifier having a low 
reverse leakage current in series 
with the SCR. A large percentage 
of the negative voltage is then as-
sumed by the diode, and reverse dis-
sipation in the controlled rectifier 
is greatly reduced. 

SWITCHING 

CHARACTERISTICS 

When an SCR is triggered by a 
gate signal, the turn-on time of the 
device occurs in two steps, a delay 
time and a rise time, as shown in 
Fig. 189. The turn-on time t. is de-
fined as the time interval between 
the initiation of the gate signal and 
the time when the resulting forward 
current reaches 90 per cent of its 
maximum value. The delay time td 
is defined as the time between the 
50-per-cent point of the leading edge 
of the gate-trigger voltage and the 
10-per-cent point of the resulting 
forward anode current. The rise time 
t, is the time interval required for 
the anode current to rise from 10 
per cent to 90 per cent of its maxi-
mum value. Turn-on time (t.. = 
td t,) is affected to some extent 
by the forward blocking voltage and 
the peak forward current level of 
the SCR, but is influenced primarily 
by the magnitude of the gate trigger 
pulse. When larger currents are 
available from the gate trigger 
pulses, the delay-time portion of the 
turn-on period is reduced, and the 
over-all turn-on time is decreased. 
The use of higher gate driving sig-
nals also helps to reduce variation 
of turn-on times between units and 
for a variety of conditions. The 
value of t. is an indication of the 
response time of the SCR. 
During and immediately following 

the rise time, the current flowing 
from anode to cathode is concen-
trated in a portion of the cathode 
nearest the gate. The finite time re-
quired for the spread of the current 
to the remainder of the cathode is 
called the equalization time t.. Until 
the current density is equalized, the 
dynamic forward voltage drop is 
high, power loss is high, and the 
unequal "power density" can produce 
hot spots in the cathode. The initial 
magnitude and time constant of re-
duction of the dynamic forward volt-
age drop during the time t. is an 
indication of the current-switching 
capability of the SCR. The turn-on 
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Figure 189. Switching 

losses resulting from this equaliza-
tion period are proportional to the 
current and the repetition rate of 
the gate signal and, in many appli-
cations, determine the output avail-
able from the SCR. 
The turn-off time of an SCR also 

occurs in two steps, a reverse re-
covery time and a gate recovery 
time, as shown in Fig. 189. When 
the forward current is reduced to 
zero at the end of a conduction 
period, application of reverse anode 
voltage causes reverse current to 
flow in the SCR until the reverse 
blocking junction (between the p-
type anode layer and the n-type base 
or substrate) establishes a depletion 
region. The time interval between 
the application of reverse voltage 
and the time that the reverse cur-
rent reaches its peak value is called 
the reverse recovery time t„. A sec-
ond recovery period called the gate 
recovery time tg, must then elapse 
until the forward blocking junction 
(between the n-type base or sub-
strate and the p-type gate layer) 
can establish a forward depletion 
region so that forward blocking volt-
age can be reapplied and success-
fully blocked by the SCR. 
The gate recovery time t., is gen-

erally much larger than the reverse 
recovery time t„. The total time 
measured from the beginning of re-
verse recovery current flow to the 
beginning of the reapplied forward 
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blocking voltage is called the turn-
off time toff. Factors affecting turn-
off time include the forward current 
prior to turn-off, the rate of change 
of current during the transition from 
forward to reverse, the reverse cur-
rent available, the reverse blocking 
voltage, the rate of change of the 
reapplied forward voltage, the gate 
trigger level, the gate bias, and the 
junction temperature. Of these ef-
fects, temperature and forward cur-
rent are the most significant. 
The gate trigger pulse for an SCR 

must be maintained only until the 
magnitude of the forward current 
has reached the "latching-current" 
value ( i.e., the value at which the 
forward voltage drops to a rela-
tively low value and the high internal 
resistance of the device changes to 
a very low resistance). In most con-
servative designs, however, the gate 
trigger pulse width is at least equal 
to or somewhat greater than the 
complete turn-on time of the device. 
In all cases, the total average gate 
dissipation in both the forward and 
the reverse direction must not ex-
ceed the rated value for the SCR 
being used. 

OVERLOAD PROTECTION 

In any silicon-controlled-rectifier 
circuit, precautions should be taken 
to protect the device from over-
current and over-voltage surge con-
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ditions. Protection against over-
current surges can be achieved by 
either preventing or interrupting the 
current surge, or by limiting the 
magnitude of the current flow by 
means of the circuit impedance. For 
the first approach, circuit fuses or 
breakers can be used effectively to 
disconnect the entire circuit from 
the power supply or to isolate the 
faulted silicon controlled rectifiers. 
In addition, de fuses can be used to 
protect the devices from de feedback 
originating in the load or parallel 
conduction circuits. The magnitude 
of the over-current flow can be lim-
ited by proper selection of source 
and transformer impedances, as well 
as the inductance and reactance, of 
the de circuit. 
The effects of voltage transients 

in silicon-controlled-rectifier circuits 
can be minimized by reducing the 
rate at which the energy is dissipated 
in the devices. This "slowdown" of 
energy release can be achieved by 
relocation of the switching elements 
in the circuit or by a change in the 
sequence of switching. Other pre-
ventive methods include the change 
of speed of current interruption by 
the switching elements, or the use 
of an additional energy source or 
dissipation means in the circuit. 

POWER CONTROL 
As mentioned previously, silicon 

controlled rectifiers are used in a 
large number of commercial and in-
dustrial power-control applications. 
Fig. 190a shows a simple power-con-
trol circuit using a controlled recti-
fier; Fig. 190b shows the waveforms 
for applied voltage and load current. 
In this circuit, the rectifier is con-
nected in series with the load, and 
the gate circuit receives its trigger-
ing signal from the pulse generator. 
The rectifier selected has a voltage 
breakover point which is higher than 
the value of applied peak ac anode 
voltage. As a result, if no gate sig-
nal is applied by the pulse genera-
tor, the rectifier remains in the "off" 
condition, and no current flows 
through the load except a slight 
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Figure 190. (a) Basic power-control circuit 
and (b) waveforms for supply voltage, load 

current, and gate current. 

leakage current. 
When a gate signal of sufficient 

amplitude is applied at the beginning 
of the positive anode voltage, the 
rectifier is triggered and current 
flows through the circuit for the re-
mainder of the positive cycle, even 
when the triggering signal is re-
moved. The load current ceases only 
when the applied ac signal becomes 
negative and the rectifier current 
falls below the value required to 
maintain conduction. 
A silicon controlled rectifier can 

be used to conduct during any de-
sired portion of the positive cycle 
of anode voltage by applying the 
gate signal at the proper value of 
the anode voltage. For example, if 
the triggering signal is applied at 
the positive peak of the anode volt-
age waveform, the rectifier conducts 
only a quarter of the cycle. This flex-
ibility of control distinguishes the 
silicon controlled rectifier from all 
other types of semiconductor devices. 

CURRENT RATIOS 
In the design of circuits using 
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silicon controlled rectifiers, it is 
often necessary to determine the spe-
cific values of peak, average, and 
rms current flowing through the de-
vice. In the case of conventional rec-
tifiers, these values are readily 
determined by the use of the current 
ratios shown in Table I of the sec-
tion on Silicon Rectifiers. For sili-
con controlled rectifiers, however, 
the calculations are more difficult 
because the current ratios become 
functions of both the conduction 
angle and the firing angle of the 
device. 
The charts in Figs. 191, 192, and 

193 show several current ratios as 
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Figure 191. Ratio of device current as a 
function of conduction and firing angles for 
single-phase half-wave conduction into a 

resistive load. 
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1.;)  

functions of conductitn and firing 
angles for three basic silicon-con-
trolled-rectifier circuits. These charts 
can be used in a number of ways to 
calculate desired current values. For 
example, they can be used to de-
termine the peak or rms current in 
a silicon controlled rectifier when a 
certain average current is to be de-
livered to a load during a specific 
part of the conduction period. It is 
also possible to work backwards and 
determine the necessary period of 
conduction if, for example, a specified 
peak-to-average current ratio must 
be maintained in a particular appli-
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Figure 192. Ratio of device current as a 
function of conduction and firing angles for 
single-phase full-wave conduction into a 

resistive load. 

cation. Another use is the calculation 
of the rms current at various conduc-
tion angles when it is necessary to 
determine the power delivered to a 
load, or power losses in transform-
ers, motors, leads, or bus bars. Al-
though the charts are presented in 
terms of device current, they are 
equally useful for the calculation of 
load current and voltage ratios. 
The charts provide ratios relating 

average current I.,6, rms current 
Ir.„, peak current Ipk, and a param-
eter 1 called the reference current. 
0.6 

60 90 120 150 
CONDUCTION ANGLE (o) 

180 150 120 90 60 30 0 
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Figure 193. Ratio of device current as a 
function of conduction and firing angles for 
three-phase half-wave circuit having a 

resistive load. 
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This last value represents a con-
stant of the circuit, and is equal to 
the peak source voltage VI* divided 
by the load resistance RI,. The tern' 
Ipk refers to the peak current which 
appears at the controlled rectifier 
during its period of forward con-
duction. I. is the maximum value 
that the current can obtain and corre-
sponds to the peak of the sine wave. 
For conduction angles greater than 
90 degrees, I,,k is equal to I.; for 
conduction angles smaller than 90 
degrees, I.k is smaller than I.. 
The general procedure for the use 

of the charts is as follows: 

(1) Identify the unknown or de-
sired parameter. 

(2) Determine the values of the 
parameters fixed by the cir-
cuit specifications. 

(3) Use the appropriate curve to 
find the unknown quantity as 
a function of two of the fixed 
parameters. 

Example No. 1: In the single-
phase half-wave circuit shown in 
Fig. 194, a 2N685 silicon controlled 
rectifier is used to control power 
from a sinusoidal ac source of 120 
volts rms (170 volts peak) into a 
2.8-ohm load. This application re-
quires a load current which can be 
varied from 2 to 25 amperes rms. It 
is necessary to determine the range 
of conduction angles required to ob-
tain this range of load current. 

First, the reference current I. is 
calculated, as follows: 

11.5k 170 
= = 61 amperes 

RL 2.8 

The ratios 
mum and 
values are 
lows: 

of for the maxi-
minimum load-current 
then calculated, as fol-

min = 
2 
61 

= 25 max  61 

These current-ratio values are then 
applied to curve 3 of Fig. 191, and 
the corresponding conduction angles 

= 0.033 

= 0.41 
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Figure 194. Single-phase half-wave circuit 
using resistive load, and respective equa-

tions for device current. 

are determined to be 
(0.) min = 15 degrees 
(O.) max .= 106 degrees 

Example No. 2: In the single-
phase full-wave bridge circuit (two 
legs controlled) shown in Fig. 195, a 
constant average load current of 
seven amperes is to be maintained 
while the load resistance varies from 
0.2 to 4 ohms. In this case, it is 
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Figure 195. Single-phase full-wave bridge 
circuit using resistive load, and respective 

equations for device current. 
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necessary to determine the variation 
required in the conduction angle. The 
average silicon controlled rectifier 
current is half the load current, or 
3.5 amperes. The applicable current 
ratios for this circuit are shown in 
Fig. 191 (the individual device cur-
rents are half-wave although the 
load current is full-wave). 

Again, the first quantity to be cal-
culated is the reference current. Be-
cause the reference current varies 
with the load resistance, the maxi-
mum and minimum values are de-
termined as follows: 

(L) max = 

(I.) min = 

V„1, 45 

(RL) min = 0.2 

225 amperes 

45 

(RI.) max = 4 

-=. 11.2 amperes 

The corresponding ratios of 
are then calculated, as follows: 

3.5 

min 225 

3.5  

max 11.2 

= 0.015 

= 0.312 

Finally, these ratios are applied to 
curve 2 of Fig. 191 to determine the 
desired conduction values, as fol-
lows: 

(9.) min = 25 degrees 

(O.) max = 165 degrees 

Example No. 3: In the three-phase 

2NI845A 

60 VOLTS RMS 
L TO N 

half-wave circuit shown in Fig. 196, 
the firing angle is varied continu-
ously from 30 to 155 degrees. In this 
case, it is necessary to determine 
the resultant variation in the at-
tainable lead power. Reference cur-
rent for this circuit is determined 
as follows: 

V k 85 
= ° = 28 amperes 

3.0 

Rectifier current ratios are de-
termined from Fig. 193 for the 
extremes of the firing range, as 
follows: 

Irm.  

OF = 300;  0.49 

OF = 1550;  = 0.06 

These ratios, together with the ref-
erence current, are then used to de-
termine the range of rms current in 
the rectifiers, as follows: 

(L..) max = 0.49 >< 28 
= 13.7 amperes 

(L..) min = 0.06 X 28 

= 1.7 amperes 

In this circuit, the rms current in 
the load is equal to the rms recti-
fier current multiplied by the square 
root of three; as a result, the de-
sired power range of the load is as 
follows: 

P = (L.. R 
P,... = 1700 watts 

= 26 watts 
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Figure 196. Three-phase half-wave circuit using resistive load, and respective equations 
for device current. 
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Tunnel Diodes and Other 
Semiconductor Diodes 

TUNNEL DIODES 

ATUNNEL diode is a small p-n 
junction device having a very 

high concentration of impurities in 
the p-type and n-type semiconductor 
materials. This high impurity den-
sity makes the junction depletion 
region (or space-charge region) so 
narrow that electrical charges can 
transfer across the junction by a 
quantum-mechanical action called 
"tunneling". This tunneling effect 
provides a negative-resistance region 
on the characteristic curve of the de-
vice that makes it possible to achieve 
amplification, pulse generation, and 
rf-energy generation. 

Construction 

The structure of a tunnel diode is 
extremely simple, as shown in Fig. 
197. A small "dot" of highly con-
ductive n-type (or p-type) material 
is alloyed to a pellet of highly con-
ductive p-type ( or n-type) material 
to form the semiconductor junction. 

DOT, MESH LID-, 
\ SCREEN-\\ 

PELLET 

The pellet (approximately 0.025 inch 
square) is then soldered into a low-
inductance, low-capacitance case. A 
very fine mesh screen is added to 
make the connection to the "dot". 
The device is then encapsulated, and 
a lid is welded over the cavity. 
At the present time, most commer-

cially available tunnel diodes are 
fabricated from either germanium or 
gallium arsenide. Germanium devices 
offer high speed, low noise, and low 
rise times (as low as 40 picoseconds). 
Gallium arsenide diodes have a volt-
age swing almost twice that of ger-
manium devices, and, as a result, can 
provide power outputs almost four 
times as high. Because of their 
power-handling capability, gallium 
arsenide tunnel diodes are being used 
in an increasing number of applica-
tions, and appear to be particularly 
useful as microwave oscillators. 

Characteristics 

Typical current-voltage character-
istics for a tunnel diode are shown 
in Fig. 198. Conventional diodes do 

CASE 

ENCAPSULATING 
MATERIAL LEADS 

Figure 197. Structure of a tunnel diode. 
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Figure 198. Typical current-voltage characteristic of a tunnel diode. 

not conduct current under conditions 
of reverse bias until the breakdown 
voltage is reached; under forward 
bias they begin to conduct at ap-
proximately 300 millivolts. In tunnel 
diodes, however, a small reverse bias 
causes the valence electrons of semi-
conductor atoms near the junction to 
"tunnel" across the junction from 
the p-type region into the n-type 
region; as a result, the tunnel diode 
is highly conductive for all reverse 
biases. Similarly, under conditions of 
small forward bias, the electrons in 
the n-type region "tunnel" across 
the junction to the p-type region and 
the tunnel-diode current rises rapidly 
to a sharp maximum peak I. At in-
termediate values of forward bias, 
the tunnel diode exhibits a negative-
resistance characteristic and the cur-
rent drops to a deep minimum valley 
point L. At higher values of forward 
bias, the tunnel diode exhibits the 
diode characteristic associated with 
conventional semiconductor current 
flow. The decreasing current with in-
creasing forward bias in the negative-
resistance region of the characteristic 
provides the tunnel diode with its 
ability to amplify, oscillate, and 
switch. 
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Equivalent Circuit 

In the equivalent circuit for a tun-
nel diode shown in Fig. 199, the n-
type and p-type regions are shown as 
pure resistances ri and r,. The tran-
sition region is represented as a 
voltage-sensitive resistance R(v) in 
parallel with a voltage-sensitive ca-
pacitance C(v) because tunneling is 

N II TRANSITION 
REGION Î P 

1'1 R(v) 

C(v) 

Figure 199. Equivalent circuit for a tunnel 
diode. 

a function of both voltage and junc-
tion capacitance. This capacitance is 
similar to that of a parallel-plate 
capacitor having plates separated by 
the transition region. 
The dashed portion L in Fig. 199 

represents an inductance which re-
sults from the case and mounting of 
the tunnel diode. This inductance is 
unimportant for low-frequency di-
odes, but becomes increasingly im-
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portant at high frequencies (above 
100 megacycles). 

Fig. 200 shows the form of the 
equivalent circuit when the diode is 
biased so that its operating point is 
in the negative-resistance region; 
dynamic characteristics of tunnel di-
odes are defined with respect to this 
circuit. Ls represents the total series 
inductance, and RS the total series 
resistance. CD is the capacitance and 
—RD is the negative resistance of 
the diode. For small signal varia-
tions, both the resistance RD and the 
capacitance CD are constant. 
The figure of merit F of a tunnel 

diode is equal to the reciprocal of 
2a-RC, where R and C are the equiva-
lent values —RD and CD, respectively, 
shown in Fig. 200. This expression 
has two very useful interpretations: 

Figure 200. Equivalent circuit for a tunnel 
diode biased in the negative-resistance 

region. 

(1) it is the diode gain-bandwidth 
product for circuits operating in the 
linear negative-resistance region of 
the characteristic, and ( 2) its recip-
rocal is the diode switching time 
when the device is used as a logic 
element. 

Applications 

When the tunnel diode is used in 
circuits such as amplifiers and oscil-
lators, the operating point must be 
established in the negative-resistance 
region. The de load line, shown as 
a solid line in Fig. 201, must be very 
steep so that it intersects the static 
characteristic curve at only one point 
A. The ac load line can be either 
steep with only one intersection B, 
as in the case of an amplifier, or 
relatively flat with three intersec-
tions C, D, and E, as in the case of 
an oscillator. The location of the op-
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Figure 201 Typical load lines for tunnel-
diode circuits. 

erating point is determined by the 
anticipated signal swing, the required 
signal-to-noise ratio, and the operat-
ing temperature of the device. Bias-
ing at the center of the linear portion 
of the negative-resistance slope per-
mits the greatest signal swing. For 
high-temperature operation, a higher 
operating current is chosen; for low 
noise, the device is operated at the 
lowest possible bias current. 

Because tunnel diodes can operate 
effectively at frequencies above 300 
megacycles, they are particularly 
suitable for use in microwave am-
plifiers and oscillators. In microwave 
amplifier circuits, tunnel diodes offer 
low noise, as well as small size and 
weight, low cost, and low power 
drain. In addition, bandwidths in 
excess of an octave can readily be 
obtained because of the wideband 
negative-resistance characteristic of 
tunnel diodes. However, this wide-
band negative resistance makes sta-
bilization an important problem in 
the design of microwave tunnel-
diode amplifiers. 

In microwave oscillator circuits, 
tunnel diodes can provide useful 
power outputs at frequencies as high 
as 5000 megacycles. Compared to 
vacuum-tube microwave oscillators, 
tunnel-diode oscillators are inexpen-
sive, require only a fraction of a 
volt de bias, and are rugged and 
reliable in severe environments. 
Compared to transistor-driven va-
ractor frequency-multiplier circuits, 
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they are simple and compact, and 
afford higher dc-to-rf conversion 
efficiencies. (More detailed infor-
mation on microwave tunnel-diode 
circuits, as well as on other tunnel-
diode applications, is given in the 
RCA TUNNEL-DIODE MANUAL 
TD-30.) 

As a two-terminal switch, the tun-
nel diode is particularly suited to 
computer applications because of its 
high speed, small size, and low power 
consumption. Switching operation is 
obtained by the use of a load line 
which intersects the diode charac-
teristic in three points, as shown in 
Fig. 201; however, only points C and 
E are stable operating points. If the 
circuit is operated at point C and a 
positive current step of sufficient am-
plitude is applied, the operating point 
switches to point E. Correspondingly, 
a negative input signal switches the 
operating point back to point C. 

An advantage of the switching 
mode is its nonsensitivity to the exact 
linearity of the negative-resistance 
region of the tunnel-diode character-
istics. Slight irregularities in the neg-
ative characteristic have negligible 
effect on the switching action. 

In the basic monostable circuit or 
"gate" shown in Fig. 202a, the static 
load line is determined by the resist-
ance R. and the voltage V.. If R. is 
less than the minimum dynamic neg-
ative resistance of the diode, only a 
single operating point exists. The 
gate is stable in its low state if V. 
is adjusted so that the operating 
point is at E. The dynamic load line 
is determined by the inductive time 
constant L/R.. When the inductive 
time constant is long compared to 
the switching time t., the current in 
the circuit is effectively constant. 

If a small step of current I. is ap-
plied to the diode, the operating point 
switches to the high-voltage point 
F along the constant-current path 
shown by the dashed line in Fig. 
202b. Removal of the input causes 
the operating point to move to F'. 
At this point, the energy stored in 
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Figure 202. Basic tunnel-diode logic 
circuit. 

the inductor L must be dissipated 
before the circuit can return to its 
original operating point. As the en-
ergy in the inductor decreases, the 
operating point moves along the di-
ode characteristic to the point of 
minimum current at G. When this 
point is reached, switching again 
occurs along a constant-current path 
to point H. The cycle of operation is 
completed by a recovery region in 
which the energy in the inductor 
builds up to its original level; during 
this period the operating point moves 
up the diode characteristic to the 
starting point. 

Fig. 203a shows a simple tunnel-
diode logic circuit. If the static op-
erating bias is adjusted so that only 
one input is required to trigger the 
diode, an OR function is performed. 
If all inputs are required to trigger 
the diode, an AND function is per-
formed. Because the coupling imped-
ance is high compared to the diode 
impedance, the inputs can be con-
sidered as current sources during 
the triggering period. Fig. 203b 
shows the biasing for a three-input 
AND gate. If the operating-point 
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bias is increased slightly, the circuit 
can be made to trigger on two of its 
inputs; the logical function per-
formed would then be that of a 
"majority gate". 

V 

(b) 

Figure 203. Tunnel-diode "AND" gate. 

Radiation and Thermal 
Considerations 

One of the most important features 
of the tunnel diode is its resistance 
to nuclear radiation. Experimental 
results have shown tunnel diodes to 
be at least ten times more resistant 
to radiation than transistors. Because 
the resistivity of tunnel diodes is so 
low initially, it is not critically af-
fected by radiation until large doses 
have been applied. In addition, tun-
nel diodes are less affected by ioniz-
ing radiation because they are rela-
tively insensitive to surface changes 
produced by such radiation. 

In general, the tunnel-diode volt-
age-current characteristic is rela-
tively independent of temperature. 
Specific tunnel-diode applications 
may be affected, however, by the rel-
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ative temperature dependence of the 
various circuit components. In such 
applications, negative feedback or 
direct ( circuit) compensation may be 
required. 

HIGH-CURRENT 
TUNNEL DIODES 

High-current tunnel diodes are 
basically the same as conventional 
tunnel diodes, except that they have 
a larger junction area to permit the 
flow of higher currents and have a 
much smaller value of series resist-
ance (generally in the order of 0.010 
ohm or less). 

High-current tunnel diodes are 
used as low-voltage inverters in cir-
cuits having low-impedance de power 
sources. They can also be used for 
efficient inversion of the output of 
solar cells, thermoelectric generators, 
or thermionic converters, and as 
overload detectors in de and ac 
power supplies, pulse generators, 
high-speed switches, and oscillators. 

Fig. 204 shows a simple overload-
sensor circuit using a high-current 
tunnel diode. This circuit is a fast-
acting sensitive overcurrent .detector 
which can be used to protect sensi-
tive loads from current surges or 
overloads. Other circuit arrange-
ments can be used to protect the 
power supply rather than the load. 

AC 
(OR DC) 
SOURCE 

LOAD TO BE 
PROTECTED 

Figure 204. 

HIGH-CURRENT 
TUNNEL DIODE 

Overload sensor circuit using 
tunnel diode. 

TUNNEL RECTIFIERS 

In addition to its negative-resist-
ance properties, the tunnel diode has 
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an efficient rectification character-
istic which can be used in many 
rectifier applications. When a tunnel 
diode is used in a circuit in such a 
way that this rectification property 
is emphasized rather than its nega-
tive-resistance characteristic, it is 
called a tunnel rectifier. In general, 
the peak current for a tunnel rec-
tifier is less than one milliampere. 
The major differences in the cur-

rent-voltage characteristics of tunnel 
rectifiers and conventional rectifiers 
are shown in Fig. 205. In conven-
tional rectifiers, current flow is sub-
stantial in the forward direction, but 

Ip 

-CONVENTIONAL 
RECTIFIER 
TUNNEL 
RECTIFIER 

Figure 205. Current-voltage characteristics 
of tunnel rectifier and conventional rectifier. 

extremely small in the reverse direc-
tion (for signal voltages less than 
the breakdown voltage for the de-
vice). In tunnel rectifiers, however, 
substantial reverse current flows at 
very low voltages, while forward 
current is relatively small. Conse-
quently, tunnel rectifiers can provide 
rectification at smaller signal volt-
ages than conventional rectifiers, 
although their polarity requirements 
are opposite. ( For this reason, tun-
nel rectifiers are sometimes called 
"back diodes.") 
Because of their high-speed capa-

bility and superior rectification char-
acteristics, tunnel rectifiers can be 
used to provide coupling in one di-
rection and isolation in the opposite 
direction. Fig. 206 shows the use of 
tunnel rectifiers to provide direc-
tional coupling in a tunnel-diode 
logic circuit. 

RESET 

TUNNEL RECTIFIERS 

Figure 206. Logic circuit using a tunnel 
diode and three tunnel rectifiers. 

VARACTOR DIODES 

A varactor or variable-reactance 
diode is a microwave-frequency p-n 
junction semiconductor device in 
which the depletion-layer capacitance 
bears a nonlinear relation to the junc-
tion voltage, as shown in Fig. 207a. 
When biased in the reverse direction, 
a varactor diode can be represented 
by a voltage-sensitive capacitance 
C(v) in series with a resistance R., 
as shown in Fig. 207b. This nonlinear 
capacitance and low series resistance, 
which permit the device to perform 
frequency-multiplication, oscillation, 
and switching functions, result from 
a very high impurity concentration 
outside the depletion-layer region 
and a relatively low concentration at 
the junction. Very low noise levels 
are possible in circuits using varactor 
diodes because the dominant current 
across the junction is reactive and 

<7.) 

VOLTAGE 

(a) (b) 

Figure 207. (a) Capacitance-voltage rela-
tionship and (b) equivalent circuits for a 

varactor diode. 
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shot-noise components are absent. 
Reactive nonlinearity, without an 

appreciable series resistance com-
ponent, enables varactor diodes to 
generate harmonics with very high ef-
ficiency in circuits such as the shunt-
type frequency multiplier shown in 
Fig. 208. The circuit is driven by a 
sinusoidal voltage source V. having 

Figure 208. Varactor-diode frequency 
multiplier. 

a fundamental frequency f and an 
internal impedance Z.. Because the 
ideal input filter is an open circuit 
for all frequencies except the funda-
mental frequency, only the funda-
mental component of current if can 
flow in the input loop. A second-
harmonic current lu is generated by 
the varactor diode and flows toward 
the load Z..; another ideal filter is 
used in the output loop to block the 
fundamental-frequency component of 
the input current. 

Varactor diodes can amplify sig-
nals when their voltage-dependent 
capacitance is modulated by an alter-
nating voltage at a different fre-
quency. This alternating voltage 
supply, which is often referred to as 
the "pump", adds energy to the sig-
nal by changing the diode capaci-
tance in a specific phase relation with 
the stored signal charge so that po-
tential energy is added to this charge. 
An "idler" circuit is generally used 
to provide the proper phase relation-
ship between the signal and the 
"pump". 
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VOLTAGE-REFERENCE DIODES 

Voltage-reference or zener diodes 
are silicon rectifiers in which the re-
verse current remains small until 
the breakdown voltage is reached 
and theni increases rapidly with little 
further increase in voltage. The 
breakdown voltage is a function of 
the diode material and construction, 
and can be varied from one volt to 
several hundred volts for various 
current and power ratings, depending 
on the junction area and the method 
of cooling. A stabilized supply can 
deliver a constant output (voltage or 
current) unaffected by temperature, 
output load, or input voltage, within 
given limits. The stability provided 
by voltage-reference diodes makes 
them useful as stabilizing devices and 
as reference sources capable of sup-
plying extremely constant current 
loads. 

COMPENSATING DIODES 

Excellent stabilization of collector 
current for variations in both supply 
voltage and temperature can be ob-
tained by the use of a compensating 
diode operating in the forward di-
rection in the bias network of ampli-
fier or oscillator circuits. Fig. 209 
shows the transfer characteristics of 
a transistor; Fig. 210 shows the for-
ward characteristics of a compensat-
ing diode. In a typical circuit, the 
diode is biased in the forward direc-
tion; the operating point is repre-
sented on the diode characteristics 
by the dashed horizontal line. The 
diode current at this point deter-
mines a bias voltage which estab-
lishes the transistor idling current. 
This bias voltage shifts with varying 
temperature in the same direction 
and magnitude as the transistor char-
acteristic, and thus provides an idling 
current that is essentially independ-
ent of temperature. 
The use of a compensating diode 

also reduces the variation in tran-
sistor idling current as a result of 
supply-voltage variations. Because 
the diode current changes in propor-
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tion with the supply voltage, the bias use of diode compensation is dis-
voltage to the transistor changes in cussed in more detail under "Biasing" 
the same proportion and idling-cur- in the Transistor Applications Sec-
rent changes are minimized. (The tion.) 
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Figure 209. Transfer characteristics of Figure 210. Forward characteristics of 
compensating diode. transistor. 
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Rectifier and Diode Symbols 

A bbreviated data for RCA silicon 
rl rectifiers, silicon controlled rec-
tifiers, and semiconductor diodes are 
given in the following section. The 
symbols used in the data are listed 
and defined below. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS, PLUG-IN 
RECTIFIERS, STACKS, 

AND BRIDGES 

shunt capacitance 
'RAY average forward cur-

rent 
6. ( rep) peak recurrent for-

ward current 
(surge) peak surge forward 

current 
maximum reverse 
current 

VFM maximum dc for-
ward voltage drop 

V. ( block) maximum de block-
ing voltage 

vRM peak reverse volt-
age 

v.. (non-rep) non-repetitive ( tran-
sient) peak reverse 
voltage 

v.. ( rep) repetitive peak re-
verse voltage 

VRMS rms supply voltage 

SILICON CONTROLLED 
RECTIFIERS (SCR's) 

di/dt rate of change of 
forward current 

dv/dt critical rate of ap-
plied forward volt-
age 
instantaneous for-
ward current 

IFAV 

¡FRO 

IFBOAV 

iFBOM 

(surge) 
iFRMS 

¡GE: it 

JOT 

11100 
iRBO 

IRBoAV 

iRBOM 

PGM 

PGAV 

ton 

tot f 

VB00 

Vm 

VRAY 

VFBOM 

VFBOM (rep) 

VGRM 

VGT 

average forward cur-
rent 
instantaneous for-
ward leakage cur-
rent 
average forward 
blocking current 
peak forward block-
ing current 
peak surge current 
rms forward current 
peak forward gate 
current 
gate trigger cur-
rent 
holding current 
instantaneous re-
verse leakage cur-
rent 
average reverse 
blocking current 
peak reverse block-
ing current 
peak forward and 
reverse gate power 
average forward 
gate power 
turn-on time 
turn-off time 
forward breakover 
voltage 
instantaneous for-
ward voltage drop 
gate trigger volt-
age 
peak forward block-
ing voltage 
peak forward block-
ing voltage 
peak forward gate 
voltage 
de gate-trigger volt-
age (when anode is 
at 6 volts with re-
spect to cathode) 
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v. ( rep) 

CI 
C, 
Caa 

f, 

f... 

fa 

II 

Ip 
Ip/Ct. 
IV 

L.x 

rj 

peak reverse gate 
voltage 
peak reverse block-
ing voltage 
transient peak re-
verse voltage (non-
repetitive) 
peak reverse volt-
age (repetitive) 

TUNNEL DIODES AND 
TUNNEL RECTIFIERS 

junction capacitance 
case capacitance 
valley-point termi-
nal capacitance 
characteristic fre-
quency (figure of 
merit) 
maximum frequency 
of oscillation 
resistive cutoff fre-
quency 
junction 
inflection-point 
rent 
peak-point current 
speed index 
valley-point current 
series inductance 
excess series in-
ductance 
junction resistance 

resistance 
cur-

r. 
ta., 

VP 
Ver 

VV 
Y, 

series resistance 
characteristic 
switching time 
inflection-point volt-
age 
peak-point voltage 
projected-peak-point 
voltage 
valley-point voltage 
terminal admittance 

Static ( DC) Parameters 

Inflection point—the point on the 
forward current-voltage charac-
teristic at which the slope of the 
characteristic reaches its most 
negative value 

Peak point—the point on the for-
ward current-voltage characteris-
tic corresponding to the lowest 
positive (forward) voltage at 
which dI/dV = 

Projected peak point—the point on 
the forward current characteristic 
where the current is equal to the 
peak-point current and where the 
voltage is greater than the valley-
point voltage 

Valley point—the point on the for-
ward current-voltage characteris-
tic corresponding to the second 
lowest positive (forward) voltage 
at which dI/dV = 

RCA Military —Specification 
Rectifiers 

JAN-1N538 MIL-S-19500/202A 
JAN-1N540 MIL-S-19500/202A 
JAN-1N547 MIL-S-19500/202A 
USAF-1N1183 MIL-E-1/1135(USAF) 
JAN-1N1184 MIL-S-19500/297 
USAF-1N1184 MIL-E-1/1135(USAF) 
JAN-1N1184R MIL-S-19500/297 
USAF-1N1185 MIL-E-1/1135 (USAF) 
JAN-1N1186 MIL-S-19500/297 
USAF-1N1186 MIL-E-1/1135(USAF) 
JAN-1N1186R MIL-S-19500/297 
USAF-1N1187 MIL-E-1/1135 (USAF) 
JAN-1N1188 MIL-S-19500/297 
USAF-1N1188 MIL-E-1/1135(USAF) 
JAN-1N1188R MIL-S-19500/297 
USAF-1N1189 MIL-E-1/1135(USAF) 
JAN-1N1190 MIL-S-19500/297 

USAF-1N1190 MIL-E-1/1135 (USAF) 
JAN-1N119OR MIL-S-19500/297 
USAF-1N1199 MIL-E-1/1108(USAF) 
USAF-1N1200 MIL-E-1/1108(USAF) 
USAF-1N1201 MIL-E-1/1108 (USAF) 
USAF-1N1202 MIL-E-1/1108(USAF) 
USAF-1N1203 MIL-E-1/1108 (USAF) 
JAN-1N1204 MIL-S-19500/260 
USAF-1N1204 MIL-E-1/1108(USAF) 
JAN-1N1204R MIL-S-19500/260 
USAF-1N1205 MIL-E-1/1108(USAF) 
USAF-1N1206 MIL-E-1/1108 (USAF) 

Copies of rectifier specification sheets may 
be obtained by directing requests to Specifi-
cations Division, Naval Supply Depot, 6801 
Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia 20, Pa., Attn: 
CDS 
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Technical Data for 
RCA Rectifiers and Diodes 

SILICON DIFFUSED-JUNCTION RECTIFIERS 

MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARAC-
TERISTICS 

IFAV iFM VRM and Ina 
RCA OUTLINE at Te (rep) (surge) VRMS Yid (block) VFM (dynamic) 
TYPE JEDEC NO. A °C A A V V V mA 

1N2480 DO-5 38 20 150 90 350 39 55A 0.6 3.8 
1N249C• DO-5 38 20 150 90 350 77 110A 0.6 3.6 
1N250C• DO-5 38 20 150 90 350 154 220A 0.6 3.4 
1N4408 DO-1 33 0.75 50 3.5 15 70 100 1.5 0.3° 
1 N4418 DO-1 33 0.75 50 3.5 15 140 200 1.5 0.75° 

1 N442B DO-1 33 0.75 50 3.5 15 210 300 1.5 16 
1N443B DO-1 33 0.75 50 3.5 15 280 400 1.5 1.5e 
1N444B DO-1 33 0.65 50 3.5 15 350 500 1.5 1.75° 
1N445B DO-1 33 0.65 50 3.5 15 420 600 1.5 2e 
1 N536 DO-1 33 0.75 50 - 15 35 50 1.1 5* 

1N531 DO-1 33 0.75 50 - 15 70 100 1.1 56 
1 N538 DO-1 33 0.75 50 - 15 140 200 1.1 5* 
1N539 DO-1 33 0.75 50 - 15 210 300 1.1 5* 
1N540 DO-1 33 0.75 50 - 15 280 400 1.1 5* 
1N541 DO-1 33 0.75 50 - 15 420 600 1.2 5° 

1N1095 DO-1 33 0.75 50 - 15 350 500 1.2 56 
1N1183A DO-5 38 40 150 195 800 35 50 0.65 2.5 
1N118483 DO-5 38 40 150 195 800 70 100 0.65 2.5 
1N1186A° DO-5 38 40 150 195 800 140 200 0.65 2.5 
1N1181112 DO-5 38 40 150 195 800 212 300 0.65 2.5 

1 N1188/1° DO-5 38 40 150 195 800 284 400 0.65 2.2 
1N118911° DO-5 38 40 150 195 800 355 500 0.65 2 
1 N119011° DO-5 38 40 150 195 800 424 600 0.65 1.8 
1N119511° DO-5 38 20 150 90 350 212 300 0.6 3.2 
1 N11961C DO-5 38 20 150 90 350 284 400 0.6 2.5 

1N1191/0 DO-5 38 20 150 90 350 355 500 0.6 2.2 
1N119811` DO-5 38 20 150 90 350 424 600 0.6 1.5 
1N1199A• DO-4 37 12 150 50 240 35 50 0.55 3 
1N120011° DO-4 37 12 150 50 240 70 100 0.55 2.5 
181202A• DO-4 37 12 150 50 240 140 200 0.55 2 

• Reverse-polarity version available. 
• V, (block) is 10% less. 
• Static value in IA. 
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SILICON DIFFUSED-JUNCTION RECTIFIERS (cont'd) 

MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARAC-
TERISTICS 

IFer ik m Viod and lum 
RCA OUTLINE at Te (rep) (surge) VRMS VM (block) VFM (dynamic) 
TYPE JEDEC NO. A °C A A V V V mA 

1N1203A• DO-4 37 12 150 50 240 212 300 0.55 1.75 
1N1204A° DO-4 37 12 150 50 240 284 400 0.55 1.5 
1N1205A• DO-4 37 12 150 50 240 355 500 0.55 1.25 
1 N1206A• DO-4 37 12 150 50 240 424 600 0.55 1 
1N13418• DO-4 37 6 150 25 160 35 50 0.65 0.45 

1N1342B• DO-4 37 6 150 25 160 70 100 0.65 0.45 
1N134413° DO-4 37 6 150 25 160 140 200 0.65 0.45 
1N13458° DO-4 37 6 150 25 160 212 300 0.65 0.45 
1N134613° DO-4 37 6 150 25 160 284 400 0.65 0.45 
1N13418° DO-4 37 6 150 25 160 355 500 0.65 0.45 

1N13488° DO-4 37 6 150 25 160 424 600 0.65 0.45 
1N1612° DO-4 37 5 135 15 - 35 50 1.5 1 
1N1613° DO-4 37 5 135 15 - 70 100 1.5 1 
1N1614° DO-4 37 5 135 15 - 140 200 1.5 1 
1N1615° DO-4 37 5 135 15 - 280 400 1.5 1 

1N1616° DO-4 37 5 135 15 - 420 600 1.5 1 
1N1763A DO-1 33 1 75 5 35 280 400 1.2 0.1 
1N1764A DO-1 33 1 75 5 35 350 500 1.2 0.1 
1N2858A DO-1 33 1 75 5 35 35 50 1.2 0.1 
1N2859A DO-1 33 1 75 5 35 70 100 1.2 0.1 

1N2860A DO-1 33 1 75 5 35 140 200 1.2 0.1 
1N28614 DO-1 33 1 75 5 35 210 300 1.2 0.1 
1 N2862A DO-1 33 1 75 5 35 280 400 1.2 0.1 
1N2863A DO-1 33 1 75 5 35 350 500 1.2 0.1 
1 N286,IA DO-1 33 1 75 5 35 420 600 1.2 0.1 

1N3193 TO-1t 34 0.5* 75 6* 35* 140 200 1.2 0.2 
1N3194 1'0-it 34 0.5* 75 6* 35* 280 400 1.2 0.2 
1N3195 TO-1 t 34 0.5* 75 6* 35* 420 600 1.2 02 
1 N3196 TO-It 34 0.4* 75 5* 35* 560 800 1.2 0.2 
1N3253 TO- 1° 35 Insulated version of 1N3193 

1N3254 TO-1* 35 Insulated version of 1N3194 
1N3255 TO-1* 35 Insulated version of 1N3195 
1N3256 TO-1* 35 Insulated version of IN3196 
1 N1563 TO-1° 35 0.3* 75 4* 35* 700 1000 1.2 0.2 
1N3154 TO-1** 36 0.125 65 1.3 30 35 100 1 0.3 

1N3755 TO-1** 36 0.125 65 1.3 30 70 200 1 0.3 
1N3756 TO- 1** 36 0.125 65 1.3 30 140 400 1 0.3 
40108• DO-4 37 10 150 40 140 - 50 0.6 2 
40109° DO-4 37 10 150 40 140 - 100 0.6 2 
40110• DO-4 37 10 150 40 140 - 200 0.6 1.5 

40111• DO-4 37 10 150 40 140 - 300 0.6 1.5 
40112 DO-4 37 10 150 40 140 - 400 0.6 1 
40113• DO-4 37 10 150 40 140 - 500 0.6 0.85 
40114` DO-4 37 10 150 40 140 - 600 0.6 0.75 
40115° DO-4 37 10 150 40 140 - 800 0.6 0.65 

• Reverse-polarity version available. 
t Similar to TO-1 package with axial leads. 
° Similar to TO-1 package with axial leads and insulated' plastic sleeve over metal case. 
** Similar to TO-1 package with lead 3 omitted. • With capacitive load. 
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SILICON DIFFUSED-JUNCTION RECTIFIERS (cont'd) 
MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARAC-

TERISTICS 
IFAV VRM and I nm 

RCA OUTLINE at Te (rep) (surge) VRMS Vitt (block) VFM (dynamic) 
TYPE JEDEC NO. A *0 A A V V V mA 

40116 DO-4 37 10 150 40 140 - 1000 0.6 0.5 
402013' DO-5 38 18 150 72 250 - 50 0.65 3 
40209' DO-5 38 18 150 72 250 - 100 0.65 3 
40210' DO-5 38 18 150 72 250 - 200 0.65 2.5 
40211' DO-5 38 18 150 72 250 - 300 0.65 2.5 

40212' DO-5 38 18 150 72 250 - 400 0.65 2 
40213' DO-5 38 18 150 72 250 - 500 0.65 1.75 
40214' DO-5 38 18 150 72 250 - 600 0.65 1.5 
40259 DO-4 37 12 150 50 250 424 600 0.55 0.6 
40265 TO-1** 36 0.125 65 1.8 30 140 400 1 0.4 

40266 DO-1 33 2* 105 10 35 35 100 3 101-
40267 DO-1 33 2* 105 10 35 70 200 3 10t 

' Reverse-polarity version available. * With capacitive load. 
**Similar to TO-1 package with lead 3 omitted. 1- Value in gA. 

SILICON DIFFUSED-JUNCTION STACK RECTIFIERS 

MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARACTERISTICS 
VRM (rep) veal (emu C. 

RCA OUTLINE IFAV iFM V itMS and (non- lirma (dynamic) ( max) 
TYPE NO. at tom (rep) (surge) Vi (block) rep) 

A A A V V V V A pF 

CR101 39a 0.385 5 20 895 1265 1520 1.2 0.3 600 
CR102 39b 0.355 5 20 1790 2530 3035 2.4 0.3 320 
CR103 39c 0.315 5 20 2240 3165 3800 3 0.3 250 
CR104 39d 0.270 5 20 3130 4430 5315 4.2 0.3 175 
CR105 39e 0.270 5 20 3580 5065 6080 4.8 0.3 160 

CR106 39f 0.250 5 20 4475 6330 7600 6 0.3 125 
CR107 39g 0.230 5 20 5370 7595 9115 7.2 0.3 105 
CR108 39h 0.230 5 20 5820 8230 9875 7.8 0.3 100 
CR109 39i 0.230 5 20 6710 9495 11395 9 0.3 90 
CR110 39j 0.230 5 20 7160 10130 12155 9.6 0.3 80 

CR201 40a 0.155 3 10 1345 1900 2280 1.8 0.1 
CR203 40b 0.155 3 10 2240 3165 3800 3 0.1 
CR204 40c 0.155 3 10 3395 4800 5760 3.6 0.1 
CR206 40d 0.155 3 10 4475 6330 7600 6 0.1 
CR208 40e 0.155 3 10 5655 8000 9600 6 0.1 

CR210 40f 0.155 3 10 7070 10000 12000 7.2 0.1 
CR212 40g 0.155 3 10 8485 12000 14400 9 0.1 
CR301 41a 2.5 - 250 1695 2400 2880 - 1.5 
CR302 41b 2.5 - 250 2545 3600 4320 - 1.5 
CR303 41c 2.5 - 250 3395 4800 5760 - 1.5 

CR304 41d 2.5 
CR305 41e 2.5 
CR306 41f 2.5 
CR307 41g 2.5 
CR311 416 4.5 

- 250 4240 6000 7200 
- 250 5090 7200 8640 
- 250 5935 8400 10080 
- 250 6785 9600 11520 
- 250 1695 2400 2880 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

For duration of 5 ms max; Te = 60 to 125°C. 
• At maximum rated operating conditions. ** Cs typically 0.01 p.F per cell. 
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SILICON DIFFUSED-JUNCTION STACK RECTIFIERS (cont'd) 

RCA 
TYPE 

MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARACTERISTICS 
Yam (rep) anmi I RM. C. 

OUTLINE 1,,, i I `,, INNIS and (non- V ,,,, • (dynamic) (max) 
NO. at 100 C ( rep) ( surge) V34 (block) rep) 

A A A V V V V A pF 

CR312 411 4.5 - 250 2545 3600 4320 - 1.5 
CR313 41j 4.5 - 250 3395 4800 5760 - 1.5 
CR314 41k 4.5 - 250 4240 6000 7200 - 1.5 
CR315 411 4.5 - 250 5090 7200 8640 - 1.5 
CR316 41m 4.5 - 250 5935 8400 10080 - 1.5 

CR311 41n 4.5 - 250 6785 9600 11520 - 1.5 
CR321 410 6 - 400 1695 2400 2880 - 1.5 
CR322 41p 6 - 400 2545 3600 4320 - 1.5 
CR323 41q 6 - 400 3395 4800 5760 - 1.5 
CR324 41r 6 - 400 4240 6000 7200 - 1.5 

CR325 41s 6 - 400 5090 7200 8640 1.5 
CR331 41t 8.5 - 400 1695 2400 2880 - 1.5 
CR332 41u 8.5 - 400 2545 3600 4320 - 1.5 
CR333 41v 8.5 - 400 3395 4800 5760 - 1.5 
CR334 41w 8.5 - 400 4240 6000 7200 - 1.5 

CR335 41x 8.5 - 400 5090 7200 8640 - 1.5 
CR341 41y 11.5 - 850 1695 2400 2880 - 1.5 
CR342 41z 11.5 - 850 2545 3600 4320 - 1.5 
CR343 41aa 11.5 - 850 3395 4800 5760 - 1.5 
CR344 41bb 11.5 - 850 4240 6000 7200 - 1.5 

CR351 41cc 17.5 - 850 1695 2400 2880 - 1.5 
CR352 41dd 17.5 - 850 2545 3600 4320 - 1.5 
CR353 4lee 17.5 - 850 3395 4800 5760 - 1.5 
CR354 41ff 17.5 - 850 4240 6000 7200 - 1.5 

For duration of 5 ms max; Tc = 60 to 125°C. 
• At maximum rated operating conditions. '" Cs typically 0.01 /..d per cell. 
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SILICON BRIDGE RECTIFIERS SILICON PLUG-IN RECTIFIERS 
AVERAGE DC 

RCA OUTLINE OUTPUT RMS SUPPLY 
TYPE NO. A V y These high-voltage diffused-

junction types are direct re-
CR4Olt 41a 18 200 222 placements for the mercury-
CR402t 41a 18 40U 444 vapor and gas rectifier tubes 
CR403t 41c 18 800 888 indicated. Data for the tube-
CR404t 410 34 200 222 type rectifiers are given in the 
CR405f 410 34 400 444 RCA Transmitting Tube Manual 

TT-5. CR406t 41v 34 800 888 
CR407t 41y 70 200 222 
CR408t 41y 70 400 444 
CR409t 41aa 70 800 888 

RCA OUTLINE REPLACES 
CR5014 41b 24 300 222 TYPE NO. TYPE(S) 

CR502# 41b 24 600 444 
CR503# 41p 46 300 222 CR213/8008 44 8008 
CR504# 41p 46 600 444 CR214/812A 45 872, 872A 
CR505# 41z 92 300 222 CR215/866A/31128 46 866, 866A, 3B28 
CR506# 411 92 600 441 

t Single-phase, full-wave types. 
t Three-phase, full-wave types. 
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SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
RUM 

RCA non- Vt•imm it.14 
TYPE It ,,,,, rep (rep) (rep) (surge) I FAV PG11 PGA% Ts; Tr 

A V V V A A W W °C °C 

2N68I 25 35 25 25 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 
2N682 25 75 50 50 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 
2N683 25 150 100 100 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 
2N684 25 225 150 150 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 
2N685 25 300 200 200 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 

2N686 25 350 250 250 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 
2N687 25 400 300 300 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 
2N688 25 500 400 400 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 
2N889 25 600 500 500 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 
2N690 25 720 600 600 150 16 5 0.5 150 125 

2N1770 7.4 35 25 600 60 4.7 5 0.5 150 125 
2N1771 7.4 75 50 600 60 4.7 5 0.5 150 125 
2N1772 7.4 150 100 600 60 4.7 5 0.5 150 125 
2N1773 7.4 225 150 600 60 4.7 5 0.5 150 125 
2N1774 7.4 300 200 600 60 4.7 5 0.5 150 125 

2N1775 7.4 350 250 600 60 4.7 5 0.5 150 125 
2N1776 7.4 400 300 600 60 4.7 5 0.5 150 125 
2N1777 7.4 500 400 600 60 4.7 5 0.5 150 125 
2N1778 7.4 600 500 600 60 4.7 5 0.5 150 125 

2N1842A 16 35 25 25 125 10 5 0.5 125 125 
2N1843A 16 75 50 50 125 10 5 0.5 125 125 
2N1844A 16 150 100 100 125 10 5 0.5 125 125 
2N1845A 16 225 150 150 125 10 5 0.5 125 125 
2N1846A 16 300 200 200 125 10 5 0.5 125 125 

2N1847A 16 350 250 250 125 10 5 0.5 125 125 
2N1848A 16 400 300 300 125 10 5 0.5 125 125 
2N1849A 16 500 400 400 125 10 5 0.5 125 125 
2N1850A 16 600 500 500 125 10 5 0.5 125 125 

2N3228 5 330 200 600 60 3.2 5 -- 125 100 
2N3525 5 660 400 600 60 3.2 5 -- 125 100 
2N3528 2 330 200 600 60 1.3 5 -- 125 100 
2N3529 2 660 400 600 60 1.3 5 -- 125 100 

2N3668 12.5 150 100 600 200 8 5 0.5 125 100 
2N3669 12.5 330 200 600 200 8 5 0.5 125 100 
2N3670 12.5 660 400 600 200 8 5 0.5 125 100 

2N3870 35 150 100 600 350 22 40° 0.5 125 100 
2N3871 35 330 200 700 350 22 40° 0.5 125 100 
2N3872 35 660 400 700 350 22 40° 0.5 125 100 
2N3873 35 700 600 700 350 22 40° 0.5 125 100 

2N3896 35 150 100 700 350 22 40° 0.5 125 100 
2N3897 35 330 200 700 350 22 40° 0.5 125 100 
2N3898 35 600 400 700 350 22 40° 0.5 125 100 
2N3899 35 700 600 700 350 22 40° 0.5 125 100 

40216 MO* 720 600 5 0.5 150 125 
40378 7 330 200 ii) 80 -4.5 13° 0.2 150 100 
40379 7 660 400 600 80 4.5 13° 0.2 150 100 

Pulsed. 
• l-r,r pulse time t9 = 10 its. 
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SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 

CHARACTERISTICS OUTLINE 

VB00 l FBOAV I RBOA V 'IF IGT VGT limo RCA 
Y mA mA V IRA V IRA JEDEC NO. TYPE 

25 6.5 6.5 0.86* 25$ 3 15/ TO-48 17 2N681 
50 6.5 6.5 0.86à 25$ 3 151 TO-48 17 2N682 
100 6.5 6.5 0.86• 25$ 3 151 TO-48 17 2N683 
150 6.5 6.5 0.86• 25$ 3 15$ TO-48 17 2N684 
200 6.0 6.0 0.86• 251 3 15$ TO-48 17 214685 

250 5.5 5.5 0.86* 251 3 15$ TO-48 17 214686 
300 5.0 5.0 0.86• 25$ 3 151 TO-48 17 214681 
400 4.0 4.0 0.86à 25$ 3 151 TO-48 17 214688 
500 3.0 3.0 0.86• 251 3 151 TO-48 17 214689 
600 2.5 2.5 0.864 251 3 151 TO-48 17 214690 

25 4.5 4.5 1.85* 15 2 10$ TO-64 30 2141110 
50 4.5 4.5 1.85• 15 2 10$ TO-64 30 2141111 
100 4.5 4.5 1.85à 15 2 10$ TO-64 30 2141112 
150 4.0 4.0 1.85• 15 2 10$ TO-64 30 2141113 
200 3.0 3.0 1.85• 15 2 101 TO-64 30 2141114 

250 2.5 2.5 1.85à 15 2 101 TO-64 30 2141115 
300 2.0 2.0 1.85• 15 2 10$ TO-64 30 2141116 
400 1.0 1.0 1.85* 15 2 101 TO-64 30 2141111 
500 1.0 1.0 1.85* 15 2 101 TO-64 30 2141118 

25 22.5 22.5 1.2• 45$ 3.7 8$ TO-48 17 2N1842A 
50 19.0 19.0 1.2• 45$ 3.7 8$ TO-48 17 2N1843A 

100 12.5 12.5 1.2• 45$ 3.7 81 TO-48 17 2N1844A 
150 6.5 6.5 1.2• 45$ 3.7 81 TO-48 17 2441845A 
200 6.0 6.0 1.2à 45t 3.7 8$ TO-48 17 2111846A 

250 5.5 5.5 1.2• 45$ 3.7 81 TO-48 17 2N1847A 
300 5.0 5.0 1.2• 45$ 3.7 8$ TO-48 17 2N1848A 
400 4.0 4.0 1.2• 45$ 3.7 8$ TO-48 17 2N1849A 
500 3.0 3.0 1.2• 451 3.7 8$ TO-48 17 2N1850A 

200 1.5• 0.75° 2.8 8 1.2 12 TO-66 22 2143228 
400 3.0° 1.5° 2.8 8 1.2 12 TO-66 22 2143525 
200 1.5° 0.75° 2.8 8 1.2 12 TO-8 5 2143528 
400 3.0° 1.5° 2.8 8 1.2 12 TO-8 5 2143529 

100 2.0° 1.0• 1.8 25 1.5 20 10-3 2 2143668 
200 2.5° 1.25° 1.8 25 1.5 20 TO-3 2 2143669 
400 3.0° 1.5° 1.8 25 1.5 20 TO-3 2 2143610 

100 2.0° 3.0° 2.1 25 1.1• 20 - 31 2143810 
200 2.5° 3.0° 2.1 25 1.1• 20 - 31 2N3871 
400 3.0° 3.0° 2.1 25 1.1• 20 - 31 2143812 
600 4.0° 3.0° 2.1 25 1.1 11 20 - 31 2143873 

100 2.0 3.0 2.1 25 1.1° 20 - 32 2143896 
200 2.5 3.0 2.1 25 1.1° 20 - 32 2N3897 
400 3.0 3.0 2.1 25 LP' 20 - 32 2143898 
600 4.0 3.0 2.1 25 1.1° 20 - 32 2143899 

600 10.0 10.0 - 45 3.7$ 8 TO-48 17 40216 
200 1.0 0.5 2.5 8 1.21 12 - 29 40378 
400 2.0 1.0 2.5 8 1.21 12 - 29 40379 

• DC value. t At Te :=- 125°C. • Maximum instantaneous value (iraom or i«Bou). 
• Critical dv/dt -_= 100 V/gs. t Critical dv/dt -= 200 V/gs. 
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TUNNEL DIODES 

Electrical Characteristics (At TA = 25° C) 

Peak Max 
Forward Valley 

RCA Current Current 
Type (mA) (mA) 

Min 
Peak-to-
Valley- Peak 
Current Voltage 
Ratio (mV) 

1N3128 4.75-5.25 0.6 81 40-80 

1N3129 19-21 2.4 8:1 50-100 

1N3130 47.5-52.5 6 8:1 70-120 

1N3841 4.5-5.5 0.75 6:1 —1N3848 9-11 1.5 6:1 —1N3849 18-22 3 6:1 —1 P43850 45-55 7.5 6:1 

1N3851 90-110 15 8:1 — 

1N3852 4.75-5.25 0.6 8:1 50-90 
1N3853 9.5-10.5 1.2 8:1 55-95 

943854 19-21 2.4 8:1 65-105 

1N3855 47.5-52.5 6 8:1 80-130 
943856 95-105 12 8:1 90-140 
1N3851 4.75-5.25 0.6 8:1 50-90 

943858 9.5-10.5 1.2 8:1 55-95 

1N3859 19-21 2.4 8:1 65-105 
1N3860 47.5-52.5 6 8:1 80-130 

TUNNEL RECTIFIERS 

RCA 
1Yrre 

1N3861 
1N3862 
1,43863 
Includes 

Material 

Ge 
Ge 
Ge 

case capacitance 

Out-
line 

42 
42 
42 

of 0.8 pF. 

Min 
Valley 
Voltage 
(mV) 

280 

300 
350 

330 
350 

365 
380 
390 
330 
350 

Forward 
Voltage 
(mV) 

445-530 

474-575 
520-620 

430-590 
440-600 

460-620 
530-640 

540-650 

490-560 
510-580 

530-600 
550-620 
560-630 

490-560 
510-580 

Max 
Ma.: Series 

Capad- Renio- Rise Time 
tance* tance (Po) 
(pF) (ohms) max. typ. 

15 
20 
25 

25 
25 

3 

2.5 

1.5 
3 

2.5 

30 2 
40 1.5 

40 

15 3 
15 2.5 

20 2 
25 1.5 

25 
8 3 

8 2.5 

1 

5000 
2000 
500 

1000 
300 
160 

900 

1800 

600 

350 

125 

1200 

600 

400 

200 

75 
600 

300 

365 530-600 150 
380 550-620 200 

Electrical Characteristics (At TA 25 C) 

Peak 
Current 
(mA) 

0.1-1 

0.1-1 

0.1-0.5 

Min Forward Max Reverse 
Voltage Voltage 
at 1 mA at 10 mA 
(mV) (mV) 

400 
420 
435 

170 
150 
150 

Max Reverse 
Voltage 

at 30 mA 
(mV) 

300 
300 

Includes case capacitance of 0.4 pF. 

Max 
Capa-
citance 
(pF) 

6" 
,12 
4' 

COMPENSATING DIODE-1N2326 

Ge alloy-junction type used in temperature- and voltage-compensation ap-
plications. Similar to JEDEC TO-1 ( 2-lead), Outline No.36. Terminals: 1 
cathode, 2 - anode. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Reverse Voltage   Vaso —1 V 
Peak Recurrent Current   iru ( rep) 200 mA 
DC Forward Current   IFS! loo mA 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tsxu)   —65 to 85 

Lead-Soldering Temperature ( 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
DC Forward Voltage Drop: min typ max 
IFAV = 2 mA   VeAv 120 135 150 mV 
IFAv = 100 mA   Viral( 240 260 280 mV 
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TUNNEL DIODES 

Maximum Ratings (At TA -= 25°C) 

Ambient-
DC Current Temperature (° C) Lead 

(mA) Dissipation $ Range Temperature (°C) Out- RCA 
Forward Reverse (mW) Operating Storage (3 seconds maximum) Material line Type 

40 70 20 —65 to 150 —65 to 175 175 Ge 43 1143128 
55 85 30 —65 to 150 —65 to 175 175 Ge 43 1143129 

70 100 40 —65 to 150 —65 to 175 175 Ge 43 1143130 

10 15 5 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 1143847 
18 25 15 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 1143848 

35 50 20 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 103849 
85 125 50 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 103850 

170 250 100 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 103851 
10 15 5 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 103852 

18 25 10 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 1113853 

35 50 20 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 1113854 
85 125 50 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 103855 
170 250 100 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 1113856 

10 15 5 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 103851 
18 25 10 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 103858 

35 50 20 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 1143859 
85 125 50 —35 to 100 175 Ge 43 103860 

TUNNEL RECTIFIERS 

Maximum Ratings (At TA = 25°C) 

Lead 
DC Current Ambient-Temperature (°D) Temperature 

(mA) Dissipation $ RCA 
Forward Reverse (mW) (3 seconds Operating and Storage maximum) Type 

10 30 10 —35 to 100 175 103861 
10 30 10 —35 to 10t 175 103862 
10 30 10 —35 to 100 175 1113863 

1 Above 25°C, derate linearly to 0 mW at 100°C. 

DAMPER DIODE-1N4785 
Ge diffused-junction type used in transistorized 114-degree, 18-kilovolt hori-
zontal-deflection systems in television receivers with types 2N3730, 2N3731, 
and 2N3732. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. Terminals: 1 - cathode, 2 - no con-
nection, Mounting Flange - anode and case. 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Peak Reverse Voltage   Vail 320 V 
Continuous Reverse Voltage   Vas 60 V 

Peak Forward Current   Ind 10 A 
Average Forward Current   Ism 7 A 
Temperature Range: 
Operating ( T.r) and Storage (Taw))   —65 to 85 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature   Te 230 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Peak Reverse Voltage ( Ix = 1 mA)   VIM 320 min V 
Reverse Current, Static (VII = 10 V)   In 150 max PA 
Forward Voltage Drop, Static (Ir = 7 A)   Vs 0.77 max V 
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Outlines ( cont'd) 
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Outlines ( cont'd) 
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Outlines ( cont'd) 
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Outlines (cont'd) 
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NOTE: ARROW INOICATEUIRECTION 
OF Fc61wARD CURRENT AS 
INDICATED BY DC AMMETER 

MAX. Da. 

027-.035 
DIA. 

2 LEADS 

32 33 34 
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CATHODE 
TERMINAL-

POLARITY 
SYMBOL 

(SEE NOTE) 

METAL CASE 
WITH ---

INSULATING 
SLEEVE 

ANODE 
TERMINAL 

GLASS --
INSULATION 
135-.139 DIA. 

.0110 
NAIL 

INSULATION 

.140 MIN. 
.175 MAX. 

DIA. 
HOLE 

ANODE 

667 
MAX. 

.115 MIN. 
.200 MAX. 

35 

PULANI1 Y SYMBOL 
(SEE NOTE) 

1/4 - 213 UNF- 2A 

38 

1 
1.4 
MIN. 

.405 

4MAX. 

MIN. 

Outlines ( cont'd) 

.240 MAX 
DIA. 

027- 036 
DIA. 

2 LEADS 

.667 MIN. 

.687 MAX. 

fr-.375 MAX. 

156 MIN. FLAT 
L000 
MAX 

MAX 
.450 1 

.422 MIN. 
.453 MAX. 

_CATI40_0E1 

COLOR DOT 
ADJACENT TO 
CATHODE LEA° 

SEATING PLANE  

2 LEADS 

[1.-!"011. MIX.* 
(SEE NOTE) 

INSULATION 

50 

.060 
MIN. 

1— 
POLARITY SYMBOL 

(SEE NOTE) 

:375 75 

T T-

.453 
.081 MAX. .422 
.061 MIN. Y- • 

36 

39 

Outline 
No. 

37 

.405 
NAX. 

? MINO.. 

CATHODE 

10-32 - UNF 2A 

Outline "A" 
No. (Indies) 

59e 2% 
39b 2% 
39e 2% 
39d 3% 
39e 3% 
39f 4% 
39g 4% 
3911 4% 
391 5% 
39j 5% 

"A" "B" 
(Inches) 

40e 
401, 
40e 
40d 
40e 
40f 
40g 

% 2 
N. 3% 
% 4% 
% 3% 
% 3% 
% 4% 

NOTE: ARROW INDICATES DIRECTION 
OF FORWARD CURRENT AS 
INDICATED 11( DC AMMETER 40 
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-r---
.130-.115 

TOTAL MOTH 

ALIGNMENT 
TOLERANCE 

L_ 
.270 .230  

CERAMIC 
CYLINDER 

;   

- 007-.003 

ANODE 

MEDIUM CAP 
JEDEC No. CI- 5 

LARGE-
METAL - SHELL 
SUPER JUMBO 

• PIN 
WITH BAYONET 
JEDEC No 44-I5 

CATHODE 

Outlines ( cont'd) 

Outline 
No. 

41a 
411) 
41c 
41d 
41e 
4If 
4Ig 
4th 
411 
41j 
41k 
411 
41m 
41n 
410 
41p 

r 

5, 
'POLARITY 

SYMBOL ( SEE NOTE) 

42 

2.3 MAX. 
DIA. 

44 

4.00 

R. 

.075 

.055 

MEDIUM CAP 
JEOEC No CI-5 

MEDIUM 
METAL -SHELL 
JUMBO 4- PIN 
WITH BAYONET 
JEDEC No. 44-29 

RCA Transistor Manual 

"A" "B" "C" Outline 
(Inches) No.  

2% 5% 2 41q 
2% 7 2 4Ir 
21/4 834' 2 41. 
2% 101/2 2 41t 
2% 12% 2 41u 
2% 14 2 41v 
21/4  153/4  2 41w 
2% 5% 2 41z 
2% 7 2 41y 
2% 8% 2 41z 
21/4  101/4  2 41aa 
2% 12% 2 41bb 
2% 14 2 4lec 
2% 15% 2 41.1d 
3 7% 3% 4lee 
3 9% 3% 41ff 

.130-.45 
TOTAL WIDTH 

a 
ALIGNMENT 
TOLE ARCE 

• 

l'er. 

45 

43 

MEDIUM CAP 
JEDEC No. CI-S 

56 

MEDIUM-SHELL 
SMALL 4- PIN 
WITH BAYONET 
JEDEC No. P4-10 

(Inches)  

3 11% 3% 
3 14% 3% 
3 16% 3% 
3 7% 3% 
3 9% 3% 
3 111/4 
3 14% 3% 
3 16% 3% 
5% 7% 5% 
51/4  10% 5% 
51/4  12% 5% 
51/4  15% 5% 
51/4  7% 5% 
51/4  10% 5% 
51/4  12,1/4  
h 15% 5% 

1341 I 

DU. 

46 

.065 R 

4.75 

5.35 

NOTE) ARROW INDICATES DIRECTION 
OF FORWARD CURRENT AS 
INDICATED BY DC AMMETER 
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Mounting Hardware 

"Flange-Type TO-5" 

Il CALI 

DO-4 

1010 
r-7777\- 7_  

OF6C 
ESOACISULATCUC 
leden• 

TO-66 

TO-60 

11011.00 DEC 
tenon, 

IIICA NW 1110 

Me. VIOXIX0 71601.171 056 11.12 
DIC011.0111 OM /50 11.61 

 I I 101148 I 

1— '---.-1-"YETAL11UDIER aZZ) 
NEAT 266 ro.911 I 1 I .=.=.... 

I 
=D 

IT 632 SCRE• 

MICA NOULATOR 

TO-64 

'ono TÉFLor 
r-i 7071)1*701 

00 171*03. 
71.1061ESS 055 5.66 

 ,061.1 

MIN 
CONNECTOR 

"  

CI=D-in T ion 

TO-8 1 6 n SCRE. 

1 1.1l,,,,,  

1—j 11162LATING•662.16 
el./ Ir2L011 

I Il s. 151 

SI 

  " y,..1471310.160, 

Or. 
/INCA 01106.001 

s ., 11,2,61,21,1111F 

1153117 
NYLON 
INSULATING 'ASHER 121 
I 0..156 
SHOULDER 2701*00 
SNOULDIR THICKNESS OSO 110 

LIIIIT1)- 4E3 OAT 
CCD 
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Mounting Hardware (cont'd) 

TO-36   

el: 12 SCREW r 
TO-3 

MA INSULATOR 
2  

4331.141 NYLON INSULATING WASHER til D..136 SHOULDER DIA. . 250 MAO TNOCIONESS .03d INX. 

DO-5 TO-48 — 

TO-57 

11 II 

THREAD SIZE U 1 014101 
_NCH 

I= AMATO« 
NEAT iNot 

• \ s.'s•E` 1..NVININN1.,.‘11.,. N.` 

"""'"Ei 

VLATOIHC172 
t===r 00E TAL RAPIER 

  TORTA • (CONNECTOR 

 trd.2111SULATING «SKR 
CAT SIM 

I, L01111 tinor 
,  0.0 INCTUIESS ER MAX. 
 e-rINSULATIIIN SUENEN 

pd On x   LOCO 'ASHER 
 tre,:xfT Tr Whotti,.• 

.1  

1901E3 CELAITA 101LATIONIAIMER 10 MI LOADER DIA 21E1103 31.0111.2011 imICKNESS 05111AX 

L 

DriA 
•• RCA ,IIMULATOR 

 I NR" 

455214 :PRECTOR ENOIWANTR 

TO-63 

It 21 TAREAS 

Cr.-7 1)1041 NIX NV 

VILATING   "ASNER 
NEAT ON 

CEZD 

AMA' TEFLON. INSULATING 0.1>FR 1 0. • . 3.21 NM. DER MA • 
>MILDER THICKNESS • 

oss kux 
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Circuits 

Fr HE CIRCUITS in this section illus-
trate some of the more important 

applications of RCA semiconductor 
devices; they are not necessarily ex-
amples of commercial practice. These 
circuits have been conservatively de-
signed and are capable of excellent 
performance. The brief description 
provided with each circuit explains 
the functional relationships of the 
various stages and points out the 
intended applications, the major per-
formance characteristics, and signifi-
cant design features of the over-all 
circuit. Detailed descriptive informa-
tion on individual circuit stages 
(such as detectors, amplifiers, or 
oscillators) is given in the section 
on Transistor Applications earlier in 
this Manual, as well as in many text-
books on semiconductor circuits. 

Electrical specifications are given 
for circuit components to assist 
those interested in home construc-
tion. Layouts and mechanical details 
are omitted because they vary widely 
with the requirements of individual 
set builders and with the sizes and 
shapes of the components employed. 
Performance of these circuits de-

pends as much on the quality of the 
components selected and the care em-
ployed in layout and construction as 
on the circuits themselves. Good sig-
nal reproduction from receivers and 
amplifiers requires the use of good-
quality speakers, transformers; chokes 
and input sources (microphones, pho-
nograph pickups, etc.). 

Coils for the receiver circuits may 
be purchased at local parts dealers 
by specifying the characteristics re-
quired: for rf coils, the circuit posi-

tion (antenna or interstage), tuning 
range desired, and tuning capaci-
tances employed; for if coils or trans-
formers, the intermediate frequency, 
circuit position ( 1st if, 2nd if, etc.), 
and, in some cases, the associated 
transistor types; for oscillator coils, 
the receiver tuning range, intermedi-
ate frequency, type of converter tran-
sistor, and type of winding (tapped 
or transformer-coupled). 
The voltage ratings specified for 

capacitors are the minimum de work-
ing voltages required. Paper, mica, 
or ceramic capacitors having higher 
voltage ratings than those specified 
may be used except insofar as the 
physical sizes of such capacitors may 
affect equipment layout. However, if 
electrolytic capacitors having substan-
tially higher voltage ratings than 
those specified are used, they may 
not "form" completely at the operat-
ing voltage, with the result that the 
effective capacitances of such units 
may be below their rated value. The 
wattage ratings specified for resistors 
assume methods of construction that 
provide adequate ventilation; com-
pact installations having poor ventila-
tion may require resistors of higher 
wattage ratings. 

Circuits which work at very high 
frequencies or which are required to 
handle very wide bandwidths de-
mand more than ordinary skill and 
experience in construction. Place-
ment of component parts is quite 
critical and may require consider-
able experimentation. All rf leads 
to components including bypass ca-
pacitors must be kept short and 
must be properly dressed to mini-
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mize undesirable coupling and ca-
pacitance effects. Correct circuit 
alignment and oscillator tracking 
may require the use of a cathode-
ray oscilloscope, a high-impedance 
vacuum-tube voltmeter, and a signal 
generator capable of supplying a 

properly modulated signal at the ap-
propriate frequencies. Unless the 
builder has had considerable ex-
perience with broad-band, high-
frequency circuits, he should not 
undertake the construction of such 
circuits. 

LIST OF CIRCUITS 

Page 

12-1 3-Volt Portable Radio Receiver   394 

12-2 6-Volt Automobile Radio Receiver   396 

12-3 Line-Operated AC/DC Radio Receiver   398 

12-4 High-Quality FM Tuner   400 

12-5 FM Stereo Multiplex Adapter   402 

12-6 AM/FM Automobile Radio Receiver •  405 

12-7 Line-Operated (AC/DC) AM/FM Radio Receiver   408 

12-8 Three-Band AM Radio Receiver   410 

12-9 High-Quality Preamplifier for Phono, FM, or Tape Pickup 412 

12-10 Line-Operated Two-Stage Phonograph Amplifier   414 

12-11 High-Quality 10-Watt Audio Power Amplifier   416 

12-12 High-Quality 15-Watt Audio Power Amplifier   418 

12-13 Line-Operated (AC/DC) 25-Watt Audio Power Amplifier 420 

12-14 High-Quality 35-Watt Audio Power Amplifier   422 

12-15 High-Fidelity 70-Watt Audio Power Amplifier   424 

12-16 Three-Stage 1-Watt Stereo Phonograph Amplifier   426 

12-17 Line-Operated (AC/DC) 3-Watt Stereo 
Phonograph Amplifier   428 

12-18 Three-Stage 5-Watt Stereo Phonograph Amplifier   430 

12-19 High-Quality 15-Watt Stereo Amplifier   432 

12-20 27-Mc/s 5-Watt Citizens-Band Transmitter   434 

12-21 50-Mc/s 40-Watt CW Transmitter   436 

12-22 175-Mc/s 35-Watt Power Amplifier   438 

12-23 27-Mc/s Crystal Oscillator   440 

12-24 500-Mc/s 1-Watt Power Oscillator   441 

12-25 Grid-Dip Meter   442 

12-26 Code-Practice Oscillator   443 

12-27 Electronic Keyer   444 

12-28 Power Supply for Amateur Transmitter   446 

12-29 Voltage Regulator, Series Type   448 

12-30 Voltage Regulator, Shunt Type   450 

12-31 Light Minder for Automobiles   451 
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LIST OF CIRCUITS (cont'd) 
Page 

12-32 Battery Chargers   452 

12-33 Universal Motor Speed Control or Lamp Dimmer   454 

12-34 Model Train and Race-Car Speed Control   456 
12-35 Electronic Timer   458 

12-36 Electronic Heat Control with Ready Light   459 

12-37 Integral-Cycle Ratio Power Control   461 

12-38 Servo Amplifier   462 

12-39 Shift Register or Ring Counter   464 

12-40 AC Voltmeter   466 

12-41 Astable Multivibrator   467 

12-42 Bistable Multivibrator   469 

12-43 Light Flasher   470 

MANUFACTURERS OF COILS 

REFERRED TO 

Arnold Magnetics 
6050 West Jefferson Blvd. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Automatic Manufacturing Co. 
Division of General Instrument 
65 Governeur Street 
Newark, N. J. 

Better Coil and Transformer Inc. 
Goodland, Ind. 

Columbus Process Co. 
Columbus, Ind. 

General Ceramic Corp. 
Crows Mill Road 
Keasby, N. J. 

Lafayette Radio Electronics 
Mail Order and Sales Center 
111 Jericho Turnpike 
Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 

P. R. Mallory and Co. Inc. 
3029 E. Washington Street 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

blicrotran Co. Inc. 
145 E. Mineola Avenue 
Valley Stream, N. Y. 

AND ASSOCIATED MATERIALS 

IN PARTS LISTS 

Mid-West Coil and Transformer Co. 
1642 N. Halstead 
Chicago, Ill. 

Nytronics, Inc. 
Co. 550 Springfield Ave. 

Berkeley Hgts., N. J. 

J. W. Miller Co. 
5917 South Main Street 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Radio Condenser Corp. 
Davis and Copewood Street 
Camden, N. J. 

Stancor Electronics, Inc. 
3501 West Addison Street 
Chicago, Ill. 

Triad 
305 N. Briant Street 
Huntington, Indiana 

Thom pson-Ramo-Wooldridge, Inc. 
Electronic Components Division 
666 Garland Place 
Des Plaines, Ill. 

Thordarson 
7th and Bellmont 
Mt. Carmel, Ill. 
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12-1 

- 

LIA 

000 

3-VOLT PORTABLE RADIO RECEIVER 

CONVERTER 

TYPE 
2NI526 

C3 

TYPE 
T2 2NI524 

R6 

AUDIO 
DRIVER 

TYPE 
2N26I4 

Circuit Description 

This portable superheterodyne re-
ceiver using low-voltage germanium 
transistors operates from a battery 
supply voltage of only 3 volts. A 
ferrite-rod antenna assembly, which 
includes the tuned antenna trans-

IF AMPLIFIERS 

TYPE 
T3 2NI524 

SECOND 
DETECTOR 

TYPE 
IN295 

POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

TYPE 
2N408 

TYPE 
2N408 

3V_ 

SI 

SP 

former T1, selects the amplitude-
modulated rf signal from the de-
sired radio broadcast station and 
couples it to the base of the 2N1526 
converter transistor. In the conver-
ter stage, the modulated rf signal 
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12-1 3-VOLT PORTABLE RADIO RECEIVER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

is mixed with a local-oscillator sig-
nal developed by the tuned circuit 
L,B, C., and C7 to produce the 455-
kc/s difference frequency used as 
the intermediate frequency. The an-
tenna and oscillator tuning capaci-
tors C, and C. are mechanically 
ganged so that the antenna-input 
and oscillator circuits are adjusted 
together to maintain this difference 
frequency. Trimmer capacitors C7 
and C7 are adjusted to maintain the 
required tracking relationship. Posi-
tive feedback for the oscillator cir-
cuit is provided by the inductive 
coupling between Li. and L15. 
The 455-kc/s signal from the con-

verter stage is amplified by two if-
amplifier stages using 2N1524 tran-
sistors. The amplified if signal is 

Parts List 

Ci = trimmer, 3 to 15 pF 
C2, CO = ganged tuning 

capacitor, C2 = 9.5 to 141 
pF; Ce = 7.2 to 109 pF 

C3, Co = 0.02 µF, ceramic 
C5 = 0.005 µF, ceramic 
C7 = trimmer. 3 to 20 pF 
C8, C12, C14, C17, Cis = 0.05 

/IF, ceramic 
Ca = 128 pF (part of Ts) 

= 2 µF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

Cii = 10 AF, electrolytic. 
3 v. 

Cu, Ci0 = 100 µF, electro-
lytic. 3 V 

C15 = 125 pF. ( part of Ta) 
Cle = 0.005 µF, ceramic 
Cie = 125 pF. ( part of To) 
L1 = oscillator coil; wound 
from No. 3/44 Litz wire 
on coil form suitable for 
a No. 10-32 slug; LIA, 19 
turns; Lie, 155 turns. 
tapped at 8 turns from 
ground end, tunes with 
100 pF at 990 kilocycles 
Re = 10000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R9 = 3900 ohms, 0.5 watt 
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then demodulated in the second-de-
tector circuit. The 1N295 detector 
diode rectifies the if signal, and 
capacitor C. filters out the rf com-
ponents so that only the audio-
frequency (modulating-signal) com-
ponent remains. The audio signal 
voltage is developed across the 
volume-control potentiometer Ri. 
The portion of the audio signal at 
the wiper arm of R, is amplified by 
a 2N2614 audio voltage amplifier 
and then by a push-pull power am-
plifier that uses two 2N408 transis-
tors. The power-amplifier output 
drives the speaker voice coil to pro-
duce an audible output from the 
receiver. This receiver is capable of 
supplying up to 25 milliwatts of 
audio power output. 

Ris = 1500 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

Ri = volume-control po-
tentiometer. 5000 ohms, 
audio taper (part of as-
sembly with ON-OFF 
switch Si) 

R5 = 470 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Re = 6800 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R7 = 39000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 330 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Rio = 2700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ria = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ria = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R14 = 240 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru = 47 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Si = ON-OFF switch ( part 

of assembly with poten-
tiometer Ro) 

Sp = speaker; voice-coil 
impedance, 12 to 15 ohms 

Tu = antenna transformer; 
primary, 110 turns of No. 
10/41 Litz wire wound on 
a 1:0-by-1,‘"-by-4” fer-
rite rod (pitch, 50 turns 
per inch); secondary, 6 
turns of No. 10/41 Litz 

wire wound at the start 
of the primary; Q = 
100 with transformer 
mounted on chassis; 
transformer should tune 
with 135 pF at 535 kilo-
cycles 
= 1st if transformer; 

Thompson - Ramo -Woold-
ridge EO-13550, or equiv. 

Ta = 2nd if transformer; 
Thompson - Ramo - Woold - 
ridge E0-13551, or equiv. 

To = 3rd if transformer; 
Thompson - Ramo - Woold - 
ridge EO-13552, or equiv. 

Ti = driver transformer; 
primary impedance, 10000 
ohms; secondary im-
pedance, 2000 ohms, cen-
ter-tapped 

To = output transformer; 
primary impedance. 100 
ohms, center-tapped; sec-
ondary impedance, 15 
ohms ( to match voice-
coil impedance of 12 to 
15 ohms) 
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12-2 

, C 

i_ 7.2 V 

6-VOLT AUTOMOBILE RADIO RECEIVER 

RF AMPLIFIER 

TYPE 
2NI637 

R6 

POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

TYPE 
2N2869/ 
2N3O1 

SPEAKER 

IF 
AMPLIFIER 

MIXER 

TYPE 
2NI639 

7 
/ TYPE 

AI 2NI638 

CI5 

L4/ 
TYPE 

1 

/ 2NI524 

AUDIO 
AMPLIFIERS 
TYPE 
2N408 

SECOND 
DETECTOR 

C21 T2 
C26 

>i 
TYPE 
IN295 

TYPE 
IN295 

R27 

•-e\/V\  re 

CAir 

Circuit Description 

This 7-transistor superheterodyne rf-amplifier stage uses a high-gain 
radio receiver operates from the 2N1637 transistor to provide the 
storage battery in automobiles ern- increased sensitivity and higher 
ploying a 6-volt ignition system. The signal-to-noise ratio required in 
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12-2 6-VOLT AUTOMOBILE RADIO RECEIVER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

automobile radio receivers. The 
tuned rf amplifier selects and am-
plifies the amplitude-modulated rf 
signal from the desired broadcast 
station picked up by the automobile 
whip antenna. The rf-amplifier out-
put and a signal from the 2N1524 
local-oscillator stages are mixed in 
the 2N1639 mixer stage to provide 
a signal at the receiver intermediate 
frequency of 262.5 kc/s ( this value 
is used rather than 455 kc/s in auto 
radios because the tuned if ampli-
fiers provide greater gain and selec-
tivity at the lower frequency). 
The rf amplifier, mixer, and local 

oscillator are tuned together by 
means of mechanically ganged yeti-

Parts List 

Ci = 5 to 80 pF, variable 
trimmer 

Cs = 820 pF, mica, 100 V 
C3 = 2 pF, mica, 100 V 
C4. C23 -= 25 44F, elecrolytic, 
6 V 

Cs, Ce, C13, Cle, C17. Cu =-
0.05 µF, ceramic disc 

C4, Cu = 100-580 pF, vari-
able trimmer 

Ca = 270 pF, mica 
Cz = 0.005 µF, ceramic disc 

Caz = 50 sF, electro-
lytic, 6 V 

Cis = 0.0047 44F, ceramic 
disc 

C14, CI5 = supplied with Ti 
Cie = 500 pF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

C20 = 180 pF, mica, 100 V 
Cal C26 = supplied with Ti 
C24, C25 = 1 µF, ceramic 

disc, 3 V 
C27 = 0.04 44F, ceramic disc, 
25 V 

C28 = 0.5 sF, ceramic disc, 
25 V 

Li = 5 µH, rf choke 
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able inductors L., L., and L. so that 
the local-oscillator frequency is al-
ways 262.5 kc/s above the frequency 
to which the other circuits are 
tuned. Trimmer capacitors Ci, C., 
and Cii are adjusted to provide the 
proper tracking relationship. 
The 262.5 kc/s output from the 

mixer is amplified by a single 2N1638 
if amplifier, and is then demodulated 
in the 1N295 second-detector cir-
cuit. The audio signal output from 
the detector is developed across the 
volume-control potentiometer R.., 
amplified by two 2N408 audio volt-
age amplifiers, and applied to the 
base of the 2N2869/2N301 power 
transistor, which drives the speaker. 

Le L3 L4 = tuner assembly; 
manufactured by F. W. 
Sickles Co. and Radio 
Condenser Corp. 

L.7 =. antenna coil; variable 
inductor tuned with 110 
pF; frequency range 535 
to 1610 kc/s; Q = 65 at 
1610 kc/s 

L9 = rf coil; variable induc-
tor tuned with 600 pF; 
frequency range 535 to 
1610 kc/s; Q = 65 at 1610 
kc/s 

L4 = oscillator transformer; 
primary, variable inductor 
tuned with 470 pF; fre-
quency range 797 to 1872 
kc/s; Q = 65 at 1872 kc/s, 
secondary, 30 turns 

L5 = output coil; 20 mH; 
1 ampere. 0.5 ohm max. 

Ri = 82000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Rs = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 33 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R4 Rn = 330 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 RIO = 5600 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R4 = 0.33 ohm, 1 watt 

R7 = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R. = 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru Ro = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru Ris R14 = 68 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R15 = 820 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ris = 47000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru = 1800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ris = 8200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rao R96 = 3300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R11) Rn = 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R29 = 120 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru 4 = 100000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R25 = volume control, po-
tentiometer, 100000 ohms 

R28 = tone control, poten-
tiometer, 10000 ohms 

Ti = if transformer, Thomp-
son-Ramo -Wooldridge 
No. E010173, Automatic 
Mfg. Co. No. E2740097 
AX, or equivalent 

T2 = if transformer. Thomp-
son-Ramo-Wooldridge 
No. E010174. Automatic 
Mfg. Co. No. E2740097 
BX, or equivalent 
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12-3 
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LINE-OPERATED AC/DC RADIO RECEIVER 

CONVERTER 

C2 
TYPE //  
40261 

SL1 

E 

RI 

T 
IF AMPLIFIER 

TYPE 
40262 

/TYPE 
IN295 

7 

3 

SECOND 
DETECTOR 

T2 

— 71 

o 

c124 

AUDIO DRIVER POWER AMPLIFIER 

40263 40264 

H V 
AC/DC 

3 17 

RECT FIER 
TYPE 
40265 R17 

C2I 

Si OFF 

ON 

I TYPE 
HN295 

Circuit Description 

This four-transistor ac/dc radio are converted to de power by the 
receiver operates directly from 40265 rectifier. 
either an ac power line or a de sup- Amplitude-modulated rf signals 
ply of 117 volts. AC power inputs from the desired radio broadcast 
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12-3 LINE-OPERATED AC/DC RADIO RECEIVER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

station are selected by the ferrite-
rod antenna and input-transformer 
assembly L1. The converter stage 
uses a 40261 drift-field transistor in 
a common-emitter circuit configura-
tion. Ganged variable capacitors C. 
and C. permit simultaneous tuning 
of the input and local-oscillator 
resonant circuits in the converter. 
Variable capacitors C. and C. pro-
vide the trimmer adjustments. 
The 455-kc/s if output from the 

converter is amplified by a single 
if-amplifier stage which uses a 
40262 drift-field transistor in a 
common-emitter circuit for optimum 
balance of signal gain and circuit 

Parts List 

CI, C2, CIS. Ce = ganged tun-
ing capacitors; antenna 
section (CI and Co), 10 to 
152 pF; oscillator section 
(Cs and C2), 9.8 to 110 pF 

Cs. C4 = 0.02 µF, ceramic 
Cs. Cs = 110 pF, part of Ti 
Cs = 5 iLF, electrolytic, 3 V 
Cio =. 1 pF, ceramic 
Cu, Csto = 0.01 jF, ceramic 
Cu = 170 pF, part of T2 
Cu, C14 = 0.05 µF, ceramic 
Cu = 100 electrolytic, 
25 V 

Cu = 1 itF, ceramic 
C17 = 50 µF, electrolytic, 

15 V 
Cu = 250 µF, electrolytic, 

12 V 
Cu = 0.047 µF, "Mylar", 

400 V 
Ca = 80 µF, electrolytic, 

150 V 
Li = antenna coil, 150 turns 
of wire wound on 6-inch 
length of %-inch-diame-
ter ferrite rod, tunes with 
135-pF capacitance at 535 
kc/s 
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stabilty. The if amplifier is made 
selective at 455 kc/s by a double-
tuned input transformer T. and a 
single-tuned output transformer T.. 
The audio-signal components are ex-
tracted from the if signal by the 
1N295 detector diode and its asso-
ciated components. The audio signal 
is amplified to the level required to 
drive the speaker by a 40263 driver 
stage and a 40264 power-output 
stage. A voltage-dependent resistor 
Rt0 is used as a damping resistor 
across the output transformer T. to 
protect the 40264 output transistor 
from the destructive effects of tran-
sient voltages. 

L2 = oscillator coil; pri-
mary, 155 turns tapped 3 
turns from bottom ( term. 
4) tunes with 100-pF 
capacitance at 990 kc/s; 
secondary, 10 turns; 
wound from Hy. Poly 
wire (no outer insula-
tion) on slug ( Arnold 
"E" or equiv.) 0.375 inch 
long and 0.181 inch in 
diameter 

RI. R4 = 47000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Rs. Ru- 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2-470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs-4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = 0.22 megohm, 0.5 watt 
R7 = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = potentiometer, 10000 
ohms, 0.5 watt, audio 
taper 

Rio = 56000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Rai = 18000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rai = 820 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R14 = 330 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ris = 8200 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Rie = voltage-dependent re-
sistor, Ferroxcube No. 
E299DD-P340 or equiv. 

R17 = 250 ohms, 4 watts 
Si = ON-OFF switch, sin-

gle-pole, single-throw 
T1 = if transformer (in-
cludes C7 and Cs), pri-
mary, 286 turns of No. 36 
Gripeze wire tapped at 
127 turns from bottom 
(term. 3) : secondary, 286 
turns of No. 36 Gripeze 
wire tapped at 8 turns 
from bottom (term. 2). 

Ts = if transformer; pri-
mary ( includes Cis), 230 
turns of No. 3/42 Litz 
wire tapped at 110 turns 
from bottom (term. 3); 
secondary, 17 turns of No. 
3 / 42 Litz wire. 

Ti = audio output trans-
former; primary, 2500 
ohms; secondary, 3.2 
ohms; Triad No. S-12X 
or equiv. 
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12-4 HIGH-QUALITY FM TUNER 

FOR MULTIPLEX RECEIVER 

o 

ANT. 

RCA 40242 / C3 

TO AGC CIRCUIT IN IF AMPLIFIER R5 

Pa rts List 
Ce =-. trimmer capacitor, 

approximately 17 pF max-
imum 

Ca, Ce, C20 = ganged tuning 
capacitor; Ca, Ce = 7.25 
to 19 pF, Cru = 6 to 21 pF 

C3 = 6.8 pF, ceramic 
C4 = 15 pF, ceramic 
Co, Co, C7, C15, Cae = feed-
through capacitor, 1000 pF 

Cao = 3.3 pF, ceramic 
Cii = 12 pF, ceramic disc 
Cu, Ci4 = 4.7 pF, ceramic 
C13 = 0.33 pF, ceramic 
Cie = 15 pF, zero tempera-

ture coefficient, NPO cer-
amic 

Cu = trimmer capacitor, 
1.5 to 10 pF 

Cis = 240 pF, ceramic disc 
Col = 0.005 44F, ceramic disc 
Ciii = 85.6 pF ( part of Ti) 
CS3 = 39.3 pF ( part of Ti) 
C2.4 --. 1000 pF (part of Ti) 
Li = antenna coil; second-

ary, 4 turns of No. 22 bare 
tinned wire, approxi-
mately 1 wire diameter 
apart, wound on Oak an-
tenna coil form, resonates 
with 27-pF capacitance at 
100 Mc / s, tuning slug is 
an Arnold "J" (0.181 inch 
in diameter and 0.250 inch 
in length) or equiv.; pri-
mary, center-tapped, ap-
proximately 4 turns of 
No. 30 gripeze wire wound 

Cg 

Ci2 

r-- R40 r 
RCA C10 40243 \ C22 

21 \ 

C20 

- 
-8 VOLTS 

below cold end of second-
ary (primary winding 
may have to be shortened 
slightly to obtain op-
timum impedance match) 

L2 = rf interstage coil; ap-
proximately 3- ,,á turns of 
No. 18 bare tinned wire 
wound on a to-inch-
diameter coil form (re-
move coil form after 
winding) tapped approxi-
mately 1/2  turn from the 
cold end; exact winding 
length depends upon 
tracking requirements; 
coil should resonate with 
27-pF capacitance at 100 
Mc/s 

La = rf choke, 1 4.4F 
L4 = oscillator coil; ap-
proximately 3- 1/2  turns of 
No. 18 bare tinned wire 
wound on a 1/2 2-inch-
diameter coil form (re-
move coil form after 
winding); exact winding 
length depends on track-
ing requirements; coil 
resonates with 37-pF ca-
pacitance at 110.7 Mc/s 

Ri = 47000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra, R13, R23 = 330 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Ri, R7 = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ro = 8200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RO = 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt 

-8 VOLTS.. 

IC23 

2 

TO BASE OF IF AMPLIFIER -.-TRANSISTOR 

Ra = 12000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R9, Rn = 1000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Rio, Rite, Ria, Rai = 3300 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

Rai, Eau = 100 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Rat Rio, Ran, R30 = 560 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

R14, R21, R28, R3.3 = 240 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

R17 = 0.68 megohm, 0.5 watt 
R18 = 0.1 megohm, 0.5 watt 
R20 = 8200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rai = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru = 20000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 220 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio, R38 = 0.47 megohm, 0.5 
watt 

Rai = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rsa = 68 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rae = 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R38, Rao = 6500 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R80 = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Si-AFC ON-OFF switch, 

single-pole, single-throw 
Ti- if transformer, Thomas-
Ramo-Wooldridge N o. 
EO-18896, Automatic Mfg. 
Co. No. EX-11831, or 
equiv. 

Ta--if transformer, Thomas-
Ramo-Wooldridge N o. 
EO-18897, Automatic Mfg. 
Co. No. EX-11832, or 
equiv. 
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12-4 HIGH-QUALITY FM TUNER (cont'd) 

AGC VOLTAGE IF AMPLIFIER STAGES 

TO 
BASE OF 
RF AMP. 

TRANSISTOR 

TO Ti 
SECONDARY 

-6.5 V 

i .C25 

AFC VOLTAGE 

TO COLLECTOR 
OF OSCILLATOR 
TRANSISTOR 

R13 

TYPE 
40245 

C30 

R15 

IF AMPLIFIER STAGES 

Parts List (cont'd) 
Ta--if transformer, Thomp-
son-Ramo-Wooldridge No. 
EC-18898, Automatic Mfg. 
Co. No. EX-11833, or 
equiv. 

I ON 

C33 

C40 AFC 1C46 Ic48 

C32 

R15 

R20 

C34 

TYPE 
 IN542 

TYPE 
40245 

transformer, Thomp-
son-Ramo-Wooldridge No. 
EC-18900, Automatic Mfg. 
Co. No. EX-11834, or 
equiv. 

—I C39 

371 C351 

I TR25 

TYPE 
iN542 

RA110 DETECTOR 

R37 

R26 

TO 
MULTIPLEX 
ADAPTER 

1%—ratio-detector trans-
former, Thompson-Ramo-
Wooldridge No. EC-16786-
R2. Automatic Mfg. Co. 
No. EX-11633, or equiv. 
equiv. 

NOTE: See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband circuits 
on page 391. 
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72-4 HIGH-QUALITY FM 
Circuit Description 

This high-quality FM tuner uses 

silicon n-p-n transistors that pro-
vide good receiver quieting and 
limiting performance because of 
their high usable gains and low noise 
levels (typical device noise is 3 dB 
at 100 Mc/s for a 300-ohm source 
impedance). These transistors pro-
vide excellent amplification in the 
FM band and are capable of sus-
tained oscillation at frequencies up 
to 1100 Mc/s. 
The rf-amplifier stage uses a 

40242 transistor in a common-emitter 
circuit configuration to obtain the 
highest stable gain over the entire 
FM broadcast frequency range. This 
stage can provide an unneutralized 
gain of 15.4 dB. The operating point 
of the stage is chosen so that age 
can be applied effectively. 
The 40243 mixer transistor is also 

operated in a common-emitter con-
figuration. An oscillator-signal in-
jection voltage of approximately 90 
millivolts is coupled across capaci-
tor C22 to the base of the mixer tran-
sistor from the oscillator resonant 
circuit C14, C12, C22, and L.. A series-
tuned trap 1.43 and C22 between the 
base and emitter of the mixer tran-
sistor reduces degeneration at the 
intermediate frequency of 10.7 Mc/s 

12-5 FM STEREO MULTIPLEX ADAPTER 
Parts List 
Ci = 0.33 µF, fixed compo-

sition 
Cs, Cu, Cie = 0.5 µF, disc 
ceramic 

Ca = 560 pF, mica 
Cs = 0.1 µF, ceramic 
Cs = 1000 pF, part of L2 
Ce = 1000 pF, part of L4 
C7, CS = 10 pF, NPO disc. 
C. = 1000 pF, part of L3 
Cle = 1000 pF', part of L5 
CIS = 1000 pF, part of Ti 
Cu = 2 µF, electrolytic, 

12 V. 
C15 = 390 pF, part of T2 

Cir, C1S, C19 = 7500 pF, 
mica 

Cei. = 0.02 µF, disc 
ceramic 

C92, Coi = 1 µF, disc ceramic 
Ii = incandescent lamp, 14-
mA, 10-volt 

Li = ri coil Thompson-
Ramo-Wooldridge No. 
EO-14039 or equiv. 

TUNER (cont'd) 

and thus increases conversion gain. 
The 40244 oscillator stage is ad-
justed to provide a uniform injec-
tion voltage to the base of the mixer 
transistor over the entire FM oscil-
lator-frequency range. 
The four-stage if-amplifier strip 

uses two 40245 and two 40246 tran-
sistors in a common-emitter circuit 
configuration to provide 23.4 dB of 
stable gain per stage. The four 
double-tuned if transformers Ti, T2, 
T., and T. provide a 6-dB bandwidth 
of 300 kc/s, which is adequate for 
reproduction of stereo signals. 
The age voltage is developed at 

the collector of the second if-ampli-
fier transistor by a 1N542 diode, and 
is applied to the base of the 40242 
rf-amplifier transistor. As a result, 
the final 40246 if-amplifier transis-
tor can go into full limiting before 
appreciable age is developed. This 
arrangement provides a relatively 
wide age bandwidth which is helpful 
in tuning to strong signals. 
FM detection is accomplished by 

the ratio-detector circuit, which in-
cludes two 1N542 diodes and asso-
ciated components. The detector 
transformer T. is designed to pro-
vide the wide peak-to-peak separa-
tion (450 kc/s) required for good 
stereo multiplex operation. 

L2 = ri coil (includes Ca) 
Thompson - Ramo -Woold-
ridge No. E0-15485-Re or 
equiv. 

Li = rf coil (includes Cs) 
Thompson - Ramo -Woold-
ridge No. E0-15486-113 or 
equiv. 

L4 = rf coil ( includes Ce) 
Thompson - Ramo -Woold-
ridge No. EO-17558 or 
equiv. 

Le = rf coil ( includes Cu) 
Thompson - Remo -Woold - 
ridge No. EO-17557 or 
equiv. 

Ri = 0.12 megohm, 0.5 watt 
Re, R4. R15 = 47000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
113, Res, Rea = 3300 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Re. Rae. Rs, = 8200 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Re, Ria = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 

R7 = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re. R17 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Fts, R10 = 10000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Ru = 120 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri2, R14 = 560 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Ria = potentiometer, thresh-
old control, 50000 ohms 

RIO = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RIO. R20 = 39000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R21, Rai = potentiometer, 38-
kc/s and 76-kc/s null 
control, 5000 ohms 

Ti = transformer (includes 
Ca) Thompson-Ramo-
Wooldridge No. EO-15360-
RD or equiv. 

To = transformer ( includes 
Cie) Thompson-Ramo-
Wooldridge No. EO-15361-
R7 or equiv. 
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12-5 FM STEREO MULTIPLEX ADAPTER (cont'd) 

COMPOSITE- SIGNAL AMPLIFIER 

R1 

HI  TO IF STRIP 

R16 

2N1524 

38- kc/s AMPLIFIER AND LIMITER 

2N1524 

PILOT SEPARATOR 

TYPE 2NI524 

THRESHOLD AMPLIFIER 

2NI524 

Q-12 V 

IC9 

TYPE IN295 

TYPE IN541 

>I  TYPE IN541 
_L--

19 

I9-kc/s AMPLIFIER AND LIMITER i 
CI3 

TYPE 2NI632 

BALANCED DOUBLER 
TYPE 

1:14_ 

',t  

TYPE IN295 

 0 12 V LAMP SWITCH 
TYPE   2N408 
R14 

TO TO LEFT-CHANNEL T 
1"-:1 -hjie.PU C22 

—C20 
4 

BALANCED DETECTORS TO RIGHT-CHANNEL  , OUTPUT 
• C23 R25 
—C21 
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12-5 FM STEREO MULTIPLEX ADAPTER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description 

This FM stereo multiplex adapter, 
or demodulator, separates composite 
multiplex signals supplied by an FM 
tuner, such as that shown by circuit 
12-4, into right- and left-channel 
inputs for stereo audio-output 
stages. The adapter features a high 
input impedance, a noise-immunity 
circuit, and automatic switching for 
stereophonic or monaural reception. 
The input to the composite-signal 

amplifier is obtained from the ratio 
detector in the FM tuner. The am-
plifier, which is essentially an iso-
lation stage, uses a 2N1524 transis-
tor in an emitter-follower circuit 
configuration to provide the high-
input-impedance termination neces-
sary to prevent excessive loading of 
the ratio detector. The composite 
signal is coupled from the emitter 
circuit of the amplifier through an 
SCA rejection filter ( 122 and C.) to 
the base of a second 2N1524 used in 
a pilot-separator stage. 
The collector circuit of the pilot 

separator consists of a double-tuned, 
top - capacitance - coupled, 19 - kc/s 
transformer (L2 and 14). This trans-
former presents a highly selective 
load to the 19-kc/s pilot-frequency 
component included in the composite 
signal. The pilot-separator stage 
also acts as an emitter follower for 
the composite signal. 
The 2N1524 threshold amplifier 

and the 2N1632 19-kc/s amplifier 
and limiter comprise the noise-im-
munity circuit. During operation, 
reverse bias is applied to the 2N1632 
through the threshold potentiometer 
1122. When noise or insufficient pilot 
is available from the FM detector 
(as in the case of a weak station 
or of monaural reception), the for-
ward bias developed by the 1N295 
bias-rectifier circuit is insufficient to 
overcome the preset reverse bias on 

the 2N1632, and stereophonic switch-
ing is not accomplished. The presence 
of an acceptable pilot level (one 
that does not switch on interstation 
noise and yet provides adequate 
stereo reception) results in sufficient 
forward bias to make the 2N1632 
conduct and thus to permit opera-
tion of the subcarrier regenerating 
stages. 
The output of the 19-kc/s ampli-

fier and limiter is coupled by trans-
former T2 to a balanced frequency-
doubler circuit. This circuit, which 
consists of two 1N295 diodes con-
nected in a full-wave rectifier con-
figuration, doubles the frequency of 
the 19-kc/s signal to regenerate the 
38-kc/s subcarrier required for de-
tection of the left- and right-channel 
information in the composite signal. 
The 2N1534 38-kc/s amplifier and 

limiter supplies the bias current to 
turn on the 2N408 lamp switch that 
indicates stereo operation of the 
adapter. The 38-kc/s subcarrier 
from the balanced doubler is am-
plified by the 38-kc/s amplifier and 
limiter and applied to the primary 
of T2, and the composite signal from 
the emitter of the pilot-separator 
transistor is applied to the secondary 
center tap of T2. When a properly 
phased regenerated subcarrier is 
added to the composite signal, stereo 
demodulation is accomplished, and 
right- and left-channel information 
appears at the respective outputs. 
Monaurally transmitted signals 

that appear at the emitter of the 
pilot separator are applied directly 
to the balanced-detector transformer 
T2 without activating the subcarrier 
regenerating stages. The demodu-
lated signal then appears with equal 
amplitude in both left and right 
channels of the receiver. 
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12-6 

Circuit Description 

AM/FM AUTOMOBILE RADIO RECEIVER 

This AM/FM receiver operates 
directly from a 12-volt automobile 
battery supply. AM or FM operation 
is selected by means of switch S,. 
A whip antenna picks up both AM 
and FM signals transmitted by radio 
broadcast stations. (The optimum 
antenna length for FM reception is 
29 inches.) RF choke La presents a 
high impedance at FM frequencies 
(88 to 108 Mc/s) so that FM signals 
cannot enter the AM tuner, but al-
lows signals at AM frequencies ( 550 
to 1600 ke/s) to pass relatively un-
impeded. Capacitor Ca provides low-
impedance coupling of FM signals 
into the FM tuner, but blocks the 
passage of AM signals. 
When S, is in the FM position, the 

FM tuner selects the frequency-
modulated rf signal from the de-
sired broadcast station, amplifies 
this signal, and converts it to the 
10.7-Me/s intermediate frequency. 
The 2N1177 rf amplifier and the 
2N1179 autodyne converter transis-
tors provide signal-power gains at 
the if output frequency of at least 
25 dB for input frequencies in the 
88-to-108-Me/s FM band. Ganged 
tuning of the rf and converter stages 
insures that the local-oscillator fre-
quency tracks the input tuning at 
10.7 Mets above the center fre-
quency of the FM channel selected. 
Trimmer adjustments are provided 
by capacitors C., Ca., and C.a and 
inductors L., L., and L.a. A 1N295 
diode prevents oscillator blocking in 
the converter stage and thus extends 
the large-signal-handling capabili-
ties of the FM tuner. 
The 10.7-Mc/s output of the FM 

tuner is amplified by three 2N1180 
tuned if-amplifier stages that pro-
vide an over-all signal gain of 69 
dB. Good selectivity for FM signals 
is provided by four double-tuned 
transformers Ta, T., T., and TO. 
The if strip is also used for AM 

operation. At the 262.5-kca inter-

405 

mediate frequency used in AM auto-
mobile receivers, two of the 2N1180 
if stages provide more than ade-
quate gain. Therefore, the first 
2N1180 stage is converted to an AM 
converter when S, is set to the AM 
position. This stage and the 2N1637 
rf amplifier comprise the AM tuner. 
The 262.5-Ws output from the AM 
tuner is amplified by the two re-
maining 2N1180 if amplifiers and 
coupled to the 1N295 AM second-
detector circuit. Selectivity for AM 
signals is provided by the 262.5-Ws 
if transformers T3, T., and T7. 
FM if signals are demodulated 

and the amplitude distortion is re-
moved in the 1N542 ratio-detector 
circuit. A 1N295 AM detector cir-
cuit separates the audio signal from 
(demodulates) the AM if signal. A 
third section of S, then selects the 
audio output from either the FM 
ratio detector or the AM detector. 
The selected audio output is ampli-
fied by 2N591 predriver and driver 
stages. The output of these stages 
drives a 2N2869/2N301 power am-
plifier to develop the power neces-
sary to produce the required speaker 
output. 
The age network consisting of a 

1N295 diode, R.., and C.8 develops a 
de bias voltage proportional to the 
signal amplitude and applies it to 
the base of the 2N1637 transistor 
to provide automatic gain control 
for the AM receiver. The age volt-
age for the FM receiver is developed 
by a 1N295 diode circuit and applied 
to the base of the 2N1177 rf tran-
sistor. A 1N3182 diode circuit rec-
tifies the signal across the tertiary 
(reference) winding of the ratio-
detector transformer. The resultant 
frequency-sensitive de voltage, ap-
plied to the emitters of the FM con-
verters and rf-amplifier transistors, 
provides automatic frequency con-
trol ( afc) for the FM tuner. 
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12-6 AM/FM AUTOMOBILE RADIO RECEIVER (coned) 
WHIP 
ANT. 
29' FM' MOVER 

F WI? (FM) 
OR CONV. (AM) 

TYPE 
2NI180 

RF 
66, TYPE 

2141177 

TYPE 

FM AGC (2). IN295 

C44 

TYPE AMP 
2141180 

0.•  

AM SOC 

Parts List 
CI = 18 pF, ceramic disc, 

50 V 
C2 = 5-80 pF, mica, trimmer 
Ca, Cs, Cie, CIT = 5 pF, 
ceramic disc. 50 V 

Cri, C29 -= 6-21 pF, tun-
ing capacitor 

2 

AFC DIODE 1 
TYPE .70 
1143182 

AM 0 

(:) AM SOC 

T4 

I' 

C52 

R26 

_L c59 .-r 

C5. CIS, Cal = 1-6 pF, mica, 
trimmer 

Ci = 1.5 pF, ceramic disc, 
50 V 

CS CIO CM C40 C50 C69 C73 = 
0.05 AF, ceramic disc, 
50 V 

R22 AFC 

TYPE AMP 
2141180 

Cs, 
e 

r 
Cse 

¡TYPE 
114295 

C9 Cti CI4 C21 C24 Ces --- 0.002 
µF, feedthrough, 50 V 

Cl2 = 55-300 pF, mica, 
trimmer 

CI3 = 390 pF, ceramic disc, 
50 V 

Ci5 =-- 0.005 µF, ceramic 
disc, 50 V 

11) 
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12-6 AM/FM AUTOMOBILE RADIO RECEIVER (cont'd) 

e 

(S) 

RATIO 
DETECTOR 

TYPE s 
M42 R2E4 

CETECTOR 

Parts List (cont'd) 
C16, C23 = 4 pF, ceramic 

disc, 50 V 
C20 = 330 pF, ceramic disc, 

50 V 
C22 = 2.2 pF, ceramic disc, 
50 V 

C2., C28, C34, C37, C51, Coo, 
C6,3, C64 = 0.01 µF, ceramic 
disc, 50 V 

C26 C30 = part of Ti 
C27 = 15 pF, ceramic disc, 

50 V 
Ca., Coo = 3.3 pF, ceramic 

disc, 50 V 
Ca. = 180 pF, N750 ceramic 
C36 = 80-550 pF, mica. 
trimmer 

C28 C41 = part of Ti 
C39 C10 Coi = part of Ti 
Ca, CM = 0.001 µF, ceramic 

disc, 50 V 
C14 = 10 µF, electrolytic, 

25 V 
CO. C52 = part of TO 
C49 = 1800 pF, = 10%, 
ceramic disc 

Cso Cia = part of Ti 
Coos = 2 pF, ceramic disc, 

50 V 
C.2 Coa = part of Te 
Coi = 200 pF, ceramic disc, 

50 V 
Cia = 20 µF, electrolytic, 

25 V 
Col = 1500 pF = 10%. 
ceramic disc 

Ceo = 0.02 µF, ceramic disc, 
50 V 

Cee = part of T7 
Grt = 10 µF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

Cio = 2.2 µF, ceramic disc, 
3 V 

Cn = 200 µF, electrolytic, 
25 V 

C72 = 100 µF. electrolytic. 
25 V 

C74 = 500 µF, electrolytic, 
25 V 

C75. C76 = spark plate 
Li =- 6.2 µH, radio-fre-
quency choke 

Li = antenna coil for FM 
NOTE: See general considerat 
on page 391. 

7 PRE-
DRIVE R 

R34 TYPE 
2N591 

Cffl 

B + SUPPLY 
TO F 

DRIVE_R 

tuner; 4 turns No. 16 HF 
on 0.220-inch form, spaced 
t6-Inch ( approx.) ; tapped 
at 1 turn; core "J" ma-
terial Arnold A1-336 or 
equiv. 

La = antenna coil for AM 
tuner; variable inductor; 
tunes with 120 pF over 
the frequency range from 
535 to 1610 kc/s; Qo = 60 
at 1610 kc/s; secondary 
8 turns 

L. = rf coil for AM tuner; 
variable inductor; tunes 
with 560 pF over the fre-
quency range from 535 to 
1610 kc/s; Qo = 60 at 1610 
kc/s, no secondary 

L5 = rf coil for FM tuner; 
same as L2 except has no 
tap 

Le = miniature radio-fre-
quency choke, 1 µH ( ap-
prox.) 
= oscillator coil for FM 

tuner; 3 turns No. 16 HF 
on 0.220-inch form, spaced 
2,:t-inch ( approx.) ; core 
"J" material Arnold Al-
336 or equiv. 

L. = oscillator coil for AM 
tuner; variable inductor; 
tunes with 470 pF over 
the frequency range from 
797 to 1872 kc/s; Qo = 45 
at 1872 kc/s; secondary 
30 turns 

L9 = filter choke, 125 µH 
(approx.) 

Ri Ris Rn 100000 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

R9 R. = 560 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs 1,1 390 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R5 Ru Rie = 33000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Re Ftrt R. = 180 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R7 = 68 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R8 =1 220 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R9 = 680 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 4300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri. .-- I megohm 0.5 watt 

T8 

POWER 
AMR 

9/ 

IC7S 

SPARK 
PLATE 

TE e 

R17 Rig = 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R18 R23 = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RID Rie = 5600 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2. R24 =I 18000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R21 Rio Rae = 470 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R28 = 3900 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R30 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R31 R32 R37 = 6800 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R34 = potentiometer, 100000 
ohms. 0.5 watt, audio taper 

R35 = 62000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rae =- 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R38 = 3300 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R40 = potentiometer. 250000 
ohms, 0.5 watt, audio taper 

Ett2 = 270 ohms, 1 watt 
R43 = 0.47 ohm, .0.5 watt 
Ti = FM if transformer; 
Thompson - Ramo - Wool-
dridge No. 12224 or Auto-
matic Mfg. Co. No. E27-
41353AX or equiv. 

Ta T4 = FM if transformer; 
Thompson - Ramo - Wool-
dridge No. 12080R1 or 
Automatic Mfg. Co. No. 
E2741166BX or equiv. 

Ti = AM if transformer; 
Thompson - Ramo - Wool-
dridge No. 12414 or equiv. 

T5 = AM if transformer; 
Thompson - Ramo - Wool-
dridge No. 12415 or equiv. 

Te = radio-detector trans-
former; Thompson-Ramo-
Wooldridge No. 12007R1 
or Automatic Mfg. Co. 
No. E2741166AB or equiv. 

Ti = AM if transformer; 
Thompson - Ramo - Wool-
dridge No. 12416 or equiv. 

Te = driver transformer; 
primary 8000 ohms at 3 
mA dc; secondary 60 
ohms; Columbus Process 
Co. No. X5357 or equiv. 

T9 = output transformer; 
primary 20 ohms at 700 
mA dc; secondary 4 

R14 R15 = 10000 0.h111S, ohms; Columbus Process 
0.5 watt Co. No. 5383 or equiv. 

ions for construction of high-frequency and broadband circuits 
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12-7 LINE-OPERATED (AC/DC) AM/FM RADIO RECEIVER 

CI 
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R20 
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C25 
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9,AM 
_ 
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I C59 I FM•••-SIE 
AM -_-, 

R23 DETECTOR AM/ -C64 

b'l • 
R r YPE 
22 IN295 

C5 

Circuit Description 

This seven-transistor AM/FM 
radio receiver operates directly from 
either an ac power line or a de sup-
ply of 117 volts. AC power inputs 
are converted to de power by the 
40265 rectifier. A series dropping 
resistor 1L18 reduces the rectifier out-
put to the value of 9 volts required 
for the rf, if, and audio driver stages. 

TYPE 
40264 

C43 

117 V 
AC 

S2 

TYPE 
40265 

R9p 

j - P70E 1 

Operation of this ac/dc AM/FM 
receiver is essentially the same as 
that of the AM/FM automobile re-
ceiver shown in circuit 12-6, except 
that no rf-amplifier stage is re-
quired for AM operation. Demodula-
tion of FM signals is accomplished 
by a conventional ratio detector 
which uses two 1N541 diodes. AM 
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12-7 LINE-OPERATED (AC/DC) AM/FM 

RADIO RECEIVER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

demodulation is provided by a 1N295 
diode detector circuit. The audio 
amplifier uses a 40263 transistor in 
an emitter-follower driver stage and 
a 40264 high-voltage silicon transis-
tor in a single-ended, common-
emitter audio-output stage. The 

Parts List 
Cl. C2 = 470 pF, mica 
Cs, Cs° = 2.2 pF, ceramic 

disc 
Ci, C63 = 4 µF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

Co, Cie, Coi, Cu. = 0.05 µF, 
ceramic disc 

C., C14. C23 = ganged tuning 
capacitors, 7 to 20 pF 

C7. C45 = 5 pr. ceramic disc 
Cs. Cu. Cu = feedthrough 

capacitors. 0.002 µF 
i.; C2, 30e C33. C33, CH. Cu, Cu, 

Cos = 0.01 aF, ceramic 
Ci,, Ci., Crr = trimmer ca-

pacitors, 2 to 12 pF 
Cii = 4.7 pF, ceramic disc 
C13, C22 = 1500 pF, ceramic 

disc 
Cu, Cu. = 4 pF, ceramic 
C17 = 3.3 pF, ceramic disc 
Cie = 270 pF, ceramic disc 
C22, Cu = 51 pF, mica 
Cu = 15 pF, ceramic disc 
Co, = 1200 pF, ceramic disc 
Cu. Cal = tuning and trim-
mer capacitors for AM 
antenna coil, combined 
value 12 to 310 pF 

C34. C54 = 3.9 pF, ceramic 
C35. Co, = 0.005 µF, ceramic 

disc 
C36 = 470 pF, mica 
Cii = 0.003 pF, ceramic 
C38. CIO = tuning and trim-
mer capacitors for AM 
oscillator coil, combined 
value 12 to 128 pF 

Coi, C43, C50. CS5 = 56 pF 
C42 = 220 pF, ceramic disc 
C42. C51 = 0.01 p.F, ceramic 

disc 
C47 = 10 µF electrolytic, 3 V 
C49 = 2400 pF, mica 
C56 = 3600 pF, ceramic 
Cu = 47 pF, ceramic disc 
Coo, Ceo, Cei = 330 pF, 
ceramic disc 

C64. Cee = 0.47 µF, ceramic 
disc 

Car = 150 µF, electrolytic. 
6 V 

Coi = 150 µF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

Ceo = 0.02 µF, ceramic disc 
C70 = 80 µF, electrolytic, 

150 V 
Li = rf choke, 10 µH 
L2 = 4-1/2  turns of No. 16 

audio-output stage can deliver one 
watt of audio output to the speaker 
with less than 10 per cent distortion. 
A voltage-dependent resistor 
provides transient-voltage protec-
tion for the output circuit. 

wire, spaced to "16 inch, form to take 10/32 slug 
wound on a 0.220-inch- (Arnold IRN8 or equiv.); 
diameter coil form that secondary 4- 1/2  turns No. 
takes a No. 10/32 slug 16 wire spaced to 1/2 -
(Arnold No. LRN8 or inch; primary 3 turns, 
equiv.) center-tapped, wound 

L3 = rf coil, 1 µH over ground end of 
L4 = FM oscillator coil; 3 secondary. 

turns of No. 16 wire, T2 = 10.7-Mc/s if trans-
spaced to 0.4-inch, wound former, Thompson-Ramo-
on 0.220-inch-diameter Wooldridge No. 17214-Ri 
coil form that takes a No. or equiv. 
10/32 slug ( Arnold No. 'Fa-AM antenna coil; pri-
LRN8 or equiv.) mary No. 2/38 Litz wire 

Ri = 5600 ohms, 0.5 watt wound across length of 
R2 = 390 ohms, 0.5 watt General Ceramic, ceramic 
Ra, Ru --=. 2200 ohms, 0.5 Q rod ( 0.33-inch dia. 6 
watt inches long) to tune 

Rs, R15. Rie = 100 ohms, 0.5 broadcast band with tun-
watt ing capacitors as shown; 

R5. R9 = 47000 ohms, 0.5 secondary 10 turns No. 
watt 2/38 Litz wire bifilar 

R6. R14 = 680 ohms, 0.5 watt wound at ground end of 
R7 -= 2700 ohms, 0.5 watt primary 
R8 = 15000 ohms, 0.5 watt Ti-10.7-Mc/s if trans-
R10, Ras, Rai = 0.47 megohm, former, Thompson-Ramo-

0.5 watt Wooldridge No. 17215-R2 
Rit = 18000 ohms, 0.5 watt or equiv. 
R12 = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt Ti = AM oscillator coil; 
R13, R26 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 secondary 20 turns No. 
watt 2/38 Litz wire wound on 

RI7 = 330 ohms, 0.5 watt 1/2 -inch-dia. coil form; 
R18 = 820 ohms, 0.5 watt primary 95 turns wound 
Rii, = 68000 ohms, 0.5 watt over secondary tapped at 
R20 = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 5 turns; slug. General 
Rai = 12000 ohms, 0.5 watt Ceramic, ceramic Q rod 
R23 = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 1/2 -inch long 
Rai = 68 ohms, 0.5 watt T6 = 455-kc/s If trans-
R25, R2s, Ri, = 6800 ohms, former, Thompson-Ramo-

0.5 watt Wooldridge No. 17217-R2 
R27 = 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt or equiv. 
R32 = volume control, po- Ti = 10.7-Mc/s if trans-
tentiometer, 40000 ohms former, Thompson-Ramo-

R33 = 39000 ohms, 0.5 watt Wooldridge No. 17216-R, 
R34 = 82000 ohms, 0.5 watt or equiv. 
Itu = 560 ohms, 0.5 watt TR = 455-kc/s if trais,-
Rai = 3900 ohms, 0.5 watt former. Thompson-Ramo-
a7 = 82 ohms, 0.5 watt Wooldridge No. 17218 or 
R2.9 = 3000 ohms. 5 watt equiv. 
Rau = voltage-dependent re- T9 = ratio-detector trans-

sistor, Ferroxcube No. former, Thompson-Ramo-
E299DD-340 or equiv. Wooldridge No. 16786-R2 

Rio = 200 ohms, 5 watt or equiv. 
Si = selector switch, five- Tio = 455-kc/s if trans-

pole, three-position former, Thomoson-Ramo-
Sa = ON-OFF switch (part Wooldridge No. 17219-Ri 

of Rol) or equiv. 
Ti = input matching trans- Tu = audio output trans-
former; 0.220-inch outer- former, Triad S-12X or 
diameter threaded coil equiv. 

NOTE: S. general considerot 
on page 391. 

ions for construction of high-frequency and broadband circuits 
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12-8 THREE-BAND AM RADIO RECEIVER (con'td) 

Ports List 

B = 9 volts 
Cl Cs Ci. = variable, 26.1 to 
251 pF 

C2 C8 C. C2.3 C24 C25 = trim-
mer, 3-35 pF, Arco 403, or 
equivalent 

C5 = 0.25 µF, ceramic disc 
C7. C10, C15, C28 = 0.05 µF, 
ceramic disc 
CO Cu Ca. = trimmer, 1.5-20 
pF, Arco 402, or equiv. 

C12, C38 = 0.01 p.F, ceramic 
disc 

Cie =- 0.0005 gF, ceramic 
disc 

C17. C18. C31 = 0.02 gF, 
ceramic disc 

C19. C20 = 350 pF, part of T. 
C20 = 900 pF, silver mica 
C21 = 300 pF, silver mica 
C22 = 91 pF. silver mica 
C27 .=. 10 pF. ceramic disc 
C2.9 = 10 µF. 3 volts, elec-

trolytic 
C30 = 220 pF, ceramic disc, 

supplied with T2 
C32 = 2 µF, 3 volts, elec-

trolytic 
C33 = 10 µF, 3 volts, elec-

trolytic 
C.. -= 100 gF, 3 volts, elec-

trolytic 
Coe = 0.04 µF, ceramic disc 
Cm, Coo = 100 µF, 10 volts, 

electrolytic 
= 42 µH at 3100 kc, 

short-wave antenna coil, 
Qo = 75; turns ratio 
Ni/N2, 1.67:1; N2/N., 18:1 

L2 = 380 µH at 1000 kc/s, 
broadcast, antenna coil. 
Qo = 184; turns ratio 
NI/N., 78:1 

L3 = 4600 gH at 270 kc/s, 
long-wave antenna coil, 
Qo = 69; turns ratio 
NI/N., 91:1 

L4 = 5 µH, part of if trap 
NOTE: See general considerations for construction of 
on page 391. 

La = 34 µH at 3100 kc/s, 
short-wave rf coil, Qo =-
81; turns ratio, Ni/Na. 87:1 

Lel = 370 pH at 1000 kc/s, 
broadcast rf coil, Qo = 80; 
turns ratio, Ni/N2, 2.5:1; 
N2/N3, 25:1 

L7 = 4200 µH at 270 kc/s, 
long-wave rf coil, Qo =-
10; turns ratio Ni/Ns, 
91:1 (measured with 
100000-ohm shunt) 
= 29 gH at 3550 kc/s, 

short-wave oscillator coil, 
Qo = 20; turns ratio 
Ni/N2, 25:1, Ni/N3, 4:1 

L. = 200 µH at 1455 kc/s, 
broadcast oscillator coil. 
Qo = 39; turns ratio N./N2, 
29:1, NI/N., 13:1 

Lis = 1100 µH at 725 kc/s, 
long-wave oscillator coil, 
Q, = 17; turns ratio 
Ni/N2, 21:1, NI/N., 12:1 
(measured with 200000-
ohm shunt) 

Ri = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 150000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R3 = 22000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R. = 100000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 560 ohms. 0.5 watt 
118 = 1800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R7 = 18000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R8 -•=- 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = 3300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 200000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rn = 47000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R12 = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R13 = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R14 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R15 = volume control, 1 
megohm, reverse log. 
taper 

Rie = 4000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru = 27000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R18 ---- 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R19 = tone control, 1 

Circuit Description 
In this three-band superhetero-

dyne AM receiver, three mechani-
cally ganged, three-position, mul-
tiple-section wafer switches S,, S, 
and S. select the proper combination 
of antenna, rf-amplifier, and con-
verter tuned circuits for long-wave, 
broadcast-band, or shortwave opera-
tion. Each band uses a 455-kc/s 
intermediate frequency so that the 
same if amplifier can be used. The 
whip antenna is optimized for the 
shortwave band because the gain 
of the receiver is lower at these 
higher frequencies. 
The signal received by the an-

tenna is coupled by a single-tuned 

megohrn, audio taper 
Res = 560 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R21, = 330 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Roi = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R23 = 4.7 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R24 = 3.9 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R25 = 3.9 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Su-Ssb = three-section 
wafer switch 

S, = speaker, 3.2 ohms 
Ti = first if transformer (455 

kc/s): double-tuned cri-
tical coupling, Automatic 
Mfg. Co. No. E-2,749,067-
EX. or equivalent 

T2 = second if transformer 
(455 kc/s) : single-tuned, 
Automatic Mfg. Co. No. 
E-2,749,067CX, or equiv. 

T3 = driver transformer: 
primary 10000 ohms, sec-
ondary, 2000 ohms, center 
tapped; Mid-West Coil 
and Transformer Co. No. 
20AT88, or equivalent 

T. = output transformer: 
primary, 250 ohms center 
tapped; secondary. 3.2 
ohms; Mid-West Coil and 
Transformer Co. No. 20-
AT86, or equivalent 

NOTE 1: Components CD, 
L., and 12., make up an 
if trap in the long-wave 
band and are used to im-
prove if rejection and 
signal-to-noise ratio. 

NOTE 2: For the antenna 
and rf coils, N, refers to 
the turns of the primary 
winding, No to the tapped 
portion of the primary, 
and No to the secondary. 
For the oscillator coils, Ni 
refers to the tank wind-
ing, N2 to the emitter 
winding, and N3 to the 
collector winding. 

high-frequency and broadband circuits 

antenna transformer (Li for short-
wave signals, L, for broadcast-band 
signals, or L2 for long-wave signals, 
depending on the setting of the se-
lector switch S,) to the emitter of 
the 2N1632 rf-amplifier stage. 
Single-tuned coupling is used to 
transfer the received signal from 
the collector of the 2N1632 to the 
emitter of the 2N1526 converter 
stage. Switch S2 selects L. and its 
associated tuning capacitors for 
shortwave operation, L. and its asso-
ciated tuning capacitors for broad-
cast-band operation, or LT and its 
associated tuning capacitors for 
long-wave operation. 
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72-8 THREE-BAND AM RADIO 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

The oscillator signal is supplied 
to the converter transistor from the 
oscillator resonant circuit (L8 and 
associated components for short-
wave, L. and associated components 
for broadcast band, or Li0 and asso-
ciated components for long-wave, as 
determined by the setting of switch 
S.). Tuning capacitors Ci, C., and Ci., 
which are common to the three 
bands, are ganged to assure that the 
oscillator frequency is always 455 
kc/s above the frequency of the re-
ceived signal. Trimmer capacitors 
are provided in each tuned-circuit 
network (in each band) to assure 
that proper tracking is maintained 
throughout the band. 
The 455-kcis intermediate-fre-

quency signal is coupled from the 
collector of the 2N1526 converter 

72-9 HIGH-QUALITY 

FOR PHONO, FM, 

Circuit Description 

This preamplifier has equalized 
input circuits for FM stereo (flat), 
ceramic and magnetic phonograph 
pickups, and tape-recorder heads. 
Level controls are provided for FM 
and ceramic and magnetic phono-
graph inputs. High input impedance 
and input equalization are provided 
in each operating mode by a directly 
coupled two-stage input section that 
uses frequency-sensitive negative 
feedback to provide the desired in-
put characteristics. The 2N2613 
transistor used in the first stage has 
low noise, low saturation current, 
wide frequency response, and high 
gain. The 2N591 transistor used in 
the second stage has excellent linear-
ity and better-than-average noise 
characteristics. The operating points 
selected for these stages provide 
both low noise performance and an 
adequate dynamic range. 
Both tone controls in the pre-

amplifier provide full-range boost 
and cut functions; interaction is neg-
ligible. Distortion is low for any 

RECEIVER (con'td) 

to the base of the 2N1524 if ampli-
fier by the double-tuned if trans-
former T,. The single-tuned if 
transformer T. couples the amplified 
if signal to the anode of the detector 
diode. The diode circuit separates 
the audio signal from the modulated 
if signal to the anode of the 1N295 
detector diode. The diode circuit 
separates the audio signal from the 
modulated if signal and develops an 
audio voltage across the volume-
control potentiometer Ri.. The por-
tion of this audio signal coupled 
from the wiper arm of 11,, to the 
2N408 transistor is used to develop 
the driving power for the 2N270 
transistors used in the push-pull 
audio-output stage. This push-pull 
stage develops the power to drive 
the speaker voice coil. 

PREAMPLIFIER 

OR TAPE PICKUP 

tone-control setting. The collector-
to-base feedback in the third and 
fourth stages works with the tone 
controls to provide the over-all 
tonal response of the preamplifier. 
The 2N408 stages amplify the sig-
nal to the input level required by 
most transistor audio power ampli-
fiers. The sensitivity of the pream-
plifier at full volume is such that 
a 1-millivolt input (2-millivolt tape 
input) results in a 42-millivolt out-
put. For a given input level, the 
output response (with controls flat) 
is constant within :I-. 1 dB from 10 
to 20,000 c/s. 
The de power for the preamplifier 

may be obtained from the power 
supply for the audio amplifier. If 
necessary, a voltage-dropping re-
sistor should be used to reduce the 
supply voltage to the —18 to —22 
volts required for the preamplifier 
stages. This preamplifier is espe-
cially suited for use with the 15-
watt and 35-watt high-quality audio 
amplifiers, circuits 12-12 and 12-14. 
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12-9 HIGH-QUALITY PREAMPLIFIER 

FOR PHONO, FM, OR TAPE PICKUP (cont'd) 

TAPE 

MAG 
PHONO 

LEVEL 

R1 

FM 
(FLAT) 

CERAMIC 
PHONO 

R4 

Parts List 

TYPE 
2N2613 

stA 451_ 

LEVEL 

LEVEL 

R7 

R14 

R12 
•-•-•\ SIB 

R13 

Ci = 25 p.F, electrolytic, 3 V 
Ci = 0.06 µF ±- 5%, ceramic, 

50 V 
C3 = 0.2 fiLF -± 5%, ceramic, 
25 V 

C4 = 50 aF, electrolytic, 3 V 
C5 = 270 pF, ceramic, 600 V 
Ce, Ci. = 0.05 µF ± 5%, 

ceramic, 50 V 
C7 = 0.25 /IF, ceramic, 50 V 
CS = 25 id', electrolytic, 15 V 
Ca -= 2 AF, electrolytic, 3 V 
Cie, Ci. = 2 µF, electrolytic, 

10 V 
Cii = 0.15 µF 

ceramic, 50 V 
Cl2 = 0.12 aF ± 5%, 

ceramic, 50 V 
Cia = 10 µF, electrolytic, 

10 V 
CI5 = 0.003 /..F -±- 5%, 
ceramic, 500 V 

R22 

BASS 

R23 

CI4 

-22 Vis 

TO 
3300-OHM --

LOAD 

*POwErt SUPPLY IS COMMON To BOTH 
CHANNELS OF STEREO AMPLIFIER. 

Ri -= level control, poten-
tiometer, 50000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R2 = 51000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R3 = level control, poten-

tiometer, 1000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R, = level control, poten-
tiometer, 5000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 
= 1 megohm, 0.5 watt 

RR = 15000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R7 = 47000 ohms. 0.5 watt 

= 100 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Re _= 0.1 megohm -2_- 5%, 0.5 
watt 

Rio = 0.18 megohm, 0.5 watt 
R11 = 820 ohms ± 5%, 0.5 
watt 

RI2 = 27000 ohms -±- 5%, 0.5 
watt 

RIT = 1500 ohms -± 5%, 05 
watt 

R27 

Ri. = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 1800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rie = 330 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = volume control, po-

tentiometer, 10000 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

Ria = 56000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RID = 6800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R20, R23 = 2700 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

ROI = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Roo = bass control, poten-

tiometer. 50000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R24 = 0.1 megohm, 0.5 watt 
RZ5 = 3300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2I1 = treble control. poten-

tiometer, 0.1 megohm. 0.5 
watt 

Re = 27000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Si = selector switch; rotary 

type; 2-pole, 3-position 
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72-70 LINE-OPERATED TWO-STAGE 

PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER 

LOUDNESS 
R4 CONT. 

R5 
TREB. 
CONT. 

Parts List 
Cl. C. = 1200 pF, ceramic 
C3 = 0.005 MF, ceramic 
C. = 100 µF, electrolytic, 

25 V 
C5 = 0.1 µF, ceramic 

0.01 ¡OF, ceramic 
C7 = 250 µF, electrolytic, 

12 V 
Cs = 50 MF, electrolytic, 
150 V 

R. = 56000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = bass control, poten-

tiometer. 3 megohms, 
audio taper 

Output 1 Ng 

R11 

R3. R9 = 68000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R. = 0.33 megohm, 0.5 watt 
R. = treble control, poten-

tiometer, 1 megohm, 
audio taper 

Re, Rio = 10000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R. = loudness control, po-
tentiometer, 2 megohms, 
linear taper; tapped at 
1 megohm 

R. = 0.18 megohm, 0.5 watt 

TYPE 
40265 

117 V 
AC/DC 

R.. = 33000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R12 = voltage-dependent re-

sistor, Ferroxcube No. 
E299DD-P340 or equiv. 

Rio = 220 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R.. = 250 ohms, 3 watts 
S. = ON-OFF switch, sin-

gle-pole, single-throw 
T. = output transformer; 
primary 2500 ohms, sec-
ondary 3.2 ohms, effi-
ciency 80 per cent; Triad 
S-12X or equiv. 
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12-10 LINE-OPERATED TWO-STAGE 

PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description 

This two-transistor phonograph 
amplifier provides full output power 
af one watt at average record levels 
with a ceramic phonograph car-
tridge such as the Astatic model 
314 or equivalent. It operates di-
rectly from either an ac power line 
or a de supply of 117 volts. A 40265 
diode is used in a half-wave recti-
fier circuit to convert ac inputs to 
the de power required for the two 
transistor stages. Capacitor C4 fil-
ters the rectifier output. 
The 40264 n-p-n output transistor 

is driven by a 40263 p-n-p transis-
tor operated in an emitter-follower 
stage. Because of the large, by-
passed emitter resistor R., the am-
plifier can maintain a constant 
output-stage current for wide varia-
tions in current transfer ratio of 
the transistors without loss of ac 
gain. Moreover, the phase reversal 
between the collector currents of the 
two transistors tends to compensate 
for temperate effects. Any tendency 
for current in the 40264 transistor 
to increase with temperature is off-
set by an increase in emitter cur-
rent of the 40263 transistor. 

Output transformer T4 is used to 
match the amplifier to the speaker 
to obtain an output of one watt. 
The electrolytic capacitors C4, CT, 
and C. can be sections of a multiple-
section common-negative capacitor. 
The power gain of the basic am-

plifier circuit is 68 dB. An input of 
3 microamperes is required to a 
load of 15,000 ohms to obtain a 
power output of one watt. The sta-
bility of the circuit is excellent; the 
sensitivity remains relatively con-
stant over the range of ambient 
temperatures from 25 to 70°C. Dis-
tortion is less than 1 per cent for 
outputs below 50 milliwatts, and ap-
proaches 10 per cent as the output 
rises to one watt, the point at which 
clipping begins. At a line voltage of 
117 volts, the 40264 transistor idles 
at a dissipation of approximately 
2.5 watts. The 40264 should be con-
nected to a suitable heat sink so 
that the junction temperature will 
not exceed 150°C under worst-case 
conditions. The voltage-dependent 
resistor 1142 provides transient-
voltage protection for the output 
transistor. 
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12-11 HIGH-QUALITY 10-WATT AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

Parts List 
Ci = 50 sF, electrolytic, 
6 V 

C2 = 250 pF, ceramic 
C9 = 50 sF, electrolytic, 

25 V 
C. = 100 pF, ceramic 
C. = 100 sF, electrolytic, 
6 V 

C. = 1000 sF, electrolytic, 
50 V 

C7 = 1000 µF. electrolytic, 
25 V 

36 V 

Fi = fuse, 1-ampere 
Ri = volume control, po-
tentiometer, 5000 ohms, 
0.5 watt ( part of assem-
bly with ON-OFF switch 
Si) 

Rs, R. = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 36000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R4. R. = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = 180 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R7 = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R. = 68000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

TYPE mar 
IN31931. 

R13 

• " r • L7 4 
TYPEÁ 
IN3193   

AF 

OUTPUT 

Fi 

117 
AC 

RIO. Ru = 220 ohms, 0.5 wa 
Ru, Ru = 1 ohm, 1 watt 
Si = ON-OFF switch (pa 

of assembly with volum 
control potentiometer RI 

Ti = power transforme] 
primary, 117 volts rme 
secondary, center-tappe. 
27 volts rms from cent. 
tap to each end at 5( 
mA de 
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12-11 HIGH-QUALITY 10-WATT AUDIO 

POWER AMPLIFIER ( cont'd) 

Circuit Description 

This high-quality audio amplifier 
can supply 10 watts (rms) of power 
to an 8-ohm speaker for an input 
of 1 volt rms. The output impedance 
of the amplifier is designed to match 
an 8-ohm speaker without the use 
of an output transformer. Series-
connected 40310 n-p-n transistors 
are used in the output stage. The 
driver stage uses a 40319 p-n-p 
transistor and a 40314 n-p-n tran-
sistor connected in complemen-
tary symmetry to develop push-pull 
drive for the output stage so that 
no driver transformer is required. 
(The use of driver and output trans-
formers would tend to limit the 
over-all frequency response of the 
amplifier.) The over-all negative 
feedback of 6 dB and other factors 
result in an amplifier frequency re-
sponse that is fiat within 1 dB from 
15 to 25,000 c/s. The use of direct 
coupling between stages and local 
de feedback for each stage results 
in stable quiescent operation of the 
amplifier at ambient temperatures 
up to 71°C. 
The input stage of the amplifier 

employs a 40317 n-p-n transistor 
connected in a class A common-
emitter circuit configuration. Nega-
tive feedback from collector to base 
of the transistor stabilizes opera-
tion of the input stage. 
The amplified signal developed at 

the collector of the 40317 is directly 
coupled to the base of the 40319 
driver transistor, and the signal at 
the junction of the collector load re-
sistors R. and R. is directly coupled 
to the base of the 40314. Because 

these driver transistors are con-
nected in complementary symmetry, 
the outputs developed across re-
sistor R. and R. are 180 degrees 
out of phase. The 1N3754 diodes 
connected between the bases of the 
driver transistors are used to com-
pensate for the effect of tempera-
ture variations on the performance 
of the output transistors. 
The 40310 series-connected out-

put transistors are operated in class 
AB rather than class B to prevent 
cross-over distortion. The drive in-
put from the 40314 driver transis-
tor is applied between the emitter 
and base terminals of its output 
transistor so that this output tran-
sistor is effectively operated in a 
common-emitter configuration. As a 
result, both output transistors pro-
vide equal voltage gain. The small 
amount of degenerative feedback de-
veloped across emitter resistors R. 
and R. helps to stabilize the output 
stage. The limiting action of the 
1N3193 diodes connected in shunt 
with the emitter resistors prevents 
excessive power losses across these 
resistors when the amplifier is 
operated to provide the full rated 
output of 10 watts. 
This audio power amplifier oper-

ates from a 117-volt, 60-e/s ac power 
input. The input is coupled by 
power transformer T. to a conven-
tional full-wave rectifier using two 
1N3193 diodes. The rectifier pro-
vides a 36-volt de output for use as 
the collector supply voltage for the 
amplifier. 
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12-12 HIGH-QUALITY 15-WATT AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

IHFM Music Power Rating 36 W 

-38 V 
FROM FRONT-
END POWER 
SUPPLY 

CI* 

o 
TO 

HIGH-
QUALITY 
PREAMP. 

o 

Ri§ 

TYPE 
2N26I4 

-22 V 

+22 V 

TYPE 
2N2408 

TYPE 
1N2858 

Parts List 
=- 200 µF, electrolytic, 

3 V 
C2 = 82 pF, ceramic 
Ca = 100 µF, electrolytic, 

15 V 
C4 = 200 µF, electrolytic, 
6 V 

C5 = 250 µF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

C8 = 0.015 µF, ceramic 
Cl, Cs = 100 µF, electrolytic, 

25 V 
Cio = 2500 µF, electro-

lytic, 25 V 
Fi = fuse, small enough to 

protect speaker 
F, F3 = fuse, 3-ampere 

R12 

2N2I48 

F4 = 
blo 

Ri = 18000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 3300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R3 = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RI = 27000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 33000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R8 = 1500 ohms, 1 watt 
R7 = 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra = 330 ohms. 0.5 watt 

= 2700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rn :7-- 4.7 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ria = 560 ohms, 2 watts 
Rn = 150 ohms, carbon, 5 
watts 

Rn, Rie = 180 ohms, 2 watts 

fuse, 1-ampere, slo-

-22 V 

RI4 

15 

IN2326 

TYPE 
2N2I47 

C7 

TYPE 
IN2326 

C8 

Rle 

R1,3 

+22 V 
 s. 

(hOUTPUTO 
(8 ofims) 

117 V 
AC 

R15, R17 = 120 ohms, 1 wat' 
R1S, R19 = 0.27 ohms, 1 wat 
Ti = driver transformer 
Setter Coil and Trans• 
former Company No 
99A7 or equiv. 

T2 = power transformer 
Better Coil and Trans. 
former Company No 
99P5 or equiv. 

• Capacitor Ci should not bu 
used when the amplifie: 
is driven by preamplifie 
circuit 12-9 or any °the' 
preamplifier circuit tha 
has a capacitively couple< 
output. 
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12-12 HIGH-QUALITY 15-WATT AUDIO 

POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description 

This audio power amplifier can 
deliver 15 Watts of sine-wave power 
to an 8-ohm speaker; its IHFM 
music power rating is 36 watts. Two 
of these amplifiers can be used in 
a stereo system to provide a total 
sine-wave power of 30 watts, or 
total IHFM music power of 72 watts. 
In this four-stage unit, two directly 
coupled input stages are used as a 
predriver for the driver-output 
combination. An emitter-follower 
circuit is used in the second stage 
of the predriver section to provide 
the low source impedance required 
for the voltage feedback to the 
driver stage. 
The 2N2614 transistor used in the 

first predriver stage has high gain, 
low saturation current, and wide fre-
quency response. The 2N408 used in 
the second stage improves linearity. 
Negative feedback coupled from the 
output (emitter) of the 2N408 
emitter-follower stage to the input 
(base) of the 2N2614 stage provides 
dc stabilization for the predriver 
section. 
The driver-output section of the 

amplifier consists of a class B out-
put stage driven by a transformer-
coupled driver stage. Both stages 
use drift-field power transistors that 
feature excellent linearity (as a 
function of current and voltage 
swing), high gain, low saturation 
and leakage current, and a high 
common-emitter cutoff frequency. 
Because the negative feedback 
coupled from the output (speaker) 
terminal back to the emitter of the 
driver stage is applied in series with 
the input voltage, a low source im-
pedance is required at the 2N2148 
driver stage. The emitter-follower 
?.N408 second stage provides this 
ow impedance. 
Two 1N2326 compensating diodes 

are used in the output stage to pre-
rent changes in the 2N2147 idling 
current with variations in tempera-

ture. A decoupling network is used 
between the collector of each 2N2147 
output transistor and its compensat-
ing diode to prevent the diode from 
becoming back-biased during the 
signal swing and causing premature 
clipping. 
The power for the output stage is 

obtained from a center-tapped bridge 
rectifier that provides both positive 
and negative 22-volt outputs with 
respect to the grounded center 
tap. The direct signal-return path 
through the supply reduces low-
frequency phase shift. Two 1N2859 
100-volt flanged axial-lead silicon 
rectifiers mounted on heat sinks are 
used in the power supply. If two 
amplifiers are combined in a stereo 
system, this power supply is com-
mon to both channels. A separate 
power supply that provides a well-
filtered de voltage of —38 volts 
should be used for the predriver 
and driver circuits. 

This audio power amplifier should 
be used with a high-quality pre-
amplifier such as that shown in cir-
cuit 12-9. Typical performance data 
for the 15-watt amplifier (with an 
8-ohm load impedance) are as 
follows: 

Distortion at 25 watts output: 
0.35% at 25 cis 
0.35% at 1000 c/s 
0.75% at 15,000 cis 
0.80% at 20,000 c/s at 1 dB 
below 15 watts 

IHFM music power: 36 watts 
Sensitivity: 42 millivolts into 

3300-ohm input for 15-watt 
output 

Hum and noise: 70 dB below 
15 watts 

Frequency response ( 3-dB-down 
points): 6 to 30,000 as 

Intermodulaton distortion (with 
60- and 4000-c/s signals 
mixed 4:1; output equiva-
lent to 15 watts): 1.0% 
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12-13 LINE-OPERATED (AC/DC) 25-WATT 

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

AF 
INPUT 

117 V 

AC OR DC 

Circuit Description 

This amplifier is intended pri- load impedance is important. The 
manly for use in public-address amplifier provides more than 60 
systems and other audio applications dB of power gain and has a flat fre-
in which flexibility with respect to quency response from 35 to 15,000 
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72-73 LINE-OPERATED (AC/ DC) 25-WATT 

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER (coned) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

c/s. Total harmonie distortion at the 
output is less than 1 per cent, and 
the hum and noise level is 63 dB be-
low the output for operation at the 
rated power level. The high break-
down voltage of the silicon transis-
tors used in the output and driver 
stages permits the amplifier to be 
operated directly from either an ac 
power line or a de supply of 117 
volts. AC inputs are converted to 
a smooth dc supply voltage by four 
1N3194 diodes in a full-wave bridge 
rectifier, together with a simple RC 
filter network Ri, and C,. 
The input stage of the amplifier 

uses a 40231 transistor in a class A 
common-emitter configuration. This 
configuration, together with nega-
tive feedback of approximately 10 
dB from the output (speaker termi-
nal) to the emitter of the 40231, 
results in an amplifier input im-
pedance of 2500 ohms. The amplified 
signal at the collector of the input 
transistor is directly coupled to the 
base of a 40320 transistor used in 
a simple phase-splitter circuit to 
develop the out-of-phase signals re-
quired to drive the push-pull output 
stage. Because the collector and 
emitter load resistors in the phase-

Parts List 
Ci = 1 ;IF, electrolytic. 3 V 
Cs = 0.02 µF, ceramic disc 
Cs = 250 µF, electrolytic, 
25 V 

Cs = 0.002 µF, ceramic disc 
Cs, Ce = 2 µF, electrolytic, 
25 V 

C7 = 250 µF, electrolytic, 
150 V 

CS = 0.1 µF, ceramic disc 
Fi = fuse, 1.5-ampere 

splitter stage are of equal value, 
the signals developed at the emitter 
and collector of the 40320 are equal 
in amplitude but 180 degrees out of 
phase. These signals are capacitively 
coupled to the bases of the 40321 
driver transistors. 
The driver transistors are con-

nected to the 40322 high-voltage 
output transistors in a Darlington 
configuration which provides the 
high power gain required to develop 
the desired power output from the 
signals supplied from the phase-
splitter. Resistors R., R10, R , and 
R. and the 1N3754 diode bias the 
driver and output stages for class 
AB operation. These stages are 
operated in class AB rather than 
class B to minimize cross-over dis-
tortion. The 1N3754 diode also pro-
vides the temperature compensation 
required to maintain a relatively 
constant quiescent current with 
small changes in temperature or line 
voltage. At the rated output, the 
dissipation in each output transis-
tor is less than 15 watts at room 
temperature; therefore, the ampli-
fier can be operated at temperatures 
up to 70°C without transistor 
derating. 

Ro , 15000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 3000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R4 = 51 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri = 5100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re, R7 = 300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RS = 4000 ohms, 5 watts 
Re, RIO = 0.18 megohm. 0.5 
watt 

Rn, Ru, Ris, Ros = 510 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

Ris, RIS = 5 ohms, 5 watts 
= 10 ohms, 20 watts 

Ris = 0.22 megolun, 0.5 watt 
Si = ON-OFF switch, 
double-pole, single-throw 

Ti = audio output trans-
former; primary, 600 
ohms, center tapped; 
secondary, 8 ohms; Co-
lumbus Process Co. No. 
DD176525 or equiv. 
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12-14 HIGH-QUALITY 35-WATT AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

IHFM Music Power Rating 72 W 

R1 

TO 

HIGH-
QUALITY 
PREAMP 

0 

TYPE 
2N2614 

-35 V 

+35 V 

-2:: V R20 

R17 

R15 - C6 

I4 
TYPE 
IN2326 R16 

-----=-
C7 

TYPE 
2N2147 

TYPE 
2N2147 

R21 

F1 

-35 V 
 s 

R23 

117 V 
AC 

8 OHMS 
i 

I 

I 

14 OHMS 

L J 

I I 

I 0 ' COMMON 

+32 V 

Circuit Description 

This audio power amplifier can music power ratings is 72 watts. 
deliver 35 watts of sine-wave power Two of these amplifiers can be used 
to an 8-ohm speaker; its IHFM in a stereo system to provide a 
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12-14 HIGH-QUALITY 35-WATT AUDIO 

POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

total sine-wave power of 70 watts, 
or total IHFM music power of 144 
watts. The predriver and driver 
stages are essentially identical to 
those used in the 15-watt amplifier 
of circuit 12-12; however, the out-
put stages of the two amplifiers 
are significantly different. 
The output stage of the 35-watt 

amplifier employs four 2N2147 tran-
sistors in a single-ended, series-
arranged, push-pull configuration. 
Two of the transistors are base-
driven by the driver stage through 
the driver transformer T1. Each of 
these transistors, in turn, drives the 
emitter of another 2N2147. The two 
transistors in each half of the push-
pull amplifier are series arranged 
and biased to permit large-signal 
operation. Two 1N2326 germanium 
diodes are used to compensate for 
changes in transistor idling current 
with temperature. These diodes also 
improve transient response by pre-
venting shifts in the operating point 
of the transistors, and reduce cross-
over distortion that may result from 
phase shifts across capacitors C. 
and C.. 

Parts List 

Ci = 82 pF, mica 
158 µ10, electrolytic, 

15 V 
Ci = 250 µF, electrolytic, 

15 V 
C4 = 250 µF, electrolytic, 
25 V 

C5. Cd = 50 µF. electrolytic, 
20 V 

Co = 0.005 µF, ceramic disc 
Co, Cs := 2500 µF, electro-

lytic. 50 V 
Fi = fuse, small enough to 
protect speaker 

Fi = fuse. 2-ampere, slo-
blo 

Rh R. = 3300 ohms, 0.5 watt 

A center-tapped, full-wave bridge 
rectifier using four 1N2860 diodes 
provides the symmetrical positive 
and negative voltage for the power-
output stage. If two amplifiers are 
combined in a stereo system, this 
power supply is common to both am-
plifiers. The voltage of —27 volts 
required for the predriver and driver 
should be obtained from a separate, 
well-filtered supply. 

This audio power amplifier should 
be used with a high-quality pre-
amplifier such as that shown in cir-
cuit 12-9. Typical performance data 
for the 35-watt amplifier (with an 
8-ohm load impedance) are as 
follows: 

Distortion at 35 watts output: 
0.3% at 25 c/s 
0.3% at 1000 c/s 
1.0% at 15,000 c/s 

IHFM music power: 72 watts 
Sensitivity: 65 millivolts into 

3300-ohm input for 35-watt 
output 

Hum and noise: more than 85 
dB below 35 watts 

Frequency response ( 3-dB-down 
points): 3 to 40,000 c/s 

Ra, R. 10000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Ra = 18000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rd = 47000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rd = 330 ohms, 1 watt 
Ro = 330 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rd = 220 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 180 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Rn = 4.7 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R12 = 0.18 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Ru, Rio, Rio = 270 ohms, 2 
watts 

RU. RIS = 150 ohms, 1 watt 
Rie = 270 ohms, carbon, 5 
watts 

R17, Rie = 100 ohms, 1 watt 

Rn, Rzz = 0.51 ohms, 1 watt 
Rn = 4 ohms, 25 watts 
Si = ON-OFF switch, sin-

gle-pole. single-throw 
Ti = driver transformer, 
Setter Coil and Trans-
former Company No. 
99A5, Columbus Process 
Company No. X7601, or 
equiv. 

Ti = power transformer, 
Better Coil and Trans-
former Company No. 
99P6, Columbus Process 
Company No. X8300, or 
equiv. 
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12-15 HIGH-FIDELITY 70-WATT AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

With Short-Circuit Protection 

INPUT 

40406 

-Z-. 

Rg 

1C4 

C3 R7 

_  

- 1 (5 

40407 

Parts List 
C1 = 5 µF, electrolytic, 6 V 
Co = 180 µF, mica. 60 V 
Cs = 2 µF, electrolytic, 6 V 
C. = 100 µF. electrolytic, 
3 V 

Co -- 100 pF, mica, 60 V 
Ce = 100 PE% electrolytic, 

50 V 
C7 = 250 µF, electrolytic. 
6 V 

40408 

R12 

Rlo 

BIAS 
R11 ADJ. 

IN3754 

IN3754 

+42 V 

IN3754 

40410 

TYPE 
40409 

ZENER 
DIODE 

14 
4.7 V 
I W 

TYPE 
40411 

R13 

Cs, Ce = 3000 µF, electro-
lytic, 75 V 

F. = fuse. 3-ampere 
R. = 82000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ro = 18000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R3 = 0.1 megohm, 0.5 watt 
R. = 180 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Rs, Rs = 10000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R7 = 33000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

R15 

TYPE 
40411 

TYPE 
INI612R 

RI6 

o 
AF 

OUTPUT 
(8 OHMS) 

-42 V 
 o 

+42 V (NO LOAD) 
(NOTE 3) 

Cg 
-42 V (NO LOAD) 

(NOTE 3) 

Rs = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
1110 = 5600 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rn = bias adjustment. po-

tentiometer, 250 ohms, 
linear taper 

RI2 = 3900 ohms, 05 watt 
R13 = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R14 = zero adjustment, po-

tentiometer, 100 ohms, 
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12-15 

Parts List (cont'd) 
linear taper 

Ru, Rie 0.3 ohm, 10 watts 
Si = ON-OFF switch, sin-

gle-pole, single-throw 
Sa = thermal cutout switch. 

HIGH-FIDELITY 70-WATT AUDIO 

POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

opens automatically when 
temperature rises above 
100°C 

Ti = power transformer; 
primary, 117 volts rms; 

Circuit Description 
This amplifier has a frequency re-

sponse that is flat within 1 dB from 
5 to 25,000 c/s. Total harmonic dis-
tortion at the full rated output of 
70 watts is less than 0.25 per cent 
at 1000 c / s. The amplifier requires 
no driver or output transformer, and 
has built-in short-circuit protection 
that prevents damage to the driver 
and output stages from high cur-
rents and excessive power dissipa-
tion. 
The driver and output stages of 

this amplifier are similar to those 
of the 10-watt amplifier in circuit 
12-11. The driver stage uses a 40409 
n-p-n transistor and a 40410 p-n-p 
transistor connected in complemen-
tary symmetry to develop push-pull 
drive for the output stage. Two 
40411 silicon power transistors used 
in the output stage are connected in 
series with separate positive and 
negative supply voltages. The out-
put is directly coupled to an 8-ohm 
speaker from the common point be-
tween the two transistors. Negative 
feedback of 35 dB is provided by 
R. and C.. 
The input stage uses a 40406 p-n-p 

transistor in a common-emitter cir-
cuit. This stage also provides the 
dc feedback through C1, R., Re, and 
IL. (the de zero adjustment) for 
maintaining the quiescent voltage of 
the output stage at zero plus or 
minus 0.1 volt. 
The predriver stage employs a 

40407 transistor and a 40408 transis-
tor connected as a Darlington pair. 
This circuit has a minimum load-
ing effect on the input stage and 
provides the necessary voltage am-
plification for the entire amplifier. 
The subsequent stages do not pro-
vide voltage gain. 

425 

secondary, center-tapped, 
62 volts from center tap 
to each end at 1.5 A dc 
(with no external load 
on power supply) 

Bias-voltage adjustment for the 
complementary driver stages is pro-
vided by the three 1N3754 diodes 
and the 250-ohm potentiometer R... 
The bias control R.1 permits adjust-
ment for variations in device pa-
rameters; it is adjusted so that the 
output-stage quiescent current meas-
ured at the monitor jack J is 20 
milliamperes. The forward voltage 
drop across the three diodes, to-
gether with the voltage drop across 
the bias control, provides the bias 
voltage necessary to maintain the 
output stages in class AB operation 
to avoid cross-over distortion. The 
1N3754 diodes are connected ther-
mally to the heat sinks of the output 
transistors to provide the neces-
sary thermal feedback to stabilize 
the quiescent current at its preset 
value at all case temperatures up 
to 100°C. Because of the high-
temperature compensation provided 
by this thermal feedback network, 
the required stability in the output 
stages can be provided by small 
emitter resistors, and losses are held 
to a minimum. 

Short-circuit protection for this 
amplifier is provided by a current-
limiting circuit that consists of the 
Zener diode and emitter resistors 
R.. and R... If any condition exists 
which causes a current of more than 
five amperes to flow through either 
resistor, the voltage potential across 
the Zener diode will cause it to con-
duct in the forward direction dur-
ing the negative-going output half-
cycle and cause it to break down 
at the diode reference voltage during 
the positive-going output half-cycle. 
The driving voltage, therefore, is 
clamped at that level and any further 
increase in output current is pre-
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12-1.5 HIGH-FIDELITY 70-WATT AUDIO 

POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

vented. In this way, both the driver 
and the output transistors are pro-
tected from high currents and ex-
cessive power dissipation such as 
would be caused by a reduced load 
resistance or, in the worst case, a 
short circuit. 

This amplifier operates from a 
full-wave power supply which pro-

vides symmetrical positive and nega-
tive de outputs of 42 volts. The 
thermal cutout S. in the power-
supply circuit is attached to the heat 
sink of one of the output transis-
tors. In the event of sustained 
higher-than-normal dissipations, S2 
will turn off power to the amplifier 
when the temperature rises to 100°C. 

12-16 THREE-STAGE 1-WATT STEREO 
PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER 

IHFM Music Power Rating 2.5 W Per Channel 

Circuit Description 

This three-stage stereo amplifier 
delivers a sine-wave power output 
of more than 1 watt per channel to 
a 20-ohm speaker; its IHFM music 
power rating is 2.5 watts per chan-
nel, or 5 watts total. The input to 
the amplifier is obtained from a 
conventional 0.5-volt, 1000-picofarad 
ceramic pickup; full power output 
is attained at average record levels 
for the maximum volume setting. 
The amplifier incorporates bass and 
treble tone controls, as well as a 
tapped loudness (volume) control 
for bass boosting at low volume 
settings. It has high gain, operates 
at low noise levels, and provides 
stable operation at temperatures up 
to 55°C. 
Each channel employs a 2N2613 

low-noise input stage, a 2N2953 
transformer-coupled driver stage, 
and a conventional transformerless 
class B output stage using two 
40253 transistors. The output power 
is coupled to the speakers through 
100-microfarad electrolytic capaci-
tors C. and C.. A frequency-sensi-
tive feedback loop in each channel 
is connected from the speaker termi-
nal to the base of the driver stage. 
Because the 330-picofarad series 
capacitors C. and Ci. attenuate the 
feedback at low frequencies but al-
low high-frequency signals to be fed 
back relatively unimpeded, they ef-

fectively provide a fixed amount of 
bass boost. The 10-picofarad capaci-
tors C. and C. provide feedback 
stabilization at high frequencies. 
The low-noise input and driver 

stages are directly coupled. Each 
stage uses bypassed emitter resis-
tors, and de feedback is coupled from 
the emitter of the driver to the base 
of the input stage. The tone, volume, 
and balance controls are grouped to-
gether at the input. The 1-megohm 
resistors R. and R. and the 0.1-
megohm resistors R. and R10 pro-
vide the high input impedance 
required for equalization and also 
form the divider for the full-range 
treble control. Bass cut is obtained 
by loading the pickup at low fre-
quencies. Because of the bass boost 
in the loudness function and in the 
feedback loop, the bass cut acts in 
a manner similar to that of a boost-
cut control. The loudness function is 
provided by 15,000-ohm poten-
tiometers (volume controls) tapped 
at 10,000 ohms (R. and R.). The 
armature of each potentiometer is 
connected to the base of the input 
stage so that the source impedance 
is low and the noise is reduced at 
low volume settings. The balance-
control potentiometer R. can be ad-
justed so that it completely shorts 
the input stage of the attenuated 
channel to ground or, with less at-
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12-16 THREE-STAGE 1-WATT STEREO 

PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 
-13.5 V 

TREBLE 
R5 R9 

C2 Re 

R6 R10 

TREBLE 

117 V 
AC 

TYPE 
2N26I3 

VOLUME 

BALANCE 

TYPE 
40266 

R24 

VOLUME 

TYPE 
23 

22 V - 17 V -13.5 V 

R4I R42 
19 

• C20 

2N2953 

TYPE 
2N2953 

-13.5 V 

-17 V 

-22 V 

40253 

R39 

C13 RL • 20 
OHMS 

TYPE 0 
40253 

40253 

C14 

o 
RL 20 
OHMS 

TYPE 
  40253 

T 

-22V 

O 

C18 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 
tenuation, exactly balances the in- wave center-tapped 22-volt supply 
puts to the two channels. using 40266 rectifier diodes; de-
The de power for the amplifier is coupling networks provide filtered de 

provided by a conventional full- voltages for the front-end stages. 

Parts List 
Cl. Cs = 100 pF, ceramic 

disc, 25 V 
Ca, Ci = 0.001 µF, paper, 

25 V 
CS, Ce = 0.5 µF, paper, 25 V 
C7. Cs = 10 µF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

Cs. C10 = 100 µF, electro-
lytic, 3 V 

Cii, Ci2 = 500 ;IF, electro-
lytic, 6 V 

C13. C14 = 100 'IF, electro-
lytic, 25 V 

C15, Cie = 10 pF, ceramic 
disc, 25 V 

Cis = 330 pF, ceramic 
disc, 25 V 

Cio = 1000 AF, electrolytic, 
25 V 

Cao = 100 µF, electrolytic, 
20 V 

Cas = 100 µF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

Fi = fuse, 1-ampere, slo-

blo 
RI, Fit = 0.18 megohms, 0.5 
watt 

Rs, Ra = bass control, po-
tentiometer, 3 megohms, 
0.5 watt, audio taper 

Rs. Re, RID. Ril) = 1 megohm, 
0.5 watt 

R7. Rs = treble control, po-
tentiometer, 3 megohms, 
0.5 watt, audio taper 

Ro, Rio = 100000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

111.2 =- 180 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R13. Ri, = volume control, 

potentiometer, 1 5 0 0 0 
ohms, tapped at 10000 
ohms 

R13 = balance control, po-
tentiometer, 20000 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

Rie, R17, R24. Res = 10000 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

Ris, Rn = 47 ohms, 0.5 watt 

R113. Ra, = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rn, R23 = 56000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

1122, R20 = 390 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re, Rse, Ras, Rai 270 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Rn, Ra0, Rai, Rae = 3.9 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Ras, Rae, R37. R38 = 0.51 ohm, 

0.5 watt 
Ru. = 220 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R42 = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Si = ON-OFF switch, sin-

gle-pole, single-throw 
Ti, T2 = driver transformer, 
Better Coil and Trans-
former Co. No. 99A4, Co-
lumbus Process Co. No. 
7602, or equiv. 

T3 = Power transformer, 
Better Coil and Trans-
former Co. No. EX4744P, 
Columbus Process Co. No. 
8970, or equiv. 
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12-17 LINE-OPERATED (AC/DC) 3-WATT 

STEREO PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER 

TYPE 

LEFT 
CHANNEL 0  
INPUT 

2 

R7 

BASS 

R3 

R4 

BASS 
R8 

R5 

RIGHT 
CHANNEL 
INPUT 

TYPE C11 
2N26I3 

2N26I3 

Circuit Description 

This three-stage stereo phono-
graph amplifier operates directly 
from either an ac power line or a 
de supply of 117 volts. AC power 
inputs are converted to de power 
by the 40265 rectifier. When used 
with a ceramic phonograph car-
tridge such as the Sonotone model 
21-T or the Astatic model 17-D, the 
amplifier can deliver continuous 

2N26I4 

R19 

TYPE 
2N26I4 

C12 

4. - 

R20 

RI6 

40264 

40264 

R23 

40264 

40264 

C17 
R30 

40265 

sine-wave power of 3 watts per 
channel with a total harmonic dis-
tortion of 10 per cent or less at av-
erage record levels. At an output 
level of 1 watt, distortion is 1.5 per 
cent or less. The maximum power 
output ( into hard clipping) is about 
4.5 watts of power output per 
channel. 
The input stage in each channel 
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12-17 LINE-OPERATED (AC/DC) 3-WATT 

STEREO PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

uses a high-gain, low-noise 2N2613 
transistor in a common-emitter cir-
cuit configuration to provide a high 
input impedance and to maintain a 
constant input sensitivity for the 
amplifier over a wide range of varia-
tion in transistor parameters. The 
emitter output from each 2N2613 is 
applied to the base of a 2N2614 
transistor operated in an emitter-
follower configuration that develops 
the driving power for direct coupling 
to the output stage. With this ar-
rangement, the emitter current in 
the output stage is maintained rela-
tively constant for a wide range of 
transistor parameters and for normal 
variations in line voltage. The 
2N2614 driver transistors provide a 
phase reversal which tends to can-
cel any variation in output-stage 
idling current with changes in tem-
perature. 
Each output stage of the ampli-

fier employs two 40264 high-voltage 
silicon power transistors in a class 
A push-pull configuration. Because 
both output-stage transistors are 
biased with a constant emitter cur-
rent, de unbalance in the output 
transformer is negligible. There-

Parts List 

Ci -= 100 µF. electrolytic. 
25 V 

Cs = 0.05 µF, paper, 200 V 
Co, CO = 180 pF, ceramic, 
25 V 

Cd, CF = 390 pF, ceramic, 
25 V 

C7, Co = 82 el', ceramic, 
25 V 

Clie. C10 = 0.1 µF, ceramic 
disc, 25 V 

Cii, Cu = 5 µF, electrolytic, 
6 V 

C13, Cle = 2200 pF, paper, 
400 V 

Cu, Cis = 500 µF, electro-
lytic, 3 V 

Cu, Cie = ½ dual section, 
100 µF, electrolytic, 250 V 

RI. Re = 5.6 megohms, 0.5 

429 

fore, a low-cost, %-inch output 
transformer can be used. 
The sensitivity of the amplifier is 

such that full rated power output 
may be obtained for an input less 
than 425 millivolts. Any 800-to-1500-
picofarad ceramic cartridge that 
provides an output from 250 to 600 
millivolts may be used. The RIAA 
frequency response of the circuit 
(between the 3-dB-down points) ex-
tends from 100 to 9500 c/s with the 
tone controls in the flat position. 

Treble boost and cut are obtained 
from a tap on the volume control. 
Boost or cut of 9.5 dB is available 
at normal listening levels. Negative 
feedback from the speaker termi-
nals to the base of each 2N2613 in-
put transistor provides a bass boost 
of about 6 dB at 100 c/s. This feed-
back permits the use of bass-cut 
controls (R. and R,) which load the 
cartridges at low frequencies in the 
flat position. As a result, bass boost 
of about 9 dB and bass cut of about 
15 dB are available at 100 c/s at 
normal listening levels. Because the 
feedback is a function of the source 
impedance, it does not appreciably 
affect the full-volume sensitivity. 

watt 
Ro, Ris, Rie = 82000 

ohms, 0.5 watt 
RS, R. = bass control, dual 

potentiometers, 5 meg-
ohms, 0.5 watt, audio 
taper 

R7, Ra = treble control, dual 
potentiometers, 5 meg-
ohms, 0.5 watt, linear 
taper 

Re, RIO = volume control, 
concentric potentiometers, 
3 megohms. 0.5 watt, 
tapped down 0.9 meg-
ohm, linear taper 

Ris, Rit = 3.9 megohms, 0.5 
watt 

Ru, Ru = 1.5 megohms, 0.5 
watt 

R17, R90 = 1500 ohms 
5%, 0.5 watt 

Rio, Rio = 75000 ohms 
5%. 0.5 watt 

Rol, R22 .= 8200 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R22 = 22000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R24, Ri, = 82 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R22, R20 = 200 ohms zir. 
5%, 0.5 watt 

Re, Re = 180 ohms :=I 
5%, 0.5 watt 

Ra) = 56 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Roi = 4.7 ohms, fuse re-

sistor 
Si = ON-OFF switch, sin-

gle-pole, single-throw 
Ti, Ts = audio output trans-
former, Columbus Process 
Co. No. X-9445 or equiv. 

-1-
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12-18 THREE-STAGE 5-WATT STEREO 
PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER 

II-1FM Music Power Rating 10 W Per Channel 

-9A V 

R7 
R13 

c5.1"" 
R14 

INPUT R5 R11 

INPUT 

-9.4 V 

- TYPE 

Re 

TREB. 

TREB. 
C2 R9 

R12 

R10 

117 V 
AC 

2N26I3 

TYPE 
2N26I3 

LOUD-
NESS 

LOUD-
NESS 

Cs 

Cil 

C13 
Ci7 

R22 

R23 R26 

TYPE 
2N2953 

Ci2 

Circuit Description 
This three-stage amplifier delivers 

a sine-wave power output of 5 watts 
per channel to an 8-ohm speaker; its 
IHFM music power rating is 10 
watts per channel, or 20 watts total. 
The amplifier develops full rated 

TYPE 
40050 

TYPE 
2N2953 

R24 R29 

R25 Cle 

)  II 9.4V 

-9.4 V 

Ti 

R36 

38 
R 40050 
30 

R3 1 

R32 

CHASSIS 

R33 

T2 

C16 

-15 V 

OUTPUT 
(8 OHMS) 
 0 01  

TYPE 
40050 

R39 

+15 V 

+15 V 
Rao 

TYPE 
40050 

OUTPUT 
(8 OHMS) 

 0 0-± 
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12-18 THREE-STAGE 5-WATT STEREO 

PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

a typical 0.5-volt, 1000-picofarad 
ceramic phonograph pickup. 
Each channel of the amplifier con-

sists of a low-noise 2N2613 input 
stage, a 2N2953 driver stage, and a 
class B output stage using two 
40050 power transistors. The high 
input impedance of the 2N2613 
stages eliminates the need for equal-
ization of the ceramic pickup, and 
also permits the use of simple full-
range treble controls R. and R. that 
have zero insertion loss. The zero-
insertion-loss bass controls R., and 
R. provide bass-cut action by load-
ing the ceramic pickup at low fre-
quencies. The combination of this 
action and the bass-boost action pro-
vided by the feedback loops is simi-
lar to that of a conventional cut-
and-boost control. 
The loudness controls R,2 and R.0 

are interlinked with the input-stage 
feedback loops. Because the amount 
of feedback below 1 kc/s is propor-
tional to frequency, the frequency 
response of the input stage can be 
controlled, to a limited degree, by 
the loudness setting. When the loud-

Parts List 

CI, C2 = 180 pF, ceramic 
disc 

Ca. Co = 1800 pF, ceramic 
disc 

Cs, Cs = 0.005 µF, ceramic 
disc 

C. C8 = 5 µF, electrolytic, 
6 V 

Cs, C10 = 0.47 pF, ceramic 
Cu. Cio = 4 µF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

C13. Cie = 22 pF, ceramic 
disc 

C14, C15 = 10 µF, electro-
lytic. 6 V 

C17, C18 = 0.001 µF, ceramic 
Cso -= 1000 µF, electro-

lytic, 15 V 
= 100 /IF. electrolytic, 

15 V 
C211 = 3000 µF, electrolytic, 

10 V 
fuse, 1-ampere, slo-

blo 
RI, R4 = 0.1 megohm. 0.5 
watt 

ness setting is decreased, the feed-
back becomes higher at the mid and 
high frequencies than at low fre-
quencies. In this way, the loudness 
controls and the frequency-sensitive 
feedback provide a bass-boost action 
at reduced loudness settings. The 
boost from the loudness controls 
(tone controls fiat) is 18 dB at low 
settings. 
The power supply consists of a 

full-wave rectifier using 1N2859 rec-
tifier diodes. A capacitive voltage 
divider provides the required de 
voltages. The center of the capaci-
tive divider is grounded so that both 
positive and negative voltages are 
obtained with respect to ground. Be-
cause the de voltage drop across 
each transistor in the output stage 
is the same, the de voltage coupled 
to the speaker terminal is essen-
tially zero and no coupling capaci-
tor to the speaker is required. The 
ripple components to the speaker 
from the positive and negative termi-
nals of the power supply are equal 
and out of phase, and thus cancel 
each other. 

R2, Ra = bass control, dual 
potentiometers. 3 meg-
ohms, 0.5 watt, audio 
taper 

R5, Ro = 0.82 megohm, 0.5 
watt 

117. Rio, Re, Ros = 4700 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

R., RI, = treble control, dual 
potentiometers, 3 mee-
ohms, 0.5 watt, audio 
taper 

RII, R12 = 82000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Ria, R10 = 68000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R.., RIO = 0.56 megohm, 0.5 
watt 

Rio, R18 = loudness control, 
dual potentiometers, 15000 
ohms, 0.5 watt, linear 
taper; tapped at 10000 
ohms 

Ris, R20 = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R21 = balance control, po-
tentiometer, 5000 ohms, 

0.5 watt, S taper 
Re, Re = 0.22 megohm, 0.5 
watt 

Ras, Ra4, Rae, Re -= 47000 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

Rao, Ria, R33, Rs. = 22 ohms. 
0.5 watt 

Re, Rai, R317, En = 1800 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

Ras, Rao, Rua, R41 = 0.27 ohm, 
0.5 watt 

R42 = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R43 = 560 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R44 = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Si = ON-OFF switch, sin-

gle-pole, single-throw 
TI, Ta = driver transformer, 
Columbus Process Co. 
No. 7602, Better Coil 
and Transformer Co. No. 
99A4, or equiv. 

T3 = power transformer. 
Columbus Process Co. 
No. X8441, Better Coil 
and Transformer Co. No. 
99P9, or equiv. 
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72-19 HIGH-QUALITY 15-WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER 

IHFM Music Power Rating 25 W Per Channel 
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Circuit Description 

This four-stage amplifier is de- FM-stereo type of input. At the 
signed for operation with either a clipping level, the amplifier can sup-
ceramic phonograph pickup or an ply sine-wave power output of 15 
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12-19 HIGH-QUALITY 15-WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER (cont'cl) 

Circuit Description (coned) 

watts per channel to an 8-ohm 
speaker; its IHFM music power rat-
ing is 25 watts per channel, or 50 
watts total. Sensitivity is such that 
each channel supplies full rated 
power output to the speaker for an 
input of 0.28 volt. 
Each channel consists of a low-

noise 2N2613 input stage, a 2N2614 
preamplifier stage, a 2N591 driver 
stage, and a class B output stage 
employing two 40051 alloy-junction 
power transistors. As in the 5-watt 
stereo amplifier in circuit 12-18, the 
high input impedance of the 2N2613 
stages eliminates the need for equal-
ization of the ceramic pickup and 
also permits the use of simple, full-
range treble controls R3 and R. that 

Parts List 

CI, CS = 180 pF, ceramic 
Ca, Cs. Co, Ce = 1800 pF, 
ceramic 

C7, Ca = 2 gF, electrolytic, 
10 V 

Ce, Cio, Cu, Cu, Cie, Cao = 
5 µF, electrolytic, 3 V 

C19, C14 = 5 µF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

Cis, Cie = 0.5 gF, ceramic 
Coe, C17 = 4 gF, Mylar 
Coi, C24 = 47 pF, ceramic 
Cu, Cu = 50 µF, electro-

lytic, 3 V 
C25, C25 = 1000 gF, electro-

lytic, 25 V 
Cu -= 250 gF, electrolytic, 
20 V 

Cu = 10000 µF, electrolytic, 
15 V (or equiv.) 

FI, Fo = fuse. 3-ampere 
Fi = fuse, 1-ampere, slo-blo 
RI, 112 Ro, Rio = 1 megohm, 

0.5 watt 
113, R4 = treble control, 
dual potentiometers, 3 
megohms, 0.5 watt, audio 
taper 

have zero insertion loss. The full-
range, insertion-loss type of cut-
and-boost bass controls R.. and Rn 
operate in conjunction with the feed-
back around the 2N2614 preampli-
fier stage. This method of bass 
control provides the required bass 
action and simultaneously improves 
the performance of the preamplifier. 
The loudness controls R13 and R.4 

are interlinked with the input-stage 
feedback loop. As in the 5-watt am-
plifier of circuit 12-18, the frequency 
response of the input stage can be 
controlled, to a limited degree, by 
the loudness setting. The power sup-
ply for this 15-watt stereo amplifier 
is similar to that for the 5-watt 
amplifier in circuit 12-18. 

R5, Re = 0.1 megohrn, 0.5 
watt 

118, RP -= 0.22 megolun, 0.5 
watt 

Rn, R12 = 4700 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Au, R14 = loudness control, 
dual potentiometers, 25000 
ohms, 0.5 watt, linear 
taper 

R15, RIO = 27000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Roo. R18 = 33000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Rie, Rao = 1000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R21, Rio -= 10000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R23, Ru = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R24, Rn = bass control, dual 

potentiometers, 5000 ohms. 
0.5 watt, audio taper 

R25, Ras = 39 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R29 = balance control, po-
tentiometer, 5000 ohms, 
0.5 watt, S taper 

Rio, Rae = 0.12 megohm, 0.5 
watt 

Ris = 1500 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R34, R35 = 12000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Rae, R37 = 15000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Ras, Rte. Rio, Rio = 560 
ohms, 1 watt 

Rae, R44 = 3.9 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rte, RI7, RUA R44, = 0.27 ohm, 

0.5 watt 
REA = 330 ohms, 2 watts 
R51 = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Res = 82 ohms, 0.5 watt 
So = selector switch, double-

pole, double-throw 
S2 -= ON-OFF switch, sin-

gle-pole, single-throw 
TI, Ti = driver transformer, 
Columbus Process Co. No. 
X7602, Better Coil and 
Transformer Co. No. 
99A4, or equiv. 

Ti = power transformer, 
Columbus Process Co. 
No. 7603, Better Coil and 
Transformer Co. No. 
99P3. or equiv. 
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12-20 27-Mc/ s, 5-WATT CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER 

RF OSC. RF DRIVER 

TYPE  e TYPE 
40080 40081 

+II TO I5V 
AUDIO 
INPUT 

AMPLIFIER 

TYPE 
2N591 

AUDIO 
DRIVER 

TYPE 
2N59I 

R12 

MODULATOR 

 IF-

16 

TYPE 
2N2869/ 

TYPE 2N301 

1012326 

 12N2869/ 
TYPE 

2N301 

o 
+11TO I5V 

Rig 

C21 

T4 

NOTE: The 40082 transistor used in the rf power amplifier should be mounted on a good 

heat sink. 

Circuit Description 

This transmitter operates directly 
from a 12-volt supply without the 
need for dc-to-dc converters, and is 
thus adaptable to mobile operations 
employing 12-volt systems. Its low 
power drain also makes it adaptable 

to portable use with small storage 
batteries. 
The rf section of the transmitter, 

which consists of a 40080 crystal-
controlled oscillator, a 40081 driver, 
and a 40082 power amplifier, de-
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12-20 27-Mt/ s 5-WATT CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER (coned) 

Circuit Description (coned) 

velops 5 watts of rf power output 
at 27 Me/ s. Both the driver and 
the power amplifier are modulated 
to achieve 100-per-cent amplitude 
modulation. 
The 40080 crystal-controlled os-

cillator stage is a Colpitts type of 
circuit that provides excellent fre-
quency stability with respect to 
collector supply voltage and tem-
perature (well within the 0.005-per-
cent tolerance permitted by F.C.C. 
regulations) and delivers a minimum 
rf power of 100 milliwatts to the 
input of the driver stage. 
The 40081 driver stage uses a 

class C common-emitter configura-
tion. The modulation input is applied 
to the collector circuit. This stage 
delivers a minimum of 400 milli-
watts of modulated rf power to the 
power amplifier. A heat dissipator 
should be mounted on the case of 
the 40081. The 40082 power-amplifier 

Parts List 
Ci = 75 pF, ceramic 
C2 = 30 pF, ceramic 
Ca. C4, C7 = 0.01 µF, ceramic 
C5 = 47 pF, ceramic 
C8 = 51 pF, mica 
C8 = 24 pF, mica 
Cg = 0.01 µF, ceramic 
Cio = variable capacitor, 90 

to 400 pF ( ARCO 429. or 
equiv.) 

Cii = 100 pF, ceramic 
C., = 220 pF, ceramic 
Cia = 5 F. ceramic 
Cu. Cu = 50 µF. electro-

lytic, 25 V 
• = 10 µF, electrolytic, 

15 V 
Cie, Cis = 10 µF, ceramic 
• Cao = 0.2 µF, ceramic 
• = 0.1 µF, ceramic 
C22 = 500 ;LF, electrolytic, 

15 V 
Li, L.2 = rf choke, 15 "if' 
(Miller 4624, or equiv.) 

stage also uses a class C common-
emitter configuration and is modu-
lated through the collector circuit. 
The double-7r network used as the 
output resonant circuit provides har-
monic rejection of 50 dB, as required 
by F.C.C. regulations. The minimum 
rf power output supplied to the an-
tenna from the power amplifier is 
3 watts. 

In the audio (modulator) section 
of the transmitter, two 2N591 class 
A amplifier stages are used to drive 
a class AB push-pull output stage 
using two 2N2869/2N301 transis-
tors. This design provides maximum 
efficiency with low distortion. A 
1N2326 compensating diode is used 
in the biasing network to provide 
thermal stability. The modulation 
transformer T4 is designed to match 
the collector-to-collector load im-
pedance of the modulator to the 
impedance of the rf driver and 
power-amplifier stages. 

L3 = variable inductor (0.75 
to 1.2 µH); 11 turns No. 22 
wire wound on 1/4 -inch 
CTC coil form having a 
"green dot" core; Q = 120 

Li = variable inductor ( 0.5 
to 0.9 µH); 7 turns No. 22 
wire wound on 1/4 -inch 
CTC coil form having a 
"green dot" core; Q = 140 

Ri -- 510 ohms, 0.5 watt 
112, Ru -- 5100 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R3 = 51 ohms, 0.5 watt 
114 = 120 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 47 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = 0.1 megohm, 0.5 watt 
Ru = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R8 = 2000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra = potentiometer, 10000 
ohms 

Rio = 3600 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rua = 15000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

= 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru = 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 240 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Rio, Re = 2700 ohms. 
0.5 watt 

Rua, R,. = 1.5 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Ti = rf transformer; pri-
mary 14 turns, secondary 
3 turns of No. 22 wire 
wound on 1/4 -inch CTC 
coil form having a "green 
dot" core; slug-tuned 
(0.75 to 1.2 pH); Q = 100 

Ti = rf transformer; pri-
mary 14 turns. secondary 
2-1/4  turns of No. 22 wire 
wound on 1/4 -inch CTC 
coil form having a "green 
dot" core; slug-tuned 
(0.75 to 1.2 µH); Q = 100 

Ti = transformer; primary: 
2500 ohms; secondary 200 
ohms center-tapped; Mi-
crotran SMT 17-SB or 
equiv. 

T4 = transformer; primary: 
100 ohms center-tapped; 
secondary: 30 ohms 

NOTE: See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband circuits 
on page 391. 
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12-21 50-Mc/ s 40-WATT CW TRANSMITTER 

With Load-Mismatch Protection 

XTAL 

OSCILLATOR 

TYPE 
2N3I18 

TYPE 
40341 

LOW-LEVEL AMPLIFIER 

+12 V 

TYPE 
2N3118 

L5 

+28 V 

_L 
9/-12 T 

Circuit Description 

This cw transmitter uses a VSWR 
bridge circuit to maintain a steady-
state dissipation in the output stage 
under all conditions of antenna mis-
match. This technique makes it pos-
sible to realize the full power poten-
tial of the 40341 overlay transistor 
used in the output stage. 

DRIVER 

TYPE 
2N3375 

VSWR BRIDGE 

Q I 

R7 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

TYPE 
IN3067 

C1 

OUTPUT 
(50 OHMS) 

The 50-Mc/ s crystal-controlled 
2N3118 oscillator stage develops the 
low-level excitation signal for the 
transmitter. The 50-Mc/s output sig-
nal from the collector of the oscilla-
tor transistor is coupled by 1,3 to 
the base of a second 2N3118 used 
in a predriver stage ( low-level am-
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12-21 50-Mc/s 40-WATT CW TRANSMITTER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 
plifier). This step-down transformer 
matches the collector impedance of 
the oscillator transistor to the low-
impedance base circuit of the pre-
driver transistor. The collector cir-
cuit of the predriver is tuned to 
provide maximum signal output at 
50 Mc/s. This signal is coupled from 
a tap on inductor L. to the input 
(base) circuit of the driver stage, 
which uses a 2N3375 silicon power 
transistor to develop the power re-
quired to drive the output stage. 
The 40341 overlay transistor used 

in the output stage develops 40 watts 
of power output at the transmitting 
frequency of 50 Mc/s. The driving 
power for the output stage is 
coupled from the collector of the 
driver transistor through a bandpass 
filter to the base of the output tran-
sistor. The filter networks in the 
collector circuit of the 40341 pro-
vide the required harmonic and 
spurious-frequency rejection. The 
50-Mc/s output from these filter 
sections is coupled through a length 
of 50-ohm coaxial line to the an-
tenna. Capacitors C., C., and C,8 
are adjusted to provide optimum 
impedance match between the trans-
mitter and the antenna. 
The output of the transmitter is 

sampled by a current transformer 
(toroid) T. loosely coupled about the 

Parts List 
Ci = variable capacitor, 90 

to 400 pF, Arco No. 429 
or equiv. 

C9 = 51 pF, mica 
CS = 30 pF, ceramic 
Ca, Cs. CII, Cis. C19. C20 = 

feedthrough capacitor, 
1000 pF 

Cs = variable capacitor, 1.5 
to 20 pF, Arco No. 402 
or equiv. 

C7 = 36 pF, mica 
Ce, Cie, C22 = 0.02 /IF, 
ceramic 

Ca. CIO = variable capacitor, 
8 to 60 pF, Arco No. 404 
or equiv. 

Cl2 = 91 pl.% mica 
Cis = variable capacitor, 

0.9 to 7 pF, Vitramon No. 
400 or equiv. 

NOTE: See general eonsiderati 
on page 391. 

output transmission line. This trans-
former is the sensor for a VSWR 
bridge detector used to prevent ex-
cessive dissipation in the output 
stage under conditions of antenna 
mismatch. If the antenna is dis-
connected or poorly matched to the 
transmitter, large standing waves of 
voltage and current occur on the 
output transmission line. A portion 
of this standing-wave energy is ap-
plied by T. to the 1N3067 diode in 
the bridge circuit. The rectified cur-
rent from this diode charges capaci-
tor C.8 to a de voltage proportional 
to the amplitude of the standing 
waves. This voltage, which is essen-
tially an age bias, is applied to the 
base of the 2N3053 age amplifier 
stage. The output of the age stage 
biases the 2N3118 predriver stage 
so that its gain changes in inverse 
proportion to the amplitude of the 
standing wave on the output trans-
mission line. Therefore, as the am-
plitude of the standing waves in-
creases (tending to cause higher 
heat dissipation in the output tran-
sistor), the input drive to the out-
put stage is reduced. This compen-
sating effect maintains a steady-state 
dissipation in the output transistor 
regardless of mismatch conditions 
between the transmitter output cir-
cuit and the antenna. 

CI5 = variable capacitor, 
14 to 150 pF, Arco No. 
426 or equiv. 

Cir = 1000 pF, ceramic 
Cis = 0.01 ceramic 
C2I = variable capacitor, 

32 to 250 pF, Vitramon 
No. 464 or equiv. 

Li = 1 turn of No. 16 wire; 
inner diameter, rAg inch; 
length, inch 

L2 = rf choke, 1 µH 
L9 = oscillator coil; pri-
mary, 7 turns; secondary, 
1-1:i turns; wound from 
No. 22 wire on CTC coil 
form having "white dot" 
core 

Li = 5 turns of No. 16 wire; 
inner diameter, En6 inch; 
length, 1,¡ inch 

on. for construction of high-frequency 

Is5. L7, Ls, Lii, Lu = rf 
choke, 7 µH 

Le = 4 turns of B 8: W No. 
3006 coil stock 

LEI = 6 turns of No. 16 wire; 
inner diameter, 3, inch; 
length, ie inch 

RI. Re = 510 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 3900 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs, RS = 2.2 ohms, wire-
wound, 0.5 watt 

EL = 51 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 24000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R7 = 240 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = age control, poten-

tiometer, 50000 ohms 
Rio = 5.6 ohms, 1 watt 
Ti = current transformer 

(toroid), Arnold No. A4-
437-125-SF. or equiv. 

and broadband circuits 
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12-22 

Pi 
125 MW. 

TYPE 
40280 
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175-Mc/s 35-WATT AMPLIFIER 

LOW—LEVEL AMPLIFIERS 

TYPE 
40281 

3.5 V 

DRIVER 

TYPE 
40282 

Cg 

2' 
C _lOr• 

L6 

12 W 

13.5 V 13.5 V 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

TYPE 
40282 

TYPE 
40282 

 , L 1-18 
ó 143 

_L 
c20T. 

s 5 ,000 
L13 

,c,6 5L1, 

_L 

LI4 

cis 

18 

TYPE 
40282 

PO 
35 W 

013.5 

  x.  erp°9 

Li6 C27 

21 013.5 V 

L20 

U001:0--

DI- 17 

rjO 

CI-r 
013.5 V 
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12-22 175-Mc/s 35-WATT POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description 

This four-stage rf power amplifier 
operates from a de supply of 13.5 
volts and delivers 35 watts of power 
output at 175 Mc/s for an input of 
125 milliwatts. The silicon overlay 
transistors used in the amplifier 
supply maximum output power at 
this level of dc voltage for use in 
mobile systems. 
The low-level portion of the am-

plifier consists of three unneutral-
ized, class C, common-emitter rf 
amplifier stages interconnected by 
band-pass filters tuned to provide 
maximum transfer of energy at 175 
Mc/s. The 40280 input stage develops 
1 watt of power output when a 125-
milliwatt 175-Mc/s signal is applied. 
to the amplifier input terminal. This 
output is increased to 4 watts by 
the 40281 transistor used in the sec-
ond stage. The 40282 driver transis-
tor then develops 12 watts of driv-
ing power for the output stage. 

Parts List 
Ci — variable capacitor, 3 

to Or, Arco No. 403, 
or equiv. 

Ca, Ca, Cm, Cu. Cu. Cue, Ci. 
-- variable capacitor. 8 to 
68 pF. Arco -No. 404, or 
equiv. 

CS, CT. Cu = 0.1 µF. ceramic 
disc 

Cs. Cu. Cu. Cu. C25 ,---
feedthrough capacitor, 
1500 pF 

C6, CHI. C11, C14, Cos = vari-
able capacitor, 7 to 100 
pF. Arco No. 423, or 
equiv. 

C. = variable capacitor. 14 

When the low-level stages and the 
output stage are mounted on sepa-
rate chassis, the output from the 
driver stage is coupled to the output 
stage through a low-loss coaxial 
line. The line is terminated by vari-
able capacitors C. and C. and in-
ductor Li,. The capacitors are ad-
justed to assure a good impedance 
match between the output of the 
driver and the input of the output 
stage at 175 Mc/s. The driving sig-
nal developed across inductor L. is 
applied to the tuned input networks 
of three parallel-connected 40282 
transistors in the single-ended out-
put stage. For an input of 12 watts, 
the three 40282 transistors deliver 
35 wat» of 175-Mc/s power to the 
output terminal of the amplifier. 
Capacitors C. and C. are adjusted 
to match the amplifier output to the 
load impedance at the operating 
frequency. 

to 150 pF, Arco No. 424 
or equiv. 

C1. = variable capacitor, 1.5 
to 20 pF, Arco No. 402 
or equiv. 

C20, C22, C24 = 0.2 
ceramic disc 

Li = 2 turns of No. 16 wire; 
inner diameter, ;4,3 inch; 
length. I/4 Inch 

L2, Ls, La = 450-ohm ferrite 
rf choke 

Ls, 1.46, LI1 = rf choke, 1.0 

LI, L. = 3 turns of No. 16 
wire; inner diameter. 

inch; length. ¼ inch 
Li = 1-% turns of No. 16 
wire; inner diameter, 1,1t 
Inch; length. NI inch 

L10 = 2 turns of No. 16 wire; 
inner diameter. Vi inch; 
length, %6 inch 

Lu, L13, Li. = 5 turns of No. 
16 wire; inner diameter, 

inch; length. ¼ inch 
Las. Lui. Las = 2 turns of No. 

18 wire; inner diameter, 
'Ai inch; length. Ve inch 

Las, Lae, L20 = 2 turns of No. 
16 wire; inner diameter. 
V.t inch; length. V4 inch 

NOTE: See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband circuits 
on page 391. 
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12-23 27-Mc/s CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

Output 4 rnW 

CI 

Circuit Description 

This crystal-controlled oscillator 
provides a stable 4-milliwatt output 
at 27 Mc/s. The circuit operates from 
a 20-volt, 7-milliampere de supply. 
A 2N1491 common-emitter circuit 

amplifies the signal from the 27-
Mc! s crystal to develop the rated 
power output. The combined effects 
of the base-bias network C2 and Iti 
and the emitter-bias network C2 and 
R2 bias the transistor for class C 
operation to prevent excessive load-
ing of the collector resonant circuit 
Li and C. The use of crystal control 

Parts List 
Ci = 20 pF, ceramic disc, 

25 V 
Cs, C4 = 0.01 µF, ceramic 

disc, 25 V 
Cs = 22 pF, ceramic disc, 
25 V 

OUTPUT 
(LOAD. 

2 50-100 
OHMS) 

assures excellent frequency stability 
for the oscillator. Positive feedback 
is coupled from the collector to the 
base of the 2N1491 across the ca-
pacitance of the crystal to sustain 
oscillations. 
The 27-Mc /s oscillator signal de-

veloped across Li is inductively 
coupled by L2 to the load circuit. The 
transformation provided by Li and 
L2 adequately matches the collector 
impedance of the transistor to a load 
impedance of 50 to 100 ohms. 

14. = 15 turns No. 22 enam., 
close-wound on CTC LS5 
form ( powdered-iron 
slug) 

L2 = 2 turns No. 18 enam., 
wound over cold end of 

Li 
Ri = 9100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
= 680 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Ra = 200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
XTAL = crystal, 27 Mc/s 
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12-24 500-Mc/s 1-WATT POWER OSCILLATOR 

Circuit Description 

This power oscillator operates 
from a portable battery supply of 
28 volts and delivers 1 watt of rf 
power output at 500 Mc/s. The re-
verse voltage to bias the 2N3553 
transistor for class C operation, as 
required in this Colpitts-type oscilla-
tor, is developed across the emitter-
to-base resistance-capacitance net-
work CI, C2, C., Ri, R,, and R.. The 
resonant circuit consisting of induc-
tor L. and tuning capacitors C., C., 
and C. forms a selective emitter-to-
collector load impedance for the 
2N3553, and resonates to generate 
a continuous 500-Mc/s signal when 
energy is applied to the circuit. 
The capacitive voltage divider C. 

and C. assures that the proper 
amount of feedback signal is de-
veloped during each oscillator cycle. 
When the feedback voltage developed 
across capacitor C. is large enough 

Parts List 
Ci = 500 pF, ceramic disc 
C2 = 0.01 µF, ceramic disc 
Cs, Co, C7 = variable capaci-

tor, 1.5 to 20 pF, Arco 
402 or equiv. 

Co = variable capacitor, 0.9 

and in the correct polarity to over-
come the fixed bias, current flows 
through the 2N3553. RF chokes L. 
and L. and bypass capacitor C. pre-
vent rf components of the transistor 
current from flowing into the de cir-
cuit. The rf current is shunted 
through the oscillator resonant cir-
cuit and used to replenish the energy 
lost or coupled from the circuit dur-
ing each cycle. 
The oscillator output is induc-

tively coupled to the load by L. 
and L., which consist of two parallel 
brass rods spaced % inch apart. 
Each rod is 1- 1/. inches in length 
and Yi6 inch in diameter. The output 
is delivered to the load through ca-
pacitor C. and a low-loss coaxial 
cable. The value of C. is selected to 
provide optimum match between the 
oscillator and the load impedance. 

to 7 pF, Vitramon No. 400 
or equiv. 

C5 = 50 pF, ceramic disc 
LI, L2 = rf chokes, 0.22 µH. 
Nytronics No. 60Z189 or 
equiv. 

LI. Lo = parallel brass rods. 

1V4 inches in length. Ma 
inch in diameter, sepa-
rated by inch 

RI = 1800 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Ra = 75 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 2700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
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12-25 GRID-DIP METER 

For Measuring Resonant Frequencies from 3.5 to 1000 Mc/s 

Parts List 

B = 13.5 volts. RCA VS304 
Ci = 33 pF, mica. 50 V 
Cs = 0.01 µF, paper. 50 V 
Ca = 5 pF, mica, 50 V 
CS = 0.01 µF, paper, 50 V 
Cs = variable capacitor, 50 
pF (Hammarlund type 
HF-50 or equivalent) 

J = phone jack, normally 
cbsed 

L = plug-in coil 
M = microammeter. O to 50 
M ( Simpson model 1227 
or eluivalenn 

Rs = variable ieistor, 0-0.15 

Coil-Winding Data 
Coil Freq. Range Wire Size 
1 3.4-6.9 Mc/s #28. enamel 
2 6.7-13.5 Mc/s #24, enamel 
3 13-27 Mc/s #24. enamel 
4 25-47 Mc/s #24, enamel 
5 46-78 Mc/s #24. enamel 
6 74-97 Mc/s #16, tinned 
Coil forms are Amphenol 
type 24-5H or equivalent. 

Circuit Description 

This grid-dip mete': determines 
the frequency of resonant circuits 
quickly and accurately. Basically, it 
consists of a 2N1178 common-base 
rf oscillator stage that can be tuned 
over a wide frequency range. A 
1N34A diode and a de microammeter 
are used to show when e power is 
being absorbed from the oscillator 
tuned circuit. The de power for the 
oscillator is obtained from a 13.5-
volt miniature battery such as the 
RCA VS304. 
Inductor L and capacitor C. form 

the oscillator resonant circuit. Feed-
back to sustain oscillations in the 

megoilm, 0.5 watt 
YL: = 220 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R. = 3,000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
RI = 3,1'00 ohms, 0.5 watt 
= 39.000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

X = jumper, omit for meas-
urements below 45 Mc 

No. of Turns 
48 1/4 , close wound 
22, close wound 
91/4 , close wound 
41/4 , close wound 
11/4 , close wound 
hairpin formed. 1.7,à inches 
long including pins, and 1/4  
Inch wide 

resonant circuit is coupled by ca-
pacitor C. from the collector to the 
emitter of the 2N1178. RF voltage 
; n the emitter-to-base circuit is 
coupled by C, to the 1N34A diode, 
and the rectified output appears on 
the de microammeter. When power 
is absorbed from the oscillator 
resonant circuit, rf feedback is re-
duced and the reading on the micro-
ammeter decreases. 
The coil used for inductor L is 

eelected for the operating frequency 
desired. A frequency-tuning dial 
mounLed on the same shaft with the 
variable capacitor C indicates the 
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12-25 GRID-DIP METER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

operating frequency of the meter. 
For measurement of the frequency 
of a resonant circuit, a coil having 
a suitable frequency range is in-
serted in the grid-dip meter, and 
the meter control knob is adjusted 
for a reading of about half-scale. 
The meter is then tightly coupled 

to the unknown tuned circuit, and 
the tuning dial is rotated until a 
dip in the meter reading occurs. 
When transmitter tank circuits are 
measured, the transmitter plate sup-
ply must be turned off to eliminate 
danger of shock. 

12-26 CODE-PRACTICE OSCILLATOR 

Parts List 

B = 1.5-4.5 V (One to three 
series- connected RCA 
VS036 dry cells may be 
used, depending upon the 
volume level desired.) 

C. Ca = 0.01 J.LF, paper, 
150 V 

H = Headphone, 2000-ohm, 
magnetic 
= 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description 

This simple audio oscillator oper-
ates from a de supply of 1.5 to 4.5 
volts, depending on the amount of 
output desired. Magnetic headphones 
provide an audible indication of key-
ing. When the key is closed, the 
2N408 transistor supplies energy to 
the resonant circuit formed by ca-
pacitors C4 and C2 and the inductance 

R2 = 27000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
= 3000 ohms. 0.5 watt 

R4 =-" volume control poten-
tiometer. 50000 ohms. 0.5 
watt 

of the headphones, and this circuit 
resonates to produce an audio tone 
in the headphones. Positive feedback 
to sustain oscillation is coupled 
from the resonant circuit through 
C4 and C, to the emitter of the 
2N408. R4 is adjusted to obtain the 
desired level of sound from the 
headphones. 
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12-27 

DOT 
MULTIVIBRATOR 

R2 

R1 TYPE 
2N1302 

TYPE 
IN2858 

DOT SI S2 
R36 (VIBRO-KEYER) SEMI AUTO 

TYPE 
IN344 

Parts List 

CI, C3 = 1 µF, paper ( or 
Mylar), 200 V 

C2 = 0.47 eiF, ceramic, 25 V 
C4. C8 = 560 pF, ceramic, 

600 V 
Ce, C9 = 330 pF, ceramic, 

600 V 
Ce, Co = 0.01 µF, ceramic, 

50 V 
= 0.02 µF, ceramic, 

50 V 
C12 = 0.1 pF. ceramic, 50 V 
Cu, C14 = 2000 /à% electro-

lytic, 15 V 
C15 = 16 µF, electrolytic, 

150 V 
F = fuse, 1 ampere 
I = indicator lamp No. 47 
K = dc relay; coil resistance 
= 2500 ohms; operating 
current =- 4 mA 

Ri = 39000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs, Re, Ru, Mo = 3900 ohms, 

ELECTRONIC KEYER 

DASH 
FLIP-FLOP 

TYPE 
IN344 

TYPE 
2NI302 

NARD KEY 

R24 
 'VV‘.  

R25 
TYPE 

R26 

R22 

RCA Transistor Manual 

4  
o  

RELAY 
AMPLIFIER 

RECFJVER MUTE 

TO TRANSMITTER 

R25 

TYPE 00 
1N2858 

1N213513 

TYPE +I(  O15 R41 y2 

0.5 watt 
Ro, Rie = 18000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R4, Re = 51000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R5, R29 = potentiometer, 

10000 ohms 
R7, R10 = 22000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Rs, R,22 = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rn, Rn = 15000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Ria, Rio = 33000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Rig, R18, Rao, R32 = 27000 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

RI0, R23 = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru = 68000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R24 = 100000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rsa -= 68 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Roo --- 560 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = 1200 ohms. 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description 

This compact electronic keyer can 
be used for automatic keying of a 
cw transmitter at speeds up to 60 
words per minute. Two multivibra-
tor trigger circuits using 2N404 
transistors automatically control the 

o TYPE 
N2$61 

S3 

R28 = volume-control 
potentiometer, 50000 ohms 

Rn, R33 = 10000 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

R34 = 6800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rie = 8200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R36, R30, RIO = 15000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R37, Ras = 47000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Rii = 10000 ohms, 1 watt 
Si = Vibroplex keyer, 

or equiv. 
Sa = toggle switch, double-

pole, double-throw 
S3 = toggle switch; single-

pole, single-throw 
Ti = push-pull output trans-
former ( 14000 ohm to 
V.C.) 

Ts = power transformer, 
Stancor PS8415, PS9421, 
or equiv. 

dot and dash transmissions. A 
"Vibro-Keyer", which is spring-
loaded to the OFF position, selects 
the type of transmission desired. 
Unless the "Vibro-Keyer" is moved 
to either the DOT or the DASH po-
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12-27 ELECTRONIC KEYER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (coned) 

sition, both multivibrators are held 
inoperative by the biasing action of 
2N1302 clamping circuits. 
When the "Vibro-Keyer" Si is de-

flected to the DOT position, the first 
2N1302 clamp transistor becomes in-
operative, and the dot multivibrator 
is allowed to operate as a free-
running circuit. Feedback circuits in 
the multivibrator assure continued 
operation, regardless of whether Si 
remains in the DOT position, long 
enough to develop the square-wave 
output that controls both the dura-
tion of the dot and the space that 
follows it. When Si is set to the 
DASH position, both clamp transis-
tors become inoperative. The dot 
multivibrator and the dash flip-flop 
then operate simultaneously. The 
dash flip-flop is triggered by the 
positive pulses from the dot multi-
vibrator. The 1N34A steering diodes 
prevent triggering of the flip-flop by 
negative pulses. Because two posi-
tive pulses are required to produce 
one complete cycle of output from 
the flip-flop, the frequency of this 
circuit is one-half that of the dot 
multivibrator. 
The square-wave outputs from the 

dot multivibrator and the dash flip-
flop are coupled to two more 2N404 
transistors used in an OR gate cir-
cuit. During the positive half-cycle 
of the square-wave inputs, the OR 
gate conducts to remove the cutoff 
bias from the 2N647 relay ampli-
fier, which controls the operation of 
keying relay Ki. The relay is then 
energized, and its contacts close for 
the period required to key the trans-
mitter for the selected type of trans-
mission. One section of Ki may be 
used to mute the receiver during 
key-down periods. Because the OR 
gate circuit is keyed successively by 
signals from the dot multivibrator 
and the dash flip-flop in the forma-
tion of a dash, the duration of a 
dash is three times that of a dot. 
The keying speed of this electronic 

keyer is determined by the fre-

quency of the dot multivibrator. 
This frequency is adjustable by 
means of potentiometer Rea, which 
varies the amplitude of the negative 
de voltage. As the negative voltage 
at the armature of potentiometer 
R5 is increased to a maximum value 
of 60 volts, the keying speed is in-
creased to a maximum of 60 words 
per minute. Potentiometer IL5 con-
trols the ratio of "on time" to "off 
time" of the dot multivibrator tran-
sistors, and thus determines the 
duration of both dot and dash trans-
missions and the minimum spacing 
between successive transmissions. 
The over-all keying speed is not af-
fected by this adjustment. 
The electronic keyer may also be 

operated as a semiautomatic key 
("bug") when selecter switch S. is 
placed in the SEMIAUTO position. 
Dots are still produced automati-
cally, but the automatic keying cir-
cuits are bypassed when Si is moved 
to the DASH position. The forma-
tion of dashes is then controlled 
manually. When S5 is in the MAN 
position, a hand key (connected 
across the terminals marked HAND 
KEY) may be used for manual con-
trol of the keyer; the automatic key-
ing circuits are then bypassed dur-
ing the formation of both dots and 
dashes. 
The keyer operates from a 117-

volt, 60-c/s ac power input applied 
through a step-down power trans-
former T.. The ac input voltage is 
converted to the negative de volt-
age used to control keying speed by 
a 1N2861 half-wave rectifier circuit. 
Two other 2N2861 diodes are used 
in a voltage-doubler circuit that op-
erates from the 6.3-volt secondary 
winding of transformer T2 to pro-
duce the de supply voltage for the 
various circuits in the keyer. A 
2N404 tone oscillator, which is gated 
on by the relay-amplifier circuit, 
provides an audible indication of 
keying. 
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12-28 POWER SUPPLY FOR AMATEUR TRANSMITTER 

600 Volts; 300 Volts; Total Current 330 Milliamperes (Intermittent Duty) 

117 V 
60n., 

Parts List 
Ci Ca Ca C. C5 Ce C7 CS = 

0.001 gF, ceramic disc, 
1000 V 
CIO• Cu. Ci2 = 40 µF, 

electrolytic, 450 V 
CRI. CR2 CRa CR4 CRe CRe 
CR7 CR. = RCA-1N2864 

F = fuse, 5 amperes 
I= indicator lamp 

Ki = relay; Potter and 
Brumfield KAllAY or 
equiv. 

Li -- 2.8 henries, 300 mA; 
Stancor C-2334 or equiv. 

L2 = 4 henries, 175 mA; 
Stancor C-1410 or equiv. 

RI R2 113 R4 R5 Re R7 R. = 
0.47 megolun. 0.5 watt 

R11 

4. 14V 
Approx. 
600 V 

Approx, 
300 

Re = 47 ohms, 1 watt 
Rio Ru =- 15000 ohms, 10 
watts 

RI2 = 47000 ohms, 2 watts 
Si Si = toggle switch, single-

pole single-throw 
T = power transformer; 

Stancor P-8166 or equiv. 
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12-28 POWER SUPPLY FOR AMATEUR TRANSMITTER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description 

This power supply uses eight 
1N2864 silicon diodes in series-con-
nected pairs in a bridge-rectifier 
circuit to supply a 600-volt de out-
put from a 117-volt ac input. The 
second set of diode pairs (CR.. 
through CR.) is also used in a con-
ventional full-wave rectifier circuit 
to supply a 300-volt de output. 
Series-connected pairs of diodes are 
used to provide the rectification in 
this circuit because the peak-inverse-
voltage rating of such combinations 
is twice that of a single diode. 
The operation of the power sup-

ply is controlled by two switches. 
When the ON-OFF switch S. is 
closed, the 117-volt 60-c /s ac input 
power is applied across the primary 
of the step-up power transformer 
T.. The power supply does not be-
come operative, however, until 
switch S. is also closed. Relay K. is 
then energized, and the closed con-
tacts of the relay complete the 
ground return paths for the power-
supply circuits. Switch S. can be 
used as a STANDBY switch for the 
transmitter, or another switch may 
be connected in parallel with S. so 
that the standby-to-on function can 
be controlled from a remote location. 
During the half-cycle of ac input 

for which the voltage across the 
secondary winding of T. is positive 
at the top end and negative at the 
bottom end, current flows from the 
bottom of the secondary through 
diodes CR, and CR. (which are 
oriented in the proper direction), 

out the K. section of the relay con-
tacts to ground, and then up through 
bleeder resistors R.. and R.1 and the 
external load connected in shunt 
with the resistors to develop the 600-
volt output. The return flow is com-
pleted through filter choke L., diodes 
CR1 and cite, and the entire second-
ary winding. During the next half-
cycle of the ac input, the polarity 
of the voltage across the secondary 
reverses, and the current flows 
through diodes CR. and CR., through 
the bleeder resistors and the external 
load circuit in the same direction 
as before, and then through diodes 
CR. and CR.. Capacitors C. and C.0 
and choke L. provide the filtering to 
smooth out the pulsations in the 
600-volt de output. 
For the 300-volt de output, only 

one-half the voltage across the sec-
ondary winding of T. is required. 
The CR.-CR. and CR.-CR9 diode 
pairs are operated in a full-wave 
rectifier configuration to provide this 
output (diodes CR. through CR4 are 
not included in the 300-volt circuit.) 
The current flow through the diode 
pairs is the same as described be-
fore, but the current is directed from 
the relay contacts up through bleeder 
resistor R12 and the external load 
circuit to develop the 300-volt out-
put. The return flow is through 
choke L. and the transformer center 
tap. Capacitors C.. and C12 and choke 
L. provide the filtering for the 300-
volt dc output. 
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12-29 VOLTAGE REGULATOR, SERIES TYPE 

With Adjustable Output 

Line Regulation within 1.0% Load Regulation within 0.5% 

02 

TYPE 
2N3055 

Aer,  

TYPE 
2NI479 

+0  

INPUT 
40 - 50V 
DC 

OUTPUT 
22-30V 
0-10A 
DC 

Parts List 
Ci = 1 µF, paper, 25 V RI .= 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt R7 = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
C2 = 100 µF, electrolytic, R2 R, R = 0.1 ohm, 0.5 watt Rs R10 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

50 V R3= 2000 ohms, 0.5 watt R0 = potentiometer, 1000 
CR = reference diode, 12 V R0 =, 570 ohms, 0.5 watt ohms, 0.5 watt 
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12-29 VOLTAGE REGULATOR, SERIES TYPE 

Circuit Description 

In this series-type voltage regu-
lator, regulation is accomplished by 
varying the current through three 
paralleled 2N3055 transistors con-
nected in series with the load circuit. 
A reverse-bias-connected Zener diode 
provides the reference voltage for 
the circuit. The voltage drop across 
this diode remains constant at the 
reference potential of 12 volts over 
a wide range of current through 
the diode. 

If the output voltage tends to rise 
for any reason, the total increase 
in voltage is distributed across 
bleeder resistors Ro, Ro, and Rio. If 
potentiometer R., the output-voltage 
adjustment, is set to the mid-point 
of its range, one-half the increase in 
output voltage is applied to the base 
of the 2N3053 transistor Q.. This in-
creased voltage is coupled to the base 
of the 2N3053 transistor Q. by R., 
the common emitter resistor for the 
two transistors. The reference diode 
CR and its series resistor R. are 
connected in parallel with the bleeder 
resistors, and the increase in out-
put voltage is also reflected across 
the diode-resistor network. However, 
because the voltage drop across CR 
remains constant, the full increase 

in voltage is developed across R. 
and thus is applied directly to the 
base of Q.. Because the increase in 
voltage at the base is higher than 
that at the emitter, the collector cur-
rent of the transistor increases. 
As the 2N3053 collector current of 

Q. increases, the base voltage of the 
2N1479 transistor Q. decreases by the 
amount of the increased drop across 
R.. The resultant decrease in current 
through the 2N1479 causes a decrease 
in the emitter voltage of this tran-
sistor and thus in the base voltage of 
the 2N3055 transistor Q.. Similar ac-
tion by Q. results in a negative-going 
voltage at the base of each of the 
three 2N3055 transistors Q., Q., and 
Q. As a result, the current through 
these transistors, and through the 
load impedance in series with them, 
decreases. The decrease in load cur-
rent tends to reduce the voltage 
developed across the load circuit to 
cancel the original tendency for an 
increase in the output voltage. Simi-
larly, if the output voltage tends 
to decrease, the current through the 
three paralleled 2N3055 transistors 
and through the load circuit in-
creases, so that the output voltage 
remains constant. 
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12-30 VOLTAGE REGULATOR, SHUNT TYPE 

Regulation 0.5% 

INPUT 
45 TO 55V 

DC 

Circuit Description 

This simple two-transistor shunt-
type voltage regulator can provide 
a constant (within 0.5 per cent) de 
output of 28 volts for load currents 
up to 0.5 ampere and de inputs from 
45 to 56 volts. The two transistors 
operate as variable resistors to pro-
vide the output regulation. A 27-volt 
Zener reference diode is used as the 
control, or sensing, element for the 
circuit. 
With a 28-volt output, the reverse-

bias-connected reference diode, CR, 
operates in the breakdown-voltage 
region. In this region, the voltage 
drop across the diode remains con-
stant (at the reference potential of 
27 volts) over a wide range of re-
verse currents through the diode. 
The output voltage tends to rise 

with an increase in either the ap-
plied voltage or the load-circuit im-
pedance. The current through re-
sistor R2 and reference diode CR 
then increases. However, the voltage 
drop across CR remains constant 
at 27 volts, and the full increase in 
the output voltage is developed 
across L. This increased voltage 
across R2 is directly coupled to the 
base of the 2N1481 transistor and 
increases the forward bias so that 
the 2N1481 conducts more heavily. 

OUTPUT 
28V, 0 TO 0.5A 

DC 

CR = reference diode, 27 V 
Ri = 28 ohms, 10 watts ( in-
cludes source resistance 
of transformers, rectifiers, 
etc.) 

R2 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

The rise in the emitter current of 
the 2N1481 increases the forward 
bias on the 2N1485, and the current 
through this transistor also in-
creases 
As the increased currents of the 

transistors flow through resistor 
which is in series with the load im-
pedance, the voltage drop across IL 
becomes a larger proportion of the 
total applied voltage. In this way, 
any tendency for an increase in the 
output voltage is immediately re-
flected as an increased voltage drop 
across R1 so that the output volt-
age delivered to the load circuit re-
mains constant. 

If the output voltage tends to de-
crease slightly, the voltage drop 
across reference diode CR still re-
mains constant, and the full decrease 
occurs across L. As a result, the 
forward bias of both transistors de-
creases so that less current flows 
through RI. The resultant decrease 
in the proportional amount of the 
applied voltage dropped across this 
resistor immediately cancels any 
tendency for a decrease in the out-
put voltage, and the voltage applied 
to the load circuit again remains 
constant. 
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7 2-37 LIGHT MINDER FOR AUTOMOBILES 

TO IGNITION 

SI DEFEAT 

TO LIGHT 

TO IGNITION 

NORMAL 

C IT 

TYPE 
IN34 

R1 

DEFEAT NORMAL 

o 

TO LIGHT 

TYPE 
2N2I7 

C2 

R2 

FOR NEGATIVE-
GROUND IGNITION 

SYSTEMS 

T1 

Pa rts List 
Ci = 0.22 µF, electrolytic, 
25 volts 

C2 = 30 µF. 15 volts 
Ri = 15000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R2 = 680 ohms, 0.5 watt 

cl 
-1"; 

TYPE 
IN34 

RI TYPE C2 
2N647 

R2 

FOR POSITIVE-
GROUND IGNITION 

SYSTEMS 

Si = switch, double-pole, 
double-throw 

Speaker = 1V2-inch perma-
nent-magnet type; voice-
coil impedance, 11 ohms; 
Lafayette No. 99R6035 or 

Circuit Description 
This light-minder circuit sounds 

an alarm if the lights of a car are 
left on when the ignition is turned 
off. The alarm stops when the lights 
are turned off. When the lights are 
intentionally left on for a period of 
time, the alarm can be defeated so 
that no warning sounds. The alarm 
then sounds when the ignition 
switch is turned on as a reminder 
that the system has been defeated 
and the switch should be returned 
to its "normal" position. 
The circuit is essentially an os-

cillator that obtains its supply volt-
age from two possible sources, the 
ignition system or the light system 
of the car. In the "normal" mode of 
operation, the ignition system is con-
nected to the collector circuit of 
the 2N217 (or 2N647) transistor, 
and the light system is connected 
through the 1N34 diode to the 2N217 
(or 2N647) emitter. When the igni-
tion switch is on, the collector of the 
transistor is at the supply voltage. 

equiv. 
Ti = audio-output trans-
former; 400-ohm pri-
mary, 11-ohm secondary; 
Lafayette No. 99R6209 or 
equiv. 

If, at the same time, the lights are 
on, the emitter of the transistor is 
also at the supply voltage. Because 
both the emitter and the collector 
are at the same voltage, the circuit 
does not oscillate and no alarm 
sounds. When the ignition is turned 
off, the collector is returned to 
ground through R2 and C2, but the 
emitter remains at the supply volt-
age and provides the necessary bias 
for the circuit to oscillate. Turning 
the lights out removes the supply 
voltage and stops the oscillation. 

In the "defeat" mode of opera-
tion, the ignition system is con-
nected through the 1N34 diode to 
the emitter of the transistor, and 
the light system is completely dis-
connected. The lights can then be 
turned on without the alarm sound-
ing. When the ignition is turned on, 
it supplies the necessary voltage to 
the emitter of the transistor to 
cause the alarm to sound. 
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12-32 

117 V 
60 «it 

FOR 6-CELL, 12 V 
AUTOMOBILE 
BATTERIES 

117 V 
60 c/o 

RCA Transistor Manual 

BATTERY CHARGERS 

For 6- and 12-Volt Automobile Batteries 

FOR 3-CELL, 6 V 
AUTOMOBILE 
BATTERIES 

Parts List 

CI = 50 eiF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

Fi = fuse, 1-ampere, 3 AG 
Ii = pilot lamp, No. 1488 

(12 V. 150 mA) for 12-
volt system or No. 47 (6 
V, 150 rnA) for 6-volt 
system 

Ri = 5 ohms, 20 watts for 

12-volt system or 2 ohms, 
25 watts for 6-volt sys-
tem 

Ri = 33 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra = 470 ohms. 0.5 watt 
114 = 150 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 1800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = potentiometer, cutoff 

TRANSISTOR 
SWITCH 

TRANSISTOR 
SWITCH 

adjustment, 10000 ohms, 
2 watts 

Si = toggle switch, single-
pole, single-throw, 3-am-
pere, 125-volt 

Ti = power transformer, 
Stancor No. RT-202, or 
equiv. 
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12-32 BATTERY CHARGERS (cont'cl) 

Circuit Description 

These battery chargers can be 
used to recharge run-down batteries 
in automobiles and other vehicles 
without removing them from their 
original mounting and without the 
need for constant attention. When 
the battery is fully charged, the 
charger circuits automatically switch 
from charging current to "trickle" 
charge, and an indicator lamp lights 
to provide a visual indication of this 
condition. 

12-Volt Battery Charger—This 
circuit can be used to charge 6-cell, 
12-volt lead storage batteries at a 
maximum charging rate of 2 am-
peres. When switch Si is closed, the 
rectified current produced by the 
four 1N2860 silicon diodes in the 
full-wave bridge rectifier charges 
capacitor Ci through resistors R. 
and R. and the No. 1488 indicator 
lamp, Ii. As Ci charges, the anode 
of the 1N3754 diode is rapidly raised 
to a positive voltage high enough so 
that the diode is allowed to conduct. 
Gate current is then supplied to the 
2N3228 SCR to trigger it into con-
duction. The SCR and the battery 
under charge then form essentially 
the full load on the bridge rectifier, 
and a charging current flows through 
the battery that is proportional to 
the difference in potential between 
the battery voltage and the rectifier 
output. Resistor Ri limits the cur-
rent to a safe value to protect the 
1N2860 rectifier diodes in the event 
that the load is a "dead" battery. 
The energy stored in C1 assures that 
the SCR conducts and, thereby, that 
the charging current flows for prac-
tically the full 180 degrees of each 
successive half-cycle of input until 
the battery is fully charged. (The 
SCR is actually cut off near the 
end of each half-cycle but is re-
triggered shortly after the beginning 
of each succeeding half-cycle by the 

gate current applied through the 
1N3754 diode as a result of the 
steady potential on C..) 
When the battery is fully charged, 

t h e two-transistor regenerative 
switch is triggered into conduction 
(the triggering point is preset by 
means of potentiometer R.). As a 
result of the regenerative action, the 
2N2614 and 2N3241 transistors in 
the switch are rapidly driven to 
saturation and thus provide a low-
impedance discharge path for C.. 
The capacitor then discharges 
through these transistors and resis-
tor R. to about 1 volt (the voltage 
drop across the transistors). This 
value is too low to sustain conduc-
tion of the 1N3754 diode, and the 
2N3228 SCR is not triggered on the 
succeeding half-cycle of the input. 
The saturated transistor switch also 
provides a low-resistance path for 
the current to the No. 1488 indicator 
lamp, which glows brightly to signal 
the fully charged condition of the 
battery. The current in the lamp cir-
cuit (Ri, lamp, and transistor 
switch) provides a "trickle" charge 
of approximately 150 milliamperes 
to the battery. 

6-Volt Battery Charger—This cir-
cuit can be used to charge 3-cell, 6-
volt lead storage batteries at a 
maximum charging rate of 3.2 am-
peres. It is very similar to the 12-
volt battery charger except for the 
rectifier configuration. In the 6-volt 
circuit, the four 1N2860 diodes are 
connected in a full-wave center-
tapped rectifier circuit that provides 
the higher charging current of 3.2 
amperes to the 6-volt battery. With 
the exception of the rectifier cir-
cuit, the indicator lamp, and the 
value used for Ri, the 6-volt charger 
is identical to the 12-volt charger 
and operates in the same way. 
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12-33 UNIVERSAL MOTOR SPEED CONTROL OR LIGHT DIMMER 

LOAD* 

R11 

• Maximum load is 2 amperes 
SCR is used. 

Parts List 
Ci = 1.0 AF, paper, 200 V 
C2 = 50 AF, electrolytic. 

15 V 
Fi = fuse, 3-ampere ( with 
2N3228 SCR) or 15-am-
pere ( with 2N3669 SCR) 

Ri = 2 volts divided by 
rated value of the load 
current ( as given on 
motor faceplate). The 

INCREASE 
SPEED 

TYPE 
2N3228 
OR 
TYPE 
2N3669 

R4 

when 2N3228 SCR is used or 

load current squared 
times the calculated value 
of resistance plus a 50-
per-cent safety margin is 
the recommended wattage 
rating for the resistor. 
= potentiometer, speed 

adjustment, 0.1 megohm, 
2 watts, linear taper 

R. = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description 

This circuit can be used to provide 
both speed control and speed regula-
tion ( constant speed under condi-
tions of changing loads) for ac/dc 
universal motors which have name-
plate current ratings up to two am-
peres with a 2N3228 SCR or up to 
12.5 amperes with a 2N3669 SCR. 
Motor speed can be adjusted from 
complete cutoff to essentially the 

TRANSISTOR 
SWITCH 

12.5 amperes when 2N3669 

R., Rio = 1000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 
=- 5600 ohms, 0.5 watt 

R. = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R7 = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 

= 150 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R. = 15 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R.. = 15000 ohms, 1 watt 
S, = toggle switch, single-

pole, single-throw 

full rated value. The circuit also pro-
vides smooth anti-skip operation at 
reduced speeds. This control circuit 
is useful for adjusting and regulat-
ing the speed of small power tools 
(e.g., drills, buffers, and jigsaws) 
as required for special jobs. 
The speed of the power-tool motor 

is determined by the time during each 
half-cycle of the ac input signal that 
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12-33 UNIVERSAL MOTOR SPEED CONTROL 

OR LAMP DIMMER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

the SCR conducts. This time, in 
turn, is controlled by manual adjust-
ment of potentiometer R2. When R. 
is set for minimum resistance, the 
rectifier current from the four 
1N2860 rectifiers charges capacitor 
C, rapidly to the triggering poten-
tial of the two-transistor regenera-
tive switch (preset to six volts for 
this circuit), and the switch is trig-
gered into conduction early in each 
input half-cycle. When the 2N2614 
and 2N3241 transistors used in the 
switch circuit conduct, C, discharges 
through the series circuit of the 
transistors and the gate electrode 
of the SCR. This discharge current 
triggers the SCR into conduction, 
and load current then flows until the 
end of the input half-cycle. This op-
eration is repeated for each succeed-
ing half-cycle of the ac input signal, 
and the motor is maintained at maxi-
mum speed. 
When the resistance of 112 is in-

creased, C, charges more slowly and 
the SCR is triggered later in the 
input half-cycle, or not at all if the 
charge on C, fails to reach six volts. 
Thus, the speed of the motor is re-
duced, or is cut off completely in the 
maximum-resistance position. 
The feedback circuit (R1, R., R., 

and C2) maintains essentially con-
stant speed of the motor under 
changing load conditions. As the load 
is applied to the motor, the speed 
momentarily decreases and the cur-
rent through the motor and the SCR 
increases. Resistor 121, in series with 
the SCR, develops an increased volt-
age drop, and the charge on capaci-
tor C2 is increased. This increased 
charge produces a current increase 
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through resistor R.; less current is 
then required through resistor R. and 
the regenerative transistor switch. 
As a result, the SCR is triggered 
earlier in the next half-cycle of the 
input ac voltage. The increased con-
duction time results in a corre-
sponding increase in motor speed 
approaching that set by means of 
the potentiometer R2. Resistor R. 
performs an additional function of 
this circuit, i.e., it shunts out com-
mutator "hash" and thereby elimi-
nates the possibility of premature 
triggering of the SCR. 
The circuit can also be used to 

provide continuous and smooth con-
trol of the brightness of incandes-
cent lamps. Lamps having a total 
power rating of 240 watts (with the 
2N3228 SCR) or of 1500 watts (with 
the 2N3669 SCR) can be adjusted 
from complete cutoff to essentially 
full rated brightness. As a lamp 
dimmer, the circuit is useful for pro-
viding the exact amount of light re-
quired at different times in various 
locations, i.e., the desired level for 
any mood or occasion. 
When the circuit is used as a lamp 

dimmer, speed regulation is not re-
quired, and capacitor C. and resis-
tors R. and R. in the feedback 
network may be omitted. Lamp 
brightness is controlled in essen-
tially the same way that the speed 
of a universal motor is controlled. 
The brightness of the incandescent 
lamp load is determined by the time 
during each half-cycle of the ac in-
put that the SCR conducts. This 
time, in turn, is controlled by man-
ual adjustment of potentiometer R2. • 
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12-34 MODEL TRAIN AND RACE-CAR SPEED CONTROL 

TYPES 
8 1N2860 

y 
29.7 V R2 

Parts List 
Ci = 1 pl", paper, 200 V 
Cs = 1000 eLF, electrolytic, 
25 V 

Fi =-. fuse, 1-ampere, 3 AG 
Ii = neon lamp, NE-83 or 
NE-2 

Ri = 47000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 15 ohms, 60 watts (use 

TYPES 
1N2860 

three 5-ohm, 20-watt re-
sistors) 

R9 = potentiometer, speed 
adjustment, 1000 ohms, 2 
watts, linear taper 

114 = 15 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5, Ro = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description 

This circuit can be used to pro-
vide continuous and smooth control 
of the speed of model vehicles which 
are designed to operate at dc volt-
ages up to 12 volts. The speed of 
such vehicles can be adusted over the 
complete range from zero to the full 
rated value. This control circuit is 
useful for starting, stopping, and 
,adusting the speed of most model 

TYPE 
2N2614 Or' 

_ OUTPUT 

(71)-

= 150 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R8 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Si = toggle switch, single-

pole, single-throw, 3-am-
pere, 125 volt 

Ti = power transformer, 
Stancor No. RT-202 or 
equiv. 

railroad trains, race cars, and simi-
lar "hobby type" vehicles. 
The operating speed of the model 

railroad train or race car is de-
termined by the delay involved in 
triggering the 2N3228 SCR into con-
duction after the start of each half-
cycle of ac input voltage. This delay 
time, in turn, is controlled by adust-
ment of the potentiometer R.. Be-
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12-34 MODEL TRAIN AND RACE-CAR SPEED CONTROL (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

cause the load and the SCR are in 
parallel (rather than in series as in 
the Universal Motor Speed Control, 
Circuit 12-33), output voltage is 
available at the load only when the 
SCR is not conducting. When 113 is 
set for maximum resistance (maxi-
mum clockwise position), maximum 
delay in triggering the SCR is ob-
tained, and maximum speed is at-
tained in the model vehicle. 
When switch S, is closed, the pul-

sating direct current from the 
1N2860 bridge rectifiers charges ca-
pacitor C. through the resistor R. 
and the 1N3754 silicon diode, and a 
voltage appears across the output 
terminals. Under conditions of mini-
mum conduction of the SCR (ap-
proximately 100 degrees of each 
input half-cycle of voltage), a maxi-
mum voltage of approximately 13 
volts is present at the output termi-
nals. As the resistance of poten-
tiometer R3 is decreased, the current 
through R., R., and R. charges ca-
pacitor C, more quickly to the 
triggering potential of the two-
transistor regenerative switch. The 
2N2614 and 2N3241 transistors in 
the switch then supply the gate cur-
rent to trigger the 2N3228 SCR into 
conduction, and the voltage across 
the output terminals drops to slightly 
less than one volt when poten-
tiometer R. is set for minimum 
resistance. 
The output voltage is filtered by 

capacitor C. and therefore ap-
proaches a steady de level de-
termined by the relative duration 
of the "on" and "off" periods of the 

SCR. The 1N3754 diode isolates the 
anode of the SCR from the potential 
on capacitor C. so that the SCR, 
when it is triggered into conduction, 
does not provide a discharge path 
for the capacitor and so that the 
anode voltage falls to zero and turns 
off the SCR at the end of each input 
half-cycle. Resistor R. helps to sta-
bilize operation of the SCR and also 
provides a parallel path for dis-
charge of C, after the SCR is trig-
gered into conduction. Resistor R. 
limits the current through the bridge 
rectifier circuit to the maximum al-
lowable value of 2 amperes in the 
event of a short circuit across the 
output terminals. 
The parallel arrangement of the 

load and the SCR in this circuit pro-
vides superior control and speed 
regulation at the operating voltages 
of model vehicles. The circuit is in-
herently self-regulating, i.e., it main-
tains essentially constant speed 
under varying load conditions. When 
the mechanical load increases (e.g., 
when the vehicle travels on an in-
clined portion of track), the vehicle 
motor tends to slow down. The motor 
current then increases, and the volt-
age across the capacitor C. de-
creases. However, because this 
voltage is also the potential for the 
timing circuit ( R., R5, R5, and C.), 
the capacitor C3 charges more slowly 
and the delay in triggering the SCR 
is increased. As a result, the output 
voltage is also increased and the 
speed is maintained essentially 
constant. 
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12-35 

ON 

SI 

OFF? 

60 c/s 

Parts List 

Ci = 50 µF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

Cs = 50 µF, electrolytic, 
150 V 

Ra = fuse, 3-ampere, 3 AG 
Ii = neon lamp, NE-83 

Circuit Description 

RCA Transistor Manual 

ELECTRONIC TIMER 

INCREASE TIME.— 

ce 

TYPE 
IN3754 

Ri =--- 3000 ohms, 5 watts R5 = 150 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 33 ohms, 0.5 watt Re = 47000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R9 = potentiometer, 1 meg- R7 = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
ohm, 2 watts, linear taper Si = toggle switch, double-

R. = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt pole, double-throw 

This circuit can be used to con-
trol the time interval between the 
application and interruption of power 
to ac/dc devices which do not use 
the frame as a ground and which 
have total power ratings up to 240 
watts (nameplate current ratings 
up to two amperes). The interval 
between turn-on and turn-off can be 
adjusted from five seconds to ap-
proximately two minutes. The timer 
is useful for providing controlled 
"ON" times for such equipment as 
photo-enlargers, developers, small 
heaters, incandescent lamps, and 
universal motors. 
The "ON" time of the equipment 

with which this circuit is used is 
determined by the length of time 
required for the timing capacitor 
C, to charge to the value required 
to turn on the NE-83 neon lamp and 
trigger the two-transistor switch. 

This time, in turn, is controlled by 
adjustment of potentiometer R.. 
When ON-OFF switch S. is turned 
to the ON position, the full-wave 
rectified current from the 1N2860 
silicon rectifiers charges capacitor 
C. through resistor R.. When the 
charge on C. increases to a suffi-
cient value, current flows through 
the 1N3754 diode and triggers the 
2N3228 SCR into conduction to com-
plete the load circuit. 
At the same time, capacitor Cs 

charges, at a rate determined by its 
capacitance and the resistance of the 
series combination of R. and R., to 
about 80 volts. At this point, the 
NE-83 neon lamp fires, and the cur-
rent through the lamp activates the 
two-transistor regenerative switch. 
The 2N2614 and 2N3241 transistors 
used in this switch quickly saturate 
and provide a low-impedance dis-
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12-35 ELECTRONIC TIMER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

charge path for capacitor C. The 
capacitor discharges through re-
sistor R2 and the two transistors to 
approximately one volt ( the drop 
across the transistors). Current then 
ceases to flow in the gate circuit 
of the SCR, and it is not triggered 
on the next half-cycle of input ac 
voltage. As a result, the load circuit 
is not completed and no power is 

delivered to the load until the cir-
cuit is reset. The 1N3754 diode in-
creases the threshold voltage of the 
SCR gate circuit from 0.6 volt ( the 
drop across the gate-cathode junc-
tion of the SCR) to 1.2 volts. In this 
way, the diode prevents accidental 
triggering of the SCR and improves 
the stability of the circuit. 

12-36 ELECTRONIC HEAT CONTROL WITH READY LIGHT 

Turns Off with Increase in Heat 

Parts List 

It = incandescent lamp, 6-
watt, 117-volt 

Ri = 10000 ohms, 2 watts 
R2, R4 = 150 ohms, 0.5 watt 
113, 117 = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
114 = 4300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = sensitivity control, po-

TYPE 

tentiometer, 2500 ohms, 
linear taper 

TI = transformer ( primary 
not used), tapped sec-
ondary used as autotrans-
former to provide step-up 
in voltage, Stancor No. 

FIRST SECOND 
TRANSISTOR TRANSISTOR 

SWITCH SWITCH 

P-6465 or equiv. 
TH, = thermistor; negative 
temperature coefficient; 
resistance ( cold), 5500 
ohms; Keystone No. 
RL25J1 or equiv. 
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72_36 ELECTRONIC HEAT CONTROL WITH READY LIGHT (cont'd) 

Circuit Description 

This circuit can be used to regu-
late the temperature of electric fry-
pans, electric coffee makers, electric 
waffle irons, and similar types of 
electric appliances having a maxi-
mum power rating of 240 watts. Two 
2N3228 SCR's are used in the circuit 
to provide full-wave power control. 
The temperature at which the circuit 
interrupts power to the appliance 
heater is determined by the setting 
of the sensitivity-control poten-
tiometer, R.. The thermistor TH: is 
the sensing element used to initiate 
the control function. The lamp L 
lights when the desired operating 
temperature is reached to indicate 
that the appliance is ready for use. 
When the 117-volt ac power is 

initially applied to the circuit, the 
resistance of the cold thermistor is 
high enough so that the current 
through resistor R: is insufficient to 
trigger the first two-transistor re-
generative switch. Potentiometer, 
R., however, is adjusted so that the 
current through resistor R7 will be 
large enough to trigger the 2N2614 
and 2N3241 transistors in the sec-
ond regenerative switch into con-
duction. The regenerative action of 
the switch circuit quickly drives 
these transistors into saturation. 
The saturated switch current flows 
through the gate electrode of SCR: 
and triggers it into conduction. 
Once the SCR starts to conduct, 

the gate electrode loses its control, 
and the flow of current continues 
for almost the full 180 degrees of 
the input half-cycle for which the 
anode of SCR: is positive with re-
spect to its cathode. During this 
period, current flows through the 
primary of transformer T: and 
through the appliance heater. The 
1N1199A diode restricts the voltage 
drop across the primary of T: to 
about 0.3 volts. When SCR: is con-

ducting, the voltage drop across it 
is about 0.5 volt. The ready lamp L 
is connected in parallel with the 
transformer primary and the SCR. 
The total voltage drop of 0.8 volt is 
not enough to light the lamp. 
During the input half-cycle that 

SCR: does not conduct, the flux 
about the step-up transformer T: col-
lapses and induces sufficient voltage 
across the secondary winding to cause 
current to flow through the 1N3754 
diode to the gate electrode of SCR:. 
This SCR is now triggered into con-
duction and supplies the current to 
the appliance heater. In this way, 
full-wave power control is provided. 
The flow of current through the 

appliance causes the ambient tem-
perature to rise. The thermistor 
TH1 has a negative temperature co-
efficient, and its resistance decreases. 
When the temperature of the ap-
pliance heater reaches the desired 
level, the resistance of the thermis-
tor is reduced to a value less than 
the combined resistance of R. and 
R.. The current through R: is then 
sufficient to trigger the 2N2614 and 
2N3241 transistors in the first re-
generative switch. These transistors 
are quickly driven into saturation, 
and the voltage across the switch 
decreases to about 1 volt. The bias 
resistors ( R., R., and R.) for the 
second two-transistor regenerative 
switch are in parallel with the first 
switch, and the 1 volt that appears 
across these resistors is not high 
enough to maintain the conduction 
of the second switch. No gate cur-
rent then flows to trigger SCR: 
into conduction on the next half-
cycle of the input ac power. When 
SCR: is not conducting, the current 
supplied to ready lamp L, through 
the first transistor switch, resistor 
R., and the 1N3754 diode, is suffi-
cient to light the lamp. 
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12-37 INTEGRAL-CYCLE RATIO POWER CONTROL 

For Electric Appliances 

Circuit Description 

This circuit can be used as a heat 
control for electric hot plates, and in 
other applications in which control 
of the average power level is desired. 
The average level of the power de-
livered to an electric appliance is con-
trolled, without the use of a ther-
mistor sensing element, by allowing 
current to flow in the load circuit for 
only controlled periods. The current 
delivered to the load circuit is gated 
on and off by a free-running (approx-
imately 1 c/s) multivibrator; the 
ratio of on time to off time during 
each cycle determines the average 
amount of ac power applied. Two 
SCR's are used to deliver the load 
current so that full-wave power 
control can be obtained. Depending 
upon the maximum power rating of 
the appliance, either 2N3228 (up to 
800 watts) or 2N3669 (up to 2000 
watts) SCR's are used. 
The 117-volt ac power applied to 

the circuit is rectified by the 1N3756 
diode CR.. The de voltage developed 
across C. by the rectified current 
from CR. is the de supply voltage 
for the 2N2614 transistors, Q. and 
Q., in the free-running multivibra-
tor. The rectangular-wave output 
from the multivibrator is applied to 
the base of the 2N2614 p-n-p tran-
sistor Q.. The multivibrator output 
gates the operation of Q.. During 
the positive half-cycle, the transis-
tor is held cut off; during the nega-
tive half-cycle, the transistor is 
driven into saturation. The setting 
of potentiometer R. determines the 
relative durations of the positive 
and negative half-cycles of the mul-
tivibrator output and, in this way, 
establishes the power on-time-to-off-
time ratio. 

During the negative half-cycle of 
the input ac power, current is al-
lowed to flow through the 1N3756 
diode CR.. If Q. is gated on by the 
multivibrator during this period, 
most of the current from the diode 
is shunted through this transistor 
and the 1N3754 diode CR. in series 
with it, and very little current is al-
lowed to flow through T.. As a result, 
the amount of energy stored in T2 is 
negligible, and when the polarity of 
the ac input reverses so that no cur-
rent flows through CR., the collaps-
ing field about this winding does not 
supply sufficient current to the gate 
electrode of SCR, to trigger the 
SCR into conduction. For this con-
dition, no current is delivered to the 
load circuit. 

If Q. is not gated on during the 
negative half-cycle of the ac input, 
all the current from CR, flows 
through T., and a strong magnetic 
field is set up around this winding. 
When the polarity of the ac input 
reverses, the collapsing field about 
T, causes sufficient current to flow 
through the 1N3754 diode CR, to 
the gate electrode of SCR, to trig-
ger this SCR into conduction. Cur-
rent then flows through the primary 
of autotransformer T. and the load 
circuit. The 1N1199A diode CR, 
limits the voltage drop across the 
primary of T. to about 0.3 volt. 
When the polarity of the ac input 

again reverses so that SCR, no 
longer conducts, the collapsing field 
about T. supplies sufficient gate 
current to SCR. through the 1N3754 
diode CR. so that this SCR is trig-
gered into conduction. The load cur-
rent is then delivered through SCR.. 
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12-37 INTEGRAL-CYCLE RATIO POWER CONTROL (cont'd) 

SI 

* Maximum load is 800 watts when 
SCR is used. 

2N3228 SCR is used 

TYPE 
2N3228 
OR 

2N3669 

Parts List 

CI, C2 = 15 ,LF, electrolytic, 
50 V 

C3 =- 500 µF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

RI = 3000 ohms, 5 watts 
Rs, J1 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R3 =- 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R4, R7 = 6800 ohms, 0.5 watt 

12-38 

CR6 

 -4  
TYPE 
IN3756 

TYPE 
IN3756 

TYPE TYPE 
IN3754 1N3754 

2N324I 

R5 = 2000 ohms, 5 watts 
116 = power-ratio control, 
potentiometer, 0.1 meg-
ohm, linear taper 

St = ON-OFF switch, sin-
gle-pole, single-throw 

Ti = transformer ( primary 
not used) ; tapped sec-

SERVO AMPLIFIER 

Output, 6 W 

Circuit Description 

This servo amplifier can supply up 
to 6 watts of power to the drive 
motor of a servo system. The ampli-
fier is driven by a 400-e/s ac signal 
and is operated from a de supply 
voltage of 56 volts. A pair of 2N3054 
silicon power transistors are used 
in a class AB, push-pull, single-
ended output stage to develop the 
required output power. This output 
stage is very similar to the one used 

R5 

FREE—RUNNING 
MULTI VIBRATOR 

2N3241 

POWER 
RATIO 

CONTROL 

or 2000 watts when 2N3669 

ondary used as autotrans-
former to provide 1-to-5 
step-up in voltage; Stan-
cor No. P-6465 or equiv. 

TS = transformer ( second-
ary not used); Stancor 
No. P-6465 or equiv. 

in the High-Quality 10-Watt Audio 
Power Amplifier, circuit 12-11. 
A 2N1481 common-emitter input 

stage amplifies the 400-c/s input to 
the level required to drive the 
2N3054 output transistors. The am-
plified 400-c/s signal at the collec-
tor of the 2N1481 transistor is 
coupled to the base of each 2N3054 
output transistor by the transformer 
T,. The secondary of T, is split to 
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12-38 

CI 

INPUT 
400 ch 

Parts List 

Ci = 10 gF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

C2 = 47 gF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

Ca = 20 gF, electrolytic, 
50 V 

C. = 500 gF, electrolytic, 
50 V 

SERVO AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

= 68000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R2 = 5600 ohms. 0.5 watt 
= 56 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Ft. = 560 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R5 = 3300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re, 117 = 18000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R8, RD = 400 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ru, Ru= 4 ohms. 1 watt 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

form two identical windings which 
are oriented so that the inputs to 
the output transistors are equal in 
amplitude and 180 degrees out of 
phase, as required for push-pull 
drive. 

If the input to the upper output 
transistor were applied between the 
base and ground, this transistor 
would be operated as an emitter 
follower and could not provide volt-
age gain. The input, however, is ap-
plied between the base and the 
emitter so that, in effect, the upper 
transistor is operated as a common-

+56 V 

C4 

TYPE 
2N3054 

+ - 

OUTPUT 
TO 

CONTROL 
PHASE 
OF 

MOTOR 

o 

T= driver transformer; core 
material 0.014-inch Mag-
netic Metals Corp. "Crys-
talligned" or equiv.; 
primary 1500 turns; sec-
ondary 450 turns, bifilar 
wound (each section 225 
turns) 

emitter amplifier except that there 
is no phase reversal between input 
and output. Its gain, therefore, is 
equal to that of the lower output 
transistor, which is operated in a 
conventional common-emitter am-
plifier configuration. The positive 
half-cycle of the output signal de-
veloped by the upper transistor and 
the negative half-cycle developed by 
the lower transistor then have equal 
voltage swings. This output is 
coupled to the control-phase wind-
ing of the drive motor by the series 
output capacitor C.. 
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12-39 

o  
El 

£2 SWITCHING 
T ANSISTOR 

TRIG 

o  

T C1  R2 

1-1-7 
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SHIFT REGISTER OR RING COUNTER 

2NI302 

REGISTER 
No. I 

TYPE 
2N404 

eN2869/ 
2N301) 

TYPE 
2NI302 

C4 

OUTPUT A 

Parts List 
C1 = 100 µF, electrolytic, 6 V 
Cl. C4, Cs, Cs -= 0.05 µF ( or 

0.1 µF), ceramic, 50 V 
C3 = 1 µF, ( or 25 µF), elec-

trolytic, 25 V 
CRI, CR2, CRN = crystal 
diode 1N34A or equiv. 

Io, Is= indicator lamp 

NOTES: 
The shift register may use as 
as desired and may be made 
by connecting points A and 
tion, the basic circuit can be 
operation at many different o 
levels. 

REGISTER 
No. 2 

TYPE 
2N404 

(2N213691 
2N301) 

TYPE 
2N1302 

C5 

TYPE 
2N404 

12N2869/ 
2N3011 

REGISTER 
No. N 

2NI302 

OUTPUT 80 OUTPUT N 

No. 49; 2-volt, 60-mA ( or 330 ohms, 0.5 watt) 
No. 1488; 14-volt, 150-mA) II,„ R., RN = 2200 ohms, 

R: _= 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 0.5 watt ( or 680 ohms, 
(or 680 ohms, 1 watt) 0.5 watt) 

Ro = 27 ohms, 0.5 watt ( or R,), R2, RN' = 560 ohms, 0.5 
12 ohms, 1 watt) watt ( or 180 ohms, 1 watt) 

R2 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt R7, R10, Rs" = 150 ohms, 1 
ft-t = 1000 Ohms, 0.5 watt ( or watt ( or 82 ohms, 2 watts) 

many stages 
regenerative 
A'. In addi-
adapted for 

utput-current 

Circuit Description 

In this basic shift register, the 
successive outputs from the various 
stages are delayed ( or shifted) from 
those of the preceding stages by a 
controlled time interval ( i.e., the 
duration between input trigger 
pulses). These outputs are coupled 
through OR gates (not shown on 
circuit schematic) and may be used 
to program the timing sequence for 
various digital switching operations. 

The circuit as shown is designed for an 
output-current level of 40 mA ( E) --,- 12 
V; E, = 9 V). Transistor types and com-
ponent values shown in parentheses indi-
cate the changes necessary for operation 
at an output-current level of 3 amperes 
(El = 27 V; El = 24 V). 

If point A on the circuit is con-
nected to point A, the register be-
comes regenerative and may be used 
as a ring counter. 
The de supply voltages EI and E, 

are obtained from separate taps on 
a resistive voltage divider. With 
these voltages applied, the 2N1302 
switching transistor is immediately 
triggered into conduction by the 
positive voltage applied to its base 
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12-39 SHIFT REGISTER OR RING COUNTER (coned) 

Circuit Description (contad) 

through R.. One of the register 
stages must be triggered simul-
taneously to provide a complete path 
for the current through the switch-
ing transistor. 
Each register stage is basically a 

two-transistor regenerative switch 
that employs an n-p-n triggering 
transistor and a p-n-p output tran-
sistor. For the E. and E. voltages 
used (see notes below circuit sche-
matic), the n-p-n transistor is a 
2N1302, and the p-n-p transistor is 
a 2N404 or a 2N2869/2N301 depend-
ing upon the level of output current 
desired. If either of the transistors 
in a register stage starts to conduct, 
both of them are quickly driven into 
saturation by the regenerative ac-
tion of the stage. The relatively high 
current from the p-n-p transistor in 
the stage flows through the resist-
ance that exists between the E. and 
E. taps on the power-supply voltage 
divider. The increased voltage drop 
across this resistance reduces the 
E. voltage to a value less than that 
required to trigger the other regis-
ter stages, and these stages are held 
inoperative. 
When power is initially applied to 

the circuit, C. and R. assure that the 
first register stage is triggered into 
conduction before current flows 
through any of the other register 
stages. When the power is first ap-
plied, the initial surge of current 
through C. and R. immediately trig-
gers the 2N1302 transistor in the 
first stage into conduction. This 
transistor and the p-n-p output tran-
sistor are then quickly driven into 
saturation by the regenerative ac-
tion of the stage. No other register 
stage is then allowed to conduct, and 
the lamp I, in the collector of the 
p-n-p transistor in the first stage 
lights to indicate that the output is 
being supplied by this stage. This 
condition is maintained until an in-

put trigger pulse is applied. During 
this period, C. charges through 
diode CR,, the 2N1302 transistor, and 
resistors R. and R. to the E. voltage 
less the sum of the voltages dropped 
across the other components in the 
charging path. 
A negative trigger pulse is ap-

plied to the base of the 2N1302 
switching transistor to initiate a 
register shift. A sufficiently large 
negative pulse will drive the switch-
ing transistor to cut off. All the reg-
ister stages are then held inopera-
tive for the duration of the trigger 
pulse. When the trigger pulse is re-
moved, the switching transistor 
again conducts through one of the 
register stages. This time, however, 
no quick surge of current can flow 
through C. and R. to trigger the 
first register stage, because C, has 
fully charged to the E. voltage. 
Moreover, the charge on C. tends to 
reverse-bias diode CR,, and thus im-
pedes the flow of current through 
the first register stage. The charge 
on C., however, is series-aiding with 
the de supply voltage in the second 
register stage. This series-aiding ef-
fect causes the second stage to be 
triggered into conduction before cur-
rent can flow through any of the 
other stages. The biasing action of 
this stage then holds the other stages 
inoperative. The lamp I, then lights 
to indicate that the output is being 
supplied by the second stage. 
When the next register shift is 

initiated by a negative trigger pulse, 
the charge on C, assures that the 
third register stage will be triggered 
to supply the output. In this way, the 
operation of the register is shifted 
from one stage to the next each time 
a negative trigger pulse is applied. 
The register can be reset so that the 
operation starts with the first stage 
at any time by discharging capaci-
tor C3. 
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12-40 

INPUT 

Î_)11 

CI 

TYPE 
3N99 

PUSH-TO-READ SWITCH 
Rig 

Ports List 
Ci = 0.01 gF, paper, 600 V. 
Ca = 25 sir, ceramic dise, 
25 V. 

Cs, Cs, Ca =. 0.33 gF 
Co, Co = 100 F, electrolytic, 
6 V. 

Ce = 50 gF, electrolytic, 25 V. 
Mo = dc milllameter 
• = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 10 megohms, 0.5 watt 
RA = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 

RCA Transistor Manual 

AC VOLTMETER 

Rlo 

Ro, Re, Rio = 10000 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

R5 = 47000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re, Re, Ri = 0.39 megolun, 

0.5 watt 
Ri, Ru = 33000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Rio = 5000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R12 = gain-control poten-

tiometer, 1000 ohms, 0.5 
watt, linear 

Circuit Description 

This circuit illustrates the appli-
cation of RCA-3N99 MOS transis-
tors in an ac voltmeter. The circuit 
has an input impedance of 1 meg-
ohm, a full-scale sensitivity of 10 
millivolts on the lowest range, a 
flat frequency response over the 
audio range of 20 to 20,000 c/s, and 
a low current drain which permits 
fully portable operation. The ampli-
fier portion of the voltmeter circuit 
consists of four 3N99 stages. The 
first stage is operated as a source-
follower and presents a very low 
input capacitance to the conven-
tional one-megohm input-signal volt-
age divider. With this stage operat-
ing at a drain current of only 230 
microamperes and a drain-to-source 
voltage of 0.5 volts, the effective in-

 O 422 5 V 

TYPE 
IN34 

RIS = 2000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio. R17, RIEI = 5100 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R19 = zero-adjustment po-

tentiometer, 10000 ohms, 
0.5 watt, linear taper 

Si = push-to-read switch; 
single-pole, single-throw; 
Microswitch No. BZ2RQ1 
or equiv. 

put capacitance is only 0.5 pico-
farad. The source of the first stage 
is coupled to the insulated gate of 
the second stage by a 0.33-micro-
farad ceramic capacitor. 
The second stage is operated as 

a common-source amplifier. As in 
the first stage, the 10,000-ohm source 
resistor establishes a quiescent drain 
current of approximately 230 micro-
amperes. The source resistor is by-
passed with a 100-microfarad capaci-
tor. This stage provides a voltage 
gain of between 16 and 20. 
The third stage is similar to the 

second stage except that an unby-
passed 1000-ohm potentiometer is 
added in series with the bypassed 
10,000-ohm source resistance. This 
potentiometer can be used to vary 
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12-40 AC VOLTMETER CIRCUIT (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

the voltage gain of the stage be-
tween 10 and 20 by varying the 
amount of negative feedback volt-
age. With a 10-millivolt signal at 
the input of the first stage, the 
maximum output-signal voltage at 
the drain of the third stage is about 
2.8 volts rms. 
The fourth stage is operated as a 

source-follower and provides the 
necessary impedance transforma-
tion between the high output im-
pedance (approximately 300,000 
ohms) of the third stage and the 
low impedance of the meter rectifier 
circuit. 
The meter rectifier uses two 1N34 

diodes in a conventional meter-circuit 
bridge configuration. A third 1N34 
diode is used in conjunction with a 

12-41 

2V0  

RI 

TYPE 
2N1481 

10,000-ohm potentiometer to compen-
sate for the nonlinear rectification 
characteristic of the rectifier diodes 
at the low end of the meter scale. 
A 100-to-1 voltage divider is 

placed ahead of the input-coupling 
capacitor of the first stage to pro-
tect the gate of the 3N99 in this 
stage from overload in the event 
that an excessively large signal is 
accidentally applied to the input 
terminals when the range switch is 
in the 10-millivolt position. A "push-
to-read" switch removes this 100-to-
1 attenuation network from the 
circuit. 
The total consumption from the 

battery for the complete meter am-
plifier is only 2.5 milliamperes. 

ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR 

(Frequency 7000 c/s) 

R3 

C2 

TYPE 
2N1481 

OUTPUT 

f 
(MCI%) (0.7C2R3) 

CI, C2 = 0.1 µF, paper, 25 V 
R1 114 = 60 ohms, 5 watts 
Ra R = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
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12-41 ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR (cont'd) 

Circuit Descrrption 

This astable ( free-running) multi-
vibrator develops a square-wave out-
put that has a peak value equal to 
the de supply voltage (\roc = 12 
volts) and a minimum value equal 
to the collector saturation voltage of 
the transistors. The circuit is basic-
ally a two-stage nonsinusoidal os-
cillator in which one stage conducts 
at saturation while the other is cut 
off until a point is reached at which 
the stages reverse their conditions. 
The circuit employs two 2N1481 
transistors operated in identical 
common-emitter amplifier stages 
with regenerative feedback resist-
ance-capacitance coupled from the 
collector of each transistor to the 
base of the other transistor. 
When power is initially applied to 

the circuit, the same amount of cur-
rent tends to flow through each tran-
sistor. It is unlikely, however, that 
a perfect balance will be maintained, 
and if the current through transis-
tor Qi, for example, should increase 
slightly without an attendant in-
crease in that through transistor 
QI, the multivibrator will oscillate 
to generate a square-wave output. 
As the current through transistor 

(2, increases, the resultant decrease 
in collector voltage is immediately 
coupled to the base of transistor Qz 
by the discharge of capacitor C, 
through resistor Rz. This negative 
voltage at the base reduces the cur-
rent through transistor Qz, and its 
collector voltage rises. The charge 
of capacitor C2 through resistor Itz 
couples the increase in voltage at 
the collector of transistor Q2 to the 
base of transistor Q,, and further 
increases the flow of current through 
Q,. The collector voltage of Q, de-

creases even more, and the base of 
Q2 is driven more negative. As a re-
sult of this regenerative action, 
transistor Q, is driven to saturation 
almost instantaneously, and, just as 
quickly, transistor Qz is cut off. This 
condition is maintained as long as 
the discharge current of C, develops 
sufficient voltage across R2 to hold 
Q2 cut off. The time constant of C, 
and Rz, therefore, determines the 
time that Qz remains cut off ( i.e., 
the duration of the positive half-
cycle of the square-wave output). 
During this period, the voltage at 
the output terminal is the dc sup-
ply voltage ( 12 volts). 
The discharge current from C, 

decreases exponentially, as de-
termined by the time constant of 
the discharge path, and eventually 
becomes so small that the voltage 
developed across Rz is insufficient to 
hold Qz cut off. The decrease in col-
lector voltage that results when Qz 
conducts is coupled by Cz and R. 
to the base of Ql. The current 
through Q, then decreases, and the 
collector voltage of this transistor 
rises. The positive swing of the volt-
age at the collector of Q, is coupled 
by C, and Rz to the base of Qz to 
increase further the conduction of 
Q2. The regenerative action of the 
multivibrator then quickly drives Qz 
to saturation and Q, to cutoff. The 
length of time that this condition 
is maintained is determined by the 
time constant of C2 and Rz. During 
this period, which represents the 
negative half-cycle of the square-
wave output, the voltage at the out-
put terminal is the collector satura-
tion potential of Qz. 
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12-42 BISTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR 

1-Mc/ s "Flip-Flop" 

+ 6V 

-6V0  
c2 

TYPE 
INI26 

OUTPUT 

Parts List 
Cs = 180 pF, mica, 24 V 

Ca, C4 = 430 pF, mica, 24 V 

Circuit Description 

The bistable multivibrator is 
ideally suited for generating the 
binary ("1" and "0") type of out-
puts required in computer applica-
tions and also finds widespread use 
as an electronic switch. The circuit 
is in a stable state when either tran-
sistor is conducting and the other 
transistor is cut off. The states of 
the transistors are switched by the 
application of a properly applied 
trigger pulse. The 1N126 steering 
diodes, CR. and CIL, assure that the 
2N404 p-n-p transistors in the cir-
cuit are triggered to alternate states 
only when positive pulses are ap-
plied to the input terminal. 
A positive trigger pulse applied 

to the input terminal when transis-
tor Q, is conducting and Qz is cut 
off causes Q, to conduct less, and the 
collector voltage of this transistor 
increases to a more negative value. 
The increase in negative voltage at 
the collector of Q, is coupled to the 

INPUT 

TYPE 
INI26 

 )1  
C2 

- I8V +6V 

î  

C3 

CR4 

1(  
C4 

Ri Rs = 5100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re R7 = 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt 

CR5 

ill 0 6V 
TYPE 
INI26 

"0" OUTPtkT 

TYPE 
INI26 

R3 R, = 11000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R1 Rs = 2700 ohms, 0.5 watt 

base of Q. If this voltage is large 
enough to overcome the cutoff bias 
on Qz, as determined by the ampli-
tude of the trigger pulse, Qz con-
ducts. The collector voltage of Qz 
then decreases to a less negative 
value. This positive-going voltage is 
coupled to the base of Q, to decrease 
further the conduction of this tran-
sistor. The regenerative action con-
tinues until Qz is driven to satura-
tion and Q, is cut off. This condition 
is maintained until another positive 
trigger pulse is applied to switch 
the multivibrator from this stable 
state. 
The output of the multivibrator, 

which may be taken between collec-
tor and ground of either transistor 
(or both) is a unit step voltage when 
one trigger is applied. A square-
wave output is obtained by a con-
tinuous periodic pulsing of the input. 
A frequency division from input to 
output of 2 to 1 is thus obtained. 
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12-43 

MULTIVIBRATOR 

LIGHT FLASHER 

60 Hashes per Minute 

LAMP AMPLIFIER S 

Parts List 
= 25 aF, electrolytic, 12 V R Ra = 100000 ohms, 

C2 = 100 /IF, electrolytic 0.5 watt 
12 V Rs = 120 ohms, 0.5 watt 

LAMP = bulb. 12 V S = ON-OFF switch; sin-
1 ampere gle-pole, single-throw 

Rs Ett = 2000 ohms, 0.5 watt NOTE: C: and Cs may be 

Circuit Description 

In this light-flasher circuit, a free-
running multivibrator is used to gate 
the operation of a two-stage ampli-
fier. An incandescent lamp is used 
as the collector load in the second 
amplifier stage, and each time the 
stage conducts, the lamp lights. The 
de power for the circuit is supplied 
by a 12-volt B battery. 
The multivibrator uses a pair of 

2N217 transistors; the square-wave 
output developed at the collector of 
the second transistor is directly 
coupled to the base of a 2N270 tran-
sistor operated in a common-emitter 
amplifier stage. 
The 2N270 transistor stage is 

gated on and off by the square-wave 
signal from the multivibrator. This 
stage, in turn, gates the operation 

LAMP 

tYPE 
2N44I 

varied to change flashing 
rate. Bulbs and other resist-
ive loads handling currents 
up to one ampere may be 
used, but inductive loads 
should not be used. 

of the 2N441 common-emitter ampli-
fier stage in which the lamp is used 
as the collector load. Each time the 
2N441 transistor is gated on, the 
lamp lights. The lamp, therefore, 
flashes at the frequency of the mul-
tivibrator. With the equation given 
for the astable multivibrator, circuit 
12-41, the natural (unloaded) fre-
quency of the multivibrator in the 
lamp dimmer is calculated to be be-
tween 6 and 7 cycles per minute. 
The loading effect of the low-imped-
ance lamp circuit, however, reduces 
substantially the switching time con-
stant of the multivibrator so that its 
frequency is increased by approxi-
mately a factor of 10. The lamp, 
therefore, flashes at a frequency of 
approximately 60 cycles per minute. 
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RCA Technical Publications 

on Semiconductor Products, Electron Tubes, 
and Batteries 

Copies of the publications listed below 
may be obtained from your RCA dis-
tributor or from Commercial Engineer-
ing, Radio Corporation of America, 
Harrison, N. J. 

Semiconductor Products 

• RCA SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS 
HANDBOOK — HB-10. Two binders, 
each 73/8" L x 5%" W x 27/8" D. 
Contains over 1000 pages of loose-
leaf data and curves on RCA semi-
conductor devices such as transistors, 
silicon rectifiers, and semiconductor 
diodes. Available on a subscription 
basis. Price $10.00* including serv-
ice for first year. Also available with 
RCA Electron Tube Handbook HB-3 
at special combination price of $25.00.* 

• RCA TUNNEL DIODE MANUAL—TD-
30 (83/8" x 53e)-160 pages. Describes 
the microwave and switching capabili-
ties of tunnel diodes. Contains infor-
mation on theory and characteristics, 
and on tunnel-diode applications in 
switching circuits and in microwave 
oscillator, converter, and amplifier cir-
cuits. Includes data for over 40 RCA 
germanium and gallium arsenide tun-
nel diodes and tunnel rectifiers. Price 

• RCA SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS 
GUIDE-SPG201/1L1147B (10 7/8" x 
8%")-12 pages. Contains classifica-
tion chart, index, and ratings and 
characteristics on RCA's line of 
transistors, silicon rectifiers, semi-
conductor diodes, and photocells. 
Single copy free on request. 

• TECHNICAL BULLETINS—Authorized 
information on RCA semiconductor 
products. Be sure to mention type-
number bulletin desired. Single copy 
on any type free on request. 

Electron Tubes 

• RCA ELECTRON TUBE HANDBOOK 
—HB-3 (73/8" x 5%"). Five 2Y4-inch-
capacity binders. Contains over 5000 
pages of looseleaf data and curves on 
RCA receiving tubes, transmitting 
tubes, cathode-ray tubes, picture 
tubes, photocells, phototubes, camera 
tubes, ignitrons, vacuum gas rectifiers, 
traveling-wave tubes, premium tubes, 
pencil tubes, and other miscellaneous 
types for special applications. Avail-
able on subscription basis. Price 
$20.00* including service for first year. 
Also available with RCA Semicon-
ductor Products Handbook HB-10 at 
special combination price of $25.00.* 

• RADIOTRON° DESIGNER'S HAND-
BOOK-4th Edition (83/4" x 51/2 ")-
1500 pages. Comprehensive reference 
covering the design of radio and audio 
circuits and equipment. Written for 
the design engineer, student, and ex-
perimenter. Contains 1000 illustra-
tions, 2500 references, and cross-
referenced index of 7000 entries. 
Edited by F. Langford-Smith. Price 
87.00*t 

• RCA PHOTOTUBE AND PHOTOCELL 
MANUAL—PT-60 (81/4" x 5%1-192 
pages. Well-illustrated informative 
manual covering fundamentals and 
operating considerations for vacuum 
and gas phototubes, multiplier photo-
tubes, and photocells. Also describes 
basic applications for these devices. 
Features easy-to-use selection chart 
for multiplier phototubes. Data and 
performance curves given for over 90 
photo-sensitive devices. Price $1.50t 

• RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL— 
RC-24 ( 8" x 51/4")-576 pages. Con-
tains technical data on over 1000 
receiving-type tubes for home-enter-
tainment use and picture tubes for 
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black-and-white and color TV. Fea-
tures tube theory written for the 
layman, application data, selection 
charts, and typical circuits. Features 
lie-flat binding. Price $1-25. T 

• RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES—TT-5 
(81/4" x 5%")-320 pages. Gives data 
on over 180 power tubes having plate-
input ratings up to 4 kw and on as-
sociated rectifier tubes. Provides basic 
information on generic types, parts 
and materials, installation and appli-
cation, and interpretation of data. 
Contains circuit diagrams for trans-
mitting and industrial applications. 
Features lie-flat binding. Price $1.00fT 

• RCA INDUSTRIAL RECEIVING-TYPE 
TUBES—RIT 104P ( 10%" x 8%")-
52 pages. Technical information on 
over 200 RCA "special red" tubes, 
premium tubes, nuvistors, computer 
tubes, pencil tubes, glow-discharge 
tubes, small thyratrons, low-micro-
phonic amplifier tubes, mobile com-
munications tubes, and other special 
types. Includes socket-connection dia-
grams. Price 40 cents.* t 

• RCA RECEIVING TUBES AND PIC-
TURE TUBES-1275L ( 10 74" x 8%")-
56 pages. New, enlarged, and up-to-
date booklet contains classification 
chart, application guide, characteris-
tics chart, and base and envelope 
connection diagrams on more than 
1300 entertainment receiving tubes 
and picture tubes. Price 50 cents.st 

• RCA INTERCHANGEABILITY DIREC-
TORY OF INDUSTRIAL-TYPE ELECTRON 
TUBES—ID-1020E ( 10 74" x 8%')-12 
pages. Lists moré than 2100 basic 
type designations for 20 classes of 
industrial tube types; shows the 
RCA Direct Replacement Type or 
the RCA Similar Type, when avail-
able. Price 20 cents.*-t 

• RCA PHOTOCELLS—CSS-800 (10%" 
x 8%") —36 pages. Contains a selec-
tion of photocell-circuit diagrams; 
technical data and characteristic 
curves of RCA photoconductive, 
phot,ojunction, and photovoltaic cells; 
interchangeability information. Also 
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contains representative circuits. 
Price 40 cents.* t 

• RCA INTERCHANGEABILITY DIREC-
TORY OF FOREIGN vs. U.S.A. RECEIV-
ING-TYPE ELECTRON TUBES-10E-197D 
(8%" x 10%")-8 pages. Covers ap-
proximately 800 foreign tube types 
used principally in AM and FM radios, 
TV receivers, and audio amplifiers. 
Indicates U.S.A. direct replacement 
type or similar type if available. 
Price 10 cents.” 

• RCA NUVISTOR TUBES FOR INDUS-
TRIAL AND MILITARY APPLICATIONS-
10E-280 (1074" x 374")-16 pages. 
Describes unique features of nuvistors 
and includes tabular data, dimensional 
outlines, curves, terminal diagrams, 
and socket information. Price 25 
cents.* t 

• TECHNICAL BULLETINS—Authorized 
information on RCA receiving tubes, 
transmitting tubes, and other tubes 
for communications and industry. Be 
sure to mention tube-type bulletin 
desired. Single copy on any type free 
on request. 

Batteries 

• RCA BATTERY MAN UAL—BDG-111 
(1074" x 834")-64 pages. Contains 
information on dry cells and batteries 
[carbon zinc (Leclanché), mercury, 
and alkaline types]. Includes battery 
theory and applications, detailed elec-
trical and mechanical characteristics, 
a classification chart, dimensional out-
lines, and terminal connections on 
each battery type. Price 50 cents-ft 

• RCA BATTERIES—BAT-134G ( 10 74" 
x 8%") —24 pages. Technical data on 
142 Leclanché, alkaline, and mer-
cury-type dry batteries for radios, 
industrial applications, flashlights, 
lanterns, and photoflash service. 
Price 35 cents-4'T 

° Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

• Prices shown apply in U.S.A. and are 
subject to change without notice. 

t Suggested price. 
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Index to 
RCA Semiconductor Devices 

1N248C   372 1N1616   373 2N105   333 
1N249C   372 1N1763A   373 2N109  120 
1N250C   372 1N1764A   373 2N139   121 
1N440B   372 1N2326   378 2N140   122 
1N441B   372 1N2858A   373 2N173   122 

1N442B   372 1N2859A   373 2N174   123 
1N443B   372 1N2860A   373 2N175   125 
1N444B   372 1N2861A   373 2N176   125 
1N445B   372 1N2862A   373 2N206   333 
1N536   372 1N2863A   373 2N215   126 

1N537   372 1N2864A   373 2N217   126 
1N538   372 1N3128   378 2N218   126 
1N539   372 1N3129   378 2N219   126 
1N540   372 1N3130   378 2N220   126 
1N547   372 1N3193   373 2N247   333 

1N1095   372 1N3194   373 2N269   333 
1N1183A   372 1N3195   373 2N270   126 
1N1184A   372 1N3196   373 2N274   127 
1N1186A   372 1N3253   373 2N277   129 
1N1187A   372 1N3254   373 2N278   129 

1N1188A   372 1N3255   373 2N301   333 
1N1189A   372 1N3256   373 2N301A   333 
1N1190A   372 1N3563   373 2N307   333 
1N1195A   372 1N3754   373 2N331   333 
1N1196A   372 1N3755   373 2N351   130 

1N1197A   372 1N3756   373 2N356   333 
1N1198A   372 1N3847   378 2N357   333 
1N1199A   372 1N3848   378 2N358   333 
1N1200A   372 1N3849   378 2N370   130 
1N1202A   372 1N3850   378 2N371   131 

1N1203A   373 1N3851   378 2N372   131 
1N1204A   373 1N3852   378 2N373   333 
1N1205A   373 1N3853   378 2N374   333 
1N1206A   373 1N3854   378 2N376   131 
1N1341B   373 1N3855   378 2N384   132 

1N1342B   373 1N3856   378 2N388   133 
1N1344B   373 1N3857   378 2N388A   133 
1N1345B   373 1N3858   378 2N395   133 
1N1346B   373 1N3859   378 2N396   134 
1N1347B   373 1N3860   378 2N396A   134 

1N1348B   373 1N3861   378 2N397   134 
1N1612   373 1N3862   378 2N398   135 
1N1613   373 1N3863   378 2N398A   135 
1N1614   373 1N4785   379 2N39811   135 
1N1615   373 2N1O4   120 2N404   135 
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2N404A   135 2N795   333 2N1358   168 
2N405   136 2N796   333 2NI384   169 
2N406   137 2N828   333 2NI395   170 
2N407   137 2N834   152 2N1396   170 
2N408   137 2N914   152 2N1397   170 

2N409   137 2N917   153 2N1412   171 
2N410   138 2N918   154 2N1425   334 
2N411   138 2N955   333 2N1426   334 
2N412   138 2N955A   333 2N1450   334 
2N414   139 2N960   333 2N1479   171 

2N441   139 2N96I   333 2N1480   173 
2N442   141 2N962   334 2N1481   173 
2N443   141 2N963   334 2N1482   173 
2N456   333 2N964   334 2NI483   174 
2N457   333 2N965   334 2N1484   175 

2N497   333 2N966   334 2N1485   175 
2N544   333 2N967   334 2NI486   176 
2N561   333 2N1010   155 2NI487   176 
2N578   333 2N1014   334 2NI488   177 
2N579   333 2N1023   155 2N1489   178 

2N580   333 2N1066   156 2NI490   178 
2N581   142 2N1067   334 2N1491   178 
2N582   143 2NI068   334 2N1492   180 
2N583   333 2NI069   334 2N1493   180 
2N584   333 2NI070   334 2N1511   334 

2N585   143 2N1090   156 2N1512   334 
2N586   144 2N1091   157 2N1513   334 
2N591   144 2N1092   334 2N1514   334 
2N640   333 2N1099   157 2N1524   180 
2N641   333 2N1100   158 2NI525   181 

2N642   333 2N1169   334 2N1526   181 
2N643   333 2N1170   334 2N1527   181 
2N644   333 2N1177   159 2N1605   182 
2N645   333 2N1178   159 2N1605A   182 
2N647   145 2N1179   160 2NI613   183 

2N649   145 2N1180   160 2N1631   183 
2N656   333 2N1183   161 2N1632   184 
2N681   376 2N1183A   161 2N1633   334 
2N682   376 2N1183B   161 2N1634   334 
2N683   376 2N1184   163 2NI635   334 

2N684   376 2N1I84A   163 2N1636   334 
2N685   376 2N1184B   163 2N1637   184 
2N686   376 2N1213   334 2N1638   185 
2N687   376 2N1214   334 2N1639   186 
2N688   376 2N1215   334 2NI683   186 

2N689   376 2NI216   334 2N1700   186 
2N690  376 2N1224   164 2N1701   188 
2N696   333 2N1225   164 2N1702   189 
2N697   146 2N1226   164 2N1708   190 
2N699   147 2NI300   164 2N1711   191 

2N705   333 2N1301   165 2N1768   334 
2N706   147 2NI302   165 2N1769   334 
2N706A   147 2NI303   166 2N1770   376 
2N708   148 2N1304   166 2N1771   376 
2N709   149 2N1305   167 2N1772   376 

2N710   333 2N1306   167 2N1773   376 
2N711   333 2N1307   167 2N1774   376 
2N718A   149 2N1308   168 2N1775   376 
2N720A   151 2N1309   168 2N1776   376 
2N794   333 2N1319   334 2N1777   376 
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2N1778   376 2N3242   234 40084   272 
2N1842A   376 2N3261   235 40108   373 
2N1843A   376 2N3262   236 40109   373 
2N1844A   376 2N3263   237 40110   373 
2N1845A   376 2N3264   238 40111   373 

2N1846A   376 2N3265   239 40112   373 
2N1847A   376 2N3266   240 40113   373 
2N1848A   376 2N3375   240 40114   373 
2N1849A   376 2N3435   241 40115   373 
2N1850A   376 2N3439   242 40116   374 

2N1853   192 2N3440   243 40208   374 
2N1854   192 2N3441   243 40209   374 
2N1893   193 2N3442   244 40210   374 
2N1905   194 2N3478   245 40211   374 
2N1906   195 2N3512   246 40212   374 

2N2015   196 2N3525   376 40213   374 
2N2016   197 2N3528   376 40214   374 
2N2102   198 2N3529   376 40216   376 
2N2147   199 2N3553   247 40217   273 
2N2148   201 2N3583   248 40218   273 

2N2205   203 2N3584   249 40219   274 
2N2206   334 2N3585   250 40220   274 
2N2270   204 2N3600   250 40221   274 
2N2273   334 2N3632   252 40222   274 
2N2338   205 2N3668   376 40231   274 

2N2339   334 2N3669   376 40232   275 
2N2369A   206 2N3670   376 40233   275 
2N2405   207 2N3730   253 40234   275 
2N2475   209 2N3731   254 40235   276 
2N2476   210 2N3732   254 40236   276 

2N2477   211 2N3733   255 40237   277 
2N2482   334 2N3771   256 40238   277 
2N2613   212 2N3772   257 40239   278 
2N2614   213 2N3773   258 40240   278 
2N2631   214 2N3866   259 40242   278 

2N2708   214 2N3870   376 40243   280 
2N2857   216 2N3871   376 40244   280 
2N2869/2N301 .... 217 2N3872   376 40245   281 
2N2870/2N301A . .. 218 2N3873   376 40246   282 
2N2873   334 2N3878   260 40250   282 

2N2876   218 2N3879   261 40250V1   283 
2N2895   219 2N3896   376 40251   283 
2N2896   220 2N3897   376 40253   284 
2N2897   222 2N3898   376 40254   286 
2N2898   334 2N3899   376 40255   286 

2N2899   334 2N3932   262 40256   286 
2N2900   334 2N3933   262 40259   373 
2N2938   223 2N4012   263 40261   286 
2N2953   224 2N4036   264 40262   287 
2N3011   226 2N4037   265 40263   288 

2N3053   226 3N98   266 40264   288 
2N3054   227 3N99   267 40265   373 
2N3055   228 3746   334 40266   373 
2N3118   229 3907/2N404   334 40267   373 
2N3119   230 40022   267 40269   289 

2N3228   376 40050   269 40279   290 
2N3229   231 40051   270 40280   291 
2N3230   232 40080   271 40281   291 
2N3231   233 40081   271 40282   292 
2N3241   233 40082   272 40283   293 
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40290   293 40361   319 CR274/872A   375 
40291   293 40362   319 CR275/866A/3B28.. 375 
40292   294 CR301   374 
40294   294 40363   320 CR302   374 
40295   294 40364   320 CR303   374 

40366   321 
40296   295 40367   321 CR304   374 
40305  295 40368   322 CR305   374 
40306   296 CR306   374 
40307   296 40369   323 CR307   374 
40309   297 40372   323 CR311   374 

40373   323 
40310   297 40374   324 CR3I2   375 
40311   298 40375   325 CR313   375 
40312   298 CR314   375 
40313   299 40378   376 CR315   375 
40314   300 40379   376 CR316   375 

40389   325 
40315   300 40390   326 CR317   375 
40316   301 40391   326 CR321   375 
40317   301 CR322   375 
40318   302 40392   326 CR323   375 
40319   303 40394   327 CR324   375 

40395   327 CR325   375 
40320   304 40396   327 CR331   375 
40321   304 40404   328 CR332   375 
40322   305 
40323   305 40405   329 CR333   375 CR334    375 
40324   306 40406   329 

40407   330 CR335   375 
40325   306 40408   330 CR341   375 
40326   307 40409   331 CR342   375 
40327   307 
40328   308 40410   331 CR343   CR344   375 375 
40329   308 40411   331 

CR101   374 CR351   375 
40340   309 CR102   374 CR352   375 
40341   310 CRIO3   374 CR353   375 
40346   311 CR354   375 
40347   312 CR104   374 CR401   375 
40347V1   313 CR105   374 

CR106   374 CR402   375 
40347V2   313 CR107   374 CR403   375 
40348   313 CR108   374 CR404   375 
40348V1   314 CR405   375 
40348V2   314 CR109   374 CR406   375 
40349   315 CR110   374 CR407   375 

40349V1   316 CR201   374 CR408   375 
40349V2   316 CR203   374 CR409   375 
40350   316 CR204   374 CR501   375 
40351   317 CR502   375 
40352   317 CR206   374 

CR208   374 CR503   375 
40354   318 CR2I0   374 CR504   375 
40355   318 CR212   374 CR505   375 
40360   318 CR273/8008   375 CR506   375 
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Index 

Axnpuners   
AC/DC AM/FM Radio Receiver 

(Circuit)   408 
AC/DC Audio Power Amplifier 

(25 W. Circuit)   420 
AC/DC Phonograph Amplifier (Circuit) 414 
AC/DC Radio Receiver (Circuit)   398 
AC/DC Stereo Phonograph Amplifier 

(3 W. Circuit)   428 
AC Voltmeter (Circuit)   486 
Alpha   15 
AM/FM Automobile Radio Receiver 

(Circuit)   405 
AM/FM Radio Receiver, 

Line-Operated (Circuit)   408 
Amplification   30 
Amplifiers: 

AC   96 
Audio   30 
Chopper   42, 100 
Class A   30. 35. 55 
Class AB   30 
Class B   30, 37 
Class C   30.56 
Differential   42 
Direct-Current   41, 95 
High-Fidelity   39 
High-Frequency   54 
Intermediate-Frequency   43 
Neutralized   45 
Phase Inverter   41 
Power   35, 54 
Push-Pull   37 
Radio-Frequency   43, 101 
Tuned   43 
Unilaterallzed   45 
Wideband (Video)   50 

Amplitude Modulation   26 
Anode   8 
Applications   18, 95 
Astable Circuits   77 
Astable Multivibrator (Circuit)   467 
Attenuators   98 
Audio Power Amplifiers   35 
Audio Power Amplifiers (Circuits): 

10 NV, High-Quality   416 
15 W. High-Quality   418 
25 W. Line-Operated (AC/DC)   420 
35 W, High-Quality   422 
70 W. High-Fidelity   424 

Autodyne Converter   73 
Automatic Frequency Control   73 
Automatic Gain Control   48 

Forward AGC   49 
Reverse AGC   48 

Automatic Volume Control   48 
Automobile Radio Receiver. AM/FM 

(Circuit)   405 
Automobile Radio Receiver, 6 V 

(Circuit)   396 
Avalanche Voltage   335 

Balanced Phase-Shift Discriminator 28 
Base   9 
Battery Chargers (Circuits)   452 
Beta   15 
Biasing   6. 20 
Bias Stability   23 
Bistable Circuits   77 

Absolute Maximum System of Ratings Ill 
98 

Bistable Multivibrator (Circuit)   469 
Blocking Oscillator   72 
Breakdown Voltage   16, 335 

Capacitive Division   47 
Cathode   8 
Channel   89 
Characteristics   81, 91, 112 
Characteristics Curves   14 
Chopper-Type Circuits   42. 100 
Circuits (Diagrams and Parts Lists): 

AC/DC AM/FM Radio Receiver 408 
AC/DC Audio Power Amplifier 

(25 W)   420 
AC/DC Phonograph Amplifier . 414 
AC/DC Radio Receiver   398 
AC/DC Stereo Phonograph 

Amplifier (3 W)   428 
AC Voltmeter   466 
AM/FM Automobile Radio 

Receiver   405 
AM/FM Radio Receiver 

(Line-Operated)   408 
Astable Multivibrator   467 
Audio Power Amplifiers: 

10 W. High-ainy   416 
15 W. High- uality   418 
25 W. Line-Operated   420 
35 W. High-Quality   422 
70 W, High-Fidelity   424 

Automobile Radio Receiver 
(AM/FM)   405 

Automobile Radio Receiver (6 V) 396 
Battery Chargers   452 
Bistable Multivibrator   469 
Citizens-Band Transmitter 

(27   434 
Code-Practécè Oscillator   443 
Crystal Oscillator ( 27 Mc/s) 440 
CW Transmitter (50 Mc/s, 50 W) 436 
Electronic Heat Control   459 
Electronic Keyer   444 
Electronic Timer   458 
FM Stereo Multiplex Adapter 402 
FM Tuner   400 
Grid-Dip Meter   442 
Lamp Dimmer   454 
Light Flasher   470 
Light Minder for Automobiles 0 0 451 
Model Train or Race-Car 

Speed Control   456 
Motor Speed Control   454 
Multivlbrators: 

Astable   467 
Bistable   469 

Phonograph Amplifier (AC/DC)   414 
Portable Radio Receivers (3 V)   994 
Power Amplifier ( 175 Mc/s. 35 W) 438 
Power Oscillator ( 500 Mc/s. 1 W) 441 
Power Supply for Amateur 

Transmitter   446 
Preamplifier for Phono. FM or 

Tape Pickup   412 
Radio Receivers: 

AM/FM   405, 408 
Automobile   3%, 405 
Line-Operated (AC/DC) 398, 408 
Portable   394 
Three-Band   410 

Ratio Power Control, 
Integral-Cycle   461 
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Ring Counter   464 
Servo Amplifier   462 
Shift Register   464 
Stereo Amplifiers: 

1 W, Three-Stage   426 
3 W. Line-Operated   428 
5 W. Three-Stage   430 
15 W, High-Quality   432 

Three-Band .Md Radio Receiver   410 
Voltage Regulators: 

Series   448 
Shunt   450 

Voltmeter, AC   466 
Circuit Configurations   11, 93 
Citizens-Band Transmitter 

(27 Mc/s, 5 W, Circuit)   434 
Code-Practice Oscillator (Circuit)   443 
Collector   9 
Collector-Characteristics Curves   14 
Common-Base Circuit   11 
Common-Collector Circuit   13 
Common-Drain Circuit   94 
Common-Emitter Circuit   12 
Common-Gate Circuit   95 
Common-Source Circuit   93 
Communications Transceiver   19 
Compensating Diodes   368 
Complementary Symmetry   38, 82 
Computer System   20 
Controls, Tone and Volume   33 
Converters   86 
Coupling   24 
Cross-Modulation   49, 102 
Cross-Over Distortion   37 
Crystal Oscillators   70 
Crystal Oscillator (27 Mc/s, Circuit) 440 
Current: 

Cutoff   16 
Fault   337 
Flow   6 
Idling   23 
Leakage   16 
Maximum Average Forward 337 
Maximum Surge   337 
Peak Recurrent Forward   337 
Saturation   16 

Current-Steering Logic (CSL)   82 
Cutoff, Frequency   15 
Cutoff, Current   16 
CW Transmitter ( 50 Mc/s, 50 W, 

Circuit)   436 

Data: 
Diodes   378 
Transistors   120, 333 
Silicon Controlled Rectifiers   376 
Silicon Rectifiers   372 

Data, Interpretation of   11 
Deflection: 

Horizontal   
Vertical   

Degenerative Feedback   
Delay Time   
Depletion Layer   
Depletion-Type MOS Transistors 
Detection   
Differential Amplifiers   
Diodes: 

Compensating   368 
Tunnel   362 
Voltage-Reference   368 

Diode Biasing   23 
Diode Detector   27 
Diode-Transistor Logic (DTL)   81 
Direct Coupling   24 
Direct-Current Amplifiers   41, 95 
Dissipation, Transistor   111 
Distortion: 

Cross-Modulation   49, 102 
Cross-Over   37 
Harmonic   39 

Intermodulation   39 
Division, Capacitive   47 
Drain   89 
Drivers   35 
Dynamic Characteristics   14 
Dynamic Range   102 

Electrical Connections   106 
Electron Flow   6 
Electronic Keyer (Circuit)   444 
Electronic Heat Control (Circuit) 459 
Electronic Timer   458 
Emitter   9 
Emitter Configurations ( Illustration) 2 
Enhancement-Type MOS Transistors 90 
Energy Barrier   6 
Extrinsic Transconductance   15 

Fabrication   10, 91 
Fall Time   77 
Fault Current   337 
Feedback   33 
Figure of Merit   364 
Filters   109 
Fixed Bias   21 
Flip-Flop Circuits   77, 83 
FM Stereo Multiplex Adapter 

(Circuit)   402 
FM Tuner ( Circuit)   400 
Forward AGC   49 
Forward Bias   7 
Forward Characteristics ( Silicon 

Rectifier)   336 
Forward Current-Transfer Ratio   15 
Frequency Compensation   32 
Frequency Control, Automatic   73 
Frequency Conversion   73 
Frequency Cutoff   15 
Frequency Modulation   27 
Frequency Multipliers   74 

Gain-Bandwidth Product   15 
Gain, Automatic Control   48 
Gate   89 
Gating Circuits   78 
General System Functions   18 
Grid-Dip Meter   442 

Heat Sinks   107, 350 
High-Fidelity Amplifiers   39 
High-Frequency Considerations   109 
High-Frequency Power Amplifiers   54 
Horizontal Deflection   65 
Hysteresis   75 

65 Idling Current   23 
67 Impedance Coupling   24 
33 Impurities   4 
76 Input Filters   344 
5 Intermediate-Frequency Amplifiers . 43 

90 Interpretation of Data   111 
26 Inverse Feedback   33 
42 Inverter, Phase   41 

Inverters   87 

Junctions   3 

Lamp Dimmer ( Circuit)   454 
LC Resonant Feedback Oscillators 68 
Leakage Currents   16 
Light Flasher ( Circuit)   470 
Light Minder for Automobiles 

(Circuit)   451 
Limiters   50 
Line-Operated Audio Equipment   40 
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Logic Circuits   79, 103 
Complementary-Symmetry   82 
CSL (Current-Steering Logic) . 82 
DTL (Diode-Transistor Logic) 81 
RCTL (Resistance-Capacitance-

Transistor Logic)   81 
RTL (Resistance-Transistor Logic) 80 

M aterials, Junctions, and Devices 3 
Maximum Available Gain (MAG) 45 
Maximum Usable Gain (MUG)   45 
Military-Specification Types: 

Transistors   116 
Rectifiers   371 

Model Train or Race-Car Speed 
Control ( Circuit)   456 

Modulation: 
Amplitude   26 
Frequency   27 
Single-Sideband   60 

Monostable Circuits   77 
MOS Field-Effect Transistors   9, 89 

Applications   95 
Channel   89 
Characteristics   91 
Circuit Configurations   93 
Depletion Type   90 
Drain   89 
Enhancement Type   90 
Fabrication   91 
Gate   89 
Handling Considerations   104 
Source   89 
Theory of Operation   89 

Motor Speed Control (Circuit)   454 
Mounting   106 
Mounting Hardware   389 
Multivibrators   72 
Multivibrators (Circuits): 

Astable   467 
Bistable   469 

Negative Feedback   33 
Negative-Resistance Characteristic 363 
Neutralized Amplifiers   45, 102 
Noise Figure   31, 101 
Noise Immunity   83 
Nonsinusoidal Oscillators   71 
N-P-N Structures   7 
N-Type Material   5 

Oscillation   68 
Outlines   380 
Overlay Transistors   11, 16 
Overload Protection   339, 357 

Parallel Arrangement   339 
Peaking: 

Shunt   51 
Series   52 

Peak Recurrent Forward Current 337 
Peak Reverse Voltage   336 
Phase Inverter   41 
Phase-Shift Discriminator   28 
Phase-Shift Oscillator   71 
Phonograph Amplifier 

(Line-Operated, Circuit)   414 
Portable Radio Receiver (3 V. Circuit) 394 
Power Amplifiers, High-Frequency 54 
Power Amplifier ( 175 Mc/s, 35 W. 

Circuit)   438 
Power Oscillator ( 500 Mc/s, 1 W, 

Circuit)   441 
Power Supply for Amateur 

Transmitter (Circuit)   446 
Power Switching   85 
Preamplifier for Phono, FM, or 

Tape Pickup (Circuit)   412 

Propagation Delay   79 
P-N Junctions   5 
P-N-P Structures   7 
Positive Feedback   33 
Power Amplifiers, Audio   35 
Preamplifiers   31 
P-Type Material   5 
Pulse Time   77 
Punch-Through Voltage   17 
Push-Pull Amplifiers   37 

" O il ( Selectivity)     43 

Radiation Considerations   366 
Radio-Frequency Amplifiers   43. 101 
Radio Receivers ( Circuits): 

AM/FM   405, 408 
Automobile   396, 405 
Line-Operated (AC/DC) 398, 408 
Portable   394 
Three-Band   410 

Ratings   111 
Ratio Detector   29 
Ratio Power Control, Integral-Cycle 

(Circuit)   461 
RC Feedback Oscillators   71 
Reach-Through Voltage   17 
Rectifier Circuits   340 
Rectifiers: 

Silicon   335 
Silicon Controlled   352 
Tunnel   366 

Rectifiers, Military-Specification Types 371 
Rectifier Symbols   370 
Regenerative Feedback   33 
Regulator Circuits: 

Series   41 
Shunt   42 
Switching   88 

Reliability   106 
Resistance-Capacitance Coupling   24 
Resistance-Capacitance-Transistor 
Logic ( RCTL)   81 

Resistance, Thermal   sa 
Resistance-Transistor Logic (RTL) 80 
Resistivity   3 
Resonant Circuits   43 
Reverse AGC   48 
Reverse Bias   6 
Ring Counter (Circuit)   464 
Ripple   340 
Rise Time   77 

Saturation Current   16 
Seturatiou Voltage   17 
Scanning Fundamentals   61 
Second Breakdown   16 
Selection Charts   117 
Selectivity ( Q)   33 
Self-Bias   22 
Semiconductor Materials   3 
Series Arrangement   339 
Series Peaking   52 
Series Regulators   41 
Series Regulator ( Circuit)   448 
Servo Amplifier ( Circuit)   462 
Shielding   109 
Shift Register ( Circuit)   464 
Shunt Peaking   51 
Shunt Regulators   42 
Shunt Regulator ( Circuit)   450 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio   31 
Silicon Controlled Rectifiers   8, 352 

Characteristics   353 
Construction   352 
Current Ratios   358 
Data   372 
Overload Protection   357 
Power Control   358 
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Ratings   354 
Triggering Characteristics   355 
Switching Characteristics   356 

Silicon Rectifiers   8. 335 
Capacitive-Load Circuits   345 
Circuit Factors   340 
Data   372 
Forward Characteristics   336 
Heat Sinks   350 
Military-Specification Types   371 
Overload Protection   339 
Ratings   336 
Reverse Characteristics   335 
Series and Parallel Arrangements 339 
Thermal Considerations   335 

Single-Sideband ( SSB) Modulation   60 
Source   89 
Stability Factor   23 
Static Characteristics   14 
Stereo Amplifiers (Circuits) : 

1 W. Three-Stage   426 
3 W, Line-Operated   428 
5 W, Three Stage   430 
15 W, High-Quality   432 

Storage Time   77 
Stored Base Charge   17 
Structures: 

N-P-N   7 
P-N-P   7 

Surge Current, Maximum   337 
Sustaining Voltage   16 
Switching   75 
Switching Regulator   88 
Switching Times   76 
Symbols, Rectifiers and Diodes   370 
Symbols, Transistor   113 
Sync   62 
Sync Separator   62 

Technical Data   120, 333, 372 
Television: 

Horizontal Deflection   65 
Receiver   19 
Scanning Fundamentals   61 
Sync   62 
Vertical Deflection   67 

Testing   106 
Thermal Considerations   335 
Thermal Resistance   34 
Thermal Runaway   335 
Thermistor Bias   23 
Three-Band AM Radio Receiver 

(Circuit)   410 
Thyristor (SCR)   352 
Tone Controls   33 
Transconductance, Extrinsic   15 
Transfer-Characteristics Curves   14 
Transformer Coupling   24 
Transient Effects   106 

Transistor: 
Applications   18 
Characteristics   14 
Circuit Configurations   10 
Data   120, 333 
Designs   10 
Dissipation   111 
Fabrication   10 
Military-Specification Types   116 
Mounting, Testing, and Reliability  106 
Schematic Diagrams   
Selection Charts   117 

Types: 
Alloy-Junction   10 
Drift-Field   10 
Epitaxial-Mesa   11 
Grown-Junction   10 
Mesa   11 
Overlay   11 
Planar   11 
Point-Contact   10 

Transition Region   5 
Triggered Circuits   77 
Tuned Amplifiers   43 
Tuned-Base Oscillator   69 
Tuned-Collector Oscillator   69 
Tunnel Diodes   8, 362 
Turn-Off Time   77 
Turn-On Time   77 
Types of Devices   8 

Unilateralized Amplifier   45 

Ver tical Deflection   67 
Video Amplifiers   50 
Voltage: 

Avalanche   335 
Breakdown 
Peak Reverse   
Punch-Through   
Reach-Through   
Saturation   
Sustaining   
Zener   

Voltage-Controlled Attenuators   
Voltage-Reference Diodes   
Voltage Regulators ( Circuits) : 

Series   448 
Shunt   450 

Voltmeter, AC (Circuit)   466 
Volume Controls   33, 48 

  16, 335 
336 
17 
17 
17 
16 

335 
98 
368 

Wideband ( Video) Amplifiers   50 

Zener Voltage   335 



WHERE TO FIND DATA ON 

RCA Semiconductor Devices 

TRANSISTORS: 

Active types—arranged in numerical-alphabeti-
cal-numerical sequence on pages 120 
through 332 

Discontinued types—charts on pages 333 and 
334 

SILICON RECTIFIERS: 
Charts on pages 372 to 375 

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS: 
Charts on pages 376 and 377 

TUNNEL DIODES AND TUNNEL RECTIFIERS: 
Charts on pages 378 and 379 

OTHER DIODES: 
Pages 378 and 379 

COMPLETE INDEX TO INDIVIDUAL DEVICES 
ON PAGES 473 TO 476 
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